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INTRODUCTION

An ocean, verily, is the Word.
PancaviinSa Brähmana 7.7.9

He lifts the lifewand and the dumb speak.
—Quoiquoiquoiquoiquoiquoiquoiq

"Shem the Penman/' Finnegan's Wake

THIS VOLUME OF ESSAYS AND bibliography has been assembled in
order to focus attention on the Hindu mantra, a common and vital but
troubling feature of Indian culture that more often has been taken for
granted than made the object of sympathetic and systematic reflection.
The volume is exploratory not definitive. It may, I trust, be used as a
general introduction to the Hindu mantra and its study, but it does not
offer any comprehensive survey, nor does it deal with the use of man-
tras and mantralike formulas in non-Hindu settings or in those portions
of Asia beyond India where Indian culture has penetrated. It is my
conviction that the essays collected here speak eloquently for them-
selves and need no brief content summaries in this Introduction. Rather,
I shall set the stage for reading the essays by indicating quite schemati-
cally some of the themes and issues in mantric studies that the essays
themselves raise.

MANTRAS: WHY THEY MATTER AND WHY THEY PERPLEX US

In 1984, Sri Satguru Publications in Delhi brought out an English
translation of Mahidhara's Mantramahodadhi, a sixteenth century syn-
thetic treatise on Mantrasästra. Prior to the book's Introduction the pub-
lishers insert a "warning" in which they disclaim responsibility—eth-
ically and, I suppose, legally—for the consequences that ensue when
mantras are used unsuccessfully or irresponsibly.

If any person on the basis of Yantras as provided in this book com-
mits any nefarious acts which causes loss, etc., to anybody then for his
actions the authors/editors/translators, printer and publisher will not
be responsible in any way whatsoever.
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The Mantras/Yantras as provided in this book if are tried by any-
body and is not crowned by success, which entirely depends on
Sadhaka, the author/editors/translators, printer and publisher will not
be responsible in any way for such failures.

The Mantras/Yantra be practiced and used for the help, good cause
and service of Mankind. These should not be used for any nefarious
means, the responsibility of such actions will be only that of the
Sadhaka.

Is this disclaimer meant seriously? Does the publisher fear being
sued by someone who believed that he had been harmed by the use of a
mantra? Might a disgruntled devotee haul his guru into small claims
court because the mantra the latter had imparted did not perform as
advertised? Perhaps not, yet this disclaimer underscores the fact that
belief in the efficacy of mantras is a commonplace of Indian culture,
today as in the past. It further suggests the difficulty of approaching
Mantrasästra from a perspective at once modern and sympathetic.

For India, mantras are real, palpable, mental artifacts to be revered
and mastered, to be used or misused. While the significance of mantras
is not exclusively religious, mantras obviously play a pivotal role in the
religious realm. Instead, the history of the religious life of the Indian
people might plausibly be read as a history of mantras. To be sure, there
must always have been individuals who were sceptical about mantras.
The extent of such scepticism in the past is difficult to gauge, but it could
not have been great.* The possibility of the successful use of mantras
was, and is, simply a common part of the Indian mentality.

This centrality of mantras in the common life of the Indian people is
indicated, for example, by the observation in the Räjatarahgini that, in
twelfth century Kasmir, the crops in the fields were protected from
Nägas by mäntrikas, "guards who exercised their function by means of
mantras" (cited in Gonda [1963b] 1975b, IV:268). The general repute in
which mantras have been held is expressed with uncanny force by as
"secular" a text as the Arthasästra (perhaps third-fourth century A.D.),
which holds that "a mantra accomplishes the apprehension of what is
not or cannot be seen; imparts the strength of a definite conclusion to
what is apprehended, removes doubt when two courses are possible,
[and] leads to inference of an entire matter when only a part is seen"
(Gonda [1963b] 1975b, 260, citing 1.15.20).

The difficulty we have understanding and explaining mantras may
be highlighted by considering the place of Mantrasästra in India as anal-
ogous (but it is not identical) to the place of prayer in the West. Among
the monotheistic religions of the West, prayer has long been understood

*The temptation to interpret the Kautsa controversy as evidence of religious or philosophical scep-
ticism would seem to be misplaced.
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as conversation with God; it has long been taken as the paradigmatic
form of religious utterance. The most common form of prayer has been
petition, but the most prestigious form often have been considered to be
praise, thanksgiving, and adoration, forms of religious discourse lacking
practical ends. (This is especially true of the Jewish and Muslim tradi-
tions and of Christian monasticism.) Recently, a number of theologians
and social scientists have suggested that narrative (story) rather than
prayer (conversation) plays a primal role in shaping human religious
life. Both prayer and story are ways in which human beings use lan-
guage to domesticate the enormity of the cosmos, bringing it into scale
with the human 'dimension, and both are fundamentally personalistic.
Whatever their importance might be elsewhere, it is arguable that in
India neither prayer nor story is the paradigmatic form of religious utter-
ance. It is mantra.*

Most of us who study mantras critically—historians, philosophers,
Sanskritists—take the Enlightenment consensus for granted. We do not
believe in magic. Generally, we do not pray. If we do pray, we try to do
so infa universalistic idiom. We do not ask openly for mundane, tem-
poral goods. If we prayed for the latter and if our prayers were an-
swered, many of us Would be incredulous and deeply embarrassed. In
contrast to prayer and story, mantra is impersonal. In contrast to the
most "desirable" forms of prayer, it is often practical. According to the
standards of modern science, mantras are irrational. Mantrasästra thus
shares neither the prestige of modernity nor the lingering prestige of
traditional Western religion. Perhaps for this reason it has fallen through
the cracks of Indology. As an impersonal, often practical form of re-
ligious utterance, yet associated with a sophisticated civilization, mantra
invites special attention.

DEFINITION

Earlier studies of mantra often began by proposing formal or infor-
mal definitions. An enumeration of these definitions is beyond the
scope of this introduction and, in any case, would serve little purpose.
But, one should note the heterogeneity of the various definitions. Gon-
da (1963b) and Bharati (1965) represent the two poles.

Gonda treats definition quite informally and tends to use it to de-
scribe the understanding of mantra in whatever text or secondary source
with which he happens to be dealing. Therefore, it is not unusual for
him to move effortlessly through a series of "definitions" within a few
pages. Gonda ([1963b] 1975, IV:251) first focuses on the Veda and de-
fines mantra "provisionally and for practical purposes" as "a general

*Coburn (1984b, 450, n. 10) surely is correct in qualifying the suggestion that story is the paradig-
matic form of religious utterance. The primacy of mantra is implicit in the first category ofCoburn's
fivefold typology (p. 452).
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name for the formulas, verses or sequences of words in prose which
contain praise . . . , are believed to have magical, religious, or spiritual
efficiency, are recited, muttered or sung in the Vedic ritual and which
are collected in the methodically arranged corpora of Vedic texts." He
immediately qualifies this by adding that the word applies to ''compara-
ble 'formulas' of different origin used in the post-vedic cults." Focusing
on practical morality (dandanlti), Gonda (p. 259) offers a second defini-
tion of mantra as "consultation, resolution, advice, counsel, design,
plan, secret." Moving on to classical Hinduism (p. 271), he offers a third
definition, notable for its anthropological and heuristic breadth: In the
religious practice of the Hindu age, as well as earlier, the term mantra
"covers also all potent (so-called magical) forms of texts, words, sounds,
letters, which bring good luck to those who know or 'possess' them and
evil to their enemies." By the very next page, Gonda has moved on to
another, Tantric, context and defines mantra as "a power (sakti-) in the
form of formulated and expressed thought."

Bharati's strategy (1965, 105-11) could not be more divergent. After
surveying attempts at a definition of mantra by scholars such as Bhat-
tacharya, Eliade, von Glasenapp, Govinda, Guenther, Majumdar,
Woodroffe, and Zimmer, he offers his own succinct, formal definition:
"A mantra is a quasi-morpheme or a series of quasi-morphemes, or a
series of mixed genuine and quasi-morphemes arranged in conventional
patterns, based on codified esoteric traditions, and passed on from one
preceptor to one disciple in the course of a prescribed initiation" (p.
111).

Whatever the advantages of such informal and formal definitions,
generally speaking, the essays in this volume do not find the problem of
definition a profitable point of departure. A loose working consensus,
however, may be discerned in the way many of them take the scope of
the term mantra. First, they assume that a mantra is whatever anyone in
a position to know calls a mantra.* Second, they usually assume that the
term and the phenomenon are not coextensive. Third, they recognize
that, as far back as the evidence goes, there has been a large family of
Indie terms—e.g., brahman, stobha, blja, kavaca, dhärani, yämala—em-
ployed in various traditions and periods to name especially potent
"words" and "sounds." Sometimes, these terms have been used with
overlapping or roughly synonomous meanings, often they have been
used with technical precision. When they are used technically, their
exact force and meaning can be determined only through an exegesis
that is text and tradition specific. Finally, there is a recognition that the

*ln this they stand in the company of Säyana, the sixteenth century exegete, who stipulated that a
mantra is best defined as that which the priests who are performing a sacrifice call a mantra:
yäjnikasamäkhyänasya nirdosalak§anatvät (Sontakke and Kashikar 1933, 1.16). Säyana is ulti-
mately following Prabhäkara's position (cf. Jha [1942] 1964, 160, and Murty 1959, 26).
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precision of the texts cannot be read into social usage without caution.
On the popular level, words such as mantra long ago acquired a broad, if
imprecise meaning.

HISTORY

Jan Gonda has long championed the view that certain continuities in
Indian culture ilndergird and facilitate the admittedly real discon-
tinuities. Thus, ijt can be no surprise when he quotes a long passage
discussing mantra from the twentieth century neo-Hindu mystic Sri
Aurobindo and comments, "The survey of the Vedic uses of the term
[mantra] will show that the essence of [Aurobindo's interpretation] As
indeed already characteristic of the mantras of the Vedic period,—one of
the numerous indicia of the agelong continuity of Indian religious
thought" ([1963b] 1975, IV:253). Such generalizations are dangerous, for
they tend to reify traditional Indian culture and suggest that it was an
unchanging monolith. Nonetheless, my study of mantra leads me to
conclude that Gondä; is correct in some large measure. The history of
Mantrasästra strikes me overwhelmingly as a set of variations on a
theme: The further afield, the more "rococo," the development gets, the
more it reaffirms its original character. In this, it might be apt to compare
the history of Mantrasästra to the development of a räga. In the realm
of mantra there has been forward movement; there has been no
revolution.

The essays in this volume present diverse evidence of historical
change and historical continuity. Quite naturally, readers will form their
own judgments concerning the import of this evidence. It might, how-
ever, be useful to draw attention to three points that relate directly to the
assessment of the balance between continuity and discontinuity in Man-
trasästra. (1) The historical origin of the mantra is not easily reconstruct-
ed on the basis of the surviving documents. Nonetheless, as Findly
shows, the RV itself contains evidence of a fundamental transformation
that created the mantra as the tradition subsequently knew it. In other
words, the journey from poetic inspiration to ritual utilization is notice-
able from the start. (2) The evidence presented by Staal, and Wheelock,
underlines the historical continuity of mantra from the period of SV to
the Tantras. The parallel between Vedic and Tantric deformations of
ordinary, otherwise linguistically meaningful, sentences is particularly
suggestive. In a sense, the patterned repetitions of japa are the theistic
and meditative correlates of the ritual deconstruction of the texts in the
tradition of Brahmanic sacrifice. (3) Several of the essays that deal with
classical Hinduism—Oberhammer, Gupta, and especially Rocher^un-
derscore the difficulty of drawing hard and fast distinctions between
different periods of mantras. The distinction between Vedic, Puränic,
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and Tantric mantras must be considered one of those pious organiza-
tional fictions in which Indian culture, like most cultures, abounds.

FUNCTION

As a tool of human intentionality, mantras are protean. They are
used in an astonishing variety of contexts, for a plethora of purposes,
with a multitude of informing emotions, and by the widest variety of
individuals. Gonda ([1963b] 1975b, IV:250) nonetheless asserts that the
term mantra has "kept a definite semantic kernel." Many scholars might
feel that this judgment is correct, yet neither Gonda nor anyone else has
really demonstrated exactly the limits and content of this semantic ker-
nel. Lurking behind our sense of the commonality of mantras one can
sense the instinctive conclusion of the rationalist. After all, nothing real-
ly distinguishes one magic formula from another: Whether one is trying
to hail a taxi in New York during rush hour, trying to post a package
overseas from an Indian post office, or even trying to dodge the explo-
sions while crossing a minefield, reciting a mantra—any mantra—will
be as ineffective as reciting anything else.

The tradition, in contrast, takes for granted that mantras are any-
thing but arbitrary and interchangeable. Each of them is understood to
be a finely honed instrument for exercising power, a tool designed for a
particular task, which will achieve a particular end when, and only
when, it is used in a particular manner. Mantras, according to this view,
are as distinct from each other as are hammers from screwdrivers. More
critically, they are taken to be as distinct from each other as are indi-
viduals. This conviction is illustrated, for example, by the Päncarätra
conviction that "each letter of the mätrkä is in its own right a mantra with
a distinct personality" (Gupta, this volume, italics mine), by the prolifera-
tion of different sorts of initiations (diksäs), as well as by the well-known
proclivity of certain devotees to collect gurus the way some Americans
collect baseball cards.*

It is clear that mantras are understood by the tradition as polyvalent
instruments of power. Debating what really counts as a mantra and
what defines it as a mantra is unlikely to yield interesting results. Listing
all of the situations in which mantras may be used may or may not be
theoretically possible.** In any case, it is impractical without more com-
puter time than impecunious Sanskritists are likely to command. How-

*For example, Bharati (1965, 197, n. 3) cites a story from the SkandaP, in which a monk acquired
thirty-three different dik$as that were imparted by no less than thirty-three gurus, one of whom was
a crow.
**The tradition seems to hold that the number of mantras is finite but very large. Hence, it ought to
be theoretically possible to provide an exhaustive list of the contexts in which they may be used, but I
would demur. Although the tradition characteristically denies this, an infinity of new mantras may
be created, just as one may create an infinity of new sentences in a natural language.
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ever, it is possible to get a handle on the sorts of situations in which
mantras characteristically are used. Many scholars have suggested the
need for classifying the in tented force of mantric utterance. Gonda
([1963b] 1975b, IV:249) speaks of mantras being "invocatory," "evocato-
ry," "deprecatory," and "conservatory." Bharati (1965, 111 ff) more
cogently proposes a threefold division of the purpose of mantric utter-
ance: "propitiation," "acquisition," and "identification." Many other
schemes of classification have been proposed, but none has yet won
general acceptance.

Perhaps foolishly, I wish to enter this fray by suggesting a simple
foursided grid (see Figure 1) in whose terms any particular use of a
mantra might be placed for the purpose of comparison. The grid has two
scales, each of which is understood as a continuum. It is my conviction
that few if any mantric utterances would ever exemplify a single, "pure"
character. Human life is too complex and too rich for that to be the case.
Placement of a particular mantra within this continuum, thus, is meant
to suggest its relative character.

The horizontal scale shows intentionality. Towards the left pole I
place mantras uttered predominantly to achieve some specific practical
goal; e.g., the disovery of lost cattle, the cure of impotence or barren-
ness, a passing grade on a university examination. Towards the right
pole I place mantras uttered predominantly to achieve some transcen-
dental goal; e.g., escape from samsära, the diminution of the effect of bad
karma, transportation to the realm of the god to whom one is devoted.
The left pole I label quotidian; the right pole I label redemptive. By the

LINGUISTICALITY

;
Grhya ritual/Domestic mantras j

i
VEDA !

i
§rauta ritual/Sacrificial mantras |

I
O M j

(püjä) jQUOTIDIAN
INTENTION

Bhakti/ "Theism" j
Devotional mantras i

(japa) j
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i
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former term, I designate purposes informed by the need to cope with
the multitudinous dilemmas of daily life. By the latter term, I designate
purposes informed by the desire to cope with the human condition as a
whole. I choose these terms precisely to avoid more common terms that
already carry a heavy burden of connotations. *

The vertical scale shows linguisticality. Towards the top I place man-
tras that are entirely intelligible as sentences in an ordinary language;
e.g., the Gäyatrl. Towards the bottom pole I place mantras that, how-
ever they may be decoded, are in no way intelligible as ordinary lan-
guage in themselves; e.g., bija mantras. Here, too, it seems to me that
there is a continuum, rather than an absolute distinction. If one takes the
ritual and social context of Mantrasästra into consideration, all or most
mantras may be understood to share the characters of both lin-
guisticality and alinguisticality.

The placement of items in Figure 1 suggests how a grid might be
employed to situate both classes and particular instances of mantric
utterance for comparison. Thus, it seems to me, that mantras used in the
domestic (grhya) ritual typically are quotidian and linguistic in com-
parison to those use in Tantra, which tend to be characteristically re-
demptive and alinguistic. Conversely, it seems to me that the mantras
used in the Srauta ritual and devotionally show a high degree of varia-
tion in terms of both the intentions with which they are used and their
linguisticality. In any case, I shall not attempt to argue my particular
historical judgments here; I merely wish tö suggest a procedure for
classification that readers might test against the evidence presented in
this volume.

METHOD

The reader will find no methodological) manifesto in this volume.
There is no unanimity among the contributors concerning the descrip-
tion and classification of mantras or the most fruitful way to study them.
Rather, the consensus is that mantras merit study and that this study
will yield the most interesting results if informed by careful method, be
that method anthropolgoical, historical, philological, or philosophical.
Moreover, certain themes and issues recur as leitmotifs through the
essays. In the remainder of the Introduction, I shall draw attention to
some of these recurring motifs. Among them, two are fundamental: the

*Quotidien, of course, is a common French adjective for daily. Its use in this context was suggested
to me originally by the subtitle ofBrunner (1963). I cannot take the space for a full justification oftnis
nomenclature here. Suffice it to say that I have attempted to avoid invoking the hackneyed Western
distinction between magic and religion and to propose a terminology compatible with other distinc-
tions that have been proposed to classify diverging sorts of Hindu religious life; e.g., Mandelbaum's
distinction between transcendental and pragmatic (see Mandlebaum 1966 and cf. Goudriaan and
Gupta 1981, 112 ff).
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question of whether mantras are instances of language and, if so, what
sort of linguistic utterance are they; and the question of whether and, if
so, how mantras function as instruments of religious transfiguration.

There can be no doubt that Jan Gonda's (1963b) essay, "The Indian
Mantra/' remains the single most important contribution to the study of
the subject. In many regards, it is a model of Indological synthesis,
ranging widely over the available primary and secondary sources. All
the contributors to this volume remain indebted to it; many of us remain
under its spell. "Nonetheless, without wanting to appear ungrateful, it
should be said1 that, upon close reading, the essay's Indological
strengths are not matched by methodological acumen. Many re-
searchers have recognized that the mere enumeration of mantras will
never suffice. The need for systematic, critical reflection on mantra
emerges from Indology itself. The importance of supplementing Indo-
logical inquiry with broader, more searching sorts of analysis has been
noted, for example, by Padoux. The need for philosophical precision in
studying mantras was passionately asserted by Bharati twenty years
ago. This volume has evolved partially in response to the call of these
two scholars.

Padoux's remarks (1978b, 238 f) merit citation:

All the [Indological] researches [previously mentioned], important as
they are, still do not suffice for a complete understanding of the prob-
lem of mantra, if only because they remain on the surface: they limit
themselves to reporting what different texts, schools, authors, say on
the subject>They report a discourse, they contribute to clarify it, they
unveil its relations to other discourses, or its historical origins and
developments, but they do not explain it: what really are mantras? How
do they "function"? What can one say about the mantric phenomenon
as a peculiar type of human praxis and discourse? Those, indeed, are
the most important problems.

How might one achieve such comprehensive understanding of the
context, character, and significance of mantric utterance? Judging by
many of the essays in this volume—for example, those of Alper, Cow-
ard, Findly, Staal, Taber, and Wheelock—.here seems to be a general
conviction that progress in understanding and explaining mantras de-
pends upon filtering the results of philological-historical analysis
through the critical sieve of philosophy.* In this we all heed Bharati's
recommendation (1965, 102 f) that mantra be examined with the tools of
analytic philosophy.

In subjecting mantra to philosophical scrutiny, one crux stands out

*lt is, I am convinced, equally important to collate the examination of texts with anthropological field
reports that examine how mantras, in fact, are used. A companion volume bringing such inquiries
together and subjecting them to philosophical reflection would be useful.
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as central: Should the indigenous interpretative tradition be taken se-
riously as interpretation? To be sure, everyone recognizes that the analy-
ses of mantra by Indian theoreticians can be studied in themselves, as
primary sources. The question is whether their work helps us explain
and understand the phenomenon itself? The issue will be drawn clearly
for the reader by contrasting the analyses of Taber, Coward, and Alper,
on the one hand, with that of Staal, on the other. The former—dealing
respectively with Sabara, Bhartrhari, and Ksemaräja—answer the ques-
tion affirmatively; Staal answers with an emphatic no.

IS MANTRA LANGUAGE?

The most fundamental discussion running through these pages con-
cerns the linguisticality of mantras. In the past decade or so, a series of
studies by McDermott, Staal, and Wheelock have focused attention on
this issue. Far from leading to a new concensus, their work demon-
strates radical—seemingly irreconcilable—differences in evaluating the
nature and function of mantra. In my own judgment, this volume makes
two significant contributions to mantric studies: taken together, the es-
says make this difference of interpretation apparent; and they do so in a
manner which shows that only rigorous philosophical reflection can
establish whether a problematic sort of utterance—and there isn't even
agreement whether a mantra counts as an "utterance"—such as mantra
is senseless mumbo jumbo (cf. Bharati 1965, 102).

The key question is raised forcefully by comparing the position of
Staal with those of Wheelock and Alper.* Staal's approach is alinguistic,
essentially. Largely, he assimilates mantra to ritual. This contrasts dra-
matically with the speech act analyses of Wheelock and Alper, both of
whom take for granted that mantric utterance is a form of language,

Staal's argument has developed over a number of years and has been
expressed in a number of publications. For this reason, in addition to its
historical and philosophical sophistication, it is difficult to do justice to it
in a few sentences. Nevertheless, a schematic outline might help the
reader compare it with that of his opponents.** Staal's point of depar-
ture is an observation that is unexceptionable at face value: "Mantras are
bits and pieces from the Vedas put to ritual use." This is the linch pin of
Staal's position, from which the remainder of his analysis is logically
deducible. He observes that the raison d'etre of mantras, that context
without which they are not mantras, is Vedic ritual. Period. He con-
tinues by asking what mantras are like and responds with analogies
taken exclusively from alinguistic phenomenon: "mantras are like mu-

*As suggested above, the approach taken and/or the conclusions reached in the essays of Coward,
Findly, and Taber might also be contrasted with Staal's alinguiticality thesis.
**/ shall not attempt to trace the development of Staal's position through his work; however, see the
relevant items in the Bibliography.
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sic," like the nattering of infants and madmen, like the patterned song
of birds. He concludes, "there is every reason to accept as a well estab-
lished fact that mantras, even if they consist of language, are not used in
the manner of language."*

Although a majority of the contributors to this volume, including
me, hold that mantra generally is a linguistic phenomenon, Staats case
should not be dismissed out of hand. His work on ritual, language, and
mantras cumulatively makes a distinguished contribution to our under-
standing of Indian culture. He has proposed a general theory and estab-
lished a prima facie case. He is the pürvapaksin; if one thinks his position
incorrect, then one is obligated to demonstrate it.

Can Staal's position be refuted? Not as easily as one might imagine.
The most obvious refutation turns out to be no refutation at all. If one
merely points to the fact that some, I would say many, mantras may be
translated into a natural language other than Sanskrit, Staal might easily
respond: This apparent translatability misses the point. Even if the
words used in a mantra are otherwise translatable, even if they other-
wise amount to a sentence, a mantra qua mantra is untranslatable. Its
apparent linguistic meaning is adventitious to its function as a mantra.

Moreover, it must be admitted that none of the advocates of the
linguistic thesis argue for it directly in this volume; we all assume it.
Staal's work certainly shows that this is not sufficient. To show that Staal
is in some large measure incorrect someone must produce a well-rea-
soned argument that demonstrates that mantra should count as lan-
guage. Unless and UIY$ that is done, it is futile to try to demonstrate that
the utterance of a mantra is a particular act of speech.

On the one han4. it is true that from the start mantras have been
associated with special "words" (noises, sounds), such as svähä, that
have no meaning in ordinary language. This strongly suggests that
some mantras, or all mantras in some sense, are abracadabra words. It is
further the case that there is no apparent correlation between the context
or use of a mantra and its being, in part, linguistically meaningful.
Finally, there can be no doubt that, while languages are preeminently
instruments of public communication, one of the most characteristic
uses of mantra is the esoteric mental repetition of japa.

Against this one might observe that the evidence Staal marshals is
selected to illustrate his thesis, naturally enough. Other evidence might
be assembled that, if not refute it, would call it into question, or at least,
suggest that the alinguisticality thesis, in its pure form, requires modifi-
cation. After all, some mantras are or contain sentences. Whether one

* Staal's interpretation of mantra as meaningless, as a practical matter, is tied to his theory of ritual
as meaningless. They are correlated but do not entail each other, I believe. The thesis that ritual is
meaningless does entail that mantras, as ritual, are meaningless. On the other hand, one might argue
that while ritual in general is meaningful, mantras are an instance of meaningless ritual. Similarly,
Staal's historical speculation, his hypothesis that "mantras are the missing link between ritual and
language," is compatible with his analysis of mantra but not entailed by it.
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classifies them as prayers, they accurately express the intention of a
speaker. Gonda ([1963b] 1975, IV:267), for example, translates a mantra
drawn from BrahamP 56.72 f: "Save me who am immersed in the sea of
mundane existence, swallowed by evil, senseless, O thou who art the
destroyer of the eyes of Bhaga, O enemy of Tripura, homage to Thee!"*
As this example illustrates, the tradition of overtly meaningful mantras
by no means disappears with the Vedic Samhitäs. Indeed, numerous
examples of meaningful mantras, used with either quotidian or re-
demptive intention, can be found in a wide variety of texts. See, for
example, C M . Brown (1974, 45) for a mantra to be recited over a human
being prior to his sacrifice and Goudriaan and Gupta (1981, 79 f) for a
propitiatory mantra to Sivä (the jackal, the word is feminine, is under-
stood as a manifestation of Sakti), which must contain the sentences
"Take, take!" "Devour, devour!" "Create success for me!" and "De-
stroy, destroy; kill, kill my foes!"

Where does this leave one? Judging by the essays in this volume,
both the linguisticality and the alinguisticality of mantras is arguable.
There is no open and shut case; neither is established. Hence, the ver-
tical pole in Figure 1 must take into account this argument.

MANTRAS AS RELIGIOUS INSTRUMENTS

The thesis that mantras are instruments of fundamental religious
transformation is curiously hybrid and, therefore, curiously prob-
lematic. It argues that the utterance of a mantra is an instance of lan-
guage, but language of so peculiar a sort that it shares some of the
characteristics of alinguisticality. Scholars with positions as diverse as
Renou and Bharati—and, in this volume, Padoux, Wheelock, and Al-
per—accept versions of this thesis. It is safe to predict that more shall be
said about it in the future.

To Bharati (1965, 102), for example, "mantra is meaningful not in any
descriptive or even persuasive sense, but within the mystical universe of
discourse." According to him, this means that mantric discourse is "ver-
ifiable not by what it describes but by what it effects"; that is, "if it
creates that somewhat complex feeling-tone in the practising person,
which has found its expression in the bulk of mystical literature such as
tantra, then it is verified." In other words, it can be verified only by "its
emotive numinous effect as well as in the corroboration of such effects in
religious literature."

Such an assertion fits well with our preconceptions about the mys-
tical. We have been mesmerized by the ineffability, the alinguisticality,
of religious experience. For the modern, especially the Protestant, West,
religion is preeminently an inner state of consciousness, a "raw feel" of

*He comments that it is to be uttered when one immerses one's head in the temple pool of Siva built by
the sage Märkandeya in Benares.
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the numinous, a sensation that is by definition private. William James
characteristically observes, "The handiest of the marks by which I classi-
fy a state of mind as mystical is negative. The subject of it immediately
says that it defies expression, that no adequate report of its contents can
be given in words" (1902, 371).

Fime and again, we have taken the religions of the East as holding
paradigmatically that the ultimate (Brahman, Nirvana, Tao, or what-
ever) is eo ipso beyond words. Of course, certain strands of Indian spir-
ituality say just thai. Coburn (1984b, 446) remarks that for some strata of
Indian society simply hearing, not understanding, the cultured Sanskrit
language "bordered on being a numinous experience." If this is an
exaggeration, it contains more than a grain of truth. Neither the social
prestige nor the religious repute of mantras depend upon their mean-
ingfulness. As Coburn (1984b, 445) says "the holiness of holy words is
not a function of their intelligibility." On the contrary, sometimes it
seems as if sanctity is "inversely related to eomprehensibility."

Granted, this is often the case. There is, however, a counter-balanc-
ing theme within South Asian spirituality: that the ultimate is essentially
linguistic. From this demerge the mundane conversations of human
beings. As the essays by Coward and Alper in this volume indicate, this
theme is especially well represented in some of the traditions that por-
tray the ultimate as Väc or that teach a Tantric sädhanä. * Perhaps, this
should not surprise us. The intellectual elite of the West has been fixated
on counting, that is, on mathematics, as the model for true knowing. In
contrast, the Indianv .elite has been fixated on linguistics, that is, on
speaking. This can be seen scholastically in the preeminence of Pänini; it
can be seen epistemologically in the preoccupation with sabda (verbal
authority); it can be Seen socially in the prestige of the guru; it can be
seen ritually in the centrality of the mantra.

I hope that it is not out of place for me to close this introduction by
expressing the hope that this volume will both help establish the aca-
demic importance of studying mantras and win a sympathetic hearing
for them. India is not merely, or even principally, the land of Vedänta. It
is not merely, though it indeed is, the land of Visnu and Siva. Ritually, it
is the land of the mantra. To know and love Indian religious life means
coming to terms with mantric utterance.

The fact that mantras cannot be readily classified as linguistic or
alinguistic challenges our conception of mysticism. The fact that they are
not readily classifiable as prayers or spells further challenges our con-
ception of religious language. As some philosophers of religion have

*/ am not certain whether the same divergence occurs in the Buddhist tradition. S. Dasgupta (1962,
21 f.) cites the argument in Vasubandhu's Bodhisattvabhümi that meaninglessness is the real
meaning of mantra. Gonda ([1963b] 1975b, 300) adds that Vasubandhu teaches that expressly
meaningless syllables "enable the initiate to understand by pure intuition, that the nature of the
dharmas is meaningless and to bring about the revolution of a unique and immutable transcendental
meaning which is the real nature of all."
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realized, the extraordinary diversity of religious life has been "dis-
guised" by the "poverty of examples" with which Western scholars
have typically chosen to deal (Sherry 1977, 108, 50). Christian thinkers
have rarely ventured beyond monotheism; anthropologists have
focused largely on the animistic or magical language games of tribal
peoples. Curiously, left to the side have been the articulate, rational
polytheisms of India and China.

An understanding of religious language in general is not possible. If I
may use Wittgensteinian jargon, every historical tradition draws to-
gether a family of language games and forms of life. Ultimately, the
challenge of this diversity is existential. Hacker (1972, 118), referring to
the category of Gedankenrealismus, comments, "From ancient times there
has been in India the conviction that mental representations, if reaching
a high degree of intensity, are capable of bringing about a reality not
only on the psychological level but even in the domain of material
things." It is a simple matter to dismiss this as primitive, but one ought
to think twice before doing so.

Mantras are many-sided instruments. Surely, they may be under-
stood in many ways. Like so many religious phenomena, they are
anodyne. They are meant to soothe us, to convince us that, all ap-
pearances to the contrary, we really are in control of the universe. But,
mantras are not merely instruments of consolation; they are one of the
structural pivots around which a mature and sophisticated society has
organized its life. Traditional Indian society is predicated on its belief in
the efficacy of the well-spoken human word and the well-made ritual
gesture. May we explain mantras scientifically at the same time that we
appreciate them personally? If so, perhaps we shall open up a new
perspective, both on the variety of Indian religious life and on human-
ity's capacity to give voice to that beyond which there is nothing more.



CHAPTER 1

Mantra kavisastä: Speech as Performative in

the Rgveda

Ellison Banks Findly

AS THE LATE VEDIC AND classical Sanskrit tradition develops, one of
the increasingly central concepts is mantra as "eine 'traditionelle For-
mer, deren Würde eben darin besteht, dass sie von den Weisen der
Vorzeit her überliefert ist" [a 'traditional formula7 whose value consists
precisely in the fact that the sages of the primeval past have handed it
down] (Thieme 1957b; 68-69). The extended use of this term in later
literature, and of the concept throughout the varieties of the Hindu
experience (cf. Gonda 1963b), might lead one to suppose a substantial
foundation for mantra in the very early literature. While the philosophic
and psychological bases for mantra, in fact, do become well defined in
the course of the Rgveda, and the argument for this will be central to this
paper, the term itself is an uncommon, often unclear commodity until
well into the Upanisadic era.1

In the Rgveda itself, we find twenty-one references to mantra as well
as single references to mantrakrt and mantrasrütya.2 Although not con-
fined to the hymns of one deity;3 three quarters of the mantra references
are found in Books 1 and 10. Following the findings of scholars who have
investigated the literary strata in the Rgveda (i.e., Arnold 1905; Belvalkar
1922, 16; Chattopadhyaya 1985, 32; Macdonell, 1900, 34ff.; and Olden-
berg 1888, 221-22, 232), I suggest, then, that the development of the term
mantra may belong to a younger period of Rgvedic composition.4

Given this overall paucity of references, one could argue further that
mantra is not only a late Rgvedic concept but, perhaps, an insignificant
one as well. Following this line of reasoning, that is, that silence or at
least vague and irregular murmurings denotes inconsequence, howev-
er, mantra could be shown to attain prominence only after the other
elements of the srauta system. And this, of course, is not the case. In
general, inattention to a term in the Rgveda does not always mean
inattention to the corresponding concept. And, in this instance, I will

15
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argue, mantra is a development central to Rgvedic thought, which takes
place at a peak period of creativity and which bridges the transition from
the earlier, more theistic sensibilities to the later, increasingly ritualistic
concerns.5

While the focus of this paper will be an investigation of how Rgvedic
thinkers conceived of the term mantra, it cannot be confined only to
those places in the text where mantra appears. Rather, the investigation
must be expanded to include other psychological and philosophic con-
texts, especially those involving ritual speech, which might have given
rise to a notion of mantra, particularly as it is kavisastä, 'pronounced by
the seers/ Organizationally, then, I will begin with the descriptive con-
texts of the word and move backward to what I postulate might have
been an earlier phase of Rgvedic thought, thereby showing changes that
the development of mantra brought about, or reflected, in the early
speculations about speech, ritual, and otherwise. While this necessarily
means deciphering chronological layers within the Rgveda, I am less
concerned with pronouncing certain hymns or parts of hymns early or
late than with tracing briefly those types of changes in Rgvedic thought
that facilitated the rise of the notion of mantra. Proceeding this way, I
follow the line of thinking that finds one of the clearest, most retrievable
"chronologies" of the Rgveda to be the development of its religious
thought (i.e., Chattopadhyaya 1935, 35; Thieme 1975a, 53).

An underlying concern of this discussion will be that the changes
represented by mantra have implications not only for abstractions of
Rgvedic philosophy, but also for understanding those who composed
and uttered the words that proved to be so efficacious in religious life. If
ritual speech is performative speech, as I will argue and as most now
understand it, then it behooves me to mention both the theory of how
speech operates in the Vedic srauta system, as is done most commenda-
bly later in this volume, and, more importantly for the Rgveda, those
who are speaking (i.e., the priests) and their vision of and relationship
with whatever "transcendent other" empowers their speech to be per-
formative in the first place. While later mantric material, as used in the
developed srauta system, derives its primary power from its associative
role in building layer upon layer of analogy in the complex matrix of the
ritual world (Heesterman 1964, 12-14; 1967, 22ff.), early Rgvedic mate-
rial, though it also uses analogy albeit in a more rudimentary and clum-
sy fashion, derives its primary power from the poet's accessibility and
eloquent insight into the divine mysteries. The development of the no-
tion of mantra, then, falls late in this period, as those attuned to the
changing religious sensibilities moved away from the poetic insight born
of the face-to-face contemplation of god to the complex detailing of the
mechanics of ritual.6 We will argue, then, that the term mantra, as devel-
oped in the late Rgvedic era, represents a new view of ritual speech,
which is performative and agentive and, perhaps more importantly, a
move away from the earlier focus upon the internal person and person-
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ality of the priest, whose self-image and sense of vocational identity
were so bound up with his personal skills of eloquence and his feeling of
self-worth vis-a-vis god. The new view of speech, which supplants the
creatively eloquent insight, is the known formula that, because of its
traditional status, would effectively perform in the ritual context.

THE POWER OF MANTRA

In his article on brahman, Thieme raises the question of why there are
so many words in the Rgveda for ritual speech (1952, 101). We find, for
instance, dhi, vac, mantra, ukthä, stöma, gir and brahman which variously
describe those things which are spoken, sung or heard at the ritual.
Thieme argues, and rightly, that the Rgvedic poets have a clear sense of
the meaning of each of these words, never randomly picking from the
group but consistently applying the right word to the appropriate situa-
tion (1952, 101). The rightness of a word, he maintains, depends upon
what about ritual speech the poets are trying to express: "Der Hymnus
heisst hier brahman, weil er als Formulierung dichterisch geformt ist, gir,
weil er als Lied gesungen, ukthä weil er als Rezitation gesprochen, und
mänman, weil er als Inhalt gedacht wird" (The hymn is called brahman
because it is composed as poetic formulation, gir because it is sung as
song, ukthä because it is spoken as recitation, and mänman because it is
reflected upon as meaning) (1952, 103). Given the assumption, then,
that there are specialized terms for the various aspects of Rgvedic
speech, what aspects are associated with mantra?

In examining those few Rgvedic passages that mention mantra, one
theme stands out clearly: Mantra has power and the source of that
power is the truth and order that stands at the very center of the Vedic
universe (Gonda 1963b, 257ff.). The pure power encapsulated in a man-
tra and released upon its utterance can work for or against whoever uses
it. Should the user, or beneficiary, of mantra speak out of spite, malice,
or ignorance, the power unleashed by the event can be frightening,
harmful, or even fatal. For instance, in the hands of a priest who has
been duped out of his sacrificial fee by a niggardly patron (Geldner 1951,
1.206n), the mantra can prove terrifyingly dangerous:

When, Agni, the malicious, greedy skinflint
hurts us [priests] with his duplicity,
let the mantra fall back on him as an oppressive [curse]!
He shall be done in by his own unholy speech. (1.147.4)

Here the mantra, whose negative power derives its very energy and
validity from the normative ritual context, as appears to be true for
mantra throughout the Rgveda,7 is used outside the normative ritual
context, much like black magic, as revenge against someone who has
violated the rules and customs of the ritual by reneging on a contract.
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The dur° of "unholy speech" (duruktä) gives less a sense of ignorant or
foolish speech than the implication of blasphemous and even mali-
ciously intended speech. Mantra, then, sets negative avenging power
against speech that, similarly, is intended to do harm. Moreover, the
violator's "duplicity" (dvayd) implies a breach of promise, a setting of
false action against true, which flies directly in the face of mantra's close
association with the foundation of Rgvedic thought, rtä.

In a second passage, from a hymn to Mitra and Varuna, mantra is
called raging (rghävat), a term normally reserved for the battles and
deeds of the Indra context.8 The description of mantra by such a strong
word establishes quite clearly both the great strength of mantra's power
and, again, its pursuing and avenging qualities, which can be counted
on to carry out the policing commands of the user. That the implicated
victims of the mantra are called god-revilers (devanid) further testifies to
mantra's combative, almost sorcerous, abilities against powerfully mali-
cious speech. Indeed, mantra comes to be seen as the most potent weap-
on, verbal or otherwise, in the on-going warfare among the varying
religious persuasions. Finally, I must note the clear distinction this verse
draws between the realms of truth and falsehood. Mantra here and
elsewhere, is a martial arm for the policy-making upholders of truth
(Renon 1949b, 268-69), empowered to seek out and destroy the hostile
pursuers of all that is untrue:

And that much was not known by these [men].
The raging mantra pronounced by the seers is true:
The powerful four-cornered [vajra] slays the three-cornered

[weapon of the gods' enemies].
The god-revilers were the first to age. (1.152.2)

Not only does the power of mantra have clearly designed policing
powers against Vedic enemies, it also is so highly charged that, unless
properly and carefully handled, it can fall back upon and burn its han-
dler. For this reason, the composer of a mantra receives only the highest
admiration, even, as here, when that admiration is from the gods:

These [poets] have surpassed all with their skills,
who bravely fashioned a choice mantra,
who, most attentive, promoted the clans,
and who took note of this truth of mine. (7.7.6)

Agni praises that poet whose courage is great enough and skill refined
enough to create a mantra so true, so fine, that its powerful energy can
not possibly turn back on him. A well-made mantra, in fact, will not
only not harm the poet but, indeed, serve as an amulet to protect him
from all danger. This protection, of course, receives its force from the
mantra-maker's ties with the powers that be:
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Place an ungarbled, well-set and elegant mantra
among the [gods] worthy of worship!
For the many assaults will not overtake him
who has come into Indra's favor by his deeds. (7.32.13)

Pure power, then, whether it be avenging, protective, or even highly
potential but neutralized seems to be at the basis of mantra (Gonda 1941,
287), a conception affirmed in the Atharvaveda9 and amplified in later
literature. The bases of this power, like the power itself, are defined
clearly though scantily in the text. From an examination of the passages,
it becomes clear that the sources of mantric power are twofold, the first
pertaining to its form and the second to its content, and both are readily
accessible to the skilled, initiated seer.

Mantra is empowered, first, by the formal elements of its own com-
position. In 7.32.13ab just quoted, mäntram äkhawam südhitam supesasam
dädhäta yajniyesv ä, reflects the qualities most prized by poets in their
language. "Ungarbled, well-set and elegant" indicate the high stan-
dards in use for forms of speech, which once thus composed are that
much more assured of potency in and out of the ritual. Some see here an
early reference "to what must have been a sacral poetics" in force (John-
son 1980, 144n) governing the productivity of ancient contests. That
there must have been such rules is clear, rules regulating, at least, the
general quality of eloquence, if not every detail. Confirmation of this
comes from yet another mantra passage in which speech, in order to
effectively extract blessings from the gods, must be both "pleasing"
(sambhü) and "unrivalled" (anehäs), that is, matchless or perfect:

We want to pronounce that mantra at the ceremonies, gods,
which is pleasing and unrivalled.
And so the men have willingly taken up this speech
that they will attain all riches from you. (1.40.6)

A perfect mantra, here called speech (vac, 6c), must be so exquisitely
rendered that it conforms impeccably, we presume, to rules of poetry
such as those suggested by 7.32.13. This perfect conformation to poetic
standards then constitutes the formal structure by which mantra is
empowered.

It is empowered, secondly and more consistently in the Rgveda, by
the substantial elements of its truth. Over and over, the poets remind
their audience that the power released from the pronunciation and repe-
tition of a mantra is due to the fact that the mantra is true. Mantra's ties
to rta, the transcendent truth of the cosmic and human orders, is clear.
In whatever Indra does by his own counsel (mantra), he is truthful (rtä-
vari) (3.53.8d); all the gods who promote the truth (rtävrdh) will be favor-
able if invited to the ritual with mantras (6.50.14cd); and a choice mantra
to Agni will necessarily capture the truth (rta) known by and essential to
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the god of fire (7.7.6bd). Mantras, however, are not just in harmony
with the truth moving through the cosmos, but are in and of themselves
also truthful (satyä). In securing the spheres of cosmic activity, Agni
stayed the heavens with truthful (satyä) mantras (1.67.5); and the mantra
that makes known a secret ordinarily hidden from man is true (satyä)
(1.152.2b). The power of the mantra, then, depends not only upon well-
tended form, but also upon attunement with a metaphysical reality that,
for the most part, is separate from man.

This attunement, however, even though it bespeaks a realm nor-
mally beyond man, is not brought about by a miraculous display of the
divine but by an internal searching in the body's own organ of insight,
the heart. Already in the Rgveda, it has become a consistent belief that
the revelation of ultimate truth is not a matter of extraordinary experi-
ence dependent upon a deus ex machina. The internalization of the
revelatory event (that is, the elevation of the self as the material and
instrumental cause as well as the prefigurative result of final wisdom) is
a development already well underway in the Rgveda itself, and one
which becomes especially allied with the notion of mantra. Mantra is
true if—and only if—it is formulated with the deepest, most profound
understanding possible, that is, with insight arising from the heart
(Gonda 1963b, 251-52). And, if it is indeed fashioned from the heart, the
theory goes, it will in some way touch upon the riddles of the world in
which man lives, giving power over those things that remain myste-
rious. When well pronounced, a true mantra, then, will hit its mark at all
levels of intention:

We would pronounce this mantra well
which was well fashioned for him from the heart;

he will understand it, to be sure:
By the power of his Asura-strength,
the lord10 Apärh Napät created all creatures. (2.35.2)

The mantra of ab, which was well-fashioned (sütasta) in the heart (hrd),
indicates the truth that is captured in cd: Apärh Napät, a form of Agni,
has given life to all creatures by his light and warmth. This revelation,
the humanizing and civilizing aspects of fire, though clearly sparked by
external experience, has come to fruition only after internal meditation
has been given expression by the self-styled skills of the poet.

Mantras formulated in the heart are true not just because they cap-
ture the truth of some cosmological occurrence but because they them-
selves have participated, and continue to participate, in these same cos-
mological events. In the following verses, again addressed to Agni, the
poet points to what is true about the ritual fire. Somehow Agni is re-
sponsible for the proper maintenance of the cosmos that, incidentally,
he has done with truthful mantras. Mantras not only capture the truth
with their insight, well formed and from the heart, they are the truth,
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they have actually participated in the primordial revelation of truth, and
they therefore become essential to truth's preservation. Because of this
participatory role played by mantra in the original events of creation, the
implication is that if the priest were to pronounce the right mantra he
would repeat the same primordial, life-preserving acts originally and
continually performed by Agni with mantras:

3-4. Holding all manly powers in his hand,
he set the gods to trembling as he descended to his hiding

place.
There thoughtful (dhiyamdha) men find him
whenever they pronounce (sams) mantras formulated in their

hearts.

5-6. Like an unborn [god] he fortifies the earth floor,
he stays the heaven with truthful mantras.
Protect the cherished tracks of the cows [of dawn]!
All our lives, Agni, you go from hiding place to hiding place.

(1.67.3-6)

Like much in Agni mythology, the central concern here, and therefore
the core of the insightful mantra, is Agni's role in the daily retrieval of
the sun out of darkness and in the preservation of the sun's route across
the sky(6). Because of their original, central role in making the broad
space between heaven and earth(5) and because of their power, appar-
ently singular among the elements of ritual, to bring Agni from his
hiding place (i.e., in the kindling of the firesticks and the appearance of
the sun over the morning horizon), mantras have a doubly potent claim
to truth.

As Kuiper (I960, 248) pointed out and as suggested by these verses,
of all the gods, Agni, because of his secret hiding place, is the god of
insight and inspiration. As the fire visible to man on earth, Agni links
the worshipper to the fiery mysteries of the cosmic recurrence of the sun
and the dawn. Because he gives rise to the sun every morning by the
magical power of ritual analogy, Agni is thought to reside in the place of
eternal life, the place from which the world is constantly maintained.11

Agni has and gives insight, the revelatory insight of the mantra, because
he alone knows the secrets of world continuity. The following hymn,
4.11, describes Agni's relationship to speech that is well-formed and
insightful and, therefore, immensely powerful:

1. Your delightful countenance, mighty Agni,
shines out next to the [daytime] sun.
Bright to look at, it is also seen at night.
On your body, there is glossy food [i.e., butter] to see.
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2. Release the insight (manlsa) to the singer, Agni
through inspiration as through a canal, when you, of strong

stock are praised!
Inspire us to that rich thought (manrnan), most noble,
which you with all the gods would most graciously accept,

brilliant one!

3. From you, Agni, come poetic gifts, from you insights
(manlsa),

from you choice hymns.
From you comes richness, ornamented by sons,
to the properly devout and pious mortal.

4. From you comes the battle horse of special power, who wins
the prize,

who bestows superiority and has the courage of truth.
From you the god-sent, joy bringing prize,
from you the swift, quick steed, Agni!

5. You, Agni, with the eloquent tongue
god-serving mortals seek out as the first god, immortal!
to win with prayers (dht) him who wards off hostility,
the domestic, insightful lord of the home.

6. Dull-mindedness (dmati) is far from us, far away anxiety
(dthhas),

far-away all injurious thought (durmati), whenever you watch
over [us].

By night, Agni son of strength, you are auspicious
to the one you accompany for well being (svasti), god!

This hymn is significant for two reasons. First, it clearly delineates
Agni as the vital energy at the center of the mysterious cosmos
["your . . . countenance shines out next to the sun" (lab) and yet is
better than the sun because it shines out at night (lc)], but also as the
god who is most intimate with man ["the domestic . . . lord of the
home" (5d), "the one you accompany for well being" (6d)]. Moreover,
the poet sees Agni as the god responsible for all the insight, all the
inspiration, and all the poetic gifts man can ever hope to have. From
verse 3, the hearer would suppose that man could not think, imagine,
speak, or sing without the bounty of tongues bestowed by Agni. Divine
wisdom and fine prayer are gifts to man only through the grace of god.
Second, and more important for us, however, is the continuous associa-
tion in this hymn, and others, of the forms of insight that penetrate the
universe and that the poet can turn to proper ritual use with words
derived from the root man. Although the term mantra is never used here,
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and may in fact not have been a common term at the time of the com-
position of this hymn, there is a consistent alliance between Agni as the
source of insight and the expression (Upadhyaya 1961, 23ff.) of that
insight in an inspired thought, denoted either by manisd or mänman
(Sharma 1972). Moreover, these thought-forms won from Agni would
seem to be effective in warding off hostility (dvesas), a theme reminiscent
of the powers of the legitimate mantra. Note here, however, that 5c says
that Agni and not the prayers actually wards off hostility; while in the
passages specific for mantra (1.147.4; 1.152.2), it is the mantra itself that
is empowered to protect. This may indicate, during the development of
the Rgveda, a shift in the locus of power from the gods themselves to the
religious mechanics of men. Still, from this hymn, and particularly from
1.67.3-6, I can designate Agni, and especially rtä and satyä, as the pri-
mary sources of power behind mantra's ability to protect and defend.

"PRONOUNCED BY THE SEERS"

This shift in power away from the gods and into the elements of
ritual technique brings to the forefront the second major theme associ-
ated with mäntra, that it is kavisastd, "pronounced by the seers/ ' If we
were to look through the Rgveda, paying particular attention to the
words for / /word(s)/ / one clear and acute observation would be that
many of the words for ritual speech have associated with them corre-
sponding designations for a specialized priest.12 As Thieme says, "als
brahmän 'Dichter' . . . ist Vasistha durch ein brahman, ein Gedicht, ent-
standen" (through a brahman, a poem, Vasistha has emerged . . . as a
brahman, a poet) (1952, 115). We would understand the identity of the
poet-priest, then, to be defined by his relation to the word. The configu-
ration of the office and of the self-perception of a religious official would
be bound by the specific demands made upon him by his specialized
type of speech. The figure of the priest is central, limited only by what
he must do with the ritual word. In the case of mantra, however, two
very interesting deviations from this pattern occur.

First, there appears to be no priestly specialization associated ex-
clusively with mantra. This may be due to the special role of the word
itself, which seems to have reference not to a particular ritual function
but to the theoretical foundations of ritual speech as a whole; that is,
mantra seems to be not a functionally defined type of speech but, rather,
a theoretical formulation about speech. If this is the case, then, it be-
comes clear why mantra survives as a key term in the classical tradi-
tion:13 it is unspecialized in use yet theoretical in implication and, thus,
perfectly suited to a complex ritual that has become increasingly depen-
dent upon a sophisticated understanding of language.

Second, the Rgvedic mantra does not belong to a system centered on
the religious officiant, whose boundaries are defined only by what is
required of him with words, but to an exceptional structure, peculiarly
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adapted to the vision of mantra, centered on the word, whose bound-
aries are defined only by what is done with it by the poet-priest. The
qualifying phrase for mantra, then—a theme equally as important as
mantra's power—becomes kavisastä (pronounced by the seers), a phrase
used three times14 of mantra and twice15 of Agni and amply supported
for mantra by the remaining vocabulary of its verses.

Lacking association with a particular ritual function and, therefore,
with a particularized ritual priest, mantra becomes attracted into the
realm of the kavi, a functionary with a broad and varied base in the
Rgveda, whose parameters are especially conducive to the emergent
conception of mantra. Renou's understanding of the office of kavi draws
upon the following elements: (1) god or man, a kavi can unravel the
intricacies of an enigma, the central task of what he believes is the Vedic
word contest; (2) composition of a hymn is only a part of a Kavi's activity,
for he also works manually and orally at the ritual; and (3) when applied
to gods, kavi refers primarily to Agni and Soma as the two gods most
closely allied with the ritual (Renou 1953, 180-83; Velankar 1966, 253).
Velankar's critique of Renou, following that of Bhawe (1959, 29-30),
deemphasizes the ritual role of the kavi, saying that the primary intent of
the term is to designate an individual "who had an intuitional knowl-
edge of cosmic matters, being gifted with a vision owing to which he
could have a direct acquaintance with such events and personalities as
were associated with the creation" (p. 253). Because the ritual is only a
symbolic replication of the creation, he argues, knowledge of all matters
concerning ritual is secondary for the kavi (p. 253).

An examination of Rgvedic material on the kavi, however, supports
both claims. Kavi appears to be a general title given to priests as com-
posers and singers of songs. Most important, it seems to be a name that
singles out the peculiar quality of revelatory insight: Kavis tremble
with inspiration (vipra);16 they know the truth (rtajnd)}17 they work
with prayers (dhi),18 ideas (manmari),19 poetic gifts (kdvya),20 insights
(manisd),21 hymns (uktha),22 poems {matt)23 and thoughts (manas);24-
they are wise (dhfra);25 their insight comes from the heart (hrd);26 they
bring forth secrets (ninya);27 and they have grapsed those things
grounded in the highest laws (vratä)28 There also is a ritual component,
however: Their words must show a specific knowledge of appropriate
meter (chändas)'29 they must spread the ritual threads (täntu);30 and they
must make pure the Soma.31 The roles of the kavi, then, appear to be
twofold—wise ones whose words are filled with intuitional knowledge
and technical masters of the sacred ritual—neither of which is exclusive
of the other, of course. One thing is clear throughout, however, that the
kavi is associated with speech: speech that has insight, and speech that is
spoken out loud.

From an investigation of the mantra passages, the point of entry into
the kavi arena seems, surprisingly, to be less the focus on insight than
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the focus on pronunciation. As Thieme says, mantra "hat eine Wirkung
. . . die bedingt ist nicht so sehr durch ihren Inhalt als durch ihre Form,
die in peinlich Korrekter Aufsagung gewahrt werden muss" (mantra
has an effect . . . that is conditioned less through its content than its
form, a form that must be safeguarded through scrupulously correct
recitation) (1957b, 69). If this, in fact, is the case, then mantra belongs to
the kavi system primarily on its active levels, that is, on those levels in
which the insight bears fruit in ritual performance. However, this would
not preclude participation in the kavi's gathering of insight, given the
inner consistency and necessary dependency of all elements in the kavi
system. The following verse, in fact, with its designation of Agni, the
god of insight, as kavi and as a god invited to the ritual with mantras,
firmly allies the mantra to this insightful level of kavi activity:

Vaisvänara shining all the time,
Agni the kavi, we call with mantras;
the god who by his greatness embraces both broad [worlds],
the one above as well as below. (10.88.14)32

Nevertheless, as suggested here and as the definitive kavisastä makes
clear, the specific relation between mantra and kavi is active, belonging
primarily to the performative realm of the seer in ritual. Because of
kavisastä, we now ask of mantra not only what does it do—it has power
and uses that power to protect and defend—but how does one use it?
How does one make that power effective? The answer to this is clear. To
make mantra work one pronounces it. In the proper and appropriate
ritual context, mantra goes into effect only when it is spoken out loud in
as clear and precise a manner as possible. Three times out of twenty-
one, for instance, the priest says mäntram vocema33 (we would pro-
nounce the mantra); once mäntrair agnim kavim ächä vadämah (we call
Agni the seer with mantras);34 and once Brahmanaspati speaks (vadati)35

the mantra meant as praise. Moreover, in addition to the three times
mantra is "pronounced by the seer" (kavisastä),. it is also pronounced
(äsamsan)36 by thoughtful men in search of Agni. Sharma (1979), follow-
ing Pänini, goes so far as to theorize that the root man-a is a substitute for
mnä (to rote, to utter), the latter being a contracted form of the former,
and that the primary sense of man-a is not "to think" but "to speak, to
utter" "originally used in the exclusive sense of loud recitation or re-
peated recital of the sacred text" (p. 138). This interpretation would cer-
tainly confirm our understanding of mantra in the Rgveda as something
that must be pronounced to have power but does not necessarily concur
with other interpretations of derivatives of man (Upadhyaya 1961).

It would seem, then, that kavisastä is a definitive attribute of mantra
in two ways. First, it draws the "priestless" rnantra into the realm of a
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clearly defined religious functionary, one who is operative on both the
contemplative and the active levels. And, although mantra seems to
belong primarily to the ritual activity of the kavi, it also participates in the
kavi's insight, given that the other two references of kavisastä are to Agni,
the god of insight. Second, and more important, however, kavisastä
underscores the pronunciation of mentra as essential to its effectiveness.
In fact, the Rgveda even says as much: Without pronunciation, mantra
is powerless. Despite the nonritual, even nonreligious context of the
following verse, for example, an admonition by Purüravas to the beau-
tiful UrvasI, the vision of what should be done with mantra for one to
receive its benefits is clear:

If these mantras of ours remain unspoken
they will bring no joy, even on the most distant day.

(10.95.lcd)37

The necessity of its pronunciation and the concomitant assurance of
its power fit firmly within a third and final aspect of mantra, its agency.
By composition mantra is an agent noun, though, as Wackernagel point-
ed out (1954, 703, 708), it does not necessarily follow the pattern estab-
lished for its class. Unlike kse-tra (field), pa-tra (cup) vds-tra (garment),
khan-i-tra (shovel), and ddms-tra (tusk), which have the general sense of a
means or instrument for performing the task designated by the root,
män-tra belongs to a much smaller group of nouns, which includes tdn-
tra (warp) and ddttra (gift), whose instrumental designation is under-
stood only indirectly. The primary meaning of these words seems to
have been much like a past participle: what is stretched; what is given;
what is thought or spoken. If this is the case, it would account for the
instances where mantra refers most clearly to advise or counsel. The
instrumental understanding of mantra, however, even if secondary, is
clearly the predominant one in the Rgveda,38 arising most likely by
analogy to the larger, first class mentioned earlier. Seen in time, then, as
a real agent noun, mantra becomes a classic term in later tradition to
designate a peculiar kind of instrumentality. As Thieme says,

er is das . . . Instrument (-tra) der durch das Element man- benannten
Handlung, also das Instrument des Denkens, des Erkennens: ein ''for-
mulierter Gedanke/' den man sprachlich vortragen kann, der dem
Dichter hilft in seinen Reflexionen und Meditationen fortzufahren.

(it is the . . . instrument (-tra) of the activity designated by the root
man-, therefore the instrument of thought, of mental perception (erken-
nen); a y/well-formulated idea'' (formulierter Gedanke) that may be ex-
ecuted verbally to help a poet continue his reflection and meditation.)
(1957b, 60)
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If Thieme is right and this is the peculiar cast to the agency of mantra
that we must follow, then how do we relate mentra as "the vehicle for
thinking, for reflecting" to its two contextual understandings in the
Rgveda?

The key lies in rethinking the relationship between these two themes
underlying mantra. Speech has power and is pronounced. Somewhere
in the development of the concept of mantra, the seers put these two
notions together, formulating a theory that would be seminal for cen-
turies to come. Speech has power because it is pronounced. If speech's
effectiveness is due to its being pronounced, then its pronunciation
must be seen as a performative act, as an act that sets in motion a whole
matrix of power and thereby gets results. The result most desired by the
religiously sensitive in Vedic times is insight, contemplative insight, into
the mysteries of the human and the divine. Then, I argue, mantra, as
"the vehicle for reflection," is the seers7 formulation of a theory about
speech itself, a word whose very structure captures the new under-
standing that speech "can do" and that what speech can do best is open
the channels of the heart to the gods, so that inspiration can be claimed
by the very user of the word. However, what the seers demand for this
mantra the very vehicle for inspiration, is that it be spoken properly and
that its potential for all manner of power be recognized.

Mantra, then, is formulated as an unspecialized term that incorpo-
rates the Rgvedic seers' growing sense that their words in ritual actually
do something. As "Zaubersprüche" (Thieme 1957b, 69), mantras, from
their very conception in the Rgveda, are classical examples of what are
now called speech acts. In How to Do Things with Words, Austin (1965)
outlines the two essential elements of the performative utterance. First,
it does not describe or report anything at all and, therefore, is not
thought to be true or false; and second, that the uttering of the sentence
is, or is part of, the performance of an action, an action that, again,
would not normally be described just as saying something (p. 5). Of
these two elements, the second is clearly appropriate for mantra. That to
say a mantra is to do something more than just to say something is
obvious from the consistent association of mantra with powerful effects
and, less directly, from the essential requirement that a mantra be pro-
nounced. The first element, however, is more problematic. In the first
place, Rgvedic seers are emphatic that the basis for the mantra's power
is its truth (rtä, satyä) and that it be formulated by thoughtful, reflective
men from their hearts. Second, although mantras from the later Indian
tradition, more often than not, can be of a nonsensical nature (Tambiah
1968a, 178ff.), the Rgvedic context for mantra, scanty though it be, im-
plies that, at least in this period, a mantra must have meaning (e.g.,
1968a, 2.35.2: "May we pronounce that mantra well which was well-
fashioned for him from the heart; he will understand it, to be sure."). In
fact, the original sense of the word, "a vehicle for reflection," could be
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taken as the very indication that by using the tool of mantra one begins
to reflect upon something, that content and meaning are integral to the
opening of the channels between men and the gods.

Austin, however, goes on to describe any number of conditions that
qualify the performative utterance and that most appropriately describe
the Rgvedic conception of mantra-. (1) that there be "an accepted conven-
tional procedure having a certain conventional effect, that procedure to
include the uttering of certain words by certain persons in certain cir-
cumstances"; (2) that "the particular persons and circumstances in a
given case must be appropriate for the invocation of the particular pro-
cedure invoked"; and (3) that "the procedure must be executed by all
participants both correctly and completely" (1965, 14-15). There is no
need to describe the details of the classical srauta system here, even as it
might have been known to the Rgveda; it will be sufficient to note that
the rules and conventions of this system, into which mantra fits most
clearly, amply support the conditions for correct procedure formulated
by Austin. The first condition describes the need to have the utterance
heard by someone and understood by him and others in the context
(Austin 1965, 22)—that the mantra must be pronounced (pad, vac, sums)
and that in almost all cases it is to be heard by the gods. (And, I pre-
sume, that following the later ritual, it must also be heard by the other
priests and the patron.) The second condition prescribes a certain per-
son be designated as the invoker of the utterance (Austin 1965, 34-35)—
that the mantra is peculiarly allied with the kavi. And, the third condi-
tion requires that the form of the utterance, particularly its grammar,
meet set requirements and be complete (Austin 1965, 67-93)—that the
mantra must be "ungarbled, well set, and elegant" (7.32.13ab) as well as
"perfect" (1.40.6b).

Following generalized rules such as those just listed, the power of
the word as a performative utterance becomes crystallized in the notion
of mantra. No other term for ritual speech in the Rgveda is seen to
express as clearly the agentive quality of speech as much as mantra,
where the priest's growing sensitivity to the pure power of pronounced
speech, as an instrument for the insight already deemed so central, is
finally put into concrete form. Although the Rgveda knows other agent
nouns for ritual speech—e.g., stoträ (song of praise) (nityastotra, -pri-
yästotra, marütstotra) (Wackernagel 1954, 703)—it is in mantra where the
agent suffix comes to be so significant philosophically. Mantra is the
tool, the mechanism, for yoking the reflective powers of the seer into the
machinery of ritual (Tambiah 1968a, 175-76). Although, in later times,
the focus of mantra really becomes that of a key to meditation, a key to
the establishment and maintenance of divine accessibility, the earlier
formulation, at least as bound by the context of the Rgveda, focuses
primarily upon the qualities of its use by the religious functionary: the
power released upon pronunciation.
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THE POWER OF SPEECH

The view of speech captured in the word mantra differs considerably
from the view of speech known to an earlier period. This suggestion is
based upon the rarity in the Rgvedic mantra system of a number of
things apparently central to the understanding of religious conscious-
ness, especially to the formation of religious language. For instance, we
have in the mantra system, especially in the designation mantra ka-
visastä, an indication that the word is preeminent, not the speaker. We
do not get, for instance, the senseless *kavi mantrasastd (the seer pro-
nounced, by/with a mantra39), nor do we get the more plausible *kavi
mantrasas (cf., ukthasas) (the seer pronouncing the mantra); in both of
which cases the speaker could be seen as preeminent over the word. We
do, however, get the hapax mantrakft in a Soma hymn—"Rsi Kasyapa,
strengthening your songs (gir) through the praises (stöma) of the mantra-
makers" (9.114.2ab)—as well as the hapax mantrasrütya in an Indra
hymn—"We neglect nothing, O gods, we conceal nothing, we go forth
mindful of your counsel" (10.134.7ab)—but neither fits neatly into a
system supportive of the centrality of any single religious functionary.

Remembering the importance of the development of thought in the
Rgveda (Chattopadhyaya 1935, 35), and ever mindful of the need to
uncover the religious persuasions of the Rgvedic world (Thieme 1957a,
53-54), we must now turn back to a type of religiosity that, I argue, is
earlier than that of mantra and yet necessary to it; necessary not only
historically, as one thing naturally gives rise to another, but logically as
well, for the mantra system, as emergent in the late Rgveda, makes
much more sense when seen as dependent upon an older, more person-
alized and theistic type of religiosity. One way of getting at this develop-
mental process is to see not only what has changed in the view of speech
but, perhaps more significant here, what might have been left out as
mantra emerged.

In his discussions of brahman, Thieme makes a distinction between
the Formel and the Formulierung:

Die Formel ist ihrem Wesen nach überkommen, ihre Wirkung beruht
darauf, dass sie in bewährter Weise wiederholt wird. . . . Die For-
mulierung wirkt, wenn sie neu ist. . . . Die Formel ist anonym, die
Formulierung gehört dem Individuum. . . . Die Formel ist eine
anerkannte Grosse, aber die Formulierung kann misslingen, sie ist dem
Tadel ausgesetzt.

(The formula {Formel) is traditional in character, its effects depend on
the fact that it is repeated in a time-tested manner. . . . The formulation
{Formulierung) works when it is new. . . . The formula is anonymous,
the formulation belongs to the individual. . . . The formula is a known
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quantity, but the formulation may miscarry, it is exposed to criticism.)
(1952, 102-103)

This classic contrast between tradition and novelty, between anonymity
and individuality, between recognized powers and uncertain potentials,
neatly fits Thieme's vision of the movement from brahman (formulation)
to mantra (formula)40 (cf., Renou 1949b, 268). It also supports the view
that the Rgveda covers a very large period, moving from simple ritu-
alistic concerns to highly complex and developed liturgical procedures
(Bergaigne 1889, 6-17; Renou 1962). If we are to assume, then, that
indeed there is a development in the Rgveda, what would characterize
this "earlier phase" out of which mantra emerges?

We saw that in the mantric conception of speech the locus of power
is in its pronunciation by a religious functionary. Although the pro-
nouncer is important here, he is seen less as a person and more as a
vehicle, more as a tool through whom the mantra is empowered. This
depersonalization of the priest, however, has not always been the case,
for substantial portions of the Rgveda preserve a highly developed sense
of priestly individuality. If we look closely, we discover that this strong
sense of self is dependent upon the priest's relation to his own speech,
speech that is religious but not necessarily ritualistic. I will argue, then,
that the very centrality of uttered speech seen in the mantric system
must have arisen out of an earlier system in which the person of the
priest was central but where his centrality depended precisely upon the
quality of his speech.

That speech—that possession of beautiful speech—was the key to a
positive priestly self-image—the key by which the priest could measure
his vocational effectiveness—is brought out most clearly in the story of
the priest Visvämitra's return to power, hinted at in 3.53.15-16:

15. Sasarpan speech, given by Jamadagni,
roars loudly as she banishes dull-mindedness (ämati).
The daughter of Sürya spreads out to the gods
her aging, immortal fame.41

16. Sasarpan speech brought them [Visvämitra's Kusikas] quick
fame

among the families of the five peoples.
Now on my side,42 she gives new life
whom the Palastis and Jamadagnis gave me.

According to later tradition, Visvämitra was defeated by a Vasistha in a
verbal contest at a sacrifice of King Sudäs. The Jamadagnis then gave
him Sasarpan speech, "poetry personified" according to Bhawe (1950,
19ff., 27), which he mastered over a period of time. When he had
learned this new art of speaking, Visvämitra once again took a place of
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honor among the Vedic peoples (Geldner 1951, 1.394n). The gift of
powerful and beautiful speech, which brought new life to Visvämitra
and his family and a reaffirmation of priestly vocation among the peo-
ples before whom they had previously lost face, stands in direct contrast
to one of the things most feared by Vedic man, ämati or "dull minded-
ness. " In its fifteen or so appearances in the Rgveda, ämati consistently
refers to a lack of thought or inspiration, a poverty of ideas or spirit,
before which the seer trembles and against which he pleads to the gods
for protection. Inability to provide acceptable ritual speech appears to
mark the seer as unfit and, in many cases, to deprive him of the benefits
of his priestly vocation. Consistently, ämati is the absence of mail, a
thought formulated into a prayer that has come particularly from those
who are inspired (vipra)43 and who speak from the heart (hrd).44 As "no
thought" or "no appropriate thought," ämati is sometimes found in
conjunction with another fear of Vedic man, durmati or "evil thought,
evil intention," a more complex concept that can result as much in
physical danger as it can in a lack of grace from the gods. Durmati,
though clearly located in the mind, is a less cerebral concept than ämati,
however, whose implications seem to bear purely upon soteriology; for
durmati stands in contrast not to mati but to svasti, well being in a broad
sense, physical as well as psychological. We must remember in this
context, then, 4.11.6, in which the seer (as he does in many places in the
Rgveda) states his expectations of a relationship with god:

Dull mindedness (ämati) is far from us, far away anxiety
(drhhas),

far away all injurious thought (durmati), whenever you watch
over (us).

By night, Agni son of strength, you are auspicious
to the one you accompany for well being (svasti), god!

As we saw in 3.53.15-16, the priest is possessor and manipulator of
ritual speech, a function that defines his vocational identity as well as his
psychological well being and that would not be his should he be over-
come by ämati. It is not just the possession of ritual speech, however,
that is the magical key to the priestly office. Rather, it is the infusion of
this speech by eloquence, and eloquence is defined in a very peculiar
way. As noted earlier, to be eloquent with the gifts of a true kavi means
not simply to be able to use meter, syntax, ritual vocabulary, and mythi-
cal analogy correctly, but to use them with authority, to make what is
true on a cosmic scale true and effective on the human scale. To be
eloquent means that one's words must have validity and, to have valid-
ity, they must have insight, for without insight into the truth, words will
fall short of their mark (Kuiper 1960, 254).

Almost from the beginning, this eloquence was defined quite strictly,
by the communal standard of peer opinion, as it judged ritual effective-
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ness, setting the measure of beautiful speech. Whatever the specific
context might have been, it is clear that the priestly poets competed
against each other in word duels in which contestants had to rely upon
the "mental quickness in the heart" (10.71.8) (Kuiper 1960, 280) hoping,
of course, that ämati would be far, far away. Whether these contests
were secular "matches of artistic dexterity and literary cleverness"
(Thieme 1957a, 53) as Geldner (1951), Renou (1955-69, 1.1-27), and to
some extent Johnson (1980, 3-25) think or, more likely, "contests of
rivaling ritual performances and of rivaling word power accompanying
rivaling rites" as Thieme (1957a, 53), Schmidt (1959, 446-47), and Kuiper
(1960, 217-23) argue, they appear to have been quite fierce and quite
important to the career of the poet-priest, for not only were material
prizes at stake, but social standing and jobs as well. Note hymn 7.23:

1. The formulations (brahman) rose up in competition.
Ennoble Indra at the verbal contest, Vasistha!
He, who by his might is spread out over all [worlds],
will listen favorably to the words of someone as good as me.

2. The gods' own cry has been raised, Indra,
which the strong will command at the contest;
for amongst ordinary people the length of one's own life is

not known.
So help us over these anxieties (dmhas)\

3. In order to yoke up the wagon, seeking cow-booty, with bays
the formulations (brahman) approached him who relished

them.
Indra pushed both worlds apart with his greatness,
slaying the [otherwise] unconquerable powers of resistance.

4. The waters swell up, which had been barren like cows.
Your singers, Indra, have arrived at truth.
Come [swiftly] like Väyu to our teams,
for you portion out the prizes according to [the merits of] the

prayers.

5. Let these intoxicants intoxicate you, Indra,
the high-spirited, who gives bounty to the singer,
for you alone among the gods have compassion for the

mortals.
Enjoy yourself, hero, at this drinking fest of ours.

6. Thus the Vasisthas praise Indra with songs,
the bull armed with the cudgel.
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Praised let him give us blessings of sons and cows!
Protect us always with your blessings!

Following Kuiper's exegesis of this hymn (I960, 271), we know that it
describes a ritual contest between priestly poets. This contest is likened
to a real battle, with the competition being primarily for social promi-
nence based upon ritual effectiveness. Line lb indicates the presence of
at least one representative of the Vasistha family, although it is not clear
from the hymn what is the range of contestants, just the Vasisthas or a
broad spectrum of priestly families. Lines lbcd suggest that Indra is to
receive all entries and be the final judge, although from Id there seems
to be no question as to the winner. By the beginning of the hymn, it is
clear that the formulations have been sent to the gods (la, 2a), the prizes
put up (2b), and the question raised about which the poets must be wise
(2c, this will be discussed later). By the end of the hymn, the Vasisthas
seem confident of their eloquence and of receiving the prizes due them.

In 2d, we are told of the central anxiety of the poets, the central issue,
therefore, to be answered at these contests. According to Kuiper's theo-
ry, this ämhas refers to the darkness and death associated with the end-
ing of the old year and the beginning of the new, when the sun appears
after a long period of winter darkness at the spring equinox (Kuiper
I960, 218ff.; cf., Gonda 1941, 286). Following, as it does, however, a
concern over the length of one's own life (that is, how many equinoxes
one will see), I suggest that this anxiety is due less to a concern whether
the year will begin again than to one about extending individual lives as
long as possible. Gonda finds in ämhas a family of ideas that stands in
direct opposition to the idea "of 'broadness' expressed by uru- and its
family" (1957, 40), a reference to narrowness, to limits, to boundaries,
much like the German enge. An investigation of ämhas passages shows
that it is something afflicting man primarily, and that man continually
needs to be protected and freed from it. The particular concerns of the
Vedic singers in ämhas seem to be threefold: concern about social stand-
ing (free us from the reproach of our fellows); concern about external
dangers (free us from warfare and allow our animals to roam free); and
concern about long life (free us from the fear of living less than a hun-
dred autumns). Given a slightly philosophic interpretation, Gonda's
view of ämhas as narrowness would certainly fit the subject matter of all
three categories, but the ämhas passages seem to emphasize less the
specifics of such categories than the heightened sense of concern about
these specifics. I argue, then, that ämhas refers not only to physical
needs and dangers but, more importantly, to their psychological ramifi-
cations; that is, to the anxieties about these needs and dangers. Vedic
man wanted freedom from anxiety about trouble as much as he did from
trouble itself.

Nevertheless, as Kuiper has suggested, it is clear that for some sort of
ßm/zas-relieving insight contestants will win prizes (2b, 4d, 5b) of cows
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(3a, 6c), sons (6c) and social prominence, if the entries please Indra (Id,
4d, 5c). And, pleasing Indra involves offering the intoxicating Soma (5a),
truthfully (and reverently) recounting Indra's great deeds, and, most
important, reaffirming the divine and immortal status of the gods and
thereby indicating that one, in contrast, has come to terms with one's
own mortality (2c, 5c). The insight by which prizes are won, then, must
involve the acceptance of human mortality (that is, of living for a finite
number of equinoxes); for divine rewards could only be given to men for
whom the cosmos has a proper hierarchical order. That the insightful
entries that won prizes at these contests were in time, in fact, called
mantras is attested in the following verse to the Asvins:

May we succeed with our song of praise (stoma), may we win
the prize.

Come here by wagon to our mantra you two,
to the cooked sweetness, like a treasure among the cows.
Bhütämsa has just fulfilled the wish of the Asvins. (10.106.11)

As suggested in 7.23.1c, 3cd, and 4a, competition at ritual contests
involved a second kind of insight as well, insight into the secret work-
ings of the cosmos. In 6.9, a hymn to Agni Vaisvänara and "a rare,
intensely personal account of one poet's experience of the contest and
the exaltation he attains as a result of Agni's inspiration" (Johnson 1980,
12), the poet reveals what he has learned about Agni and the continuity
of the days: knowledge, he tells us, that he is afraid to make known for
fear of upstaging his elders:45

1. The dark day and the bright day, the two realms of space,
revolve by their own wisdom.
Agni Vaisvänara, just born,
pushed back the darkness with his light like a king.

2. I do not know how to stretch the thread nor weave the cloth,
nor what they weave when they enter the contest.
Even so, whose son would speak fine words here,
thereby surpassing an inferior father?

3. He46 knows how to stretch the thread and weave the cloth;
he will speak fine words correctly.
Who understands this [wisdom] is the protector of

immortality;
though he moves below, he still sees higher than any other.

4. This is the first Hotar. Behold him!
This is the immortal light among the mortals.
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This is he who was born and firmly fixed,
the immortal, growing strong in body.

5. He is the light firmly planted for all to see
the thought (mänas) fastest of those flying between [the two

worlds].
All the gods, like minded and like willed,
come together from all sides, as they should, to the one

source of inspiration.

6. My ears fly open, my eye opens out,
beyond to this light set in my heart.
My mind (mänas) flies up, straining into the distance.
What shall I say? What shall I think (manisye)?

7. All the gods bowed to you in fear, Agni,
as you stood there in darkness.
May Vaisvänara bring us help!
May the immortal bring us help!

This hymn, intended as one of profound insight, reveres Agni Vais-
vänara as the light of the world and the inner light of inspiration and is,
as Johnson says, "one of the earliest recorded milestones of Indian
mysticism" (1980, 19). In verse 1, the poet describes his discovery of the
cosmic mystery of light and darkness, that they are meant to alternate,
and do so consistently and by their own conscious powers when the
Vaisvnara form of Agni is ennobled to victory. Hidden behind the de-
scription of the light of Agni as the ritual fire at dawn is the implication
that Agni's light as insight (that is, the inner light in the heart of man)
has victoriously overcome the darkness of ignorance.

The real theme of the hymn, however, appears in verse 2, as the
young poet awaiting his turn watches the others enter the contest
ground (2b). Here he betrays his lack of confidence in his own abilities to
succeed in the impending competition. He is not sure, first, how to
"stretch the thread"; that is, how to describe the theoretical and hence
theological bases of the sacrifice whereby he would capture the insight
of sacrificial theory in compact and eloquent speech. Second, he is afraid
of composing words more eloquent than another, particularly his father,
who may also be his teacher, thereby upsetting the social (and philo-
sophical) structure of traditional learning.47

With verse 3, we move into the layered meaning of the ritual world,
as its subject, following O'Flaherty (1981, 116), is understood as both
Agni and the inspired poet. When understood as Agni, lines ab describe
the fire god as the foremost priest of the ritual, whose knowledge of
appropriate procedure, and particularly of eloquent and insightful
speech, is surpassed by none. The riddle of Agni is then exposed in line
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d, where he is understood as the fire at dawn who brings the sun, the
fire who can protect immortality because he is an ever-renewable re-
source and the key to the perpetually recurring sun. When understood
as the inspired poet, lines ab describe a successful contestant in the
competition, whose ritual knowledge and verbal skills are now capable
of sustaining the cosmos; the immortality of line 3d is the immortality of
the worlds as ensured by the ritual and, by implication, the immortality
of man as well. The layers of meaning in line 3d, then, are threefold:
Agni as fire below and sun above; the bright young poet who has sur-
passed his aging elders in wisdom; and the earthly mortal who has
penetrated the mysteries of his immortal gods. In all three cases,
though, an insightful vision is central to this verse (Johnson 1980, 123).

Verse 4 makes clear that the insight needed at this ritual contest has
to do with the peculiarity of Agni as god. He is an immortal among the
mortals, who, as line 5b tells us, is the messengerial embodiment of
thought flying quickly between the two worlds, continually bonding the
contract between men and gods, as well as the central source of insight
that upholds the divine world (5d). The experience climaxes in verse 6,
where the young poet receives insight from Agni and describes his
deathlike experience of contemplation in detail. All his senses open out
as he discovers the knowledge already firmly fixed in his heart. As he
increasingly interiorizes his experience, his mind conversely seems to
wander into the far unknown, "indicating his absorption in a state of
speechless wonder" (Johnson 1980, 20-21) and giving rise to the rhet-
orical questions of 6d (Thieme 1957a, 53). In verse 7, finally, homage is
paid to the distant but not capricious god of fire, who has as absolute a
control over light and warmth as he does over the vision into the
unknown.

The priestly competition, then, is the vehicle by which the seer's
identity is established, an identity based as much upon his ability to play
with words as it is upon his powers of infusing them with an inspiration
that is ritually effective. I have been suggesting for some time, more-
over, what the content of this insight might be and must now speak
directly about the referent of clear and effective ritual speech. If the place
where insight is measured is the ritual contest, then the standard by
which it is measured is the ability to formulate ultimate questions and,
more important, to supply some kind of resolution to them. What, then,
are the subjects of these riddles, these perplexing questions, that the
priest must solve by his eloquent use of the word? To be "true," it
seems, eloquent speech must correctly describe one of three things: the
cosmic mysteries of the universe; the mysteries of human life; and/or the
ritual symbolism by which these mysteries are expressed, understood,
manipulated, and put to use beneficial for man. As we have seen, the
cosmic mysteries about which the seer must have insight center around
the great deeds of the gods, particularly (1) the central role Agni plays in
the life of the creatures (2.35.2) and in regulating the procession of days
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(6.9.1) by his swift travels between each world (6.9.5), and (2) the impor-
tance of Indra in overcoming the powers of resistance (vrträni) (7.23.3),
which Kuiper believes is repeated over again in the verbal context (1960,
251).

In the following hymn, 4.5,48 again to Agni Vaisvanara, the poet
reports on a contest in which he has participated successfully and re-
veals the secrets of the ritual in a symbolism that is understood to ex-
plain the cosmic mysteries:

1. How can we of one mind reverence
the gracious Agni Vaisvanara?
With great high growth
he stays the great light like a post the dike.

2. Do not belittle the autonomous god
who gave me this gift, for I am an ignorant mortal
while he is the clever immortal,
the wise, most virile Vaisvanara, the youthful Agni.

3. The mighty, thousand-semened bull with sharp horns
has a great song with double tone.
As one reveals the hidden track of a cow,
Agni has declared the inner meaning (manisa)49 to me.

4. The sharp-toothed but benevolent Agni
shall chew them thoroughly with his hottest flame,
who violate the institutes of Varuna,
the precious, firm [laws] of attentive Mitra.

5. Willful like brotherless maidens,
wicked like cuckolding wives,
evil, lawless (änrtä), and truthless (asatya),
they were born for this deep place.50

6. Who then am I, clarifying Agni,
that upon me who does not violate [the institutes],
you have boldly laid, like a heavy burden, this insight

(mänman) so high and deep,
this new question with seven meanings for the offering?

7. May our meditation, cleansing with its ritual insight,51

reach him who consistently remains the same:
once the precious substance of the cow is in the leather skin

of ritual food,
the orb of the sun will break over the tip of the earth.
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8. What part of this speech of mine should I declare?
They speak covertly about the secret riddle in the depths:
when they have unlocked the mystery of the dawns like a

door,
[Agni] protects the dear tip of the earth, the place of the bird.

9. This is that great face of the great [gods]
which, leading, the cow of dawn shall follow.
I found it shining secretly in the place of truth (rtd)
going quickly, quickly.

10. Then, his mouth shining in the presence of his parents,
he thought (amanuta) of the dear, hidden substance of the

cow.
In the farthest place of the mother, facing the cow,
the tongue of the bull, of the extended flame [went forth].

11. I speak humbly about the truth when asked,
trusting in you Jätavedas, if this is all right.
You rule over all this richness
which is in heaven and on earth.

12. Of this, what richness is ours, indeed what treasure?
Tell us, Jätavedas, as the one who knows!
The farthest end of this, our way is hidden.
We went, as it were, finding fault with the wrong road.

13. What is the signpost? What is the direction? What is the goal?
We want to reach it like race horses the victory prize.
When will the dawns, the divine wives of immortality
spread [their light] over us with the color of the sun?

14. Those with their weak, trifling words,
with their paltry retorts, who leave one disappointed,
what can they say here now, Agni?
Unarmed, let them fall into oblivion.

15. The face of the god, of this bull kindled into splendor,
shone in the home.
Clothed in white, beautiful in form,
rich in gifts, he shone like a dwelling full of riches.

Dedicated to and revelatory about Agni Vaisvänara in the priestly con-
test, hymn 4.5 begins with the poet's feeling of unworthiness about
reverencing Agni. How can man offer anything to Agni when the god
gives us so much, especially the light/insight that maintains the cosmos.
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This self-depreciating theme continues into verse 2 where the poet
speaks again to the vast abyss between god and man, emphasizing both
man's ignorance in the face of Agni's wisdom (Renou 1955-69, 2.55-56)
and man's mortality in the face of Agni's freedom from all boundaries,
particularly that of death.52 The psychological implications of this verse
are magnificent. On the one hand, the poet is genuinely fearful of his
ignorance and his ritual ineffectiveness as he enters the contest, and on
the other, he knows that pride and arrogance before the god who must
be pleased would be an unforgivable error. Having prepared Agni with
a description of man's own inadequacies, in verse 3, the poet focuses on
the insight of the eloquent Agni, the primordial priest, whose ritual
song (saman) penetrates the inner meaning (rnanisa) of the cosmic myste-
ries that surround the symbolism of the cow (O'Flaherty 1981, 113) and
that, because of his praise of the god, are now available to the contes-
tant. In verses 4 and 5 we get the hymn's first references to the poet's
opponents in the contest, who are characterized above all else as violat-
ing the established laws of truth (rtä, satyä) for which they will be de-
stroyed, literally and figuratively, by the insight of Agni. Why, the poet
than asks in verse 6, if 1 stand in such good stead in relation to others,
must I have such a difficult puzzle to untangle in the contest, a new
puzzle (cf. Renou (1955-69, 2.57) that has a multitude of difficult mean-
ings for the ritual?

Beginning in verse 7 the content of the secret is revealed. In lines 7ab,
the poet tells a truth about Agni (that he is perpetual) and hopes that
this truth born of the poet's meditation may be effective. Lines 7cd
suggest the symbolism used to describe the cosmic mysteries. Ritual
foods and implements, when properly prepared and manipulated, stim-
ulate and perpetuate the proper functioning of the natural world.53 In
verse 8, the poet asks out loud what part of his understanding he should
make known (Renou 1955-69, 2.58), that same understanding coveted
secretly by more advanced poets about the magical mysteries of the
dawn, a riddle whose key lies in the nature of Agni and the sun as
described in verse 9: that the fire on the ritual ground is identical with
the sun and that, when kindled, Agni as sun will rise up out of his
eternal hiding place in the seat of truth to take his place in the sky.
Having discovered the secret, and indeed having even experienced the
sun in the secret hiding place (9cd), the poet continues with his revela-
tion about Agni and the ritual process in verse 10 (O'Flaherty 1981, 113;
Johnson 1980, 35-37), and in ll-12ab goes directly to Agni, this time in
his Jätavedas (more intimate) form, to broach, as is appropriate with this
god (Findly 1981), the subject of material reward for "his devotion and
proper action in the contest" (Johnson 1980, 24). The next four lines
(12cd-13ab) reveal the poet's concern for the rules governing perfor-
mance and the determination of success at the contest (Geldner 1951,
1.423-26; Renou 1955-69, 2.58-59). Hopeful as he is of winning, he is
not sure what to do nor how to discriminate between right and wrong
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attempts. Lines 13cd are again a revelation of the secret of the cosmic
mysteries of dawn but allude as well to the light of wisdom hoped for by
the aspiring poet as he moves on, in verse 14, to speak out against his
ignorant, unsuccessful opponents in the contest. Finally, in verse 15, the
poet describes the Agni of his visionary experience and, in so doing,
presents a closing praise of him as the god from whom the desired
prizes come.

The truth of the eloquent speech in this hymn fits two of the three
categories suggested earlier: the cosmic mysteries of the universe and
the ritual symbolism and technique by which these mysteries are made
effective. That the riddle of the mystery of dawn is intricately tied to the
liturgical symbolism that would make it true is based upon the centrality
of Agni. By a visionary experience given by Agni, the poet comes to see
not only that the content of the secret is the manifold identity of Agni,
but also that Agni himself is the keeper of this secret, as well as the
rewarder of the wise and chastiser of the ignorant. Cosmic secrets, tied
as they are to the knowledge of their ritual expression and manipula-
tion, in this way, are the source of great ämhas, but another secret is even
more fearful and anxiety producing, that connected with the mystery of
human life. We have already seen that there is great ämhas about the
length of one's own life, the most important secret not known to man
(7.23.2cd), and that in this horrible abyss between finite, mortal man
and the infinite, immortal gods, only Agni, who knows both worlds, has
insight into this anxiety and, therefore, ultimately can be compassionate
to man. Coming to terms with the finite dimension of man, I argue, is
the kernel of insight in Rgvedic thought, and successful resolution of
this problem (that is, a true formulation about human mysteries) is
what, in fact, empowers ritual speech, even that ritual speech called
mantra, to defeat Vedic enemies:

And that much was not known by these [men].
The raging rnantra pronounced by the seers is true:
The powerful four-cornered (väjra) slays the three-cornered

[weapon of the gods' enemies].
The god-re viler s were the first to age. (1.152.2)

From a Mitra and Varuna hymn, this verse contrasts the position of
truth with that of falsehood and places the power of mantra squarely on
the side of truth. Although the riddle of line c is significant in under-
standing cosmic victories (Geldner 1951, 1.210; Johnson 1980, 6, 83-87),
it is not as central to my argument as is line d, with its pronouncement of
punishment to the ignorant and implicit reward to the wise—those who
can formulate and speak a true mantra have in their power the key to
longevity and even, perhaps, to immortality.

We have seen that the secrets embedded in ritual speech are a re-
sponse to a profoundly felt ämhas about certain mysteries. The continu-
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ing need to respond to this ämhas, I now argue, is one of the keys (note
1.152.2 just quoted) to the emergent notion of mantra: The priest can
respond to ärnhas only if his weapon is extremely powerful. That mantra
is specifically tied to victory over anxiety is clear from the following lines
addressed to Agni:

You take pleasure in him who presents the offering to ensure
certainty (avrka),

in the mantra of the singer [composed] with insight {mänas).
(1.31.13cd)

The concept of ämhas, then, is what makes the development of mantra
so important, for, in the end, the reason speech must be performative is
to carry man beyond the boundaries of death.

I now turn briefly to the final element in the classic religious matrix of
the Rgveda, the source of that insight central to eloquent speech that is
the face-to-face relationship with god. Embedded in the large corpus of
primarily ritualistic hymns, there is still extant a number of hymns,
many from Book 7, that preserve a highly personal, intimate, and imme-
diate focus upon man's relationship with god (Dandekar 1969; 1970).
These hymns make clear that, in order to have insight, the priestly poet
must have a right and true relationship with his god, which can then be
mediated by the spoken word.54 Vasistha's hymn 7.88 to Varuna is a
good example of the intimate and "in confidence" communication that
can exist between a poet and his god. As he is praying to Varuna,
Vasistha relates the secret of heaven (light and darkness) that has been
demonstrated to him and how, because of this, he has been made a rsi
(seer) and stotf (singer). This relationship, which was once quite friend-
ly, however, has now become a thing of the past for, because of some
sin for which Vasistha can give no accounting, the judgment of Varuna
has come between them. Vasistha asks, as the hymn closes, for Varuna
to take the judgmental noose from around his neck and restore the
intimacy of earlier times.

1. Vasistha, present a pure, most agreeable prayer (matt)
to the gracious Varuna,
who will then turn hither the lofty bull [sun],
bearing a thousand gifts and worthy of worship.

2. "And now having come into sight of him (Varuna),
I think (mahsi) the face of Varuna is Agni's.
May the overseer lead me to the sun [closed up] in the crag
and the darkness, to see the spectacle.

3. "Whenever we two, Varuna and I, board the boat
and steer out into the middle of the ocean,
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whenever we skim across waves of the waters,
we will swing in the swing and sparkle/'

4. Varuna set Vasistha in the boat.
The inspired master made him a seer, a singer, through his

great powers
for all the auspicious times of the days,55

for as long as the heavens, for as long as the dawns shall last.

5. "What has become of those friendly relations of ours,
when of old we could get together without hostility?
I used to go to your house on high,
to your thousand-doored home, autonomous Varuna!

6. "As when a steady companion who has sinned against you
remains your friend because he is dear, Varuna,
so may we sinners not pay penalty to you, avenger!
Inspired one, extend protection to your singer!

7. "Abiding in these firm abodes,
may Varuna release the noose from us,
winning support from the lap of Aditi.
Protect us always with your blessing!"

Vasistha has been made a seer through Varuna7 s great powers (4b),
based upon his promise as an insightful singer and composer of the
excellent prayer (matt, lei). Having been made a seer entitles Vasistha to
the special company of Varuna (3) and to a relationship of divine friend-
ship (6, 7) experienced only by the privileged few. According to Dan-
dekar, in fact, "The personal relationship which Vasistha claimed with
Varuna unmistakably reminds one of the classical relationship between
a bhakta and the God" (1970:79). To remain in this friendship, in this
bhakti-like relationship, Vasistha must follow rtä (7c) and refrain from sin
(6), otherwise the noose which prevents the freedom for peace and
progress, and which makes death more imminent, will be his forever. At
the core of this relationship, facilitated and renewed at each religious
moment by the mati 'prayer7, is the opportunity to contemplate (man)
the face of god and win, thereby, insight into the mysteries.

FROM CONTEST TO RITUAL

Out of this religious matrix, which focuses on the insightful and
eloquent speech arising from a seer's intimate and personal relationship
with god (i.e., from a face-to-face contemplation of the divine), arises
the view of speech as agentive, the notion of mantra that is powerful
precisely because it is kavisastä. In the classical Rgvedic system, it is the
intimate relationship between man and god that is the source of power,
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because this relationship allowed man to tap the power of rid and satyd,
newly accessible to man once the relationship with god was established.
In the subsequent system into which mantra fits, however, the source of
power is that it is pronounced, not necessarily that it is born of insight or
that it is particularly eloquent (for these things, though sometimes
stated outright, are more often than not simply assumed), but that it is
spoken out loud in a particular way in a particular context. With mantra,
speech has become an event, both on the particular ritual level around
the fire hearths and on the cosmic level whereby it analogically sets into
motion the powerful mythic life of the gods. As the seer is transformed
from a poet who thinks upon the divine to a priest who makes effective
the ritual, mantra becomes the new and conscious designation of speech
as performative.

The new focus on the power of speech and the shift in the source of
this power from the intimate relationship with god to the pronunciation
in ritual, which we find in the rise of mantra, does not mean an abrupt
break in tradition, however. The word mantra, in fact, is clearly intended
to be a continuation of the earlier "insight tradition/' Note, for instance,
that many of the standard words for insight and insightful prayer come
from man (mati, mdnas, manisa, mdnman) and that man is often used to
describe the contemplation of the face-to-face relationship with god. It is
no accident, then, that the word for agentive speech be based upon this
tradition of powerful insight. The Rgvedic poet is explicit, in fact, that
mantra be inspired and that it have communicable meaning: "May we
pronounce that mantra well that was well fashioned for him from the
heart; he will understand it, to be sure" (2.35.2ab). Moreover, the power
of mantra is clearly to be a response to the old anxieties of Vedic man, for it
is "to ensure certainty" (1.31.13) and to "bring joy on the most distant
day" (10.95.Id). Added to this are the implications that mantra is a
familiar term amongst those participating in verbal contests (10.106. llab)
and that the context of mantra in the Rgveda supports the very basic
concerns of these contests (e.g., 2.35.2; 7.7.6; 7.32.13).

Nevertheless, the focus on power and pronunciation in mantra indi-
cates a new emphasis on ritual effectiveness, and I argue, that, while by
design the mantra system rests upon and in fact participates in this
earlier stratum of insight and eloquence, it has already moved on to
reflect the issues that become central in the Brähmanas, the expanding of
the techniques and analogical referents of the liturgical complex and the
very divinization of ritual itself. Note 10.50.6 to Indra:

You have made all these Soma-fests efficacious,
which you, son of strength, have appropriated for yourself.
According to your wish, to your command, the beaker lasts

continually,
as does the worship, the mantra, the uplifted formulation, the

speech (vdcas).
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The emergence of the notion of mantra, then, stands at a pivotal point in
the development of Rgvedic thought, incorporating key elements of
matrices before and after. The following verse, 1.74.1, neatly summa-
rizes this threshold nature of mantra. Mantra is a speech act (lb), be-
longing with the increasing centrality of ritual as a conception and as an
act (la), which has its foundation, nevertheless, in the earlier insight
structures where empowerment comes primarily from meaningful com-
munication with the divine (lc):

Undertaking the ceremony
we would pronounce a mantra to Agni
who hears us in the distance.

NOTES

1. Note, for instance, the listings in Vishva Bandhu's (1935-76) A Vedic Word-
Concordance, where the Rgveda and the Satapathabrähmana contain the majority
of citations in an already short list of references (1.4, 2441; 2.2, 776; 3.2, 639-41).

2. The situation is even bleaker in the Atharvaveda. There, in addition to
references requoted from the Rgveda, e.g., Sau.6.64.2 (=RV.10.191.3), 18.1.60
(=RV.10.14. 4), and 20.59.4 (=RV.7.32.13), only a few new references appear,
i.e., 2.7.5 and 5.20.11.

3. In fact, there is a fairly even spread over most of the major Rgvedic deities,
with perhaps the highest proportion found in Agni hymns.

4. According to Belvalkar's (1922) study, the 3.53.8 and 6.50.14 mantra refer-
ences may be late as well (pp. 17, 21, 25).

5. Furthermore, one could argue that the history of the use of the term
mantra is the mirror opposite of that of brahman, the really significant term for
ritual speech in the Sarhhitas and Brähmanas (Renou 1948-49; Gonda 1950;
Thieme 1952). As the concept of brahman decreases in significance, that of
mantra increases. This suggestion is borne out by the evidence of Bandhu's
(1935-76) concordance (1.4, 2291-95, 2441; 2.2, 727-29, 776; 3.2, 583ff., 639-41).

6. This suggestion is supported by Dandekar's theory of the replacement of
an ancient cult of Varuna by a new one dedicated to Indra early in the develop-
ment of Rgvedic thought (Dandekar 1969, 237-38; 1970, 77).

7. That mantra cannot be understood outside its use in the ritual is clear from
RV.1.40.5; 1.74.1; 10.50.6; and 10.88.14.

8. The other three references are RV.3.30.3b (of Indra who performs power-
ful deeds among mortals), 4.24.8a (of a stormy ritual contest over which Indra
has presided and out of which Vamadeva emerges the winner), and 10.27.3c (of
an undetermined type of conflict, though presumably a regular battle). On the
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last, Indra's complaint is that it is only when the battle is "raging" does man call
on him.

9. Sau.2.7.5 and 5.20.11.

10. O'Flaherty takes aryäs as an ace. pi. modifying bhüvanä, "noble crea-
tures" (1981, 105).

11. Note that for the Vedic world, the place of this truth is not way off out
there but deeply hidden somewhere down here. We might speculate that the
initial Vedic focus on the depths of the earth rather than the heights of the sky is
responsible for the eventual internalization of the transcendent yet deeply hid-
den truth of the world initially associated with Agni.

12. Note, for instance, the association of brahman (formulator) with brahman
(formulation); hotr (invoker) with häva, hävana, haväs, häviman, hävyä, höträ,
homan (invocation); udgätr (Säman singer) with gätü, gäihä, gdthä, gäyaträ, gäyas
(song) (N.B. gir); prasästr (director ?) with präsasti (praise), prasäsana, prasis (com-
mand), sämsa, säsä, sasti (praise); upavaktr (caller) with upaväkä (speech), väkman
(invocation), väcas (word); and prastotr (Säman singer) with prästuti (praise), stüt,
stoträ, stöma, stuti (song of praise). Names like agnidh (fire kindler), adhvaryü
(ritual celebrant), nestr (leader), purohita (house priest), and potr (purifier), how-
ever, are not directly related to ritual speech.

13. Heesterman's (1964) discussion of the preclassical and classical systems
in the Vedic tradition has a bearing on this argument.

14. 1.152.2b; 6.50.14d; 10.14.4c. Cf., 1.67.4 mantra and sas.

15. 3.21.4c; 3.29.7b. Cf., 5.1.8b, kaviprasastä of Agni.

16. Kavi as vipra: i.e., 9.84.5; 4.26.1; 10.64.16; 10.114.5; 3.34.7; 1.76.5;
10.112.9; 3.5.1.

17. As rtajna: i.e., 10.64.16. Cf., 2.24.7; 7.76.4; 10.177.2.

18. As dhi: i.e., 1.95.8.

19. As mänman: i.e., 1.151.7.

20. As kavya: i.e., 9.84.5; 8.8.11.

21. As manisa: i.e., 6.49.4; 10.124.9; 10.177.2; 10.129.4; 9.72.6.

22. As uktM: i.e., 3.34.7.

23. As matt i.e., 9.97.32; 9.64.10.

24. As mänas: i.e., 10.5.3.

25. As dhira: i.e., 1.146.4; 3.8.4.
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26. As hfd: i.e., 1.146.4; 10.129.4.

27. As ninyä: i.e., 4.16.3.

28. As vratä: i.e., 10.114.2.

29. As chändas: i.e., 10.114.5. C£., 10.114.6; 10.124.9.

30. As täntu: i.e., 1.164.5. Cf., 10.5.3.

31. Soma: i.e., 9.74.9.

32. Johnson (1980) elaborates on the role of Agni in this hymn as "the inner
light of divine inspiration dwelling in the heart/' the focal point of meditation
for poets called upon to participate in what he calls "the sacrificial symposium"
(pp. 7-8). If this hymn, in fact, describes such a verbal contest, verse 14 is
central, as it names the invitatory verses to the patron deity, Agni Vaisvänara,
mantras.

33. 1.40.6ab; 1.74.1b; 2.35.2b.

34. 10.88.14b.

35. 1.40.5b.

36. 1.67.4.

37. d following O'Flaherty (1981, 253). Thieme: "Nicht werden uns diese
Gedanken ( = Die Gedanken, die wir im Sinne haben), [wenn sie] unausgespro-
chen [bleiben], später Freude schaffen" (1957b, 70). Eggeling: "Untold, these
secrets of ours will not bring us joy in days to come" (These thoughts (=that we
intend) will not create joy for us later, [if they remain] unpronounced) (1982-
1900, SB.11.5.1.6, 70-71).

38. I am indebted to Dr. Stephanie Jamison for calling my attention to the
verb manträy here, which would confirm an instrumental or performative in-
terpretation of mantra, with meanings such as I swear or I promise.

39. Again, I am grateful to Dr. Jamison for pointing out that mantra would
have to be in an instrumental relation to the past participle as second member
and that this hypothetical phrase could not mean, for instance, "the seer by
whom the mäntra is pronounced." See her 1979 discussion of such compounds
(198-99, n. 8).

40. Of course, this would not preclude the overlapping of periods in which
both these terms enjoyed use. Note, for instance, the conjunction of mantra and
brahman in 10.50.4 (and 6); Johnson, in fact, treats them as interchangeable terms
(1980, 84).

41. Bloomfield discusses 10.85.12 in which Süryä "mounted her mind-car,"
an image in which "You mount your mind or wish-car and reach your destina-
tion, that is to say, the object of your desire" (1919, 281). This use of the mind
may be prefigured here, and certainly is corroborated by the term mantra. On
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Süryä as goddess of speech, see Bhawe's discussion of the muse of poetry (1950,
19-27).

42. Following Geldner 1951, 1.394-95.

43. Vfpra: i.e., 3.30.20; 3.5.3; 7.66.8; 7.78.2.

44. Hid: i.e., 3.39.1; 3.26.8.

45. The translation of this hymn benefitted greatly from the work of
O'Flaherty (1981, 115-17).

46. Agni or the inspired poet.

47. Johnson's interpretation of the sequence of events as represented in 2cd
is complicated. Since the exact structure of these "sacrificial symposia" does not
bear directly upon the argument here, I will simply reproduce his translation:
'Indeed whose [companion] will be the 'son7 to respond [correctly to the
bmhmans] which are to be explained here at the prior position [placed into
competition] by the 'father7 [sitting] at the later position?" (1980, 18). I still am
not convinced by his discussion of this verse (149-150), as the fear of upstaging
an elder fits so well syntactically and contextually and is a much simpler
solution.

48. Again, I am indebted to OTlaherty in a number of places here (1981,
112-15).

49. Cf., Upadhyaya (1961) and Johnson (1980, 22) on the referent of this
word.

50. One of the few references to a hell found in the Rgveda. Cf., 7.104.3, 11,
17 (Macdonell, 1897, no. 75). Note, however, Johnson's unusual understanding
of lines cd as "Faced with the difficult brahman, the poet at first paranoically
thinks that such evil competitors . . . have posed the enigma (5cd), the -padam
. . . gabhiräm (profound phrase), so that it will be impossible for him to under-
stand" (1980, 22).

51. Cf., Johnson's discussion of krätu here and elsewhere (1980, 145).

52. Note here Gonda's (1957) discussion of amhas as essentially descriptive of
a "narrowness" around man.

53. The discussions in both Johnson (1980, 34-35) and O'Flaherty (1981,113)
are extensive and complicated, perhaps overly so if lines cd are understood
within the context of ritual magic at dawn. Johnson's discussion, particularly,
lacks a ritual focus that is essential here; while he is right about the experience of
insight, he is often silent about the content of that insight, which, more often
than not, is a description and explanation of ritual analogues.

54. Compare the material in Brown (1968a, 206-207) where DIrghatamas
gets his knowledge from a transcendental vision with Väc as its source.

55. A reference to the regular progression of the ritual calendar and to the
establishment of Vasistha as ritual practitioner par excellence.



CHAPTER 2

Vedic Mantras

Frits Staal

THIS ARTICLE CONSISTS OF TWO parts. The first part (pages 48-59)
presents the evidence in the form of six mantras, provided in their
original Vedic, with a translation and a discussion of the context in
which they occur and are used. The second part formulates conclu-
sions drawn from this evidence. There are three sections: the first
(pages 59-66) deals with the distinction between Vedic and Tantric
mantras; the second (pages 66-70) compares mantras with speech acts;
and the third (pages 70-85) discusses the relations between mantras
and language.

THE EVIDENCE

Vedic Mantras are bits and pieces of the Vedas put to ritual use.* In
the earlier ritual literature (e.g., in the Srauta Sutras and in the Yajur-
veda itself), mantras are distinguished from brähmanas, or interpretive
passages that elucidate and interpret the ritual use of mantras. In the
later ritual literature (e.g., in the Mlmämsä), mantras are distinguished
from vidhis, or injunctions that prompt to ritual acts. Mantras occur in
each of the four Vedas. They belong to different kinds of Vedic utter-
ances, such as re, "verse (from the Rgveda)," säman "chant or melody
(from the Sämaveda)," yajus, "formula (from the Yajurveda), generally
muttered," and nigada "formula (from the Yajurveda), generally spoken
loud/'

*Although this article is addressed primarily to Indologists and scholars of religion, the material also
is of interest to linguists and philosophers. In order not to make the exposition unpalatable to its
intended audience, I have not tried to adhere to standards of rigor and sophistication considered
commendable in linguistics and philosophy. All the same, I have benefitted from comments by Yuki
Kuroda and Steve Yablo.
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Before discussing mantras in general, it will be helpful to consider
some examples. I shall list six of these, in the original Sanskrit, along
with translations or with what I shall refer to as translatory meanings. I
have omitted accents even though they are considered part of the man-
tras. Afterward I shall discuss these mantras in detail, one by one, and
derive some general conclusions

1. agnin . . . s

agnin jyotismatah kuruta I diksita vacant yaccha I patni
väcam yacchai
(Kindle the fires! Consecrated one, control your speech! Wife,

control your speech!)
(Baudhäyana Srauta Sütra 6.6)

2. mitro na ehi . . .
mitro na ehi sumitradhä I indrasyorum ä visa daksinam I
usann usantam syonah syonaml
(Come to us as a friend, making good friends. Enter the right

thigh of Indra; .you willing, it willing, you gracious, it
gracious)

(Taittiriya Samhitä 1.2.7.1 f)

3. yo'sman dvesti . . .
yo'sman dvesti yam ca vayant dvisma I idam asya grivä api

krntämi I v- „
(He who hates us and whom we hate, here I cut off his neck!)

v, {Taittiriya Samhitä 1.3.1.1 c)

4. devasya tvä savituh . . .
devasya tvä savituh prasave'svinor bähubhyam püsno hastäbhyam
agnaye jyustam nirvapämy agnisomäbhyäml
(On the impulse of the God Savitr, with the arms of the

Asvins, with the hands of Püsan, I offer you dear to Agni,
to Agni and Soma.)

(Taittiriya Samhitä 1.1.4.2 m)

5. indra jusasva . . .
indra jusasva pra vahä yähi süra haribhyäm I pibä sutasya
mater iha madhos cakänas cärur madäya II indra jatßram
navyo na prnasva madhor divo na I asya sutasya svarnopa
tvä madäh suväco aguh II indras turäsav mitro vrtram yo
jaghäna yatir na I bibheda valam bhrgur na sasahe satrün
made somasya II
"Indra enjoy—drive on,
come, hero—with your two steeds,
drink of Soma—like a sage,
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loving the sweet, pleased with inebriation!
Indra, your belly—like one to be praised,
fill it with sweet—like heavens,
with pressed Soma—like paradise,
well-spoken inebriants have gone to you!
Indra fast conquering—like a friend,
killing the demon—like ascetics,
he split the cave—like Bhrgu,
he conquers his enemies inebriated with Soma!"

{Atharvaveda 2.5.1-3)

6. hä bu hä bu häbu . . .
hä bu hä bu hä bu bhä bham bham bham bham bham bhä

bham bham bham bham bham bhä bham bham bham bham bham I
hä bu hä bu hä bu brahma jajnänam prathamam purästät I vi
simatas suruco vena ä vätl sa budhniyä upamä asya vä yi
sthähl satas ca yonim asatas ca vä yi vah I hä bu hä bu
hä bu bhä bham bham bham bham bham bhä bham bham bham bham
bham bhä bham bham bham bham bhamI hä bu hä bu hä vu vä/
brahma devänäm bhäti parame vyoman brahma devänäm bhäti
parame vyoman brahma devänäm bhäti parame vyomänlI

Here translation becomes more difficult even than in the
previous case (5); but it may be attempted, in free fashion, as
follows:

(Hey hey hey! BANG bang bang bang bang bang BANG
bang bang bang bang bang BANG bang bang bang bang !
Hey hey hey! Born as brahman first in the ea-east, Vena has
shone out of the glimmering horizon. He has revealed its
highest and lowest positionemes, the womb of being and of
non-be-be-ying. Hey hey hey! BANG bang bang bang bang
bang BANG bang bang bang bang bang BANG bang bang
bang bang bang! Hey hey, hey man! Brahman shines in the
highest heaven of the gods brahman shines in the highest
heaven of the gods brahman shines in the highest heaven of
the gogodeses!)

(Ja im inly a Aranyageyagäna 12.9)

All the expressions in these six examples are mantras or consist of
mantras. They are not only very different from each other, but, the
further we proceed in the sequence, the more difficult it becomes to
provide a "translatory meaning/' So let us now review these six once
again, one by one, place them in their ritual context, and see what
general conclusions can be drawn.

1. AGNIN . . .
This mantra is a command, technically called praisartha. It belongs to

the category nigada. It is addressed by the Adhvaryu priest, shouting in
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a loud voice, to the other priests, the Yajamäna (ritual patron) and the
Yajamäna's wife, after the Yajamäna's consecration has taken place.
Following the mantra, fuel is added to the fires, and the Yajamäna and
his wife "control their speech" (i.e., they pronounce only what is pre-
scribed, but do not chatter; see Staal 1983a [AGNI] 1.333). It stands to
reason, therefore, to assume that this mantra is an ordinary command,
which has been understood as such by those to whom it was addressed.
This implies, among other things, that the Adhvaryu priest is the kind of
person who has the authority to issue such commands.

2. MITRO NA EHI . . .
This mantra is a yajus, muttered by the Yajamäna after the Soma

plant has been purchased by the Adhvaryu from a merchant. The Ya-
jamäna mutters the first part of the mantra (. . . sumitradha) when the
Adhvaryu approaches him with the Soma bundle. He then uncovers his
right thigh, places the bundle on it, and recites the remainder of the
mantra (Caland & Henry 1906, 1.46; Kashikar & Dandekar 1958-73, II,
Sanskrit Section; 1.50). Here no command is given or followed. The
mantras accompany an^act or acts and may be interpreted as comments
on that act or on those acts.

3. YO'SMÄN DVESTI . . .
This mantra, which is recited frequently, has a purely ritual use: It is

recited when the soil within a ritual enclosure is prepared with the help
of the sphya, a wooden knife. One of the brähmanas associated with this
mantra provides it with'an interpretation that is a rationalization, as is
usual: The enemy has to be excluded from the altar, for making the altar
is a cruel act. "Let Him think of anyone he hates; he does truly inflict
trouble upon him!" (Taittinya Samhitä 2.6.4.4). Another brähmana com-
ments, "There are two persons: one whom he hates, and one who hates
him. Surely, he should cut off the necks of both, successively" (Taittiriya
Samhitä 6.1.8.4; cf. Staal 1983a, 1.104).

When I call such interpretations rationalizations, I do not intend to
deny that there were real enemies in Vedic times, whose necks could be,
or actually were, cut off. There is ample evidence for battles, sometimes
intruding on ritual (see, e.g., Heesterman 1962). Such a background is
reflected in the "translatory meaning" of the mantra and points to one
of its possible origins. However, the meaning of a mantra is its ritual
use. In ritual terms it means that the soil is scratched with the sphya. The
authors of the brähmanas are aware of these ritual uses, but they go
willfully beyond them, invoking anything that strikes their fancy, con-
tradicting themselves, giving vent to their adventitious and often infan-
tile wishes—not unlike some contemporary theorists of ritual.

4. DEVASYA TVÄ SAVITUH . . .
This mantra is recited frequently throughout all ritual performances.

It accompanies and indicates an offering (nirväpa). The first three
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phrases (through hastäbhyam) occur at the beginning of many other man-
tras (see Bloomfield 1906, 492-94). Characteristically, the brähmanas are
unhelpful; e.g., "He says 'On the impulse of the God Savitr' when he
takes the sword, for impelling. He says 'with the arms of the Asvins'
because the Asvins were the Adhvaryus of the Gods. He says 'with the
hands of Püsan/ for restraint" (Taittiriya Samhitä 2.6.4.1). All of this is
vacuous because there need not be a sword, there is always one Ad-
hvaryu already, there is no need or clear use of impelling or restraint.
However, there always is an offering.

That the ritual meaning is only "offering" is obvious from a discus-
sion in the Mimämsäsütra (2.1.46). The purpose of this discussion is to
establish that mantras always consist of a single sentence because they
express a single meaning (arthaikatväd ckam väkyam). The commentator
Sabara elucidated this as follow, "The sütra is explained because man-
tras fulfil a single purpose. Devasya tvä . . . , for example, indicates
'offering/ The words that comprise the mantra express precisely this,
and therefore consist of a single sentence" (ekaprayojanatväd upapannam I
yathä tävad devasya tveti nirväpaprakäsanam I tasya visistasya väcaka etävän
padasamühas tadväkyam).

5. INDRA JUSASVA . . .
These mantras are curious, to say the least, and they may well have

been composed under the influence of Soma. This is rare, if not excep-
tional. In the Rgveda, only one hymn (10.119) describes the effects of
drinking Soma in detail. Even with respect to this hymn, Brough (1971,
341) judges, "Such a hymn cannot have been composed by a poet under
the influence of soma: the artifice of its structure excludes this."

I don't know whether this is true, but there are good reasons to
doubt it. I knew at least one mathematician who could do mathematics
only when he was drunk, not on account of the auspicious inebriation
(sumada) of Soma, but on account of the evil intoxication (durmada) of
alcohol. It, therefore, is not unreasonable to suppose that the mantras
indra jusasva . . . might have been composed under the influence of
Soma, even though they consist of svaräj meters—relatively uncommon
meters consisting of thirty-four syllables each.

It is such meters that are important in the ritual use of these remark-
able mantras. They constitute the material from which ritualists have
constructed the beginning of the sastra recitation characteristic of an
extended Soma ritual, "the sixteenth" (sodasi). In order to put this in
context, it should be recalled that the paradigm or prototype of the Soma
rituals is the Agnistoma, which consists of twelve Soma sequences. A
Soma sequence is a sequence consisting of a stotra chant, a sastra recita-
tion, Soma offering to the deities, and Soma drinking by the Yajamäna
and his chief priests (Staal 1983a, 1.49). In the Agnistoma, there are five
such Soma sequences during the morning pressing, five during the
midday pressing, and two during the third pressing. From this pro-
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totype an extension is constructed by adding three Soma sequences; the
resulting Soma ritual is called ukthya. When another Soma sequence is
added to these fifteen, the "sixteenth" is arrived at. One characteristic
feature of this Soma ritual is that its sastra recitation should consist in its
entirety of anustubh verses, viz., meters that consist of four octosyllabic
verses, or 4 x 8 = 32 syllables.

Since the mantras indra jusasva . . . consist of three verses in the
svaräj meter, and the first verse of a sastra recitation is always recited
thrice, we have 5 x 34 = 170 syllables at our disposal. If we disregard the
syntax and meaning of these verses and concentrate only on counting
syllables, we can make use of 160 = 5 x 32 syllables to obtain five
anustubh verses, leaving an excess of ten syllables. Such a procedure is in
accordance with the general character of Vedic mantras, in which formal
features such as meters are of paramount importance. In terms of syntax
or "translatory meaning," how7ever, the resulting anustubh verses do not
make sense, for they are arrived at by cutting off the last two syllables of
the first verse and adding them to the beginning of the second (which is
a repetition of the first); cutting off the last four of the second and adding
them to the beginning öl. the third (another repetition of the first); cut-
ting off the last six of the third and adding them to the beginning of the
fourth; cutting off the last eight of the fourth and adding them to the
beginning of the fifth; and cutting off the last ten of the fifth and putting
them in storage, so to speak. The entire procedure may be pictured as
follows:

32 +(2)->32

f~
j~28 +(6)->32
| 26 +(?)-> 32
\ 24 + @ -> 32

10

To provide a translatory meaning becomes very hazardous, but an idea
may be gained from the following:

1. Indra enjoy—drive on,
come hero—with your two steeds,
drink of Soma—like a sage,
loving the sweet, pleased with!

2. Inebriation, Indra enjoy,
drive on, come, hero, with
your two steeds, drink of Soma,
like a sage, loving the sweet!
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3. Pleased with inebriation—Indra,
enjoy, drive on, come, hero,
with your two steeds, drink of
Soma like a sage, loving!

4. The sweet, pleased with inebriation, Indra,
your belly, like one to be praised, fill,
it with sweet—like heavens with,
pressed Soma, like paradise well-spoken!

5. Inebriants have gone to you, Indra,
fast conquering like a friend killing,
the demon like ascetics he split,
the cave like Bhrgu he conquers!"

The remainder—"His enemies inebriated with Soma!"—is used for the
beginning of the next part of the sodasi sastra, which I shall not write out
in full,- because it results in the same kind of meters, and the same kind
of absurdities in terms of syntax and translatory meaning.

Later in the sastra, which is very long, use is made of a technique
called viharanam (intertwining or transposition). Its first occurrence is in
the construction of two anustubh verses (consisting of 2 x 32 syllables)
from intertwining a gäyatri verse (consisting of 3 x 8 syllables) with a
pahkti verse (consisting of 5 x 8 syllables):

3 x 8 = 24
+ 5 x 8 = 40

2 x 32 = 64

The gäyatri verse is Rgveda 1.16.1:

ä tvä vahantu harayo vrsanam somapitaye/
indra tvä süracaksasahl7
(The tawny horses take you bull to the Soma drinking,
You, Indra, with your sunny eyes!!)

The pahkti verse is Rgveda 1.84.10:

Svädor itthä visüvato madhvah pibanti gauryahl yä indrena
sayävarir vrsnä madanti sobhase vasvir anu svaräjyamlI
(The gauri cows drink from the sweet liquid, basic to the

ritual,
enjoying themselves with their companion, Indra the bull, to

look beautiful; beneficient to his supremacy.)

The intertwining of these two is as follows:
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ä tvä vahantu harayas svädor itthä visüvatah/ vrsanam
somapitaye madhvah pibanti gauryo// indra tvä süracaksaso
yä indrena sayävarih / vrsnä madanti sobhase vasvlr anu
svaräjyo//

In this construction, the portions from the underlying gäyatrl verse are in
italics, and the portions from the underlying pahkti verse are in Roman.
(The -o ending is another feature of sastra recitation, to which I shall
return.) j

The translatory meaning can only be guessed at, but the following
may convey some of its flavor:

The tawny horses take from the sweet, basic to the ritual. You bull to
the Soma drinking, the gauri cows drink from the liquid. You, Indra,
with your sunny eyes—enjoying themselves with their companion,
Indra the bull, to look beautiful; beneficient to his supremacy.

An intoxicated Sanskrit scholar might interpret this as a poetic rendering
of a Soma orgy; however, it merely results from the metrical arithmetic
of the viharanam technique. In terms of syntax or translatory meaning,
none of these mantras make sense; their ritual meaning, on the other
hand, is straightforward and uncontroversial: They constitute a portion
of the sixteenth sastra.

In the sequel of the "sixteenth recitation" are further cases of
viharanam and also instances where mantras, though recited in regular
sequence, are reanalyzed into anustubh meters by counting the syllables
of their original meters differently. The reader interested in these exer-
cises can find them in §taal, 1983a, 1.661-63, and can listen to them on
the accompanying casette. The examples given should be sufficient to
illustrate the ritual use and meaning of such mantras.

6. HÄ BU HÄ BU HÄBU . . .
These mantras are chanted by the Udgätä priest of the Sämaveda

after the Adhvaryu has placed a small image of a golden man (hiran-
mayapurusa) on the lotus leaf that was earlier deposited and buried at the
center of the Agni field; later the large bird-shaped altar of the Ag-
nicayana will be constructed there. These chants (see Staal 1983a, 1.414-
17 and the accompanying cassette), which continue through some of the
following rites, consist of four parts, and the mantras we are considering
constitute the last chant of the third part. In this third part, there are
many chants similar in structure. They start with hä bu hä Im häbu . . . ,
which is followed by a triple repetition of six syllables, five of them
identical, and the first a variation, e.g.,

phät phat phat phat phat phat
hä bu hau hau hau hau hau
kä hvä hvä hvä hvä hvä.
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This is followed, in each case, by a verse, generally from the Rgveda, set
to music in accordance with a melody (säman), after which there is an-
other round of meaningless syllables and finally a coda (nidhana), which
is also meaningless.

Such meaningless syllables from the Sämaveda are called stobha. If
Vedic mantras are called bits and pieces, the stobhas are the bits. Stobhas
are very similar to the frz/fl-mantras of later Tantrism, meaningless sylla-
bles that sometimes are strung together in sequences called mantramälä
or mälämantrn (mantra garland, cf. Padoux 1978a, 81), but that also may
be arranged two dimensionally in mandalas, cakras, or deities. The ac-
companying illustration depicts bija-mantras for Hanumän, the monkey
god, also god of the martial arts. His legs, for example, are marked ram
ram ram ram rain ram. . . . Some of the Vedic stobhas are combined into
larger mantra sequences with specific structures, not dissimilar to musi-
cal structures. These structures may be represented in abstract or al-
gebraic form. The chant hä bu hä bu hä bu . . . , for example, is of the
form:

X
P* (QR5

Y

where a superscript indicates the number of times that a form has to be
repeated; for example, P3 stands for PPPf (QR5)3 stands for QRRRRRQR-
RRRRQRRRRR, etc. To obtain the chant hä bu hä bu hä bu . . . from this
formula, we substitute P for hä bu; Q for bhä; R for bham; X for brahma
jajnänam; P* for hä vu vä; Y for brahma devänäm.

An abstract representation of this type may seem arbitrary at first
sight, but it is not. It is not arbitrary because, by varied substitutions, we
are in a position to construct other chants: first, by varying the "lan-
guage" mantras X and V; then by replacing Q with phät and R with phat;
or Q with hä bu and R with hau; or Q with kä and R with hvä; etc. In all
these substitutions, P and P* remain the same. But there are other
chants where part of the same structure is retained, but P and P* are
replaced with, respectively, u hu vä hä bu and u hu vä hä vu vä, or hä vu vä
and hä hä vu vo vä hä yi. In other words, this abstract representation
represents the invariant structure of a number of chants that can be
derived by rules of various types.
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I have provided such abstract structures elsewhere (see Staal 1983b)
and mention them in the present context only to illustrate how some
ritual chants consist of elaborate structures constructed from single
stobhas. The ritual meaning of such mantras does not lie in their lan-
guage or even in their poetic or metrical structure but in the sounds,
with their themes and variations, repetitions, inversions, interpolations,
and the particular distribution of their elements.

Such meaningless syllables or elements are not confined to the Sä-
maveda. In the sastra recitations of the Rgveda, there are insertions of -o
or -om, as we have already seen, and of somsavo, which means some-
thing (let us both recite) but which is treated as a similarly meaningless
element, occurs in various forms (e.g., sosomsävo) and is responded to by
the Adhvaryu with such formulas as othämo daxva, äthämo daiva, othämo
daiva made, modämo daivotho, and other "bizarres contortions liturgi-
ques," as Caland and Henry (1906, 1.232, n. 8) called them. In the
Asvaläyana tradition of the Rgveda, the Hotä priest murmurs before the
beginning of his first sastra: su mat pad vag de (Caland & Henry, 1.231).
Each sastra recitation, moreover, has its own peculiarities, which have
nothing to do with syntax or translatory meaning. During the noctural
rounds in the more advanced Soma rituals, for example, the first quarter
verse is repeated in the first round, the second in the second, and the
third in the third (see Staal 1983a, 1.663-80, 11.750-52). In the Sämaveda
chants, the choreography of the mantras becomes richer and more var-
ied. The chants themselves are preceded by o km, and certain sequences
by hm. The patterns become so complex that the priests keep track of
them by constructing figures, called vistuti, with the help of sticks on a
piece of cloth (for illustrations see Staal 1983a, I.Figures 48-51). In many
melodies (called gäyatra), the udgitha or second portion of the chant,
sung by the Udgätä, is o vä o vä o vä hm bhä o vä.

In musical chants, the occurrence of such sounds is of course not
surprising. Their function is simply to fill out the melody when there is
no text. This is found all over the world. The only systematic differences
between such melodic insertions are those induced by the phonological
structure of the language in which they are inserted. For example, heisa
hopsasa would not fit in a Vedic or Sanskrit context, but fits quite well in
German when sung by Papageno in Mozart's Zauberflöte:

Der Vogelfänger bin ich ja,
stets lustig, heisa hopsasa!

*.
Heisa hopsasa is reminiscent of the kind of sounds one would use, in
German, when addressing a horse or a pack animal. It would be helpful
to know what sounds the Vedic Indians used in such circumstances and
in other kinds of extraordinary circumstances. Such information would
not assist us in explaining the meaning or ritual use of mantras, but it
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would throw light on their origins and on the associations they may
have evoked in ancient India.

CONCLUSIONS

The six types of niantra we have discussed constitute a fairly represen-
tative sample of Vedic mantras. Though there are other kinds, these are
the types met with mbst frequently. The reader will have noticed that the
first examples are clofeer to ordinary language in ordinary use, but each
next illustration in the sequence is less like ordinary language, more
devoid of translatory meaning, and more characteristically "mantra."

This material enables us to derive some general conclusions, which I
shall present under three headings: Vedic and Tantric Mantras; Mantras
and Speech Acts; and Mantras and Language.

CONCLUSION 1: VEDIC AND TANTRIC MANTRAS
It is not possible to institute a proper comparison between Vedic and

Tantric mantras without presenting and discussing a similar body of
Tantric material, and this would be beyond the scope of this essay.
However, the Vedic material is sufficient to show that certain alleged
differences between the two kinds of mantras, in fact, do not exist.

Wheelock (Chapter Three of this volume) says that "the Vedic man-
tra truthfully describes and thereby actualizes a bandhu between ritual
object and cosmic entity," and that the Vedic mantra "stands as a means
to the ends of the sacrifice,. The Tantric mantra, on the other hand, as the
essence of the ritual procedure, is an object of value in itself/'

It is clear that those expressions are not applicable to most of the
mantras we have considered. Wheelock's terms are obviously inspired
by the brähmana literature and not products of his own fancy. However,
that does not make them any more relevant. Brähmana interpretations
are more fanciful than anything contemporary scholars have yet come
up with. Of course, the authors of the Brahmanas knew the ritual uses of
the mantras (unlike some contemporary scholars), but they tried to go
beyond this and interpret these uses. Their attempts, if they are not ad
hoc, in general are rationalizations. Most mantras, for example, do not
describe nor do they refer to cosmic entities. Moreover, the further we
proceed along the entries of our list, the more obvious it becomes that
these mantras are ends in themselves. The Udgätä continues to chant
long after the golden man has been laid down. There are no specific
ritual acts with which any of these mantras are individually associated,
and that could explain their occurrence—just as there are no events in
the life of Christ that explain any bars or themes in the C major aria
"GeduldV for tenor and cello from Bach's St. Matthew Passion. Vedic and
Tantric mantras, therefore, are not different in terms of the charac-
teristics alleged by Wheelock.

According to Padoux (1963, 296), Saivite mantras are different from
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Vedic mantras because a Vedic mantra is essentially a verse or a group of
verses: "un verset ou un groupe de versets." However, as we have
seen, this is applicable only to the textual sources of some Vedic man-
tras. It does not apply to prose mantras, to stobhas, or to any of the
numerous sounds and noises that pervade the other ritual uses of the
Vedas. Moreover, even if a Vedic mantra seems to be a verse, in its ritual
use it is not treated as a verse at all. It is treated in the same manner as
other sound sequences that never were verses, even to begin with. The
counting of syllables that features in the ritual use of (6) indra jusasva . . .
is not similar to the counting of syllables that we find in true versifica-
tion; it is similar to the counting of syllables that is applied to stobhas and
is typical of their ritual use. Even if stobhas are interpreted, as e.g. in
Chändogya Upanisad 1.13.1-4, the interpretations should not be taken
symbolically (as was done by the philosopher Sarikara in his commen-
tary on this passage) but should be explained in terms of syllable count-
ing (see Faddegon 1927; Gren-Eklund 1978-79). In other words, in all
these mantras, language, whether versified or not, is not treated in the
same manner as ordinary language. Vedic and Tantric mantras, there-
fore, cannot be different on account of the fact that Vedic mantras are
"in verse."

A functional difference between Vedic and Tantric mantras may
seem to be that the latter are used not only in ritual, but also in medita-
tion. Now, meditation is not so different from ritual as is often assumed
and it, too, is alluded to in the Vedas (see, e.g., Staal 1975b, 79). More-
over, a characteristic of meditation, viz., that it is silent, also is applica-
ble to ritual acts. Both Padoux and Wheelock have emphasized the silent
use of mantras in Tantric ritual. I shall return to this topic in my final
conclusion, but it should be emphasized here that silence plays a very
important role in Vedic mantras, too. Many Vedic mantras are anirukta
(not enunciated), upämsu (inaudible), and are recited tusnim (in silence),
or manasä (mentally). The brahman priest is in principle always silent.
Though all the deities "love what is out of sight" {paroksapriyä deväh),
Prajäpati is the one who has a special preference for silent mantras and
silence (perhaps, because he was not an Aryan deity and most mantras
are Aryan imports). True, the Rgveda says, "If these mantras of ours
remain unspoken/ they will bring no joy, even on the most distant day"
(10.95.1; quoted by Findly, Chapter One, page 26). But the use of man-
tras in Vedic ritual presents a very different picture. Mantras are often
transformed, made unrecognizable, hidden, truncated, decapitated,
quartered, and reduced until literally nothing is left. I shall not belabor
this point since it has been illustrated earlier in this article and dealt with
comprehensively in the literature (see especially Renou 1949a and
Renou 1954d, with Silburn; compare also Howard 1983).

In terms of the characterizations mentioned, then, it is not easy to
make a clear distinction between Vedic and Tantric mantras. In terms of
form, the similarities are striking. I am not familiar with comprehensive
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lists of Tantric mantras, but in the Vedic domain, such lists exist. Leav-
ing aside Bloomfield's monumental Vedic Concordance, and concentrating
on stobhas only, for example, we have the Stobhänusamhära, published by
Satyavrata Sämasramin in the Bibliotheca Indica (Volume II, 1874, 519-42)
and made accessible by van der Hoogt ([1929] 1930). I shall supply some
of the stobhas listed in this work in order to give an idea of their forms.
The reader can compare them with Tantric mantras, such as those listed
by Padoux (1963, 339-61) and Bharati (1965, 119):

ä
as
auhovä

bhä
dada

(e)br

(e)m

(e)re *
M
hahas

hai
hä-i

ham
has

hä-u
hm
ho-i

hum
hup
hvan

ihi

is
it
kähvau

kit
mrs
nam
om

phat
pnya

urn
up
vava

vo-i

The stobha dada inspired Faddegon to coin the felicitous expression
Ritualistic Dadaism (Fadciegon 1927; cf. Gren-Eklund 1978-79).

Most of these stobhas and most of the Tantric bz)'fl-mantras are not
words of Sanskrit but have been constructed in accordance with the
phonological rules for Sanskrit. I have come across two apparent excep-
tions to this rule, one in the Stobhänumsamhära (just quoted in the list),
and one discussed by Padoux. The first is pnya. I do not believe that pna-
occurs in Sanskrit in initial position, and neither does pnya-. In middle
position both are available, e.g., svapna (sleep, dream) and svapnya (a
vision in a dream); Jhe latter occurs in the Atharvaveda, and is rare.
Perhaps pnya was constructed by a Sämavedin who heard svapnya and
mistakenly assumed that this form consisted of the familiar reflexive
pronoun sva- and a hypothetical -pnya.

The unphonological mantra studied by Padoux is certainly not pro-
nouncable: rkhksem. However, its analysis (Padoux 1963, 356-58) is both
pronouncable and clear in Tantric terms, ra-kha-ksem. I, therefore, be-
lieve that we are entitled to retain the general conclusion that mantras
are constructed in accordance with the phonological rules of Sanskrit.

All natural languages share some phonological properties (see, e.g.,
Chomsky and Halle 1978, part IV). Are there also universal mantras? It
may seem premature to ask such a question since, outside the Vedic
realm, mantras have been studied so haphazardly. Moreover, we
should exclude historical influences, borrowing and exports: For exam-
ple, mantras have been exported from Sanskrit into Chinese, Korean,
Japanese, or Tibetan. Some of these have been modified to make them
fit more comfortably within the phonological structure of the recipient
languages. All of them, incidentally, illustrate T. R. V. Murti's view that
"Buddhism is Hinduism for export/' However, Vedic and Sanskrit have
no monopoly in the export of mantras. There are purely Chinese man-
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tras in Taoism and, according to Parpola, the famous mantra OM may
have been imported into Vedic and Sanskrit from the Dravidian (Parpola
1981).

At present, I have only one possible candidate for a universal man-
tra: hm (with its variants him and hum). This mantra is common in Vedic
and Tantric contexts. It is intoned at the beginning of many chants. But
is not confined to India, or even Asia. In the Zauber flöte, Papageno
chants:

Hm hm hm hm
i

Hm is not confined to the old world, since, as Paul Attinello informs me,
in 1930 the American composer Ruth Crawford-Seeger composed Chant
1930, which begins "Hum Hum Hum." The universality of this mantra
may be due to its onomatopeoic representation of a kind of heavy
breathing. Or, perhaps, the author of a passage of the Taittiriya Samhitä
explained it correctly when referring to the wind:

väyur himkartä
(The maker of the sound HM is Väyu)

(Taittiriya Samhitä 3.3.2.1 a).

Other candidates for universal mantrahood are hi and ha. Compare
for example the German jingle:

Unter einen Apfelbaum
hi ha Apfelbaum
hatt' ich einen schönen Traum
hi ha schönen Traum.

(Under an appletree
hi ha appletree
I had a wonderful dream
hi ha a wonderful dream)

Hi and hay are common in Peyote songs, which in general consist of
meaningless syllables, especially among the Arapaho (see Nettl 1953).
Ha is also found on Tierra de Fuego. When Wald on and Dray ton landed
there in 1838 from H.M.S. Beagle, "a group of natives took their arms
and jumped with them in time to the following song:

"Ha ma la ha ma la ha ma la ha ma la
O la la la la la la la la" (Bowra 1966, 388).
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Another possible candidate, OM itself, is also akin to breathing. It
figures predominantly in pränänyäma recitations (see Staal 1983a, 1.283,
380, Plate 62).

It is often assumed, albeit tacitly, that Tantric mantras are very differ-
ent from the other mantras of medieval Hinduism. However, there are
similarities. The so-called Puränic mantras, or mantras prescribed in the
Puränas, are a case in point. Whereas, they are literally meaningful,
unlike the Tantric bija-mantras, they are treated as if they were devoid of
meaning. This is shown by the fact that the following mantras (provided
with their translator^ meaning):

namah siväya (homage to Siva)
om namah siväya (OM! Homage to Siva)
om namo näräyanäya (OM! Homage to Näräyana)
om namo bhagavate väsudeväya (OM! Homage to Lord

Väsudeva)
srirämajayarämajayajayaräma ([long] live Sri Räma, live Räma,

Räma live!) ,

are not distinguished from each other (as Western scholars are likely to
assume) by the different deities to which they refer or by their "trans-
la tory meanings," but by the fact that these mantras are, respectively,
five-syllabic (pancäksarä), six-syllabic ($adaksara), eight-syllabic, twelve-
syllabic, thirteen-syllabic, etc. (Kane 1930-62, V.1958, 1962, n. 219,
1775). Just like Vedic and Tantric mantras, these Puränic mantras are
treated not like utterances of language but as if their main characteristic
were the number of their syllables. This is both characteristically Indian
and characteristically "mantra."

To sum up, it is not possible to make a systematic distinction be-
tween Vedic, Tantric, and other Hindu mantras. I have not taken the
Buddhist evidence into account, but I am pleased to record that Way-
man, despite numerous controversial and ad hoc interpretations, has
similarly stressed the continuity between Vedic and Buddhist mantras
and has concluded his survey of Budhist Tantric mantras by saying, "It
is . . . obvious from the present study that the later religious practices of
India, such as the Buddhist Tantra, have a profound debt to the Vedic
religion" (Wayman 1976, 497).

The Buddhist Yogäcära philosophers made theoretical distinctions
also reminiscent of Vedic notions. They distinguish, for example,
arthadhärani, (meaning(ful)-memorizations), which consist of nouns,
words, and phonemes not yet formulated or even expressed mentally,
from mantra-dhärani, which are similar but more effective: The Bodhisat-
tvas use these to alleviate the afflictions of beings. This distinction im-
plies a difference between dhärani and samädhi or "concentration":
Whereas, the latter is always associated with thinking (cittasamprayukta),
the former, according to these theorists, may be associated with think-
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ing or dissociated from thinking (cittaviprayukta). In other words, some
dhärani are meaningful and others are meaningless, but all are treated
similarly and belong to the same category (see Lamotte 1966-76,
IV. 1857-59). This is clearly similar to the Vedic and Tantric use of man-
tras, which also is characterized by its independence from the distinc-
tion between meaningful and meaningless.

The use of the concept of meaninglessness to refer to certain kinds of
mantras is not new. In the Nirukta (1.15), an early work of the Vedic
period, and again in the Mimämasäsütra (1.2.31-39), reference is made to
the doctrine of Kautsa that "mantras are meaningless" (anarthakä man-
träh; for a fuller discussion see Staal 1967, 24-26, 45-47). This view has
always remained the view of a minority, for most Indian commentators
and philosophers have tried hard to provide mantras with meaning,
even if it meant invoking the improbable or the impossible. I have al-
ready referred to the Brähmanas with their ad hoc interpretations, contra-
dictions, and rationalizations. In the later literatures of Hinduism and
Buddhism, such rationalizations continue to develop, and they tend to
become more systematic. They are plentiful in Sankara (referred to in
passing, on page 60). In Buddhist philosophy, a distinction is made
between explicit meaning (nitärtha; Tibetan: hes don) and implicit mean-
ing (neyärtha; Tibetan: drah don; see, e.g., Murti 1955, 254; Ruegg 1969,
56; 1973, 58). In Buddhist Tantrism, this developed into full-fledged
systems of hermeneutics that are similar to the discussions in Hindu
Tantrism on sandhäbhäsä.

All such systems and concepts derive from metaphysics and are not
directly concerned with mantras. Steinkellner (1978b) studied one such
system of hermeneutics, due perhaps to Candraklrti, which distin-
guishes one literal and three "Tantric" meanings. This system formed
the basis for the Guhyasamäja school and was adopted by all Indian and
Tibetan exegetes from the eighth century onward. Scholars should note
that, as in the case of the Brähmanas, nothing is sacrosanct about such
interpretations. They are the predictable professional views of philoso-
phers, theologians, priests, and exegetes all over the world. They need
not be taken seriously as possible explanations, because they themselves
stand in need of an explanation. They do not throw any light on the
nature of mantras, for example.

There are more important kinds of evidence that have to be taken
into account before we can conceptualize or adequately picture the his-
tory of the Indian mantra from Veda to Tantra, Hindu as well as Bud-
dhist. Foremost among these kinds of evidence are the techniques of
chanting and recitation in the context of which many mantras devel-
oped. The relevance of such evidence is clear in the case of the Sä-
mavedic stobhas, which can only be understood within the context of the
chants and melodies (säman) of the Sämaveda (see, e.g., Staal 1961,
Chapter 8). For Buddhist chants, Paul Demieville has collected the rele-
vant facts in two articles, published with an interval of half a century
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between them (Demieville 1930 and 1980). The evidence from chant and
recitation (or "hymnology," in the words of Demieville) is far too rich
and varied to be taken into account in the present context; but it demon-
strates, among other things, the importance of musical categories for
explaining some of the characteristics that distinguish mantras from
language. The close relationship between mantras and music partly re-
flects the general relationship between ritual and music, a topic that also
is much too large to, consider here (cf. Staal 1984b). All we can do in the
present context is emphasize that mantras cannot be understood unless
their musical character is taken into account. This explains in turn why
mantras cannot be explained wholly or, perhaps, even partly in terms of
language.

Before getting involved in discussions and controversies about uses,
functions, and meanings—indeed before trying to understand them—a
complete inventory of mantras (Vedic, Tantric, Buddhist, and Hindu—
whatever labels outsiders have affixed) is an obvious desideratum. On
the Vedic side, most of the work has been done in Bloomfield's Vedic
Concordance and through such works as van der Hoogt 1929, already
cited. On the Tantric side, let us express the hope that the task will be
undertaken by the workgroup "Equipe de Recherche 249," recently or-
ganized by Andre Padoux under the auspices of the CNRS at Paris. To
put lists of mantras in proper perspective, their phonological analysis
would have to be undertaken, and the result compared with statistical
letter and word approximations of different orders for Sanskrit (such as
have been provided for English by Miller & Chomsky 1963, 428-429). All
that is needed to carry out the latter task is a good edition of a romanized
Sanskrit text (I woulcl recommend, on the Vedic side, Weber's edition of
the Taittiriya Samhitäm Indische Studien, Volumes 11 and 12, 1871-1872)
and a computer. I am tempted to predict that the result of such work
would demonstrate that it is impossible to distinguish among Vedic,
Buddhist, Hindu, and Tantric mantras, and that statistical approxima-
tions have nothing to do with it. But, who can tell?

Whatever the difficulty of drawing boundaries, it remains a curious
fact that monosyllabic mantras of the stobha type re-emerged in Tantrism
after apparently lying dormant for more than a millenium. It is their
popularity that stands in need of an explanation not their occurrence
somewhere on the subcontinent, for traditions of Sämaveda chanting
have been handed down without interruption from Vedic times and
continue to the present day. Knowledgeable Sämavedins have always
been rare, secluded, orthodox, and reluctant to divulge their art; but we
need only assume that one became a Tantric or Buddhist and chanted
stobhas for the edification or entertainment of his fellow sädhakas or
monks. Though controversial, this would not be unheard of, for the
Buddha himself had on several occasions asked a young novice with a
beautiful voice to come to his cell at night and chant. An opportunity for
transmission, in such places as Banaras or Kanchipuram, therefore, al-
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ways was available; that these mantras found their way into meditation
is also not surprising, especially in Buddhist monasteries; an explana-
tion is required only for their subsequent diffusion. This will be pro-
vided after we have come to understand mantras better.

CONCLUSION 2: MANTRAS AND SPEECH ACTS
The thesis that mantras are speech acts, an idea espoused elsewhere

in this volume (Wheelock, Chapter Three; Alper, Chapter Ten), needs
clarification before it can be subjected to closer scrutiny. Some such
clarification has been provided by Wheelock in an earlier article (Wheel-
ock 1982). Wheelock began his disucssion with Austin's distinction be-
tween locutionary, illocutionary, and perlocutionary acts and concen-
trated on Searle's taxonomy of illocutionary acts as "perhaps the most
significant advance over Austin's primitive classification" (Wheelock
1982, 54). In order to clarify this, we shall modify slightly Austin's origi-
nal formulation into saying that speech acts have three kinds of force:
the locutionary, the illocutionary, and the perlocutionary. The illocu-
tionary force of a speech act is concerned with the effect the speaker
intends to produce in the hearer. Searle's classifications of speech acts is
based on the assumption that all speech acts are concerned with such
effects, viz., with intention.

Adopting Searle's classification, Wheelock has pointed out that there
are several basic differences between "ritual speech acts" and "ordinary
speech acts." For example, "the very basic requirement that an ordinary
speech event involves a speaker and a hearer is one that is often lacking
in ritual speech acts" (Wheelock 1982, 58). And also, "the most essential
distinguishing feature of ritual utterances is that they are speech acts
that convey little or no information" (ibid.). Wheelock has also referred,
with apparent approval, to Tambiah's view that "in ritual, language
appears to be used in ways that violate the communication function" (p.
57). Wheelock continues to refer to "ritual speech acts," and he assumes
that mantras also are speech acts.

I entirely agree with Wheelock that mantras do not always require a
speaker and a hearer and do not necessarily convey information; and
with Tambiah that they need not be communicative. But Wheelock
could have gone a simple step further and recognized that mantras are
not speech acts at all. This follows from Searle's view, because according
to Searle, all speech acts involve intention; since all mantras do not,
mantras cannot be speech acts. Searle's assumption that all speech acts
involve intention is based, in turn, upon his view that all language is
communicative, where "communication" includes what has tradi-
tionally been regarded as "expression." I believe with Chomsky (1975,
57) that Searle's use of the term is unfortunate, because "the notion
'communication' is now deprived of its essential and interesting char-
acter." Searle's views, therefore, do not provide sufficiently solid
grounds for concluding that mantras are not speech acts.
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Taking communication in the traditional sense, as involving a speaker
and a hearer (the sense that Tambiah undoubtedly and Wheelock very
probably had in mind), it should be obvious that the view that all lan-
guage is for< communication is not a truism. In fact, the rationalist tradi-
tion in Western philosophy has never espoused that view but instead
propounded that language is a system for the expression of thought
(see, e.g., Chomsky 1964, Chapter 1; 1966). We do not have to take sides
on this important issue in the present context. All we want to know is
what happens to the relationship between mantras and speech acts if we
reject the assumption that communication is the only function of lan-
guage. For example, if the expression of thought is another equally
important function of language, or even its main function, it is incum-
bent upon us to find out whether mantras and speech acts always,
sometimes, or ever express thought.

The answers to such questions are not obvious. They can only be
reached when the issues are formulated more carefully and precisely. A
framework for doing this that is more satisfactory than Searle's has been
provided by S.-Y. Kuroda. Kuroda (1975; 1979) distinguishes three func-
tions of language: the "communicative, the objectifying, and the objec-
tive. The communicative function presupposes the objectifying, which
involves intention; and both presuppose the objective, which expresses
meaning, but involves neither intention nor communication. Kuroda
has argued on purely grammatical grounds that the objective function is
found in narrative style, and probably in legal decrees, too. He further-
more has suggestedv that "the 'magical' use of language in primitive
rituals" may have to be understood along ̂ similar lines (Kuroda 1979,
16). ^

If it is true that all language use presupposes such an objective func-
tion, the question naturally arises whether mantras do. However, this is
clearly not the case, because mantras often have no meaning. We, there-
fore, arrive once more, and without depending on Searle, at the conclu-
sion that mantras are not speech acts.

It is not only the case that mantras are not speech acts; in the Indian
view, a mantra is not even an act, viz., a ritual act (karman). That mantras
are not acts is obvious from their ritual uses, but it also is explicitly stated
in the Srautasütras and in the Mimämsä. The Srautasütras formulate the
requirement that there should be a 1:1 correspondence between mantras
and acts; e.g., ekamanträni karmäni (acts are accompanied by single man-
tras) (Äpastamba Srautasütra 24.1.38). There are exceptions, always for-
mulated explicitly, in accordance with vacanäd ekam karma bahumantram
(when it is explicitly stated, one act corresponds to several mantras)
(Äpastamba Srautasütra 24.1.44). It also is laid down that the beginning of
the act should coincide with the end of the mantra, manträntaih karmädin
samnipätayet (Äpastamba Srautasütra 24.2.1). This topic is taken up in the
Mimämsäsütra, adhyäya 12, päda 3, beginning with sütra 25. After discuss-
ing the general case, the sütrakära addresses a number of special cases,
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and continues in the next päda with a consideration of mantras that do
not accompany acts (akarmasamyuktäh: 12.4.1). The discussion ends only
to make room for the next topic, a discussion of the complexities arising
from the eleven anuses of the ekädasini ritual (12.4.6).

It is likely that the idea that mantras are succeeded by acts is related
to a notion we find elsewhere, viz., that "magical rites" are succeeded
by "technical operations." Tambiah has drawn attention to Malin-
owski's analysis of the relation between Trobriand magic and practical
activity, which shows that "the whole cycle of gardening or of canoe
building must be seen as one long series of activities which form a
regular pattern of M —> T, M —» T, M —> T, M —> T: where M stands for
the magical rite and T for the technical operation that succeeds it" (Tam-
biah 1968, 1985, followed by detailed examples).

As we have seen, even mantras that accompany acts only occasion-
ally refer to those acts. This is further corroborated by the lack of any
general term for such mantras. A technical term exists, on the other
hand, for rks that refer to (or address, abhivad-) the accompanying act:
They are called rüpasamrddha (perfect in form). This often means no
more than that the mantra contains a particular word. For example,
Rgveda 1.74.3 contains the word ajani (is born) and is recited when Soma
"is born." Aitareyabrähmana 1.16 (3.5) refers to such cases in the follow-
ing terms, etad vai yajnasya samrddham yad rüpasamrddham yat karma
kriyamänam rg abhivadati, (the perfection of ritual is when it is perfect in
form, viz., when the rk refers to [addresses] the act that is being per-
formed) (cf. Kane 1930-62, V, Pt. 11.1097).

Though mantras are not speech acts, Austin's ideas may throw light
on mantras in another respect. Austin originally was interested in per-
formatives, which he contrasted with constative utterances. Later, he
arrived at the conclusion that all speech acts exhibit both features or
forces. Performatives are speech acts that perform acts in saying some-
thing (e.g., promising or baptizing). They cannot be false, but they can
go wrong, or be "unhappy." Austin formulated six conditions for the
felicity of performatives. The first four are

A.I. There must exist an accepted conventional procedure having a
certain conventional effect, that procedure to include the uttering
of certain words by certain persons in certain circumstances, and
further,

A.2. the particular persons and circumstances in a given case must be
appropriate for the invocation of the particular procedure
invoked.

B.I. The procedure must be executed by all participants both correctly
and

B.2. completely (Austin 1962, 14-15).

It is clear from what has been said earlier that mantras are not per-
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formatives: They do not perform acts and need not say anything. How-
ever, their use is governed by conditions that are similar in part to
Austin's four conditions. The chief differences are that mantras need not
have an effect, or a visible effect (the Mlmämsä thinkers devote much
discussion to .such adrsta (invisible) effects); what is uttered need not be
words; and there need not be more than one person uttering a mantra. It
is certainly a necessary condition for the use of mantras, on the other
hand, that only the appropriate person can properly use them (e.g., the
Adhvaryu priest; see earlier, page 51). In general, only brahmans can
utter or hear Vedic mantras. Within a given ritual performance, only the
appropriate priest can use the prescribed mantras at the proper place
and time. In order to be able to discharge this priestly function, a person
has to be eligible and elected beforehand. The election of priests con-
stitutes a special ceremony (rtvigvarana) that takes place at the beginning
of a ritual performance (Staal 1983a, 1.313-16).

While Austin emphasized, in his illustrations, the appropriateness of
the speaker (e.g., a bridegroom saying "Yes, I do/7 or a person naming a
ship), Indian theorists have been equally concerned about persons hear-
ing or receiving mantras as about those who recite or give them. The
restrictions in Veda and Tantra are similar, but they are not always the
same. No mantras may be learned from books. They can only be
learned, at the appropriate time, by eligible students from eligible teach-
ers. Members of low castes, or people beyond the pale of caste (such as
outcastes or foreigners) may be punished for hearing Vedic mantras
even inadvertently {e.g., by having molten lead poured into their ears).
Among Vedic brahrnatts, additional restrictions obtain. The Sämavedins
of Kerala, for example, will not teach their mantras to Rgvedins, thereby
further endangeririg-the continued existence of their own Veda. In Tan-
trism (as in Maharishi's Transcendental Meditation), a person is given
his own mantra and is not supposed to divulge it at any time.

All such conditions are similar to thoses formulated by Austin—only
they go much further. Mantras should be pronounced correctly and
completely; but, in addition, they should be recited with the correct
degree of loudness, at the correct pitch, and at the correct pace (Äpastam-
ba Srautasütra 24.1.8-15 translated in Staal 1982 23-24). Moreover, they,
or their specifically prescribed portions (e.g., bhakti in the Sämaveda),
should be recited in a single breath (see Staal 1983a, 1.311, 602, 622). All
such requirements that govern the use of mantras resemble the condi-
tions formulated by Austin, but they are more extensive and more strin-
gent than anything that applies to normal use of a natural language,
such as English or Sanskrit.

Austin's ideas on the uses of language have been extended consider-
ably and modified by philosophers, linguists, and logicians. A general
term sometimes used to refer to this area of investigation is pragmatics. I
shall adopt the use of this term and extend it so that it can be applied to
mantras. We may now formulate a general conclusion: Mantras are sub-
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ject to much more stringent pragmatic constraints than are natural
languages.

As long as we are geared to contemporary theories, fashionable
ideas, or anachronisms, we should address the suggestion that mantras
are Sprachspiele (Chapter Ten of this volume). I believe that it is feasible
to defend this view only because Wittgenstein's notion of Sprachspiel is
exceedingly hazy and flexible. There are few things that Sprachspiele are
not and cannot do. However, what they are—in short, what prevents
anything else from being a Sprachspiel—is almost totally unclear. As for
myself, I must confess that even in my present state of bewilderment
about mantras, I understand them better than Sprachspiele. It, therefore,
appears to me that to maintain that mantras are Sprachspiele is to commit
the fallacy of trying to explain obscurum per obscurius.

CONCLUSION 3: MANTRAS AND LANGUAGE
One assumption underlies all discussions on mantras I am familiar

with—the assumption that mantras are a special kind of language. I
suspect that this assumption is false and shall adduce some reasons in
support of this suspicion.

First of all, the domain of mantras is in one sense wider than that of
language. Human languages are characterized by properties that fall
into four groups: the phonological, syntactic, semantic, and pragmatic.
Mantras share with language only phonological and some pragmatic
properties. In terms of syntactic or semantic properties, most mantras
are not well-formed, as we have seen. It follows from this that the
domain of mantras is wider than that of language in the following sense;
anything that has certain phonological and pragmatic properties can be
a mantra, but it becomes language only if it possesses in addition certain
syntactic and semantic properties.

There are things that possess syntactic and phonological properties
that are different from language, though they may share semantic prop-
erties with language; e.g., mathematical expressions. In mathematics,
conditions of well-formedness for terms and formulas correspond to
phonological and syntactic properties of natural languages, as in the
following examples:

mathematical:

phonological
syntactic

terms
formulas

Well-formed
(a + b)
(a + b) = c
bham

so gacchati =

he goes

Ill-formed
(a +)
(a + b)
hbam

gacchati tarn =

goes him

Other things share semantics, syntax, and pragmatics with natural
language, but deviate morphologically and phonologically. An example
is the saying popular among Indian logicians:
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asmäkünäm naiyäyikesäm arthani tätparyam
iabdani kas cinta
(Us logickers is intend on meening
whot kare are saund?)

This is not correct, as any student of either Sanskrit or English will
recognize. The correct forms are

asmäkam rüziyäyikänäm arthe tätparyam
iabde kä cintä?
(We logicians are intent on meaning,
who cares for sound?)

What we have here differs from mantras in two respects, of which the
second is significant in the present context: (1) meaning prevails over
form, whereas in mantras form prevails over meaning; (2) this saying is
obviously constructed from language, and is parasitic on it, whereas
mantras are not obviously constructed from language or parasitic on it.

Similarly, Lewis Carroll's poem in Through the Looking-Glass,

Twas brillig, and the slithy toves
Did gyre and gimble in the wabe:

All mimsy were the borogoves,
And the mome raths outgrabe—

is phonologically arki^syntactically similar to English, and its connectives
(and, the, in, etc.) are English, too; but its "nouns" are not nouns of the
English vocabulary. Again, such a poem is obviously constructed in
analogy to language, and is parasitic on it—unlike mantras.

It appears likely that mantras are not merely independent of lan-
guage in a conceptual or logical sense but that they predate language in
the development of man in a chronological sense. I have suggested
elsewhere (Staal 1979,1983b) that language is a relatively late acquisition
in man, perhaps 100,000 years old, whereas man himself is at least ten
times that old. Several facts suggest that ritual is among the important
human activities older than language. Animals have rituals similar to
human rituals but no language similar to human language (animals have
systems of communication, but these differ from language). There are
also similarities between the rules of syntax and rules in terms of which
certain rituals can be described. Transformational rules, for example,
occur in both domains (see Staal 1980; 1984a). Since transformational
rules are not widespread in nature or culture, or obvious in any simple
sense, this similarity calls for an explanation. These rules of syntax do
not smooth the functioning of language but make language more com-
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plex and unnatural (see, e.g., Chomsky 1968, 51-53). It stands to rea-
son, therefore, to assume that they are a rudiment of something else,
and I have suggested that this something else may be the rules of ritual.

Mantras are defined in terms of ritual and, so, one would expect that
they similarly predate language. This expectation is fulfilled. Mantras
are in some respects similar not only to language but also to certain
sounds animals make, bird songs, for example. Bird songs exhibit struc-
tures such as

x y x

x x y x x y
(Thorpe 1966, 353; see also Staal 1985a).

Some such structures are found in language, some in mantras, some in
both, and some in neither. The first of these structures, for example, is
analogous to the principle of self-embedding in human language. The
third exhibits twice the mantra sequence P2P* or hä bu hä bu hä vu vä we
met with earlier (page 50).

Taken by themselves, none of these facts establish conclusively that
language developed from mantras or even that mantras predate lan-
guage, but taken together they become intriguing, and when we com-
bine them with the facts that follow, the probability that such a develop-
ment took place increases. Another fact may have some bearing on this
matter and may be related to the similarities among language, mantras,
and bird songs: Birds, like humans, have neural laterization (see Not-
tebohm 1970).

The development of mantras from language is not easily explained (a
point to which I shall return). The development of language from man-
tras, on the other hand, can be explained by assuming that constraints of
a syntactic and semantic nature were imposed on mantras in the course
of evolution. Syntactic constraints were already imposed when elaborate
structures were constructed from simple stobhas, such as we found in the
chant hä bu hä bu hä bu . . . (6).

The priority of phonological or syntactic over semantic constraints
has never been seriously considered because the opposite is always
tacitly assumed: Most people take it for granted that language originated
with meaning. It is equally possible that meaning was introduced or
attached last, as in the following hypothetical scheme of evolution.

I. Earliest Stage Mantras of Type 1

These are sounds subject to phonological
constraints, e.g., bija mantras such as
him or stobhas such as bham.
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II. Intermediate Stage Mantras of Type 2

These are sequences, two-dimensional
arrangements, or elaborate constructions of
mantras of Type 1, sometimes subject to
syntactic constraints, e.g.,
hä bu hä bu hä bu bhä bham bham bham . . .

or
v huvä yi väcaml väcam huvä yil . . .

) (Jaiminiya Aranyageyagäna 1.2; Staal 1983a,

* 1.525).

III. Final Stage Language

These are mantras of Type 2 subject to
semantic, further syntactic and different
syntactic constraints, e.g.,
väcam yaccha (Control your speech!)

I must leave it to specialists to provide chronological estimates for the
duration of the first two stages in this scheme of evolution. The earliest
stage represents features that are found among vertebrates and are cer-
tainly prehuman. (The term phonological in this context refers to any
rules that put constraints on the combinations of animal sounds.) The
intermediate stage may be anthropoid or characteristic of early man but
is probably much older (as suggested by bird song). The final stage
corresponds roughly to the last 100,000 years of the development of
homo sapiens. s-,,

In order to evaluate the scheme that I have presented, we need
access to many more facts than seem to be available. Animal systems of
communication havel)een widely studied, but we need more informa-
tion on such topics as the phonology, syntax, and pragmatics of bird
song. I have already referred to promising beginnings such as Thorpe
1966; see also Staal 1985a. As I have no expertise in this area, I shall
confine myself to such data as have been presented in the present con-
text. This leaves us with plenty of puzzling issues, which stand in need
of discussion and clarification.

The first of these issues is raised by an obvious objection that must
have occurred to many readers. The mantras I have listed are clearly
derived from Sanskrit and not vice versa. How then can the claim be
made that language derives from mantras? In order to understand that
this claim makes sense, we must recognize a crucial fact that is basic to
our entire discussion. The Sanskrit that occurs in these mantras is util-
ized in an inexplicable and unintelligible fashion, and not in the manner
in which a natural language such as Sanskrit is ever normally used.
These mantras often say nothing, but even if they say something, they
do not say it in the manner in which natural languages say things.
Moreover, what is said is not related to nonlinguistic reality in any
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manner that resembles the normal and usual relationships between lan-
guage and the world—varied and puzzling as these are. Furthermore,
as we have observed on several occasions, these expressions from
Sanskrit are used in the same manner in which meaningless mantras
(such as stobhas and bija-mantras) a r e used. From the point of view of
their ritual use, there is no difference in treatment between mantras we
would regard as meaningful and mantras we would regard as mean-
ingless. In the context of a natural language, however, such a state of
affairs is inexplicable—nay, unthinkable: The distinction between mean-
ingful and meaningless is fundamental to human language in all its
uses. Though believers and scholars may have gotten used to mantras,
their use does not, therefore, make sense. Invoking a plethora of re-
ligious or other supernatural terms and concepts does not alleviate this
unintelligibility.

We have seen that mantras share with language certain phonological
and pragmatic properties. But mantras are not used like a special kind of
language, such as the language of hunters, carpenters, musicians, or
mathematicians. Mantras are used in ritual or meditation to bring about
effects that are stated to be "ineffable" and "beyond language." This
renders it all the more difficult to conceive of mantras as arising from
language.

It may be possible to account for the religious uses of meaningless
sounds such as stobhas and bija-mantras by some ad hoc hypothesis
(e.g., "song, music, dance, and mantras may lead to religious ecstasy").
However, when ordinary expressions of language, such as the mantras
exemplified by our illustrations 1 through 5, are used in a manner that is
incompatible with their normal linguistic function, it becomes haz-
ardous to even conceive an ad hoc hypothesis. The best we can do is try
to explain such uses by assuming that they represent a remnant, vestige,
or rudiment of something that existed before language but that was
sufficiently similar to language for language to be capable of exercising
these inexplicable uses. I believe that this something is mantras. In other
words, I am led to assume that there has been a development of B
(human language) from A (mantras), followed by the occasional emer-
gence of functions in B that are more easily explained in terms of its
predecessor, A, than in terms of its successor, B.

Such a situation is not rare in biology. The earliest vertebrates were
fish, and the wings of birds, as well as the limbs of reptiles and mam-
mals, developed from fins. The primary uses of these body parts are
clear: Fins are for swimming, wings for flying, and legs for running. In
fact, what we find is extraordinary variation. Crocodiles no longer have
fins but use their legs for swimming. The earliest crocodiles, such as
Pelagosaurus, lived in the open seas. Since their legs and tail did not
enable them to swim well, they began to live in and around rivers. So
here we have a case of the development of B (crocodiles' legs) from A
(fishes' fins), followed by the emergence of functions in B (swimming)
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that are more easily explained in terms of A (fins) than in terms of their
successors, B (legs).

Another interesting case is penguins. These are birds but they cannot
fly. Their wings have developed into flippers that enable them to swim
extremely weir(20 miles per hour, for example). Walking is difficult for
penguins, but they can glide on their bellies on ice over long distances
with the help of their flippers. So here we have a development from fins
into wings, but the Wings are mostly used in the manner in which fins
are used, and to some extent in the manner of ski poles. This is like
people who use language mostly in the manner of mantras (such people
exist, as we shall see).

Humans use their arms and legs as they use their language: the
former are generally used for walking, running, grasping, catching, ges-
ticulating, etc., and sometimes, archaically, for swimming; the latter is
generally used for speaking or thinking and sometimes, archaically, in
the manner in which mantras are used. Numerous parallel develop-
ments in other animals, and countless more distantly related cases,
therefore, support the hypothesis that human language has developed
from mantras and still preserves some rudiments of this mantric back-
ground.

There are cases outside religion where people use language entirely
or almost entirely in the manner in which mantras are used. This resem-
bles the penguins' use of wings as if they were fins, but in the case of
humans, it is either considered regressive and pathological or is actually
confined to babies. IivJL887, Leopold von Schroeder observed striking
similarities between mantras and the utterances of mental patients. Such
similarities have beenNnoted and commented on by Eggeling, Keith, and
others, but mostly in rhetorical fashion. Von Schroeder (1887, 112-14)
was more straightforward and serious. He began his discussion with an
illustration of mantras, quoting those that are recited by the Adhvaryu
priest when the ukhä pot, chief vessel of the Agnicayana, is manufac-
tured. Von Schroeder translated from Maiträyani Samhitä 2.7.6, but I
shall provide here the parallel passages from Taittiriya Samhitä 4.1.5 1-q
and 6 a-d (see Staal 1983a, 1.297-99 and cf. Ikari in Staal 1983a, 11.168-
77):

1. You are the head of Makha

m. You are the two feet of the ritual.

n. May the Vasus prepare you
with the gäyatri meter
in the fashion of the Ahgirases!
You are the earth.
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May the Rudras prepare you
with the tristubh meter
in the fashion of the Ahgirases!
You are the sky.

May the Adityas prepare you
with the jagati meter
in the fashion of the Ahgirases!
You are heaven.

May the Visvedevas, common to all men
prepare you with the anusjubh meter
in the fashion of the Ahgirases!
You are the directions.

You are the unchanging direction.
Make unchanging in me children,
abundance of wealth,
abundance of cattle, heroism,
and similar things for the yajamäna.

o. You are the waistband of Aditi.

p. May Aditi grasp your hole
with the pahkti meter
in the fashion of the Ahgirases!

q. Having fashioned the great ukhä
made of clay as a womb for Agni,
Aditi gave it to her sons saying,
"Fire it!"

a. May the Väyus make you smoke with the gäyatri meter
in the fashion of the Ahgirases!
May the Rudras make you smoke with the jagati meter
in the fashion of the Ahgirases!
May the Visvedevas, common to all men,
make you smoke with the anustubh meter
in the fashion of the Ahgirases!
May Indra make you smoke in the fashion of the
Ahgirases!
May Visnu make you smoke in the fashion of the
Ahgirases!
May Varuna make you smoke in the fashion of the
Ahgirases!
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b. May Aditi, the goddess,
in union with the All-gods,
dig you, trench, in the realm of earth
in the fashion of the Ahgirases!

\
c. May the wives of the gods, the goddesses,

united with the Visvedevas,
put you) ukhä, in the realm of earth
in the fashion of the Ahgirases!

d. May the Dhlsanäs, the goddesses,
united with the Visvedevas,
fire you, ukhä, in the realm of earth
in the fashion of the Ahgirases!
May the wives, the goddesses,
united with the Visvedevas,
fire you, ukhä, in the realm of the earth
in the fashion of the Ahgirases!

Von Schroeder compared these mantras with the following piece
written by a patient and quoted by Th. Güntz (1861; I translate from the
German):

First Prayer:
Schiller save his* soul and consciousness
Jesus save rjis soul and consciousness
My mother save her soul and consciousness
van der Velde save, his soul and consciousness
Tromlitz save his soul and consciousness
Gerstäcker save his soul and consciousness
Voss save his soul and consciousness
Seume save his soul and consciousness
Körner save his soul and consciousness
Arndt save his soul and consciousness
and save the soul and consciousness of all poets of the book

of songs.

Second Prayer:
for all the names that are in Schiller's work.

Third Prayer:
for the soul of my family.

Fourth Prayer:
to destroy my consciousness and my ego.
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Von Schroeder also quoted a prose passage from a patient at the hospital
Rothenberg near Riga (I translate from the German):

With humility and affection walk the streets, the indicated, with full
knowledge go the streets, which favor going the road with humility,
and with deep devotion go the streets, which favor to build the church
and keep the peace, which indicated the way which is necessary and
desirable for that, build the road with God's desire, buy the peace, and
then with good spirit build the church, which is favored, and with good
intention gain the stage of learning, which could be desirable for that,
with devote endeavor give roses to the institution, build God's church
and show his submission with much humility, with much submission
and humility try to reach that goal, with much submission try to gain
that, and with humility walk the way which is required, make use of
God's love, with good intentions lead a good life, with right decision
take the road which is required, with good intention go the road which
is required, use God's love, with progress go the way, of God's love,
build the church, God's love, build the church, God's love, build the
church and with good intention, God's love, build the church and with
good intent, God's love, build the church" [the last two phrases are
repeated about eighty times, and it goes on like that for several pages].

When the psychiatrist asked why he wrote the same thing all the time,
the patient answered that he did not know anything else.

Though these writings are pervaded by religious notions, no one
would regard them as religiously inspired writing. It is likely that we
have here a case of regression to an earlier stage of development: Lan-
guage is used here in the manner of mantras—Vedic mantras, to be
precise, for mainly semantics is affected. Stobha-like mantras are proba-
bly used by other kinds of patients and in cases of aphasia, to which I
shall return.

Mantralike uses of language are also found among babies, and here
the recapitulation of phylogeny by ontogeny provides even more strik-
ing support for the thesis that language has developed from mantras.
Nancy Budwig drew my attention to Ruth Weir's study on the babblings
and presleep monologues of a two-and-a-half-year-old child, alone in
his crib, talking to himself. Here is an example of what he uttered a few
minutes before the onset of sleep:

like like
one like
two like
three four like
monkey's like
up up
light light
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turn the light
light
all gone all gone
it's 'all gone it's all gone
it's not all gone
it's not all
stop it stop it
there (squealing)
yayaya waii wau gigouboubou gigouboubou
now it's all gone
all gone (falsetto)
go go go go
all gone all gone all gone all gone
good luck
that's one
two
go go go go (falsetto)
close the door
gee gee gee gee.gee gee (Weir 1970, 128).

The following sequence immediately preceeded sleep, and contains
more stobha-like elements (I have replaced the phonetic transcriptions by
approximate spellings):

yiii (squealing)
I I I N,
did
gi gi g1 g1

the baby the baby the baby
(Baby is crying in the adjoining room)
baby the baby baby (six times)
iii
baby baby baby
bay
baby
bay
happy baby
that's the baby
bay
baby
that's the baby
baby
yaa
aa (squealing)
(SLEEP) (Wedr 1970, 197).
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Mental patients and children often display features reminiscent of
earlier stages of evolution, and that may be referred to as archaic. Re-
ligion is generally conservative and characterized by archaic features. It
is probable that there are other features of religion that can be in-
terpreted as regressive. Glossolalia, or speaking in tongues, is a related
form of regression (see May 1956). Mantras are always archaic. They are
often attributed to ancestors or primeval sages (such as the Vedic rsis),
or are regarded as eternal or as having originated in a golden age
(krtayuga or satyayuga). In Sri Lanka, where demons are similarly pri-
meval, mantras are referred to as the "language of the demons" (yaksä
bäsäva: Tambiah 1968a, 1977).

The archaic nature of mantras is related to the fact that many mystical
phenomena are archaic (cf. Staal 1975b). The mystical state is a state of
awareness that can be reached or produced with the aid of mantras, a
state of consciousness that is "beyond language" or "ineffable." Man-
tras give access to this ineffable state. To say with Renou, Padoux, and
Wheelock that mantras are beyond the boundary of language, at the
highest level of speech "situated beyond language and eventually right
to the zone of language," or to say that mantras "point backwards to the
source of language, which is the source of all creation itself" (ibid.) is not
merely a matter of phenomenological, religious, or spiritual metaphor,
or using an apt expression for the right congregation; such expressions
should be taken literally as asserting that mantras are the predecessor of
language in the process of human evolution.

The mystical state is a prelinguistic state of mind that can be reached
when language is renounced, through silence, mantras, or rites. Ab-
sence of language accounts for most or all of its allegedly blissful nature.
But it also explains certain philosophical and theological ideas and doc-
trines. An example is the belief that mantras are not only eternal and
impervious to transformation but that they fail to effect any transforma-
tions. Accordingly, mantras do not transform a person or lead to a new
existence; on the contrary, they give access to a state or condition that at
all times was already there. This simply means, on our interpretation,
that the prelinguistic condition continues to exist beneath a state of
awareness now steeped in language—just as our animal nature under-
lies whatever human characteristics are superimposed on it. Man cannot
become an animal; he always already is one. This is formulated analo-
gously in terms of Indian philosophy: No one attains release; everyone
is already released, only he or she does not know it. Such ideas are
found in the Advaita Vedänta and in the Buddhist Mädhyamika
school—the philosophical underpinnings for all the schools of the Tan-
tra. In Budhism, the locus classicus is Nägärjuna's Mülamadhyama-
kakärikä 16.8:

baddho na mucyate tävad abaddho naiva mucyate
syätäm baddhe mucyamäne yugapadbandhamoksane
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(No one in bondage is released just as
no one who is free is released,
if someone in bondage were to be released
bondage and release would be simultaneous.)

For Vedänta, the locus classicus is Gaudapäda's Ägamasästra 2.32:

na nirödho na cötpattir na baddho na ca sädhakah
na mumuksur na vai mukta ity esa paramärthatä
(There is no ̂ destruction, no origination,
no one in bondage, no one seeking perfection,
no one desirous of release, no one really released—
this is the highest truth.)*

I have come almost as far as the evidence allows us to go, but there is
one more question that may be answered, tentatively, within the frame-
work that we have adopted. Not only do mantras lead to a prelinguistic
state, so do rites. Mantras and ritual are both archaic and closely related.
The question arises What is their chronological relationship? Is there any
reason to believe that one predates the other or are both coterminous?

Though it is tempting to address this issue within a broader perspec-
tive (see Staal 1984b; 1985b; 1987; 1988a; 1988b; and 1988c), I shall again
confine myself to the kind of data we have been discussing in the pre-
sent context. A remarkable fact characterizes the history and survival of
Vedic ritual in India (cf. Staal 1983a, II, Preface). In the course of this
history, which has lasted for almost three thousand years, the original
Soma has been replaced by substitutes, human and animal heads have
been replaced by heads made of gold or clay, animal sacrifices have been
abolished, numerous rites have been simplified and abbreviated—but
mantras have always4>een scrupulously preserved. This fact can be
accounted for if we assume that mantras, in general, are older than rites
and, therefore, are more tenaciously adhered to. Such an assumption
does not imply that any specific mantra is earlier than any specific rite.
Many fire rites, for example, go back to the dawn of civilization and are
much older than the Vedic mantras that accompany these rites in the
Vedic fire ritual. The general persistence of mantras beyond rites, how-
ever, is made intelligible by the assumption that mantras came before
rites in the history of evolution. What this means in zoological or eth-
ological terms is left to specialists to speculate about.

Before I leave the topic of the origin of language, I should make it
clear that I regard the evidence in support of the hypothesis that man-
tras are older than language as extremely strong, if not unassailable. Of
course, we cannot prove it: Mantras leave no material evidence. The
evidence for the priority of monosyllabic mantras over polysyllabic man-
tras, viz., for the priority of Stage I to Stage II, is less compelling. It is
especially in this area that we need more empirical data, on the songs of

*This theme has been discovered by Madison Avenue: "A vacation to Alaska isn't so much getting
away from something as it is getting back to something/'
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birds, on growling, miauling, barking, and chirping not only of birds,
but—who knows?—of grasshoppers as well. To think that mono-
syllabics are earlier than polysllabics may be an instance of what might
be called the fallacy of atomistic reductionism. On the other hand, there
may be serious grounds for such a priority. Apart from the evidence
from babbling babies, there is one kind of aphasia, for example, in which
the patient is in a position to produce and recognize phonemes, but not
words; in another kind, he can produce and recognize words, but not
sentences (see Jakobson in Jakobson & Halle, 1960). Such facts suggest
the priority of Stage I to Stage II.

We are now in a position to return to the question why monosyllabic
mantras of Type I re-emerged in Tantrism after apparently lying dor-
mant for more than a millenium. At this point of our investigation, a
curious parallelism should spring to the eye of the unprejudiced ob-
server. Just as mantras are often characterized as a deviation from natu-
ral language, Tantrism is often characterized as a deviation from "nor-
mal Hinduism." It is a fact that in Trantrism, the basic values of
Hinduism are reversed. This explains why Hindus feel uneasy about it.
Louis Dumont, who has stressed these "renversements de valeur"
([1966, 342] 1980), has also emphasized that they are expecially charac-
teristic of the left-hand forms, adding, undoubtedly correctly: "mais la
forme gauche est pour nous la forme pure" (but for us, the left-hand
forms are the pure forms) ([1966, 343]).

An interesting feature of the concept of deviation is that it is a sym-
metrical relation: If A deviates from B, B deviates from A. If we abandon
the narrow perspective of the study of Indian religion and adopt a
broader, and also more human, perspective, it cannot fail to strike us
that drinking wine, eating meat or fish, and making love are natural
things to do. To prohibit such acts is to deviate from the natural—a
feature of all orthodox religion, and of orthoprax* Hinduism as well. As
we have just seen, it is likely that language is a recent offshoot and, to
some extent, a deviation from the biological domain of mantras and
ritual. Therefore, it is not surprising that the natural acts espoused by
Tantrism are not approached through language (pace scholastic com-
mentaries) but are couched in ritual forms and surrounded by mantras.
This constitutes a return to the Veda insofar as all those acts were treated
similarly in Vedic times.

For the sake of illustration, let us consider the act of maithuna, (cou-
pling). Before the sädhaka makes love to his sakti {svlyä, "his own wife,"
parakiyä, "the wife of another," or sädhäranl, "one who is common":
Mahänirvänatantra 145, n. 7), he touches the principal parts of the two
bodies, his and hers, during a ritual ceremony called nyäsa. This consists
in the "affixing" of mantras or their pronouncing over these parts of the
body. Religious scholars are apt to hypothesize that this is a sanctifica-
tion or consecration of the body. Eliade understands nyäsa as a "ritual

*Orthoprax means adhering to right practice just as orthodox means adhering to right doctrine (see
Staat 1959).
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projection of divinities into various parts of the body" (1969 [1954, 215;
1958, 210-211]), and Wheelock (this volume) interprets nyäsa as "hom-
age." Since mantras also are regarded as deities or the vehicles of de-
ities, and since Vedic times, deities have been closely associated with the
human body,, there are always texts that can be quoted in support of
such views, however, insofar as they are offered as interpretations, it
should be obvious that these formulations explain nothing. Padoux is
more careful and nearer the truth when he regards nyäsa merely as
"imposition d'un mantra" (Index, s.v.). Light is thrown on these curi-
ous practices when we interpret the affixing of mantras as a simple
return to the biological domain of nature and the body.

The Tantric ceremony of nyäsa resembles the Vedic domestic (grhya)
rite prescribed in connection with the first samskära, garbhädhäna (im-
pregnation; literally, the placing of the embryo) (see, e.g., Kane 1930-
62, II, Pt. 1.200-206; Gonda 1980a, 367-68; and Index, s.v.). This
ceremony, which uses mantras from the Rgveda (10.184) and the Athar-
vaveda (5.25), is related to earlier rites, referred to in Brhad-Äranyaka-
Upanisad 6.4, that intend to bring about the birth of sons of varying
quality, or indeed of a*<daughter. In all cases, the nature of the child is
assumed to depend primarily on the food eaten by the parents prior to
the sexual act. The best result (a learned and famous son who recites all
the Vedas) is believed to be obtained after the parents have eaten a dish
prepared from rice and meat, either veal or beef. Then he approaches
her, saying,

I am ama, you are sä,
You are sä, I am ama,
I am säman, "you are rk,
I am heaven, you are earth.
Come, let us get together
Deposit seed together
For a male, a son, riches!

The Upanisad continues: "Then he spreads her thighs. 'Spread your-
self, heaven and earth!' Inserting his member, placing his mouth upon
hers, stroking her three times in the direction in which the hair grows,
he says:

'Let Visnu prepare the womb,
Let Tvastr shape the forms,
Let Prajäpati discharge,
Let Dhätr place the seed in you.

Place the seed, Siniväli,
Place the seed, goddess with flowing hair!
Let the Asvin twins place the seed in you,
The two lotus-garlanded gods.
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Golden are the kindling woods
Which the Asvins use to make fire.
We invoke that seed for you
To bring forth in the tenth month.

As earth is pregnant with Agni,
As heaven is expecting Indra,
As wind is the seed of the skies,
I place the seed in you/" (cf. Staal 1983a, 1.76-77).

Kane, who has translated part of this text (omitting the reference to
meat and also omitting, "for reasons of decency," the lines that begin
"Then he spread her thighs") remarks: "To modern minds it appears
strange that intercourse should have been surrounded by so much mys-
ticism and religion in the ancient sütra" (Kana 1930-62, II, Pt. 1.203).
Gonda, who also has translated part of the text (including the sex but
excluding the meat) remarks: "This consecratory function manifests it-
self in a large number of cases in which modern man would not expect
it. By pronouncing the proper mantra the sexual act is for instance raised
to the rank of a rite resuscitating and wielding that particular part of the
universal and omnipresent force which is active in the creation of new
human life" (Gonda [1963b, 259] 1975b, 263).

Though such expressions may appeal to certain audiences of "mod-
ern men," they cannot serve as an explanation for the use of mantras.
They merely are a roundabout formulation of the things that have to be
explained, padded with products of free association. Considered within
a more sober perspective, the mantras used in this context ("I am ama,
you are sä . . ." and "Let Vi§nu prepare the womb . . .") are mantras of
the same type as devasya tvä savituh (4). They accompany a single act,
impregnation or "placing the seed." The rest is music. This music is part
of the structure of mantras we are trying to account for.

,Nyäsa is a Tantric not a Vedic rite and, therefore, belongs to a differ-
£f\t era. It is tempting to speculate that, by the time we arrive at the
Tantric period, mantras are called upon to take away the guilt that
centuries of moral disapprobation have attached to parts of the body and
to bodily functions. No Hindu can engage in the "five Ms" without
experiencing a feeling of guilt. To actually enjoy such activities is possi-
ble only if these feelings are overcome. Mantras can effect this because
they are natural, like music, dance, and song. They exert a hypnotic
influence that signals a breaking away from the tyranny of language and
a return to the biological domain of the body. This is manifest in the
extraordinary close relationship that exists in Tantrism between the
limbs (ahga) of mantras and those of the divine body (Brunner 1986).

In both Veda and Tantra, there is a strong desire for enjoyment, in
this world and in the next. In the Veda, this desire is fulfilled partly
through begetting sons. In the Tantra, it is fulfilled partly by identifying
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Yoga with bhoga, "enjoyment." After a period during which ascetism
and puritanism were encouraged and prohibitions and restrictions on
enjoyment commonly were expressed in Jaina, Buddhist and Hindu
treatises, Tantric mantras had a liberating effect and answered a need of
the times. ThevTantrie development turned into a ritual development in
which mantras played once again a paramount role. The return from the
elaborate mantric compositions of the Vedas to the monosyllabic Tantric
mantras of Stage I rnay be explained by the demands for simplicity,
popularity, ease of access, and wide diffusion. In another sense, it repre-
sents a return or regression to our prehuman ancestors, aptly sym-
bolized by the nostalgic belief that from the present Kaliyuga, that most
debased of eras, there will emerge a new Satyayuga, a Golden Age in
which we shall be back in our original condition.

APPENDIX: MOON CHANTS, SPACE FILLERS, AND FLOW OF
MILK*

The chants that are the subject of this paper belong to the Ag-
nicayana as performed in the Nambudiri tradition; they therefore resort
under the as yet unpublished corpus of the Jaiminiya Sämaveda. The
Agnicayana is connected, with säman chants in two respects: indirectly
through the Soma ritual, with which it is always associated; and directly
because many chants belong specifically to its own tradition. I will not
be concerned with the Soma ritual in the present context, but should
briefly refer to the chants that characterize it: the stotra chants, which the
Nambudiris refer to as stuti. Each variety of Soma ritual is defined by a
particular sequence öisiotra chants from the Sämaveda, coupled with
sastra recitations from the Rgveda. The Adhvaryu recites the formulas
that relate these twd to each other, and to his own ritual activities. For
example, before each stotra chant begins, the Adhvaryu hands to the
Udgätä two blades of darbha grass, also called stotra, with the words:
rksämayor upastaranam asi mithunasya prajätyai, (you are the bed for the
coupling of rk and säman, for the sake of procreation). (Baudhäyana
Srauta Sütra 7.8; cf. Staal 1983a, 1.625).

The chants that belong to the Agnicayana tradition itself may be
studied from various perspectives. First of all, textually and with special
reference to the srauta sütras that place them in their ritual context.
Asko Parpola has recently undertaken such a study with respect to the
Jaiminiya Srauta Sütra and its commentary by Bhavaträta, a Nambudiri
who lived in the eighth century A.D. or earlier (Parpola 1983b, 700).
Secondly, these chants may be studied from a musical point of view.
This has been done, with respect to some Jaiminiya chants of the Ag-
nicayana, by Wayne Howard, in a contribution to the same volume in
which Parpola's study appeared (Howard 1982). In the following notes,
I shall not be concerned with either textual or musical analysis, but with
the structure and distribution of some of these chants. My material is

*This appendix is a slightly revised version of a paper originally published in Staal, Felicitation
Volume Professor E. R. Sreekrishna (Madras: Kalakshetra Publications Press, 1983), 18-30.
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based on recordings and notes obtained from the 1975 performance of
the Agnicayana in Kerala, described in detail in Staal 1982a (referred to
as AGNI). This distribution and these structures do not always corre-
spond closely to the srauta texts, as a comparison of the following notes
with Parpola's study would demonstrate.

When referring to the unpublished chants of the Jaiminiya Sä-
maveda, I have adopted the system of reference used in the manuscripts
put at the disposal of Asko Parpola by Itti Ravi Nambudiri, the foremost
sämaga of Kerala. In these manuscripts—written down in the Malayalam
script, without sound notation, and largely from memory (that of Itti
Ravi, his elders, and his pupils)—the Jaiminiya Ärcika is divided into
112, the Grämageyagäna into 59, and the Aranyegeyagäna into 25 öttus
or "songs". I shall chiefly refer to the chants of the Aranyegeyagäna,
which the Nambudiris call candrasämäni, "moon chants". A reference
such as AG 25.7 would thus denote the seventh säman of the twenty-
fifth öttu of the Jaiminiya Aranyegeyagäna.

The first Agnicayana chants (Staal 1983a, 1.410-11) are sung immedi-
ately after the Adhvaryu has placed a lotus leaf at the centre of the Field
of Agni (agniksetra) over which the bird-shaped altar will subsequently
be constructed. The Udgätä enters, and takes up his position to the west
of what will be the tail of the bird, against the northern post of the
eastern door of what will later become the Havirdhäna shed. From this
position, he sings most of the Jaiminiya chants that characterize the
Nambudiri Agnicayana. The first chant is based upon a cryptic mantra
of the Taittiriyasamhita (4.2.8.2d), which also occurs in the Athar-
vasamhitä (4.1.1), but not in the Rksamhitä. The Adhvaryu recites it at
the same time, while he places the golden breastplate (rukma) which the
Yajamäna wore at his consecration to the north of the lotus leaf:

brahma jajnänam prathamam purastäd
vi simatah suruco vena ävah
sa budhniya upamä asya visthah
galas ca yonim asatas ca vivah

(Born as brahman first in the east,
Vena has shone out of the glimmering horizon.
He has revealed its highest and lowest positions,
the womb of being and non-being.)

This verse is turned into a chant consisting of the five customary
parts (1: prastäva; 2: udgitha; 3: pratihära; 4: upadrava; and 5: nidhana) by
prefixing and affixing stobha elements that will be referred to with the
help of capital letters, in the following manner:

A: huve hä yl
B: he§äyä
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C: au ho vä
D: e rtam amrtam.

I shall refer to the four lines of the verse of TS 4.2.8.2d with the help of
lower case letters: a, b, c, and d, respectively. Then the chant can be
represented as follows:

prastäva: A A B a/
udgltha: tJ/
pratihära: d (1)
upadrava: d A A B C/
nidhana: DDD/

We need to adopt one more convention to interpret this correctly: when-
ever there is a triple occurrence of a stobha, viz., an expression of the
form XXX, the final syllable of the third occurrence is lengthened. For
example, in D D D, the third occurrence ends in amrtäm, and not in
amrtam.

Written out in full, \the above expressions represent the following
chant, which is Jaiminlya Grämageyagäna 33.9.2:

prastäva: huve hä yi huve hä yi he§äyälbrahma jäjnänäm präthämam
purästät/

udgitha: vi simatäs suruco vena ä vätl
pratihära: sa bud\inyä upamä asya väyi$thäh/
upadrava: satai ca yonim äsätäs ca vfvah huve hä yi huve hä yi hesäyä au

h&Ml
nidhana: e rtam amrtam e rtam amrtam e rtam amrtäm/

The only feature that is not represented in the formula (1) is the length-
ening of certain vowels within the lines a, b, c, and d of the mantra. Of
course, further abbreviations of this representation are possible. For
example, the sequence A A B may be replaced by W. In that case, the
chant becomes

1. Wa/
2. b /
3. c / (2)
4. d W C /
5. DDD

The advantage of these representations is that they picture the structure
of the chant clearly, and enable us to compare the structures of different
chants with each other. Such representations also enable us to express in
a simple form differences between different traditions and schools. For
example, the corresponding Kauthuma-Ränäyanlya chant differs from
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the above Jaiminlya variety only in that two of the stobha elements have
different forms: A has to be replaced by

A* huve hä I

and B has to be replaced by:

B*: hi sä yä.

If these substitutions are made in (1), the result is Kauthuma-Ränä-
yaniya Grämageyagäna 321.2 (in the edition of R. Näräyanasvämi
Dik§ita).

From now on, I shall not write out the texts in full, but only represent
them by symbolic representations, such as (1) or (2).

The second chant of the Udgätä that accompanies the Adhvaryu's
rite with the golden breastplate is a musical composition on a single
word: satya, (truth). The stobhas may be referred to by

E: ho yi
F: häävu vä
G: e suvar jyotih

The chant may then be written as

AG 25.24: satyom I satya E satya E sahja F / G. (3)

How much more abbreviation or simplification should be resorted to, in
a case like this, depends entirely on the occurrence or nonoccurrence of
other chants of a similar form: If there are no others, there is no point in
abbreviating any further, but if there are!, .jLt depends on the degree of
similarity between them to what extent furrier abstraction may be help-
ful in expressing the structure.

After these relatively modest beginnings, the Udgätä bursts into a
much longer sequence of songs. These accotnpany the deposition by the
Adhvaryu of the golden man (hiranmayapurq§a) upon the lotus leaf, and
continue through several subsequent rites. \This sequence consists of
four parts (Staal 1983a, 1.414-17). The first is called the Great Chant
(mahäsäman: AG 25.7), and the second consists of seven songs (AG 9.1-
7), based upon verses of the Purusa hymn of the Rgveda «(10.90), with
changes in the text and in the order of these verses. I shall not analyze
these two parts here, because it is not easy to abstract a general structure
from them.

The third part begins to exhibit marked regularities, partly obscured
by irregularities. It is quite possible that the latter have crept in over the
centuries, for these chants have been sung for almost three millenia.
This third part consists of nine Moon Chants, AG 12.1-9. Four of these,
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AG 12.3-6, consist entirely of stobhas and are relatively short. Of the
remaining five, three (AG 12.7-9) exhibit the same structure, and two
(AG 12.1-2) a very similar pattern. I shall confine myself here to the
structure that is the most obvious, and that can be represented in a
simple manna- with the help of our notation if we adopt one further
convention, viz., express repetition of elements by superscripts. For
example, instead of writing R R R R R for a fivefold repetition of the
element R, I shall write R5.

The structure of» each of AG 12.7-9 may now be represented by
*

p3(QR5)3p3

X (4)
P3(QR5)3 p2P*

Y

The use of parentheses is self-explanatory: Everything within paren-
theses should be repeated as many times as is indicated by the super-
script following the closing parenthesis. Thus, (QR5)3 stands for QR5

QR5 QR5, or QRRRRRqRRRRRQRRRRR. X represents an underlying
mantra, different for each of the three songs, and Y represents the
nidhana, which consists of the final portion of this mantra and/or a
stobha. The stobhas, which exhibit the invariant structure, are P, Q, and
R. Of these, P is the same in the three songs:

P: hä bu.

P* is a modification of P, which is used in the final round when P is
repeated only once artd its third occurrence (like the amrtam/amrtäm we
considered before) is replaced by

P* hä vu vä.

While the structure of the three chants is the same, the remaining
stobhas, Q and R, are different, in the following manner:

AG 12.7 has Q: phät
R: phat

AG 12.8 has Q: hä bu
R: hau

AG 12.9 has Q: bhä
R: bham.

Written out as far as its stobhas are concerned, the last chant, for
example, becomes

hä bu (3 x ) bhä bham bham bham bham bham (3 x ) hä bu (3 x )
•X
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hä bu (3 x) bhä bham bham bham bham bham (3 x) hä bu (2 x) hä
vu vä

Y

In this chant, X happens to be the same mantra TS 4.2.8.2d we have
met with before. The structure of AG 12.1-2 deviates to some extent
from this pattern (4), but it also possesses the characteristic feature
(QR5)3, in the following manner:

AG 12.1 has Q: u
R: ha

AG 12.2 has Q: kä
R: hvä

The fourth and last part of this sequence consists of a single chant,
similar to the chant for the lotus leaf (3), but with purusa as the main
stobha:

AG 25.25: purusom I purusa E purusa E purusa F / G (5)

After the agniksetra has been prepared, the ritual continues with the
piling up of the five layers of the altar. The bricks are consecrated by the
Adhvaryu on behalf of the Yajamäna, and the Udgätä contributes songs
to some of these rites. I shall here consider the sequence of chants that is
sung when the "Space Filler Bricks" are consecrated. Most of the bricks
are consecrated in a specific order, and are therefore numbered, at least
conceptually (cf. Staal 1982, Lecture III). The only exceptions are certain
bricks, occurring especially in the intermediate layers (i.e., the second,
third, and fourth), that are consecrated without an individual mantra
and in any order. These bricks are not consecrated without mantras, but
the mantras are the same for each brick. There are three: The first two
are called tayädevatä and südadohasa. These are used for the consecration
of every brick of the altar. The third is the specific "Space Filler"
(lokamprna) mantra (TS 4.2.4.4n):

lokam prna chidram prnä 'tho sida sivä tvam
indrägni tvä brhaspatir asmin yonäv asisadan

(Fill the space! Fill the hole!
Then sit down in a friendly manner.
Indra, Agni, and Brhaspati
have placed you in this womb.)

While the Adhvaryu recites these mantras over the Space Filler
Bricks, the Udgätä intones eight Space.Filler Chants: AG 24.5-6 and AG
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25.32-37. The latter six are of the same form as (3) and (5), but other
stobhas are substituted in the place of satya or purusa:

§3. AG 25.32: agna for Agni
§4. AG 25.33: väya for Väyu, (wind)
§5. AG 25.34: sürya (sun)
§6. AG 25.35: candra (moon)
§7. AG 25.36: näka (vault)

• §8. AG 25.37: $ukm (glow or Venus).
>

The nidhana portions are not always the same. At this point it has be-
come obvious that it would be helpful to express the structure of these
chants by representing them by means of a general functional ex-
pression, e.g., ¥ (X), defined as follows:

¥(X) = "X-om I X ho yi XhoyiXhää vu vä I"

In this expression, X-OM is obtained from X by replacing the final -a of X
by -OM. The different nifthana portions may now be substituted, and all
the chants of this form that we have so far considered may be repre-
sented as follows:

AG 25.24: V(satya) G
AG 25.25: ^(purusa) G
AG 25.32: ^(agnql e jyotih
AG 25.33: V(väya) e räjä
AG 25.34: V(sürya) e bhräjä
AG 25.35: ^(canäfä) e ä bhräjä
AG 25.36: V(näka) e prstham
AG 25.37: V(sukra) e bhrälä bhräjä.

Other chants of this form are sung by the Udgätä on the three occa-
sions (on the first, third, and fifth layers of the altar) when the "perfo-
rated pebbles'' (svayamätrnnä) are deposited at the center by the Ad-
hvaryu in collaboration with the "Ignorant Brahmin" (Staal 1983a, 1.419,
461, 505; cf. Staal 1978 and 1982, 42-53). Using our notation, these three
chants may be represented as follows:

on the first layer: AG 25.21 V(bhüm) G (for bhü, earth)
on the second layer: AG 25.22 V(bhuva) G (for sky)
on the third layer: AG 25.23 ̂ (suva) G (for heaven)

In each of these three cases, G represents again e suvar jyotih.
The last sequence of songs I shall consider is chanted after the bird

altar has been completed and fully consecrated. It is now vibrating with
power, ferocious (krüra) and dreadful (ghora), and has to be pacified and
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brought under control. To this end the Adhvaryu, assisted by the Pra-
tiprasthäta, pours a continuous libation of goat milk over the furthest
western brick of the northern wing. This brick is chosen because it is
eccentric, i.e., far from the center of power, and also because it can be
easily approached from different sides (Staal 1983a, 1.509 sq.). While
performing this oblation, the Adhvaryu recites the famous Satarudnya or
Rudram (TS 4.5), which derives its popularity partly from the fact that it
was later interpreted within the perspective of Saiva theism (Gonda
1980b). During this oblation and recitation, the Udgätä chants a se-
quence of fifty-seven sämans, together called Flow of Milk (ksiradhärä).
These chants last very long and continue after the Rudra ceremonies
have been completed. Their complete structural analysis would take up
more space than is available here, but I wish to draw attention to two of
their most striking features.

I shall first take up the one that appears last. The final seventeen of
these fifty-seven Flow of Milk chants have the structure of (3) and (5) we
have just considered, and incorporate again the chants we have already
mentioned. The others can be represented in a straight-forward manner
with the help of our notation in terms of ty and G:

§41. AG 25.21 (see page 91)
§42. AG 25.22 (see page 91)
§43. AG 25.23 (see page 91)
§44. AG 25.24 (see page 91)
§45. AG 25.25 (see page 91)
§46. AG 25.26: V (gaur) G
§47. AG 25.27: ^ (loka) G
§48. AG 25.28: ¥ (agner hrdaya) G
§49. AG 25.29: ^ (dyaur) G
§50. AG 25.30: V (antariksa) G
§51. AG 25.31: ^ (prthivT) G
§52. AG 25.32 (see page 91)
§53. AG 25.33 (see page 91)
§54. AG 25.34 (see page 91)
§55. AG 25.35 (see page 91)
§56. AG 25.36 (see page 91)
§57. AG 25.37 (see page 91)

In this list, I have only incorporated the representation of the "new"
sämans, viz., sämans we have not yet met with. The other representa-
tions have already been provided. Thus far, the survey of these struc-
tures conveys an idea of the distribution of a specific chant structure or
melody throughout many sections of the Agnicayana ritual. This struc-
ture is like a musical theme that appears and reappears, with variations,
at many important junctures of the ceremony.

The second structural feature I wish to discuss occurs earlier in the
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Flow of Milk chants: in the ten chants § 18-§ 27 (AG 11.1-10). I shall
write out the first of these in full, to clearly exhibit its structure:

§ 18,* hä bu (3 x ) aham annam (3 x ) aham annädo (3 x)
äham vidhärayo (2 x ) aham vidhärayah I hä bu (3 x )
yad varco hiranyasya I yad vä varco gaväm utal
satyasya brahmano varcah I tenamäsam srjämasä yi I
hä bu (3 x ) aham annam (3 x ) . . . vidhärayah (as
at the beginning) I häbuhäbuhä vu vä/
e aham*annam aham annädo aham vidhärayah (3 x )
aham suvar jyotihl

This chant incorporates a mantra, yad varco . . . , from the Jaiminiya
Ärcika (107.34), which also occurs in the Kauthuma-Ränäyaniya tradi-
tion but is neither found in the Rgveda nor in the Yajurveda. The struc-
ture of the chant exhibits a special feature that may be represented in a
simple fashion if we make use of indexed lower case letters to express
elements, as follows:

a^ aham annam
a2: aham annädah
a3: aham vidhärayah.

The special feature of these chants is that the mantra yad varco . . . ,
which I shall refer töväs Y, is preceded by the structure:

a i 3 a23 a33V

and followed by the structure:

This feature occurs in all the ten sämans, but the number of elements
need not always be three. Using the following abbreviations:

P: M bu

P*: hä vu vä
T: aham suvar jyotih,

the general structure of the ten sämans is expressed by:

P3 aa
3 . . . aj3 P3 Y P3 aa

3 . . . at
3 P P P* (e ax . . . a^T.

We are now in a position to specify the number of elements (i), and the
elements themselves, for each of the ten sämans, as follows:
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§18. i = 3 aji aham annam
a2: aham annädah
a3: aham vidhärayah

§19. i = 3 a2: fl/wm sß/w/*
a2: a/zam säsahih
a3: aftam säsahänah

§20. i = 1 at: a/iam varcah
§21. i = 1 ar* fl/iam tejah
§22. i = 4 a2: manojait

a2: hrdayamajait
a3: indrojait
a4: fl/wm ajai$am

§23. i = 4 aa: disanduhe
a2: disauduhe
a3: disoduhe
a4: sarväduhe

§24. i = 1 a

This could alternatively be expressed as

i = 3 a

a3
§25. Same as §24, but with rüpam instead of vayah
§26. i = 4 ax: udapaptam

a2: ürddhonabhäm syakrsi

a3: vyadyauksam

a4: atatanam

An irregularity here is that P is W Af yä ÖW.

§27. i = 2 a2

a2: pratya$thäm

This concludes our notes on these ritual chants. They call for two
concluding remarks. The first relates to the psychology of the chanters.
All these chants are transmitted orally and learned by heart, together
with their order, distribution, interrelationships, and ritual applications
and uses. Such an astonishing feat of memorization can only be ac-
counted for by assuming that such abstract structures as we have postu-
lated and expressed by symbolic formulas are actually represented, in
some form or other, in the minds or brains of the chanters. This reflects
the obvious fact that it is possible to remember such vast amounts of
material only because of implicit, underlying regularities.

My second concluding remark relates to the significance of these
chants. We have witnessed, even in this relatively small sample, many
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strange forms, strange from a linguistic point of view, and also strange
for anyone who is looking for meaning, especially "religious meaning."
It should be obvious that language or religion are not proper categories
within which to evaluate the significance of these ritual chants. Rather,
their significance lies in the structure and composition of the resulting
edifice, and the abstract structural qualities that we have represented by
formulas. If there are anywhere structures similar to these ritual fea-
tures, it is in the realm of music. This is not so merely because the
Sämaveda may be described as "mantras set to music." What is more
significant is that tfye structure of these chants, both internally and in
relation to each other, corresponds to musical structure. Close parallels
to these structures are found, for example, in the complex expressions of
polyphonic music in Europe during the eighteenth century. The ritual
chants of the Agnicayana resemble in this respect the arias of Bach's
oratorios, and are similar in character: Their language is uninteresting,
their poetry mediocre, and their meaning trite; but the sounds, with
their themes and variations, inversions, interpolations, and counter-
point, and the particular distributions of their elements is what makes
them remarkable. To those who have grown up in such a tradition, and
who have learned to perceive and appreciate it in its traditional perspec-
tive, it is the structure of these chants that reveals to a large extent what
is felt to be their beauty.



CHAPTER 3

The Mantra in Vedic and Tantric Ritual*

Wade T. Wheelock

IN ALL RELIGIOUS TRADITIONS, THE words spoken in ritual are
regarded as a special subclass of the entire corpus of possible utterances,
in terms of their author, content, form, mode or context of delivery, and
so on. The explicit, self-conscious delineation of the extraordinary
nature of the liturgical utterance, along with an emphasis in both theory
and practice on its essential role in the performance of ritual, has not
been developed any more elaborately than in Hinduism. The mantra, as
a concept and as a recognized element of liturgical performances, has
been one of the most important components of the Hindu religious
tradition through the entire course of its long history, from the elaborate
priestly sacrifices of the early Vedic srauta system to the more personal
worship services (püjä) of the manifold forms of medieval Tantra.

Over this span of more than a millenium, there has been a remark-
able constancy in the implications of the term mantra, as Gonda has
thoroughly demonstrated (1963b). The emphasis in both Vedic and Tan-
tric usages is on the mantra as an effective word, a word of action, not just
of thought. And the action with which the mantra is preeminently con-
nected is that of rituaL (Later in this volume, Alper will re-emphasize
this point.) Thus, the orthodox tradition commonly identifies mantra
with the samhitä portion of the Veda, the collection of utterances
(hymns, formulas, chants, spells) actually spoken during the srauta rites
(Jha [1911] 1978, 110). The Tantric practitioner, sädhakä, utilizes mantras
in sädhanä, a program of spiritual exercises one of whose essential com-
ponents is the ritual worship of the deity, püjä.

*I would like to acknowledge a grant from James Madison University in partial support of the
research for this paper.
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The striking parallels between the Vedic and Tantric concern for
ritual language and the indubitable historical continuity represented by
the term mantra invite comparative study. This paper will examine the
ways mantras are used in the Vedic srauta system and in Tantric püjä,
with the view that cross referencing the analysis of one tradition to the
other will illuminate not just genetic relationships but also the essential
characteristics of the liturgical process specific to each tradition.

Even if Vedic and Tantric ritual belonged to completely unrelated
cultural families, if they were separated by continents as well as cen-
turies, it would still be a legitimate temptation to place them side by side
to see how each deals with the universal problem of using language to
transform a ritual setting into an idealized situation of interaction with
the gods. What kinds of things does one say during a ritual? How do
they correlate with the things being done? What are the differences in
kinds of things said between one ritual tradition and another? And, how
do these differences relate to the overall goals of each ritual? Is there an
explicit theory of ritual language, or one implicit from usage, that dis-
tinguishes one tradition from another? Much of this paper's analysis will
be concerned with just this set of questions. Ritual language—that com-
ponent of the ritual process whose intelligibility makes it the most ac-
cessible (though the Tantric examples will severely test this assump-
tion)—merits study in its own right.

SOURCES

The full range of Vedic and Tantric ritual simply cannot be surveyed
adequately in this study. The Vedic tradition will be represented by the
very complete description of ritual procedures (including mantras) con-
tained in the srauta sütras. And, here, I will limit myself to a representa-
tive sampling, focusing on the New- and Full-Moon sacrifice (darsa-
pürna-mäsa-isti), a medium-sized, important sacrifice that serves as the
paradigm (prakrti) for other rites. The texts used are the srauta sütras of
Baudhäyana (BaudhSü), Äpastamba (ÄpSü), and Äsvaläyana (ÄsvSü).1

To represent the Tantric ritual tradition, I have chosen the obligatory
daily worship (nitya püjä) for a deity. Since Tantric defines a much broad-
er range of variants than does Vedic, the task of delimiting a representa-
tive selection of texts was more difficult, compounded by the limited
availability of editions and translations. The most complete presentation
of the ritual, providing the bulk of the Tantric mantras for this study,
was the Mahänirväna Tantra (MNT), an eighteenth century säkta text.
Additional material was taken from the Kälikäpuräna (KP), a text dating
from perhaps the eleventh century A.D. that contains considerable Tan-
tric and säkta influence. A final source was the description of the Pän-
carätra-based temple cult of the Sri Vaisnavas (SriV) provided by Ranga-
chari. Other materials were consulted to buttress conclusions on mantra
usage or the general structure of a Tantric püjä, even though their pre-
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sentations of the ritual were incomplete and often sparse in details on
the mantras involved. But, I was able to examine at least one work in
each of the major traditions—Sakta, Vaisnava, and Saivite.2

Despite significant variations in detail, there was something of a
consensus on the key elements and structure of the Tantric püjä. Al-
though the exact order and degree of elaboration of each of the elements
often differed to a considerable degree, their presence in a wide range of
textual traditions is remarkable and argues for the distinctiveness of
Tantra as a definable pan-Hindu category, at least as far as ritual practice
is concerned. As van Kooij has observed, there appeared to be an estab-
lished form of "common worship" (sämänyapüjä) among all mainline
theistic groups in India from at least the eleventh century A.D. (1972, 6).

The ritual structure of the New- and Full-Moon sacrifice (hereafter,
NFM) is mirrored in the other Vedic rituals: The Agnihotra (and even the
standard grhya homo) are truncated versions; the Soma sacrifice is an
enormously expanded and elaborated form, in which the NFM is a basic
building block (or, as described by Staal, a fundamental unit of the Vedic
ritual "grammar," 1979b; 15-22). The NFM appears immediately more
complex than Tantric püjä because it involves several participants: the
patron (yajamäna), on whose behalf the ritual is staged; his wife; the
adhvaryu priest, in charge of most of the handiwork, plus his assistant,
the ägnidhra; the hotr, whose principal duty is the reciting of hymns of
praise during the offering of the oblations; and the brahman, who, for the
most part silently, sits supervising the entire operation. The Tantric püjä,
on the other hand, is basically a personal worship service of a single
individual, often performed in the privacy of one's home. Even when a
priest assisted by several attendants performs the püjä in a temple, the
rite retains much of the same character, only now, personal devotion
has become public duty.

In the most general terms, both the Vedic and Tantric ritual involve a
preliminary series of transformations aimed at making the concrete ele-
ments involved—the site, utensils, offering substances, and human par-
ticipants—fit for divine service. This is followed by the worship of the
god or gods following a basic pattern of invocation, praise, offering of
food and other pleasing substances, and petition. The closing activities
of the ritual mirror its beginning but in a reverse order, as the ritual
situation is in some fashion dissolved, allowing the participants to re-
turn to a condition of normalcy.

The goal of this study is to examine and compare how language—or
more broadly, humanly produced sound (since the category "mantra"
will sometimes push us to or beyond the boundaries of "language")—
functions to bring about the various elements of the ritual situations just
outlined. This will require saying something about the ways one can
analyze language functions, generally, before proceeding to the specific
types of language use in Vedic and Tantric ritual.
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CATEGORIZING RITUAL UTTERANCES

The most general and comprehensive way to understand the func-
tions language can perform has certainly come in the burgeoning discus-
sion in recent years concerning speech acts. (The principal works here are
Austin 1962 and Searle 1969; for other relevant studies, see Wheelock
1982.) This view stresses that making an utterance does not merely
express some idea but, invariably, involves accomplishing some pur-
poseful act. To speak is to intend to produce some effect by means of
your utterance, usually upon the hearer. For example, the purpose of a
simple declarative statement is to convince the hearer of your commit-
ment to the truth of a particular proposition. To utter a command is to
intend to affect the behavior of the hearer. Or, to utter the declaration "I
now pronounce you husband and wife" is to accomplish the act of
transforming the status of two people from single individuals to married
couple.

For the purposes of this study, what would prove most useful would
be a comprehensive inventory of the types of such acts that can be
accomplished through speech. Philosophers of language and linguists
have proposed taxonomies of that sort (the one I find most useful is
Searle 1979b). But, the problem arises that those taxonomies are de-
signed to characterize ordinary language. As I have tried to point out
elsewhere (Wheelock 1982), the language of ritual is decidely extraordi-
nary, most particularly in that, as a fixed text of constantly repeated
propositions, its intended effect can hardly be the communication of
information. Instead, it is better understood as serving to create and allow
participation in a known and repeatable situation. Ritual language effects this
general purpose by means of four basic utterance types, each associated
with creating some aspect of the ritual situation:

1. Presentation of Characteristics—indicative utterances that define
the identities and qualities of the components of the situation;

2. Presentation of Attitudes—statements of personal feeling about the
situation, such as optative expressions that define a participant's
wishes;

3. Presentation of Intentions—first-person future statements of com-
mitment to action;

4. Presentation of Requests—commands by which the speaker estab-
lishes a petitionary relationship with a second person and defines its
nature.

These types represent a comprehensive categorization of the things that
can be done with speech in a ritual setting. They are the basic building
blocks for the linguistic creation of the ritual situation. A few examples
will help clarify the workings of these categories.
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The characterizing of the components of a ritual is not a simple
matter of spontaneously expressing one's recognition of their identity.
Instead, the fixed text of the liturgy presents the speaker with the charac-
teristics of each object he confronts. The indicative phrases, in effect,
confer a particular identify upon an object. The mantra is a good case of
this general point about liturgical utterances. In the words of Alper (in
Chapter Ten of this work), a mantra is "a machine for thinking." That is,
the mantra is not a set of words you create to express a thought. Rather, it
is something passed down to you from a privileged source of authority
that you recite in order to generate a thought. And, in the ritual setting,
not just a thought but a concrete component of the ritual situation is
generated. The ritual performer, for instance, will often use a first-per-
son indicative utterance to characterize himself or his activity. Thus,
when the Vedic adhvaryu priest says, "I carry you [bundle of grass] with
Brhaspati's head" (BaudhSü), this mantra, coupled with the fact that he
is presently carrying the grass bundle on his head, serves to establish his
divine status in the ritual situation.

The entities with which the worshippers interact are often identified
by the second-person indicative utterances used in directly addressing
them. The gods, for example, take on manifest form in the mantras
spoken to them, their intangible natures being incarnated in speech.
When the Tantric worshipper says, "O auspicious one, in everything
auspicious, o Sivä, who givest success in every cause, who yieldest
protection . . . honor to thee" (KP), he is using a second-person state-
ment in a downgraded-predication (a relative or dependent clause) to
give a personality to the deity he is revering.

While establishing the characteristics of the ritual situation is largely
accomplished with indicative phrases, the presentation of attitudes is
primarily associated with optative verb forms. Expressing the perform-
ers' attitudes of desiring or wishing for some state of affairs to come
about is a key component of any liturgy. The first-person optative may
serve to establish that the performer has the appropriate attitude of
desire to properly accomplish his ritual duties. Or, as is prevalent in the
Vedic liturgy, one may express the desire of prospering by means of the
ritual: "By means of it [sacrifice] may we win the sun-filled realms"
(ÄpSü). Similarly, the third-person optative may be used to wish that
something go right in the ritual: "O you [wine], may the curse of Sukra
be removed from you" (MNT). Or, it may express the hope for some
beneficial condition beyond the ritual. (Remarkable is the fact that nei-
ther Vedic nor Tantric liturgy has any significant number of second-
person optatives.)

The presentation of intentions is a small category, represented by
first-person future statements, such as "I will worship the Lord by this
lordly action known as the prayer of the morning twilight." Said by a Sri
Vaisnava brahman at the start of the morning sandhyä, it establishes his
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commitment to accomplish his ritual duties, a common function in the
Vedic tradition as well.

Finally, by means of the category of presentation of requests, one
establishes the petitionary relationship basic to the functioning of the
ritual. Taking the form of second-person imperatives, in most cases,
such utterances supply the dynamic element of purpose, interaction,
and intended response in the ritual situation. Many of these utterances
are concerned with obtaining the cooperation of the other ritual partici-
pants (including people, utensils, and gods) in the production of the
liturgical performance. A major component of the Vedic ritual will be the
further request for some kind of blessing, directed not just to the gods
but to the ritual objects as well. For example, the hotr asks the bundle of
grass to "sweep me together with progeny and cattle" (ÄsvSü), and also
utters the request, "Indra-Agni, slayers of Vrtra . . . prosper us with
new gifts" (ÄsvSü).

The four utterance categories just demonstrated represent, then, the
basic atomic components of a liturgical structure. While analysis could
precede by examining the range of utterances in the Vedic and Tantric
rites that fall under each heading, I have decided that a more interesting
approach will be to show how certain types of mantras from each cate-
gory combine to fulfill a broader ritual function. That is, the analysis of
the ritual texts will focus on the level of the "molecular" rather than the
"atomic," although with the advantage of this rudimentary model of the
underlying atomic process. The broader ritual functions that will be
focused on are (1) the transformations of the concrete components of the
ritual from mundane objects to resonances of sacred forces and their
subsequent interaction to accomplish the goals of the ritual; (2) the ser-
vice or worship of the gods, from invocation and praise to offering and
petition. These two functions are clearly discernible in both Vedic and
Tantric rituals, determining a rough two-stage structure of preparatory
transformations followed by the climactic acts of worship. The concern
of this paper will be to show what types of mantras are associated with
each function and, by using the categories developed to show the ways
ritual utterances create situations, to discuss how the mantras accom-
plish the tasks of transformation and worship.

RITUAL TRANSFORMATIONS

The ritual function of transforming the objects involved in the perfor-
mance is central to both Vedic and Tantric rituals. The Vedic NFM be-
gins with the lengthy procedure of the adhvaryu's assemblage and
arrangement of the objects to be used in the sacrifice, as well as prepara-
tion of the site itself. His activities are accompanied throughout by mut-
tered (Vjap) formulas (yajus) that identify the manipulated objects—and
his own self—with various sacred forces. From the perspective of the
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adhvaryu, the Vedic sacrifice is an array of powerful forces, controlled by
his manual actions, directed by his utterances that, almost independent
of the gods involved, fulfills the patron's desires for prosperity. The
Tantric ritual in an even more systematic fashion transforms a mundane
setting into a precisely and minutely conceived replica of a sacred cos-
mos. The purification and cosmicization of ritual components covers
everything from the individual worshipper (sädhaka), whose body be-
comes an image of the deity in both transcendent and manifest form, to
the altar on which the offerings are made, which is changed into a
mqndala housing the entire retinue of divine beings, the manifold body
of the supreme deity (see, e.g., Eliade 1969, 219-27). In both traditions,
the process of transformation precedes and is viewed as a prerequisite of
the service of worship.

The utterance type that predominates in this process is the presenta-
tion of characteristics, expressed by sentences in indicative form. The
ritual performers will use first-person indicatives to characterize their
ritually transformed identities and to describe the sacred actions they
can now accomplish in the ritual arena. First-person optative utterances
will be added to present those attitudes required of a pious participant in
the liturgy. The ritual objects most often will be characterized by directly
addressing them with a second-person indicative. Once their transmun-
dane identity is thus established, they can be requested to work for the
success of the ritual and directly for the benefit of the worshipper.

THE RITUAL PERFORMERS
To begin with, the ritual performers must undergo a process of meta-

morphosis. In Tantric püjä this involves a twofold procedure of purifica-
tion in which the defilements of the mundane body are removed,
followed by the recreation of the worshipper in the divine image. The
purification of the worshipper begins with the obligatory morning rites
(e.g., bathing, sandhya) that always precede the püjä proper. Within the
ritual itself, the process becomes more explicit and detailed, being con-
centrated in the rites of bhütasuddhi and nyäsa. Bhütasuddhi, as the name
implies (purification of the elements), involves visualizing the refining
of the worshipper's own body by a process of inwardly re-enacting the
destruction of the cosmos and the reabsorption of the basic elements
into primal, undifferentiated matter (discussed by Gupta, in Gupta,
Hoens, & Goudriaan 1979, 136; van Kooij 1972, 14-16). Some Tantric
texts will use first-person indicative mantras to describe what the wor-
shipper sees happening: "I dry up the body both internally and exter-
nally, in the order of tatvas [sic] by which it is constituted, by the wind
situated in the navel. . . . I burn the body with the several tatvas, all
sins, all ignorance . . . by the fire in the abdomen . . ." (SriV). With
some variation in different texts, the worshipper proceeds to visualize
the cosmic fire being extinguished with earth and the resulting ashes
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finally being washed away with water, completing the process of
purification.

While these utterances vividly characterize the changes being
wrought, the actual transformation is felt to be accomplished by the
multiple repetitions of a series of nonsentence, bija mantras. These
monosyllabic vocables, in theory, are sonic manifestations of basic cos-
mic powers (saktis); literally, seeds of the fundamental constituents of
the universe. The bijas used for bhütasuddhi are formed from the series of
four semivowels in the Sanskrit alphabet, each standing for one of the
four basic cosmic elements. Thus, one repeats (or mediates) on yam, the
bija of wind, and visualizes the dessication of the body, followed by
multiple repetition of ram, standing for fire, then (in some cases) lam, the
earth-bija, and finally repetition of vam, bringing forth the refreshing
cosmic waters. (This correlation is discussed by Woodroffe 1963, 43;
Padoux [1963] 1975, 271.)

As we will continue to see throughout the discussion of Tantric
mantras, these bija mantras are not felt to be mere symbols of the ele-
ments, they are the cosmic elements in essential form. Such a conception
of language will be one of the most distinctive marks of Tantra and that
which most significantly differentiates it from the Vedic conception of
mantra. The perceived ability of mantras to independently effect a basic
transformation in the nature of one of the ritual's components stands in
contrast to the Vedic practice, where the mantra will actualize or make
explicit a transmundane reality already suggested by the physical sym-
bolism of action or appearance.

But, how are these bija mantras to be understood in terms of the
utterance categories? I would suggest that the clue be taken from those
mantras cited earlier that describe the visualization process: The bijas of
bhütasuddhi are the deep-structure of first-person indicative statements.
That is, when repeating the syllable ram, for example, the worshipper is
implicitly making the statement "I am (or have become) fire/' Such bijas,
then, emphatically assert—and, in the theory of the Tantra, actually
constitute—the consecrated nature of the ritual performer. (Thus, they
are nonsentences only in terms of their surface structure. See Coward's
discussion in Chapter Six of this volume on single-word mantras stand-
ing for complete sentence meanings.)

Bhütasuddhi is followed by the re-creation of the worshipper's body,
now as an image of the cosmos. This is accomplished through the pro-
cess of nyäsa (placing). Like bhütasuddhi, nyäsa involves the use of non-
sentence mantras but with an accompanying physical act, touching vari-
ous parts of the body. The mantras, in effect, are applied to the body
manually. Two basic types of mantras are used. First, the letters of the
Sanskrit alphabet are placed in order on different parts of the body
(mätrkä-nyäsa), providing the worshipper's body with the fifty basic ele-
ments of the Tantric cosmogony. In effect, one is making a series of
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indicative statements, 'This part of my body that I touch is now the
letter (or element) ka," etc. (Examples can be found at KP 59.37-40, and
MNT 5.106-108.)

Second, a series of essentially reverential mantras are offered to the
parts of the body (anga-nyäsa) to consecrate them as implicitly identical
to those of the supreme deity. A typical version is the following from the
MNT:

hräm To the heart, namah.
hrim To the head, svähä.
hrüm To the crown-lock, vasat.
hraim To the upper arms, hum.
hraum To the three eyes, vausat.
hrah To the two palms, phat.

Disregarding for the moment the bija that begins each of these mantras,
a familiarity with Vedic mantras makes it clear that the basic intent is to
offer homage. The part of the body occurs in the dative case followed by
exclamations frequently occuring in the Vedic liturgy: namah, (refer-
ence); svähä, an exclamation (of dubious meaning) uttered while the
adhvaryu offers a libation into the fire from a seated position; vasat and its
variant vausat (again of uncertain meaning, but perhaps "may he carry")
uttered by the adhvaryu when offering the more elaborately orchestrated
standing oblations; hum, chanted by the udgatr to connect portions of
Säman Veda used in the Soma sacrifices; and phat, an exclamation found
in the Yajur and Atharva Vedas to drive away demons. The bijas at the
beginning of each mantra are formed from the first letters of the god-
dess' own bija, hrim, adding the series of long vowels as endings. Most
likely, these stand for the respective parts of the body of the goddess, to
which the rest of the mantra then offers reverence. A paraphrase of the
first mantra, then, might be, "To you, who are the heart of the deity, I
offer homage." The mantras of the änga-nyäsa, then, transmute the pu-
rified body of the worshipper into the fully manifest form of the su-
preme deity and express an appropriate sense of reverence by means of
exclamations drawn from the Vedic vocabulary for worship of the gods.

A culminating statement of the Tantric worshipper's identity with
the supreme deity comes in the utterance of the Hamsa-mantra: "The
swan [harnsa], he am I [soham\" (MNT). This mantra, associated with the
rites of bhütasuddhi and nyäsa, identifies the sadhaka with the symbol of
the transcendent form of the deity. All the Tantric literature is clear on
the point that "the quintessence of ritual is the priest's acting as a god"
(Diehl 156). This is expressed even more explicitly in a Saivite text,
where the priest says, "He who is Siva, in reality I am he" (Somasamb-
hupaddhati 3.98).

The transformations of the worshipper, so that he conforms with his
true but obscured identity, are a necessary precondition of the service of
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worship to follow. "When the body has been purified by these means,
one is always entitled to worship; not otherwise" (KP55.51). The ritual
itself, then, is viewed as god offering worship to god, as is well ex-
pressed by this repeated formula (called sätvikatyagäm) in Sri Vaisnava
rites: "The divine lord . . . causes this act to be done [insert name of
rite, e.g., samdhyä, püjä] . . . by himself, for his own sake and for his
own gratification"; and at the completion of that rite, "the divine
Lord . . . has done this act" (SriV). These third-person statements of
god's performance of the ritual, uttered by the worshipper in the context
of his own enactment of the püjä, assert the identity of ritual performer
and deity.

Turning now to the Vedic liturgy, one finds some similar concerns for
transforming the ritual performers into divinities and by similar methods.
But, first, one needs to recognize that the Vedic ritual works on the
assumption of a divison of labor among the various participants, with the
speaking role of each expressing a significantly different view of his ritual
identity and function. The three major and distinctive parts are those of
the adhvaryu priest, the hotr priest, and the yajamäna (patron).

The mantras uttered by the adhvaryu while preparing the material
and arena for the sacrifice express a conception of his transmundane
identity. One often-repeated paradigm is a first-person indicative with a
modifying instrumental adjunct that defines the priest's actions as actu-
ally being accomplished by a god. For example, there is the frequent
formula "Under the impulse of the Impeller God, with the hands of
Püsan, with the arms of the Asvins, I do [some ritual action] to you
[some ritual object]" (BaudhSü and ÄpSü). Other examples, "With the
arms of Indra, I pick you up"; "I look at you with the eye of Mitra";
"With the eye of Sürya, I look toward you"; "With Agni's mouth I eat
you" (BaudhSü and ApSü).

One noteworthy difference from the Tantric ritual is that the Vedic
priest (usually the adhvaryu, but occasionally another priest, such as the
brahman in the last two examples) identifies parts of his body with parts
of a variety of different gods. There is no unified nor even consistent
parallel of worshipper and god. As seen earlier, the same priest will use
"the arms of the Asvins" for one action and then "the arms of Indra"
shortly thereafter. As will become more obvious soon, the transforma-
tions of objects in the Vedic ritual arena does not generate a precisely
ordered mandala that replicates divine powers in a one-to-one fashion.
Rather, one finds a more variegated and constantly changing amalgam
of divine resonances.

The parallels to the Tantric ritual, then, are striking and obvious. For
both, the ritual is a divine activity—done for and by the gods. The
significant difference is that, in the Vedic srauta system, this view is
largely confined to the adhvaryu priest and his manipulations of the
physical components of the ritual. It is paralleled in the liturgy of the hotr
by an almost independent view of the sacrifice as a purely human
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homage to the gods as distinct beings and is prominently displayed in
the set of central offerings. The hotr does not even enter the ritual arena
until the adhvaryu's preparations are complete. At that point, he declares
Agni to be the divine hotr and then says of himself, "I am [the] human
\hotr\" (ÄsvSü), thus using a first-person indicative to give a much dif-
ferent characterization of his identity than is found in the mantras of the
adhvaryu. The hotr continues the tradition of Rig Veda poetry, which, as
aptly characterized by Findly in Chapter One of this volume, empha-
sized mortal man's difference from the immortal gods. The adhvaryu
expresses the view of the later Yajur Veda, which exalted the priest to
divine status.

The case of the patron (yajamäna) of the Vedic sacrifice provides us
with yet another way of characterizing a ritual performer. The effect of
the sacrifice upon the yajamäna is seen as causing him to ascend to
heaven so that, momentarily, he becomes godlike. The yajamäna enacts
this ascent himself at the very conclusion of the rite by striding the
"Visnu-steps" from his seat to the Ähavaniya fire in the east, while he
utters the following mantras: "You are Visnu's step, slaying the enemy.
With the Gäyatri meter, I step across the earth. . . . You are Visnu's
step. . . . I step across the atmosphere. . . across the sky . . . across the
regions" (BaudhSü and ÄpSü). He follows this immediately by worship-
ping the fire as he says, "We have gone to heaven. To heaven we have
gone" (BaudhSü and ÄpSü). I would like to draw attention to the role of
the mantras in explicitly conferring upon the yajamäna the identity im-
plicit in his actions. The first-person indicatives served to characterize
his movement toward the Ähavaniya fire as ascending the regions,
culminating with the past-tense statements of arrival in heaven. The
second-person statements identified his steps with those of Visnu, the
god who reaches heaven in three strides.

In both Vedic and Tantric ritual, a much more minor role is played by
the optative statements of the appropriate attitude needed by the per-
formers of the ritual. The only example in the Tantric material is the
special sectarian variation of the Vedic Gäyatri verso. (Rig Veda 3.62.10).
The general form is "Upon so-and-so may we think (vidmahe). Upon so-
and-so may we meditate (dhimahi)" where one inserts the name of one's
chosen deity. All of the Sakta and Vaisnava sources consulted utilized
some such Tantric Gäyatri at one or more points in their rites. The gener-
al point seems to be to have the worshipper express the desire of turning
his thoughts to and then concentrating them upon the central deity.
This attitude of wanting the god to be the focus of one's mind is a sine
qua non of the püjä. The Vedic liturgy requires a different set of proper
attitudes. Most express the wish of successfully performing one's ritual
duties. Thus, the patron says of his vow, a series of abstentions to be
observed for the course of the ritual, "May I be capable of this which I
now undertake" (ÄpSü). Similarly, the adhvaryu begins with the general
hope, "May I be capable for the gods" (BaudhSü), but also expresses
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such specific desires as "Let me not hurt you/' while he cuts the offering
cake (BaudhSü). These examples show, then, that the Tantric performer
is more concerned about proper thinking and the Vedic performer proper
doing.

Generally, then, the Vedic liturgy, in comparison to the Tantric,
includes a greater variety of mantra forms for the process of transform-
ing the ritual performers into their proper identities and expressing their
proper attitudes. As a last note of comparison, the Vedic mantras used
to characterize the performers show more dependence on some physical
symbolism of trait or action. The Tantric mantras are capable of creating
new realities all by themselves, without need of building upon homolo-
gies of outward appearance. Thus, unlike the Vedic ritual arena, which
is an assemblage of objects (including people) and actions whose dis-
crete forms are suggestive of divine correspondence, the Tantric stage is
more of a blank slate, an abstract yantra that the worshipper fills with his
own imagination. The mantra, however, in both cases is the catalyst that
allows the sacred potential of the ritual setting to become a reality.

THE RITUAL OBJECTS
Besides the human participants, the ritual site and the various com-

ponent objects must also be transformed in order to be fit for the service
of the gods. The process begins with expelling the demonic forces from
the site itself. Actions and physical objects play a large role in this
process for both ritual traditions. The Vedic priest uses a wooden
"sword'7 to draw in the ground the protective boundaries of the altar;
utensils are sprinkled with water and singed with fire to expell the
demons, and so on. Similarly, the Tantric worshipper prepares the site
by sprinkling water, using the "divine gaze" (divya-drsti), striking the
ground with his heel, and burning incense. But, mantras play a key role
as well. Thus, the adhvaryu, after digging up the ground for the altar,
says, "The demon Araru is beaten away from the earth"; or after pass-
ing the utensils over the fire, "Burned away is harm; burned away are
the enemies" (BaudhSü and ÄpSü). The numerous mantras of this type
in the Vedic liturgy have some form of evil as the subject in the third
person followed by a past participle that defines the just completed act
of the adhvaryu as doing away with that demonic force. The act itself may
be graphic in its symbolic import, but the accompanying mantra is re-
quired to make explicit that the action has indeed been effective against
the invisible malevolent agencies.

Throughout the Tantric liturgies, on the other hand, one does not
elucidate the demon-expelling procedure with an articulate statement of
accomplished effect but, rather, uses a nonsentence bija mantra to di-
rectly augment the process. Most common are the "armor" mantra,
hum, and the "weapon" mantra, phat. As their names imply, these force-
ful sounding vocables are used frequently throughout the ritual in con-
texts where a place or object is purified of evil influence and protected
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against further attack. One might interpret these btjas as second-person
imperatives commanding the evil spirits to depart; or, perhaps, as first-
person indicatives that state that the worshipper has indeed destroyed
the unwanted spirits and protected the ritual space.

The positive transformation of the ritual objects into sacred entities is
one of the major concerns of each liturgy, dominating the preparatory
proceedings. Each tradition has elaborated a clear theory of what is
involved. For the Vedic ritual, the controlling conception is that of the
bandhu, the esoteric "linkage" between cosmic force and ritual compo-
nent, so that the ritual setting is not just a symbolic simulacrum of the
cosmos but a point of control over those forces (see the discussion in
Wheelock 1980, 357-58). The Tantric ritual, too, emphasizes the homo-
ligization of the ritual to a divine reality. But, this reality is single, not
multiple as in the Vedic case. As Gonda says, "The final goal of all cult
is, according to the Tantric view, the transformation, in the conscious-
ness of the adept, of his own person, of the cult objects, and of the rite,
into that which they respectively really are, and consequently into tran-
scendent unity" (1960-63,11.33). And, of course, the transcendent unity
to which everything in the ritual becomes identical is the supreme deity.
Thus the Laksmi Tantra says, "The (adept should) think about arghya,
etc. [the objects to be offered] (as follows); The blissful sakti of mine
(i.e., Laksmi) . . . is indeed the arghya, äcamaniya, and so on" (36.80-86,
my emphasis). Therefore, not only the worshipper is made identical to
the central deity, as we saw earlier, but all of the components of the
ritual as well.

The ultimate goal of each liturgy, then, will be the characterization of
a ritual object's bandhu with some sacred power or its identity with the
supreme deity. The conferral of a transmundane identity is usually ex-
pressed in the liturgy by means of an indicative utterance with the ritual
object as subject and its nonliteral identity in the predicative nominative
or predicate adjective. (This may often be in a down-graded predica-
tion—a subordinate clause or qualifying adjunct.) Such articulate state-
ments are relatively rare in the Tantric liturgy, but one finds, for exam-
ple, the following mantras addressed to the knife for killing the animal
victim in a Säkta püjä: "Thou art Candikä's tongue" (KP); "To the sacri-
ficial knife, infused with Brahma, Visnu, Siva, and Sakti, [let there be]
reverence" (MNT). The mundane knife has become a divine appendage.
What is particularly significant is that the inanimate ritual object is ad-
dressed in the second person, as if it were animate.

That is a particularly prominent characteristic of the Vedic liturgy. A
very sizeable proportion of the entire mantra corpus is composed of
direct second-person characterizations of the ritual objects. Most typical
are indicative statements that use a predicate nominative to meta-
phorically identify the object with some divine possession. Examples are
numerous, "You [wooden sword] are the right arm of Indra, with a
thousand spikes, a hundred edges"; "You [prastara] are Visnu's top-
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knot"; "You [butter pot] are Agni's tongue"; "You [antelope skin] are
Aditi's skin"; "You [ball of dough] are Makha's head" (BaudhSü and
ÄpSü).

Since one can address the ritual objects in the second person to
characterize them, it is not surprising to see that they are treated as
animate entities in other ways as well. For example, many of the objects
in Tantric ritual are worshipped (Vpü/) by uttering the formula, "To X
let there be reverence (namah)." In this fashion, the MNT has one wor-
ship one's seat, the tripod for the offering cup, the offering cup, one's
wife, the sacrificial animal, the sacrificial knife, and so on. Implicit in
such mantras is the identification of ritual object and deity. One might
paraphrase them, "To you ritual object, who are an aspect of the Su-
preme, let there be reverence."

The personalized treatment of the ritual objects is much more exten-
sive in the Vedic liturgy. The willing cooperation of the sundry physical
components of the sacrifice is sought for nearly every activity. For exam-
ple, the adhvaryu addresses the utensijs, "Become pure for the divine
act, for the sacrifice to the gods"; he asks the ladles, "Come juhü; come
upabhrt"; and he requests of the purifying waters, "O divine waters,
who purify first, who go first, lead this sacrificer in front; place the lord
of the sacrifice in front" (BaudhSü and ÄpSü). The total volume of such
second-person imperative mantras directed to ritual objects shows the
Vedic sacrifice to be a dense set of interactions with animately conceived
entities that require a careful etiquette of action and speech.

One way of characterizing the ritual setting is unique to the Vedic
liturgy. This is the reification of the whole by means of third-person
statements about "the sacrifice." At the conclusion of the rite, the pa-
tron says:

The sacrifice became. It originated. It was born. It grew. It became the
overlord of the gods. . . . O Agni, the sacrifice is possessed of cows,
possessed of sheep, possessed of horses, having manly companions,
and, always, indeed imperishable (BaudhSü and ÄpSü).

At an earlier point, the patron expresses the wish, "May the sacrifice
ascend to heaven. May the sacrifice go to heaven. May the sacrifice go
along that path which leads to the gods" (BaudhSü and ÄpSü). Viewing
the sacrifice as an independent reality, over against the various compo-
nent parts, and even over against and superior to the gods themselves,
becomes a hallmark of the developed brähmanic theorizing. Such an
abstract conception is difficult to represent concretely, so it finds its most
adequate expression in such third-person utteances as these.

A final topic of concern regarding the ritual components is the belief
in their ability to actually produce benefits for the performers—indepen-
dent of the god(s) in whose honor they are assembled and manipulated.
This theme of the causal efficacy of the properly arranged ritual objects
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is prominent in the Vedic liturgy, but starkly absent in the Tantric. At
first, one might attribute this to a greater fidelity in the exclusive power
and grace of the deity on the part of the Tantric worshipper. However,
in the next section, we shall see that even the service of worship to the
deity by and large is not viewed as a vehicle for obtaining one's desires.

Such, however, is not the case in the Vedic ritual. The handiwork of
the adhvaryu, in particular, is seen as arraying a potent set of forces that
can be directed to bring about by themselves various forms of pros-
perity. This is seen most clearly in the second-person imperative utter-
ances addressed to the ritual objects, asking for some kind of blessing.
For example, the adhvaryu addresses in turn each one of the set of firmly
interlocking potsherds on which the offering cake is baked:

You are firm. Make the earth firm. Make life firm. Make the offspring
firm. Shove his relatives around this sacrificer. You are a prop. Make
the atmosphere firm. Make the out-breath firm. Make the in-breath
firm. Shove his relatives around this sacrificer. You are a bearer. Make
heaven firm. Make the eye firm. Make the ear firm. Shove his relatives
around this sacrificer. You are a supporter. Make the quarters firm.
Make the womb firm. Make offspring firm. Shove his relatives around
this sacrificer. (BaudhSS and ÄpSS)

Similarly, the patron says to the grass strewn on the altar, "Make re-
freshment and vigor swell for me . . . brähmanhood and splendor . . .
warrior-hood and power . . . the commoners and growth . . . life and
nourishment . . . progeny and cattle" (ÄpSü).

One final set of utterances expresses the view of the sacrifice as a
direct means for fulfilling one's desires. These are the first-person op-
tative mantras spoken by the patron, indicating his hopeful attitude that
the ritual will bring about some specific goal. Uttered immediately after
each of the oblations, they include such wishes as

By the sacrifice to the gods for Agni, may I be food-eating.
By the sacrifice to the gods for Agni-Soma, may I be Vrtra-

killing.
By the sacrifice to the gods for Indra, may I be powerful.
By the sacrifice to the gods for Indra-Agni, may I be powerful

and food-eating.
By the sacrifice to the gods for Mahendra, may I attain to

victoriousness and greatness (BaudhSü and ÄpSü).

It seems that the hopes of the yajamäna are placed not so much on the
gods to whom the offering is directed but on the performance of the
ritual itself. His expression of the hoped-for direct connection between
type of ritual and specific goal becomes the most succinct formulation of
the theory of the Vedic sacrifice.
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THE SERVICE OF WORSHIP

At the most fundamental and overt level, both Vedic and Tantric
rituals are banquets in honor of the gods. As we have just seen, howev-
er, the rituals also contain many other levels of identity. But the service
of worship is clearly the most prominent theme in each tradition when
one examines its place in the ritual structure. In each case, it forms the
climactic and culminating phase of the entire ritual sequence, relegating
the theme of ritual transformations to a peripheral and largely pre-
paratory status.

Within the worship service proper, there is a fairly well-defined,
logical structure. One begins, quite understandably, by invoking the
gods, usually with imperative utterance forms that request their pres-
ence. This is followed by showing reverence for the deities, with verbal
expressions of praise for the god's attributes playing a major part. Here,
indicative statements of the gods' praiseworthy characteristics will pre-
dominate. Next will come the climactic acts of offering food and other
pleasing substances to the honored, divine guests. The complex formal
etiquette at this point will invariably involve statements to convey the
appropriate obsequiousness and solicitousness on the part of the per-
formers. One will find, for example, indicative utterances that define the
worshippers' acts as those of offering or impertative statements request-
ing and optative statements hoping that the gods will be pleased by the
gifts. Finally, one comes to the enunciation of the desires one hopes to
attain from the satisfied gods. These are most often couched in the direct
address of second-person imperative phrases.

The process of showing homage to the gods, as might be readily
inferred, is a very articulate activity, largely accomplished by speech
acts. This was less necessarily the case in the transformations of the
physical components of the ritual, where the symbolism of appearance
and function could carry much of the weight of meaning and where
verbal requests could be augmented by physical manipulations to bring
about a desired effect. In dealing with the gods, on the other hand, their
intangible beings and personalities, their interactions with the partici-
pants, become manifest almost exclusively through language; and the
performers' relationship to them cannot be one of simple manipulation
but must be the epitome of courtesy, which means cushioning every act
with words of explanation and concern.

INVOCATION
The participation of the gods in the ritual can only commence upon

their arrival at the scene. A very well developed part of Vedic and
Tantric liturgies is the invocation of the gods. As might be expected, the
simplest means to accomplish this is a second-person imperative asking
the god to come. For example, the Vedic hotr begins the service of
offering to the gods by having the Ähavantya fire stoked as he calls upon
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Agni: "O Agni, being praised, come to the feast that gives oblations'7

(ÄsvSü). But, in accordance with the division of labor characteristic of
the Vedic ritual, the invocation of the rest of the gods then formally is
turned over to Agni, himself, the divine messenger: ''Bring [ä3vaha] the
gods for the sacrificer. O Agni, bring Agni. Bring Soma. Bring Agni.
Bring Prajäpati. . . . Bring Indra-Agni. . . . Bring the gods who drink
the clarified butter."

The invocation (ävähanam) of the supreme deity into the ritual setting
is also a clearly delineated aspect of the Tantric püjä. However, the deity
is not descending from the distant heaven of the Vedic cosmology but is
drawn out of the very heart of the worshipper and asked to become
manifest in some concrete object in the ritual (Nowotny 1957, 110). For
example, Siva is invoked into a temple's Ungarn: "O, Lord, who protects
the world, graciously be present in this Linga till the end of the wor-
ship. . . . O god of gods . . . come for Apisekam, for the protection of
the soul" (cited in Diehl 1956, 118). Or, as in this example from Säkta
ritual, where the goddess is asked to enter a flower placed on the main
yantra: "Krim O Ädyä-Kälikä Devi, along with all of your following,
come here, come here" (MNT).

A unique concern of the Tantric liturgy is that the gods remain for the
entire course of the ritual. Thus, after the goddess is invoked into the
flower on the yantra, the worshipper addresses her, "O Queen of the
Devas, you who are easy to obtain through devotion, accompanied by
your followers, be very firm [in remaining here] as long as I will be
worshipping you. . . . Remain here, remain here. Settle yourself down
here; settle yourself down here. Restrain your feet" (MNT).

As to why the Tantric ritual adds this concern, I can only speculate
that the atmosphere of bhakti makes the Sädhaka more humble about his
ability to influence the behavior of the deity, including this very basic
issue of whether the deity will deign to come and stay at his ritual. Plus,
the Tantric emphasis on experiencing the divine presence as a vivid
visualization, which comes only through the lengthy practice of medita-
tion, might tend to produce a sense of uncertainty about the deity's
willingness to appear and remain before the worshipper's conscious-
ness. Thus, recall that the only wish expressed in the Tantric liturgy was
the optative statement of their Gäyatri, "Upon the deity may we think.
Upon the deity may we meditate."

Another unique feature of the Tantric liturgy is that it proceeds from
invocation to providing the deity with a detailed manifest form. The
deity does not remain just a subtle abstraction of the transcendent
source of the cosmos but, through the liturgy, develops into a complex
embodiment of the entire created universe. This process begins with the
establishment of the life breaths in the image (yantra, statue) that the
invoked deity has just entered (the rite of präna pratisthä). In a reflex of
the mantras used for invocation, a third-person optative is used to ex-
press the hope that the life breaths will come into the image and remain
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there: "Let the five life breaths of the Goddess Tripurä and her spouse
be here in the yantra; let her soul be here with that of her spouse; let all
her sense-organs be here; and let her speech, mind, sight, faculty of
hearing and smelling, her life breath, etc. be here" (cited in Gupta,
Hoens, & Goudriaan 1979, 150).

A further expression of the deity's acquisition of a manifest form
comes with the worship of the limbs of the divine body, using a set of
mantras seen before in the Tantric worshipper's rite of nyäsa. In the
Säkta service, one does homage to the corners of the hexagon within the
central mandala, saying, "Hräm To the heart, namah. Hrim To the head,
svähä," etc. (MNT). As with the rite of nyäsa, the point of these mantras
seems to be twofold: to identify parts of the mandala with parts of the
deity's body; and to express reverence with the set of traditional Vedic
exclamations.

PRAISE
The next stage in the service of the gods involves the offering of

praise. The most prevalent way of doing this is to recite their worshipful
characteristics. In the Vedic sacrifice, this task falls almost exclusively
upon the hotr, whose principal duty is the recitation of selections from
the Rig Veda to accompany the major oblations. Most of these are sec-
ond-person indicative utterances that proclaim the exalted status and
function of the god, as in these examples: "Along with them who are the
divine priests, you, o Agni, are the best invoker among the hotrs"; "You,
O Soma, are a mighty ruler and a Vrtra-slaying king"; "You [Indra] are
the lord of the wealthy rivers" (ÄsvSü). Or, one mentions the great
mythic deeds of the gods, with the implied hope that they will again
perform effective acts on behalf of the worshippers: "You two, Agni-
Soma, freed the rivers that had been seized from insult and shame";
"You [Indra], who have been invoked many times, you conquered the
enemies" (ÄsvSü).

The Tantric liturgy also may use second-person statements to di-
rectly praise the deity, but practically all of these are downgraded predi-
cations imbedded in other utterance forms. And, for the most part, they
are confined to a single hymn of praise (stuti) near the very end of the
püjä. As an example, one finds in the KP: "O auspicious one, in every-
thing auspicious, o Sivä, who givest success in every cause, who
yieldest protection, Tryambakä, Gauri, Näräyani, honor to thee."

Such a relative lack, or at least confinement, of articulate statements
of praise seems to be balanced by other forms for expressing the deity's
praiseworthy traits elsewhere in the püjä. Much attention is given at the
start of the rite to an inner or mental worship (äntaryäga), where the ista-
devatä is supposed to be visualized in minute and precise iconographic
detail. The emphasis is on the radiant loveliness of the deity's physical
form and dazzling apparel. Frequently, the text's third-person indicative
descriptions of the visualization become verbalized mantras, as here, in
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a set of utterances that Rangachari says are used to praise god at the
conclusion of the mental worship: "He [Visnu] is one . . . possessing a
body of the color of clouds full of water vapor; one having eyes like the
petal of a lotus flower . . .; one having a face like that of a brilliant full-
moon; one having a very pleasing and smiling attitude; one having red
lips" (SriV).3 Worth noting, then, in conclusion, is that an important
part of the homage expressed in the Tantric püjä concerns the physical
traits of the deity. This is certainly not the case in the Vedic ritual, where
one mentions the deeds and functions of the god with almost no men-
tion of his physical appearance.

A final form used by the Tantric to express the reverable qualities of
the deity is sonic in medium but inarticulate. It is the use of a connected
series of bija mantras that together form the müla- or root-mantra of the
deity. For example, the rawZa-mantra of the Devi given in the MNT is
"hrlm snm krim Paramesvari svähä." This mantra (and the case is the same
for the mw/fl-mantra of whatever may be the ista-devatä of the particular
püjä) is repeated with great frequency and great pervasiveness through-
out the course of the ritual. But, the climax certainly comes near the end
of the püjä with the rite oijapa. This mantra is then muttered in a state of
rapt concentration for 108 or even 1008 times, as carefully counted by a
rosary. (Details on the method can be found in Woodroffe, 1959, 535-36
and Gupta, Hoens, & Goudriaan 1979, 153-54.) In the theory of Tantra,
"the mantra of a devatä is the devatä" (Woodroffe 1963, 235). So, the
multiple repetitions of the mw/fl-mantra, in effect, are a means of produc-
ing a concrete, sonic manifestation of the deity. The element svahä, like
the more frequent namo (as in the other sectarian raü/ß-mantras, namo
siväya or om namo vaisnave), is an expression of reverence directed to the
manifest god. And, surely, it is a form of praise to use the mantra to
bring the deity to mind and fix one's thoughts on her or him. (Coward
will present the grammarians' view that such chanting enables the wor-
shipper to clearly "see" the meaning contained in the words of the
mantra.)

The most tangible way in which praise is demonstrated comes with
the actual offering of gifts to the gods. The centerpiece of both ritual
traditions, the act of offering, is necessarily accompanied by mantras
that explicitly define the nature of the act. That is, the rite of offering not
only requires the presentation of material objects to the gods but de-
mands a verbal etiquette to express both concern for the gods' feelings
and the appropriate intention by the worshippers. This may involve
simply stating the verb of action, along with a declaration of the object
offered, in the formula used for each of the upacäras (sixteen pleasing
substances, from water for washing the feet to savory food to incense
and lamps) of a Tantric püjä: "I offer water for bathing, clothing, and
jewels. Svähä" (MNT). Or, ore typically, the verb is left understood but
the recipient is named and an exclamation is appended to highlight the
centrality and finality of the act. For example, the adhvaryu offers a butter
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libation with "To Präjapati, svähä" (BaudhSü and ÄpSü); the Tantric
worship presents water to the goddess with "To the devatä, svähä"
(MNT), in each case signalling that the intent of the behavior is to trans-
fer ownership of the item proferred.

Important in Vedic and Tantric ritual is to beseech the invited deities
to accept and be pleased by the proffered gifts. Most usually, this is a
direct second-person imperative, as in these Vedic examples: "You food
eaters and you who are worthy of sacrifice . . . delight in my office of
hotr"; "O you [Agni] who are wealth bestowing . . . enjoy the bestow-
ing of wealth" (ÄsvSü). Similarly, one finds in Tantric püjäs such forms
as

O you who have caused the end of tens of millions of kalpas
accept this excellent wine, along with the suddhi (MNT).

Enjoy this oblation, o Sivä (MNT).
OM . . . accept this [name of each particular offering]

. . . svähä (LT).
[O Laksmi] accept the mental worship that has been properly

conceived (LT).
O Bhaga^an, accept this (SriV).
What has been given with complete devotion, viz., the leaf,

the flower, the fruit, the water, and the eatables presented,
do accept these out of compassion (with me) (KP).

A form not found in the Tantric liturgy is the Vedic expression of the
gods' having indeed enjoyed themselves at the sacrifice. As part of the
hotr's "wellrrecited speech" (süktaväka) after the principal oblations have
been offered, he says "Agni has enjoyed this oblation, has exhilirated
himself, has made (for himself) a superior greatness. Soma has enjoyed"
etc., for each of the gods to whom offering was made (ÄsvSü). This
points up a major difference in tone between the Vedic and Tantric
rituals. The Tantric püjä exudes the air of bhakti humility before the
awesomeness of a supreme deity. In a ritual that concludes with such
gestures of subservience as prostration (pranamam) and respectful cir-
cumambulation (pradaksinä), one asks that the god or goddess "accept"
[Vgrah] one's offering. The Vedic priest, on the other hand, seems much
more a diplomat among superior but manipulable beings. He is more
concerned that the gods enjoy [Vjus] the offerings, apparently assum-
ing that acceptance at least is guaranteed. But, a much greater certainty
of the results, as well, is seen in the past-tense declarations of the gods'
enjoyment. Again, the Vedic sacrifice is seen less as a way of prompting
the divine grace than as a seal of a dependable, almost contractual bond
between the gods and people.

PETITION
Finally, we come to those utterances that express the desires under-

lying the motivation for the service to the gods. In the Vedic ritual, these
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are quite clearly wishes for earthly prosperity and most take the form of
direct second-person imperatives addressed to the gods. Many of these
are spoken by the hotr during the major oblations on behalf of the pa-
tron. For example,

Indra-Agni, slayers of Vrtra with the beautiful thunderbolt,
prosper us with new gifts.

O Indra, bring treaures with your right (hand).
O Agni grant the enjoyments of a good household; divide

among us honors.
O Agni-Soma, to him, who today dedicates this speech to you

two, give manly vigor, wealth in cattle, and possession of
good horses. (ÄsvSü)

The yajamäna, particularly at the close of the NFM where he worships
the fires and the sun, will direct requests to the gods himself: "O Agni,
doing good work, purify yourself for us, giving me splendor, heroism,
prosperity and wealth"; "[O Äditya] Give me life. . . . Place splendor in
me" (BaudhSü and ÄpSü); "He who hates me . . . and he whom I
hate . . . all of them, o Agni, burn up completely—he whom I hate and
who me" (ÄpSü).

Noteworthy is the fact that, by comparison, the Tantric liturgy has
very few such direct requests. The few instances there are show little
concern for forms of earthly prosperity. Thus, in the MNT, one has the
request, "Give me [o Devi] endless liberation," when the food and wine
is offered; and one says "Let there be success [siddhi] for me, o goddess,
because of your grace" at the end of the japa. The general conclusion
seems clear. The reason for performing the Tantric püjä does not lie in
some external goal but is the experience of oneness with the deity to be
obtained within the ritual itself. It is a form of sädhana whose final result
should be the consciousness of god doing homage to god.

However, this has not prevented the püjä from becoming a vehicle
for obtaining mundane desires. This is done largely by tacking on a set
of wishes to the püjä proper. For example, after the japa and stuti near
the end of the rite, the MNT says one is to insert a protective mantra
(kavaca) that expresses the hopes, "Hrim May Ädyä protect my head.
Srim May Kali protect my face," etc. for a total of twenty-six parts of the
body. The mantra itself is listed in a chapter separate from the rest of the
püjä. The MNT also mentions that a special set of oblations may be
added after the usual homa (fire sacrifice) "for the attainment of one's
desires" (6.160). Gupta discusses an entire category of kämya-püjä, spe-
cially designed forms of the basic rite used to achieve particular ends—
such as curing disease, ensuring one's safety, or injuring an enemy
(Gupta, Hoens, & Goudriaan 1979, 159-61).4 So, while, in theory, the
ritual is an end in itself, the practice tends to be otherwise, though with
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some recognition that such mundane motives do not belong in the heart
of the püjä.

CONCLUSIONS

After surveying the variety of liturgical functions performed by Vedic
and Tantric mantras, what can be said about the theories of ritual and
language that undergird each tradition? It is clear that both place a
premium on ritual as the religious practice—creating and entering into
the formalized and repeatable ritual situation is the essential means for
enhancing one's religious worth. And, we have seen that the general
outline of Vedic and Tantric ritual practice is the same—a reverential
attendance upon the gods as honored guests, preceded by the transfor-
mation of the ritual arena into a microcosm of sacred forces. Yet, despite
these broad similarities, the analysis of mantra usage has shown some
very distinctive differences.

THE THEORIES OF RITUAL
First of all, the Vedic sacrifice, while also aiming to overcome the

separation between man and god, assumes the ultimate reality of that
distinction. The priest acts like a god, the patron is translated into heav-
en, but only temporarily, for the course of the ritual. The great variety of
beings that are addressed in the second person—from human partici-
pants, to ritual utensils, to the various gods—indicates the basic world-
view of the Vedic ritualist. There exist a multitude of powers in the
universe, each requiring representation and courteous, diplomatic han-
dling at the sacrifice. On the human side, the Vedic ritual is a complex
social institution, involving the verbally orchestrated cooperation of sev-
eral priests who act as intermediaries for the yajamäna, who himself is
the representative of his entire family. The Vedic mantras, then, serve
not just to link worshipper and deity but to define a whole, complex
network of relationships.

The Tantric -püjä, on the other hand, postulates the ultimate unreality
of all distinctions and seeks to affirm the eternal truth of the worship-
per's identity with the deity. The mantras reflect this simplified world
view, recognizing fewer distinct beings, focusing on the one relation of
man to god, and attempting to express sonically the collapse of the
manifest universe into a single category. Therefore, while the Vedic
liturgy is using many mantras to state the various bandhus between
ritual object and cosmic force, the Tantric liturgy is working to realize
the one, all-encornpassing bandhu: god = ritual = worshipper.

In contrast to this Tantric view, where the deity becomes the ritual,
in the Vedic tradition, the ritual becomes a reification, "the sacrifice" as
an independent force becoming an important topic of the liturgy. And,
rather than seeing the ritual as an end in itself, as does the Tantric
worshipper for the most part, the sacrifice is seen as the great vehicle for
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procurring the sundry forms of prosperity, which are what the Vedic life
is all about. Thus, much of the mantra corpus in the Vedic sacrifice
serves the purpose of expressing the patron's wishes and directing,
cajoling, or asking the assembled forces to work toward their fulfillment
outside the ritual setting. The Tan trie goal of siddhi ox moksa will be
realized within the ritual itself.

THE THEORIES OF LANGUAGE
The differing worldviews and ritual goals of the Vedic and Tantric

traditions, then, are reflected in differing forms of mantra usage. These,
in turn, are supported by distinct theories of language and mantra.
Throughout the Vedic tradition, the mantra stands as a means to the
ends of the sacrifice. The Tantric mantra, on the other hand, as the
essence of the ritual procedure, is an object of value in itself, being in
theory the most subtle manifest form of the deity. The Vedic mantra
truthfully describes and thereby actualizes a bandhu between ritual object
and cosmic entity; the Tantric mantra is itself the ritual terminus of the
bandhu with the divine realm. Such basic differences in evaluation of
the mantra lead to significantly different theories of language. The Tan-
tra will focus most of its theoretical energy on analyzing the nature of
mantras and language, even being frequently termed the Mantrasästra.
The deity becomes manifest as the world first by taking on sonic form,
the concrete objects or referents (artha) of those primordial words follow-
ing afterwards in the course of cosmic evolution. (Detailed presentations
of this theory can be found in Padoux [1963] 1975, 68-73; Woodroffe
1959, 462-90.)

In contrast, the orthodox formulation of the Vedic tradition, the Pür-
va-mimämsä, virtually ignores mantras. Its key task is to determine a
valid means (pramäna) for ascertaining dharma. The conclusion is that
the Veda provides the sole foundation for reliable knowledge of one's
duty, but not in the collection of mantras. Only the set of explicit injunc-
tions to action (vidhi) found in the brähmana portion of sruti are to be
counted as relevant to defining dharma. The exegetical apparatus pro-
ceeds to channel most of its efforts into analyzing those passages, rele-
gating a comparatively few pages to discussing the Vedic mantras. (The
essential points are summarized in Jha, [1942] 1964, 159; [1911] 1978,
110-11, and 125-26.)

The Vedic mantras, then, form a component of the proper action
needed for an effective performance of the sacrifice. While the orthodox
tradition will push to an extreme this view of the mantra as an act—or
even as a sound substance—needing only to be precisely enacted (i.e.,
pronounced) not necessarily understood, the original conception seems
to be of the mantra as a statement of truth whose mere utterance in the
ritual context is an effective act. It concretizes a bandhu that can then be
actively manipulated to produce one of the various ends sought through
sacrifice. The complex array of forces that must be dealt with to obtain
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the great variety of goals in the repetoire of the Vedic sacrifice means
having a wide assortment of tools at one's disposal. Therefore, the Vedic
priest must memorize hundreds—if not thousands—of mantras to serve
his purpose.

This leads to a precise individuation of the task of each mantra, so
that, for example, in the entire course of the Vedic NFM, there are
perhaps less than two dozen repetitions in a total of approximately
fifteen hundred utterances. The contrast with the Tantric liturgy is em-
phatic. Instead of repeating many different mantras, the Tantric wor-
shipper reaches the climax of the performance by repeating one mantra
many times. The Tantric mantras take on many forms and perform
many ritual functions, as we have seen in detail earlier. However, the
end to which they all point is one and the same—realization of identity
with the deity. At this point, the mantra is no longer a means to an end,
it is a manifestation of the goal itself. And, the repetition of the deity's
mantra is not just an act to be mechanically performed but must be
accompanied by proper thought, the goal of the ritual being realized
when the consciousness of the worshipper blends with the thought-
power represented by the mantra. While the Vedic liturgy uses language
as a tool of proper action, the Tantric ritual makes action a subordinate
of language in producing proper thought (an assessment that will be
seconded by Alper's discussion of Saivite mantras in Chapter Ten).

CONTINUITY AND CHANGE
To be able to understand the factors that produced the continuities

and differences between Vedic and Tantric ritual practices and concep-
tions of mantra, in particular, is a desideratum for historians of Hun-
duism. (Some remarks on this topic can be found in Nowotny 1957, 114-
22.) I have neither the time nor the data to enter into this difficult
discussion at this point, but I would like to suggest a developmental
structure implicit in each liturgy. One begins with the most overt dimen-
sion of the Vedic sacrifice, the service of worship to the gods. It is most
overt, quite literally, in that it is the portion of the liturgy that is spoken
aloud, by the hotr, so as to be audible to all present. The utterances of the
adhvaryu (and yajamäna), on the other hand, which are used to transform
the sacrifice into an assemblage of potent forces having an independent
efficacy, are muttered (Vjap) under his breath. The hotr represents the
tradition of the Rig Veda, in which insightful thought and the eloquence
of the artist are to inspire priestly speech. The language of the adhvaryu
shows the ascendancy of the Yajur Veda, where the essence of priestly
accomplishment has become the workmanlike skill of the technician in
performing proper action.

As the theory of the sacrifice develops in the brahmana literature and
the place of the gods continues to give way to the action of the sacrifice
itself, the further idea is introduced finally that one does not even have
to speak to produce an effect in the ritual but may simply think about the
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true identity of some sacrificial component. The brähmanas stress the
power of "he who knows thus" (yo evam veda). The conception of the
nature of the sacrifice, its correlations or bandhus with the realm of
sacred forces, moves from the loudly articulate worship of the gods, to
the muttered directing of a multitude of powers, to the silent rehearsal
of the most precious truths of homology between micro- and mac-
rocosms. That these layers of sound in the liturgy really represent stages
of historical development is difficult to assert with complete certainty.
However, the move from sound to silence, from external action to inter-
nalized thought, from bewildering complexity to the few most basic
bandhus, seems aptly to characterize the tendency of the speculative
texts—the brähmanas, äranyakas, and upanisads.

Despite the great separation in time, the Tantric conception of ritual
and mantra seems to take up the developmental process where the
Vedic tradition left off. For the Tantra begins with the assumption that
the most effective ritual is silent, internalized, and recognizes only one
bandhu, namely, the identity of worshipper and deity. Thus, Tantric
literature says that external worship of an image of the deity is designed
for the lowest human personality type, someone incapable of under-
standing the higher truth without concrete props. (Woodroffe, 1959,
514; Padoux [1963] 1975, 48). The most effective mantra, as well, is not
externalized speech. Rather, "prayer without sound is recommended as
the most excellent of all" (KP 57.88). Or, as stated more systematically in
the LT:

The väcika (voiced) [type of japa] is [desirable] for minor rituals, the
upamsu (silent) [type] is for rituals leading to the achievement of suc-
cess, the manasä (mental) [type] for rituals yielding the wealth of libera-
tion, [while] the dhyana (meditated) [type of japa] is for achieving
success in every [endeavor]. (39.35)

Even when the Tantric liturgy is uttered aloud, the predominance of
the monosyllabic bija mantras, which have no exoteric but only esoteric
meaning, tends to carry one beyond the boundaries of language. As
Padoux (quoting Renou) puts it: "After all, to exalt the frz/ß-mantra, as
does Tantrism, isn't that to place at the highest level a form of speech
'situated beyond language and eventually right to the zone of silence7?"
([1963] 1975, 363). The bija mantras do not point outward to some refer-
ent in the objective world and thus, are "meaningless" in any ordinary
sense of that term. Instead, they point backwards to the source of lan-
guage, which is the source of all creation itself. (A point made by Padoux
[1963] 1975, 294-96 and restated by Eliade 1969, 214.) Thus, nearly every
bija ends with the nasalization (anusvära) that draws out the vowel and
slowly fades away—representing the final sound of the cosmos before it
becomes completely reabsorbed into unity and silence.

But the bija mantras, in another sense, also represent the first man-
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ifestations of a new creation. The movement toward internalization,
silence, and unity begun in the Vedic ritual tradition, culminates in the
Tantric liturgy, but it also begins to reverse itself. After dissolving the
universe with bija mantras in the rite of bhütasuddhi and experiencing the
unity of worshipper and deity as one performs the inner püja, the Tan-
tric ritual proceeds to the externalized worship, where the universe
becomes re-created in its complex, manifest form. At this point the
liturgy is not overwhelmed by the bija mantras but, as was shown ear-
lier, contains a sizable number of utterances that are quite intelligible. As
in the Vedic ritual, the utterances then articulate the ideal situation in
which the performer arranges the assembly of sacred forces and in-
teracts graciously with the divine guests.

Overtly, the Vedic and Tantric liturgies showed many similarities in
the kinds of intelligible mantras in sentence form that they contained.
This was a reflection of their common manifest function—to pay hom-
age to the gods. But, just as this outer form is supplanted by a more
basic, esoteric understanding of the ritual as a direct manipulation of
cosmic forces or a worship of oneself as identical with the deity, so, too,
do the external similarities of Vedic and Tantric mantras finally give way
to an underlying difference in the conception of language. The language
of the Vedic liturgy is eternal, emanating from that fount of all speech
and knowledge, the Veda. The complex structure of the world articu-
lated in the Vedic mantras is a primordial truth to be continually re-
enacted in the sacrifice. The liturgical language of the Tantra, on the
other hand, is a creation in time. Even though the Tantric mantras stand
for the first manifest forms of creation, they still point back beyond
themselves to their ultimate source—silence.

NOTES

1. BaudhSü included the parts of the adhvaryu priest (1.1-1.21), yajamana
(3.15-3.22), and brahman (3.23-3.26); similarly for the ÄpSü, adhvaryu (1.1.1-
3.14.4), yajamäna (4.1.1-4.16.17), and brahman (3.18.1-3.20.10). ÄsvSü pro-
vided the part of the hotr (1.1.1-1.11.16). In what follows, all translations from
these sütras are my own.

2. Scholars of Indian religions find it difficult to define Tantra with any
precision. However, there is a concensus that the schools whose works will be
utilized in this paper, viz. the Päncarätra, Saiva Siddhänta, and Sakta, share a set of
"Tantric" characteristics (see Goudriaan, in Gupta, Hoens, & Goudriaan 1979,
6-9).

The material on püjä in the MNT is found from 5.1-7.64. All translations from
this text are my own, though greatly aided by Woodroffe (1972). Translations of
those portions of the KP relevant to the ritual were taken from van Kooij (1972,
39-90, Chapters 54-59).

Some confirming and supplementary details on Säkta püjä came from A.
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Bharati (1965); S. Gupta (in Gupta, Hoens, & Goudriaan 1979); and Nowotony
(1957). Another Päncarätra text consulted was the Laksmi Tantra (LT), translated
by S. Gupta (1972). Two additional sources on Saivite practice were the fine
study of Diehl (1956) and the ritual manual, Somasambhu Paddhati, edited and
translated by Brunner-Lachaux (1963-77, I).

3. Cited in Rangachari (1931, 143). In the MNT, the statements about the
visualizations for inner worship much more clearly are instructions rather than
liturgical utterances: "In the morning meditate upon her in her Brahml form as a
maiden of ruddy hue, with a pure smile" and so on (5.56).

4. Farquar cites an authority on medieval liturgy that distinguished between
"pure" tantras, those that only discuss the path to liberation, and "mixed"
tantras, those that also include instructions on worshipping the goddess for
earthly blessings (1967, 268). In Chapter Ten, Alper says one could even make a
distinction between mantras whose use is "quotidien" (i.e., oriented to prag-
matic or magical ends) and those that are "redemptive" (moksa oriented).



CHAPTER 4

Mantra in Ayurveda: A Study of the Use of

Magico-Religious Speech in Ancient Indian

Medicine

Kenneth G. Zysk

ALMOST EVERY ANCIENT CULTURE HAS witnessed a fundamental
union between science and religion at some time in its development.
This especially is the case with the science of medicine in Vedic India, for
diseases, like blessings, were considered to have been sent by super-
natural beings. So in the Atharvaveda (and to a certain extent in the
Rgveda), we are presented with an entire pantheon of demons who bring
about bodily distress. From the contents of the mantras used to remove
the demonically caused maladies, a threefold classification of disease
emerges. (1) Internal diseases: these may be divided further into internal
diseases related to yäksma (consumption, tuberculosis) or takmän (fever
syndrome, malaria) and internal diseases not closely related to yäksma or
takmän. The first includes yäksma, takmän and all diseases and symptoms
related to them, while the second encompasses ämlvä, viskandha-säms-
kandha (tetanus), ascites (Varunas's disease), insanity, worms, and urine
(and feces) retention. (2) External diseases: these, for the most part, are
injuries resulting from war or from accidents and include fractures,
wounds, and loss of blood; but skin disorders, e.g., kiläsa (leukoderma),
apacit (rash with pustules), and loss of hair, also fall into this category.
(3) Poisons: these are toxins, whose effects are conceived to be caused by
various demonic elements stalking their prey day and night. They in-
clude insects, snakes, and vegetable matter.1

The cure for these diseases required an elaborate religious ritual in
which remedies, used both therapeutically and magically, were conse-
crated and demons expelled. The actions were performed to the accom-
paniment of mantras, which in large part came from the Atharvaveda.
They have a corresponding section (Bhaisajya) in the ritual text, Kausika
Sutra, which outlines the prescribed rituals in which the charms are to be
employed. Unfortunately, the text derives from a later period, so that
many of the original rites have been lost. Bloomfield has observed that
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many of the procedures in the Kausika Sütra are purely secondary, for-
mulated to fit the context of the particular hymns.2 Therefore, we cannot
completely depend on them to provide accurate information concerning
the magico-religious practices of the early Indians. A discernible picture
of Vedic medicine, however, can be painted from the contents of the
mantras themselves.

The Vedic Indian's attitude toward internal disease was dominated
by the superstition that evil spirits and demons invaded the body and
caused their victims to exhibit a state of dis-ease. The impetus for the
attack may have come from a breach of a certain taboo, from a sin
committed against the gods, or from witchcraft and sorcery.

The idea of health in a positive sense is wanting in early Vedic
medicine. Any notion of the concept is to be found in the negative
sense, as the opposite of what was understood to be disease, or more
specifically, in the absence of any particular disease-causing demons, of
injuries and damages, and of toxins.

In order to restore the patient to a sound state of mind and body, the
healer or medicine man (bhisäj) would perform various magio-religious
rites. He is called one who shakes (vipra) and one who chants (kavf),
suggesting that his actions involved a sacred dance and the recitations of
mantras. He possessed a special knowledge of the preparations and
uses of medicines, including medicinal herbs or simples and often
water, formulas for the consecration of which form a good part of his
magico-religious utterance. There is the indication that the healer waved
or stroked certain plants over the patient in the course of his ritual
performance. He is also noted for his ability to repair bone fractures.

In the medical hymns, we may isolate both "magico-religious" and
"empirico-rational" elements of healing. The latter are rarely encoun-
tered in isolation, tending to be part of the overall magical rite. The
magico-religious techniques occur in the treatment of both internal and
external diseases and of poisons. In cases of internal diseases and poi-
sons, the methods are almost exclusively magical. The most commonly
employed examples of apotropaic concepts included the use of sym-
pathetic magic, of the rhetorical question, of onomatopoeic sounds, of
the identifying name, and of the esoteric word or phrase that, when
properly uttered, transferred the power from the demon to the healer.
The demons commonly were dispelled into the ground or carried away
by birds to places where they could no longer harm the community.
Amulets or talismans, usually of a vegetal origin, were ritually bound to
drive off the demons and as prophylactic measures to prevent further
attacks. Likewise, fragrant plant substances were burnt to protect the
victim and to make his environment more favorable for healing.

Mythology also played a significant role in the rituals. Surrounding
the auspicious medicinal herbs, mythological stories about plant di-
vinities had the effect of divinizing the particular herbs and plants to be
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employed in the rite and, therefore, of making them even more effica-
cious. The reverence for these plants was an integral part of the Vedic
Indian's medical tradition, giving rise to an elaborate pharmacopoeia,
which is evident in all phases of Indian medicine. The great pains taken
to collect, describe, and classify the different types of plants further
indicate the origins of Indian scientific thought.

In addition to the evidence of a systematic mode of thinking, the
Vedic healers showed that they were familiar with more empirical tech-
niques. Understandably, these are encountered most frequently in the
treatment of external diseases: a form of surgery, utilizing a reed as a
catheter, was performed to relieve urine retention; lancing and salt were
used in the treatment of certain pustules; wounds were cauterized with
caustic medicines and perhaps fire; sand and perhaps also reeds were
applied to stop the flow of blood from a wound and perhaps from the
uterus; a resinous exudation was applied to wounds to prevent bleeding
and to aid in the healing process; ointments and dyes were applied to
the skin; a special plant was used that evidently promoted the growth of
hair; and certain plants may have been utilized in a salve or poultice.
Perhaps the most important empirical method of healing was the use of
water in a type of hydrotherapy. It was employed for numerous ail-
ments, both internal and external, suggesting that it was a significant
therapeutic agent.

The mantra, or magico-religious utterance, was the key component
of the healing rite. When properly executed at the designated auspicious
time and place, the healer was able to unlock the door to the realm of the
spirits and obtain the power necessary to ward off or destroy disease
and to make medicines efficacious. Only the healer controlled the man-
tra, so that he alone governed the power to heal. Armed with his arsenal
of mantras and other weapons of magic he set about his task of remov-
ing disease.

By the time of the early classical medical treatises, dating from
around the Christian era, magico-religious medicine had given way to a
medical system dominated by ideas more empirically and rationally
based. A reverence for the older medical tradition of the Aiharvaveda,
nevertheless, was still advocated, as expressed in the following passage
from the Caraka Samhitä (Sütrasthära 30.21):3

Therefore, by the physician who has inquired about [which Veda an
äyurvedic practitioner should follow, verse 20], devotion to the Aihar-
vaveda is ordered from among the four [Vedas]; Rgveda, Sämaveda, Yajur-
veda, and Atharvaveda. For it is stated that the sacred knowledge [veda]
of the fire priests (atharvans) is medical science because [it] encompasses
the giving of gifts (dona), invoking blessings (svasti), sacrifice to deities
(ayana), the offering of oblations (ball), auspicious observances (man-
gala), the giving of burnt offerings (homo), restraint of the mind
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{niyama), atonement (prayascitta), fasting (upaväsa), and the recitation of
magico-religious utterances (mantra), etc.;4 and medical science is
taught for the benefit of long life.

The focus of this study, therefore, will be on the element of Athar-
vavedic medicine that functioned as the fundamental key component in
the ritual, the mantra, and the ways it was used in äyurveda. The sources
we shall use are among the oldest of the äyurvedic treatises: Bhela
Samhitä,5 Caraka Samhitä (Ca),6 and Susruta Samhitä (Su).7 The äyurvedic
employment of mantras can be grouped into the following general cate-
gories: (1) the treatment of swellings or tumors and of wounds and sores
(sotha, vrana); (2) the treatment of poison (visa)', (3) the treatment of
mental disorders (unmatta, apasmära); (4) the treatment of fever (jvara),
and (5) the collection and preparation of certain medicines.

TREATMENT OF SWELLINGS OR TUMORS AND OF WOUNDS
AND SORES (SOTHA, VRANA)

The specific swellings or tumors requiring the use of mantras are the
external (ägantu) types, which have symptoms opposite to the innate
(nija) swellings. They begin by being painful and then are associated
with the wind element. They are treated, according to the Caraka Samhitä
(Sü 18.5), with bandages, mantras, antidotes, plasters, and hot-cold
compresses. Similarly, external wounds or sores, being opposite to the
innate ones, are distinguished by treatments beginning with mantras,
antidotes, plasters, and by their causes and localization of symptoms
(CaCi 25.8). It is clear that swellings (sotha) and wounds (vrana) were
known to have the same characteristics and, therefore, required very
similar treatments, implying that they were considered to be almost
synonymous. Both terms, sotha and vrana, are missing from the Athar-
vaveda (and Rgveda), but parallel expressions such as vidradhä (abscess),
visalpaka (visdlpa, cutaneous swelling),8 apacit (rash with pustules), and
balasa (swelling) are mentioned in the earlier texts. The afflictions apacit9

and balasa10 have charms devoted to their removal, giving rise, perhaps,
to the use of mantras in the cure of swellings or tumors and wounds or
sores in early äyurvedic medicine.

TREATMENT OF POISON (VISA)

The most significant use of mantras in äyurveda is found in the branch
of medical science that involves toxicology, commonly known as agada-
tantra. The beginning of the science can be traced to the Atharvaveda and
to the Rgveda, which contain no less that ten hymns devoted to the
eradication of poison deriving from various sources.11 This is the part of
India's medical science that Alexander of Macedonia found to be the
most advanced, as Arrian informs us (Indica, 15.11-12):
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But as many [as were] Greek physicians, no cure at all had been found
by then [for one] who had been bitten by an Indian snake; but in fact
Indians themselves cured the ones who were smitten. And in this
connection, Nearchus says [that] Alexander kept collected about him-
self as many of [the] Indians as were very skilled in the healing [art],
and had made proclamation throughout his camp that whoever was
bitten should have recourse to the king's tent. But these same [people]
are physicians also for other diseases and misfortunes.12

The knowledge of poisons, then, was one of the earliest medical
sciences over which the Indian physicians gained mastery. Both in war
and in their general practice, they were confronted with cases of poison-
ing, which provided ample opportunities to test various remedies. Con-
ceiving that such dreadful effects were caused by different demonically
inspired creatures or practices, they devised mantras against each type.
Having classified the various types of poisons on the basis of their vec-
tors, they would proceed to recite the appropriate magical utterance,
while performing a rite that often included a more therapeutic approach.
This early tradition of toxicology was incorporated into ayurveda, where
we find the same approach employed to the treatment of those afflicted
by poison.

In the Caraka Samhitä (Ci 23.34-37), mantras are mentioned in the list
of twenty-four remedies against the poisons deemed to be curable. Car-
aka also teaches a typical procedure involving the use of mantras in the
cure of poison (Ci. 23.61):

With [the recitation of] mantras, the binding of the [blood] vessels [is to
be performed], the rubbing down [of the patient]13 is to be carried out
and a self-protection [is to be executed].14 One must first conquer that
"humor" [dosa]15 in whose domain the poison is [situated].

Susruta explains the acquisition, efficacy and use of mantras in the
cure of poisoning from snakebite (Ka 5.8-13):

8. And also the one accomplished in the mantra should tie the ban-
dage [i.e., tourniquet] to the accompaniment of the mantra; indeed
that [tourniquet] bound by cords, etc., is considered to be an effec-
tive remedy against the [spread of] poison.

9. The mantras,16 previously mentioned by gods, brahmanas, and
sages [and thus] consisting of truth and ascetic heat (tapas),17 are
not otherwise; they quickly destroy the poison which is difficult [to
cure].

10. The poison is checked quickly by the efficacious mantras consisting
of truth, holy speech (brahman) and ascetic heat, not, therefore, by
the medicines employed.

11. The acquisition of the mantras is to be made by one who abstains
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from women, meat, and honey,18 who is abstemious in food, who
is purified [and] who reclines on a bed of fcusa-grass.

12. For the purpose of the success of the mantras, one should diligently
worship the divinities by [giving] offerings of perfumes and
garlands, by oblations, by muttering [sacred verses] and by [giving]
burnt offerings.19

13. But since mantras pronounced without observing the proper rules
or [recited] with the proper accents and syllables missing, do not
attain success, the technique of antidotes is, therefore, useful.20

In these verses, a clearly magico-religious attitude, very much Athar-
vavedic in character, is advocated toward the healing of snake poison by
the recitation of mantras. It looks back to a time when only the most
primitive techniques of a tourniquet and mantras were employed and a
priest rather than a physician performed the healing. Verse 9 refers to
"previously mentioned" mantras. In an Atharvavedic hymn (6.12)
against the poison from snakes, Verse 2 speaks of a similar mantra:

By that [mantra] which was known by the brähmanas, by the sages and
by the gods [and] which was in the past, will be in the future and is
now in the mouth, I cover your poison.

The last verse (13) is significant because it presents a more rational
approach, quite likely of äyurvedic inspiration: Should the charms fail,
the best resort is to an antidote.

In the case of hydrophobia (jalatmsa) caused by the bite of a mad dog
(alarkvisa; commentary: unmattakukkura), Susruta (Ka 7.59cd-62ab) pre-
scribes that the patient should be bathed with cold water containing
ingredients consecrated with mantras at a river bank or a crossroad and
that an offering should be made while reciting the following mantra:

O Yaksa, lord of mad-dogs, lord of the race of dogs, quickly
make

for me him, afflicted by mad-dogs, without pain.

This ritual recalls magico-religious rites prescribed in the Kausika Sütra.
In Kausika Sütra 26.29-32, in a rite for one possessed by demons, a
patient is anointed with fragrant powders and ghee at a crossroad and
sprinkled with water containing the fragrant powders while standing in
a river against the current; and in Kausika Sütra 28.1-4, in a rite against
poison, obeisance is first made to Taksaka, a serpent-god, and a patient
is sprinkled with and made to drink fresh water and water containing a
vegetal medicine. Water also is an effective cure against poison in Athar-
vaveda 6.100.2.21 Although generally considered inauspicious, cross-
roads are suitable places to undertake healings because demons fre-
quently congregate there.
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An interesting chapter in the Susruta Samhitä (Sü 34) teaches that a
king who is about to go into battle must be protected from various kinds
of poison both by a physican (vaidya) skilled in the essences of medicines
and by a domestic priest (purohita) versed in magico-religious speech.
And since Brahma (Prajäpati) declared äyurveda to be a limb of the Veda
(vedänga), the prudent physician must conduct himself in accordance
with the judgements of the priest.

The priest in this healing rite is held in greater authority than the
doctor, pointing to the antiquity of the practice. Although religion was
strongly favored over "science," both were required to secure the pro-
tection of the king.

Mantras were also used in the preparations of antidotes. In CaCi
23.223, water, used to treat one suffering from a false fear of poisoning,
is purified by means of magico-religious utterances. The preparation of
the antidote, mahägandhihasti (the elephant with a great scent), is to be
carried out according to the following prescription (CaCi 23.90-94). And
while crushing [the medicine], one should utter this effective mantra:

My mother is conquering (jaya), by name; my father is
conquering (jaya),22

by name. I, the son of conquering [masc] and conquering
[fern.] am victory

(vijaya) and now I conquer. Obeisance to Purusasimha, to
Visnu, to

Visvakarman, to Sanätana, to Krsna, to Bhava and to
Vibhava. [I am]23

the radiance of Vrsäkapi [the Sun], in person [i.e. in life], the
radiance of

Brahma and Indra, in death. As I do not know the defeat of
Vasudeva

(Krsna), the marriage of a mother and the desiccation of an
ocean,

therefore, let this antidote be successful by this true speech.
When the best of all medicines is ground together [, say]: "O

Hilinili, protect, svähäl"24

This antidote, when properly consecrated, was so powerful that the
place where it was stored was unaffected by Atharvan mantras (of black
magic), by various demons, by sorcery, or by specters (CaCi 23.88).

The religious nature of this mantra is apparent from the reference to
various deities whose powers the charmer desires transferred to the
antidote. The recitation of the nonsense word Hilinili reflects the esoteric
nature of the mantra. Speaking this word, the significance of which was
known only to the initiated, imbued the medicine with the power to
protect and to heal. The first part of the mantra is Atharvavedic in
character. Variants of the mother-father-son analogy can be found in a
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hymn against poison (AV 6.16.2), in a hymn for the consecration of the
medicine (siläci; lac?) (AV 5.5.1,8), in a hymn for the consecration of
simples (RV 10.97.9), and in a hymn for the consecration of the plant
küstha (AV 5.4.8; 19.39.3).

Powerful antidotes were also used to ward off black magic. In CaCi
23.59, the antidote mrtasamjivana is said to be effective, among other
things, against evil mantras and mantras of sorcery.

TREATMENT OF MENTAL DISORDERS (UNMÄDA, UNMATTA,
APASMÄRA)

The recitation of magico-religious speech was both a characteristic
and a treatment of insanity (unmäda, unmatta). Caraka (Ci 9.20) describes
a patient suffering from insanity caused by the demons brahmaraksas as
"one, in whom guffaws and dancing predominate, [who is charac-
terized] by [his] hatred of and contempt for gods, inspired men, and
physicians, by [his] recitation of eulogies, of mantras to the gods and of
law books, and by the self-infliction [of pain] with wooden sticks, etc/ '
Because these actions may characterize any holy man or ascetic, one
must presume that the reference is to individuals who imitated the
activities and practices of these religious men.

On the other hand, patients sufferings from insanity arising from
lust {rail) and the desire for worship (abhyarcana) are treated by a purely
magical rite, utilizing mantras, simples, amulets and various sacrifical,
religious, ascetic, and propitiatory observances (CaNi 7.15-16 and Ci
9.23). A similar cure is prescribed for one suffering from insanity from
external causes (ägantu) (CaCi 9.16,23,93-94) and insanity caused by
gods, sages, fathers (i.e., dead ancestors) and Gandharvas (CaCi 9.88-
90). Likewise, in the case of apasmära (epilepsy) arising from external
causes, mantras, etc., are said to be benficial (CaNi 8.10).

In the Atharvaveda (6.111), two types of insanity are implied: the
demented state brought on by the patient, as a result of his infringement
of certain divine mores or taboos (ünmadita); and the abnormal mental
state caused by demonic possession (unmatta). In the same hymn, the
insane person is described as having an agitated mind and talking non-
sense. He is cured by propitiating Agni, the Apsarases, Indra, and
Bhaga through the recitation of the mantra and by the use of medicines
consecrated with the mantra. The term apasmära does not occur in the
Atharvarveda or in the Rgveda.

TREATMENT OF FEVER (JVARA)

The äyurvedic use of mantras in the treatment of fever is especially
significant as it appears to be found only in the Bhelasamhüä, a text that
may contain material earlier than that found in either of the two "clas-
sical" äyurvedic treatises, the Caraka- and Susruta-Samhitäs. This unique
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explanation occurs in Ci 1.46-51 and is said to be ' 'healing by divine
intervention" (jvare daivavyapäsrayacikitsä):

46. Fever, arising from the anger of the Great Lord (Siva), has been
previously mentioned by the great sages. Therefore, for the sake of
liberation from fever, one should worship Rsabhadhvaja (Siva).

47. Ritual ablutions, appeasements, burnt offerings, solemn vows,
penance, restraint, vegetal oblations, [proper] intentions and the
destroyers of fever (jvaranäsana) mentioned in the Veda [all] kill
[fever].

48. Overlord of disease, extremely powerful, the fever [is] the origin of
disease; fatal to all beings, sublime, the fever is declared [to be]
characteristic of fire.

49. Occasional, arising from evil, [it] should be difficult to cure by
physicians; therefore, one should check [it] by mantras proclaimed
in the Veda and by burnt offerings.

50. Fever, therefore, does not enter the man [when the prescribed
method of] warding off fever, which [involves] violent action occur-
ring in [the rites of] demonology, is properly executed by a witch
doctor (bhütavaidya).

51. Moreover, the ancient cure of fever is to be employed by the physi-
cian who worships Rudra, who is pure, who practices asceticism
and who is prudent [in his duties].

Statements contained in these verses suggest very strongly that the
fever (jvara) treated is the Atharvavedic takman. In Verse 46, the fever is
associated with Siva, the later Hindu name of the Vedic god Rudra, who
in the Atharvaveda is inextricably connected with the demon takmdn.25

Likewise, Verse 51 speaks of an ancient cure for fever used by the
physician who worships Rudra and Verse 50 mentions the use of the
magico-religious practices of demonology in the treatment. Verse 47
contains the expression jvaranäsana (destroyers of fever), which are said
to be of Vedic origin. This calls to mind the phrase takmanäsanagana (the
group [of Atharvavedic hymns] destructive of takman), mentioned at
Atharvaveda Parisista 34.7.26 Similarly, "the mantras proclaimed in the
Veda/7 in Verse 49, most likely refer to the list of Atharvaveda Parisistß
34.7. The äyurvedic explanation of the cause and treatment of fever
(jvara) found in the Bhelasamhitä, therefore, demonstrates a close connec-
tion with and even reliance on the more ancient, religiously inspired
healing practices of the Atharvaveda and points to an antique doctrine
retained in a "classical" medical treatise.

COLLECTION AND PREPARATION OF MEDICINES

Mantras also were used during the collection of medicines and in the
preparation of certain remedies. The collection of the herbs used in an
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elixir relating to the removal of physical distress (nivrttasantäpiyam
rasäyanam) is undertaken according to a prescribed method (SuCi 30.26-
27). Indeed the simples, which have the appearance of a snake, are said
to be among the first seven.27 The uprooting of them is always to be
performed with this mantra:

Certainly for the sake of auspicious [results], [you simples]
be appeased by the asceticism and by the radiant energy of
Mahendra, of Räma, of Krsna, of brähmanas and of cows.

They are then consecrated accordingly (SuCi 30.28-30ab).

The intelligent [one] should consecrated precisely all [those simples]
with this mantra:

The Somas and those equal to Soma cannot ever be obtained by
people

who are unbelieving, indolent, ungrateful and evil doers. The
nectar

drunk but for a small remnant by the gods headed by Brahma, was
placed in [these simples], having Soma as their energy, and also
in Soma,28 the Lord of the Simples.29

The first mantra is recited in order to appease the plants that were
uprooted, suggesting an attitude of "nonviolence" (ahimsa) toward veg-
etal matter. The collection of medicinal plants by uprooting occurs in the
Atharvaveda and the propitiation of them for any harm done is found in
Rgveda 10.97.20 and Väjasaneyi Samhitä 12.98 and 100.30 The mention of
the Vedic plant par excellence, Soma, in the rite of consecration reflects
an archaic attitude, similar to that found in the Atharvaveda. The plant
kustha, the principal medicine against takmän, is made efficacious by
being closely associated with Soma at Atharvaveda 19.39.5-8.

Likewise, a cupful of a certain emetic drug is consecrated with the
following mantra (CaKa 1.14; slight variant SuSü 43.3):

May Brahma, Daksä, the Asvin-twins, Rudra, Indra,
Earth, Moon, Wind, Fire, the Rsis, together with the

multitude
of healing plants and host of beings, protect you. May this
medicine be for you like the elixer of the Rsis, like
the ambrosia of the gods, and like the nectar of the
best of the serpents.

In this mantra, the names of both Vedic and later Brähmanic di-
vinities, as well as other sacred elements found in the Veda, are invoked
in order to make the emetic especially powerful.

Elsewhere, mantras, especially those in gäyatri meter, are recited
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while preparing the elixir that promotes sexual desire in old age
(äyuskämarasäyana) (SuCi 28.9 and 25); and, as we have noticed, they are
used in the preparation of certain antidotes.

The use of magico-religious utterances played a dominant role in the
collection, consecration, and application of the pharmacopoeia in Vedic
medicine. Every cure required a mantra to be recited in connection with
its prescribed remedy. Two rather long hymns (RV 10.97 and AV 8.7) are
devoted to medicinal plants. In these hymns, the process of collection of
the herbs is mentioned, their consecration detailed, and their uses pre-
scribed. The comprehensive knowledge of plants, which the better äyur-
vedic physicians still possess, derives directly from the early Athar-
vavedic medical tradition.

CONCLUSIONS

A dependence on the use of magico-religious speech is characteristic
of the Atharvavedic medical tradition. In the Vedic medical rituals, it
was the key component, upon which the success or failure of a particu-
lar treatment hinged. The Vedic physician (bhisäj) recited mantras dur-
ing a prescribed rite in order to solicit the healing powers necessary to
effect a cure. The mantras were uttered primarily to destroy or to drive
away the demonic diseases, to ward off further attacks from them, and
to consecrate various medicines.

With the development of äyurveda around the Christian era, a quite
different approach to medicine began to emerge in India. A more ra-
tional or "scientific" attitude had all but replaced the magico-religious
medical doctrines of the Atharvaveda; and with these revolutionary ideas,
mantras assumed a subordinate, if not anomalous, place in the medical
treatments prescribed in the early äyurvedic literature. The examples
mentioned here are characteristically Atharvavedic and may be consid-
ered as representing the final vestiges of that archaic tradition in the
newer medicine of äyurveda. The diseases treated by mantras are those
that have either exact or very similar parallels in the Atharvaveda. Al-
though the cures using mantras were magico-religious, one finds that
more therapeutic or empirical procedures also were often used or advo-
cated. The duty of reciting the mantras does not always seem to have
been given to the physician (vaidya) but to a priest (purohita) who, in
certain cases requiring magico-religious treatment, commanded authori-
ty over the doctor. He and the physician worked together to effect a
cure. The combining of medical expertise in this way points to the more
ancient doctrine, in which religion and medicine were inseparable.

It is important to note that äyurvedic mantras often included both
Vedic and later Brähmanic or Hindu names of divinities and sacred
elements. This points to a conscious effort to incorporate early religious
matter into a late compilation; thereby sanctifying the tradition of
medicine.
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At all times and in almost every culture, a connection between medi-
cine and religion is demonstrable. The belief that by soliciting divine
intervention through prayer and ritual no disease is incurable cuts
across cultural boundaries. Cases of miraculous cures abound in Chris-
tianity, especially in Catholicism and in Greek Orthodoxy. Inspired by
these stories and accounts of supernatural healing documented in re-
ligious literature of the tradition, even today, patients suffering from
seemingly incurable diseases, for whom the best of modern tech-
nological medicine has failed to effect a cure, will seek divine interven-
tion. Prayer vigils, often lasting several days, will be undertaken by
friends and relatives at the patient's bedside and special services will be
offered. The hope is that, through their prayers, the beneficent beings of
the heavenly realm or God will be motivated to heal the patient, to bring
him from a state of near death to a healthy, sound condition.

It seems very possible that, in certain cases, the use of mantras in
äyurvedic medicine served a similar purpose. More often, however, it
appears that mantras and the accompanying magico-religious healing
ritual were employed because they reflected the earlier sacred tradition
of Vedic medicine. The mantras of Vedic medicine served as models for
the mantras of the äyurvedic tradition. The earlier usage of mantras
corresponded to their later medical employment. The medical authors
merely recast the Vedic mantras according to the newly emerging tradi-
tion of Hinduism.

The äyurvedic movement away from magical medicine clearly is il-
lustrated in a passage from the Susruta Samhitä, found in connection
with the treatment of wounds and sores (vrana) (Ci 1.75b-77a):

75b-76a. Because of [its] establishment in the traditional precepts
(ägama) and likewise because [it] shows results,31 this
[procedure of cleaning (by evacuation) and treatment] is to be
used as if it were a mantra; in no way is it to be called into
question.

76b-77a. And also, by his own resolution, [the physician] must dis-
tribute as a remedy the treatments [which are] among the
seven beginning with the astringents,32 which have been pre-
viously mentioned by me [in Verses 62-75a].

The author's use of "as if it were a mantra" (mantravat) is quite
deliberate. It reflects a knowledge of the Atharvavedic use of mantras in
the treatment of wounds and sores, which we noticed earlier in the case
of swellings and wounds (sotha, vrana). However, he does not advocate
their use in this instance; rather, he emphatically states that the pro-
cedure of cleaning [by evacuation] (sodhana) and treatment (ropana), out-
lined in the previous verses, must be employed. As a mantra, pre-
viously, this healing technique, now, is not to be questioned.

In support of the general thesis of this paper, these verses illustrate
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well the early äyurvedic doctrinal shift from a magico-religious approach
to medicine and to a more empirico-rational one. Later medical evidence
demonstrates that magical medicine did not completely vanish vis-ä-vis
the developing äyurveda. It was, however, never to gain the status in
äyurvedic medicine that it enjoyed in Atharvavedic medicine.

This examination of the use of mantras in äyurveda has allowed us to
look into the part of medicine that is not purely scientific. It has shown
us the role played by magico-religious medicine in a traditional medical
system that was becoming dominated by an empirico-rational approach
to disease and cure. Being a product of a culture whose peoples7 lives are
governed by a deeply religious sentiment, it is uniquely Indian, but the
underlying belief in the efficacy of magico-religious speech for healing
transcends the barriers of both time and culture.

APPENDIX

In the section on children's diseases (kumäratantra) of the Susruta
Samhitä, several chapters are devoted to warding off nine disease-caus-
ing demons (Utt 27-36). Concluding each of the chapters are verses to
be recited in the course of the overall magical rite. In no instance are
these metrical passages called mantras in the text; but the commentator,
Dalhana, refers to them as "mantras of protection" (raksämantra, or raksä
in abbreviated form). The contents of the verses draw largely on classical
Indian mythology, derived principally from the Mahabhärata and the
Puränas rather than from the Vedic Samhitäs. Parallels cannot be found in
the Atharvavedic material, suggesting that their source is from a later
tradition. Similarly, not being called mantra by the author, it is likely that
these verses were not considered to have originated in the sacred Vedic
texts. No less efficacious, they have become an important part of the
rites for healing children who required protection and favors from de-
monic forces. Their employment here further demonstrates that specific
traditions of magico-religious medicine were incorporated into äyurveda.
In the case of children's diseases, however, the use of mantras cannot be
traced back to Atharvavedic medicine.

The following is a translation of the verses, addressed to the nine
deities, all but three of which are female. The sequence begins with
soliciting favors from the nine seizers as a group and then proceeds to
address each of the nine deities individually.

THE NINE SEIZERS {NAVAGRAHA) (SUUTT 27)

18-20. While offerings are thrown into the fire, [the following mantra
should be recited:]

20b-21. To Agni (fire) and to Krttikä,33 continually say, "svahä, svahä."
Obeisance to the god Skanda,34 obeisance to the Lord of the
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seizers. Obediently, I salute you. Will you accept my oblation.
May you cause my child to be healthy and without disease.

SKANDAGRAHA (SUUTT 28)

9. One should wash the child with water consecrated with the gäyatn-
verse (RV 3.62.10), and light the sacrifical fire with libations.

10. Hence I, the protector, the destroyer of the children's evil shall
proclaim [these verses] which are to be made every day by the
indefatigable physician (bhisaj):

11. Let that eternal god Skanda, who is the receptacle of the ascetic
heats (tapas), of the radiant heats (tejas), of honors and of wonderful
forms, be gracious to you.

12. Let the god, The Lord of the Army of Seizers, The Mighty One
{vibhu), The Lord of the Army of Gods, the Lord Guha, destroyer of
the foes of the gods' army, protect you.

13. Let the one who is the offspring of all gods [Rudra, commentary],
of the Great One, of the Shining One [Agni] and of the Gangä
[Ganges], of Umä [Parvati] and of Krttikä, grant you peace.

14. Let the lord wearing a red garland and clothes, embellished with
red-sandal [paste], the god Krauncasüdana (Enemy of Kraunca),35

whose divine form is red, protect you.

SKANDÄPASMÄRA (SUUTT 29)

7-8. After making the necessary offering to Skandäpasmära, the child
should be bathed at a crossroad [and the following mantra of pro-
tection should be recited:]

9. He who is called Skandäpasmära, the cherished friend of Skanda,
is also called Visäkha (branchless, limbless), the one with a de-
formed face. Let there be the child's welfare.

SAKUNl (SUUTT 30)

9. One should make various worships (püjas) to Sakuni [and should
recite these verses of protection:]

10. Let the Säakuni [-bird], the goddess who wanders in the mid-
space, who is embellished with all adornments, who has a mouth
of iron and a sharp beak, be gracious to you.

11. Let the Sakuni [-bird], who has an awful appearance, a great body,
a large belly, reddish-brown eyes, pointed ears and a terrifying
voice, be gracious to you.

REVATI (SUUTT 31)36

8-9. After performing the proper rites, the physician (bhisaj) should, at
the confluence [of two rivers], bathe both the female supporter
[nurse] and the child [and should recite the following mantra of
protection:]
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10. Let the dark-coloured goddess Revati, anointed with unguents,
wearing various garments, [donning] different garlands and
[sporting] quivering earrings, be gracious to you.

11. Let the goddess Revati, Suskanämä (Dry [or Vain], by name),37

whom the goddess with manifold embellishments constantly es-
teems, who is large, dreadful, and bent over, and who has many
children, be gracious to you. >

PÜTANÄ (SUUTT 32)38

9. The bathing of the child with water remaining after religious ablu-
tions is prescribed; the goddess Pütanä is to be worshipped with
oblations together with gifts [and the following mantra of protec-
tion would be recited:]

10. Let the filthy [impure] goddess Pütanä, clothed in filthy [impure]
garments, who has dishevelled hair and recourse to empty houses
[var., empty gardens], protect the child.

11. Let the goddess Pütanä, who has an awful appearance and a very
bad smell, who is dreadful and black like a rain-cloud, and who
dwells in dilapidated39 houses, protect the child.

ANDHAPÜTANÄ (SUUTT 33)

7-8. After making offerings of raw and cooked meat and of blood at a
crossroad or inside a house, the child should be bathed with sacred
and efficacious water [and the following verse of protection should
be recited:]

9. Let the dreadful, tawny, bald goddess, clad in red garments,
Andhapütanä, being pleased, watch over this child.

SITAPÜTANÄ (SUUTT 34)

7b-8. After making the proper oblations, which include food made
of mudga,40 väruni-liquor^1 and blood (rudhira), to Sitapütanä,
the child should be bathed at the bank of a lake (literally, recepta-
cle of water)42 [and the following verse of protection should be
recited:]

9. Let the goddess, who has mudga-pap as food and who drinks liquor
and blood, the goddess Sitapütanä, whose abode is a lake, protect
you.

MUKHAMANDIKÄ (SUUTT 35)

6-8. After having made the appropriate oblations in the middle of a cow
pen (gosthamadhya), the bathing [of the child] with water purified
with the [gäyatri-] mantra43 is prescribed [and the following verse of
protection should be recited:]
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9. Let the decorated, beautiful, auspicious Mukhamandikä, who as-
sumes any shape at will and who is fond of dwelling in the middle
of a cow pen, protect you.

NAIGAMESA (SUUTT 3Ö)44

10. A bathing [of the child] [with water consecrated with the gäyatri-
verse, commentary] is commanded [to take place] beneath a Ban-
yan tree; one should offer oblations at a Banyan tree on the sixth
lunar day (tithi); [and the following verse of protection should be
recited:]

11. Let the greatly celebrated, ram-faced, god Naigamesa, Bälapitr
[Children's Father], who has quivering eyes and brows, and who
assumes any shape at will, protect the child.

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS CHAPTER

AV

Ca

Ci

HK

Ka

MS

Ni

P

RV

Sä
Su

Sü

TS

Utt

vs

Atharvaveda Samhita (Saunakrya recension)

Caraka Samhitä

Cikitsästhäna

Luise Hilgenberg and Willibald Kirfel, trans., Vägbhata's
Astähgahrdaya-samhitä, Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1941.

Kalpasthäna

Maiträyani Samhitä

Nidänasthäna

Atharvaveda Samhitä (Paippaläda recension)

Rgveda Samhitä

Särirasthäna

Susruta Samhitä

Sütrasthäna

Taittinya Samhitä

Uttarasthäna

Väjasaneyi Samhitä

NOTES

1. The introductory material and other discussions of Vedic medicine in this
essay derive from K. G. Zysk, Religious Healing in the Veda (Philadelphia: Ameri-
can Philosophical Society, 1985), 1-lla. This book includes translations and
annotations of medical hymns from the Rgveda and the Atharvaveda and render-
ings from the corresponding ritual texts.

2. Maurice Bloomfield, trans., Hymns of the Atharva Veda (1897, reprinted
Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1964), 518-19; Cf. M. Bloomfield, "Contributions to
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the Interpretation of the Veda. Fourth Series/7 American Journal of Philology, 12
(1891), 427 n.l; see also K. G. Zysk, Religious Healing in the Veda, 12-102, passim.

3. Compare CaSü 11. 54, where spiritual or magico-religious modes of heal-
ing were considered to be one of three types of medical treatment:

Cure is threefold: that having recourse to the gods (daiva), that having
recourse to reasoning (yukti), and that which conquers the spirit (sat-
tva). In that case, that having recourse to the gods [includes] the recita-
tion of mantras, the use of simples, the wearing of amulets, auspicious
observances, offering of oblations, presenting of gifts, giving of burnt
offerings, restraint of mind, atonement, fasting, invoking blessings,
sacrifice to deities, prostration to gods, and pilgrimages, etc. Moreover,
that having recourse to reasoning [involves] the application of the in-
take of food [diet], herbs and drugs. And, furthermore, the conquering
of the spirit [consists of] restraining the mind from hostile objects.

4. The commentator, Cakrapänidatta, states, "By means of this, a certain
part of the Atharvaveda is thus äyurveda because of [its] single purpose."

5. Bhela Samhitä, edited by V. S. Venkatasubramania Sastri and C. Raja Ra-
jeswara Sarma (New Delhi: Central Council for Research in Indian Medicine and
Homoeopathy, 1977).

6. The Caraka Samhitä by Agnivesa, revised by Caraka and Drdhabala, with the
Äyurvedadipikä commentary of Cakrapänidatta; edited by Jädavaji Trikamji
Äcärya (Bombay: Nirnaya Sägar Press, 1941). References to the commentary or
to the commentator of this text are to Cakrapänidatta.

7. Susruta Samhitä of Susruta, with the Nibandhasamgraha commentary of
Dalhanäcärya and the Nyäyacandrikä Panjikä of Gayadäsäcärya on Nidänasthäna;
edited by Jädavji Trikamji Äcärya and Näräyana Räma Äcärya "Kävyatirtha"
(Varanasi: Chaukhambha Orientalia, 1980 [Jaikrishnadas Ayurveda Series, 34]).
References to the commentary or to the commentator of this text are to Dalhana.

8. See AV 9.127.1,3; 9.8.2,20; cf. VS 12.97.

9. See AV 6.25,83; 7.74(78).1,2; 7.76(80).l,2.

10. AV 6.14,127.

11. RV 10.191; AV 4.6,7; 5.13; 6.12,16,100; 7.56(57), 88(93) and 107(112).

12. My translation; cf. R. C. Majumdar, ed., The Classical Accounts of India
(Calcutta: Firma KLM, 1981), 229; and E. I. Robson, trans., Arrian, vol. 2
(Cambridge, Mass.: Harvard University Press, 1958), 350-53 (Loeb edition).

13. Commentary: "The wiping away of poison in reverse direction is to be
undertaken with mantras."

14. Commentary: "[The self-protection is] for the purpose of preventing
demonic possession."
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15. The dosas are threefold: wind (väta, väyü), bile (pitta), and phlegm (kapha,
slesman). On analogy with the Hippocratic and Galenic systems, they are vitiat-
ing forces in the body.

16. Commentary: "The mantras, beginning with kurukullä and bherundä and
named in the best treatises, are here not mentioned/7 The word kurukullä is
obscure. It could be from kurukulyä, "belonging to the Kuru race"; or, more
likely, it is the name of a deity in Buddhism. The term bherundä is the name, of a
goddess, either Kali or Yaksinl. For both words, see Monier-Williams, A Sanskrit-
English Dictionary (1899; reprinted Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1974).

17. "[They are] consisting of truth by being prescribed by the gods and
sages, [and] consisting of ascetic heat by being prescribed by brähmanas and
sages.

18. Commentary: "Both an intoxicating drink and ksaudra-honey are to be
avoided."

19. The commentator adds: "7by meditation7 which is unexpressed."

20. Commentary: "The technique of antidotes is proper in the case of the
failure of the mantra due to not following the correct procedures or due to
defective recitations [i.e., reciting without proper accents, etc.]." Similarly, evil
spirits (bhüta), not able to be conquered by the offering of oblations (ball) or by
the recitation of mantras presented in the science of the spirits (i.e., demon-
ology) (bhütavidyä), should be treated with medical prescriptions {yoga) (SuUtt
60.36b-37a).

21. Water is often used in the healing rites of the early Veda and is usually
consecrated with the following formulaic verse (RV 10.137.6; AV 3.7.5; 6.91.3; P
3.2.7; 5.18.9; and 19.18.9): "The waters [are] indeed medicinal; the waters [are]
arazM-dispellers; [and] the waters [are] medicine for every [disease]. [Therefore,]
let them [be] medicine for you."

22. Variant reading: "my father is victory (vijaya), by name/7

23. The names Purusasimha, Sanätana, Bhava and Vibhava are uncertain.
Purusasimha (literally, man-lion) could be the name of a hero, or it could refer to
the name of the fifth of the black Väsudevas in Jainism, Sanätana (meaning
eternal) may refer to "the mind-born son of Brahma.77 Bhava and Vibhava could
be "existence77 and "evolution/7 deified. Bhava is often equated with Siva-
Rudra; Vibhava in Vaisnavism is "the evolution of the Supreme Being into
secondary forms." See Monier-Williams, A Sanskrit-English Dictionary. It is clear
from the context that all the appellations in this passage refer to names, most
likely, of divinities.

24. A variant to these verses occurs at Astähgahrdaya Samhitä, Utt 35.26cd-30,
where the antidote is called, Candrodaya, "Ascent of the moon": While a pu-
rified virgin (kanyä) prepares the best antidote, Candrodaya, the physician
(vaidya), himself ritually pure, should then recite this mantra:
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Obeisance to Purusasimha and obeisance to Näräyana. Just as one does
not know the defeat of Krsna in battle (variant: Just as that Krsna does
not know defeat in battle; cf. HK, 686-87), just so, let the antidote
succeed for me by this true speech. Obeisance! O Vaidüryamätä, O
Huluhulu, protect me from all poisons. O Gauri, O Gändhäri, O Cän-
däli, O Mätahgi, svähä!

And when it is ground, a second mantra (is recited):
O Harimäyi, svähä! (variants: O Hari; O Haritamäyi, svähä!). Certain names

mentioned in this variant are difficult. Unlike in CaCi 23.90-94, these appella-
tions are for the most part feminine: Vaidüryamätä is obscure; Huluhulu, like
Hilihili, appears to be a nonsense word; Gauri could refer to Pärvati, or, perhaps
more likely, it is a variant of Gaudi, the name of a woman from Gaur in central
Bengal; Gändhäri refers to a Gändhära woman, Cändäli a Candäla woman, and
Mätarigi a Candäla or Kiräta woman. Harimäyi is obscure; but, based on the
variant Hari, it may refer to Visnu-Krsna.

25. See in particular AV 6.20.2; 11.2.3(P 5.12.7= 13.1.14), 22,26. A similar
association is only implied at CaCi 3.14 and Ni 1.18ff.

26. See M. Bloomfield, ed., The Kausika Sutra of the Atharvaveda (1884; rpt.
Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1972), 71 n. 1.

27. These seven should include: ajagarl, svetakäpoti, gonasi, krsnakäpoti, värähi
(Dioscorea bulbifera, Linn), chaträ(=dronapuspi; Leucas cephalotes, Spreng) and atic-
chatrakä(?= aticchatrikä=dronapuspi=chaträ). I have been able to identify, with the
help of the nighantus, only three plants; the other four are obscure. Although
gonasi is reckoned among the first seven, its inclusion is doubtful because the
text (verse 12) states that it has rather the shape of a cow's nose (gonasäkrti). The
last in the list of a total of eighteen plants mentioned in verses 9-25, however, is
vegavati, which is said to resemble a snake's shed skin (sarpanirmokasannibha).

28. Commentary: "in the moon" (candramasi).

29. The commentator introduces this passage by saying that it speaks of the
views of the ancient, sacred texts; i.e., the Veda (sruti).

30. See also Rgvidhäna 3.42.8-4.1.3. The earliest reference to ahimsä as ap-
plied to plants occurs at MS 3.9.3 and TS 6.3.3.2. Cf. Hanns-Peter Schmidt, "The
Origin of Ahimsä," Melanges d' Indianisme: Ä la Memoire de Louis Renou (Paris:
Editions E. de Boccard, 1968), 626-55.

31. Commentary: "because it shows a state of nondisease [i.e., health]."

32. The seven, beginning with the astringen.s, constitute the procedure of
cleaning and treatment. Following the commentary, they are as follows: the use
of astringents, of bandgages, of pastes, of clarified butter, of oils, of semi-solid
extracts (rasakriyäf cf. CaCi 14.185-192; 26.195), and of powders.

33. The commentator to SuUtt 28.13 explains that this deity is the wife of the
seven Rsis, enumerated as six. John Dowson says that they are the Pleiades, the
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six nurses of the war-god Kärttikeya and that "they were daughters of a king
according to one legend, wives of Rsis according to another" (A Classical Diction-
ary of Hindu Mythology and Religion, Geography, History and Literature. London:
Routledge & Kegan Paul, Ltd., 1972, 169).

34. This deity is the god of war and the planet Mars, also called Kärttikeya.
In the epics, he is the son of Siva (Rudra) and is said to have been produced
when Siva cast his seed into fire (Agni), afterwards being received by Gangä (the
Ganges River). He was raised by Krttikä, has six heads and the name Kärttikeya.
His father is sometimes said to be Agni (fire); and Gangä and Pärvatä are called
his mothers. He was produced to destroy the evil warrior Täraka, whose aus-
terities made him an important foe of the gods. He is represented as riding on a
peacock, carrying a bow in one hand and an arrow in the other. His wife is
Kaumäri (maiden) or Senä (army). He has numerous epithets, including Ma-
häsena (whose army is great), Senäpati (lord of the army), Kumära (child), and
Guha, (the mysterious one) (Ibid., 152).

35. Kraunca is said to be a pass situated somewhere in the Himalayas,
which, according to the Väyu Puräna, was created by Kärttikeya's splitting open
Mount Kraunca. It also refers to a confederate of Täraka, against whom Kärt-
tikeya triumphantly led the gods (Ibid., 159). Accordingly, the enemy of Kraunca
is Kärttikeya (so also commentary).

36. She was the beautiful daughter of King Raivata and the wife of Balaräma.
She was known to be very tall. Balaräma reduced her size with the end of a
ploughshare and she became his wife. She is said to have two sons and to have
partaken in drinking bouts with her husband (Dowson, A Classical Dictionary,
266).

37. Commentary glosses as Suskarevati.

38. She is a female demon and daughter of Bali, a just, demonic warrior
king. She attempted to kill the baby Krsna by suckling him, but was sucked to
death by the infant (Dowson, A Classical Dictionary, 251).

39. Reading: bhinnägäräsaya.

40. The word mudga is generally considered to be the name of the plant
Phaseolus mungo Linn or green gram. Its seeds are often made into a soup and
given as the first article of a diet to someone recovering from an acute illness. See
G. J. Meulenbeld, The Mädhavanidäna and Its Chief Commentary, chapters 1-10.
(Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1974) 590; U. C. Dutt, The Materia Medica of the Hindus (Calcut-
ta: Madan Gopal Dass, 1922) 150-51; and A. K. Nadkarni and K. M. Nadkarni,
Dr. K. M. Nadkarni's Indian Materia Medica, vol. 1 (1908, reprinted Bombay:
Popular Prakashan, 1954) 939-40.

41. On the one hand väruni is a synonym for alcoholic beverages (sura), on
the other it is a type of liquor made from ground vunarnavä and soli rice (see
Meulenbeld, The Mädhavanidäna, 515).
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42. Commentary: "near a river/'

43. Following the commentary; cf. also SuUtt 28.9.

44. In the Mahäbhärata, Naigamesa is the "goat-faced form of Agni." Mar-
garet and James Stutley also cite Coomaraswamy who describes him as ante-
lope-headed and claims that he is connected with procreation in both Hindu and
Jaina mythology (A Dictionary of Hinduism, London: Routledge & Kegan Paul,
1977, 200).



CHAPTER 5

Are Mantras Speech Acts? The Mlmämsä

Point of View

John Taber

yad grhitam avijnätam nigadenaiva sabdyate,
anagnäv iva suskaidho na taj jvalati karhicit;
(What is merely vocalized without being
understood,
like dry wood without fire, never ignites.)

Nirukta 1.18

The Mlmämsä is interested in language from the
point of view of performance, not of
competence.

J. F. Steal

RECENTLY, SEVERAL ATTEMPTS HAVE BEEN made to analyze man-
tras as speech acts (McDermott 1975; Wheelock 1980, 1982; also the
contributions by Alper and Wheelock in this volume). While these stud-
ies promise eventually to make more sense out of mantras in terms of
our own linguistic theory, it still remains to be seen, for the most part,
how those who employ mantras understand them. With this essay, I
hope to remedy the situation somewhat. I shall examine the treatment of
Vedic mantras in the Mlmämsä school of Indian philosophy, which
indeed at first sight appears to be comparable to a speech act analysis. I
shall then go on to evaluate the range and suitability of applying the
concept of a speech act to Mlmämsä philosophy of language in general.
This discussion, in turn, will have implications for the relevance of that
notion for other classical Indian schools of linguistic thought.

WHAT IS A SPEECH ACT?

It should be kept firmly in mind that to designate a certain linguistic
item a speech act, in the technical sense developed especially by Searle,

144
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involves subscribing to a general way of viewing language. Speech act
theory claims that the most fruitful way to approach linguistic phe-
nomena is to see them as actions; that is, rule-governed behavior of
intelligent agents for the achievement of certain ends. All utterances are
to be viewed in this way insofar as they are instances of linguistic com-
munication. From the standpoint of speech act theory it is not the case
that some instances of linguistic communication are speech acts (say,
what J. L. Austin 1961 singled out as "performative utterances") while
others (say, simple assertions) are not.1

To ask, therefore, whether a particular linguistic event is a speech act
is tantamount to asking whether anyone means anything by it; that is,
whether it was produced with an intention to bring about some reaction
or response in a reader or hearer, to establish awareness of some state of
affairs, or even to bring a state of affairs into existence—as one does
when, in the context of a marriage ceremony, one utters the words I
do—and so on. Searle makes this point with contrasting reference to
noises and marks produced accidentally. Etchings in stone or noises
caused by eroison or the wind may appear to be hieroglyphs or voices,
but because they are not caused by persons with certain intentions, they
are not instances of linguistic communication; they are not speech acts
(1969, 16-17).

With this understanding in hand, it appears immediately significant
that the concern of the Mlmämsä philosopher regarding mantras—here
and in what follows, I take Sabara as my principal source—is whether
they convey something meant or intended (vivaksitavacana, MiSuBh
1.2.31, 1.143). This is not, stricly, a concern about whether mantras are
meaningful.2 For as Kumärilabhatta explains, in commenting on Sabara
(TV, 1.143-44), a capacity of words to express meanings is always ascer-
tained. Even in the case of mantras, their meaning is usually evident as
soon as they are pronounced. They are grammatical; they make sense of
themselves. But, still, when a mantra is presented in the Veda as a
formula to be uttered in the context of a ritual, one may take it actually to
express what it means, or one may not. One may simply take it as a
noise, a mere utterance (uccäranamätra). And so it is appropriately asked,
kim vivaksitavacana manträ utävivaksitavacanäh—that is, not Are mantras
meaningful? but, roughly, Are the meanings of mantras intended? Are
mantras meant? And, this would seem to be none other than the ques-
tion Are mantras instances of linguistic communication? From the stand-
point of speech act theory the question is Are mantras speech acts?
(Searle 1971a, 44-45).

THE CONTEXT OF THE DISCUSSION

While it is not well known that pragmatics figures in the Mimämsä
treatment of mantras, some features of the discussion have been widely
noticed, above all the suggestion that mantras are absurd (Strauss 1927a,
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121-25; Renou 1960a, 72-75; Staal 1967, 45-46). In the debate of whether
mantras are intended utterances, the Mlmämsaka allows his opponent
to support the contention that they are not, by indicating that, as far as
their literal meaning goes, some mantras are not the sort of sentences
that possibly could be intended. They speak of things that do not exist
(RV 4.58.3 mentions a being with four horns, three feet, two heads, and
seven hands); they attribute purposes to unconscious objects ("O plant,
protect this one!" TS 1.2.1); they are self-contradictory ("Aditi is heaven,
Aditi is the atmosphere," RV 1.89.10); some of them are simply in-
comprehensible ("O Indra, your spear sat firm [? amyak] for us," RV
1.169.3). Moreover, there are indications that even those mantras that
make coherent sense are employed in such a way as to make that sense
irrelevant: One is often directed to utter a mantra in circumstances to
which its meaning would seem to have already assigned it. (I shall give
an example of this problem later.) These objections were not considered
for the first time by the Mlmämsakas; most of those I have mentioned
were aired previously by Yäska, in his etymological treatise the Nirukta
(1.15), who attributes them to a certain Kautsa.3

Although such objections are rightly termed skeptical, it would be
wrong to suggest that the follower of Kautsa, as presented in the
Mimämsä discussion, is a real philosophical skeptic or even an unor-
thodox thinker.4 Although he denies the truth of some Vedic sentences,
he hardly means to challenge the authority of the Veda in the sense that
matters most to the ritualist; namely, as a manual for the performance of
the sacrifice. His doubts about the literal meaning of mantras ultimately
concern only how mantras are supposed to be employed in a sacrificial
context. He does not deny that they are to be employed in some way,
nor indeed that the sacrifice really delivers the benefits promised for it.5

For the ritualist—that is to say, for the Mlmämsaka as well as the Kaut-
san—the validity of the Veda as a theoretical document is basically
beside the point.6

Let us, however, step back to gain a wider perspective on the context
in which the debate of the issues raised by Kautsa takes place in Mlmäm-
sä. The Mimämsä, seen in its most general aspect, is a system of rules for
interpreting the directives for carrying out religious ritual presented by
the Brähmanas in conjunction with the Samhitäs, that is, the Veda proper.
(The Srauta-, Grhya-, and Dharmasütras, as smrti texts, are viewed as
secondary in authority to the Brähmanas.) The Mimämsä probably
evolved at a time when the traditional sacrificial lore was becoming less
known. Because it was no longer possible to rely on a continuing succes-
sion of specialists who knew the meaning of the ancient texts—who
knew such things as which mantras go with which procedures, the
sequence of ritual performances, and so on—guidelines had to be fixed
for making sense out of them. By the time of the formulation of a sutra
text for Mimämsä (400-200 B.C., attributed to Jaimini [Kane 1930-62,
V.1197]) however, the old ritual, especially the public rites, had fallen
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largely into disuse and the considerations raised begin to take on a
rather theoretical tone. A new, more philosophical—or, more precisely,
apologetic—concern shows itself. The Mimämsä is now announced as
"the investigation into dharma" (dharmajijnäsä) in general. Sabaras-
vämin (200-400 A.D. [Kane 1930-62, V.1197]), one of the first commen-
tators on the MiSü, especially emphasizes the soteriologic importance of
dharma as conducive to the "highest beatitude" (nihsreyasa, interpreted
not as moksa but as svarga, "heaven" or "happiness"). Later commen-
tators, such as Kumärilabhatta (seventh century) follow suit. Just as the
development of Vedänta philosophy can be seen, in part, as a response
to the emergence of heterodox schools of systematic philosophical
thought, so the Mimämsä of Sabara and his successors was probably
partly motivated by the need to depict Hindu orthopraxis, the intense
concern with ritual still evident in India today that had always served as
an object of ridicule for opposed traditions, as a comprehensive world-
view.

Now dharma is defined in the Mimämsä as codanälaksano 'riha, some-
thing useful that is "characterized," or made known, according to
Sabara, by a directive (MiSü 1.1.2). The Veda directs one to carry out
religious acts by means of such injunctions as "One who desires heaven
should perform the new- and full-moon sacrifice" (ÄSS 3.14.8);7 "The
daily reading of the Veda should be recited" (SB 11.5.6.3); and so on. So,
the Veda, specifically Vedic injunction (vidhi), is the proper means of
knowledge (pramäna) as far as dharma is concerned. The latter, being of
the nature of a ritual performance (dharma is equivalent to yäga for
Sabara, MlSüBh 1.1.2, 1.17-18), does not exist in a form already estab-
lished, for the senses to perceive. In that way, it is removed from the
sphere of the other chief means of knowledge—perception, inference,
and so on—discussed in Indian philosophy. Because of the exclusive-
ness of the authority of injunction with regard to dharma, vigorously
argued for by Sabara and others in extensive epistemological debate
with representatives of other schools, all portions of the Veda that are to
be considered authoritative or "useful" (arthavat) in conveying knowl-
edge of dharma must be shown to relate in one way or another to what
is exhorted to be done in a ritual context. This stipulation immediately
poses a problem for mantras as well as other sentences of the Vedic
corpus known as arthavädas (MiSü 1.2.1-18).8

An arthaväda (literally, the statement of a meaning, or of a thing, or of
a state of affairs) is essentially a eulogy. In TaitSam 2.1.1, for example,
following the declaration that one who desires prosperity should offer to
Väyu a white animal in the agnisomiya ritual, one finds the phrase "Väyu
is the swiftest deity; he approaches [the sacrificer] with his own share;
he leads him to prosperity." Now, it is not clear just how this statement
contributes to knowledge of the rite in question. On the face of it, it has
nothing to do with the result to be effected {sädhya), nor with the mate-
rial means to achieve it (sädhana), nor with the procedure (itikartavyata)—
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the three standard factors of any productive activity (bhävanä) according
to the Mlmämsä school—all of these being otherwise specified. This
doubt regarding the purpose of an arthaväda is resolved (MlSüBh 1.2.7)
when it is seen that, even though an arthaväda does not indicate any of
the principal factors of an injoined rite, it gives a certain force to the
injunction. It eulogizes a particular ritual as an effective way of obtaining
a desired result, not the result itself, which is always intrinsically desir-
able and therefore requires no eulogy, but this particular way of achiev-
ing it). Thus, it motivates one to proceed with the ritual.9 For the case at
hand, the phrase "Vayu is the swiftest deity/7 etc., implies that if one
carries out the rite in question prosperity will arrive without delay.
Insofar as an arthaväda helps the effectiveness of an injunction, then, it
contributes to knowledge of dharma.

The problem for mantras is roughly parallel: How do the sentences
collected in the Samhitäs, which are assigned to be uttered simul-
taneously with the performance of sacrificial procedures—hymns (re),
songs (säman), muttered formulas (yajus)—provide knowledge of dhar-
ma? How are they pramäna? These, too, appear for the most part simply
to express states of affairs without instructing one how to carry out
anything. In TS 1.1.8, for example, various formulas are given to be
uttered while preparing rice cakes to be offered in the new- and full-
moon sacrifice: "I pour together/' the priest is to say as he pours water
into a dish containing freshly gound meal; 'Tor generation I unite you/'
he should proclaim as he mixes the water and meal together. How do
such formulas teach the officiant what needs to be done?

But the question immediately arises—and here Kautsa's view is rele-
vant—Do not mantras in fact contribute to the sacrifice as subsidiary
sacrificial acts in themselves?10 If so, then only the utterance of the
syllables is important; that by itself would be sufficient to produce a
beneficial sacrificial result (apürva; MlSüBh, I.150). In fact, some mantras
do not seem to have any meaning—they cannot possibly serve to teach
anything—while some of those that do seem not to be intended to
convey their meaning.

The former include nonsensical and self-contradictory mantras; the
latter, those that are assigned in Brahmana passages to circumstances
apparently implicit in their meanings. Thus, TB 3.2.8.4 instructs the
adhvaryu priest of the new- and full-moon sacrifice to utter the mantra
"Expanding one, may you spread wide!" as he spreads out the rice
mixture on a dishlike arrangement of heated potsherds. But, the very
meaning of the mantra (given independently at TaitSam 1.1.8) insofar as
it refers to spreading, already suggests that use. More generally, the fact
that when one learns the Veda one concentrates solely on the pronun-
ciation of it suggests that the meaning of mantras is not important, as
does the fixed order of words in mantras (in the latter regard, see Staal
1967, 45-47). In light of these objections, the crucial consideration for
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whether mantras constitute a pramäna is whether their meanings are
meant; that is, whether they convey information.

MANTRAS ARE INDICATORS

The resolution of the question of the authority of mantras comes
down to seeing that "mantras serve to bring to light the subsidiary parts
of the sacrifice as it is being performed. . . . For if the sacrifice and its
auxiliaries are not made known, the sacrifice cannot be carried out"
(MlSüBh 1.2.32, 1.150).n Neither Sabara nor Kumärila elaborates this
idea, but the point seems obvious enough: Mantras indicate, in various
ways, the procedures of the sacrifice and the things employed in
them.12 Some do this directly and plainly, in the form of indicative
statements ("I cut the grass, the seat of the gods," MS 1.1.2); others do
so obliquely, in the form of petitions, directives, expressions of hope,
and so forth ("May I extend for long the life of the sacrificer," TaitSam
1.1.6, pronounced by the priest as he gazes at his arms; "Let the wind
separate you," TaitSam 1.1.5, muttered as the grain is winnowed); oth-
ers indicate sacrificial details still more symbolically, identifying the ele-
ments of the sacrifice with gods and their accessories ("On the impulse
of the god Savitr, with the arms of the Asvins, with the hands of Püsan,
I pour thee out," TaitSam 1.1.6, uttered as the grain is poured onto a
millstone).13 Regardless of their form, in almost every case, mantras
allude to what is going on in the sacrifice as the priest executes it. Thus,
recited in the proper sequence, they help the priest see what he is doing
and remind him of what has yet to be done.14 They provide a running
narrative of the rite. And so, insofar as they pertain to the factor of
itikartavyatä (procedure), they are pramäna with regard to dharma.15 Just
as the texts that lay out the various acts and the order in which they are
to be performed are pramäna, so are the mantras that, during the actual
performance of those acts, highlight what is being done and signal what
comes next.

But, how do we know that mantras in fact are indicative (abhidhäna-
samartha, MiSuBh 1.2.31,1.145), that they are intended to refer to things
and are not, rather, qua mere sequences of sounds, ritual performances in
themselves? We know this, Sabara claims, because "the meaning of
words as they occur in the Veda and as they are ordinarily employed is
the same. As it is meant in ordinary usage, so should it be in the Veda"
(MlSüBh 1.2.32, I.150).16 As sentences do not just have meaning in
ordinary language but also are used to convey meaning (we mean things
by them), so for the Veda. In short, Vedic sentences are instances of
linguistic communication.

This claim is introduced without explanation in Sahara's argument. It
may be meant merely as a paraphrase of AiB 1.4.9, cited by Yäska at the
head of his reply to Kautsa: "This indeed is the perfection of the sacri-
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fice, that it is fully formed (rüpasamrddham), i.e., that while the action is
being done the formula (yajus) addresses (abhivadati) it." A more com-
plete justification for Sahara's claim will emerge, however, as we pro-
ceed to consider the Mimämsä's general orientation toward language in
what follows. For now, in dealing with the issues raised by Kautsa, it
has only to be noted that the various matters brought up which suggest
that some mantras are meaningless or that their meaning is irrelevant to
their employment, are mistaken according to the Mlmämsä analysis.
Apparently nonsensical mantras can be seen to be coherent, when ap-
preciated in light of their figurative meaning, or as eulogies (MlSü
1.2.38, 39); the problematic assignment of mantras in certain Brähmana
passages can be seen to have injunctive import after all, or else those
passages, too, are eulogies (MiSu 1.2.33-35); in studying the Veda one
concentrates on the pronunciation because that is more difficult, and so
on (Renou 1960a, 70-75).

That mantras serve as indicators (abhidhänä) of ritual states of affairs
does not mean, however, that they fall only in the speech act category of
assertions. The Mlmämsä, rather, recognizes many types of mantra be-
sides outright descriptions (äkhyäna) and phrases distinguished by the
use of the verb to be (typically of the form, 'Thou art X [the altar, the
strew, the hair-knot of Visnu, etc., as at TS 1.1.11]"). There are dedica-
tions (ending in tvä, e.g., TaitSam 1.1.1.1), benedictions, eulogies, lam-
entations, directives and questions as well.17 Indeed, the Mlmämsä, in
its formal definition of mantra, MiSu 2.1.32, is careful to specify that a
mantra is what expresses (literally, activates) an indication of a ritual
element (abhidhänasya codakä); it is not the indication itself. That is to say,
mantras imply references to ritual details. As such, they may have a
variety of shapes; the references can be packaged in different ways. This
approach parallels the insight of speech act theory that a proposition
(more properly, a "propositional act") can be expressed in speech acts of
different illocutionary force. The proposition "Sam smokes habitually"
can be expressed in the simple assertion given, or in a question, "Does
Sam smoke habitually?" or in a command, "Sam, smoke habitually!"
and so on (Searle 1969, 22-24). All of these speech acts bring to mind the
same state of affairs. Mantras, then, are indicators not strictly as asser-
tions but in the most general sense; not only can they take on various
syntactic forms, they often depend on mythologic and symbolic associ-
ations.

Later, I shall show that the notion that mantras have illocutionary
force may have arisen originally from certain considerations regarding
injunctions.

MlMÄMSÄ AND PHILOSOPHY

Several observations to be made about the solution of the problem of
mantras presented by the Mlmämsä will bring out more fully its signifi-
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cance and originality. First, this solution turns on an old doctrine, that of
the identity of the language of the Veda and ordinary discourse. This
idea was put forward by Yäska in his original refutation of Kautsa:
"Mantras have meaning, since the words [of the Veda and ordinary
speech] are the same" (Nir. 1.16, p. 39).18 It appears in prätisäkhya and
grammatical literature in the form of the assumption that accent, mor-
phology, and grammar pertain to Vedic as well as ordinary discourse.19

Now the Mimämsä goes somewhat beyond Yäska when it says (MlSü
1.3.30) that the words of the Veda and ordinary usage have the same
meanings. Yäska appears prepared to say only that both are meaningful.
But Sahara would appear to alter Yaska's doctrine still further when he
asserts that the words of the Veda and ordinary language have the same
meanings, not just insofar as they denote the same things but also
insofar as their meanings are expressed or intended.20

This emphasis on the expressiveness of language must be under-
stood in the context of the fact that, in the case of mantras, the question
of meaningfulness is subordinated to the question of use. At the head of
the discussion of arthavädas and mantras, the doubt concerning their
uselessness, änarthakya, is raised (MiSu 1.2.1; also 1.2.31). This empha-
sis, too, appears to be an innovation. In the Nirukta, the skeptic's thesis,
"Mantras are meaningless (anarthakäh)," along with Yäska's reply,
"Mantras have meaning (arthavantah)," does not seem to concern any-
thing other than the established meaning of words. But the Mimämsä
sees clearly that mantras must have meaning to be conveyed, so as to be
able to teach about dharma in the form of expressed assertions. Again,
the Mimämsä has, as it were, an appreciation of the Searlean distinction
between the illocutionary force and propositional content of a speech
act: A proposition is meaningful by itself but only if, in addition, it has
illocutionary force can it convey information.

This point about the function of mantras as indicators or assertions,
however, is in turn subsidiary to a larger concern to which I have al-
ready drawn attention: whether mantras are pramäna. One would be
mistaken to believe that the Mimämsaka is solely concerned with a point
about language in his discussion of mantras. Rather, he is also, indeed
ultimately, concerned to show that all the sentences of the Veda, the
mysterious formulas contained in the Samhitäs as well as the eulogies
and injunctions of the Brähmanas, convey knowledge, knowledge of
dharma.21

This interest is the most revolutionary aspect of the Mimämsä treat-
ment of the mantra issue, for it represents an effort to demystify the
Veda and convert it into a source of truth. Throughout his MiSüBh, not
just in his discussion of mantras, Sabara appears sensitive to a charge of
irrationalism leveled against Vedic sacrificial science. In the tarkapäda,
the opening epistemological discussion of his commentary, an opponent
is allowed to assert that the Veda patently contradicts experience, as
when it says, "The sacrificer possessed of offering utensils immediately
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proceeds to heaven [when he dies]." Manifestly, he goes nowhere; he is
completely burned up on the funeral pyre! (MlSüBh 1.1.5, 1.41). At
1.1.32, it is wondered whether the Veda is not complete nonsense "like
the speech of children and madmen;" for it says such things as "Trees
sat at the sacrificial session," "The old bullock sang intoxicating songs"
(p. 103). And, in the many discussions of the figurative sense of Vedic
passages, the pürvapaksin is always ready to suggest that the Veda states
what is false or incoherent.22

No doubt motivated by an apologetic concern to deal with such
attacks Sabara feels compelled to show that, not just some, not even
most, but generally all Vedic sentences have real epistemic status.23 In
doing so, however, he takes a step away from the more ancient ritu-
alistic attitude, the one expressed in the Veda itself, which views man-
tras uttered in ritual circumstances as having a sui generis efficacy; i.e.,
magical power (brahman) (Gonda, 1960-63, 1.32-33). Thus, while the
Mlmämsaka is usually seen as a defender of ritualism, he in fact shows
himself to be decidedly innovative. It is the Kautsan, rather, for whom
the meaning of mantras is irrelevant because their mere utterance counts
as a magical ritual act, who stands closer to the ancient point of view.

The Mimämsä knew that the claim of epistemic status for the direc-
tives (codana) of the Veda was highly controversial. Sabara defends this
claim with much ingenuity in the tarkapäda, appealing to a strictly formal
notion of pramäna yielding knowledge which is definite in content
(niscita), independent of other sources (svayampratyaya) f and which does
not deviate (avyatireka) or later turn out to be false (na viparyeti). But even
if Sahara's defense of codanä is to be judged successful and the Veda thus
seen as partly rationalized, the latter still does not attain the status of
metaphysical knowledge.24 It may tell us the truth about what to do, but
it does not tell us about the nature of things. Certainly, this shortcoming
must have been in part at the basis of the reluctance of other schools to
accept sabda into the ranks of pramäna.25

In any case, the Vedänta—the other school of Indian philosophy that
like the Mimämsä, developed its doctrines strictly in connection with the
interpretation of Vedic texts—felt the need to go further and suggest
that the Veda indeed provides reliable information about matters of fact.
Sankara gives brilliant expression to this idea in the early sections of his
Brahmasütrabhäsya, where he presents the principles of an exegesis quite
different from that of the Mimämsä. At BrSüBh 1.1.4, he argues that the
Upanisads have authority insofar as they describe brahman, an accom-
plished entity, a thing; they are not to be seen as concerned in any way
with what to do. But arthavädas and mantras also have the capacity to
convey information about states of affairs (namely, the nature of deities
connected with the sacrifice), although, of course, they ultimately sub-
serve injunctions (BrSüBh 1.3.33, pp. 134-35). With this step, the ra-
tionalization of the Veda is complete. It now exists as a body of dogma to
be set beside other scientific and theological systems. Such a view of the
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Veda is the logical outcome of the apologetic process initiated by the
Mimämsä.26

There is a final observation to be made here about the Mimämsä
discussion of mantras. While it reflects a fairly sophisticated under-
standing of the functioning of language, as a theory of mantric utter-
ance, it is woefully inadequate. The complexity and variety of mantric
forms is hardly explained by saying that they serve as reminders. As
mere reminders, they would do better with a simpler structure and
thinner content. In Sanskrit literature, a certain class of texts are clearly
designed to serve a mnemonic function, sütras, but mantras hardly have
that character. Why should there be references to gods in mantras? And,
why to particular gods in some mantras, to other ones in others? The
Mimämsä makes only the lamest effort to account for such things, invar-
iably taking references to deities to be mere arthavädas—and it does that
only when forced to. Indeed, it would seem that the Mimämsä is not
really interested in explaining mantras at all but only in eliminating
them as a potential source of doubt about the rationality of the Veda. In
light of this extreme reductionism, it is not surprising that later commen-
tators on the mantra discussion (e.g., Säyana) sought to restore a mea-
sure of the primacy of their literal/figurative content.

MIMÄMSÄ AND SPEECH ACT THEORY

We have seen that the observation that language involves the ex-
pression of intended meanings (that is, communication) is central to the
Mimämsä analysis of mantras. Yet, by itself, that fact hardly warrants
the conclusion that the Mimämsä adopts a speech act theory of language
similar to that of modern linguistics. In order to be able to draw such a
conclusion, it must be seen, at least in addition, that according to the
Mimämsä speaking a language involves doing certain things. I shall
show that this idea indeed plays a significant role in Mimämsä exegesis.
The full relevance of this matter to understanding mantras will become
clear as we proceed.

Before turning to the Mimämsä exegetic method, it would be well to
review the aspect of speech act theory in question here. Speech act
theory, of course, does not focus so much on the idea that language is
produced by speakers with certain intentions as on the notion that lan-
guage involves carrying out actions. The former idea actually is entailed
by the latter; for according to the general philosophical orientation of
speech act analysis, it is in the carrying out of actions that intentions are
expressed and realized. The heart of speech act theory is the demonstra-
tion of how this happens in linguistic contexts. For Searle, this demon-
stration comes down to showing that linguistic communication consists
in following what he calls constitutive rules (1969, 33-42).

A constitutive rule defines what constitutes a certain activity. It im-
plies that, by proceeding as the rule specifies, one will realize the activity
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it defines. Thus, a constitutive rule creates the possibility of a specific
intention. The definition of a touchdown in American football, for exam-
ple, as "having possession of the ball in the opponents' end zone while
a play is in progress7' is a constitutive rule. It defines what counts as a
touchdown at the same time that it explains what one has to do in order
to score a touchdown. The crucial point about a constitutive rule is that,
if one wants to achieve the objective it defines, one must follow the rule.
If one does not proceed as specified, one will fail. To say that speaking a
language consists in following constitutive rules means in particular that
the requirements stipulated by the rules must be satisfied for commu-
nication to take place.

The way linguistic rules work can be seen readily in the case of
promising. According to Searle's analysis of this speech act (pp. 57-71),
one of the principal things one must do in order to promise is, of course,
to utter a sentence of the form, "I promise that I shall. . ." But this is not
sufficient for a promise to have been made. Certain extralinguistic condi-
tions must hold as well. It must be the case, for example, that someone
has not already done—or that the person who is promising is not auto-
matically going to do—what is being promised.27 It also must be the
case that the hearer of the promise desires that what is proposed should
happen.28 These sorts of conditions are what Searle refers to as pre-
paratory conditions of speech acts.29 For any type of speech act other
conditions, besides these, must be satisfied if the speech act is to "come
off." The crucial difference between this way of viewing language and
most other theories is that, by speech act analysis, an utterance is evalu-
ated not just from the standpoint of whether it is meaningful or mean-
ingless but also according to whether it is successful or unsuccessful. This
added perspective proves advantageous in dealing with a variety of
linguistic and philosophical problems. I shall show that the notion of
language as consisting in the performance of acts according to con-
stitutive rules appears to underlay Mimämsä exegesis.

We may begin by observing a feature of several of the objections
raised by the Kautsan opponent against the meaningfulness of mantras.
Namely, they suggest that if the meaning of mantras were expressed
then various injunctions—some of them occurring in the Brähmanas,
others mantras themselves—would be without effect. I have already
mentioned the case of the Brähmana passage that directs the priest to
utter a mantra in a context to which the meaning of the mantra man-
ifestly assigns it. Other mantras, having the form of directives (called
praisa mantras), are to be addressed to one or another of the participants
in a sacrifice while it is going on. These appear to be quite purposeless
when they instruct the participant to do what he already knows he is
supposed to do. For example, the mantra "O agnidh, bring out the fires!"
(TaitSam 6.3.1) appears purposeless when addressed to the agnidh priest
of the agnistoma sacrifice, who is fully aware that this (viz., carrying fire
from the ägmdhriya hearth to the other altars after the performance of the
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bahispavamäna stotra) is his job. Therefore, this mantra cannot possibly be
employed as expressing what it means (MlSüBh 1.2.32, 1.147).

Now, this sort of argument would appear to rest on an insight into
the pragmatic nature of language: An utterance has to be more than
merely meaningful in order to communicate information; it also has to
work. That is to say, various extralinguistic conditions have to be met.
These conditions will vary for different types of utterance. For com-
mands, they include a preparatory condition parallel to that noted for
promises, that the commandee has not already done and is not automat-
ically going to do what he is directed to do.30 A command that does not
meet this and other contextual conditions may well have inherent mean-
ing, but it fails at what one usually wants to accomplish in uttering a
command. Its function is frustrated; it is, as the MImämsä says, "pur-
poseless" (anarthaka).

Thus, a sensitivity to contextual factors in the working of language,
the very essence of speech act theory, is in part what leads to the ques-
tion about mantras in the first place. It is at the heart of many other
matters as well; for example, the interpretation of arthaväda passages. In
considering in what manner these can be regarded as pramäna with
respect to dharma the pürvapaksin is willing to entertain the possibility
that some might be interpreted as injunctions. Thus the sentence, "He
wept (arodit); Rudra's Rudra-ness is due to his having wept" (TaitSam
1.5.1) could be taken to mean that because Rudra wept others should
weep, too (MlSüBh 1.2.1, 1.102-103); or, "When the gods sat down at
the sacrifice they did not know the directions" (TaitSam 6.1.5) could be
construed as an instruction that, at the time of the sacrifice, others
should not know the difference between north, south, east, and west.
The pürvapaksin, however, quickly points out that these sentences are
useless as injunctions because they recommend actions not within one's
voluntary power. No one sheds tears without cause, without separation
from what one wants, or without some affliction; no one could decide to
be confused about the directions when at the sacrificial session. The
general point would seem to be that something is to be regarded an
injunction only when all the contextual requirements for the performance
of injunctions are met.31

The Mimämsä remains within this framework in posing its solution
to the problem of arthavädas. As we have seen, arthavädas are regarded in
the final analysis as commending injoined actions. They encourage the
adoption of specific ritual procedures by declaring them especially effec-
tive in bringing about desired goals. Now, Sahara suggests that one of
the requirements for successful injoining dictates this interpretation of
arthavädas, that there be some advantage in proceeding as injoined. For,
according to the view Sabara works out, injunctions are less commands
than requests. In order to work, they must persuade; the person in-
joined must be convinced that he will gain some advantage if he com-
plies. An arthaväda accompanying an injunction serves this persuasive
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function (MiSuBh 1.2.7, 1.117-19). Thus, in effect, arthavädas signal the
presence of a more or less necessary extralinguistic condition for suc-
cessful injunctions.32

The notion of contextual requirements or "needs" (äkänksä) of injunc-
tions figures in the Mfmämsä exegesis in other ways.33 According to
Mimämsä, the bringing into existence (bhävanä) expressed by an in-
junctive verb always requires three factors: something to be effected
(sädhya), a means (sähana), and a procedure (itikartavyatä) (AS, p. 3;
MiSuBh 2.1.1, 1.375). The Mimämsä views each of these as supplying
the answer to one of three specific expectations to which every injunc-
tion gives rise: What ought one bring about? (kim bhavayet) By what
(kena) ought one bring it about? and How (katham) ought one bring it
about? Thus, for the injunction, "One who desires heaven ought to offer
the new- and full-moon sacrifice" (ÄSS 3.14.8), the sädhya-requirement
and the sädhana-requirement are satisfied by the references to heaven
and the darsapürnamäsa sacrifice, respectively, and the sentence is to be
construed as "One ought to bring about heaven by means of the new-
and full-moon sacrifice." The procedure-requirement, however, is not
immediately supplied; but, one gets it from the other injunctions, "He
offers to the kindling sticks" and so forth, in TaitSam 2.6.1. These refer
to preliminary offerings of ghee, known as prayäjas, made in the course
of the new- and full-moon sacrifice (Hillebrandt [1879, 94-97] 1880). And
so, the complete sense of the injunction "One who desires heaven
ought to offer the new- and full-moon sacrifice" becomes "One ought to
bring about heaven by means of the new- and full-moon sacrifice by
carrying out the prayäjas."

Now, this scheme can be used to determine the relation of different
sacrificial acts mentioned in the Brähmanas; that is, it can serve as a
guideline for figuring out which of various acts referred to in a text
belong together as one continuous rite. This is one of the chief exegetic
problems the Mimämsä is designed to solve. In fact, one knows that the
prayäjas mentioned at TaitSam 2.6.1 (a Brähmana section inserted in the
Samhitä), go with the new- and full-moon sacrifice, for example, be-
cause they stand in need of clarification with regard to a certain factor
supplied by the injunction of the new- and full-moon sacrifice. Specifi-
cally, the original injunction "One who desires heaven ought to offer
the new- and full-moon sacrifice" indicates the what that one effects by
offering to the kindling sticks, and so forth, not specified in the injunc-
tions of the prayäjas. Because both injunctions—or, more precisely, both
sets of injunctions—need the clarification of a certain factor, and each
supplies it for the other, one knows that they go together, that one
action is primary and the others subsidiary (the prayäjas are subsidiary to
the new- and full-moon rite) (AS, p. 8).34

Thus, we see that the Mimämä organizes a text, assigning different
roles to the sentences in it, by asking essentially what contextual condi-
tions have to be fulfilled for injunctions to work.35 I mention here one
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final aspect of this way of viewing injunctions. We have seen that the
Mimämsä beleves that the meanings of words in the Veda and in ordi-
nary usage must be the same. Somewhat surprisingly, this belief is
based on a purely pragmatic consideration: If the meanings of the words
were not the same, then Vedic sentences could not be understood by
men and Vedic injunctions could not be followed (MiSuBh 1.3.30,1.291).
We have here part of what Searle considers the first condition of any
speech act, that "normal input and output conditions obtain" (p. 57),
That means, among other things, "that the speaker and hearer both
know how to speak," and therefore understand, "the same language."

INJUNCTIONS AND THE ETERNALITY OF THE VEDA

If injunctions are acts carried out according to certain rules, who
carries them out? When we consider this question we become immedi-
ately aware of an interesting conflict at the heart of Mimämsä linguistics.

One of the most well known theses of Mimämsä philosophy con-
cerns the eternality of the Veda: The Veda is not of human origin [ap-
auruseya). This idea rests on the doctrine of the eternality of language in
general, another notion that the Mimämsä holds in common with other
early schools of linguistic thought. That is to say, words, meanings, and
the associations of words and meanings do not have human authors;
rather, they are "original" (autpattika, MfSu 1.1.5), prior to any human
employment. The absence of a human origin for the Veda ensures its
perfect validity in the eyes of the Mimämsä, hence the crucialness of this
doctrine. The Veda, simply of itself, causes dharma to be known defi-
nitely and irrevocably. Since it does not depend on any such precarious
source as human judgement, how could it be unreliable, how could
what it says turn out to be false? (MiSuBh 1.1.5, pp. 41-43).

But granted that the Veda is meaningful by itself, by virtue of the
eternal connection between words and their meanings, it still remains to
be seen how it conveys its meaning. For we have seen that the Mimämsä
is sensitive to the fact that communication involves not just the produc-
tion of sentences that possess meaning (i.e., make sense) but also the
intending of them. To be sure, as we also saw, it is declared in the
discussion of mantras that the words of the Veda are meant, just as in
ordinary discourse. But how does the Mimämsä account for this? It
would seem that the intentionality essential for communication conflicts
with the idea of an absence of a human origin for the Veda, for it would
seem that only human beings can have intentions.

The Mimämsä solution of this problem, worked out for the case of
Vedic injunctions, is one of the most unique aspects of its theory of
language—and one of the most dubious. We have observed that
Mimämsä views an injunction as indicating an effective process, a bring-
ing into existence (bhävanä). The pronouncement "One who desires
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heaven should sacrifice" means essentially that one should bring about
heaven by means of the sacrifice. But this is only half of the story. The
Mlmämsä actually distinguishes two types of bhävanä expressed by in-
junctive verbs (that is, typically, optatives): One, the "objective bhävanä"
(ärthi bhävanä), is "an effort with regard to a certain action motivated by a
particular purpose"; for example, the effort of the sacrificer to realize
heaven by the performance of rites (AS, p. 3). This is the sort of bhävanä
we have considered so far. It is said to be expressed by the "verbalness"
(äkhyätatva) of the verbal suffix.36 But there is another, "verbal bhävanä"
(sabdi bhävanä), which is defined as "a particular activity (or effort) of that
which incites one to act [i.e., of the injunction] which leads a person to
undertake something" (AS, p. 2). The säbdi bhävanä is said to be ex-
pressed by the "optativeness" (lintva) of the verbal suffix. The ärthi
bhävanä is carried out by a person, the säbdi bhävanä by the verb itself.
Just as an objective bhävanä entails a certain thing to be effected, the
sädhya, which is heaven in the example I have been discussing, so too
the verbal bhävanä has a sädhya, namely the objective bhävanä (Edgerton
1928, 176).

Whatever the validity of this theory, the gist of it is that, for the
Veda, the act of getting someone to do something usually attributed to
the utter er of injunctions instead belongs to the injunctions. In other
words, Vedic language manifests intentions without anyone ever hav-
ing spoken them; Vedic injunctions are speech acts without anyone ever
having enacted them; Vedic language has inherent illocutionary force!37

It did not go unnoticed in Mlmämsä that this constitutes a certain dif-
ference between Vedic and ordinary language; in common discourse the
effort to get someone to do something by uttering an injunction resides
in the utterer, a person (AS, p. 2). Still, the basic similarity between
Vedic and ordinary language is preserved: Both are intentional and so
can serve in communication.

The notion of bhävanä applies to Vedic injunctions. But how do
things stand with mantras, which Mlmämsä emphasizes are not in-
junctive (MlSüBh 2.1.31)? Do they, too, have inherent illocutionary
force? There is, to my knowledge, no suggestion that they do. And, as
they are actually to be uttered by persons while rituals are going on, the
need for intrinsic intentionality is less clear in their case. But, it should
be noted that the claim that mantras express intended meanings (vivak-
sitavacana) is based on the general observation that all language, Vedic as
well as ordinary, is communicative. Now, since Mlmämsä regards in-
junctions as Vedic language par excellence (i.e., takes them as paradig-
matic), the idea boils down to this: Mantras must express intended
meanings because injunctions do. And so, while mantras may not have
inherent illocutionary force, as injunctions do, the view that they are
intended utterances seems to reflect a general conviction that language
consists in the performance of speech acts, for that is brought home
always when, in exegetical discussions, injunctions are analyzed.
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CONCLUSION

In this paper I have tried to show that the Mimämsä analysis of
mantras reflects an appreciation of language as an intentional activity
executed either by people or, by virtue of an expressive force inherent in
its verbs, by the Veda itself. In any case, language consists in perfor-
mances according to the Mimämsä; that is, not just strings of symbols or
sentences, but the appropriate production or issuance thereof. To be
sure, Mimämsä does not explicitly work out a theory of speech acts. But
the basic elements of such a theory serve as a framework for many of its
discussions.

Of interest to the modern linguist is that Mimämsä regards inten-
tionality as a feature of all language. Indeed, most schools of Indian
philosophy consider speaker's meaning (tätparya) an essential factor of
the meaning of sentences (Kunjunni Raja 1969, 176-87). The particularly
intriguing aspect of the Mimämsä view on this matter is that speaker's
meaning does not overshadow the given meaning of words; as we saw,
while the meanings of words are vivaksita, 'Intended/' their connection
with the signs referring to them is still thought to be eternal. This way of
viewing the issue contrasts with that of the Nyäya school, which be-
lieved that a word can mean anything the speaker wants it to (Kunjunni
Raja 1969, 177). On this point, also, the balanced Mimämsä approach
parallels modern speech act theory. In Speech Acts, Searle argues in
opposition to Grice that meaning what one says depends on what that
which one says actually means in the language one is speaking (1969,
42-45). "Meaning is more than a matter of conviction, it is also at least
sometimes a matter of convention" (p. 45). It may well be that further
investigation into Mimämsä philosophy of language will throw new
light on this issue of modern linguistics, as well as others.

While the Mlmämsaka employs the thesis that all language is ex-
pressive to argue that mantras are meaningful, we should have no illu-
sions about where he is going with this argument. He is not hoping to
restore the literal or symbolic significance of the Veda. Indeed, he is
doing nearly the opposite, reducing the text to a series of mere refer-
ences. Most of the content of the text thereby becomes immaterial,
Again, the Mimämsä attitude here is best understood in contrast to that
of the Nirukta, from which it borrows so extensively. For Yäska, mantras
are meaningful not just as reminders, but, as the Brähmanas indicate, as
mythical/metaphysical statements, the correct understanding of which
is essential for the effectiveness of the sacrifice (Strauss 1927, 113-14).
Yäska thus hopes to make real sense out of the Veda by giving the
etymology of Vedic words. The Mlmämsaka has given up on this; or
else, carried away by a rationalist impulse, he sees little philosophical
gain in trying to interpret mantras. But, he can still maintain that they
are employed for an immediate, nonmystical purpose, that they are,
therefore, in a more important sense arthavat.
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NOTES

1. But Wheelock and McDermott have viewed mantras as speech acts chiefly
as performatives. Here, we shall consider other ways in which they might be
speech acts.

The following abbreviations have been used in this article:

AS
ÄSS

BSüBh
MS

MINP
MiSu
MiSüBh
Mr.

RV

SB

TB

TaitSam
TV

Arthasamgraha
Äpastambhasrautasütra

Brahmasütrabhäsya

Maiträyani Samhitä

Mimämsänyäyaprakäsa

Mimämsäsütra

Mfmämsäsütrabhäsya

Nirukta

Rg Veda

Satapatha Brähmana

Taittinya Brähmana

Taittirlya Samhitä

Tantravärttika

2. This is so, even though the question Do mantras express an intended
[meaning] or not? (kirn vivaksitavacanä manträ utävivaksitavacanäh) is meant to
elucidate the issue raised in the pürvapaksa (MiSü 1.2.31) by the expression
mantränarthakyam. Kumärila indicates a divergence of opinion about the correct
interpretation of this sütra: Those who would see it as raising a doubt about
whether mantras are possessed of meaning at all (kirn arthavanto manträ utän-
arthakäh) are wrong, he says.

3. The concern regarding this issue in the Nirukta is as follows: If the Veda is
without meaning then a science of etymology is unnecessary.

4. Renou (1960a) notes that a prätisäkhya of the Atharva Veda school is as-
cribed to a certain Kautsa (p. 68). See Strauss 1927a, 120.

5. Elsewhere in the MiSuBh the latter doubt is indeed entertained (e.g.,
1.1.5, pp. 39-40) but not here in the context of the discussion of mantras.

6. Thus, the mention of "the four-horned, three-headed . . . being" pres-
ents a problem for Sabara and Kumärila, it appears, only because no such thing
exists in relation to the sacrifice: "[A mantra] should make known an object which
is a factor in the sacrifice. But there are no such things as [some mantras]
name. . . . There is no factor of the sacrifice that has four horns, three feet, two
heads, and seven hands" {yajne sädhanabhütah prakäsitavyah. na ca tädrso 'rtho 'sti
yädrsam abhidadhati. . . . na hi catuhsrngam tripadam dvisiraskam saptahastam kimcid
yajnasädhanam asti) (MiSuBh 1.2.31,1.147). Although the Mimämsä puts forward
important philosophical theses, they typically are required only in order to make
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sense out of the Veda as sacrificial science. It argues, for example, for the exis-
tence of a self but, ostensibly, only because some continuity of personal identity
is required for the meaningful prescription of ritual action; for the same person
who enacts a rite must be able to receive the future benefit produced by it. I will
explore further the Mlmämsä attitude toward theoretical philosophical issues
later.

7. Sahara sometimes cites the Srautasütras as if they were sruti, ignoring the
principle, mentioned earlier, that they have only secondary authority (Garge
1952, 46). This is the case particularly for ÄSS, which next to TaitSam is the text
most cited by Sahara (216 TaitSam passages are referred to in the Säbarabhäsya
compared to 85 ÄSS passages). Moreover, Sahara often quotes inexactly; ÄSS
3.14.8 is the passage in the work that corresponds most closely to darsapür-
namäsäbhyäm svargakämo yajeta. Sabara evidently relied primarily on his memory
in delivering quotations; sometimes, he deliberately rephrased passages to fit his
context; in some cases, he may have had a version of a text in front of him that is
no longer in existence (Garge 1952, 73-74). The paradigm of a Vedic injunction
for Sabara, svargakämo yajeta, is probably not a citation at all but a purely artificial
model.

8. I shall not discuss here the difficulties attached to names (nämadheya),
treated at MiSü 1.4.

9. "Words of eulogy which, praising the action, make it pleasing [to people],
will assist the performers of the action [hence, indirectly the action itself]/'
(stutisabdäh stuvantah kriyäm prarocayamänä anusthätfnäm upakarisyanti kriyäyäh)
(MiSüBh 1.2.7, 1.119).

10. This question is not stated explicitly as such, but it clearly underlies the
pürvapaksa. See AS, p. 17, as well as MINP, sec. 239, where the matter is more
clear.

11. (Yajne yajnängaprakäsanam eva prayojanam. . . . na hy aprakäsite yajne ya-
jnähge ca yägah sakyo 'bhinirvartayitum.) The Anandäsrama Sanskrit text I have
used includes the whole pürvapaksa in Sütra 1.2.31, with the siddhänta beginning
at 1.2.32. I have followed this numbering rather than that of Jha's translation,
which has the pürvapaksa extending from Sütras 1.2.31-39. The revised Anan-
däsrama edition (by K. V. Abhyanakar and G. S. Joshi, 1970-74) also artificially
breaks up the pürvapaksa into nine sections.

12. Thus, often by means of the distinctive content (or "mark," lingo) of the
mantra itself one can determine its assignment. See AS, pp. 6-7. Reference to a
single sacrificial procedure distinguishes, along with syntactic coherence, a par-
ticular mantra as a sentence unit (MiSü 2.1.46).

13. For an account of the procedures that these mantras accompany, see
Hillebrandt ([1879, 36-37] 1880).

14. The mnemonic function of mantras is viewed as essential in the later
treatise, the Arthasamgraha: prayogasamavetärthasmärakä manträh. tesäm ca täd-
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rsärthasmärakatvenaiva arthavattvam (Mantras recall to memory things connected
with some performance. Their usefulness lies in serving to remind one of such
things) (p. 17). Cf. TV 2.1.31, p. 433; also MiSüBh 6.3.18 and MINP, sec. 239.

15. "The knowledge of the meaning of the [mantra] sentence . . . by giving
rise to a memory of something to be done in the context of a ritual action [has the
character of] procedure" (väkyärthapmtyayah . . . karmasamavetänusthäsyamänär-
thasmrtiphalatvenetikartavyatä bhavati) (TV, 1.150).

16. Avisistas tu loke pmyujyamänänäm vede ca padänäm arthah. sa yathaiva loke
vivaksitas tathaiva vede 'pi bhavitum arhati.

17. Cf. Yäska's discussion of rg-mantras, Nir. 7.3. The Mimämsä is content
with a rather homogeneous taxonomy. It is interesting to compare the Mimämsä
scheme with the one recently worked out by Wheelock (1980). The latter cate-
gorizes mantras according to the different sorts of things they present as appro-
priate to occur at different times in the course of a rite: attitudes (e.g., the wish,
"By the sacrifice to the gods for Agni may I be food-eating"), intentions, re-
quests, and ideal states of affairs (e.g., "I pick you [bundle of grass] up with the
arms of Indra"). Wheelock's taxonomy, of course, is based on an entirely differ-
ent interpretation of mantric utterance than that given by the Mimämsä. The
unique feature of mantras, according to Wheelock, is that, employed repeatedly
in the same situations, they cannot be used for conveying information, which is
precisely what is insisted by the Mimämsaka, who believes in the unity of Vedic
and ordinary (informative) language. Rather, mantras are "situating speech
acts" for Wheelock, by means of which certain situations are created (and recre-
ated) and participated in (1982). The mantra "I pick you up with the arms of
Indra" is not a simple assertion but an assertion cum declaration, which for the
officiant simultaneously depicts an ideal state of affairs and realizes it.

18. Arthavantah [manträh] sabdasämänyät.

19. See the seminal discussion by Thieme (1931). This idea is pronounced as
a general thesis, MiSü 1.3.30. On Sahara's relation to the grammarians, see
Garge (1952, 236-42). Kane (1930-62, V. 1156-57) notes that Patanjali refers to
many Mimämsä matters in his Mahäbhäsya. Therefore, it is difficult to determine
any relation of priority between the two schools; it seems that they developed at
around the same time.

20. This, of course, also constitutes a certain interpretation of Jaimini's sütra
(2.1.32).

21. In Säyana's treatment of mantras, in the introduction to his commentary
on the Rg Veda, the expressiveness of mantras and their pramänatva are handled
as quite separate issues (Oertel 1930, 2).

22. See MiSüBh 1.2.2, p. 108, where this complaint is raised about arthavädas.

23. Sabara concedes, at MiSüBh 2.1.32, that some mantras, in fact, are not
assertive, but he may well have felt that that did not jeapordize his general
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point. (See also 12.4.1, where it is admitted that the mere ]aipa of mantras is
sometimes called for; cf. AS, p. 18, lines 12-14.)

24. The sacrificial science is rationalized in other ways. Thus, Mimämsä
develops the notion of apürva, the unseen force that is the causal link between
the sacrificial performance and its fruition at a later time (see the discussion by
Halbfass 1980). It is well known that most Mimämsä authors did not postulate
the existence of god (isvara); for no such entity is required for the efficacy of the
sacrifice. Somewhat more surprising is that Sabara considers references to the
deities (devatäs) of the sacrifice as mere arthavädas (Kane 1930-62, V.1208).

25. Of course, it was the Mimämsä doctrine of the intrinsic validity (svatah
prämänya) of cognition, the main pillar of its defense of sabda, that drew the most
fire.

26. Säyana works out an interesting intermediate position between Mimäm-
sä and Vedänta. While accepting the Mimämsä arguments in favor of the ex-
pressiveness of mantras, he sees mantras as making statements about the di-
vinities involved in the sacrifice, hence as having theoretical import. Their
function as reminders is not mentioned. In general, for Säyana, "Mantras have
an intended meaning and are to be employed precisely to convey what they
mean" (vivaksitärthä manträh svärthaprakäsanäyaiva prayoktavyäh) (Oertel 1930, 68);
while Sabara maintains 'The purpose [of mantras] is simply to make known the
elements of the sacrifice" (yajnähgaprakäsanam eva prayojanam).

27. To give a homey example, the sort Searle loves, it would be nonsense for
me to promise that I will take out the garbage if you have just done so. This
specific condition for promises is a slightly broader version of Searle's condition
No. 5.

28. The sentence "I promise that I shall burn your house down" is puzzling
as a promise for this reason, although it could make sense as a threat. This is
Searle's condition No. 4 (1969, 58).

29. Searle says of preparatory conditions: "This [type of] condition is . . . a
general condition on many different kinds of illocutionary acts to the effect that
the act must have a point" (p. 59).

30. See the preceding note.

31. Searle, too, stipulates as a preparatory condition for requests that the
requested act must be within the hearer's power (p. 66).

32. Here, more or less refers to the fact that Sabara admits that an injunction,
even the one under consideration, can work without an arthaväda. But, when an
arthaväda is present, it takes over the persuading function. Kumärila and
Prabhäkara disputed whether injunctions are requests or commands (Kunjunni
Raja 1969, 160-61).

33. Äkähksä is another concept employed by the grammarians. For them, it
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refers primarily to the relation of dependence between words that form a single
sentence (Kunjunni Raja 1969, 151-63).

34. This is the pramäna of prakarana (context), one of six ways of determining
the assignment (viniyoga) of sacrificial auxiliaries (Jha [1942] 1964, 247-54). Other
pramänas, such as direct assertion (sruti), may take precedence over context
when they are present but, as they frequently are not, context is relatively
important.

35. An injunction, interpreted as a request, will be "felicitous"—to use Aus-
tin's expression—only if the person subject to it knows, among other things,
why and how to follow it. Thus, a request to someone to turn up the heat might
fail if one asks too specifically, "Please turn that little knob on the wall to the
right"—in which case, the requestee may not know why and so may not be
inclined to comply—or if one asks too generally, "Please make the house warm-
er"—in which case the requestee may simply not know how to proceed. If these
sorts of conditions are not satisfied, the injunction/request will not "come off,"
even if as a sentence it is perfectly coherent.

36. Cf. Nir. 1.1: bhävapradhänam äkhyätam.

37. Cf. D'Sa 1980, 177-79.
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CHAPTER 6

The Meaning and Power of Mantras in

Bhartrhari's Väkyapadiya*

Harold Coward

IN HIS BOOK, The Vision of the Vedic Poets, Gonda (1963a) suggests that
the Vedic rsi, in his approach to the real, is thought of as having been
emptied of himself and filled with the god (p. 64). Aurobindo puts it
even more vividly, 'The language of the Veda itself is sruti, a rhythm
not composed by the intellect but heard, a divine Word that came vibrat-
ing out of the Infinite to the inner audience of the man who had pre-
viously made himself fit for the impersonal knowledge7' (Aurobindo
Ghose 1956, 6). Therefore, the words (mantras) the rsi spoke were not
his own, but the words of the god. This suprahuman origin lent his
words a healing power and even made them into a deed of salvation. It
is this understanding of mantra as being at once inherently powerful
and teleological that is so difficult for modern minds to comprehend.
Yet, these are the very characteristics that underlie Indian cultic ritual
and chant.

In his classic article, 'The Indian Mantra/' Gonda points out that
mantras are not thought of as products of discursive thought, human
wisdom or poetic phantasy, "but flash-lights of the eternal truth, seen
by those eminent men who have come into supersensuous contact with
the Unseen" (1963b, 247). By concentrating one's mind on such a man-
tra, the devotee invokes the power inherent in the divine intuition and
so purifies his consciousness.

Because the mantra is understood as putting one in direct touch with
divine power (Gonda 1963b, 255), it is not surprising that mantra chant-
ing is controlled with strict rules. McDermott (1975) has emphasized that
attention must be given not only to the content of the mantra but also to
its context. The reciter of the mantra must have met certain prerequi-

* This paper was presented in the Hinduism section of the annual meeting of the American Academy
of Religion in San Francisco on December 19-22, 1981.
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sites: (1) purgation; (2) proper moral basis; (3) requisite practical skills;
(4) adequate intellectual grounding; and (5) the status of an initiate in an
esoteric tradition. Conventional procedure requires "that the mantra be
imparted to the disciple by one who is duly certified to do so and who
pays meticulous attention to the minutiae of its proper transmission" (p.
287). The correct procedures for the actual reciting of the mantra (e.g.,
sincerity of the utterer, loudness of voice, proper breathing, etc.) are
also carefully controlled (pp. 288-90).

Recently, Frits Staal argued that there is a direct relationship between
ritual actions and mantras. He suggested that mantras began as sen-
tences attached to ritual actions, and that these mantra/ritual action
units were the raw data from which language arose. In India, said Staal,
language is not something with which you name something; it is some-
thing with which you do something (1979c, 9). The Vedic mantra orally
handed down is at least as long as a sentence or line of verse that
corresponds to one ritual act. Even if the rites are modified or aban-
doned, the action of mantra recitation is retained (p. 10). Gonda points
out that/in post-Vedic India, activities such as bringing the goddess Kali
into a stone image, bathing to wash away sins, sowing seeds in the
fields, guarding the sown seeds, driving away evil spirits, and meditat-
ing to achieve release all had to be accompanied by the action of chant-
ing mantras in order to achieve success (1963b, 261-68).

The question as to whether mantras are meaningful has produced
much debate. On the one extreme, Vasubandu maintains that the true
meaning of mantras is to be found in their absence of meaning (1969
[1958, 216]). Staal draws our attention to the teaching of Kautsa, who
viewed Vedic mantras as effective but meaningless (1969, 508). This
understanding of mantras as meaningless appears to dominate much
Tantric thinking.1 The opposite position is taken by the Mimämsakas,
who argue that mantras are not meaningless but expressive of meaning.
Sahara following Jaimini asserts that mantras express the meaning of
dharma. "In cases where the meaning is not intelligible, it is not that
there is no meaning; it is there always, only people are ignorant of it"
(Jha [1942] 1964, 162). Much of the modern confusion over mantras
results from this controversy as to their inherent meaningfulness or
meaninglessness. The root of the problem is the modern view of lan-
guage, as commonly adopted. Whereas, in the Indian tradition, lan-
guage is thought to be truly and most fully experienced in its oral form,
the modern view tends to restrict language to the printed word and then
analyze it for a one-to-one correspondence with objective reality.2 As
Klostermaier has observed, contemporary linguistic philosophy sees the
word only as a carrier of information and basically studies those aspects
of language that a computer can store and retrieve (in Coward &
Sivaraman 1977, 88). Emphasizing the computerlike function of lan-
guage, modern man tends to consign all other dimensions of the word
to the unreality of a mystic's silence; either the word is factual and
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scientific in its referent or it is mystical and has no real function in life.3

Indian speculations on the nature of language have made room for both
the discursive and the intuitive experience of the word. Bhartrhari, the
fifth-century systematizer of the Grammarian School, presents a philos-
ophy of language that proves helpful in understanding both the factual
and the intuitive levels of language. Bhartrhari's Vakyapadiya offers a
metaphysical, philosophical, and psychological analysis of language,
which spans the period from the Vedic through to the Tantric experience
of mantra. All the views of mantra summarized earlier (including man-
tra as "meaningful" and mantra as "meaningless") are encompassed by
Bhartrhari within one understanding in which language is seen to func-
tion at various levels.

THE MEANING OF MANTRAS

Bhartrhari begins the Vakyapadiya by stating that the essence of
Brahman is of the nature of the word (sabda) and the word is understood by
Bhartrhari to be synonymous with meaning. Although unitary in nature,
this divine word-consciousness manifests itself in the diversity of words
that make up speech.4 The mantra AUM (the Pranava) is identified as the
root mantra out of which all other mantras arise (Väk., 1.9). This sacred
syllable is held to have flashed forth into the heart of Brahman, while
absorbed in deep meditation, and to have given birth to the Vedas, which
contain all knowledge. The Pranava and the Vedic mantras are described
as being at once a means of knowledge and a way of release (moksa)
(Väk., 1.5). Fundamental to all of of this is the notion that language and
consciousness are inextricably intertwined. Vakyapadiya (1.123) puts it this
way, "There is no cognition in the world in which the word does not
figure. All knowledge is, as it were, intertwined with the word."
Bhartrhari goes on to make clear that the word-meaning, as the essence of
consciousness, urges all beings toward purposeful activity. If the word
were absent, everything would be insentient, like a piece of wood (Väk.,
1.126). Thus, Bhartrhari's describes the Absolute as Sabdabrahman (word
consciousness).

The Vrtti, on 1.123, goes on to say that when everything is merged
into Sabdabrahman no verbal usage takes place, no meaning is available
through mantras. But, when the absolute is awakened and meanings are
manifested through words, then the knowledge and power that is inter-
twined with consciousness can be clearly perceived and known. Because
consciousness is of the nature of word-meaning, the consciousness of
any sentient being cannot go beyond or lack word-meaning (Väk.,
1.126). When no meaning is understood, it is not due to a lack of word-
meaning in consciousness but rather to ignorance or absent mindedness
obscuring the meaning inherently present (Väk., II.332). For Bhartrhari,
words, meanings, and consciousness are eternally connected and,
therefore, necessarily synonymous. If this eternal identity were to disap-
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pear, knowledge and communication would cease to exist (Väk., I.124).
T. R. V. Murti concisely sums up Bhartrhari's position, when he says it
is not that we have a thought and then look for a word with which to
express it or that we have a lonely word that we seek to connect with a
thought, "Word and thought develop together, or rather they are ex-
pressions of one deep spiritual impulse to know and to communicate"
(1974, 322).

All this has important implications for the debate as to whether
mantras are meaningful. A meaningless mantra would imply a piece of
consciousness without a word-meaning attached and, according to the
Väkyapadiya, that is impossible. It is possible, however, for a person to be
obstructed by his own ignorance and so not understand the meaning of
a mantra—even thogh the word or words of the mantra are inherently
meaningful. That such an understanding of word-meaning and con-
sciousness was not unique to Bhartrhari is evidenced by 1.24-29 of Pa-
tanjali's Yoga Sutras.5 Isvara, like Sabdabrahman, is described as an eternal
unity of meaning and consciousness from which all speech evolves.
Mantra, as the scriptural truth of the rsis, is taken to be the authoritative
verbalization of Isvara's word-consciousness. All this is expressed in the
sacred mantra, AUM, which, when spoken, connotes Isvara and his
omniscient consciousness. As was the case for Bhartrhari, it is the
obscuring power of avidyä (consciousness afflicted by ignorance) that
robs mantras of their inherent meaning and power (Y.S., 1.5).

The reason for the speaking of mantras is also traced to the nature of
word-consciousness by Bhartrhari. Väkyapadiya, I.51, states that word-
consciousness itself contains an inner energy (kratu), which seeks to
burst forth into expression. "The energy (kratu) called the word, existing
within, as the yolk in the peahen's egg, has an actionlike function and
assumes the sequence of its parts" (Väk., I.51). In the experience of the
rsis, this inner kratu is the cause of the one Veda being manifested by
many mantras (Väk., 1.5). The rsis see the Veda as a unitary truth but, for
the purpose of manifesting that truth to others, allow the word to as-
sume the forms of the various mantras. On a simple level, this kratu is
experienced when, at the moment of having an insight, we feel our-
selves impelled to express it, to share it by putting it into words. Indeed,
the whole activity of scholarship and teaching (which puts bread on our
tables) is dependent upon this characteristic of consciousness.

Unlike thinkers who conceive of speech in conventional or utilitarian
terms,6 Bhartrhari finds speech to contain and reveal its own telos. And,
that seems to fit exactly the Hindu experience of mantra. In the Vedic
experience, mantras not only reveal meaning but also give direction as
to how one can participate in this meaning through ritual. This latter
aspect has been given careful analysis by Wade Wheelock. In the New-
and Full-Moon Vedic ritual, the role of mantra is to identify (bandhu) the
human participant with a deity and so actualize divine meaning in
human form (Wheelock 1980, 357-58). The Mimämsä school agrees that
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through the teaching of Vedic words participation in the divine dharma
(via the ritual sacrifice) is delineated (Jha [1942] 1964, 156). But, for the
Mfmämsakas, mantra is given a narrow technical definition of being an
"assertion" and not an "injunction."7 For Bhartrhari both assertion and
injunction are taken as meaningful, thus the meaningfulness of all
mantras.

In a recent series of publications (1969; 1975a; 1975b; 1979a; 1979c),
Frits Staal argued that most mantras are meaningless. With regard to
mantras in Vedic ritual, Staal seems to be following the lead of the
Mimämsakas and restricting the term mantra to assertions occurring
within the ritual itself. Since, in StaaFs view, ritual activities are self-
contained, self-absorbed, and do not refer to other realities, the ritual
(and its mantra) is meaningless (1979a, 3). Meaning, for Staal, is ob-
viously conceived quite differently from meaning for Bhartrhari. It
would seem to be the modern positivist notion of meaning as one-to-one
correspondence that Staal is applying here. Indeed, if meaning can only
be in terms of something other and at the same time consciousness is
self-enclosed, as Bhartrhari maintains, then, of course, the logical result
will be to conclude, as Staal does, that ritual, mantra, and life itself may
be meaningless (1979a, 22). Perhaps, from a modern perspective on
Vedic ritual and mantra, that is not an unexpected result. The essence of
StaaFs position seems to be that there was originally a separation be-
tween the realm of sound and the realm of meaning. Mere sound existed
as nonsense mantras (e.g., lullabies, wordless songs, etc.); "Language
originated when the domain of meaning, which was hidden, was recog-
nized and attached to the domain of sound, which was already publicly
available" (in Coward & Sivaraman 1977, 10). Staal suggests that,
through the performance of Vedic ritual, the connection between the
two realms was made and language was born.

Although, at first glance, StaaFs view seems radically opposed to
Bhartrhari, closer analysis suggests some points of contact. StaaFs hid-
den meaning is rather like Bhratrahari's unmanifested meaning-con-
sciousness. The sounds Staal describes may be those referred to by
Bhartrhari as the sound patterns remembered from word usage in pre-
vious lives (samskäras). For Bhartrhari, language involves identifying
these remembered sound patterns with the meanings inherent in con-
sciousness. And, for Bhartrhari, it is the Veda and the natural fitness of a
sound to convey a meaning, made known to us through the use of
words by elders (sahketa), that makes the learning of language possible.8

Perhaps, Bhartrhari's thinking has influenced StaaFs notion of the origin
of language. Both seem constructed on some kind of superimposition
(adhyäsä) notion. But, the key question Bhartrhari would put to Staal
would be From whence comes the impulse to connect sound and mean-
ing? For Bhartrhari, the answer is clear. It is kratu, or the expressive
energy inherent in meaning consciousness. StaaFs answer does not yet
seem clear.
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The Väkyapadiya does not remain at the level of philosophic princi-
ples. Bhartrhari offers a detailed analysis of how the uttered sounds of
the mantra reveal meaning. Väkyapadiya, I.52-53, describes three stages
in the speaking and hearing of mantras on the analogy of a painter:

When a painter wishes to paint a figure having parts like that of a
man, he first sees it gradually in a sequence, then as the object of a
single cognition and then paints it on a cloth or on a wall in a sequence.
In the same way, the word in verbal usage is first perceived in a se-
quence, then cognized as a unity with the sequence suppressed. This
partless and sequenceless mental form is superimposed, i.e. identified
with the previous appearance having sequence and seeming to be sepa-
rate. It again enters into verbal usage by displaying the characteristics
of the sounds, namely, differentiation and sequence, produced by the
movements of the articulatory organs. In the same way, the word goes
again and again through three stages and does not fail to become both
illuminator and the illuminated. (Väk., 1.52, Vrtti)

Just as a painting is perceived as a whole, over and above its different
parts and colors, so our cognition of the mantra is of a meaning whole,
over and above the sequence of uttered sounds. Sphota (that from which
meaning bursts or shines forth)9 is Bhartrhari's technical term, designat-
ing mantra as a gestalt or meaning whole, which can be perceived by the
mind (pratibhä, immediate supersensuous intuition). Let us return to the
example of the rsi. At the first moment of its revelation, the rsi is com-
pletely caught up into this unitary idea, gestalt or sphota. But when,
under the expressive impulse (kratu), he starts to examine the idea
{sphota) with an eye to its communication, he has withdrawn himself
from the first intimate unity with the idea or inspiration itself and now
experiences it in a twofold fashion. On the one hand, there is the objec-
tive meaning (artha), which he is seeking to communicate, and on the
other, there are the words and phrases (dhvanis) he will utter. For
Bhartrhari, these two aspects of word sound (dhvani) and word meaning
(artha), differentiated in the mind and yet integrated like two sides of the
same coin, constitute the sphota. Bhartrhari emphasizes the meaning
bearing on revelatory function of this twosided gestalt, the sphota, which
he maintains is eternal and inherent in consciousness (Väk., I.23-26,
122-23).

From the perspective of a speaker or hearer of the uttered mantra, the
process functions in reverse. Each letter-sound of the mantra reveals the
whole sphota, at first only vaguely. Each additional letter sound of the
mantra brings further illumination until, with the uttering of the last letter
sound, the sphota (the complete utterance as a unity) of the mantra stands
clearly perceived10—perhaps, something like "the light bulb coming on"
image we find in cartoons. As the Väkyapadiya puts it, "The sounds, while
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they manifest the word, leave impression-seeds (samskära-hhvanä-bija)
progressively clearer and conducive to the clear perception of the word"
(Väk., 1.84, Vrtti).

The logic of Bhartrhari's philosophy of language is that the whole is
prior to its parts. This results in an ascending hierarchy of mantra levels.
Individual words are subsumed by the sentence or poetic phrase, the
phrase by the Vedic poem, and so on, until all speech is identified with
Brahman. But Bhartrhari focuses upon the Väkya-Sphota or sentence
meaning as the true form of meaning. Although he sometimes speaks
about letter sounds (varna) or individual words (pada) as meaning-bear-
ing units (sphota), it is clear that for Bhartrhari the true form of the sphota
is the sentence.11 This has interesting implications for single-word man-
tras. Since the fundamental unit of meaning is a complete thought
(vakya-sphota), single words must be single-word sentences with the
missing words being understood. For example, when the young child
says "mama," it is clear that whole ideas are being expressed; e.g., "I
want mama!" Even when a word is used merely in the form of a sub-
stantive noun (e.g., tree), the verb to be is always understood so that
what is indicated is really a complete thought (e.g., This is a tree) (Väk.,
1.24-26, Vrtti). In this fashion, Bhartrhari suggests a way to understand
single-word mantras as meaningful. A devotee chanting "Siva" may
well be evoking the meaning "Come Siva" or "Siva possess me" with
each repetition (Väk., II.326). Thus, such single-word mantras are far
from being meaningless.

Both Wheelock (1980, 358) and Gonda (1963b, 272ff.) have pointed
out that, in Vedic ritual, mantra is experienced on various levels, from
the loud chanting of the hotr to silently rehearsed knowledge of the most
esoteric bandhus. Probably, a good amount of the argument over the
meaningfulness of mantras arises from a lack of awareness of the differ-
ent levels of language. On one level, there is pratibhä or the intuitive
flashlike understanding of the sentence meaning of the mantra as a
whole. At this level, the fullness of intuited meaning is experienced in
the "seen" unity of artha and dhvani in sphota. This is the direct super-
senuous perception of the truth of the mantra that occurs at the mystical
level of language—when mystical is understood in its classical sense as a
special kind of perception marked by greater clarity than ordinary sense
perception.12 Bhartrhari calls this level of mantra experience pasyanti
(the seeing one);13 the full meaning of the mantra, the reality it has
evoked, stands revealed. This is the rsi's direct "seeing" of truth, and
the Tantric devotee's visionary experience of the deity. Yet, for the unin-
itiated, for the one who has not yet had the experience, it is precisely
this level of mantra that will appear to be nonexistent and meaningless.
If, due to one's ignorance, the pasyanti level is obscured from "sight"
then the uttering of the mantra will indeed seem to be an empty exer-
cise. Bhartrhari calls the level of the uttered words of the sentence
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vaikhari väk. At the vaikhari level, every sound is inherently meaningful
in that each sound attempts to reveal the sphota.

Repetition of the uttered sounds of the mantra, especially if spoken
clearly and correctly, will evoke afresh the sphota each time, until finally
the obscuring ignorance is purged and the meaning whole of the mantra
is seen (pratibhä). Between these two levels of uttering {vaikhari) and
supersensuous seeing (pasyanti), there is a middle or maähyamä väk corre-
sponding to the väkya-sphota in its mental separation into sentence
meaning and a sequence of manifesting sounds, none of which have yet
been uttered (Väk., I.142). For Bhartrhari, the silent practice of mantra is
accounted for by madhyamä and, of course, is both real and meaningful.

When all three levels of language are taken into account, as they are
by Bhartrhari, it would seem that all Vedic and Tantric types of mantra
practice can be analyzed and shown to be meaningful. In cases where
the avidyä of the speaker or the hearer obstructs the evocative power of
the mantra, it may indeed be experienced as meaningless. But even
then, the mantra is still inherently meaningful, as is shown when,
through repeated practice, the sphota is finally revealed and by the fact
that the cultured person, not afflicted by avidyä, hears and understands
the meaning even though the person uttering the mantra does not (Väk.,
1.152-54). The argument, of course, is circular and, if it were merely a
theoretical argument, Bhartrhari's explanation would have no power
and would have been discarded long ago. The Väkyapadiya appeals not
to argument but to empirical evidence, the direct perception of the
meaning whole (sphota) of the mantra. As long as such direct perception
is reflected in the experience of people, Bhartrhari's explanation of the
meaningfulness of mantras will remain viable.

THE POWER OF MANTRAS

The meaningfulness of mantras is not merely intellectual, this mean-
ing has power (sakti). Mantras have the power to remove ignorance
(avidyä), reveal truth (dharma), and realize release (moksa). Väkyapadiya
states it clearly, "Just a s making gifts, performing austerities and practis-
ing continence are means of attaining heaven. It has been said: When,
by practising the Vedas, the vast darkness is removed, that supreme,
bright, imperishable light comes into being in this very birth" (1.5, 14,
Vrtti).

It is not only this lofty goal of final release, which is claimed for the
power of words, but also the very availability of human reasoning.
Without the fixed power of words to convey meaning, inference based
on words could not take place (Väk., I.137). Because of the power inher-
ent in mantras for both human inference and divine truth, great care
must be given to the correct use of words. In Vedic practice, the impor-
tance of this mantra sakti is recognized in the careful attention given to
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the correct speaking of the Vedic verses, so as to avoid distortions and
corruptions (Gonda 1963b, 270). And, as McDermott observes, in the
view of the Tantric, perception of mantra as "the sonic reverberation of
divine power, it is hardly surprising that quality control of its compo-
nents cannot be left to the caprices of the individual reciter7' (1975, 290).

From Bhartrhari's perspective, the special role of grammar (Vyäka-
rana) is to control and purify the use of mantra so that its powers will not
be wasted or misused (Vak., 1.11-12). Proper grammatical usage, correct
pronunciation, etc. are crucial, not only for the success of the Vedic
rituals, but also for all other branches of knowledge (Väk., I.14).
Whether it be the communication of meaning within the human sciences
or the identification of ritual action with the divine, it is mantra sakti that
enables it all to happen. As Wheelock notes in his most recent paper, in
both Vedic and Tantric ritual, mantra is the catalyst that allows the
sacred potential of the ritual setting to become a reality.14 Especially
important in this regard is the contention of Väkapadiya, I.62, "It is with
the meanings conveyed by words that actions are connected." Were it
not for the power of word meanings, no connection would be made
between the ritual action and the divine, then both the Veda and the
Tantra would be powerless.

In the Indian experience, the repeated chanting of mantras is an
instrument of power (Gonda 1963b, 271). The more difficulties to be
overcome, the more repetitions are needed. Väkyapadiya, I.14, makes
clear that repeated use of correct mantras removes all impurities, pu-
rifies all knowledge, and leads to release. The psychological mechanism
involved is described by Bhartrhari as holding the sphota in place by
continued chanting. Just as from a distance or in semidarkness, it takes
repeated cognitions of an object to see it correctly, so also concentrated
attention on the sphota, by repeated chanting of the mantra, results in
sphota finally being perceived in all its fullness (Väk., I.89). Mandana
Misra describes it as a series of progressively clearer impressions, until a
clear and correct apprehension takes place in the end.15 A similar psy-
chological explanation is offered by Patanjali in Yoga Sütra II.44: As a
result of concentrated study (svädhyäyä) of mantras (including bija sylla-
bles like AUM) the desired deity becomes visible. Through the practice
of fixed concentration (samädhi) upon an object, in this case an uttered
mantra, consciousness is purified of karmic obstructions and the deity
"seen." Since, for Patanjali, AUM is the mantra for Isvara, the devotee is
advised that the japa, or chanting of AUM, will result in the clear under-
standing of its meaning. Vyäsa puts it in more psychological terms:

The Yogi who has come to know well the relation between word and
meaning must constantly repeat it and habituate the mind to the man-
ifestation therein of its meaning. The constant repetition is to be of the
Pranava and the habitual mental manifestation is to be that of what it
signifies, Isvara. The mind of the Yogi who constantly repeats the
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Pranava and habituates the mind to the constant manifestation of the
idea it carries, becomes one-pointed.16

The power of such mantra samädhi to induce a perfectly clear identity
with the deity is given detailed psychological analysis in Yoga Sütras I.42.
At first, the experience of identity with Isvara is mixed up with lingering
traces of the uttered mantra (AUM) and its conceptual meaning (artha).
With continued mantra samädhi, all traces of uttered sounds and concep-
tual meaning are purged, until only the direct perception of Isvara re-
mains. Patanjali's analysis supports Bhartrhari's claim that such mantra
samädhi has the power to remove ignorance and reveal truth.17 This
conclusion confirms both the Vedic and the Tantric mantra experience.

CONCLUSION

Against the background of the long debate over the meaningfulness
or meaninglessness of mantras, Bhartrhari's philosophy of language
was employed to analyze the nature of such ritual utterances. The
Väkyapadiya was found to provide a systematic explanation of the inher-
ent meaningfulness of all mantras, with the apparent meaninglessness
resulting from the obscuring function of ignorance. When the Väkya-
padiya notion of the three levels of language was applied, objections
against the meaningfulness of mantras by the Mimämsakas and, more
recently, by Frits Staal were shown to be overcome—once Bhartrhari's
assumptions were granted. Support was offered for the Väkyapadiya in-
terpretation by adducing a parallel analysis of mantra in Patanjali's Yoga
Sütras. For Bhartrhari, mantras are inherently meaningful, powerful in
purging ignorance and revealing truth, and effective instruments for the
realization of release (moksa). Bhartrhari's Väkyapadiya provides a theory
of language that helps modern minds understand how mantras can be
experienced as meaningful, powerful, and teleological in Vedic and Tan-
tric ritual.

NOTES

1. Bharati acknowledges that this is the view of many European and Indian
scholars, but argues that this is erroneous ([1965] 1970, 102).

2. Of course, there are exceptions to this dominant modern view of lan-
guage. Witness, for example, Michael Polanyi's defense of "tacit knowing" as
meaningful. From Polanyi's perspective all knowing involves two things: (1) a
deep indwelling or personal participation of the knower in the known; (2) a
hierarchy of levels of knowing all directed by a controlling purpose. See M.
Polanyi, Knowing and Being (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1969), pp.
152ff.

3. See, for example, Russell Fräser, The Language of Adam (New York: Colum-
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bia University Press, 1977), especially Chapter 4, "Mysticism and Scientific
Doom."

4. The Väkyapadiya of Bhartrhari, translated by K. A. Subramania Iyer (Poona:
Deccan College, 1965), I.I; hereafter cited Väk. See also K. Kunjunni Raja (1969,
142) for a clear demonstration of how far Bhartrhari's sabda is synonomous with
meaning.

5. The Yoga of Patanjali, translated by J. H. Woods (Delhi: Motilal Banar-
sidass, 1966); hereafter cited Y. S.

6. For example, the early Buddhists, the Cärväkas, or in modern thought,
the positivists.

7. The reason given for this is that "the Mantra can be expressive of mere
assertion, as it functions only during the performance of an act . . . if it enjoined
the act, its functioning would come before the commencement of the perfor-
mance." Sahara Bhasya as quoted in Jha ([1942] 1964, 160).

8. Väk., III. 1.6. For Bhartrhari, the usage of words by elders, and one's
learning of that usage, is not a human creation but only a making present to
ourselves of the existing natural capacity of words to convey meaning. This is
what is meant by the "natural fitness" (yogyatä, which is eternal and not the
work of man, apauruseya) in the relation between the word meaning and the
sounds.

9. For a complete presentation see Harold Coward Sphota Theory of Language
(Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1980), Chapter 5.

10. Sphotasiddhi of Mandana Misra, translated by K. A. Subramania Iyer
(Poona: Deccan College, 1966), commentary on Kärikä 18. See also Väk., I.82-84.

11. See, especially, the Second Kända of the Väkyapadiya, in which he estab-
lishes the vakya-sphota over against the view of the Mfmärhsakas.

12. See W. T. Stace, Mysticism and Philosophy (London: Macmillan, 1961), p.
15. This, of course, is exactly the opposite of the common, modern interpreta-
tions given to the term mystical: e.g., vague, mysterious, foggy, etc.

13. Väk., I.142. Note that in Vrtti, sounds of cart-ale, drum, and flute are all
forms of Vaikhari Väk and, therefore, potentially meaningful,

14. Wade Wheelock, "The Mantra in Vedic and Tantric Ritual/' unpublished
paper, p. 19.

15. Sphotasiddhi of Mandana Misra, translated by K. A. Subramania Iyer, Kä-
rikäs 19-20.

16. Bhäsya on Y.S. 1.28 as rendered by Rama Prasada (Delhi: Oriental Re-
print, 1978), p. 51.

17. In using the Yoga Sütra as a parallel and supporting analysis, it must be
remembered that ultimately significant differences exist: The Väkyapadiya offers
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an absolutism of word consciousness or Sabdabrahman while the Yoga system is
ultimately a duality between pure consciousness (purusä) and nonintelligent
matter (prakrti). Consequently, Vacaspati points out that Isvara's sattva does not
possess the power of consciousness, since sattva is nonintelligent in its own
nature (Y.S., 1.24, tika). Since the concern in this essay is not with the ultimate
nature of the metaphysics involved, the discussion has proceeded as if the sattva
aspect of prakrti indeed were real consciousness. This is in accord with the Yoga
view of the nature of psychological processes. The sattva aspect of citta, insofar
as it is clear, takes on or reflects the intelligence (cäitanva) of purusa. For practical
purposes, therefore, no duality appears, and prakrti may be treated as self-
illuminating (see tikä on Y.S., 1.17).



CHAPTER 7

Mantras in the Sivapuräna

Ludo Rocher

EVEN THOUGH THE SIVAPURÄNA HAD to compete with the Väyu-
puräna for a place in the Ust of eighteen mahäpuränas, and even though it,
therefore, was often relegated to the rank of an upapuräna,1 it is nev-
ertheless one of the more extensive, and least uniform, Puränic texts.
According to a number of passages in the Puräna itself, the Sivapuräna
originally consisted of twelve samhitäs. The printed editions, however,
contain far fewer than that. One set of editions,2 is composed of six
samhitäs: Jnäna-, Vidyesvara-, Kailäsa-, Sanatkumära-, Väyu- or Väyaviya-,
and Dharma-. This article is based on a second, very different set of
editions,3 with seven santhitäs. The text of the Sivapuräna in these edi-
tions is composed as

1. Vidyesvarasmamhitä (or Vighnesasamhitä) (25 chapters)
2. Rudrasamhitä

2.1 Srstikhanda (20 chapters)
2.2 Satikhanda (43 chapters)
2.3 Pärvatikhanda (55 chapters)
2.4 Kumärakhanda (20 chapters)
2.5 Yuddhakhanda (59 chapters)

3. Satarudrasamhitä (42 chapters)
4. Kotirudrasamhitä (43 chapters)
5. Umäsamhitä (or Aumasamhitä) (51 chapters)
6. Kailäsasamhitä (23 chapters)
7. Väyusamhitä (or Väyavfyasamhitä)

7.1 Pürvabhäga (35 chapters)
7.2 Uttarabhäha (51 chapters)

This text of the Sivapuräna, therefore, is composed of 467 chapters. Ref-
erences in this article will consist of three or four figures: samhitä, occa-
sionally its subdivision (khanda or bhäga), chapter (adhyäya), and verse.
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Mantras4—both in general: the mantra or the mantras, and specifi-
cally defined—are omnipresent in the Sivapuräna. The text itself5 says
that it contains "streams of mantras." It claims to put order in the
mantras, for "as long as the Sivapuräna will not make its appearance on
earth, mantras will be in discord."6 In the metaphorical description of
the chariot that Visvakarman prepared for Indra in view of the destruc-
tion of the Tripuras, the mantras are said to be the tinkling bells.7 On the
occasion of the mähätmya of the Mahäkäla jyotirlihga (4, ch. 17), the
Sivapuräna tells the story of a young boy, the son of a cowherd—and the
ancestor of Nanda (4.17.68)—who became a devotee of Siva and who
succeeded in performing sivapüjä "even without mantras" (4.17.66:
amantrena API). This was, however, the exception: Under normal cir-
cumstances "worshiping Hara is not possible without the use of man-
tras."8 "For Siva worship fully to yield the desired result it shall be
accompanied by mantras."9

The Sivapuräna occasionally refers to mantras for gods other than
Siva. It recognizes worship of different gods "each with their own,
respective mantras" (1.14.23: tattanmantrena) and mentions "reciting
mantras and performing other forms of worship to one's istadeva
(1.14.27: japädyam istadevasya). When Dambha, the son of Vipracitti, did
penance in Puskara to have a son, he firmly recited the Krsnamantia
(2.5.27.12: krsnamantram jajäpa drdkam). Elsewhere, the text announces
a mantra to the Sun (6.6.38: mantram sävitram sarvasiddham . . .
bhuktimuktipradam) and devotes two upajäti stanzas to it (6.6.39-40):

sindhüravarnäya sumandaläya namo 'stu vajräbharanäya
tubhyam /

padmäbhaneträya supankajäya brahmendranäräyanakäranäya
II '

saraktacürnam sasuvarnatoyam srakkurikumädhyam sakusam
sapuspam /

pradattam ädäya sahemapätram prasastam arghyam bhagavan
praslda //

In general, however, the Sivapuräna is, for obvious reasons, con-
cerned with mantras for Siva. Quite often the mantra is not further
specified. For instance, Andhaka, the son of Hiranyäksa, daily offers a
part of his body in the fire samantrakam (2.5.44.6). Anasüyä fashions a
clay image of Siva mantrena (4.3.17). When Räma praises Siva he is said
to be mantradhyänaparäyana (4.31.31). Occasionally, the text refers to
rudrajapa without indicating the mantra that is the object of the recita-
tion.10 There are good reasons to presume that, when a mantra for Siva
remains unspecified, the Sivapuräna means to refer to the pranava.11 The
pranava, indeed, is the mantra that is most prominent throughout the
text; it is mentioned more often than any other mantra, and it is the
mantra that has been discussed in the greatest detail.12
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The Sivapuräna engages in several etymologies of the term pranava,
which are of interest insofar as they throw light on the composers' views
on the nature and purpose of the mantra. For instance, pranava is the
best of boats (nava) to cross the ocean; i.e. the samsära evolved out of
prakrti (pra).13 O%, pranava means that there is no (na) diffusiveness (pra)
for you (va).14 Or, pranava is so called because it is the ideal (pra) guide
(na) to moksa for you (va).15 Or, pranava is the ideal way (pra) to elimi-
nate all karma of those who recite and worship it, deliver them from
mäyä, and provide them with new (nava) divine wisdom, i.e. make them
into new (nava) purifjed personalities.16 Elsewhere, it is said to be the
präna of all living beings, all the way from Brahma down to immobile
objects.17

The Sivapuräna distinguishes two forms of pranava: the subtle
(süksma) and the gross (sthüla). The former is monosyllabic (ekaksara), the
latter consists of five syllables (pancäksara).18 In reality, they both contain
five syllables (arna), but in the latter these are "apparent, manifested"
(vyakta), in the former they are not (avyakta).19 The subtle pranava is
again subdivided into two. The long (dirgha) subtle pranava consisting of
a + u + m + bindu + nfida, resides in the heart of yogins. The short
(hrasva) subtle pranava consists only of the sound m, which represents
three things: Siva, his Sakti, and their union. It should be recited by
those who desire to expiate all their sins.20 The gross pranava, in five
syllables, is composed of Siva's name, in the dative case, preceded by
the word namah; i.e., namah siväya.21 Another passage (1.11.42-43)
makes a further distinction in connection with this formula: namah
should precede only in the case of brahmans—or dvijas generally (?)—
whereas it should follow after siväya in all other cases; this also includes
women with the exception, according to some, of brahman women.

Given its twofold, or threefold, subdivision, it is not always clear to
which form of pranava the text refers when it uses the term.22 Only
rarely does it make a clear distinction, as it does when it prescribes OM
to erect a lihga on a pitha, but the pancäksaramantra to prepare a Siva
image (vera) for a festival (1.11.16, 18). However, even though the pan-
cäksaramantra is referred to as the mantrarät (6.3.8) and occasionally is
praised as the ne plus ultra23 and even though the Puräna devotes three
chapters (7.2. Ch. 12-14) to pancäksaramähätmya, there are numerous
indications in the text that the pranava par excellence is OM.24

The components of OM are referred to in the Puräna in a variety of
contexts and for a variety of reasons. For instance, each of the three lines
of the tripundra mark is presided over by nine deities. They are (1.24.89-
94):

—for the first line: the sound a (akära), the gärhapatya fire, the earth
(bhü), dharma (Kälägnirudropanisad: svät?nä), rajas, Rgveda, kriyäsakti,
prätah savana, and Mahädeva;

—for the second line: the sound u (ukära), the daksina fire, nabhas,
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antarätmä, sattva, Yajurveda, icchäsakti, madhyandinasavana, and
Mahesvara;

—for the third line: the sound m (makdra), the ähavaniya fire, dyaus,
paramätmä, tamas, Sämaveda, jnänasakti, trtiyam savanam, and Siva.

In the discussion of various types of lihgas, the first, subtle lihga is
identified with the süksma pranava; i.e., OM.25 In addition to this, there
are many gross lihgas, of which the süta proposes to deal only with those
made of clay. These are five in number: svayambhü, bindu, pratisthita,
cara, and guru (1.18.31). The text identifies these with näda, bindu,
makära, ukära, and akära of OM, respectively.26

The Sivapuräna also provides special rules on how to recite OM.
According to one passage, OM is to be recited mentally (mänasa) in case
of samädhi, in a low voice {upämsu) at all other times.27 Elsewhere, it is
said that, according to the experts on the Ägamas, mental japa is the
highest form of recitation, upämsu japa the middlemost form, and verbal
(väcika) japa the lowest (7.2.14.24). In fact, upämsu japa is one hundred
times as efficient as väcika japa, mänasa japa one thousand times, and
sagarbha japa, i.e., japa accompanied by pränäyäma (7.2.14.30), again one
hundred times more (7.2.14.29); finally, sadhyäna japa is one thousand
times better than sagarbha japa (7.2.14.33).28

As we saw earlier, the sthüla pranava consists of five syllables: Siva's
name in the dative preceded, and occasionally followed, by namah. It is
most commonly referred to as the pancäksaramantra, rarely, more shortly,
as pancäksara or, with a variant, pancavarna29 Occasionally, the Siva-
puräna speaks of sadaksaramantra rather than pancäksaramantra.30 This is
described as "the pancäksaravidyä to which the pranava is added,"31 or,
more detailed, as "the mantra with Siva's name in the dative case,
preceded by OM and followed by namah."32 Even though it is not given
a specific name, the sadaksaramantra occasionally is further expanded
into seven syllables. Pärvati's adopted son Sundarsana performed the
samkalpapüjä sixteen times with the mantra om namah srisiväya.33 On one
occasion, Visnu advises the gods and the sages to recite an even longer
sivamantra,34 as follows: om namah siväya subham subham kuru kuru siväya
namah om.35 Except for the simple sivanämamantras, which will be dis-
cussed later, variants on the pancäksara- or sadaksaramantra with other
names than Siva are rare. One such exception is the advice by Vasistha
to Samdhyä to recite the mantra: om namah sahkaräya om36

Several passages in the Sivapuräna place the recitation of mantras
(i.e., sivamantras) in a broader context and evaluate their merit in com-
parison with other forms of worship. To be sure, in those sections de-
voted to mantramähätmya, the recitation of mantras in general and of the
pancäksaramantra or sadaksaramantra in particular is extolled as superior to
any other form of Siva worship. Even a single utterance of the five-
syllable mantra is ten million (koti, see later) times better than any form
of tapas, ritual, or vrata.37 Or, the pancäksaramantra is compared to a
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sütra—"it is a vidhi, not an arthaväda" (7.2.12.21)—on which all other
mantras and every other means of knowing Siva are mere commen-
taries.38 It is like the seed of a banyan tree; however small in itself, it has
an enormous potential and is the source of every form of wisdom.39

In other contexts, however, we are presented with different and
more balanced views. According to one passage (1.15.57), the recitation
of mantras and stotras constitutes 'Verbal ritual" (väcikam yajanam), as
against "physical ritual" (käyikam yajanam), which is characteristic of
pilgrimages, vratas, e'tc. Other texts, aimed more directly at Siva wor-
ship, list mantras as*one element of it, together with wearing sacred
ashes and Hhga worship.40 As to the relative value of these and other
elements of Siva worship, the Sivapuräna informs us that, the ultimate
goal being moksa, wearing rudräksas realizes one quarter of it, wearing
ashes one half, reciting mantras three quarters; only worshiping the
Hhga and Siva's devotees realizes everything.41 In a chapter on tapas, in
which tapas is proclaimed to be the sole way to reach one's goals (5.20.9),
japa is said to be a part of sättvikatapas (5.20.11,15);42 it is the domain of
the gods and yatinäm ürdhvaretasäm, and brings about all desired results
(asesaphalasädhana). v ••

On one occasion, the recitation of mantras (mantroccärana), together
with dhyäna and astähgabhüsparsana, is a form of vandana, one of the nine
ahgas of bhakti.43 An even more subordinate role is assigned to the recita-
tion of mantras in the story of the vaisya Supriya who, while in prison,
taught (4.29.45) his fellow-prisoners the Siva mantra and idol worship.
The leader himself worshiped the idol,44 some engaged in dhyäna or
mänasi püjä;45 only those who did not know better recited the mantra
namah siväya.46 ^

One passage insists that wearing the rudräksas without reciting man-
tras is not only usless but leads to residence in a terrible hell for the
duration of fourteen Indras.47 On the other hand, he who wears the
tripundra automatically possesses all the mantras.48 Reciting mantras is
one of the things, together with dhyäna, etc., that is useless without the
tripundra.49 Yet, mantras have to be used when one is unable to smear
(uddhülana) on the entire body; he shall then apply the tripundra on the
head with namah siväya, on the sides with isäbhyäm namah, on the fore-
arms with bijäbhyäm namah, on the lower part of the body with pitrbhyäm
namah, on the upper part with umesäbhyäm namah, and on the back and
the back of the head with bhfmäya namah (1.24.113-116).

One important aspect of mantra recitation, which is stressed again
and again in the Sivapuräna, is the benefit of multiple repetition (ävrtti).
During his penance, Arjuna stands on one foot, concentrates his gaze on
the sun, and "continuously repeats" (ävartayan sthitah)50 the five-sylla-
ble mantra (3.39.2).

The benefit to be derived from a mantra increases in direct propor-
tion to the number of times it is recited. One passage enumerates the
increasing benefits of the mrtyumjayama'ntra, from one lakh of repetitions
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up to one million.51 Similarly, when a mantra is recited by way of expia-
tion, the number of its repetitions required is proportionate to the se-
riousness of the sin one has committed: for omitting a samdhyä for one
day the text prescribes one hundred gäyatns, one hundred thousand for
omitting it for up to ten days; if one neglects it for one month even the
gäyatri is insufficient, and one has to undergo a new upanayana (1.13.30-
31).

A figure mentioned quite often for the repetition of mantras is one or
more kotis "one crore, ten million." After repeating one koti times the
mantra om namah siväya subham subham kuru kuru siväya namah om, Siva is
supposed to do what he is requested to do (2.5.7.26: sivah käryam ka-
risyati).52 By repeating the pancäksaramantra one, two, three, or four koti
times one reaches "the worlds of Brahma, etc.," but five kotis render the
devotee equal to Siva.53

Another figure presecribed for the repetition of mantras is 108.54

More specifically, during the sivarätri the mantra shall be repeated 108
times during its first three-hour period (yäma); this number shall be
doubled during the second yäma, quadrupled during the third, and
eight times 108 mantras shall be recited in the fourth.55 Occasionally, the
number 108 is replaced by its variant, 1008. When the süta sits down
with the sages he recites the five-syllable mantra 1008 times.56

The text also indicates the way in which the number of mantras
ought to be counted, using different kinds of objects to keep track of the
units, tens, hundreds, etc., up to kotis.57

The Sivapuräna follows the general pattern that "the mantras relat-
ing to gods represent their essence—they are in a sense identifiable with
them."58 Throughout the text the Sivapuräna expresses in a variety of
ways the idea that Siva IS the pranava or that the pranava IS Siva.

Visnu addresses Siva: omkäras tvam (2.2.41.14); Brahma pays homage
to Siva: omkäräya namas tubhyam (2.5.11.14). In a long eulogy to show that
Siva is superior in every category, the gods list the fact that among the
bijamantras he is the pranava (2.5.2.43: pranavo btjamantränäm). Any devo-
tee should realize that Siva is identical with the pranava (6.6.29: pranavam
ca sivam vadet). Siva himself declares the pranava to be madrüpam (6.3.3),
and Arjuna takes on unequaled splendor mantrena madrüpena (3.38.1).
Siva is omkäramayam . . . pancäksaramayam devam sadaksaramayam tathä
(6.7.62-63); he is pranavätamä (6.12.20) or pranavätmaka (6.9.23); he is
sabdabrahmatanu (2.1.8.13.41); etc.

The pranava is, however, not always identical to Siva. Occasionally,
Siva is said to be pranavärtha "the significandum of the pranava/'59 The
same idea can also be expressed in different forms: Siva is said to be
väcya, the pranava being väcaka;60 or the pranava is abhidhäna, Siva being
abhidheya.61

According to one passage om issued from Siva: "Om was born from
Siva's mouths. The sound a first came out of his northern mouth, u from
his western mouth, m from his southern mouth; the bindu next came
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from his eastern mouth, and the näda from his central mouth. The result
of this fivefold 'gaping' (vijrmbhita) was then made into one in the form
of the single syllable om" (1.10.16-19).

The Sivairtantra is secret; Siva alone knows it.62 Therefore, it is only
natural that, as^nnounced by the süta early in the Puräna,63 Siva him-
self revealed it to the Devi in the Kailäsasamhitä (6.3.1 sqq.). Siva also
taught the mantra to Brahma and Visnu (1.10.25-26) and advised them
to recite it "to acquire knowledge of him."64

More generally, Sjva reveals the pranavärtha to those with whom he is
pleased.65 One of those who enjoyed this privilege was the süta) when
the sages inquire with him about pranavasya mähätmyam, he responds
that he indeed knowns it sivasya krpayaiva.66 The reason why the süta
happens to be a "fortunate devotee" (dhanyah sivabhaktah) is explained
elsewhere in the text: Siva is the pranavärtha; the Vedas were issued from
the pranava; the Puränas expound the meaning of the Vedas; and the
süta is the supreme pauränika.67

Sivamantras have to be learned through the intermediary of a guru
(2.1.13.73-74: gurüpadistßmärgena); the mantra is gurudatta.68 As a result,
a disciple is his guru's rf\antraputra. The mantra is the semen springing
from the guru's tongue (the penis) and deposited in the disciple's ear
(the yoni). The natural father brings his son into the samsära; the
bodhakah pitä helps him out of it (samtärayati samsärät).69 The acqusition of
a mantra involves an initiation, mantradiksä.70 One passage (7.2.14.1-
23), in which the initiation is referred to as purascarana (v. 16; cf. v. 18:
paurascaranika), describes in great detail the entire procedure, from the
time one approaches a teacher up to the acquisition and recitation of the
mantra. v

The Sivapuräna, however, also provides for the eventuality that no
mantra was "given" by a teacher: in that case the gurudattamantra may
be replaced by nämamantras71 Siva's name, rather names, is very promi-
nent in the Sivapuräna. The text contains a chapter (4, Chapter 35)
enumerating a little over one thousand names of Siva (sivasaha-
sranämavarnanam), followed by another chapter (Chapter 36) enumerat-
ing the benefits of its recitation, including one hundred times over by
kings in distress (4.36.22). On some occasions, the Puräna rather
vaguely prescribes the recitation of "multiple nämamantras" (4.13.46:
nämamanträn anekäms ca). The nämamantra to be recited as a substitute for
the gurudattamantra, however, also can be more precise; it consists in the
recitation of eight names of Siva, in the dative case, preceded by sri:
sribhaväya srisarväya srlrudräya sripasupataye sryugräya srimahate sribhfmäya
srisänäya (4.38.53-55).

The Sivapuräna also composes its own Sivamantras. On several occa-
sions, the text introduces passages saving that one should "invite" or
"pray to" Siva "with the following mantra(s)."72 Eventually, these
"mantras" contain nothing more than the formula om namas te followed
by a series of names or attributes of Siva, in the dative case.73 It is clear
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that, in these instances, the dividing line between a Sivamantra and a
Sivastotra—many passages are so introduced in the Puräna—has be-
come vague, if not inexistent. In one case, the text explicitly says, "Let
the wise pray to Siva, praising him with the following mantra/'74

Yet, whatever other Sivamantras, and mantras to other gods, there
may be, as I indicated earlier, the Siva puräna leaves no doubt that the
pranava reigns supreme.75 In the passage cruoted earlier, in which man-
tras generally are described as the bells of Siva's chariot, only the pranava
is singled out for a different and special function: It serves Brahma, who
is the charioteer, as his whip.76 In fact, it is so important that even Siva's
residence on the summit of Mount Kailäsa is pranaväkära "in the form of
the pranava" (1.6.23).77

It goes without saying that the recitation of Sivamantras is beneficial.
He who recites Siva's name is considered to be versed in the Vedas,
virtuous, wealthy, and wise (1.23.25), is able to see Siva and obtains a
son equal in strength to himself.78 His face becones a purifying tirtha
that erases all sins; even one who looks at him gains the same benefit as
if he were to visit a tirtha.79 More specifically, since Siva is identical with
the mantra, the recitation of Sivamantras results in bringing Siva into
one's body.80 Siva being the pranavärtha, too, the same result obtains by
listening to the explanation of the Sivamantra81

A most interesting result of reciting Sivamantras pertains to brahman
women, ksatriyas, vaisyas, and even südras. Sivamantras are apt to dras-
tically change fheir status—presumably in a future existence, even
though the text does not say so explicitly. If a brahman woman learns the
pancäksaramantra from a guru and recites it 500,000 times, she obtains
longevity; by reciting it another 500,000 times she becomes a man and,
eventually, attains liberation. By reciting the mantra 500,000 times, the
ksatriya sheds off his ksatriya-hood, and another 500,000 recitations make
him into a brahman, thereby opening the possibility of liberation. If a
vaisya recites twice 500,000 mantras he becomes a mantraksatriya, and,
via the same amount of recitations made once more, a mantrabrähmana.
In the same way the südra attains mantravipratva and becomes a suddho
dvijah by reciting the mantra 2,500,000 times.82 Elsewhere in the text, we
are told that even an outcaste, if he becomes a Siva devotee, will be
liberated by reciting the five-syllable mantra.83

I now turn to another important, omnipresent feature of the Siva-
puräna: its relation to the Vedas generally and to Vedic mantras in
particular. I mentioned earlier that the Vedas "arose from the pranava"
(6.1.17).84 Hence, they also arose from Siva himself; both he and the
mantra are described as vedädi.85 Similarly, the pranava is vedasära, vedän-
tasärasarvasva, etc.86 It is also described as atharvasirasa87 and even as
any other Vedic mantra, it has an rsi, Brahma; a chandas, gäyatra; and a
devatä, Siva.88

Vedic mantras in general are referred to repeatedly in the Siva-
puräna.89 Siva himself chants sämans (2.5.46.21). The gods bring Ganesa
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back to life by sprinkling water on him while reciting vedamantras
(2.4.17.54-55). The jätakarma of Grhapati, an incarnation of Siva, is per-
formed by Brahma "reciting the smrti and hailing him with blessings
from the four Vedas" (3.14.25-26). After Siva's penis fell off in the
Devadäruvana, a pot had to be addressed "with Vedic mantras/'90 Tat
tvam asi is said to be Siva's own mahäväkya (2.1.8.49).

One text is mentioned specifically and by title. The tripundra mark
has to be put on the forehead ]äbälakoktamantrena (1.13.21).91 More ex-
plicitly, members of all varnas and äsramas shall apply the tripundra
"with seven mantras from the Jäbälopanisad, starting with 'Agni.'"92

The seven mantras referred to here appear in the first chapter of the
Bhasmajäbälopanisad: agnir iti bhasma väyur iti bhasma jalam iti bhasma
sthalam iti bhasma vyometi bhasma devä bhasma rsayq bhasma. The Puräna
again refers to the same Upanisad on the subject of the sivavratas: They
are numerous, but ten of them are particularly important, "as taught by
the experts on the Jäbälasruti."93

One mantra, ä vo räjänam, is explicitly identified as an re.94 It corre-
sponds to RV 4.3.1:

ä vo räjänam adhvarasya rudram hotäram satyayajam
rodasyoh /

agnim purä tanayitnor acittäd dhiranyarüpam avase
krnudhvam.

We, therefore, may assume95 that the other two mantras quoted in the
same context also are Considered to be res. They are, to invoke Visnu, pra
tad visnuh; i.e., RV 1.154.2:96

'V.

pra tad visnuh stavate viryena mrgo na bhlmah kucaro
giristhäh /

yasyorusu trisu vikramesv adhiksiyanti bhuvanäni visvä,

and, to call on Brahma, hiranyagarbhah samavartata; i.e. RV 10.121.1:97

hiranyagarbhah samavartatägre bhütasya jätah patir eka äslt /
sa dadhära prthivim dyäm utemäm kasmai deväya havisä

vidhema.

It should, however, be noted that the Sivapuräna also claims as res
mantras that do not occur in the Rgveda;98 in this case the term re seems
to alternate freely with mantra.

At one point, in the description of sradddha, the text indicates that the
ritual, and hence the mantras to be recited in the course of it, may be
performed "according to the individual's own grhyasütra."99

Some of the more important "Vedic" mantras quoted in the Siva-
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puräna without reference to a source or without a generic term can best
be treated and identified individually, in alphabetical order.

AGHORAMANTRA100

Referred to in connection with the application of the tripundra101 and
waring the rudräksa.102

Sole103 occurrences: MS 2.9.10; TÄ 10.45.; MahäU 17.3 (##282-283):

aghorebhyo 'tha ghorebhyo aghoraghoratarebhyah /
sarvatah sarvah sarvebhyo namas te rudra rüpebhyah.

The text also refers to ashes as aghorästräbhimantrita, which Upamanyu
uses in an effort to kill Indra; at Siva's request, Nandi intercepts the
aghorästra in flight (3.32.40-43).

ISÄNAH104 SARVAVIDYÄNÄM
Siva claims that "the mantras isänah sarvavidyänäm, etc." issued from

him.105 The mantra establishes Siva as the "maker" and "lord" of the
Vedas.106 It is also referred to in connection with the tripundra107 and the
rudräksa.im

Sole occurrences: TÄ 10.47.1; MahäU 17.5 (##285-286); NpU 1.6:
isänah sarvavidyänäm isvarah sarvabhütänäm brahmädhipatir brahmano
'dhipatir brahmä sivo me astu sa eva sadäsiva om.

GANÄNÄM TVÄ
This pratlka, quoted to invite Ganesa,109 may refer to the well-known

invocation of Ganesa, which appears for the first time in the Rgveda (RV
2.23.1), addressed there to Brhaspati, and has been repeated throughout
Vedic literature:

ganänäm tvä ganapatim havämahe kavim kavlnäm
upamasravastamam /

jyestharäjam brahmanäm brahmanaspata ä nah srnvann
ütibhih sida sädanam.

However, in view of the fact that this stanza is absent from TÄ and
MahäU, the pratlka ganänäm tvä in the Sivapuräna may refer, rather, to a
mantra that appears in VtU 1.5:

ganänäm tvä gananätham surendram kavim kavlnäm
atimedhavigraham /

jyestharäjam vrsabham ketüm ekam ä nah srnvann ütibhih
sida sasvat.
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GÄYATRI

When the text alludes to "reciting the gäyatrf'110 (1.24.43: gäyatr-
ijapena . . . muktir bhavet; cf. 1.13.26,30), it is not always clear whether
the reference is jto the rgvedic gäyatri (RV 3.62.10) or to the sivagäyatri, to
which there are also explicit references (1.20.19: rudragäyatri; 3.1.19:
gäyatnm sähkarim). The latter is known from TÄ 10.1 onward:

tat purusäya vidmahe mahädeväya dhimahi /
tan no rudrah pracodayät.

A "six teen-syllable" gäyatri111 presumably refers to an abbreviated form
of this. At least once, the Sivapuräna has Skanda invoked with a skan-
dagäyatri112 which is known solely from the MahäU (3.5 is #75):

tat purusäya vidmahe mahäsenäya dhimahi /
tan nah sasthah [or sanmukhah] pracodayät.

GAURIR MIMÄYA

Quoted to invite the Devi,113 this is a well-known mantra, from RV
1.164.41 onward:

gauri(r) mimäya saliläni taksati ekapadi dvipadi sä catuspadi /
astäpadi navapadi babhüvusl sahasräksarä parame vyoman.

CAMAKASÜKTA

This is one of the süktas to be recited during srädha. A camakasükta
appears in the Samhitäs of most säkhäs of the Yajurveda (VS 18.1-26;
TaitSam 4.7.1-11; MS 2.11.2-5; KS 18.7-12; etc.): väjas ca me prasavas ca
me prayatis ca me prasitis ca me dhitis ca me kratus ca me svaras ca me slokas ca
me sravas ca me srutis ca me jyotis ca me svas ca me yajnena kalpantäm. Etc.,
etc.

TAT PURUSA0

This is to be recited while putting rudräksas on the ear (1.25.40);
equivalent to the rudragäyatri (see earlier).

TRYAMBAKA
This mantra is prescribed, for a vaisya and a brahmacärin, while applying
the tripundra.114 It is a well-attested mantra, from RV 7.59.12 onward:

tryambakam yajämahe sugandhim pustivardhanam /
urvärukam iva bandhanän mrtyor muksiya mämrtät.

(Cf. under mrtyumjaya,)
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TRYÄYUSA
This is referred to not explicitly as a mantra but in connection with

putting on the ashes.115 It is a well-attested verse, from AV 5.28.7
onward:

tryäyusam jamadagneh kasyapasya tryäyusam /
yad devesu tryäyusam tan no astu tryäyusam.

PANCABRAHMA

This mantra is quoted in the chapters on the tripundra116 and rudräk-
sa.U7 (see under sub sadyojätä).

PURUSASÜKTA
This is listed among the mantras to be recited during jaladhärä (or

dhäräpüjä): süktena paurusena vä (2.1.14.69; cf. 6.12.68: paurusam süktam).
In one passage (2.5.56.27), the asura Bäna praises Siva with a sloka remi-
niscent of RV 10.90.12:

brähmanam te mukham prähur bähum ksatriyam eva ca /
ürujam vaisyam ähus te pädajam südram eva ca.

BHAVE BHAVE NÄTIBHAVE

The sequence starting with this mantra, as part of the pranavaprok-
sana, makes use, in detail,118 of sections of a longer sequence, for which
see listing under sadyojätä. It corresponds to TÄ 10.43-44, MahäU 17.1-2
(##278-280).

MÄ NAS TOKE
This mantra is cited in connection with the tripundra, for brahmans

and ksatriyas.119 It is a mantra often quoted from RV 1.114.8 onward:

mä nas toke tanaye mä na äyau (or äyusi) mä no gosu mä no
asvesu ririsah /

viräm mä no rudra bhämito vadhlr havismanto sadam it tvä
havämahe (or namasä vidhema te).

MRTYUMJAYA

The mrtyumjayamantra (2.2.38.21; 2.5.49.42), also called mrtasamjwan-
imantra (2.2.38.30), mrtyumjayavidyä (2.2.38.20), mrtajivani vidyä
(2.5.15.47), or mrtasamjivani vidyä (2.5.50.41), is quoted several times in
the Sivapuräna. In addition to general references,120 the mantra is said to
have been composed by Siva himself,121 who handed it over to Sukra, the
preceptor of the Daityas.122 Sukra, therefore, became the mrtyum-
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jayavidyäpravartaka (2.2.38.20); he used it to revive the Asuras (2.5.15.47)
and the Daityas and Dänavas (2.5.47.33-34). Sukra also revealed to
Dadhlca mahämrtyumjayam mantram (2.2.38.22-29):

tryambakam yajämahe123 ca trailokyapitaram prabhum /
trimandalasya pitaram trigunasya mahesvaram //
tritattvasya trivahnes ca tridhäbhütasya sarvatah /
tridivasya tri^ähos ca tridhäbhütasya sarvatah //
tridevasya mahädevah sugandhim pustivardhanam /
sarvabhütesu sarvatra trigunesu krtau yathä //
indriyesu tathänyesu devesu ca ganesu ca /
puspe sugandhivat sürah sugandhiramahesvarah //
pustis ca prakrter yasmät purusäd vai dvijottama /
mahadädivisesäntavikalpas cäpi suvrata //
visnoh pitämahasyäpi munlnäm ca mahämune /
indriyas caiva devänäm tasmäd vai pustivardhanah //
tarn devam amrtam rudram karmanä tapasäpi vä /
svädhyäyena ca yogena dhyäyena ca prajäpate //
satyenänyena süksmägran mrtyupäsäd bhava svayam /
bandhamoksakaro yasmäd urvärukam iva prabhuh.

YO DEVÄNÄM

In the course of the pancävaranapüjä, the Sivapuräna124 prescribes, in
one breath, the recitatipn of a series of mantras, from yo devänäm up to yo
vedädau. None of these mantras is referred to separately in the Puräna,
except for the last one.

The entire sequend^appears, identically, in TÄ 10.10.3 and MahäU
10.3-8 (##223-234):

yo devänäm prathamam purastäd visvä dhiyo rudro maharsih /
hiranyagarbham pasyata jäyamänam sa no devah subhäya

smrtyä samyunaktu //
yasmät param näparam asti kimcid yasmän näniyo na jyäyo

'sti kascit / vrksa iva stabdho divi tisthaty ekas tenedam
pürnam purusena sarvam //

na karmanä na prajayä dhanena tyägenaike amrtatvam
änasuh /

parena näkam nihitam guhäyäm vibhräjad etad yatayo visanti //
vedäntavijnänasuniscitärthäh samnyäsayogäd yatayah

suddhasattväh / te brahmaloke tu paräntakäle parämrtäh
parimucyanti sarve.

dahram vipäpam paravesmabhütam yat pundarlkam
puramadhyasamstham / taträpi dahram gahanam visokam
tasmin yad antas tad upäsitavyam //

yo vedädau svarah prokto yedäntc ca paristhitah /
tasya prakrtillnasya yah parah sa mahesvarah //
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YO VEDÄDAU SVARAH

Siva is invoked with this mantra in the course of the fourth ävarana
(6.8.13). It is the last in a sequence of mantras beginning with yo devänäm
(see previous listing).

VÄMADEVÄYA
Fifteen rudräksas shall be worn on the stomach with this mantra

(1.25.41). It corresponds to TÄ 10.44.1 and MahäU 17.2 (##279-281).
For the text, see listing under sadyojäta.

SATARUDRIYA
The satarudriya123 is referred to repeatedly in the Sivapuräna.126 The

Vedic way (vaidiko vidhih) of installing a clay lihga (1, Chapter 20) uses
several satarudriya mantras, apparently according to the Väjasaneyis-
amhitä (VS Chapter 16) rather than any other text.127 The following lists
these mantras in the order in which they appear in the VS (with the
verses in the Sivapuräna 1, Chapter 20 in parentheses):

1. namas te rudra (v. 12)
2. yä te rudra (v. 16)

3. yarn isum (v. 17)

5. adhyavocat (v. 17)

7. asau yo (v. 18)

8. namo 'stu nilagrwäya (vv. 14, 19, 28)

11-14. yä te hetih (v. 24)

15. mä no mahäntam (vv. 16, 33)

15-16. id. (v. 30)
16. mä nas toke (vv. 23, 30, 33)
26. namah senäbhyah (v. 35)

27. namah taksabhyah (v. 25)

28. namah svabhyah (v. 25)

29. namah kapardine (v. 27)

31. nama äsave (vv. 27, 32)

32. namo jyesthäya (v. 28)

36. namo dhrsnave (v. 23)

41. namah sambhaväya128 (v. 13)

42. namah päryäya (v. 26)

44. namo vrajyäya129 (v. 29)

46. namah parnäya (v. 26)

48. imä rudräya130 (v. 29)

48-50. id. (v. 32)

In the same chapter, these satarudriya mantras, however, are inter-
spersed with a variety of other mantras. In addition to the more com-
mon namah siväya (v. 11) and tryambaka (w. 19, 28, 34), on the one hand,
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and asau jwa (v. 18), which is attested only in the Päraskaragrhyasütra
(1.18.3), and namo gobhyah (v. 35), which seems not to be attested else-
where, on the other, all these mantras are typically yajurvedic. Some of
them appear fn the Rgveda—and, indeed, are introduced as try re (w.
21, 31)—all appear in the Väjasaneyisamhitä, most of them also in the
Taittirlyasamhitä and the other samhitäs of the Krsnayajurveda:

v. 11. bhürasHyS, TaitSam, etc.)
v. 12 äpo 'smätf (RV, AV, VS, TaitSam, etc.)
v. 15 etat te rudräya (VS and SB only, rudrävasam)
v. 20 payah prthivyäm (VS, TaitSam, etc.)

dadhikmvnena (RV, VS, TaitSam, etc.)
v. 21 ghrtam ghrtayäva (VS, TaitSam, etc.)

madhuvätä, madhunaktam, madhumän no (tryrc: RV, VS, TaitSam,
etc.; also TA, MahäU)

v. 31 hiranyagarbhah (tryrc: RV, VS, TaitSam, etc.; also TÄ, MahäU)
v. 34 yato yat (VS only)
v. 37 devä gätu (AV, VS, TaitSam, etc.)

SADYOJÄTA131

This mantra is referred to repeatedly in the Sivapuräna, most often as
sadyädi,132 but occasionally as pancabrahma.

A sequence beginning with sadya and ending in OM (6.7.41: oman-
tam) appears only in TÄ 1.0.43-47 a n d MahäU 17.1-5 (##277-286):

sadyojätam pragadyämi sadyojätäya vai [namo] namah /
bhave bhave nätibhave bhavasva mäm bhavodbhaväya namah

III
vämadeväya namo jyesthäya namah srestäya namo rudräya

namah käläya namah kalavikaranäya namo baläya namo
balavikaranäya namo balaprathanäya namah
sarvabhütadamanäya namo manonmanäya namah 112

aghorebhyo 'tha ghorebhyo aghoraghoratarebhyah /
sarvatah sarvah sarvebhyo namas te rudra rüpebhyah // 3
tat purusäya vidmahe mahädeväya dhimahi /
tan no rudrah pracodayät // 4
Isänah sarvavidyänäm Isvarah sarvabhütänäm brahmädhipatir

brahmano 'dhipatir / brahmä sivo me astu sa eva sadäsiva
o m / / 5

This sequence of mantras is prescribed as the second "Vedic" way—for
.the first, see the listing under satarudriya—to install a clay lihga (1.20.39-
41). Cf. the same sequence, with one inversion (1, 2, 4, 3, 5): 2.1.11.49-
51. On one occasion, while the samnyäsi applies ashes to various parts of
his body, the entire sequence is referred to in reverse order.133 The
Sivaouräna also establishes a connection between these five mantras
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and the constituent parts of OM: a, u, m, bindu/ and näda,13* and, in
reverse order, with the five syllables of namah siväya.135

The Bhasmajäbälopanisad, quoted earlier in this chapter, refers to
sadyojäta as the first of the pancabrahmamantras (Chapter 1: sadyojätam
ityädipancabrahmamantrair bhasma samgrhya . . .); cf. also the Käläg-
nirudropanisad. In the Sivapuräna, Siva himself is referred to as panca-
mantratanu (6.12.15) and pancabrahmatanu (7.2.12.9).

HAMSAMANTRA
The text occasionally refers to hamsamantra (6.6.52: hamsamantram

anusmaran) and prescribes, without further specification, the hamsanyäsa
(6.6.77).

The hamsamantra, which is known from the Rgveda (RV 4.40.5) on-
ward, appears in numerous later texts:

hamsah sucisad vasur antariksasad dhotä vedisad atithir
duronasad /

nrsad varasad rtasad vyomasad abjä gojä rtajä adrijä rtam
[brhat].

In contrast to the preeminence of and constant recourse to "Vedic"
mantras, one cannot fail being struck, in this saiva Puräna, by the very
subordinate role played by Tantra generally and Tantric bijamantras in
particular.

To be sure, the text refers a number of times to the astramantra,136

once to astramantravinyäsa as well.137 Elsewhere, the mantra is described
as asträya phat (6.6.50) or om asträya phat (6.6.49).138

Again, in the same chapter of the Kailäsasamhitä, entitled sam-
nyäsapaddhatau nyäsavidhih, there are occasional references to Tantric
mantras. The nyäsa shall be performed, reciting "hräm, etc."139 At an-
other stage of the nyäsa, the ascetic "recites the pranava first, followed by
hrim, hräm, sa."140 A mantra "ending in hräm, hrim, hrüm" is mentioned
in connection with the nyäsa of the limbs.141 However, the principal
mantras involved in the nyäsa are OM and the five mantras, mentioned
earlier, starting with sadya (6.6.63-75).

The single instance in which Tantric bijamantras have been quoted
more extensively concerns the rudräksas. Different mantras have to be
recited, depending on the number of "faces" (vaktra, mukha) of the
rudräksas, from one to fourteen (after 1.25.81):

1. om hrim namah
2. om namah
3. klim namah
4. om hrim namah
5. om hrim namah
6. om hrim hum namah
7. om hum namah
8. om hum namah
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9. om hrim hum namah
10. om hrim namah
11. om hrim hum namah
12. om kraum ksaum raum namah.
13. om hrim namah
14. om namah.

Efforts to account for the source, or sources, of the many mantras
in the Öivapnräna, at this stage, can yield only tentative and

Partial results. As I indicated earlier, one important restriction derives
fr(:>m the unavoidably limited scope of Bloomfield's (1906). Concordance.
^Ven though nearly all "Vedic" mantras found in the Puräna are listed
m it, it remains possible that the immediate source on which the com-
P()sers of this version of the Sivapuräria relied was not available to
Bloomh'eld. A second restriction, of a very different nature, derives from
"!e fact that a number of pratikas used in the Puräna are too short to
a*low us to identify with absolute certainty the mantras for which they
stand. Such Pratikas include agnir vai (6.12.89), atra pitarah (6.12.74), esa
te (1.20.34), devasya tvä (1.20.31), etc.

Keeping these restrictions in mind, it is clear that there is no single
S(mrce for the mantras in the Öivapuräna. I indicated earlier that a
number of mantras are explicitly, yet not always correctly, introduced as
?cs and that for some of these, such as ä vo räjänam, the Rgveda may
irideed have been the direct source. This conclusion, however, is not
justified in a majority of cases including such mantras as äpo hi sthä or
V^isya k$ayäya (1.13.22) and other mantras quoted earlier; even though,
ultimately, they are indeed Rgvedic mantras, they also appear in many
°ther potential sources.

Far more importantthan the Rgveda is the Yajurveda. The satarudriya
^lantras as quoted in the Sivapuräna proved to conform to their read-
ings in the Väjasaneyisamhitä. On the other hand, many mantras, in-
cluding some of the more prominent ones throughout the text, are
unique to the Taittiriyasäkhä generally and its Äranyaka in particular,
'̂his is the case for om äpo jyotih and äpo vai (6.4.21), as well as for the yo

^evänäm, sadyojäta, etc. mentioned earlier. I pointed out that, as far as the
^edic Concordance allows us to judge, besides the Taittiriyäranyaka, sev-
€ral of these mantras appear only in the corresponding passages of the
tylahänäräyana Upani§ad; for some of them, such as the skandagäyatri,
*he Mahänäräyanopanisad, indeed, is the single known source. This
*act, combined with the explicit references in the text to the Jäbä-
bpani§ad and the possibility that the Varadatäpaniyopani§ad may have
Wen a source for the mantra ganänäm tvä, seems to suggest that some of
*he later Upani§ads may have been among the principal sources that the
Composers of the Sivapuräna drew upon for their knowledge of "Vedic"
*nantras.
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NOTES

1. These problems are discussed in Ludo Rocher, The Puränas in A History of
Indian Literature, J. Gonda, general editor. Wiesbaden: Harrassowitz, 1986, p. 33.

2. Bombay: GanapatikrsnäjTs Press, 1884; Bombay: Verikatesvara Press,
1895-96; Calcutta: VarigavasI Press, 1908.

3. Bombay: Verikatesvara Press, 1906 and 1965; Käsl: Panditapustakälaya,
1962-63. The translation in Ancient Indian Tradition and Mythology, vols. 1-4
(Delhi: Motilal Banarsidass, 1969-70 and variously reprinted) also follows these
editions.

4. Occasionally, not always for metrical reasons, the term mantra is replaced
by manu. E.g., 1.24.35: pancabrahmädimanubhih, tryambakena manunä; 1.24.36:
aghorenätha manunä; 3.32.17,28: japan pancäksaram manum; 6.12.15: pranavädln
manün. Another term used occasionally instead of mantra is vidyä. E.g., 2.5.15.47:
vidyayä mrtajivinyä; 4.20.45 and 7.2.13.4: pancäksarim vidyäm; 6.10.13: srimatpan-
cäk$arf vidyä. More examples of both manu and vidyä will be found in other
quotations later in this article.

5. 1.2.66: °satsamklptamantraugha° . . . °yuktam.

6. 1.2.12: tävat sarve manträ vivadante mahltale I yävac chivapuränam hi nodesyati
mahltale.

7. 2.5.8.17: baläsayä varäs caiva sarvalaksanasamyuktäh I manträ ghantäh smrtäs
tesäm varnapadäs tadäsramäh. The sole exception to this is the pranava (see below,
and note 76).

8. 4.38.34: amantrakam na kartavyam püjanam tu harasya ca. Later in the de-
scription of the sivarätri, it is said that every object offered to Siva should be
accompanied by its own, specific mantra (4.33.48: tasya tasya ca mantrena prthag
dravyam samarpayet). These mantras are not identified.

9. 2.1.11.59: mantrapürvam prakartavyä püjä sarvaphalapradä. At one point
(1.14.41), the text seems to restrict worship with mantras to brahmans: tasmäd bai
devayajanam saiväbhistaphalapradam I samantrakam brähmanänäm anyesäm caiva
täntrikam.

10. 4.38.18: sivärcanam rudrajapa upaväsah sivälaye I väränasyäm ca mantranam
muktir esä sanätani.

11. Terms such as mülamantra (1.25.42; 2.1.13.41), rudramantra (2.5.6.7),
rudrajäpya (3.7.8), etc., most probably refer to it as well.

12. On one occasion the pranava is anthropomorphized (3.8.33: amürto mür-
timän . . . uväca) and made to sing the praise of Siva (vv. 34-35).

13. 1.17A: pro hi prakrtijätasya samsärasya mahodadheh I navam näväm varam iti
pranavam vai vidur budhäh.
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14. 1.17.5ab: prah prapanco na nästi vo yusmakatn pranavam viduh.

15. 1.17.5cd: prakarsena nayed yasmän mcksam vah pranavam viduh.

16. 1.17.6-8: svajäpakänäm yoginäm svamantrapüjakasya ca I sarvakarmaksayam
krtvä divyajnänarriiu nütanam II tarn eva mäyärahitam nütanam paricaksate I prakar-
sena mahätmänam navam suddhasvarüpakam II nütanam vai karotiti pranavam tarn
vidur budhäh.

V

17. 6.3.14: brahmädi$thävaräntänäm sarvesäm präninäm khalu I pränah pranava '
eväyam tasmät pranava iritah.

18. 1.17.8-9: pranavam dvividham proktam süksmasthülavibhedatah II süksmam
ekäksaram vidyät sthülam pancäksaram viduh.

19. 1.17.9: süksmam avyaktapancärnam suvyaktärnam tathetarat.

20. 1.17.12-15: süksmam ca dvividham jneyam hrasvadirghavibhedatah II akäras ca
ukäras ca makäras ca tatah param I bindunädayutam tad dhi sabdakälakalänvitam II
dirghapranavam evam hi yoginäm eva hrdgatam I makäram tarn tritattvam hi hrasva-
pranava ucyate II sivah saktisJayor aikyatn makäram tu trikätmakam I hrasvam evam hi
jäpyah syät sarvapäpaksayaisikäm.

21. 1.17.33: sivanäma namahpürvam caturthyäm pancatattvakam I sthülaprana-
varüpam hi sivapancäksaram dvijäh.

22. For instance, when it says about Grtsamada: hrdaye samsmaran bhaktyä
pranavena yutam sivam (5.3.63).

23. 3.39.3: pancäksaram nianum sambhor japan sarvottamottamam.

24. 1.11.16: udirya ca^mahämantram omkäram nädaghositam; 3.42.21: pranave
caiva omkäranämäsil Ungarn uttamam; 4.18.22: pranave caiva omkäranämäsit sa
sadäsivah. Several other passages to be quoted later in this article point in the
same direction.

25. 1.18.27: tad eva Ungarn prathamam pranavam särvakämikam.

26. 1.16.113-114: pranavam dhvanilihgam tu nädalihgam svayambhuvah I bind-
ulihgam tu yantram syän makäram tu pratisthitam II ukäram caralihgam syäd akäram
guruvigraham I sadlihgapüjayä nityam jivanmukto na samsayah.

27. 1.11.38: samädhau mänasam proktam upämsu särvakälikam.

28. For definitions of the first three types of japa, see 7.2.14.26-28: yad uccan-
icasvaritaih spastäspastapadäksaraih I mantram uccärayed väcä väciko 'yam japah smrtah
II jihvämätraparispandäd isad uccärito 'pi vä I aparair asrutah kimcic chruto vopämsur
ucyate II dhiyä yad aksarasrenyä varnäd varnam padät padam I sabdärthacintanam
bhüyah kathyate mänaso japah.

29. E.g. , 3.32.16: taträvähya sivam sämbam bhaktyä pancäksarena ha; 4.38.57:
anyathä pancavarnena tosayet tena sahkaram.
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30. E.g., 1.20.50: sadaksarena mantrena tato dhyänam samäcaret; 1.24.27: japyo
mantrah sadak$arah; 2.1.4.65: sarvasrutisrutam saivam mantram japa sadaksaram.

31. 4.20.45: pancäksaramayim vidyäm jajäpa pranavänvitäm.

32. 6.7.38: omkärädi caturthyantam nämamantram namo'ntakam.

33. 4.13.44: tadom namah siväyeti srUabdapürvakäya ca I värän sodaia samkalpapü-
jäm kuryäd ayam vatuh.

34. There is also a reference to a ten-syllable mantra (1.11.48: daiärnamantra).

35. 2.5.7.25-26: pranavam pürvam uccärya namah paicäd udäharet I siväyeti tatah
paicäc chubhadvayam atah param II kurudvayam tatah proktam §iväya ca tatah par am I
namas ca pranavas caiva . . . For the benefits of this mantra, see w . 40-42.

36. 2.2.5.62-63: mantrenänena devesam sambhum bhaja iubhänane I tena te
sakaläväptir bhavisyati na samsayah II om namas Sahkamyeti om ity antena santatam I
maunatapasyäprärambham tan me nigadatah srnu.

37. 7.2.13.11-13: abhaksä väyubhaksäs ca ye cänye vratakarsitäh I te$äm etair vra-
tair nästi mama lokasamägamah II bhaktyä pancäks.arenaiva yo hi mäm sakrd arcayet I so
'pi gacchen mama sthänam mantrasyäsyaiva gauravät II tasmät tapämsi yajnäs' ca vra-
täni niyamäs tathä I pancäksarärcanasyatte kotyamsenäpi no samah.

38. 7.2.12.32-33: saptakotimahämantrair upamantrair anekadhä I mantrah $adak-
$aro bhinnah sütram vrttyätmanä yathä II sivajnänäni yävanti vidyästhänäni yäni ca I
sadaksarasya sütrasya täni bhäsyam samäsatah.

39. 7.2.12.7: tad bijam saruavidyänäm mantram ädyam §adaksaram I atisüks.mam
mahärtham ca jneyam tad vatabijavat.

40. 1.24.27: bahunätra kirn uktena dhäryam bhasma sadä budhaih I lihgärcanam
sadä käryam japyo mantrah sadaksarah.

41. 1.16.115-16: sivasya bhaktyä püjä hi janmamuktikari nrnäm I rudräksadhäranät
pädam ardham vai bhütidhäranät II tripädam mantrajäpyäc ca püjayä pürnabhaktimän I
Sivalihgam ca bhaktam ca püjya mdksam labhen narah.

42. The text here distinguishes three kinds of tapas: sättvika, räjasa, and täm-
asa (5.20.9).

43. 2.2.23.31. The nine ahgas are sravana, kirtana, smarana, sevana, däsya, ar-
cana, vandana, sakhya, and ätmärpana (2.2.23.22-23). On sixteen kinds of püjä, see
1.11.26-29.

44. 4.29.48: tadädhisena tatraiva pratyaksam sivapüjanam I krtam ca pärthivasyaiva

vidhänena munisvarah.

45. 4.29.47: kecit tatra sthitä dhyäne baddhväsanam anuttamam I mänasfm sivapü-
jäm ca kecic cakrur mudänvitäh.

46. 4.29.49: anyac ca ye na jänanti vidhänam smaranam param I namah iiväya
mantrena dhyäyantah sahkaram sthitäh.
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47. 1.25.83: vinä mantrena yo dhatte rudräksam bhuvi mänavah I sa yäti narakam
ghoram yävad indräs caturdasa.

48. 1.24.64-65: saptakoti mahämanträh pancäksarapurahsaräh I tathänye kotiio
manträh saivdkaivalyahetavah II anye mantras' ca devänäm sarvasaukhyakarä mune I te
sarve tasya vasyäh syur yo bibharti tripundrakam.

49. 1.24.79. Cf. 1.24.22: akrtvä bhasmanä snänam na japed vai §adaksaram I tri-
pundram ca racitvä tu vidhinä bhasmanä japet.

50. For this construction as a typical expression of "continuance," see W. D.
Whitney: Sanskrit Grammar, Leipzig: Breitkopf & Härtel, 1889 (often reprinted),
par. 1075c.

51. 2.1.14.23-24: lak$ena bhajate kascid dvitiye jätisambhavah I trtiye kämanäläbhas'
caturthe tarn prayacchati II pancamam ca yadä lak$am phalam yacchaty asamiayam I
anenaiva tu mantrena dasalakse phalam bhavet. See later, for the number of recita-
tions for a brahman woman, a ksatriya, vaisya, and südra, to improve their status.

52. Cf. 2.5.6.7-8: jajäpa rudramantram . . . särdhakotipramitam; 1.25.5S:rudräk-
^ena japan mantram punyamkjotigunam bhavet; 4.14.40: (mrtyumjayam) dasakotimitam
. . . samävrtya.

53. 1.11.43-44: pancakotijapam krtvä sadäsivasamo bhavet II ekadvitricatuhkotyä
brahmädinäm padam vrajet.

54. 2.1.14.44: satam as.tottaram tatra mantre vidhir udährtah; 6.8.32: dhyätvä de-
vam ca devim ca manum^ästettaram japet.

55. 4.38.50: satam wstottaram mantram pathitvä jaladhärayä I püjayec ca §ivam
tatra nirgunam gunarüpinam. For the successive multiples of 108, see vv. 63, 67,
73.

56. 1.11.46: japed . . . astottarasahasram vai gäyatrim prätar eva hi; 6.10.13:
snmatpancäk§arwidyäm astottarasahasrakam samjapya; again, 6.10.23.

57. 7.2.14.34-36: ahgulyä japasamkhyänam ekam evam udährtam I rekhayatfa-
gunam vidyät putrajwair dasädhikam II satam syac chahkhamanibhih pravälais tu sa-
hasrakam I sphätikair dasasähasram mauktikair laksam ucyate II padmäksair das*alaks.am
tu sauvarnaih kotir ucyate I kusagranthyä ca rudräk$air anantagunitam bhavet.

58. J. Gonda 1963b, 274.

59.. 6.1.17: pranavärtho mahesvarah; 6.12.6: pranvärthai sivah säk$ät prädhänyena
prakirtitah I srutisu smrtisästres.u puränesv ägamesu ca.

60. E.g., 1.10.17: väcako 'yam aham väcyo mantro 'yarn hi madätmakah I tad-
anusmaranam nityam mamänusmaranam bhavet; 6.3.20: pranavo mama väcakah;
6.11.47-48: pranavo hi parah säksät paramesvaraväcakah I väcyah pasupatir devah pas-
ünätn päsamocakah II väcakena samähütah pasün moksayate ksanät I tasmäd väcakatäsid-
dhih pranavena sivam prati.
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61. 7.2.12.19: tasyäbhidhänamantro 'yam abhidheyas ca sa smrtah I abhidhä-

näbhidheyatvän mantrah siddhah parah sivah.

62. 1.18.158: rahasyarn sivamantrasya sivo jänäti näparah.

63. 1.2.37: kailäsasamhitä tatra tato 'pi paramä smrtä I brahmasvarüpini säk$ät
pranavärthaprakäükä. On one occasion, in the chapter on samnyäsamandalavidhih
(6, chapter 5) the function of "illuminating, manifesting" the pranavärtha is trans-
ferred to the yantra in the pericarp of the mandala: karnikäyäm likhed yantram
pranavärthaprakäsakam (6.5.9).

64. 1.10.15: tasmän majjnänasiddhyartham mantram omkäranämakam I itah param
prajapatam mämakam mänabhanjanam.

65. 6.2.1-2: durlabham hi sivajnänam pranavärthaprakäsakam II ye$äm prasanno

bhagavän säk$äc chülavaräyudhah I tesäm eva sivajnänam pranavärthaprakäsakam.

66. 1.7.2: asyottaram mahädevo jänäti sma na cäparah I athäpi vaksye tarn aham

sivasya krpayaiva hi.

67. 6.1.16-17: tasmät pauräniki vidyä bhavato hrdi samsthitä I puränäni ca sarväni
vedärtham pravadanti hi II vedäh pranavasambhütäh pranavärtho mahesvarah I ato
mahesvarasthänam tvayi dhisnyam pratisthitam.

68. 1.20.53: japet pancäksaram mantram gurudattam yathävidhi.

69. 1.18.90-92: sisyah putra iti proktah sadä sisyatvayogatah I jihvälihgän man-
trasukram karnayonau ni$icya vai II jätah putro mantraputrah pitaram püjayed gurum I
nimajjayati putram vai samsäre janakah pitä II satntärayati samsäräd gurur vai bodhakah
pitä I ubhayor antaram jnätvä pitaram gurum arcayet.

70. 1.11.40: diksäyuktam guror grähyam mantram hy atha phaläptaye. Pärvati
requests Siva: krpayä paramesäna mantradiksävidhänatah I mäm visuddhätmatat-
tvasthäm kuru nityam mahesvara (6.2.12). Siva, in response: jagau diksävidhänena
pranavädin manün kramät (6.2.15).

71. 4.38.51: gurudattena mantrena püjayed vrsabhadhvajam I anyathä näma-
mantrena püjayed vai sadäsivam.

72. 1.20.55: prärthayec chahkaram bhaktyä mantrair ebhih subhaktitah (mantra: vv.
56-60); 2.1.13.47: pascäd ävähayed devam mantrenänena vai narah (mantra: vv. 4 7 -
53); 2.1.13.67: argham dadyät punas tasmai mantrenänena bhaktitah (mantra: w . 6 8 -
69); 2.1.13.76: tatah puspänjalir deyo mantrenänena bhaktitah (mantra: w . 77-80).

73. For instance, the mantra Sukra recites to find a way of escape after having

been swallowed by &iva: sämbhavenätha yogena sukrarüpena bhärgavah I imam man-
travaramjaptvä Sambhorjatharapanjarät 11 niskräntolihgamärgena . . .(2.5.48.40-41).
The—long—mantra is quoted before the first verse of Chapter 49. Shorter, 6.6.42:
namah siväya sämbäya saganäyädihetave I rudräya visnave tubhyam brahmane ca
trimürtaye.

74. 4.38.77: prärthayet sustutim krtvä mantrair etair vicaksanah (mantras: vv. 7 8 -
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81). For the use of the gerund merely as a modifier of the main verb, see Ludo
Rocher, "A Note on the Sanskrit Gerund," Recherches de linguistique. Hommages ä
Maurice Leroy (Brussels: Universite Libre, 1980), pp. 181-88.

75. 1.19.1*1: yathä sarve$u mantresu pranavo hi mahän smrtah; 7.2.12.30: bahutve
'pi hi mantränämsarvajnena sivena yah I pranito vimalo mantro na tena sadrsah kvacit;
7.2.12.35: tenädhitam srutam tena krtam sarvam anustitam I yenom namah siväyeti
manträbhyäsah sthirfkrtah.

76. 2.5.8.24: prato^o brahmanas tasya pranavo brahmadaiuatam.

77. There are two «exceptions, though, to Siva's total—and unique—identifi-
cation with the pranava. First, an adoration to Skanda begins: otn namah pra-
navärthäya pranavärthavidhäyine I pranaväksarabtjäya pranaväya namo namah
(6.11.22). Second, one should honor Ganesa: caturthyantair nämapadais namo'ntaih
pranavädibhih (2.1.13.29).

78. 5.3.7: tena japaprabhävena satyam draksyasi sahkaram I ätmatulyabalam putram
labhi$yasi mahesvarät.

79. 1.23.7-8: srUiväya^ namas tubhyam mukham vyäharate yadä I tanmukham
pävanam tirtham sarvapäpavinäsinam II tanmukham ca tathä yo vai pasyati pritimän
narah I tirthajanyaphalam tasya bhavatlti suniscitam.

80. 1.17.132: sivasvarüpamantrasya dhäranäc chiva eva hi I sivabhaktasarire hi sive
tatparamo bhavet; 1.17.133-134: yävad yävac chivamantram yena japtam bhavet kramät
II tävad vai sivasämnidhyam tasmin dehe na samiayah.

81. 6.3.1-2: tasya srnva/iamätrena jtvah säksäc chivo bhavet II pranavärthapari-
jnänam eva jnänam madätmakam I bijam tat sarvavidyänäm mantram prana-
vanätmakam. \.^

82. 1.17.122-128. Within the system of shedding off a previous status first
and then acquiring a higher status, each time with 500,000 mantras, the südra
should attain mantravipratva after 3,000,000 rather than 2,500,000 mantras.

83. 7.2.13.7: mayaivam asakrd devi pratijnätam dharätale I patito 'pi vimucyeta
madbhakto vidyayänayä. 7.3.13.10 adds that the mantra has to be the pancäksara-
mantra; any other mantra is useless.

84. Cf. 1.10.23: vedah sarvas tato jajne tato vai mantrakotayah I tattanmantrena
tatsiddhih sarvasiddhir ito bhavet.

85. 6.3.19-20: isänah sarvavidyänäm ityädyäh srutayah priye I matta eva bhavantiti
vedäh satyam vadanti hi II tasmäd vedädir eväham pranavo mama väcakah I väcakatvän
mamaiso 'pi vedädir Hi kathyate.

86. 6.3.3: (mantram pranavanämakam) vedädi vedasäram ca; 1.5.16: vedän-
tasärasamsiddham pranavärthe prakäsanät; 6.1.45: vedäntasärasarvasvam pranavam
paramesvaram.

87. 5.3.10: mantram adhyäpitam särvam atharvasirasam mahat.
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88. 6.6.61: pranavasya rsir brahtnä devigäyatram iritam I chando 'tra devatäham vai
paramätmä sadä§ivah.

89. E.g., 2.1.11.60-65: manträms ca tubhyam täms täta sarvakämärthasiddhaye I
pravak§yämi samäsena sävadhänatayä ärnu II päthyamänena mantrena tathä väh-
mayakena ca I rudrena nilarudrena su$uklena subhena ca II hotärena tathä strsnä §ub-
henätharvanena ca I iäntyä vätha punah sUntyä märunenärunena ca II arthäbhi$tena
sämnä ca tathä devavratena ca II rathäntarena pu$pena süktena ca yuktena ca I mrtyum-
jayena mantrena tathä pancäk$arena ca II jaladhäräh sahasrena iatenaikottarena vä I
kartavyä vedamärgena nämabhir vätha vä punah.

90. 4.12.35: vedamantrais tatas tarn vai kumbham caiväbhimantrayet I $rutyuk-
tavidhinä tasya püjäm krtvä iivam param. Cf. v. 37; tatra Ungarn ca tat sthäpya punas'
caiväbhimantrayet.

91. Cf. 1.4.49: tatraite bahavo lokä brhajjäbälacoditaih I te vicäryäh prayatnena tato
bhasmarato bhavet.

92. 1.24.8: agnir ityädibhir mantrair jäbälopanisadgataih I saptabhir dhülanam kä-
ryam bhasmanä sajalena ca; 6.3.60: agnir ityädibhir mantrais tripundram dhärayet tatah.

93. 4.38.9-10: bhüri vratäni ma santi bhuktimuktipradäni ca I mukhyäni tatra
jneyäni daSasamkhyäni täni vai II dasa äaivavratäny ähur jäbälas'rutipäragäh.

94. 6.8.15: dak$ine tu yajed rudram ä vo räjänam ity rcä.

95. Even though, different from RV 4.3.1, these also occur in other possible
sources.

96. 9.8.17: uttare visnum ävähya gandhapus.pädhibhir yajet I pra tad visnur Hi
procya karnikäyäm dale$u ca.

97. 6.8.19: brahmänam pa§cime padme samävähya samarcayet I hiranyagarbhah
samavartata iti mantrena mantravit.

98. E.g., 1.20.24: rkcatuskena; 27, 29; rcä; 32: tryrcä.

99. 6.12.76: svagrhyoktena märgena dadyät pindän-prthak prthak.

100. On Siva's birth as Aghora, see 3.1.26.

101. 1.18.62: aghorenätmamantrena; 1.24.36: aghorenätha manunä vipinasthavid-
hih smrtah.

102. 1.25.40: aghorena gale dhäryam. 1.25.41 refers to aghorabijamantrena,
unspecified.

103. I.e., as far as they are listed in Bloomfield (1906).

104. On Siva's manifestation as Isäna, see 3.1.33.

105. 6.3.19: isänah sarvavidyänäm ity ädyäh srutayah priye I matta eva bhavantiti
vedäh satyam vadanti hi.
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106. Cf. 4.42.23: Hänah sarvavidyänäm srutir e$ä sanätani I vedakartä vedapatis
tasmäc chambhur udährtah.

107. 1.24.37: Sivayogi ca niyatam isänenäpi dhärayet.

108. 1.25.40: iirasisänamantrena . . . dhäryam.

109. 6.7.15: mürtjm prakalpya tatraiva ganänäm tveti mantratah I samävähya tato
devam dhyäyed ekägramänasah.

110. Cf. the etymolpgy of gäyatri: gäyakam träyate pätäd gäyatrity ucyate hi sä
(1.15.15).

111. 4.13.43: üvagäyatnm sodasäksarasamyutäm.

112. 6.7.19-20: padmasya väyudikpadme samkalpya skändam äsanam I skandamür-
tim prakalpyätha skandam ävähayed budhah II uccärya skandagäyatrim dhyäyed atha
kumärakam.

113. 6.7.64-65: gaurirmimäyamantrena pranavädyena bhaktitah I ävähya . . .

114. 1.24.34: vaifyas tryambakenaiva; 35: triyambakena manunä vidhir vai
brahmacäri#ah.

115. 1.24.19: §ivägnikäryam yah krtvä kuryät triyäyu$ätmavit I mucyate sar-
vapäpais tu sprstena bhasmanä narah.

116. 1.24.35: pancabrahmädimanubhir grhasthasya vidhiyate; 1.25.42: pan-
cabrahmabhir ahgais ca.

117. 6.12.68: citte sadaMxMm dhyätvä japed brahmäni panca ca.

118. 6 .7 .72-76: bhavebhavenätibhava iti pädyam prakalpayet 1 vämäya nama ity
uktvä dadyäd äcamaniyakam II jye$thäya nama ity uktvä subhravastram prakalpayet I
§re$thäya nama ity uktvä dadyäd yajnopavitakam II rudräya nama ity uktvä punar
äcamaniyakam I käläya nama ity uktvä gandham dadyät susamskrtam II kalavikaranäya
namo 'k$atam ca parikalpayet I balavikaranäya iti puspäni däpayet II baläya nama ity
uktvä dhüpam dadyät prayatnatah I balapramathanäyeti sudipam caiva däpayet.

119. 1.24.33: mänastokena mantrena mantritam bhasma dhärayet I brähmanah
k^atriyaä caiva prokte$v ahgesu bhaktimän.

120. 1.25.60: tripundrena ca samyuktam rudräksävilasämgakam I mrtyumjayam
japantam ca dr$tvä rudraphalam labhet; 2.1.14.22: repetition of mrtyumjayamantra;
4.14.39-40: candrenä ca tapas taptam mrtyumjayena mantrena püjito vrsabhadhvajah II
daäakotimitam mantram samävrtya sasi ca tarn I dhyätvä mrtyumjayam mantram tast-
hau niicalamänasah.

121. 2.5.50.41: tapobalena mahatä mayaiva parinirmitä.

122. 2.5.50.42: tväm täm tu präpayämy adya mantrarüpäm mahäsuce I yogyatä te
'sti vidyäyäs tasyäh sucitaponidhe.

123. For several terms in this mantra, see under tryambaka.
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124. 6.8.33-34: japed dhyätvä mahädevam yo devänän iti kramät I yo vedädau
svarah prokta ityantam paramesvari.

125. The term srutirudrasükta (1.24.47) may also refer to it; it sets free

(mucyeta) one who insulted Siva or the wearer of the tripundra.

126. 1.20.36: satarudriyamantrena japed vedavicakmnah; 1.20.54: pathed vai sat-
arudriyam; 1.21.51: tatah pancäksaram japtvä satarudriyam eva ca; cf. also 2.1.14.68;
3.8.54-55; 4.12.36; 6.1.7; etc.

127. See the following three notes.

128. TaitSam, KS, MS: sambhave.

129. VSonly.

130. Absent from TaitSam.

131. Sadyojäta is Siva's first avatära in the nineteenth (svetalohita) kalpa

(3.1.4). Cf. 3.41.36: sadyojätäya vai namah.

132. 1.11.13: sampüjya Ungarn sadyädyaih; 16: sadyädibrahma coccärya; cf. also
1.18.26; 6.7.8,41; 6.10.8; etc.

133. 6.4.23: isänädi samärabhya sadyäntam pancabhih kramät.

134. 6.3.26-29: sadyädfsänaparyantäny akärädisu pancasu I sthitäni panca
brahmäni täni manmürtayah kramät II astau kaläh samäkhyätä akäre sadyajäh sive I
ukäre vämarüpinyas trayodasa samiritäh II astäv aghorarüpinyo makäre samsthitäh kaläh
I bindau catasrah sambhütäh kaläh purusagocaräh II näde panca samäkhyätäh kalä isäna-
sambhaväh I sadvidhaikyänusamdhänät prapancätmakatocyate.

135. 7.2.12.9: isänädyäni süksmäni brahmäny ekäksaräni tu I mantre namah

siväyeti samsthitäni yathäkramam I mantre sadaksare süksme pancabrahmatanuh sivah.

136. 6.6.7: abhimantrya tatas tasmin dhenumudräm pradarsayet I sahkhamudräm ca
tenaiva proksayed astramantratah; 6.7.9: avagunthyästramantrena samraksärtham pra-
darsayet I dhenumudräm ca tenaiva proksayed astramantratah.

137. 2.5.58.26, on the Daitya Dundubhinirhräda, who was unable to attack a

brahman meditating on Siva: krtästramantravinyäsam tarn kräntum asakan na sah.
There are other references to weapons used "with mantras"; e.g., Kali, in her

fight with Sahkhacüda: brahmästram atha sä devtciksepa mantrapürvakam (2.5.38.9).
In turn, Sahkhacüda: ciksepa divyäny asträni devyai vai mantrapürvakam (11).
Again, Kali: jagräha mantrapütam ca saram päsupatam rusä (16).

138. Cf. VtU 2.2 and NpU 2.2, respectively.

139. 6.6.10: sadahgäni hräm ityädini vinyaset.

140. 6.6.24: pranavam pürvam uddhrtya hrämhrimsas tadanantafam.

141. 6.6.26: vinyasyähgäni hrämhrimhrümantena manunä tatah.
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ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS CHAPTER

AV
KS :
MahäLT

MS

NpU

RV

SB

TÄ

TaitSam

VS

VtU

Atharvaveda
Käthaka Samhitä

Mahanäräyana Upanisad (numbers refer to Varenne
1960)

vMaiträyanfya Samhitä

Nrsirnhapürvatäpaniya Upanisad

Pgveda

Satapatha Brähmana

Taittiriya Äranyaka

Taittiriya Samhitä

Väjasaneyi Samhitä

Varadapürvatäpaniya Upanisad



CHAPTER 8

The Use of Mantra in Yogic Meditation:

The Testimony of the Päsupata

Gerhard Oberhammer

THE POINT OF DEPARTURE FOR the investigation of the meaning
and function of mantra in the meditation of the Päsupatas is the observa-
tion that, in the religious traditions of India, we find the use of mantra in
yogic meditation primarily in theistic meditation while, on the other
hand, one cannot say that every theistic Yoga meditation demands the
use of a mantra. For example, Bhäsarvajna, who, I believe I have dem-
onstrated (Oberhammer 1984, Teil II "Transzendenz, das zu Ver-
ehrende"), was a convinced theist of the Päsupata type, does not men-
tion the use of mantra in his exposition of meditation (NBhü, pp. 588,
15-590, 12), although he was strongly influenced by Patanjali and the
Päsupatas certainly knew of the practice of muttering mantras (japah) in
meditation. This inconsistency in the phenomenon suggests how to
clarify the full complexity of the question raised and, possibly, the way
to answer it.

In my studies of the spirituality of Yoga (Oberhammer 1977,162ff.), I
have shown that Patanjali, in his presentation of the Nirodha-Yoga that
is attained through isvarapranidhänam, after all, discusses the basic struc-
tures of what was originally a purely theistic meditation and that he
brings to the service of his nontheistic spirituality. We have then in the
Yoga-sütras, perhaps the oldest statement of the basic structure of an
authentic theistic meditation. It is noteworthy that the use of a mantra in
the meditation is attested even here in the context of classical yogic
meditation, where the single aim is to attain a vision of one's own
transcendental Purusa, where a mantra is not necessary, where, indeed,
strictly speaking there is no meaningful use for a mantra.

Patanjali explains the realization of theistic samädhi in YS 1.27 and 28,
"The one, denoting him (isvarah) is the pranava," and in YS 1.28, "mut-
tering it (pranavah) and its realization of its object." Despite the ex-
tremely terse diction, the whole mantra problem and its meaning for the
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act of meditation is brought into focus: For, when Patanjali says "the
one denoting Him is the pranava," he is veiling the deeper dimension of
this problem, at least for the Yogi outside the theistic tradition. While
interpreting the pranava in terms of a trivial linguistic denotation, the
specific function of the mantra, although not negated, cannot be
grasped in its full complexity under the horizon of the understanding of
purusa in Sämkhyä. One even gets the impression that Patanjali, in his
reception of theisticv meditation, consciously did not make use of the
particular function o£ the mantra for the process of meditation. Its origi-
nal presence, however, can be proven by a peculiar inconsistency of
Patanjali's thought: If the pranava in the context of meditation were
nothing more than a word expressing god, then it should be a word for
god like the word "isvarah" or the name Vi§nu or Siva. This, however, is
not the case. The word OM is not a term for god. YS 1.27, however, says
that "the one denoting god (isvarah) is the pranava".

When Vyäsa, in his commentary on this sütra, expressly discusses
the problem of the pranava as a linguistic phenomenon, he is obligated to
specify its nonlinguistic dimension. Then the original function of mantra
in meditation comes more distinctly into view,1 even though nothing
more is said about it:

The one denoting him is the pranava. The denoted one (väcyah) [related]
to the pranava is god (isvarah). Has [now] the relation between the
denoted and the denoter (väcyaväcäkatvam) of the pranava come about
through convention (samketakrtam) or is it like the shining of a lamp
existent [beforehand] (avasthitam)?

[Answer:] The relation between the denoted and the denoter exists
[beforehand]. Trie conventional usage (samketah), however, mediates
(abhinayati) the object of god (isvarasya) that exists beforehand [correlat-
ed to the pranava] as indeed the existing relation between father and son
is expressed through the conventional usage of language [when one
says] "he is that one's father, this one is his son." (Ybh, 77, 2-6)2

It becomes evident here that the relationship between the mantra
and god, who is to be realized in the meditation (though expressed by
Patanjali in terms of denoter and denoted), cannot be identical with the
linguistic relation between word and its object in human language and
has to be prior to any linguistic convention. As Sarnkara says in his
commentary on Vyäsa3 cited earlier, "This is because if the relation
spoken of here is not [independent of any convention of language] it is
not true that through the form of the pranava god is met face to face/'
What is the original relation between the pranava and god spoken of here
by Vyäsa, and, like the relation between father and son, independent of
linguistic conventions? Why, in meditation, is the pranava, rather than
the designations of god mentioned previously, "the one denoting god"?
The texts of Pätarijala Yoga are silent about this.
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The investigation of a meditation of a purely theistic tradition, name-
ly, that of the Päsupata, leads further; all the more so because this
meditation seems to correspond to the type of meditation incorporated
by Patanjali and, perhaps, even is historically identical to it. Like the
theistic meditation found in Patanjali, it is practiced by muttering man-
tras. This meditation is described in a rather long passage in the Rat-
natikä, which was written around 900 A.D. I would like to quote it in
extenso:

What then is the means [for thinking of] god constatly (devanityatve)?
[On this] he says: Muttering [of mantras] and meditation (japadhyänam).
The muttering [of mantras] and meditation (japah) consists in repeating
the third (aghora-) and fourth (tatpurusa = gäyatri) mantra. This is two-
fold, namely [muttering of mantras] which results in the withdrawal of
the senses (pratyähäraphalah) and that which results in samädhi (samädhi-
phalah).

[Objection:] Muttering [a mantra], which is performed while one is
attached to anything else (anyäsaktatve), does not, even in a hundred
years, bring about the withdrawal of the senses (pratyähäram), but
brings to him [who practices it] only harm (dosam).

[Answer:] Right, so it is. But here, because of the distinguishing
between a lower and a higher, a twofold withdrawal of the senses
(pratyähäradvaividhyam) is admitted; of these it is the lower [withdrawal
of the senses] which presupposes the psychic apparatus (antahkäran-
apürvakah). If the mind (cittam) is free of stains due to the muttering [of
mantras] connected with this [withdrawal of the senses] and stands
firm in Brahma(-mantra)—like a fire-brand [swing in] a circle—without
depending on any effort, then this is the higher withdrawal of the
senses. It is said that it presupposes the muttering [of mantras] (japapür-
vakah). For it makes the mind (cittam) steady (niscallkaroti) with regard to
the reality to be meditated upon (dhyeyatattve), after the karma acquired
in numerous births has already been burnt up (dagdhvä) even in its
slightest indication (laksanamätrena).

Meditation (dhyänam) is the continuous flow of reflection (sadrsas
cintäpravähah) with respect to the reality of Rudra (rudratattve). This
[meditation] is twofold, i.e., one which presupposes the muttering [of
mantras] and one which presupposes the fixing [of thinking] (dhäran-
äpürvakam). The [meditation] then, which presupposes the muttering
[of mantras], has [already] been expounded implicitly before, the
[meditation] which presupposes the fixing [of thinking], will be ex-
pounded [now]. The "fixing" is the mind (cittam) of one whose con-
sciousness is in no way affected (amüdhasya), [his mind being] deprived
of external objects (nirälambanam). Insofar as the mind of one, who is in
an unconscious or stupified state, is likewise without objects, because
an act [of thinking] is not taking place, it has been said in order to
exclude it "one, whose consciousness is in no way affected (amüd-
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hasya)." One, who by means of his mind (buddhyä), which is supported
by knowledge (vidya), causes his mind to be without objects, is one
whose consciousness is in no way affected. The mind which has been
freed'from stains (nirmallkrtam) and has attained steadiness in the real-
ity of Rudra by means of fixing (dhäranayä), does not deviate [from this]
for a long time. On account of this the venerable author of the Bhäsya4

calls this meditation in comparison with the meditation previously
[mentioned] higher. (RT 19, 27-20, 12)

»
Such is the description of the Ratnatikä. If one attempts to interpret it
with the help of the commentary to the Päsupatasütras (cited by the
Ratnatikä itself) then, it turns out, that in this text, corresponding to its
type, at least two different forms of meditation (dhyänam) are discussed,
of which both are carried out with the help of mantras, even if this is not
immediately obvious.

The basic character of Päsupata meditation is fundamentally differ-
ent from Patarijali's yogic meditation: Meditation for the Päsupatas is
nothing more than the meditative accomplishment of what the Päsupata
ascetic aims at during the whole path of salvation; i.e., the union iyogah)
of the ätma with Mahesvara, which for the Päsupatas is basically a
spiritual disposition in life and a state of meditative experience. Thus,
the so-called yoga of the Päsupatas is not about the individual, systemat-
ically arranged exercises through which a specific psychic state should
be reached, but it is actually concerned with the spiritual disposition
consequently aimed at in Saiva mysticism. The contemplation {dhyänam)
expounded in the Ratnatikä is the meditative actualization of this my-
sticism, which is realized differently on different stages of the mystical
path of salvation, eveivwhen its basic character remains the same. The
two forms of meditation differ in the degree of immediacy and in the
intensity of the experience of union with Mahesvara that they facilitate.
The degree of immediacy and intensity of this experience, in turn, seems
to be based on the use of mantras, which are differently structured and
therefore functionally different.

In accordance with the Päsupata understanding of yoga as the union
of the soul with god, both types of meditation, the lower as well as the
higher contemplation dealt with in the Ratnatikä, presuppose that the
ascetic has purified his mind and character from the "impurity" (ka-
lusam) of moral deficiency and emotional turmoil by means of his con-
duct and by ritual practices. According to Kaundinya, the term impurity
refers to hatred, desire, and wrath, which arise, for example, on the first
stage of the path of salvation from emotionally uncontrolled dealings
with women and Südras and from looking at excrements, etc. (cf. Kaun-
dinya 40, 5ff); that is to say, from all psychic motions that prevent the
mystical union and the orientation of his existence towards Mahesvara.

From what has been said so far, it is clear that Päsupata meditation,
in its lower form, can be practiced even by the beginner from diksä
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onwards. But, in the proper sense, it can be fully realized as meditative
mediation of and absortion in the mystical union only in the third stage
of the path of salvation; that is, when the ascetic has become habitually
free from every impurity and, therefore, has achieved the competence
authorizing (adhikärah) mystical experience in meditation for him.5 Nev-
ertheless, already in the contemplation anticipated on the first stage of
the path of salvation, one circumstance of great importance for the ques-
tion of the function of mantra in meditation becomes obvious.

It is noteworthy that this meditation of the type of lower contempla-
tion (dhyänam), when it is anticipated on the first stage of the path of
salvation, is not, in its actual function, meditation in the sense of con-
templation proper to the third stage. It is primarily a spiritual exercise, a
psychic ritual (mänasi kriyä)6 aiming at the removal of mental impurity7

in which the purifying practice—touching the ashes {upaspar§anam) and
breath-control (pränäyämah)8—is reinforced by the muttering of mantras
(japah).9 But it does not obviate the necessity of vidhi10 and asceticism.
This spiritual exercise, mantra-muttering, when performed, naturally
induces a sort of meditative communion with Mahesvara, which can be
called a first anticipation of the contemplation {dhyänam) to be fully
realized later. This is because, after the purity of the mind has been
achieved (cf. PS 1.20)—this has to be understood in the sense of a
relative gradation—the union (yogah) of the soul with Mahesvara arises
due to it. In accordance with that, Kaundinya answers the question of
the purpose of muttering mantrap {japyam) in the following way: "[The
muttering of mantras] is done for the purpose of removing Adharma
(vyucchityartham), for the purpose of turning away from [all] evil (akusa-
lebhyo vyävartanärtham) and of fixing [the mind] (upanibandhanärtham)
upon the continuous series of words [of that] Brahma[-mantra]" (52).

This statement of Kaundinya, at first glance, is a statement about
mantra muttering as such and not necessarily a statement about the
function of mantra muttering (japah) in meditation. Nevertheless, one
can postulate that this statement about the effect of mantra is valid for
mantra in general and, therefore, for mantra in the context of medita-
tion. Insofar as it concerns the kind of effect and not whether that effect
appears, the mantra is a reality whose effect is attained out of itself and
not on account of certain circumstances. Moreover, the third of the
effects described by Kaundinya leads into the process of meditation. If
this is correct, then we can say on the basis of Kaundinya's conception of
the purpose and effect of mantra muttering that the effects mentioned
can also be attributed to the mantra in meditation, especially on the first
stage of the path of salvation, where the ascetic is still occupied with the
purification of his mind.

Accordingly, one can, indeed one must, speak of a power of the
mantra to purify the mind and character of the meditating subject from
any impurity. In spite of the effect mentioned earlier (i.e., the concentra-
tion of the mind on the respective Brahma rnantra, an effect that under
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certain circumstances, may also be understood as psychological), this
power has a clearly "sacramental" character.4 We will return to this
sacramental character in order to understand it in its complexity. For
now, it is sufficient to say that the word sacramental in the faith of the
Päsupata ascetic implies only that the mantra has an objectively operat-
ing power, which up to now could be ascertained as a power purifying
the mind and character of the ascetic.

This is corroborated by the Ratnatikä's characterization of the five
Brahma mantras used by the Päsupata ascetic as the "five purifiers"
(panca paviträni) (ci. RT 17, 2; 18, 14, and 19, 2). In this regard, it is
interesting that Vyäsa also defines the svädhyäya of kriyäyoga or niyama as
"muttering of the 'purifiers' such as, for instance, the Pranava" (Ybh.
128, 3). He thus testifies to the purifying effect of the mantra. This
testimony gains significance, if one remembers that, according to Patari-
jali, the mantra is used not only as a "purifier" among the acts pre-
paratory to meditation but also as a mediating factor in meditation, just
as among the Päsupatas (cf. YS 1.27f.).

I turn now to the use of mantra in the Päsupata meditation that the
Ratnatikä calls "lower1 contemplation" (aparam dhyänam) and that is dis-
cussed in Section 5.21-23 of the Päsupatasütras. This meditation begins
with the intentional withdrawal (pratyähärah) from the objects of the
senses and with the deliberate concentration upon the act of meditation.
This "lower pratyähära," as it is called by the Ratnatikä, is intensified by
the muttering of the so-called Brahma mantras11 in such a way that the
worshipful attentivveness of the meditating subject is transformed into
contemplation of the '"lower" type, for which reason the Ratnatikä calls
this pratyähära "higher."

This intensification of the pratyähära reveals the third effect of mantra
muttering mentioned by Kaundinya; namely, the concentration on the
Brahma mantra, which must now be discussed briefly. If the concentra-
tion necessary for the contemplation is already achieved by means of the
lower pratyähära, one has to ask whether the effect of the mantra men-
tioned earlier, in fact, is only of a psychological nature, as previously
had been considered a possibility.

This question is actually raised in the Ratnatikä, albeit in another way:
"Muttering [a mantra] which is performed while one is attached to
anything else {anyäsaktatve) does not bring about the withdrawal of the
senses (pratyähäram) even in a hundred years, but brings to him [who
practices it] only harm (dosam)." In the answer this, characteristically, is
not denied. It remains thus that the mantra brings only harm to some-
one who practices it without having turned away from objects. This
seems to mean that the mantra possesses an objective power that cannot
be explained psychologically.

In light of this, the characterization of the higher pratyähära, which at
the same time indicates the definition of the lower contemplation (cf. RT
20, 7) gains an entirely different significance. The Ratnatikä says, "if as a
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result of this [mantra] muttering, which is connected with this [lower
withdrawal], the mind is free from any impurity and without depending
on exertion . . . , stands firm in Brahman (i.e., the Brahma mantra)12

then that is the higher pratyähära" (RT 20, 3f.). It accordingly defines the
meditation thus initiated as "the continuous flow of reflection (cintä)
with respect to the reality of Rudra" (RT 20, 6); that is to say, as the
perpetuation of the state of mind thus initiated.

To summarize, one must say, first, that the purifying power of the
mantra already mentioned retains its significance in meditation; second,
that the mantra, if used without deliberate detachment from sense ob-
jects, as it were in a frivolous and unworthy manner, far from helping
the meditating subject, does him harm. Thereby, it has to be kept in
mind that the Ratnatikä says this explicitly in connection with medita-
tion. And, third, it has to be kept in mind that the mantra is what makes
the mind of the meditating subject stand firm in Brahma; that is to say,
in the Brahma mantra itself and in the reality of Rudra mediated by it. In
the following pages, I will discuss this further.

The mantra, and only the mantra, endows the concentration that has
been evoked intentionally by means of the lower pratyähära with its true
inalienable content. Why, and in what way? Both questions imply an
inquiry about which mantras have to be used by the Päsupata ascetic in
meditation. Strangely enough, the Päsupatasütras (PS 1.17; 5.21 and 22)
enjoin only the third and fourth Brahma mantras, which, at the very
same time, are identical with the third and fourth invocations of Siva in
TÄ 10.43-47, respectively. There can be no doubt that these two man-
tras are not to be understood here as examples but to be considered as
enjoined for contemplation. Naturally, it must be left undecided whe-
ther the Päsupata ascetic could not and did not also utilize the other
Brahma mantras, as it were from a personal urge—all the more so since,
in precisely the same way, a particular mantra, omkära, was designated
for the "higher contemplation."

The two Brahma-mantras enjoined for the lower contemplation are
the so-called bahurüpi (add re), which is the mantra of Siva as Aghora
(see Kaundinya 39, 16f.), and the raudri gäyatrl, which is the mantra of
Siva as Tatpurusa (39, 9). Why are these two, in particular, enjoined for
meditation? Most probably, the reason is to be found in the historical
form and in the particular contents of the Saiva tradition of meditation,13

a tradition to which the linguistic form and the theological content of
these two mantras seem particularly to conform.

I will analyze these two briefly with regard to their function in medi-
tation. The mantra corresponding to the Aghora form of Siva is "To the
nonterrifying, to the terrifying, and to the more terrifying, oh terrifying,
to all, oh Sarva, to all forms of Rudra, to thee be homage!"14 The ductus
of the invocations is unmistakable. The datives rise gradually from the
enumeration of the three groups of the forms of Siva—namely the non-
terrifying, exceedingly peaceful, grace granting15 forms; the terrifying
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ones that are not benevolent and are unappeased;16 and the third that
delude the souls17—to the mention of "all forms of Rudra" and on to
the dative of the personal pronoun of the second person that, Kaun-
dinya says, evokes Siva as the unique god who is the ground and cause
of everything (Kaundinya 91,7).

The true dynamic of the Aghora mantra, which is decisive for medi-
tation, reveals itself in the formula of worship, namas te: Kaundinya (53,
16f.) says that namas means offering one's self (ätmapradäne) and worship
(püjäyäm cd). He comments upon the use of this word in the mantra in
the following manner' "As one who is impelled to [that] in his own self
(ätmaprayuktah), [he says] 'namas'" (Kaundinya 91, 7). By expressing
worship, the Aghora mantra meditates the meditative subject in the
attitude of self-offering in worship; that is, according to the Päsupata
understanding of yoga, in the union of the soul with god. By mention-
ing the totality of the many forms of god, which are included in the
intentional relation by the use of the dative, this self-offering in worship
solidifies itself as an unconditional commitment to god in the full com-
plexity of his reality that reveals itself in the superior abundance of his
manifestations or, as it is designated by Kaundinya through a technical
term, in his vibhüti (91, 4fc).

Furthermore, the linguistic value of the Aghora mantra deserves
attention. Its meaning is not conveyed by a proposition articulated and
based on rational reflection but by "indications" of god. For it is not that
these manifestations of Siva, mentioned in the mantra, are predicated as
being "his" manifestations, rather they are juxtaposed as his "indica-
tions" against the decisive dative "to thee," so that, as evocations jux-
taposed against that very reality, they merge in the concrete identity of
Siva. They are nothing "but he himself. In these evocations he himself, in
the manifoldness of his vibhüti, is encountered as the real object of
devotion (bhaktih) and worship (püjä).

In the Tatpurusa mantra (i.e., the raudri gäyatri), however, we come
across an inverted mediation of god, "We make the Purusa [of these
manifold forms] the aim of our knowledge. We contemplate Mahädeva.
May Rudra impel us to that!"18 This is the wording of the mantra that is
an imitation of the Vedic Gäyatri and that also is meant to substitute for
it, in its emotive valuation.19 It no longer mediates god in the abundance
of the different manifestations constituting his vibhüti but in his
uniqueness as substratum of these forms (cf. Kaundinya 107, 8ff.)- "In
so far as he [sustains and] directs all the effects, e.g., knowledge; etc.,
while pervading them (vyäptädhisthätrtvam), fulfilling (püranam) charac-
terizes him; insofar as he has the power to create an infinite number of
bodies etc. by will, the nature of being Purusa (paurusyam) characterizes
him" (RT 11, 18f.). Such is the RatnatM's theological interpretation of
the word purusah as a characteristic of Siva. Kaundinya expounds in
accordance with Nirukta 2.3 and TÄ 10.3 "because of the nature of being
a Purusa and because of fulfilling, he is [called] Purusa. The nature of
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being a Purusa characterizes him, because he abides in many forms. The
nonterrifying forms have him as their [supporting] being" (Kaundinya
107, 12f.).

The decisive elements of this mantra, which mediates the content of
meditation in the sense of the higher pratyähära, are the representations
of Siva as Tatpurusa and Mahädeva. It is not possible here to develop,
even approximately, the complete horizon of the Päsupata theology
implied by these two names of Siva. The theological dimension of the
word Tatpurusa has already been explained briefly. The representation
of Siva as Mahädeva, however, must be indicated at least. Like Tat-
purusa, it has to be understood in a strictly theological sense. Kaundinya
comments on the name Mahädeva as follows:

Here 'mahän' is [used] in the sense of "more excellent than" (ab-
hyadhikatve). He is more excellent than all souls, he is supreme and
surpasses [them]. He is rsi, i. e., the one ruling over every effect,20 he is
vipra, i. e., having jnänasakti,21 he is adhipati, i. e., being the overlord.22

We will explain his being-Sadäsiva and his being-more-excellent-than
[later on].23 [When it is said] deva [it refers to] the root div in the sense of
playing. . . . Playing indeed, the Exalted One, produces the threefold
effect, that is knowledge, the elements of worldy existence and souls,
helps them and makes them perish again.24 (Kaundinya 14, 18-23)

In the horizon of the theological belief implied by these names, these
two representations of Siva (that is, Tatpurusa and Mahädeva) serve as
the central element in the mediating structure of the Tatpurusa mantra.
They mediate god, who abides as inner controller (adhisthätä) in all man-
ifestations of Siva and who is to be encountered, not in the sense that
they would literally contain assertions about this god, but in the sense
that they contribute to an horizon of expectations to be fulfilled by the
reality of the object to be encountered. The meditating subject knows of
this reality from his faith and he knows himself to be on the way in order
to encounter this reality in his experience. Kaundinya, in the introduc-
tion to his commentary on the Tatpurusa mantra, says, "After the prac-
ticing subject has recognized the unity and oneness of the Exalted One,
who is taught to be the cause etc., he undertakes to realize it [in his own
experience] (tatsädhanam)" (107, 8f.).

The mantra expresses the wish to contemplate and experience Siva.
Because of this, when recited with existential sincerity, the mantra cre-
ates an intentionality in the meditating subject that opens him radically
for encountering the reality of Siva. This operfness in fact, is deepened
and intensified when the mantra to be recited induces the meditating
subject to surrender himself irrevocably to the power and might of Siva,
while invoking him with the words "May Rudra impel us to that."
Kaundinya says, "To impel (codanam) means the association of the
power of knowledge and the power of doing in the sense of 'drive me
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on'," and he quotes an old gloss on it, "That association of the power to
know and the power to do, which presupposes the wish of Rudra, i.e.,
its occurrence in the souls etc., is called by the teachers, 'impelling'
(eodanam)" (108, 16-19).

Let me summarize these brief indications of the linguistic content of
the two mantras; i.e., the bahurüpi re and the raudri gäyatri, which are
used in the lower contemplation. According to their linguistic meaning,
the two mantras form a complementary unit in that god is mediated in
his vibhüti or one transcends his vibhüti in the direction of the inner
controller (adhisthätä). In the two cases, taken together or individually,
the one god is mediated in experience as correlated to the manifoldness
of the phenomenal world. Thus, both mantras, together or individually,
might have been used in meditation. Because "both [mantras] are equal-
ly Brahma, both realize the same purpose (tulyärthasädhakatvam) and
both are accepted by Mahesvara (mahesvaraparigrhite), one should mutter
the mantra pertaining to the one (ekäm — raudri), i. e. Tatpurusa, or the
other, pertaining to the multiform (anekäm - bahurüpi) god, after having
taken ashes (upasprsya)" (Kaundinya 39, 20f.).

Having briefly considered the description of the contents of both
mantras as mediation structures of lower contemplation, I will return to
the text of the Ratnatikä and inquire as to the nature of the other kind of
contemplation, which the Ratnatikä, following Kaundinya, calls "high-
er." From the remark of the Tikakära, that lower contemplation
(dhyänam) is practiced by means of mantra muttering while higher con-
templation is practiced Jby way of dhäranä, one could suppose that this is
the difference between these two kinds of meditation and that, there-
fore, mantra has nö. function at all in higher contemplation. If one con-
sults Kaundinya's text, to which the author of the Ratnatikä himself
refers in this context, it becomes clear that this is not the case (RT 20,
12f.). Kaundinya introduces the discussion of the higher contemplation
with the following question: "Should he, who recited the re (mantra)
while meditating (adhiyatä), stand still (stheyam) with his mind concen-
trated (yuktena) on Brahma, which consists of a sequence of words and
sounds, or is another more subtle [form of] worship (upäsanä) in sight
(drstä)?" (124, 12f.). Kaundinya answers this question affirmatively by
reference to Päsupatasütra 5.24: "He (the meditating subject) may turn
his attention [reverently] to the omkära (omkäram abhidhyäyitä)." The con-
templation itself, which is precisely that higher form of dhyäna of which
the Ratnatikä speaks,25 also is similarly practiced by means of dhäranä,
according to Sütra 5.25 for it says: "he should perform the fixing in his
heart (hrdi kurvita dhäranäm)."

Here one sees clearly that the distinction between the two forms of
contemplation cannot be found in the fact that the lower contemplation
is brought about by means of mantra muttering and the higher one by
means of dhäranä. For, as the Päsupatasütras show, the higher contempla-
tion also is brought about by means of a mantra: namely, the pranava or
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the omkära. What then is meant by dhäranä in PS 5.25, if it does not
replace mantra muttering in contemplation?

The twofold injunction of the Päsupatasütras—first, that the meditat-
ing subject should turn his attention reverently to the omkära and, sec-
ond, that he should perform the fixing in his heart—serves as point of
departure for answering this question. Both injunctions, in fact, appear
to be two aspects of a single act. Kaundinya in his commentary of PS
5.24 says, 'The omkära, is determined [by the Sütra] to be the object of
contemplation {dhyeyatvena), but this is not true of [other mantras] such
as the Gäyatri" (125, 1). He continues, "One should meditate (bhavi-
tavyam) while the mind is in contact with the omkära (omkärasannikrstacit-
tena). . . . Only the Omkära is to be contemplated (dhyeyah) and no other
[mantra]." Further, in the introduction to his commentary on PS 5.25 he
asks, "What is the place of contemplation (dhyänadesah)? In what place is
the 'fixing' to be done? What is to be done by the one who contem-
plates?" He answers, "This is said [in PS 5.25]: 'he should do the fixing
in his heart '" (125, 10-13). Thus, Kaundinya takes PS 5.24 as determin-
ing the object of the higher contemplation and 5.25 as indicating the way
of turning attention to the omkära (cf. abhidhyäyita), namely by fixing in
one's heart.

If this is correct, then the word dhäranä must have a different mean-
ing than in the samyama meditation of Patanjali, where dhäranä is defined
as "the fixing of the mind on a specific place."26 According to the Päs-
upatasütras, it is not that the mind should be fixed in the heart in order to
mediate a particular content of meditation or in order to attain a particu-
lar siddhi related to the dhäranä on the heart. Kaundinya leaves no doubt
about this in his commentary on PS 5.25. He writes,

Here the omkära is that which has to be fixed; not the ätmä, but the
reality of the ätmä in the ätmä is that which has to be fixed; [that is to
say] when somebody has been turned away from objects by means of
omkära and is simply in a state of pure [objectless mental]27 activity
(vrttivikäramätrena), then this turning away is the pratyähära. After hav-
ing turned away [from the objects], he should perform the fixing in the
heart; and that which he should fix is the recollection of the omkära
(omkäränucintanam). It is only then that the focusing of attention [on the
Omkära] (adhyayanam) becomes a [state] which endures for a long time.
Thus, the contemplation by means of dhäranä is the highest. (126, 9-13)

In order to understand this text, one must know that Kaundinya
takes the word heart, occurring in PS 5.25, as a synonym for the word
ätmä (see Käundinga 125, 14ff.). The object of fixing is not the mind nor
is the mind to be fixed in the heart. Rather, it is the omkära, in so far as it
is a reality of the ätmä in the ätmä, that is to be fixed. Therefore, the fixing
of the omkära in the ätmä turns out to be, in the terms of a spiritual
psychology, the fixing of the recollection of the omkära (omkäränucin-
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tanam)i (cf. Kaundinya 126, 12). This "recollection" (anucintanam) is not
only a rational "thinking about." It implies a volitional /emotional open-
ing of oneself to the reality that, in the very act of this opening of the
subject, determines the subject in his existential authenticity. If one
considers this, then it becomes clear that the practice of the spiritual life
in which the bhakti of the devout Päsupata ascetic is brought into medita-
tion, has to be located in the "act of omkära recollection." This fixing of
"omkära recollection" in the heart could be understood as the longing for
the presence of the omkära in the ätmä and as the affirmation of the
omkära's presence, »an affirmation that becomes concrete in radical devo-
tion (bhakti) (also compare page 217).

What meaning, however, can be assigned to the omkära in this higher
contemplation (dhyänam)? How can one conceive of this existential open-
ness of the meditating subject actualized in omfazra-recollection? Why
does the mind stand firm in the reality of Rudra as a result of such a
fixing (dhäranä) of the Omkära in the ätmä, that is, as a result of the
recollection of the omkära? Finally, all these questions are implied by the
primary question of the nature and reality of omkära.

At first, omkära is not like the bahurüpi rc or the raudri gäyatri in the
lower form of contemplation, "a brahma consisting of a sequence of
words and sounds" (see Kaundinya 124, 12f.). It is rather, as Kaundinya
says, "another word for that which is to be muttered, for example,
Vämadeva, etc."28 The comparison with Vämadeva shows that the
omkära first of all is a linguistic representation of god and not a proposi-
tion about him. This, function of the omkära in theistic meditation is
already attested in Patanjali. The omkära is that which "denotes" (vä-
cakam) god. v

The Ratnatikä deepens this preliminary understanding of the Omkära
when it speaks about the Omkära as a gunadharma of god, by which the
one transcendent god and primary cause of the world (käranam) can be
thought of and expressed in the manifold terms of language (cf. page
217). But the exact meaning of the term gunadharma is not all that clear. I
have not come across this term outside the Päsupata tradition, and the
few clues there are all too meager. In any case, the world gunadharma
must be understood to have a technical meaning; a meaning that is
clearly circumscribed by the ontology specific to this system. Therefore,
I do not think that these gunadharmas afe divine Qualitätsattribute as was
F. A. Schultz's opinion (1958, 79). According to its actual usage, the
notion gunadharma designates specific representations of god that are
traced out linguistically and structured conceptually. In addition, in so
far as they are based ontologically on the divine reality, these gunadhar-
mas also account for the fact that the one transcendent god, as such, can
be named by various linguistic expressions and that it is certainly god
himself who is named, called upon, and not simply described as pos-
sessing such characteristics. Therefore, I do not think it justified to un-
derstand the gunadharmas as qualities- of god.
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For these reasons, I would prefer to see the conception of gunadharma
as a specific linguistic representation of god, a representation, to be
sure, that is based in the reality of god, but one that, as it is structured in
language, must not be understood as an ontological differentiating de-
termination of his reality. Therefore, in these gunadharmas, god comes
quite properly into view in all his manifold reality. This is not to say,
however, that his infinite reality is limited, for example, by an on-
tological qualification such that he would be manifold in an objective
sense. Gunadharma, therefore, is that "quality" of god whose ontological
character is that of a dharma; that is, a mental and linguistic attribution,
whose ontological content, however, is nothing but the one undivided
reality of god expressible by various attributions. To put it in another
way, the gunadharma is an expression in language that declares the one
undivided reality of god in its different relations to tjae world and that is
objective because it is based upon the reality of god.

One of these gunadharmas is Siva's being omkära. The Ratnatikä de-
fines this in the following manner: "[Siva's] being-omkära is his only way
of being an object for comtemplation, which is the cause of the end of
suffering"29 (RT 11, 21). This can only mean that the omkära is Ma-
hesvara himself in so far as he is present as the OM mantra in the act of
contemplation (however one might conceive of this presence) and, thus,
out of his grace, effects the end of suffering; i. e., emancipation.

I return to the lower contemplation practiced by means of the Aghora
or Tatpurusa mantra. What is the difference between that contemplation
and this higher contemplation, in which omkära is the object of medita-
tion? Whatever the difference is, it does not lie in the use or nonuse of
mantras, because mantras are used in both cases. A remark of Kaun-
dinya may help answer this question, at least in a preliminary manner.
He says that the contemplation (dhyänam) of the omkära represents a
"more subtle form of meditative worship" (süksmatarä upäsanä) (Kaun-
dinya 124, 13). But, why is meditation that uses omkära a more subtle
form of meditative worship? i

Kaundinya does not tell us explicitly, so we are left with conjecture.
In any case, one has to say that mantras of the lower contemplation
(dhyänam) differ from the omkära in their linguistic structure. In contra-
distinction to the omkära, these mantras are propositions, linguistic for-
mulations of an intentional relationship of the meditating subject to
Siva. They thus linguistically mediate the reality of god only in an indi-
rect way. Omkära, in contrast, is a linguistically undifferentiated sound
that thus can effect Siva's salvific presence immediately; i. e., without a
prior propositional mediation. If this is correct, then I have to inquire
again and more deeply into the function and meaning of dhäranä for the
act of higher contemplation. The necessity of dhäranä in contemplation
that is realized by means of the syllable OM is theological. This is be-
cause the syllable OM is the "being-an-object for contemplation" of god
himself without requiring any mediation by sentence meaning. As such,
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contemplation on it is the only sort of contemplation that can effect the
end of suffering.30 Such a presence of god, which is no longer conveyed
by means of sentence meaning,31 can only be retained in the heart; that
is, in the ätmä by means of a radical "recollection of the omkära/' which
becomes concrete in surrender (bhaktih, ätmäpradänam) and worship
(püjä) (see page 215).

The following seems to be basic for the evaluation of the contempla-
tion of the omkära as^'higher" and as a "more subtle form of meditative
worship" (süksmataräjupäsanä): While the presence of god is mediated by
mantras in all cases, the various forms of mantra meditation successively
mediate the experience of increasingly subtle, less objective forms of
Siva's presence. The contemplation begins with the experience of god in
his manifoldness (bahurüpah) or of god guiding and, sustaining this man-
ifoldness (tatpurusah), rises to the experience of god who transcends the
multiplicity of the world as well as his relation to this multiplicity. There-
fore, one must say that the lower and the higher contemplation can be
classified hierarchically according to the relative intensity of union with
the saving god (isvarasamyogah). Actually, Kaundinya, too, associates
the reality of Siva "as he is in himself" with the omkära. In spite of this,
according to the belief of the Päsupatas, god in his pure transcendent
reality (i. e., without mediation by the mantra) seems to remain inac-
cessible to human experience. Consequently, the final, radical union
with Siva (sivasäyujyam) occurs only in the fifth stage of the path of
salvation; that is, at death.

As to the object ofNhjgher contemplation Kaundinya, refering to PS
5.24, 26, and 27 and in terms of the mediation structure of omkära, says
the following: v

[When] omkära [is said], then the object of contemplation (dhyeyam) is
[thereby] pointed out. [When] 'rsih, viprah, mahän, and esai [are said],
then it is expressed, that [these gunadharmas] are made into qualities of
the object of meditation (dhyeyagunikaranam). [And when] 'vägvisud-
dhah' [and] 'niskalah' [are said], then it is expressed that the object of
meditation is determined (dhyeyävadhäranam) [in this way, i. e., as free
from any linguistic attribution (vägvisuddhah) and as transcendent to
any form of being (niskalah)]. (128, 13f.)

It is worth noting that all of the denotations of god named by Kaun-
dinya in this passage are gunadharmas in the sense of the Ratnatikä,
gunadharmas that are consciously related to the object of meditation, Siva
as omakära. Therefore, they can be understood as a dynamic conception
of experience of the higher contemplation.

It would lead us too far afield to document textually the theological
meaning of each and every one of these designations. Rsi is Siva as
kriyäsakti, (RT 11, 21; cf. Kaundinya 126, 21ff.), he is vipra as jnänaksrti
(RT 11, 22; cf. Kaundinya 127, Iff!), he is mahat as the substratum of
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them (RT 11, 22f.; cf. Kaundinya 121, 4-7), but he is esay as the one who
always and everywhere (RT 11, 23f.; somewhat different Kaundinya
127, 7-9) has an unchanging nature, he is vägvisuddha as the one who
transcends all propositions made possible by the gunadharmas (RT 11,
24ff.). Kaundinya relates all of these representations of Siva, manifest as
they are in language, to the manifestation of Siva as omkära, which is
decisive for meditation and therefore also for human salvation. This
means that the model of experience of the higher contemplation pro-
ceeds from the omkära as single object of contemplation, to the four
representations understood as "qualifications" of god, which are medi-
ated by the Omkära, and finally to the reality, namely vägvisuddha and
niskala, that is the omkära itself in so far as it transcends its own reality as
a gunadharma.

I turn now from the concrete process of Päsupata meditation to the
more philosophical question of the function of mantra. If one is impar-
tial, one must admit that in terms of content the mantra brings nothing
more to meditation than what the believing Päsupata would already
bring along as a conviction of faith. If he wanted simply to meditate on a
certain content of faith, he could do so with any number of mental and
linguistic constructs.

This observation is important because it shows that the meditation in
which mantras are used has nothing to do with the appropriation of
truths of faith and, moreover, nothing to do with the deepening of
theological insights through some meditative experience. For all that,
one needs no mantra. If one recalls that, according to Kaundinya, man-
tra muttering has the purpose of removing adharma and of bringing
about the purity of mind and character (see page 208), and if one further
recalls that Kaundinya designated the contemplation of the omkära in
contradistinction to the lower contemplation as "the more subtle form of
meditative worship" (süksmatarä upäsanä), then one clearly can see the
actual purpose and the actual nature of the contemplation practiced by
means of mantras: It is basically worship that is realized as contempla-
tion. That is why the meditating subject must be pure in thought before
he is competent for contemplation in the true sense of the term.32 In
regard to the contents, a mantra does not introduce anything new into
contemplation, but it transforms the possibility of transcendental experi-
ence into the actuality of an event. Though he is ever known and af-
firmed in faith, the meditation of the mantras effects an actual encounter
with god.

The contemplation realized by means of mantras is basically an exis-
tential act in which one reverently disposes oneself to transcendence,
but it does not concern pious sentiments and spiritual experiences. To
be sure, it also concerns them, but this is not the essential character of
the contemplation that requires the use of mantras. And, in so far as the
mantra actually makes god present as an event, the sacramental char-
acter mentioned at the beginning of this essay characterizes mantras and
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the meditative worship practiced with their help. Whether this sacra-
mental character arises from "wishful thinking" or whether it involves
an objective reality, is a question that can be left aside here. We must say
only that to make possible an experience of transcendence requires not
only the transcending of the human spirit and the a priori model of
experience structured in language but, at the same time, a mediation
that is a real event. Only by means of such a mediation can transcen-
dence become the horizon for an encounter in which the person actually
and responsibly behaves in the face of the absolute meaning of his
existence (Dasein). ,

Such a mediation of transcendence arising in an actual event, one
that goes beyond the mythic mediation that can be accomplished by
every linguistic expression of transcendence, belongs to the mantra and
only to the mantra. In contemplation, the mantra is the only reality that
is clearly delimited and set in a certain point of time. Therefore, it alone
is capable of transforming the mythic mediation of transcendence imma-
nent to it into an event. This is true, provided, that what is mediated has
a transsubjective nature. This inherent transsubjectivity of what is medi-
ated (i. e., its mediation as something actually encountered, a transsub-
jectivity that occurs in every genuine mediation) is proper to the mantra
only on the basis of the conviction that the mantra not only has the
capability of mediating an insight but also the power to make the tran-
scendent present to the subject in a fully effective manner.33

Now I come to the last section of this essay, where I will attempt to
authenticate the notiqn of the effective power of mantra according to the
self-conscious articulation of Päsupata belief and to make it theologically
explicable. Because gf the lack of textual evidence, I can prove this only
by way of suggestion^ It is certain that, according to the Päsupata doc-
trine, mantra not only has a sense and meaning but also an effective
power. How else could the Ratnattkä say that the mantra brings only
harm (dosah) to him who uses it without the appropriate attitude. More-
over, how could the mantra effect the purification of the mind and the
removal of adharma, which indeed the Päsupatas believe to "be the case?
Kaundinya also accords the mantra an effective power when he says, for
example, that the third and fourth Brahma mantras bring about the
same fruit (tulyaphalasädhanatvam).

According to Päsupata theology, such effective power is not inherent
in the mantra due to its own nature, nor can one treat it as a sakti of Siva.
On the contrary, it seems to get its effective power only by a positive act
of Mahesvara. It is in this sense that Kaundinya, in order to establish
why both Brahma mantras have the same effectiveness, says that they
are mahesvaraparigrhita, "accepted by Mahesvara and made his own"
(39, 21). He expresses the same idea with respect to the many forms of
Siva named in the Aghora mantra. They, too, are manifestations accept-
ed by Siva and made his own.34 Therefore, one can assume that these
mantras, just like Siva's many manifestations, are sustained in their
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effectiveness by his power and that they produce their effect owing to
his sovereign saving intention. One would like to believe that Bhäsarva-
jna (about 900 A.D.) advocates Päsupata doctrine in this respect when he
rebuts the Mimämsä conception in the following way:

The acquisition of the fruit does not result from the power of the word
(sabdasaktiteh), because it would then follow that mantras, if used inau-
dibly or mentally, would have to be without fruit or that the alternative
[of the choice] of time would have to be absent and that they would not
be dependent on a specific injunction and intention. [But if the acquisi-
tion of the fruit] results from the power of [their] author (puru§asaktitah),
then this flaw does not occur. However and in whatever way [the
author] establishes the convention, in that way, because of the obser-
vance of the convention, does the fruit [of the mantra] arise, on account
of the effectiveness which his decree ascribes (tatsamabhivyähära); or,
like a king, this particular deity [itself] supports the [convention], while
the convention protects it. (Nbhü 404, 2-6)

Not every being has the power of establishing such a convention, but
only those who have the capability of realizing wishes spontaneously
(satyasamkalpatä); that is, as Bhäsarvajna says, only god himself on ac-
count of the sovereignity appropriate to his nature (sväbhävikaisvarya-
prabhävät) and the Mahärsis on account of trjeir constancy in discipline
(ahimsäbrahmacaryasatyädisthairyaprabhävät ' tapahprabhrtiprabhäväd va)
(Nbhü 403, 16-17).

On the br sis of the structure of the mantras and their function in
meditation, there can be no doubt that these mantras can be traced back
to nothing but the decree of Siva himself. Therefore, one can say further
that, in using these mantras in meditation, Siva communicates himself
for the salvation of men. This is because, and in so far as, he alone
enables these mantras to mediate himself as the means of salvation in an
actual encounter. It is only in this encounter that the meditating subject
opens himself up in actual worship to the god who is mediated through
the mantra. Thus, he can become the recipient of salvation. The mantra
magnifies the "mythic presence" of transcendence in meditation in the
sense of a sacramental event in that the mantra gives the experience of
transcendence the dimension of encounter and allows the positive sal-
vific intention of the sovereign god to become an individual event.

NOTES

1. The reason for this can be found in the religious development and history
of ideas of India at that time. Around the middle of the first millenium A.D., the
Sämkhyä system loses its importance as a path of salvation, while the theistic
traditions with their theistic meditation are emphasized more and more, so that
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the use of mantra in meditation had to be understood in a new way even in
Sämkhyistic Yoga.

2. Regarding the phenomenon of language compare also Ybh. 266, 7-272, 5.

3. Ybh. (Vivaranam) 79, 13: väcyaväcakayor asthitäsambandhatve tu pra-
navarüpenäbhimhkhibhavatisvara iti nävakalpater.

4. Kaundinya 126, 13.

5. Cf. RT 6, 20 arid the objection 19, 30ff.

6. See Kaundinya 39, 21 f. Its realization is described by the Ratnatikä in the
following way: grame vä yadi vetyädil

upasparsanenäksapitakalusaksäpanärtham pränäyämahl kosthyasya väyor
gatinirodhah pränäyämahl tatropasprsya käranatlrthakaragurün anupranamya
prähmukha udahmukho vä padmakasvastikädlnäm anyatamam yathäsukham
äsanam baddhvä krtam unnatam ca krtvä sanaih samyatäntähkaranena re-
cakädln kuryätl kalusbhäve 'pi cittasyätinirmalatväpädanärtham abhyäsärtham
nityam kuryätl uktam hi—

pränäyämair dahed dosän dhäranäbhis ca kilbisam/
pratyähärena visäyän dhyänenänisvarän gunänlI
pränäyämena yuktasya viprasya niyatätmanahl
sarve dosäh pranasyanti sattvasthas caiva jäyate/l
jalabindukusägrena mäse mäse ca yak pibetl
samvatsarasatam sägram pränäyämaikatatsamaml I
pränäyämavi$uddhätmä yasmät pasyati tatparamf
tasmät kincit pafam na asti pränäyämäd iti srutihl

tad aksapitafäthisaksapanärtham japah kartavyahl tritiyacaturthayor any-
atarasmin brahmani prayatnaniruddham cittam sampürnäksaränubodhena tad-
arthänubodhena vä punah punah sancärayed iti.l (RT 12, 23-13, 8)

7. Cf. PS 1.15-20, where the akalusamati is the precondition for the state of
yoga caused by meditation.

8. Cf. Manu 6.72.

9. Cf. Kaundinya 38, If. and 39, 5ff.

10. RT 12, 9-13: dharmärthah sädhakavyäpäro vidhihl sa dvividhah pradhänabhüto
gunabhütascetil taträvyavadhänena dharmahetuyor vidhih sa pradhänabhütas caryeti
veksyatel yastu caryänugrähakah sa gunabhüto 'nusnänädih.l

11. Except for a few minor variant readings, these Brahma mantras are the
invocations of Siva in TÄ 10.43-47.

12. See Kaundinya 52, 9.

13. In the Mrgendratantra (Yogapäda 1.51 ff.), for example, we find a type of
meditation whose content seems to correspond in its structure to the content of
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the Päsupata meditation that is realized by means of these two mantras, even
though the character and realization of the meditation differs from that.

14. PS 3.21-26: aghorebhyah, atha ghorebhyah, ghora ghoratarebhyas ca, sar-
vebhyah sarva sarvebhyah, namas te astu rudra rüpebhyah. Compare MS 2.9, 10; TÄ
10.45.

15. atisäntäni; Kaundinya 89, 12.

16. Kaundinya 89, 16f.

17. sammohakaräni; Kaundinya 90, 4.

18. PS 14.22-24: tatpurusäya vidmahe, mahädeväya dhimahi, tan no rudrah pra-
codayät. Compare MS 2.9,1; KS 17.11; TÄ 10.46 and 10.1,5.

19. Cf. Kaundinya 39, 15: atra raudrigrahanäd vaidikyädigäyatriprati$edhah.

20. Kaundinya 127, 1.

21. Kaundinya 127, Iff.

22. Kaundinya 145, 16f.

23. See Kaundinya 146, 11: atra sadä nityam santatam avyucchinnam ity arthah.
Kaundinya 146, 14-16: atra siva ity etad api bhagavato näma. sivah kasmät? paripür-
naparitrptatväc chivah. tasmät sadäsivopadesän nityo duhkhäntah, käranädhikärani-
vrttih.

24. For the designations of god as rsi, vipra, and adhipati, see Kaundinya 126,
21-127,3: atra rsih ity etad bhagavato nämadheyam. rsih kasmät? rsih kriyäyäm. rsitvam
näma kriyäsamsanäd r$ih. tathä krtsnam käryam vidyädyam isata ity atah rsih. tathä
vipra ity etad api bhagavato näma. viprah kasmät? vidajnäne. vipratvam näma jnänas'ak-
tih. vyäptamanena bhagavatä jnänasaktyä krtsnam jneyam ity ato vipra iti; and Kaun-
(Jinya 145, 16-18: patyuh patih adhipatih räjaräjavat. patih pälane, patir darsane bhoge
ca. pälayate yasmäd brahmädin fsvarah. päti brahmädikäryam. adhipatih brahmä. ad-
hipatir fsvarah.

25. This equation is based on the reference of the Ratnatikä to the discussion
of the higher contemplation by Kaundinya (RT 20, 12) and the fact that the
higher contemplation of the Ratnatikä, as well as that of Kaundinya, is realized
by means of dhäranä, whatever the meaning of this term is in this context.
Finally, the concept of dhäranä in the Ratnatikä corresponds to the signification of
dhäranä in Kaundinya.

26. desabandhas cittasya dhäranä (YS 3.1). Compare also G. Oberhammer 1977,
216ff.

27. Here the term objectless corresponds to the turning away from worldly
objects but does not indicate that the acts of consciousness are devoid of
contents.

28. Kaundinya 124,16: om ity esa japyaparyäyo vämadevädivat.
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29. It also seems to correspond, finally, to the reality of Siva as Sadäsiva,
when one recalls the explanation of this name of Siva in Kaundinya (146, 14ff.).

30. Cf. dühkhäntanimittam dhyänaikavi§ayatvam omkäratvam (RT 11, 21.
Cf. also Kaundinya 126, 12.).

31. Cf. nirälambanam cittam amüdhasya dhäranam. . . . yo vidyänugrhitayä bud-
dhyä svam cittam nirälambanam karoti, so 'müdha ity ucyate. tayä dhäranayä nir-
malikrtam cittam rudrätattve sthäpitam sudirghakälam na cyavate . . . (RT 20, 8-11.
For the translation, see page 206).

32. Cf. RT 20, 13f*, as well as PS 1.15-20 and PS 5.20-28, respectively.

33. There is also a theistic meditation, in which mantras are not used as
mediating factors of the meditative experience of god, as shown by the example
of Bhäsavajna, mentioned earlier on page 204. Such meditation seems to evolve
basically from a spirituality that is structured differently and that is determined
substantially by the conceptual reflections of reality. In this meditation, the
presence of god is not mediated as an event by means of the sacramental dynam-
ics of the mantra but by means of the true knowledge of the nature and existence
of god (Bhäsarvajna speaks about the highest ätmä as "place" of dhäranä; see
Nbhü 589, 12ff.) and by means of the experience of his reality arising out of the
conception of god who is known to be present (cf. Oberhammer 1984, 202 ff.).

34. Cf. Kaundinya 39, 17: bahurüpasyoktaparigrahesv äkäresu vartata iti
bahurupi.

ABBREVIATIONS USED IN THIS CHAPTER

Kaundinya "" Pancärthabhäsya of Kaundinya

KS Katha Samhitä

MS Maiträyani Samhitä

Nbhü. Nyäyabhüsana of Bhäsarvajna

PS Päsupatasütra

RT Ratnatikä

TÄ Taittiriya Äranyaka

Ybh. Yogabhäsya of Vyäsa

YS Yogasütra



CHAPTER 9

The Päficarätra Attitude to Mantra

Sanjukta Gupta

PÄNCARÄTRA IS ONE OF THE oldest Vaisnava sects. It is named and
its main doctrines are expounded in Mahäbhärata XII, the Säntiparvan
(MBH 12.321-22). The extant literature of the sect is vast and spans a
period of more than a thousand years. Even its primary scriptures
spread over half a millennium, from approximately 500-1000 A.D. They
are mostly called samhitä, occasionally tantra (Schrader 1916, 2-22; Gon-
da 1977a, 38-57; Smith 1975-80, vol. 1 passim).

Päricarätra has a great deal in common with other tantric sects, and
this holds also for its attitude to mantra. Like the other sects, Päncarätra
refers to its own scriptures as mantrasästra (virtually, "the Bible of man-
tra") and regards them as teaching mantras, meditation on those man-
tras, and the ritual accompanying that meditation; the whole constitut-
ing the means (sädhanä) to salvation (mukti). Päncarätra has certain
distinctive doctrines, especially in cosmology, which require exposition
if one is to understand its view of mantra in detail. What is most dis-
tinctive, however, about this view is that for Päncarätra the power of
mantra (mantrasakti) is the expression or embodiment of god's saving
grace (anugrahamürti). This emphasis on God's mercy, not just his power
and majesty, is consonant with the general tenor of sectarian Vaisna-
vism as against the Siva/Säkta sects.

INTRODUCTORY REMARKS ON THEOLOGY AND
COSMOGONY

The sect believes in one all-inclusive god, who is a person {purusa),
the highest person (mahä Purusa). He is creator, lord, and ruler of all. He
is transcendent and also immanent, permeating all beings as their es-
sence and inner controller (antaryämin). He is the supreme soul (parama
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ätmari) and the totality (sesiri) in which all souls are contained. He is
called Näräyana.

Although he is one and unique, god manifests himself in various
forms to engage in certain divine activities. Most of these activities fall
under five categories: self-concealment (tirodhäna, also called punish-
ment, nigraha), creation, sustenance, resorption, granting grace (anu-
graha) (LT 12.12; also Gupta 1972, xxvi). These five, in turn, can be
grouped as cosmogonic (the first four) or salvific (the fifth).

God is self-existent, pure bliss and consciousness. He is chiefly re-
ferred to in Päncarätra as Bhagavat, and the term is interpreted to mean
that he possesses (six) divine glories (bhaga), his divine attributes.1 These
are knowledge/omniscience (jnäna); sovereignty (aisvarya); potency (sak-
ti); indefatigable energy (bala); the ability to remain unaffected by any
change, even the evolution of the universe out of him (vlrya); brilliant
and self-sufficient conquering power (tejas). The first of these attributes,
omniscience, is primary: It is god'« essence (SS 2.33). The other five
attributes are its effects, contained in it in dormant state before they
evolve.2

Another way of expressing the same idea is that these six attributes
of god, taken together, constitute his Sakti, which may be translated as
his power, potency, and potentiality rolled into one. Obviously, this
äakti, which is also called Kalä, is not the same as the sakti which is the
third attribute. I shall distinguish the superordinate Sakti, which is of
supreme importance in the sect's theology, by spelling it with a capital
letter. Sakti is god's essential nature, his personality or "I-ness" (ahamta)
(LT 2.12). So, just as god's primary attribute is omniscience, Sakti is said
to be primarily intelligence or thought (satfivid), and the other five at-
tributes emanate from this samvid. Sakti is thus a hypostatization, a
concretization of god's personality and activity. This concretization of an
abstraction is taken a step further when she is personified. In Pän-
carätra, her personified form is called Laksml and she is said in my-
thology to be god's wife.3

Indian philosophy posits that any phenomenon has three kinds of
cause: the efficient, the material, and the instrumental. In Päncarätra,
god relates to the universe as all three. He is the efficient cause, the
agent, because his essence is consciousness and free will—the basic
definition of any agent. He is the material cause, because he is the sole
reality and the source of all. He is the instrumental cause, because cre-
ation proceeds through the instrumentality of his power, his Sakti. From
this, it will readily appear that Päncarätra accepts the theory of causation
according to which effects preexist in their cause, albeit in a dormant or
unmanifest condition (satkäryaväda).

God's causal relation to the universe is regularly expressed in terms
of his Sakti. All creation is considered to be a special state of his being
(bhüti) and a result of the action of his sovereign will, acting in the light of
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his omniscience. Thus god's Sakti is said to manifest herself in two
aspects. Dynamically viewed, she is god's omnipotent creative activity,
kriyäsakti. More statically viewed, she is god manifest as the creation,
bhütisakti.4

The creation, or bhütisakti, comprises all objects both sentient and
insentient. Sentient objects (or, more strictly, sentiences) are souls (jiva).
It is here that we understand why God's self-concealment is a cos-
mogonic activity. The sentient world is created by encompassing little
bits (amsa) of god's own self with Sakti's veiling, deluding power, mäyä.
Thus, mäyä, in this system, is another expression for tirodhäna.5 It refers
to the concealment of god's totality from the parts, so that they imagine
themselves to be limited {ami) in space and time. It is also through mäyä
that the insentient world evolves; its primary level, undifferentiated
matter, is prakrti. From prakrti, evolves the phenomenal world accessible
to our senses. As in all Indian cosmologies from Sämkhya on, the final
product, the world of everyday appearances, is termed gross (sthüla); just
above this in the cosmic hierarchy, accessible to the senses of the ad-
vanced yogin, is the penultimate stage in evolution, the subtle (süksma).
At the resorption of the universe, "gross" effects merge back into their
"subtle" causes, and so, back by stages, until matter reverts to its un-
differentiated state as prakrti (LT 3.24-31 and 7 passim).

There are three levels of creation (sarga): the pure (suddha), the mixed
(misra), and the impure (asuddha). The impure is the creation of the
insentient world, from undifferentiated prakrti down to the gross level
accessible to our normal senses; it is reversed by resorption. The mixed
is the creation of individual souls by god's self-concealment; it is re-
versed, as we shall see, by his grace. The two creations are preceded,
both logically and chronologically, by the pure creation. While every-
thing said so far about creation applies to all tantric sects (except for
some details of terminology), the elaborate scheme of the pure creation I
am about to describe is peculiar to Päncarätra (see Schrader 1916, 29-59;
Gonda 1977, 60-65).

The pure creation is the creation of gods. Gods embody specific
aspects and attributes of god. (Thus, like Sakti, they could be said to
represent hypostatizations and then personifications of theological ab-
stractions.) As contrasted with bhüti, god's self-contraction (ätmasamkoca)
into phenomena, the deities are called vibhüti, because they "diversely"
or "especially" (vi-) manifest god's omniscient might/being (bhüti). They
fall into two categories: vyüha and vibhava (SS 1.25-27). Some late texts
add a third category: images (area).6

The vyüha gods relate to the cosmogony. The transcendent, immuta-
ble, and unique Näräyana manifests himself just before creation display-
ing all six of his attributes in their full glory. This manifestation tran-
scends the creation and is called the supreme (para) Vasudeva. The four
vyühas head the pure creation; they are the primal differentiated man-
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ifestations of para Väsudeva. When his creative dynamism, his kriyäsakti,
comes into operation, it is said to vibrate. At this vibration, the six divine
attributes contract, becoming dormant within the kriyäsakti, and para
Väsudeva is no longer manifest. When his six attributes thus are in
temporary eclipse (säntodita), Väsudeva is called differentiated {vyüha), in
contradistinction to para Väsudeva, whose attributes are always man-
ifest (nityodita) (SS 2.70). The three other vyüha deities are Samkarsana,
Pradyumna, and Aniruddha. Each displays just two of the six glorious
attributes: Samkarsana displays jnäna and bala; Pradyumna aisvarya and
virya; Aniruddha sakti and tejas. Each of the three represents a stage in
the creation of the cosmos and an aspect of the activities of the kriyäsakti.
Thus, like the dual aspect of Sakti as bhütisakti and kriyäsakti, they have
static and dynamic aspects. They represent Väsudeva's gradual transi-
tion from transcendence to appearing as the phenomenal world. This
will be elaborated later, when I have introduced mantra. For the mo-
ment, suffice it to say that the fourth vyüha, Aniruddha, creates, sus-
tains, and in a sense also is our world of experience, gross phenomena.

The vibhava deities are all the other aspects of Väsudeva, such as his
discus, Sudarsana, and also the gods of mythology. Thus all gods and
aspects of gods are considered partial manifestations of His omniscient
and omnipotent majesty. Both categories of gods, vyüha and vibhava, are
described as sparks of light shooting out of the central reality (SS 5, 8),
which is seen by successful yogins in trance. This central mass of light,
the sum total of all the gods, is called the Visäkhayüpa.

Before introducing mantra into this scheme, I must conclude these
preliminary remarks with a few more words about bondage and libera-
tion, as seen from the human point of view, or seen from the divine end,
about god's activities of punishment and grace. Why does god conceal
himself? Because he is the supreme ruler and guardian of moral law, and
so punishes the sinner.7 Man sins, basically, through his feelings of
inadequatcy and desires for something not within himself, through a
lack of self-sufficiency. This is due to a wrong idea of his real nature, the
delusion of mäyä. Thus, mäyä, which we have already seen to be but
another term for tirodhäna and an aspect of Sakti, puts man in a transient
material world and makes him feel limited and subject to change.
Aniruddha, who is Väsudeva at this level of phenomena, deploys his
power (sakti as one of the six glorious attributes) to maintain moral law
and order (karman).

But Väsudeva is also the benevolent saviour; his anugraha, his saving
grace, is always present. So, whereas tirodhäna/nigraha brings about the
mixed and impure creations, mäyä, his anugraha is manifest in the pure
creation, the deities. The deities, all being aspects of god, save man.
And, we shall see that as saviours they are primarily mantras. Mantras
are the pure creation, and at the same time they are the means and the
path to salvation. This salvation is the same as release from the influence
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of mäyä and of the desire which is its consequence. The simultaneous
result of such release is to attain Väsudeva's highest abode (paramam
padam), which is the same as his great presence (dhäman), the supreme
paradise of omniscience and bliss (Gonda 1967, 80-85 and passim).

How, in practical terms, is one to attain this salvific gnosis, this
freedom from desire, this experience of god? For the Päncarätrin, the
answer is total surrender to god, prapatti. But, prapatti is not passive. It
requires unwavering faith in God's boundless mercy; but also the renun-
ciation of everything but his service (upäsanä). This upäsanä consists of
uttering mantras, performing the rites which accompany them, and fi-
nally of meditating with one-pointed concentration on the mantras and
the divinities of which they are the primary form. This last statement
leads us into the heart of our subject.

LANGUAGE IN COSMOGONY

The theory that the supreme reality (brahman) is sound (sabda) or
word (vac), the idealized essence of language, was developed by philos-
ophers of language and mimämsaka thinkers. Their concept of sab-
dabrahman greatly influenced all tantric cosmogonies. As monotheists
believing in a personal (purusa) supreme god, Päncarätrins did not ac-
cept the theory that the sole ultimate reality was the impersonal sab-
dabrahman. But they gave it second place in their cosmogony and cos-
mology, equating it with Sakti in their scheme. (This equation no doubt
was made easier by referring to sabdabrahman by its synonym, väc, a
feminine abstraction which can be hypostatized and even personified
pari passu with Sakti.) More precisely, väc is equated with God's jnäna-
sakti or samvid-sakti, which we saw to be his first and most essential
attribute. Earlier, I referred only to two aspects of Sakti: bhütisakti and
kriyäsakti. But Sakti, being but god in action, can be infinitely sub-
divided. What concerns us here is that kriyäsakti, god's efficacy, has two
integral aspects: god's omniscience, hypostatized as jnänasakti or samvid-
sakti; and his free will, hypostatized as fcc/zfl-sakti. As soon as Näräyana
wills to create, the quiescence of his jnana-sakti is disturbed. This is the
first polarization between god and his thought. At this stage, the polar-
ization does not affect the essential oneness of god and his nature, Sakti,
and God is still known as para Väsudeva. At this moment, just before
Sakti acts to create, the whole of creation (pure, mixed, and impure)
appears simultaneously, perfect in every detail, like a flash of lightning,
"/as God's thought/Sakti" (AS 5.3-5). Thus, the first polarization is a
change of state in god's jnäna from the potential to the actual, to omnis-
cience. Seen in terms of väc, it is a change from parä väc, the unmanifest
form (also called näda), to pasyanti väc, the "seeing." Päncarätrins also
call it bindu (drop, the first crystallization) and sudarsana (perfect sight).
Though at this stage sabda/väc is still a single integrated phenomenon, it
contains the designations (näma) of every referent (artha), every object in
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the universe. This ideal speech is imprinted on god's thought like a
craftsman's blueprint of the ensuing creation. It is god's idea of what he
is going to create; the way he "sees" it, as a modern creative artist might
say.8

In the yogic tradition, there were four levels of awareness, moving
from the gross through subtler awareness to transcendent unity: waking
(jägrat), dreaming sleep (svapna), dreamless sleep (susupti), and the
fourth (turiya). Later, when discussing Päncarätra meditation, I shall
show how these are made to correspond to the levels of reality in the
vyüha theory. The sabdabrahman theory, too, posits four levels of increas-
ing subtlety of speech/language/word: from the bottom, they are called
vaikharl, madhyamä, pasyantl, and parä. Since there are four vyühas, one
might have expected that these four would simply correspond, and at
one point the Laksmi Tantra (LT 24.8-11), which is not always consistent,
indeed makes them correspond: näda (which is another name for parä
väc) is Väsudeva; bindu (=pasyantl väc) is Samkarsana, madhyamä is Pra-
dyumna, and vaikhan is Aniruddha. But this is not the usual Päncarätrin
theory. The usual theory accepts the correspondence on the lower two
levels, but higher up, things are more complicated because of the the-
ology of the two forms of Väsudeva. Pasyantl väc, in fact, corresponds to
everything from the first polarization between god (para Väsudeva) and
his jnänasakti to Samkarsana.

How is this transition envisaged? Väsudeva temporarily loses sight,
as it were, of his Sakti, so that he wants to create; in a plenum there is no
lack and can therefore be no desire. Thus god's icchäsakti is activated,
and sets his kriyäsakti in motion. The temporary eclipse of his omnis-
cience, as we have seen, is what brings about the first differentiation
(vyüha), namely vyüha Väsudeva. The resultant release of effective
power, the prime movement of creation, has several names besides
kriyäsakti: it is called vibration (spanda), swinging (ändolana), and breathing
(präna). These names highlight various figurative aspects of creation.9

As god recovers his omniscience and begins to create, he is known as
Samkarsana. Samkarsana is the first state of diversity, the potential state
of the diverse universe. At this stage, the causal unity of the creation is
still held together, but traces of the diverse effects are there in a dormant
condition. On the other hand, Samkarsana is the definitive manifesta-
tion of pasyanti väc.

Väc is figuratively represented by the fifty letters of the Sanskrit
alphabet. The vowels are more essential than the consonants, because in
utterance the consonants need vowels to stand on, so the vowels are
created first. This group of fifty letters is termed mätrkä, the matrix or
source. It is a source in the sense that words cannot be formed without
knowing it, but, as we have seen, it is also the cosmic matrix. In sum,
sabdabrahman or väc is in Päncarätra identical with god's Sakti, the divine
personality hypostatized as the creatrix and indeed personified as
Laksmi, Väsudeva's wife.10
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THE ONTOLOGY OF MANTRA

So far, I have not used the term mantra in my cosmogonic account;
but its relation to väc, etc., is about to appear On the doctrinal basis that
ideal speech appeared before the world of experience, creation is divid-
ed into two categories: the designating (väcaka) and the designated (väc-
ya). Without knowing the former, one cannot experience the latter. This
idea is not new to Päncarätra or to the other tantric sects which share it.
Already, in the early Upanisads, the world is said to consist of names
(näma) and forms (rüpa). In systematic philosophy, this same relation
becomes that between word (sabda) and referent (artha). In Päncarätra
theology, as in all tantric theology, this relation is applied to mantras
and their deities: a mantra designates a deity.

Deities have three forms (mürti): as personifications (devatämürti); as
symbolic diagrams (yantramürti); and as sound (mantramürti). The sonic
form of a deity is a mantra. Empirically, a mantra is a formulaic utter-
ance. As should by now be clear, it is the sonic form of the god which is
primary, since the designating epistemologically and ontically precedes
the designated. The power (bala) of the deity inheres in the first instance
in the mantra form and attaches itself to the other two forms by deriva-
tion. The mantras are väcaka, the other two forms väcya (SS Introduction,
p. 31). And Lak$ml is the matrix of all mantras and, hence, of all gods.

The relation between language and its referent, as normally is under-
stood, applies only on the grossest level, that of vaikhan vac. In this final
stage of its manifestation, speech/language is discerned as divided into
syllables, words, and sentences, and its separation from its referents is
complete. One level higher, madhyamä väc possesses samgati, denotation,
but in an ideal form; the language is not produced but is an impression
on the mind (samskära). Higher still, bindu conveys denotation, though
the denoting and the denoted are not yet separated. At the highest level,
näda, väc does not yet carry any denotation (väcyatä); there is no differ-
entiation between the designator and the designated (LT 18.16ff.). This
takes us back to the fact that the primal väc is equated with God's primal
thought, samvid, the single entity that evolves into both knowledge and
the contents of knowledge. This is also Sakti as LaksmI, who thus again
is the matrix of all words and all referents.11

We have now seen that the designated, väcya, corresponds to
bhütisakti and the designating, väcaka, to kriyäsakti. In fact, Päncarätra
schematizes the creation of the cosmos in six ways, called adhvan. These
ways are grouped into three designating and three corresponding desig-
nated ways. Sabda, sound, designates the adhvan of kalä, the six glorious
divine attributes. Mantra designates the adhvan of tattva, which normally
means "cosmic categories" but in this context refers to the vyühas. Pada,
which here refers to the four states of consciousness of the meditator,
from waking upwards, designates the adhvan bhuvana, the "worlds" of
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(the meditator's) experience. Laksmi declares that of these six, sabda and
mantra are the most important (LT 22.13-19). Mantra is the salvific
aspect of sabda.

THE GENERAL PLACE OF MANTRA IN PÄNCARÄTRIN GNOSIS

In Päncarätra, salvation has two aspects. Though they are inextrica-
bly intertwined in the system, they can be analytically distinguished. On
the one hand, salvation is gnosis, realization of one's unity with god.
Historically, this is the older aspect. It is associated with yogic tradition.
On this view, salvation is achieved by meditation. In explaining salvation,
it is therefore natural to begin at the bottom, as the practitioner (sädhaka)
must. On the other view, salvation is a state of blissful communion with
god, an emotional experience. Historically, this view is associated with
monotheism and, especially, with Vaisnavism. Salvation is granted by
god's grace, and the essential requirement is total emotional surrender
(prapatti). In explaining salvation from this angle, it is necessary to begin
at the top with theology, as I have been doing in this article.12

As I have briefly mentioned earlier, the combination of these two
very disparate views of salvation means that, for the Päricarätrin, prapat-
ti is not just passive; it must make itself effective by service to god,
upäsanä. Though upäsanä is sometimes translated as meditation, it is
much more than that, both because it has an emotional or, better, devo-
tional aspect and because it is necessarily associated with ritual action. I
shall return later to the ritual practice associated with mantra upäsanä.
But, first, I must finish clearing the way to a theoretical understanding of
what is going on.

First, let me briefly take the worm's eye view of the meditator. He is
to take four steps (pada) of increasing awareness, moving up from gross
diversity to transcendental unity. As in all schools of yoga, the four
steps are termed waking, dreaming, deep sleep, and "the fourth." In Pän-
carätra, these correspond to the four vyühas. Thus, "the fourth" corre-
sponds to vyüha Väsudeva. To para, Väsudeva corresponds a further
stage called beyond the fourth (turyätita); this stage is fusion in para Väs-
udeva. The sädhaka meditates on god in his sonic, mantra form. He
begins with the mantra pf Aniruddha. As Aniruddha is the world on the
gross level, he represents the totality of the contents of one's awareness
of the diverse universe. The meditator merges himself in that mantra
until he has realized his identity with it, in other words with god at the
lowest level, that of mundane phenomena. The process is then to be
repeated at successively higher levels. Thus, the sädhaka moves towards
the primal unity of the content of his awareness and the awareness
itself.13 This move from diversity to unity is also understood in terms of
väc/sabda, for awareness is identified with the designating (väcaka) sound
and, thus, relates to its contents as the designated (väcya).
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The sädhaka, thus, aims step by step to reverse the process of creation
and return to the primal unity. When Samkarsana, Pradyumna, and
Aniruddha stand for these mystical stages of yogic experience, they are
known respectively as Acyuta, Satya, and Purusa.14 In Päncarätra doc-
trine, these names designate the three vyüha gods as merely potential
effects dormant in their source and locus, Väsudeva. The sädhaka's pro-
gress thus reabsorbs effects into their causes. The mantras, the sonic
forms of the gods, give the sädhaka the mental support (mänasälambana)
that he needs to achieve this: They are what he has to concentrate on (LT
22.16-20). The pure creation, taken as a whole, is god's embodied grace,
his anugrahamürti. Since effects are reabsorbed into their causes, it is
equated with Väsudeva, both in his para and vyüha forms; he comprises
Acyuta, Satya, and Purusa. Väsudeva is signified by his "single-formed"
(ekamürti) mantra (SS 2.71-72; 5.68). Of course, this is no different from
Sakti/Laksml; she too is god's anugrahamürti. With talk of God as the
saviour, I return once more to the bird's eye view of salvation.

GOD'S SAVING GRACE IN HIS FOUR EMANATIONS

A Päncarätrin sees god as the almighty lord who, with the aid of his
intrinsic energy, has fashioned individuals (jiva) from his own self, but
he has made them limited in every sense. While god is omnipresent, the
jiva is of limited dimensions (anu); while he is omnipotent, the jiva is
limited in action by the predetermined cosmic law of karman (niyati);
while he is omniscient, the jiva has only very limited knowledge. These
limitations involve the individual in a perpetually transient and chang-
ing existence, samsära. The one aim of a Päncarätrin is to get free of this
involvement. Freedom is achieved when he attains a clear understand-
ing of his own essential nature, of god's nature, and of the nature of the
world of experience, an understanding that amounts to grasping that
the three are essentially identical. But, he can achieve this understand-
ing only through divine intervention.15 The sovereign God may inter-
rupt the operation of his cosmic laws and suspend tirodhänalmäyä for his
devotee. This divine grace is available only to the devotee who has
totally surrendered himself to god's mercy (prapanna) and proved his
devotion by incessantly and ardently performing god's service (upäsanä),
following the path of monotheism (aikäntika märga).

God is so merciful that he takes measures for the salvation of souls
even as he effects the creation. The three primal divine emanations
(Samkarsana, Pradyumna, and Aniruddha) are endowed with salvific
functions. The late commentary on the Sättvata Samhitä by Alasimha
Bhatta gives a coherent account of these three vyüha gods in the Pän-
carätra scheme of salvation (see the commentary on the SS, Chapter 5).

Samkarsana, as the divine knowledge and indomitable energy (jnäna
and bala), is the embodiment of the Päncarätra scriptures (mantra-sästra)
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and its religious discipline; in other words, of sästra and sädhanä. Pra-
dyumna, the divine sovereignty and heroic power, incorporates the
knowledge and wisdom derived from the sästra. He is the intelligence
(buddhi) of Samkarsana (LT 6.9). He illuminates the significance of the
sästra and, in particular, reveals to the sädhaka the underlying meaning of
a mantra (AS 5.21; LT 23.2). To make a mantra work its effect, a sädhaka
must realize its meaning; Pradyumna through his infinite grace provides
this essential insight (AS 5.22-23).

The last vyüha, Aniruddha, is in a sense the most important, for he
makes the sädhaka's goal (sädhya) available to him. In Päncarätra, bhakti is
a two-way emotional transaction, a sharing of feeling with god. God, the
object of adoration, has to be in direct contact with his devotee. In his
transcendent form as Vasudeva, god is beyond the empirical world of
the senses. Aniruddha embodies the divine energy and resplendence
(sakti and tejas) and is said to be the divine ego (ahamkära) within the
world of the senses. His is the form in which the devotee envisages his
god. In other words, Aniruddha represents all the forms (such as im-
ages) in which the devotee finds god accessible (sulabha) to his senses.
Thus, it is through Aniruddha, that god grants his devotee attainment of
the goal of his sädhanä, direct experience of his presence (AS 5.23-25; LT
3.58-60; 6.6-12).

PÄNCARÄTRIN PRACTICE AND ITS GOALS

Practice (sädhanä) consists in service (upäsanä) of god, aiming to
please him. This, in turn, has two compnents: meditation and ritual. In
Päncarätra, as in other tantric sects, these two are never dissociated but
always are practiced together. In this sect, meditation is called the inter-
nal sacrifice (antaryäga) and ritual the external sacrifice (bahiryäga). The early
scriptures say that the internal sacrifice is the more important; in this
they reflect the yogic tradition. Over the centuries, however, this tradi-
tion faded and the emphasis on meditation was gradually lost.

So far, I have spoken of liberation as the one goal of the Päncarätra
sädhaka. This is not untrue to the spirit of the early texts. All tantric
practice is said to have the two goals of mukti and bhukti, liberation and
enjoyment (won by the use of power). However, the Päncarätrin scrip-
tures appear uneasy with bhukti', they admit it into the scheme of things
but piously interpret it as instrumental to bringing about release. It does
this by making the sädhaka satiated with material prosperity; his disgust

,with the pleasures of the senses leads to detachment and, by this route,
to a profound and lasting surrender to god. Thus Päncarätra groups the
mantras and their gods under two heads. The higher class leads to
mukti; the lower ones have more limited aims and effects, leading vari-
ously to prosperity, to physical safety, and to a spiritual purification
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which makes their practitioner worthy of the higher kind (LT 22.3; SS
1.26-27).

CLASSIFICATION OF MANTRAS

The alert reader may have noticed that, so far, I have referred specifi-
cally only to the mantras of vyüha gods and said nothing of the mantras
of vibhava gods. Though there are exceptions, one can broadly say that
the higher class of mantras mentioned in the previous paragraph are
those of the vyüha gods, the lower class those of the vibhava gods. In
other words, it is usually the vyüha gods who are meditated on for mukti,
the vibhava gods for bhukti or as a preliminary stage before entering on
the practice which aims at full realization.

As the Laksmi Tantra says, all mantras are addressed to Sakti, but
only those who understand Sakti as the cosmic creative force, kriyäsakti,
realize this fact. Those less understanding receive from their gurus man-
tras to suit their level of ability, mantras ostensibly addressed to other
deities. Only the advanced are straightaway given Sakti mantras (LT
18.46).

Mantras are classified as higher or lower according to their place in
the pure creation. We have seen that there are three categories hier-
archically ordered: para, vyüha, and vibhava. Vyüha and vibhava can be
subdivided. Each vyüha deity represents a comprehensiveness (vyä-
pakatä), which becomes fragmented into various aspects. Each aspect is
represented by a sub-vyüha deity (vyühäntara-devatä); there are twelve of
these, three to each vyüha. The vibhava deities, who are grosser and more
limited, are divided into such groups as the ten avatäras of Vi§nu. As a
vyüha deity can stand for all his vyühäntaras, the visäkha-yüpa can stand
for the mantras of all the vibhava deities.

Mantras can also be classified by their power, as explained earlier.
The vibhava mantras bestow bhukti. The vyüha and vyühäntara mantras
are primarily for mukti, though they also give bhukti as a by product.
Väsudeva's mantra, the para mantra, leads to mukti alone (SS 19.179; see
also the commentary).

A third way of classing the mantras is by the stage of sonic manifesta-
tion to which they belong. This classification, however, applies only to
seed mantras (see next section). Thus OM is a prakrti mantra; in this
context prakrti means "source." Other seed mantras are said, at the
same time* to be the evolving source and the evolved effect (prakrti-
vikrti). The third and lowest category consists of mantras belonging to
the gross world (vikrti) (LT 18.47-51; 24.48; 41.33).

It will be readily apparent that these three modes of classification are
merely alternative ways of articulating the same hierarchy. The sädhaka
graduates from grosser to subtler and more powerful mantras as he
progresses intellectually and spiritually, until his guru initiates him into
the highest, the para, mantra.
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ANALYSIS OF THE MANTRA

Any mantra which a sädhaka receives from his guru can be analyzed
into two or into four parts.

Its two parts are the seed mantra (bija mantra) and the pada mantra.
The seed is said to be its soul and the rest its body. Unlike the souls of
individuals, the souls of mantras are neither influenced by mäyä nor
limited by time and space (SS 9.20-30).

Its four parts are bija, pinda, samjnä, and pada. These are said to
correspond to the four steps {pada) of the soul (waking, etc.) (LT 21.11).
A bija is a monosyllabic sound. It may contain one vowel or more (as in a
diphthong) or one or more consonants plus a vowel and always ends
with the pure nasal sound, called bindu (SS 9.20-21; LT 21.12). A pinda
(mass) is a cluster of consonants, often connected with vowels, inserted
between the bija and the body of the mantra (cf. the Saiva/Säkta küta-
mantra). The samjnä-mantra is the reverent address to the diety, who is
in the dative, with some such word as namas; it is preceded by OM. A
pada-mantra is a complete sentence expressing a prayer and praise of its
deity (LT 21.13-14). It seems that the last two parts can overlap.

A complete mantra, which a guru imparts to a sädhaka with solemn
ceremony, must have all four parts. It is called the sädhaka's müla-mantra
or isfa-mantra while it is the focus of his practice. He conjures up a visual
image of the mantra's deity by analyzing his mantra and applying its
parts to the parts of the visualized deity. This leads us, at last, to
practice.16

THE GURU

Practice begins, at every stage, with initiation by a guru. The guru is
the point where the bird's eye view and the worm's eye view of salva-
tion meet, for he is the living incarnation of god's grace and the point
where any devotee first makes direct contact with the divine. The guru
is god incarnate. The Laksmi Tantra (13.34) asserts that a guru, irrespec-
tive of his sect or creed, is a manifestation of Sakti's aspect as savior. He
is like a doctor who knows the exact treatment for his disciple's ailment,
the bondage of samsära. He holds the key to the mysteries of the scrip-
tures; he is the repository of the secret lore of the mantras and their
applications in ritual and meditation. For he is in the pupillary tradition
of the sect and, as such, knows the esoteric tradition which is only orally
transmitted. The aspirant, therefore, must be initiated into the sect be-
fore he can be entrusted with this secret knowledge. The guru is a
successful sädhaka, a siddha, who has attained union with god's loving
personality by identifying himself with Sakti by means of his mantra and
its power. Since Sakti is the essence of all mantras, he can now handle
any mantra.
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IDENTIFICATION WITH ONE'S MANTRA

Päncarätra sädhanä is the path of mantra (mantra-marga); the Laksmi
Tantra says that a person who desires salvation must always practice
upäsanä of Sakti's mantra-body (mantramayi tanu). He must regard his
mantra as personified, with a body (ksetra) and a soul (ksetrajna). All the
theology, philosophy, and liturgy he learns from his guru, he is to apply
to his mantra and its relation to his goal, salvation (LT 17.50; 18.2-8). He
can only follow the prescribed upäsanä of his mantra when he has ritu-
ally and intellectually identified himself with it; as Päncarätra scriptures
put it, he must identify his ego with the mantra's ego QS 11.41-42; SS
17.36); that is to say, its body and soul. He must understand all the
different aspects of his mantra and how it relates to god and himself.
Though he may glean some idea of these matters from texts, friends, or
general gossip, only direct instruction by a guru can provide even the
most erudite aspirant with understanding and experience of the man-
tra's palpable divine personality.

The guru teaches his pupil the ideology by concretizing the concepts
in ritual and even by making him act them out. Thus, abstractions be-
come real for him. To enable the novice to understand how god is
personally present in the mantra and how to identify with it, the guru
analyzes its component parts in terms of the human anatomy.

CULLING THE MANTRA

At the very beginning of his sädhanä, the sädhaka participates in two
ritual acts, called mantroddhära and nyäsa. The character of mantra as god
is made explicit in the rite of mantroddhära; its character as the means to
salvation is dramatized in the rite of nyäsa. The sädhaka must master the
techniques of both, for every upäsanä begins with them.

The word uddhära means extraction, culling. Before being used in the
rites, each mantra must be ritually made manifest from its sonic source,
the mätrkä. When the aspirant is initiated and first receives his mantra,
the rite of culling it is performed by his guru. On all subsequent occa-
sions, he performs it himself (cf. LT 23.5-12; 24.48; 41.33).

On a clean and ritually purified platform, the sädhaka draws a man-
dala, a cosmogram of lotus or wheel design, with its petals or spokes
pointing in the eight directions and its center encircled by a pericarp or
hub. If the mantra refers to a female deity, the lotus design is used;
otherwise the wheel design (LT 23.12). "OM", the supreme mantra rep-
resenting sabda-brahman (see later), is inscribed on the center. The
sixteen vowels of the Sanskrit alphabets are arranged on the pericarp or
hub; the consonants are arranged on the petals or spokes; the last nine
letters, m-h, are distributed on the inner side of the circumference and
the composite-letter ksa is written outside it. The guru worships this
diagram and demonstrates how to envisage it as the manifest sab-
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dabrahman in its seminal state of näda. The sädhaka learns to imagine näda
as a luminous entity existing inside his heart, which he imagines to be
inside two lotuses. The luminosity symbolizes its nature as potential
knowledge. This brilliant näda is visualized as constantly pouring but the
vibrating mätrkä, the potential väc (SS 2.67-68; LT 20.9).

OM represents this näda form of sabdabrahman before it is dissemi-
nated over the cosmos. Each letter of the mätrkä is in its own right a
mantra with a distinct personality. One has to add the pure nasal to it in
order to indicate that it is a mantra, because the pure nasal, which is
called bindu, indicates Sakti in her first crystallized (pasyantT) form and is
the mantra's soul and its energy (bala). Each letter has one or more
proper names and a fixed position in the cosmic pattern. Both the name
and the position show the specific aspect of Sakti which is revealed in
the letter. The guru divulges the secret nature of the letters to his pupil
before he starts drawing the diagram of the mätrkä, so that when he
comes to teach him how to extract his mantra he knows the designation
and significance of its letters and its position in the total scheme of the
pure creation (suddha sarga). By extracting his mantra letter by letter from
the body of the mätrkä (väc, visualized as Laksmi, whose body is entirely
made of the Sanskrit alphabet, LT 23.13-29), the sädhaka enacts a birth of
the mantra from its source. This strengthens his conviction that his
mantra is a part of the totality of the sonic emanation of Sakti, namely
näda.

As an example, one can take the mantra OM. It is made of the letters
a + u + m + bindu. The sädhaka first extracts a, designated Aniruddha,
the pervasive one, the primal one within the realm of the world of
senses, etc. Next, he extracts and adds to a the letter u, designated
Pradyumna, the irresistible, etc. Then, he extracts m and adds it to the
former two. M stands for Samkarsana, the time that exists just before
and after the advent of the differentiated world. To this sound cluster
OM is added bindu, the pure nasal, which is the seminal Sakti immanent
in all created entities. But, the mantra OM also contains the pure sound
vibration or resonace (näda) symbolized by the sign of the half-moon
(ardhacandra). Thus, the mantra OM contains all the cosmic stages of
creation from the undifferentiated to the differentiated but here the
movement is reversed. It shows that state of the emanating Sakti in
which all the differentiated world exists in a potential state; namely,
sabdabrahman.

OM is the supreme mantra because it represents the supreme ema-
nation of the divine Sakti. Through it, the sädhaka identifies himself with
Sakti as the undifferentiated manifest sound, näda, which represents
god still at the differentiated pole of his transcendent being. But the
meditation on OM should lead the sädhaka to a state of consciousness in
which his mind is merged in the mantra until it stops being aware of the
sound of resonance; it reaches "the end of the resonance" (nädänta).
This indicates the state of primal unity and ineffability. In this state, all
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dichotomy of the divine and his essential nature, Sakti, is totally sub-
merged in a single luminous unit, supreme Brahman (jyotis tat param
brahma). This is the supreme presence of Visnu (vaisnavam dhämari), the
goal of the sädhaka's sädhanä (LT 24.11-12).

Every initiate is to perform these and the following spiritual exercises
in imagination. But to imagine something still is not to realize it fully.
The difference between the sädhaka and the siddha consists just in this:
The sädhaka is still rehearsing what it would be like to realize these
identifications; while, for the siddha, they are real.

OM is seen here as a combination of 3 + 1, the totality, and is used in
a series of equations. Its three letters are equated with all basic groups of
three: the three basic vowels (a, i, u, the first Siva-sütra of Pänini's
grammar); the three Vedas; the three varnas (brähmana, etc.); the three
constituents (guna) of primal matter (sattva, rajas, and tamas); the three
luminaries (fire, sun, and moon); the three cosmic gods (Brahma, Visnu,
Rudra); the three worlds. All these series are equated to the three man-
ifest vyüha gods. These, then, are added to the fourth, the all combining
entity signified by the pure nasal and resonance, the two states of Väs-
udeva. Vasudeva, as we have seen, is Säakti in her two states; namely,
the transcendent and the immanent (LT 24.19-20). The idea of consider-
ing the world of diversity as a multiplication of the basic three is not
peculiar to Päncarätra; like many of its other concepts, it comes from the
Upanisads (cf. ChU 6.4-6).

The sädhaka visualizes himself as extracting the mantra from the mä-
trkä diagram before him, concentrating on it as the sonic form of Sakti.
This process of visualization applies to the acquisition of all mantras,
from OM down to the mantras of most limited power, like the common
spells. For even they are conducive to the final goal of mukti, because
they are used as the lower rungs of a spiritual ladder to the transcendent
realm of OM, which together with its four pada mantras forms the last
five rungs of that ladder (LT 28.74). The choice of this mantra as the
basic as well as the most comprehensive one (LT 28.72) shows the Pän-
carätra leaning to Vedic orthodoxy. The Upanisads already regarded
OM as the essence of the Vedas, the mantra par excellence (ChU 1.1.Iff.;
for details, see Padoux 1978a).

PHYSICAL APPLICATION OF THE MANTRA

The next step in Päncarätra upäsanä is nyäsa, again a universal tantric
rite. After extracting his mantra from the diagram of mätrkä, the sädhaka
proceeds to place or deposit (nyäsa) it on his psychophysical person. As
mentioned earlier, the mantra has a form similar to human anatomy. It
is divided into six main limbs (ahga) and six secondary limbs (upähga).
The first group consists of the heart, head, top-knot (sikhä), armour/
trunk (kavaca), eyes, and the weapon/power (astra). The second group
corresponds to the navel, back, arms, thighs, knees, and feet. For in-
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stance, the six angas of OM are ä, i, ü, r, ai, and au; and the upähgas are
jnäna, aisvarya, sakti, bala, vlrya, and tejas, the six divine attributes (kala).
Step by step, the sädhaka deposits the ahgas and upähgas of his mantra on
his own corresponding physical parts by touching them while saying
what he is doing. First, he names the mantra, then the appropriate seed
mantra, then the relevant ahga in the dative and the word of salute such
as namas or svähä. The terms of salutation are called jäti mantras. He thus
acknowledges the deification of that part of his own anatomy. In this
way, in vivid concentration, he replaces his mundane body with the
body of his mantra. In his imagination, he becomes consubstantial with
his god (Padoux 1980).

A corollary and necessary coda to this mental and ritual act of nyäsa is
the rite of purifying one's soul (ätma-suddhi). The mantra is divided into
its constituent sounds; each of these is then identified with Sakti's con-
secutive steps in the cosmic process of creation. Thereafter, the sädhaka
identifies his own soul (ätman) with the grossest manifestation of the
cosmic hierarchy. He, then, sets about dissolving effect back into cause.
We continue to take OM as our example. He identifies himself with
Aniruddha {a)r Sakti's grossest vyüha form. This, he then dissolves into
Pradyumna (u) and rises from the gross to the subtle state. This, he then
imagines to merge in Samkarsana (m), and he rises to a subtler and more
seminal state in the process of creation. Finally, this state, too, he imag-
ines to be dissolved into bindu (m). At this stage, the sädhaka's journey in
imagination towards his soul's source and essence comes to a point at
which he automatically passes from bindu to näda and becomes merged
in the essential and primal unity of god and his Sakti. As said earlier, the
first four steps correspond to the older theory of the four states or steps
(pada) of the individual soul's spiritual flight to its original unity with the
supreme soul, the only reality, Brahman. To these four steps is then
added in Päncarätra (and in other tantric sects) a fifth step, which brings
the sädhaka's soul to the divine presence. Having thus reached his ulti-
mate source, the sädhaka then starts retracing these steps, thereby, in
imagination regenerating himself, now divine in body and soul and
identical with OM, the divine sonic emanation. In this way, the sädhaka
conforms to the general tantric rule that, before starting to worship a
deity, one must oneself become deified (nädevo bhütvä devam yajet).

REALIZATION

At the time of initiation, the guru performs these two rites first on
himself and then on the disciple, teaching him the steps as he goes
along.17 After his initiation, the novice has learned the nature and func-
tion of his mantra and the rites connected with it. He retires to some
holy and quiet place and starts his daily religious practice, the upäsanä of
his mantra, which always culminates in a long meditation on the man-
tra. He withdraws his senses from external phenomena and con tern-
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plates the mantra by mentally repeating it (japa) a great many times. He
determines the number of repetitions in advance. With acts of worship
and with meditation, he fulfils the two basic requirements of a Päri-
carätrin. He intensifies his passionate devotion for and trust in god with
his worship (püjä/yäga); he sharpens his awareness to a razor's edge and
finally achieves gnosis. When that happens his experience of his man-
tra's true nature becomes real and the identity with it which he imagined
during the practice is realized. He becomes the possessor of the power
(sakti) of his mantra. All his religious practice prior to this is technically
known as purascarana (acts performed previously), i.e., before acquiring
the mantra's power. The goal which was in front of the practitioner is
now an accomplished fact (siddha) and he is henceforth designated a
siddha.

In keeping with the spirit of passionate devotion and total self-sur-
render, the Päricarätrin equates the power he has derived from his man-
tra with god's grace. By acknowledging Sakti as divine grace, he pro-
fesses his humility and dependence on god.

PÄNCARÄTRA AND VEDIC ORTHODOXY

How does a Päncarätrin locate his mantra-sästra in the religious tradi-
tion? The Päricarätra literature as a whole reveals a pronounced leaning
to Vedic orthodoxy,17 which provided mediaeval Indian literature with a
comic motif.

Päncarätrins considered their scriptures a continuation of the Vedas.
The scriptural corpus mainly consists of mantras and exegesis of the
ritual in which mantras are used. For the grammarians and the Mimäm-
sakas, who evolved the theory of Sabdabrahman, the Vedic corpus was
the Sabda par excellence. The Päncarätrins took over not only the con-
cept of Sabdabrahman but also the view that the supreme authority, the
mantra-sflsfra par excellence, was the Vedic scriptures. They considered
the Vedas the primary manifestation of god's sabda-sakti, which is the
same as Sabdabrahman (SS 2.67). This manifestation is coordinate to
Samkarsana, the emanation of Väsudeva's absolute knowledge (jnäna)
and unimpeded power to act (bala) (LT 2.29). Thus, Päncarätrin agree
with the general Hindu tradition that the Vedas are a spontaneous reve-
lation of the creator's omniscience and that the creation ensued accord-
ing to their instructions. Hence, to legitimize their own scriptures, Pän-
carätrins claim that they have evolved directly from the Vedas and are
equally valid as revealed knowledge (SS 2.5; VS 8.6). Väsudeva revealed
this mantra-sästra to Samkarsana to supply sinning creatures with a
means of salvation. But, these scriptures can be taught effectively only
to an initiated Päncarätrin. Just as one has to undergo Vedic initiation to
perform Vedic rituals, so also one must undergo Päncarätra initiation to
perform Päncarätra upäsanä (SpS 16.20). The main purpose of such state-
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ments is to align Päricarätra mantra-sastra with the Vedas. We see a series
of equations and analogies.

1. Para Väsudeva is Para Brahman;
2. Parä Sakti is Sabdabrahman;
3. Päricarätra initiation is analogous to Vedic initiation;
4. Päncarätra mantra-sastra is analogous to the Vedas;
5. Päncarätra upäsanä is analogous to Vedic sacrifice.

The term upäsanä is replaced by the traditional term for sacrifice, yäga.
For actual sacrifice Päncarätra retains the word homa.

Moreover, besides adopting a great many other Vedic mantras for
their rituals, often taken out of their Vedic context, Päncarätra took over
two Vedic hymns, the Purusa sükta (RV 10.90) and the Sri sükta (RgVKh
5.87), as well as the Vedic OM (pranava). The LT asserts that the most
important mantra for worshipping Näräyana is the Purusa sükta. God is
offered eighteen items in the worship; each item is offered while utter-
ing one stanza from that hymn. We have already seen how OM is taken
to be the supreme seed mantra of Väsudeva. It is interesting to see that
the LT mentions the four most important Vaisnava mantras ("Om namo
Näräyanäya"; "Om namo Visnave"; "Om namo bhagavate Väsudeväya"; and
the long mantra "Om jitam te pundarikäksa namas te Visvabhävane namas te
'stu Hrsikesa mahäpurusa pürvaja") as pada mantras; that is, subordinate to
OM. This tendency to synthesis is also evident when the same text
adopts the Sri sükta for the worship of Laksmi, the highest Sakti. It is
better to quote the text in translation. Keeping in mind the Vedic stanza
"tad visnor paramam padam, sadä pasyanti sürayah divlva caksusätamam" (RV
1.22.20) Laksmi states

both of us [Laksmi and Näräyana] are seated in the supreme expanse of
the void (parame vyomni) for the purpose of bringing happiness to all
souls; the two of us masters served by the sages. Once there arose in
our heart the intention to find some means for the deliverance of living
beings. The great ocean sabdabrahman is the energy which arose from
us. Then two nectarlike hymns emerged from churning that [ocean];
the hymn of Hari, the Person, and similarly the hymn of myself [the Sri
sükta]. Each of them are related to the sakti of the other, being furnished
with each other's sound. The hymn of unmanifested Person [i.e., para
Väsudeva, cf. SS 1.25] has Näräyana as its seer. The other, which is
called Sri sükta, has me as the seer. The five [other] mantras starting
with the pranava, have been already revealed to you. (LT 36.69-75)

These clear statements that Päncarätra mantras are subordinate to the
Vedic mantras explain how Päncarätra views its relation to Vedic
orthodoxy.18
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Moreover, for its philosophy, Päricaratra mainly depends on the Up-
anisads. Again the texts clearly say so. The SS calls Päncaratra mantra-
sastra the Brahmopanisad (SS 2.5) and its followers the worshippers of
"sadbrahman who is called Väsudeva" (SS 2.4). The Upanisadic doc-
trine makes purusa Brahman, which is unique and exclusive, and places it
above matter in the scheme of creative process. Theistic Päncaratra iden-
tifies Brahman with their supreme Näräyana but reconciles their concept
of him as a personal god with the immutability and exclusiveness of
Brahman by grafting on to the Brahman doctrine the concept of divine
energy, Sakti.19 We have already noticed how, in other points, too,
Päncaratra syncretizes with Vedic concepts.

The same motivation leads the SS to place the yogin, the practitioner
of Pätanjala Yoga, above the non-yogin; i.e. a nonrenouncer Päri-
carätrin. Again, driven by Brahmanical othodoxy, the SS allows only the
brähmana initiate to worship the vyüha gods with their mantras. Others
(the ksatriya, vaisya and südra) are not initiated in the vyüha mantras. But,
if they are totally self-surrendering devotees, they may worship the
vyüha gods without their mantras.

It was this orthodoxy which earned them a lot of ridicule. Jayanta
Bhatta in his play, the Ägamadambara or Sanmatanätaka, makes a Vedic
sacrificer complain that the Päncarätrins have adopted the social behav-
ior of brahmanas. They even, complains the Vedic priest, recite their
Päncaratra texts exactly as the Vedic texts are recited. Moreover, from
the moment they are born they claim that they are brahmanas and belong
to the most orthodox segment of society (Raghavan & Thakur 1964).

The most beneficial effect of this tendency was the sect's decision to
reform itself by appointing very learned and prestigious orthodox
brahmana scholars as their supreme religious teachers. The first of them
was Näthamuni, the second Yämuna, and the third and most re-
nowned, Rämänuja. All three came from outside the Päncaratra sect; but
they provided what Päncarätrins wanted very much to attain, a gener-
ally recognized system of orthodox philosophy to support their the-
ology. This system is called the Visistädvaitaväda, the doctrine of quali-
fied monism.

CONCLUSION

The Päricarätrin view of the nature and functions of mantra is rooted
in the common tantric heritage; its use of mantra at first sight seems
almost the same as that in the practice of other tantric sects. In the
ideology of all Hindu tantrics, mantra embodied god's sovereign power
and wisdom; and this view was preserved with little change in the Saiva
and Säkta systems. In Vaisnava tantra, however, an early difference in
emphasis led in time to a very different religious orientation.

We may not know all the factors that made Vaisnavism acquire its
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distinctive character, but that character had two main resultant features:
social conservatism and extreme devotionalism.

The social conservatism is closely connected to the Vaisnava vision of
god. For them, god, as the creator and sustainer of the cosmos, is by the
same token the creator and maintainer of universal law and order,
which includes the caste system. It is already clear in the Mahäbhärata
that the Vaisnava God is no detached, indifferent yogin but deeply
involved in human affairs.20 The theory of the avatära is a natural out-
come of this ideal: God is so involved with the fate of men that he
descends among them to restore balance and harmony to the world.
This vision of god made Vaisnavas tend to accept Vedic orthodoxy and
to respect its moral and social rules. They adapted the esoteric doctrines
of the Upanisads, with their emphasis on world renunciation in pursuit
of perfect gnosis, to lives lived in the world in conformity to social
norms. Renunciation became a matter of inner attitude rather than exter-
nal forms. At the same time, yogins were treated with reverence.

Vaisnava devotionalism, too, is connected with the theory of the
avatära. A corollary of passionate love for god and trust in his protecting
care is that there should be personal contact between god and devotee.
This view of salvation through emotion is, as we have seen, very differ-
ent from early tantric soteriology. To reconcile their emotional bhakti
with the doctrine of the power of mantras, the Päricarätrins radically
changed the concept of that power: It is just god's grace. All mantras are
manifestations of god in his pristine glory as saviour. God decides to
make himself available to his devotee in a form he can understand and
approach. God's thus presenting himself in forms suited to the needs of
each individual represents His accessibility (saulabhya) (Carman 1974,
173-75). Mantras are god's forms assumed out of grace, embodiments of
that grace (anugraha-mürti). The sädhaka identifies himself with his man-
tra in love and trust, as he knows it to be a form of god's presence.

The Päricarätrin scriptural corpus was composed over several cen-
turies, spanning the second half of the first millennium A.D., or even
somewhat longer. In that period, the concept of bhakti developed consid-
erably. In the earlier texts, we find the synthesis between the tantric
gnostic soteriology, Vedic orthopraxy, and Vaisnava bhakti, which I out-
lined in these pages. But, later, the encounter with the more intensely
emotional bhakti of the South led Vaisnavas, including Päncarätrins, to
adopt a neo-bhakti, which they called prapatti-bhakti. To the earlier three-
fold path to salvation, karman (praxis), jnäna (gnosis) and bhakti, prapatti
is added as a fourth, distinct path. In this path of total self-surrender,
two mantras together assumed paramount importance. Known as the
pair (dvayam), they express total reliance on Näräyana and his consort
Sri, another name for Laksml. With this formulation, the Päncarätra
attitude to mantra reaches its devotional culmination.21

We do not know the date of this final development, but it is probably
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later than the Laksmi Tantra, a text (itself of uncertain date) which seems
to stand at about the point when the earlier synthesis of bhakti and
gnosis were being tilted towards extreme devotionalism. The Laksmi
Tantra defines mantra as follows:

mäm träyate 'yam ity evam yogena svlkrto dhvanih
guptäsayah sadä yas ca mantrajnam träyate bhayät
sa mantrah samsmrto 'hamtävikäsah sabdajaih kramaih
pürnähamtäsamudbhütaih suddhabodhänvayo yatah.

(A mantra is known as the sonic phenomenon which always saves
an adept of mantra, who through yogic practice has totally understood
its secret purport and so is convinced "It will save me." It is a sonic
manifestation of the divine personality/essence, emanating from the
complete divine personality, and thus is identified with pure con-
sciousness/knowledge.) (LT 18.44-45)

The first part of this definition puts the mantra on a par with the
saviour god. The second part reveals its efficacy to bring about pure
knowledge or consciousness, for it is a link between the sädhaka, an
individual with limited knowledge, and the divine, pure gnosis. What
one misses here is any mention of the power which when acquired, puts
the sädhaka on a par with his god. That idea is indeed conspicuous by
its absence. The sädhaka seeks not for power but for god's favor in ac-
knowledging the sädhaka's yearning for him and granting the final
union.

Sakti is the mediator,22 whether in her form as a mantra or as god's
wife. Her mediating role is illustrated in a charming myth current
among the Sri Vaisnavas, the sect which developed out of Päncarätra
and was systematized by Rämänuja. It narrates the sins and atrocities
committed by a demon called Käka (crow), who lusted after Laksmi, wife
of the supreme god Väsudeva, and harassed her. Vasudeva's anger fell
on him in the form of a discus, the divine weapon and symbol of indom-
itable power. To flee this terrible weapon, the demon sped through the
three worlds, but it followed him, ever in hot pursuit. Finally, the
wretched sinner fled back to Laksmi, who was seated at the side of
Väsudeva, and took refuge at her feet. In compassion, the goddess
looked at Väsudeva, imploring him with her lovely eyes. Moved, the
god at the last moment checked his weapon and saved the sinner from
destruction.23

Whether it reveals god's true nature or secures his mercy (as was
increasingly emphasized), for Päricarätrins, mantra is the link between
the devotee and his god. God created his sonic manifestations to save
his creatures.24
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NOTES

1. LT 2.26-34; for an explanation of the term bhaga see Visnu Puräna 6.5.74.
Although the number of the divine attributes is usually six, the name of an
attribute may vary in different texts; also c.f. Ahirbudhnya Samhitä (AS) 2.28,
"He is praised as bhagavän because he possesses six attributes. He is called
Väsudeva because he is the locus of all creation/'

2. AS 2.56-61; LT 2.26, "sesam aisvaryaviryädi jnäna dharmasanätanah" (the rest
[of the divine attributes like] aisvarya, virya etc. are the eternal attributes of
jnäna).

3. LT 3.1, "aham näräyani näma sä sattä vaisnavi parä" (I am indeed Näräyani
[i.e. Laksmi] the supreme essence of Visnu).

4. LT 29.6-9; AS 3.27-33 and 39. These two saktis are also called soma and
sürya saktis, respectively.

5. LT 12.13-20; here avidyä and mäyä are used synonymously. The act of
tirodhäna produces a sheath of nonknowledge encapsulating the beings. This
sheath is called mäyä kosa (the sheath of mäyä).

6. LT 2.59-60 "arcä'pi laukiki yä sä bhagavadbhävitätmanämfI mantramantres-
varanyäsät säpi sädgunyavigrahq I (also the images [worshipped by] those whose
minds have been [purified being full with the]/ thought of God [belong to the
group of vibhava gods who emanate from Aniruddha]. Through the influence of
mantras and their gods deposited on [these images], they too embody the six
attributes).

7. LT 3.13-35 "Näräyaria is the supreme Lord of all and I [Laksmi] am His
lord-hood (isatä). O Purandara, that which is subordinate (isitavya) is known as
[either] conscious [or] unconscious. Absolute consciousness determines the
state of the [conscious] enjoyer (bhoktr). . . . That conscious [subordinate], influ-
enced by beginningless nescience which is introduced by me, becomes the en-
joyer and, on account of its own egoism, identifies itself with nonconscious
objects in terms of the relationship T and 'mine/ When through the influence of
knowledge that nescience is eliminated, a conscious entity, having dropped its
ego-concept, recaptures my essential nature. That knowledge present in the
pure creation is introduced by me as the supreme vyuha [in its mantra form], out
of compassion I reveal [this] knowledge [to the adept of the vyuha mantras]. The
relationship between the two creations [pure and impure] is that of protector
and protected. . . . [Although in the created world the individuals experience
the distinction between the Lord and the subordinate, isa and isitavya] this
[distinction] cannot be related to my [Laksmfs] own or Näräyana's essential
nature. . . . I create a mixed creation [of subordinates], because I take into ac-
count the cumulative results of acts (karman) committed by the beings who are
under the influence of beginningless nescience. This karman is regarded as my
instrument in fulfilling my creative function."
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8. Cf. AS 5.7 "preksanätmä sa samkalpas tad sudarsanam ucyate" (that divine
decision (samkalpa) is the same as [his] seeing [omniscience], and it is called
sudarsana); LT 18.16 and 21.5 "mayi prakäsate visvam darpanodarasailavat" (on me
[as the locus] the universe becomes visible, in the same way as a mountain [is
reflected] in a mirror).

9. LT 5.33: "gunah pränasya tu spando" (the attribute of präna is vibration).

10. Sätvata Samhitä (SS) 19.128 "tac chabdabrahmabhävena svasaktyä svayameva
hi I muktaye 'khilajivänäm udeti paramesvarahll" (In order to liberate individuals,
supreme God Himself becomes manifest as sabdabrahman by means of His own
Sakti); cf. LT 20.7, which is a copy of SS 19.128.

11. LT 18. 51. 27-28 "väcakätmänamasya tvam samähitamanäh srnu I suddhasam-
vinmayl pürvam vivarte pränarüpatah II tattat sthänaprasahgena vivarte sabdatas tathä I
säntä süksmä tathä madhyä vaikhariti vivekini II (Now listen attentively [I define] its
[i.e., Sakti's] nature as the designator (väcaka). Consisting of pure knowledge, I
first evolve into präna. Then through specific stages I evolve into [subsequent
states] known as säntä, süksmä, madhyä and vaikharV.

12. The former view I have designated the "worm's eye view" and the latter
the "bird's eye view."

13. LT 14.4-10; in fact, the form of the deity of a mantra greatly helps the
mediator. For instance, Samkarsana represents sabda-brahman's pasyantf state,
manifest but not yet differentiated. He also represents the third step of the
meditator's awareness; i.e., the state of deep sleep (susupti). LT 4.14 describes
Samkarsana's image as the divine form that carries the diverse phenomena of
the universe as if painted on it (tilakälakavat). When a yogin meditates on the
Samkarsana mantra and in his awareness becomes identified with its deity he
perceives that the universe is not differentiated from his self.

14. SS 2.72; the SS says that Para Väsudeva is always accompanied by the
three deities Acyuta, etc.; sometimes, these are iconographically represented
together with Väsudeva, while at other times, they are just imagined.

15. LT 23.1-4: "ahamtä paramä tasya Saktir näräyani hyaham II anugrahäya
lokänäm aham äcäryatäm gatä I samkarsana svarüpena sästram pradyotayämyaham II
punasca gurumürtisthä samyagvijnänasälinil saktimayyä svayä drstyä karunä-
mantrapurnayä II pälayämi gurubhütvä sisyänätmopasarpinah I tasmäd jneyah sadä
sisyair äcäryo 'sau madätmakahlI (I am the supreme Sakti of Näräyana, His "I-
hood." In order to help people I become the preceptor and in the form of
Samkarsana, I radiate the sacred scriptures. Dwelling in the frame of the guru
and equipped with true knowledge I, through my glance full of sakti and by
means of compassionate mantras, protect the disciples who approach me [i.e.,
guru]. Hence disciples should always regard their preceptor as identical with
myself).

16. For another comparable system of classification of the mantra, see Hel-
ene Brunner(-Lachaux) 1963-77, l.xxxvi.
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17. One important item to learn is the hand gesture that accompanies a
mantra. Such a gesture is called a seal (mudrä); it proclaims the divine sovereignty
and power invested in the mantra (SS 10.52 and the commentary thereof; see
also Brunner-Lachaux 1963-77, l.xxxvi.

18. The LT categorically declares the superiority of Vedic religious practices
to all other forms of religiosity.

The wise should not violate the Vedic religion even in thought. Just as
even a king's favorite, who defiles a river which is useful to that mon-
arch, a source of pleasure and beneficial to the community for raising
the crop, incurs the [death penalty] on the stake, even though he be
indifferent to [the river], so also a mortal who disregards the norm laid
down in the Vedas and thereby disobeys my [Laksml's] command for-
feits my favor, although he be a favorite of mine. (LT 17.96-98)

19. Of course, this is true for all theistic tantric sects who believe in qualified
monism (visi$tädvaitaväda) in one form or another.

20. Cf. the legend of King Mändhätä, a devotee of Visnu who wanted to
hold the god's feet; Visnu in his grace fulfilled his desire (MBH 12.64.10-13).

21. These two mantras are (1) "srimän näräyanacaranau saranam prapadye" and
(2) "snmate näräyanäya namah." K. K. A. Venkatachari briefly explains their
meaning and importance in Srivaisnava theology (Venkatachari 1978).

22. For an excellent explanation of Laksml's role as the divine mediator, see
Narayanan 1982.

23. Venkatachari narrated this story when teaching Pillai Lokäcärya's
ärivachanabhusanam. This story is current among the Srivaisnava theologians
as the mythology of purusakära, meaning the mediator. See also Carman 1974,
240-44.

24. For the transmission of mantrasästra, see my article, 'The Changing
Pattern of Päncarätra Initiation: A Case Study in the Reinterpretation of Ritual."
In D. /. Hoens Felicitation Volume, Utrecht 1983.
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CHAPTER 10

The Cosmos as Siva's Language-Game:

"Mantra" According to Ksemaräja's

Sivasütravimarsint

Harvey P. Alper

writing always means hiding something in such
a way that it then is discovered.

—Italo Calvino

without mantra there would be neither words
nor meanings nor the evolution of
consciousness.

—An Ägama

if one doesn't understand the hidden sense of a
mantra, one will have to surrender to an
authentic master.

—SSüV 2.3

INTRODUCTION

PROGRAM
THE PRIMARY PURPOSE OF THIS essay is to describe the function
and understanding of mantras in that complex of interlocking soterio-
logical traditions that, for convenience, are collectively referred to as
Kasmiri Saivism. I focus upon Ksemaräja's Sivasütravimarsini (SSüV), a
representative text that offers something like a normative account of
Mantrasästra, the "science" of mantra, as employed and understood in
the mature, central tradition of Kasmiri Saivism.1

Secondarily, this essay is an exercise in the study of religious lan-
guage. My point of departure is problematic, developed in that sort of

249
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philosophy of religion that has been responsive to the work of Ludwig
Wittgenstein. I attempt to describe Kasmiri Saiva mantric utterance in
terms of the categories Wittgenstein devised in his later work, especially
the Philosophical Investigations [PI]. My application of these Wittgenstein-
ian concepts to the study of mantras, in part, will test their applicability
to non-Western religious traditions. It is my hope that this will contrib-
ute to the growing internationalization of the philosophical study of
religion, which is coming routinely to take cognizance of ways of speak-
ing religiously not found among the three Semitic theisms.2 This study
is accordingly addressed to both Indologists and philosophers of
religion.

INDOLOG1CAL BACKGROUND
During the first millenium of its evolution (roughly between 600 B.C.

and 400 A.D.) the current of Hindu religious life that was focused on the
god Siva developed preeminently as a family of myths associated with a
particular view of the world (a prototheology), as well as with certain
social, ritual, and iconic traditions. During this period, Saivism emerged
as a popular, pan-Indian form of "Hinduism," drawing selectively upon
the Veda as well as upon the uncodified ritual practices of "village
India." The mythological consensus of this generic Saivism received its
definitive literary expression in a group of "anthologies" known as Pur-
änas ("Histories"). By the third quarter of the first millenium A.D., a
comparable ritual consensus had emerged and received expression in a
group of specifically Saivite scriptures, usually dubbed Saivägamas be-
cause they were accepted as having "come" (ägama) from Siva himself.
Eventually, these authoritative texts became the canonical basis of sever-
al more or less regional forms of Saivism, each exhibiting its own prac-
tical and theological interpretation of the common Puranic mythology
and Agamic ritualism that they presupposed. Among these regional
Agamic "Saivisms" were the Saiva traditions of Kasmir, which, in spite
of their "name," were by no means limited to Kasmir but were con-
nected in important ways with the Sanskrit Agamic traditions of the
South.3

The Ägamas are characteristically concerned with Saivite ritual in
general:

They give instruction in the "symbolical meaning/' execution and ap-
plication of those gestures, words, and visible forms, through which
man while being in this world can enter into contact with the world of
Siva. . . . [Hence they] served as the doctrinal basis of Sivaite mon-
asticism and as fundamental manuals for liturgies and religious prac-
tices. (Gonda 1977a, 166, 173)

Central to the ritualism of the Saivägamas was an implicitly theological
preoccupation with "the power of Speech . . . the power of the energy
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concealed in the Divine Word" (Gonda 1977a, 167). One ritual presup-
position of this concern was mantric utterance. The Saivägamic tradi-
tions inherited and developed the conviction that mantras were soterio-
logically central. They were believed to be potent instruments enabling
one to attain that perfection which was tantamount to recognizing
oneself as Siva (cf., Gonda 1977a, 170).

The earliest specifically Kasmiri Saiva work is usually considered to
be the Sivasütras (SSü), in Gonda's words (1977a, 209) a "small, obscure,
and utterly concise" text of seventy-seven "verses," which had probably
been edited in its present form by the early ninth century.4 Although
attributed to Vasugupta, the quasilegendary paterfamilias of Kasmiri
Saiva "non-dualism," the surras may be characterized as anonymous
like the Ägamas whose authority they assume. Cryptic as they are, they
are clearly meant as a soteric guide to selected Saivägamas. The SSü
distill from the Saivägamas those themes the understanding of which
was taken to be crucial for the expeditious attainment of liberation. They
focus on the techniques that were believed to yield a progressive (re)in-
tegration into, an achievement of "equality" with, Siva.5 As such they
necessarily deal with mantric utterance.

Along with its sibling (still essentially anonymous) work, the Span-
dakärikäs (SpK), the SSü provided points of departure for the central
theological and soteriological tradition of Kasmiri Saivism. This tradition
is defined by the work of four writers: Somänanda (fl. c. mid-ninth
century), Utpaladeva (fl. c. early tenth), Abhinavagupta (fl. c. 1000) and
Ksemaräja (fl. c. early eleventh).6 Since the publication of J. C. Chatter-
ji's Kashmir Shaivism in 1914, it has become conventional to distinguish
the literature of these writers from that of their predecessors by genre or
school (sästras). This division, however, is misleading. The three terms
used for this purpose—ägama, spanda (pulsation) and pratyabhijnä (re-
cognition)—are not strictly parallel: the first is literary, the second on-
tological, the third soteriological. Rather than a movement from one sort
of literature to a second and then a third, one finds in the central tradi-
tion of Kasmiri Saivism a linear development, the emergence of sophisti-
cated theological reflection upon certain experiential traditions that had
been given canonical, scriptural formulation in the Saivägamas.

Broadly speaking, the Saivägamas along with the SSü and SpK may be
characterized as Tantric (on the meaning of this problematic term, see
Padoux 1981). The theology that Somänanda and his successors devised
in response to this literature thus may be classified as a Tantric theology,
a theology that sought to elucidate the sort of religious experience as-
sumed to be the summum bonum in Saiva Tantra. In other words, these
figures created a theology that was meant to give rational account of
those ritual and meditative techniques that were believed to make possi-
ble the experience that was the primary raison d'etre for Kasmiri
Saivism's existence, coherence, and survival.

Ksemaräja, disciple of the intrepid Abhinavagupta, was more or less
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the last major Kasmiri Saiva author. Unlike his distinguished predeces-
sor, he was more the sober theological exegete, the loyal scholiast than
the innovator. His commentary on the SSü is a secondary work, a trea-
tise about liberation. In effect, Ksemaräja gives mantric utterance non-
man trie exposition. In his work of theological exegesis, Ksemaräja has
the advantage of being both a philosopher and an adept who must
himself have employed mantric utterance for the achievement of his
own spiritual goals. The SSüV thus provides something of a privileged
vantage point from which to explore mantric utterance as one form of
Hindu religious language. Understanding how Ksemaräja understood
mantric utterance may then facilitate our proposing an interpretation of
mantric utterance in nonmantric terms accessible to the twentieth cen-
tury scientific mind.7

PHILOSOPHICAL BACKGROUND
In the past century, academic philosophy increasingly has come to

focus on the analysis of language and the context of its use. Several
movements growing out of this "linguistic turn" thus potentially pro-
vide tools with which the systematic problems in the study of mantra
may be addressed. I draw upon the Wittgensteinian tradition because I
believe that it provides a useful point of departure for the description of
mantra. Wittgenstein's late works—the posthumously published Philo-
sophic Investigations (1953), On Certainty (1972), and Zettel (1967b)—may
be read as sketching out the grounds for a typology of linguistic uses.8

They suggest a strategy for discriminating among the different-ways in
which words are used that can help establish whether a peculiar sort of
utterance, such as a mantra, makes sense or is merely gobbledygook. In
other words, Wittgensteinian categories may provide a philosophical
vocabulary in whose terms one can establish whether a given mantric
utterance should count as linguistic; whether it has meaning, reference,
and point; and, if so, what are the meaning, reference, and point.9

This essay responds to the challenge to deal with mantra systemat-
ically and rigorously. It is a complement to the works of McDermott
(1975) and Wheelock (1980, 1982), like whom I presuppose that mantric
utterance counts grossly as both linguistic and "religious." I propose to
employ a certain set of tools borrowed from Wittgensteinian thought
broadly conceived in order to contextualize as precisely as possible the
phenomenon of mantric utterance, as Ksemaräja reports it, within the
broader universe of Hindu religiosity.

Students of Wittgenstein who have dealt with his "critique of lan-
guage" are by no means in agreement about its implications. At least
three currents have arisen in response to this strand of Wittgenstein's
thought. One, typified by Peter Winch's (1976) The Idea of a Social Science
is sociological; a second, typified by the work of D. Z. Phillips (1970), is
theological (i. e., Christian); a third is that of the philosophy of religion. I
shall draw upon this third sort of response to delimit the problem to
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which this essay speaks. For orientation to Wittensteinian philosophy of
religion, I utilize a recent study, Patrick Sherry's (1977) Religion, Truth
and Language-Games.10

Relying in part on Sherry's analysis, in the next section of this essay,
I discuss the problem in whose terms this inquiry is framed. The body of
the essay is an exegetical study of the "doctrine" of mantras in the
SSüV. In the first portion of my exegesis, I describe the sociological
dimension of mantric utterance. In the second portion, I describe the
epistemological dimension of mantric utterance and discuss its the-
ological implications. In a very brief conclusion, I suggest how this Witt-
gensteinian approach to Kasmiri Saiva mantra might cast light on the
nature and variety of religious language as such.

THE PROBLEM

WITTGENSTEIN ON LANGUAGE
In his early work, especially in the Tractatus (T), Wittgenstein under-

stands language to be a means of representing the necessary form of the
world. He relegates the religious—indeed, the entirety of human val-
ue—to the realm of the "unsayable" or "mystical."11 While formally
allowing for a positive evaluation of the religious, this view does not
invite the philosophical exegesis of religious language. In PI, in contrast,
Wittgenstein begins from the observation that representation is only one
among the many functions of language. To help in the parsing of the
variety of linguistic functions, Wittgenstein coins two enigmatic tech-
nical terms, language-game and form of life.12 Attempts to develop a
Wittgensteinian philosophy of language, to a great extent, have been
stimulated by the desire to fathom the meaning and extend the applica-
tion of these terms. In philosophy of religion, this has helped focus
attention on the nature and coherence of religious language.

Wittgenstein asks, in Toulmin's words, "by what procedures do men
establish links between language and the real world?" (1969, 67). To
answer this question, he directs attention to the different ways in which
people use words. "Any linguistic expression . . . [he observes] acquires
a linguistic significance by being given a use in human life" (1969, 67).
Meaning follows use; use grounds utterance in its immediate context,
human behavior.13 The countless different ways in which language is
used (die unzählige verschiedene Arten der Verwendung) (PI 23) con-
vey meaning because they are constituted in activity; "all language is
meaningful, on account of being ein Bestandteil der Handlung" (70).

The question is How does language work? Wittgenstein's answer is
threefold. The explication of language-games leads one to consider
forms of life; their explication leads one to the context of life überhaupt.
Language-games are "units of sense" (Finch 1977, 69) that acquire their
meaning from forms of life. The latter are "units of meaningful action
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that are carried out together by members of a social group and that have
a common meaning for the members of the group" (90).

By form of life, Wittgenstein does not refer to a finite number of
particular cultural, no less psychological or biological, facts. Rather, the
term directs attention to "all social or cultural behavior in so far as it is
meaningful" (90). "Forms of life" are the "interpretive conventions" (cf.
Blue Book, 24) of a particular social group. Since speaking is an in-
terpretive activity "embedded in acting" (Finch 1977, 93), one cannot
hope to understand what someone says unless one grasps it con-
textually as a "speech act."14 Wittgenstein observes that there is no
one-to-one correspondence between a particular language-game and a
particular form of life. What, then, makes the countless combinations
possible? Finch is probably correct in suggesting that Wittgenstein rec-
ognized a "still wider context presupposed by both [language-games
and forms of life], the context of everyday life and everyday certainties"
(1977,100). Finch calls these simple and indubitable convictions "frame-
work facts" (1977, 222).

Another way of articulating this "third level" is suggested by Witt-
genstein's use of the term Umgebung (also Umstände)—surroundings,
circumstances, context—to which Strawson (1966, 55, 62) first drew at-
tention. Thus, PI 583:

Could someone have a feeling of ardent love or hope for the space of
one second—no matter what preceded or followed this second?—What
is happening now has significance—in these surroundings. The sur-
roundings give it its importance.15

Wittgenstein seems to conclude that the coordination of speaking and
doing depends upon the world of human experience as a whole, to use a
phenomenological term, upon the Lebenswelt.16 He recognizes that the
context that makes speaking meaningful transcends the individual
speaker. As a social phenomenon, language has a twofold character. It is
fabricated by people, but once having been fabricated, it assumes a kind
of "objectivity" over against the individual. As Wittgenstein says, "Es
steht da—wie unser Leben" (OC 559).

The concepts language-games, forms of life, and the Umgebung of
speaking are heuristic. They do not oblige us to go on a treasure hunt for
forms of life hidden in medieval Sanskrit texts. They do call for a particu-
lar style of reflection. By attending to the social facts and the interpretive
conventions that a language-game assumes and by attending to the
wider circumstances that those conventions assume, one ought to be
able to map the various ways in which human beings live verbally in the
world. Wittgenstein did not develop a typology of usage. To do so was
not part of his task as a therapeutic philosopher, it is part of the task of
philosophers of religion and others interested in probing the integrity of
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religious discourse. To understand mantric utterance one must explore
the interpretive conventions and the circumstances taken for granted
among mantra users.

WITTGENSTEIN AND THE PHILOSOPHY OF RELIGION

Sherry on Religious Language-Games
In Religion, Truth and Language-Games (1977), Patrick Sherry proposes

a method to facilitate the study of discrete sorts of religious language.
He calls for the explication of the "logic" of individual religious concepts
and for the delineation of how they refer to life and experience (1977,
189). According to his account, the exegete of religious language faces
three tasks. These he labels, somewhat eccentrically, locating, relating,
and validating.17

By the term locating, Sherry designates the identification of the small-
est constituent sorts of religious utterance in terms of those circum-
stances that lend them meaning. Locating is essentially sociological. It
means delimiting those "situations and facts" that are invariably con-
comitant with (the "necessary conditions" for) the occurrence of a par-
ticular form of religious utterance (1977, 84; cf. 50, 68). Locating is pre-
liminary. It prepares the ground for further reflection by making the
social ground of a religious language-game, its irreduciable specificity,
explicit.

By relating, Sherry means determining the critical differentiae be-
tween one language-game and another, while discriminating the forms
of life with which they are necessarily associated (cf. 1977, 49, 56). Relat-
ing focuses on the linguistic action involved in an utterance. Locating
asks When does one say something? Relating asks What does one do in
saying it? Relating, for Sherry, is transitional, a specialized form of locat-
ing that invariably leads to the question of validating. It is important
because it makes clear that in delimiting the social dimensions of a
religious language-game one begins to uncover the sort of cognitive
claims made, implicitly or explicitly, by that manner of speaking and the
sort of evidence needed to verify or falsify these claims. In other words,
relating compels one to face the fact that complete and honest descrip-
tion of meaning, in and of itself, raises the question of truth.

Validating is Sherry's term for the process of evaluating the truth of
religious assertions (1977, 49f.). One might well question whether this
can be part of a Wittgensteinian program for the analysis of language.
Wittgenstein had been concerned primarily to discover how utterances
make sense (Sherry 1977, 2f.). He concluded that meaning is dependent
upon function, "Only in the stream of thought and life do words have
meaning" (Z 173). As a consequence "there are many kinds of so-called
descriptive or fact-stating language, and these relate to the world in
different ways" depending on their subject matter, their "methods of
projection," and their "grammar" (17). To Sherry, this conclusion is
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easily misconstrued. He argues, persuasively, that acknowledging the
variety of language-games underscores rather than obviates the need for
ajudicating competing claims. Since "areas of discourse overlap, then it
follows that there must be some connection between their criteria of
evidence, rationality and truth" (Sherry 1977, 161). Since language-
games and forms of life depend upon "framework facts," the multi-
plicity of ways of speaking is not in itself evidence for a multiplicity of
unrelatable sorts of truth. If the ontological implications of different
language-games conflict, then a decision is called for. One is not com-
pelled to speak in contradictions. Even "believers" cannot be wholly
"oblivious of the facts" (Sherry 1977, 84).

Language-Games and Christian Fideism
Most Christian theologians who have been attracted to Wittgenstein

employ his thought in order to emancipate Christian "truth" from the
criteria of scientific or secular truth. They typically argue that religious
language is "noncognitive," and they use Wittgenstein's thought as a
tool to deflect the positivist demand for "verification." A religious asser-
tion, they tell us, is sui generis; it need only "be itself" for it to be "in
order."18

Sherry rejects the attempt to finesse the question of validation and
argues that the use of Wittgensteinian thought to defend Christian
fideism distorts Wittgenstein.19 His position may be clarified in contrast
to that of Winch (1976). Proceeding from Wittgenstein's observation that
meaning varies according to usage, Winch argues that different "modes
of social life" engender different sorts of rationality.

Criteria of logic . . . are not a direct gift of God, but arise out of, and are
only intelligible in the context of, ways of living or modes of social
life . . . science is one such mode and religion is another; and each has
criteria of intelligibility peculiar to itself, (p. 100)

Sherry, in contrast, emphasizes the fact that all language-games and
forms of life are responses to an experienced world, the implicit unity of
which underlies and makes possible the diversity of human culture.
Sherry thus avoids an ultimate bifurcation between scientific and non-
scientific language-games, just as he avoids the solipsistic relativism of
cultural "worlds" that a Winchian perspective would seem to imply.

From Sherry's point of view, in principle, there are ways of resolving
conflicts between the cognitive claims of various sorts of human utter-
ance (1977, 39, 167). A particular religious language-game can claim a
particular kind of truth only if it refers to a particular state of affairs
(1977, 185). A particular claim may be verified or refuted because every
language-game and every form of life actually speaks to spme human
state (172).
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Mantra$ästra and Hindu Fideism
Sherry justly observes that many attempts to apply Wittgensteinian

thought to religious issues have been "disappointing." Wittgenstein's
philosophy, he notes, "has tended to be used in an attempt to provide
over-simple, evasive, and question-begging solutions to very funda-
mental problems" (1977, 193). Whittaker (1978, 193) has similarly ob-
served that the facile use of Wittgensteinian jargon, like the "facile read-
ing of Wittgenstein as an unswerving" noncognitivist, is played out.
The misuse of Wittgensteinian thought as an apology for Christian
fideism might seem irrelevant to a study of an eleventh century Sanskrit
text. However, any number of people—Neo-Hindu thinkers, devotees
of one or another "new religious movement," professional mystics—
today facilely exempt the Hindu tradition from the rigorous epis-
temological standards of scientific, or even traditional Indian, thought.
In effect, they are arguing for a Hindu fideism. The apparent inscruta-
bility of Mantrasästra would seem to support such a position, but I
believe that it does not. One purpose of this essay is to show that
mantric utterance is a complex and subtle manner of speaking that does
not provide evidence for an unequivocally ndeistic reading of the Hindu
tradition. Hence, the utility of Sherry's formulation of Wittgensteinian
philosophy of religion: It directs attention to an aspect of religious lan-
guage consideration of which is too easily evaded, the conformity of
various religious claims to the facts.

Limiting myself to the evidence of the SSüV, and thus essentially in
mantras used in a redemptive context, in this essay I propose (1) to attend
to the social context of mantric utterance, (s) to delineate what dis-
tinguishes it as a tool of cognition, and (3) to attempt to decipher the
implicit claims about the universe that it makes. There is a general
correlation between the two succeeding sections of my exegesis and
Sherry's three moves. In the next section of this essay, I venture a
delineation of the social dimension of mantric utterance according to the
SSüV. This corresponds broadly to locating. In the subsequent section, i
describe the epistemological dimension of mantric utterance and assess
its theological implications. In doing this, I attempt to determine what
cognitive claims are implicit in mantric speech and to suggest how they
may be evaluated. This accordingly corresponds to both relating and
validating.

Apologists for theism have dismissed mantras as magical; enthusi-
asts for the mystical East have accepted them uncritically. In spite of
their paradigmatic character, few have attempted to examine the the-
ological claims implicit in their use carefully. The utility of my approach
will be corroborated if it enables me so to describe the circumstances
when certain pivotal Kasmiri Saiva mantras are uttered and the character
of their utterance so that one will be prompted subsequently to assess
the truth of the claims about the cosmos that—in part metaphorically, in
part metaphysically—they make.
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THE SOCIAL DIMENSION OF MANTRIC UTTERANCE

ORIENTATION
In the Hindu tradition, to a far greater extent than in most other,

ostensibly more self-conscious religious traditions, there is an explicit
awareness that achieving religious consummation involves the mastery
of specifiable techniques.20 Ironically, this situation obscures the fact
that the mastery of specifiable techniques itself presupposes a prior
mastery of skills that resist specification. The successful use of an "in-
strument" such as mantric utterance presupposes that one has already
acquired the proper attitudes, demeanor, and expectations—that is, the
proper frame of mind—by having been successfully socialized in the
society that recognizes mantric utterance as an "authorized" technique
that makes possible one of the kinds of transcendence it is deemed
acceptable to experience.

The confident, routine use of mantras surely presupposes a specific,
identifiable set of convictions concerning the human condition, the ideal
social order, and the purpose of existence. Acceptance of these convic-
tions is the tacit ground without which Mantrasästra would neither have
been invented nor have remained vital. Whatever reasons might be
adduced to defend these convictions, their acceptance is not itself dis-
cursive, it is social. As lived, they are part of the forms of life, "the
formal conditions, the patterns in the weave of our lives" (Gier, 32), that
give meaning to the language-game of uttering mantras.

In this portion of my essay, I attempt to delineate, on the basis of
Ksmaräja's SSüV, the social grounding of mantric utterance, what con-
stitutes it as an intentional social act. Obviously, no such delineation can
be complete, for any social act is embedded in a complex of customs and
institutions (PI 337); "what belongs to a language-game is a whole
culture" (Lecture on Aesthetics, 26).21 Self-evidently, the language-game
of uttering mantras is situated within a social cosmos organized accord-
ing to the principles of caste hierarchy, culminating in and yet tran-
scended by institutionalized renunciation (samnyäsa), which, as such,
recognizes the authority of an elite of "perfect spiritual masters" (gurus)
and which experiences the cosmos as a fabric interwoven of various
"powers," as saktic. These are, in general, the "situations and facts" that
are invariably concomitant with mantric utterance. They are the precon-
ditions that make it possible and lend it meaning. Keeping this social
cosmos in mind, one may discern the most prominent formal charac-
teristics of the speech act of uttering mantras: (1) that uttering a mantra
is a thing done, and hence, a learned activity; (2) that uttering a mantra
is both a context- and a rule-dependent activity; (3) that the activity of
uttering a mantra may be compared profitably to a move in a game.

I do not here attempt a comprehensive social scientific portrayal of
Kasmiri Saiva mantric utterance. I merely attempt to demonstrate that
conceptualizing mantric utterance as a social activity is plausible. This
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will, I trust, indicate possible directions for future study; for example, the
examination of the social skills drawn upon in Mantrasästra from the
perspective of developmental psychology or the sociology of knowledge.

MANTRIC UTTERANCE AS ACTIVITY

Mantra as Cause and Effect
The discussion of moksa in the SSü begins with Sütra 1.5: "Bhairava

is the efflorescence [of Siva] (Udyamo bhairavah)" (18).22 In his exposition
of this sütra, Ksemaräja cites an Agamic fragment which he attributes to
the Svacchanda Tantra (SvT):

[Only] the mantras of a man who is united with the eternal, that is, one
who has realized that he is Bhairava, are successful, oh Goddess.23

The use of the verb pra-siddh, typical in such a context, is noteworthy. It
means "be efficacious," "work," "be successful," and logically implies
that mantras may be uttered unsuccessfully.24 To borrow a term from J.
L. Austin's discussion of speech acts, locutions such as this suggest that
the articulation of a mantra may be "unhappy."25 If one asks Under
what circumstances do mantras work? one is immediately presented
with a dialectical contradiction. In spite of the fact that mantric utter-
ance, at least within the milieu of the SSüV, is the premier instrument
for attaining the goal of the religious quest, it looks as if a mantra cannot
be successfully brought into play until and unless one has already at-
tained the goal in question. (It is as if one couldn't successfuly drop-kick
a football in order to make a conversion unless one had already been
awarded an extra point.) Ksemaräja acknowledges this in the introduc-
tory sentence of his commentary to SSü 1.5:

Sütra 1.5 points out the method (upäya) [for attaining] the pacification of
that bondage [which has just been discussed]; it is that reality [where
one is already] reposing in the object to be attained (upeya).26

Numerous passages—and not only in the literature drawn upon by the
PratyabhijM—reinforce this anomaly: Mantras work only for those who
would appear no longer to need them. Commenting on SSü I.19 Kse-
maräja cites another Agamic fragment:

Unless one has been reunited [with sakti] one can neither be initiated,
attain perfections, [use] mantras, apply mantras, nor even [make use
of] yogic attraction.27

Mantric utterance appears at once as magical and methodical: on the one
hand, as a formulaic power that one may wield as a result of one's inner
perfection; on the other hand, as the cause of that inner perfection.
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Which view is correct? Commenting on the passage attributed to the SvT
cited earlier, Ksemaräja observes, "the verb bhü [to become, to realize]
refers to that cognition (vimarsa) which is the overwhelming inner
emergence [of Bhairava]."28 The use of the technical term vimarsa (tran-
scendental judgment, the capacity of Siva-who-is-consciousness to
make himself the object of the cognition "I")29 suggests how Ksemaräja
understands mantras: not fundamentally as magic formulae that allow
one to impose one's inner will upon the world but as tools for engender-
ing (recognizing) a certain state of affairs. To put this in our terms, for
Ksemaräja a mantra works, is redemptive, when and only when it en-
genders the proper sort of "cosmic" consciousness; otherwise, it is emp-
ty. For someone who doesn't understand this, it appears to be magical.
For someone who does understand it, it appears to be a comprehensive
personal activity, something one does.

For Ksemaräja, a redemptive mantra must be understood as a lin-
guistic act that, in and of itself, effects a state of mind—if and only if it is
properly uttered. Preparing to utter a mantra redemptively is never pre-
sumed to be easy; on the contrary, for the novice, it is a supremely
arduous social achievement. Uttering it, however, turns out in the end
to be effortless. One achieves freedom merely by saying one is free.
Ksemaräja's use of udyantrtä to echo the sütra's udyama cannot be unin-
tentional. Both words, derived from the verb ud-yam, conceal a double
meaning. On the one hand, they are technical terms that refer directly to
a state of yogic excitement, of "elevated" consciousness, a spiritual
"high." At the same time, they never wholly lose their ordinary mean-
ing of "effort." They remind the aspirant that freedom is won as a result
of intense, heroic exertion. Put in this context, we can begin to ap-
prehend the view implicit in Ksemaräja's position: The utterance of a
mantra must be understood as an act—a social act—that yet turns out to
be no action at all. Mantrasästra must be understood in terms of the
dialectic between upäya (method) and anupäya (methodless method),
which is a leitmotif of the pratyabhijnä's utilization of the Saivägamas in
general.

Mantra as Ritual
Even clearer evidence that Ksemaräja implicitly understands the ut-

terance of a mantra to be an activity is found in his comment on SSü 2.2.
The sütra reads: "[In the case of mantric utterance] an effort is effective
[in achieving a goal] (prayatnah sädhakah)" (48). Ksemaräja elaborates:

It is an unfeigned effort—namely the effort that [already] has been
established in the first chapter [of the SSü] as being the desire to be
merged (anusamdhitsä) with a mantra whose form has been specified—
which imparts identification of the utterer of the mantra (mantrayitur)
with the god [i. e., the object] of the mantra.30
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The use of the denominative agent noun Mantrayitr (one who mantras a
mantra) suggests that Ksemaräja understands uttering a mantra as an
integral personal action. But does Ksemaräja really envision the "effort-
ing," upon which successfully putting a mantra into play depends, as an
activity involving intense personal exertion? A passage attributed to the
Tantrasadbhäva (TSB) that Ksemaräja cites suggests he does:

Just as a hawk, hovering in the sky, notices his prey, my
dear,

And quickly, naturally, with a lunge, plucks it to himself
(akarsayet) ;

A master yogi, in this very way, should send out (vikarsayet)
his mind to the foundation point (bindu);

Just as an arrow placed on a bow flies [to its target] when it
has been carefully shot (yatnena ätädya)

So, Goddess, the foundation point flies [to the yogi] by means
of his enunciation (uccära) [of the mantra].31

Ksemaräja explains:

The master yogi, by means of an unfeigned and natural exertion should
send out his mind to the foundation point; he will then attain the
supreme illumination (paraprakäsa); that is, by means of one's enuncia-
tion [of a mantra], which is to say, by means of unfeigned, overwhelm-
ing elevation (akrtakodyantrtä-), the foundation point flies [to one], that
is, it flows forth (prasarati).32

The dialectical tact of these lines and their interpretation is remarkable.
The images of the hawk and its prey and of the arrow and its target are
used to illumine the relationship between the enunciator of a mantra
and that reality (here bindu equated with paraprakäsa) at which he aims,
without suggesting either that the utterer does nothing (like a hawk, he
sends out his mind) or that his action is soterically self-sufficient (like the
arrow, the bindu flies to him). On the contrary, the passage suggests
awareness that successful mantric utterance is an activity demanding
skill, dedication, and presence of mind; an activity designed to elicit a
response from a reality toward which the action is directed.

As such an action, mantric utterance, when used redemptively, does
not stand alone. It is part of an involved "tantrie7' sädhanä. That "disci-
pline," in turn, makes use of a sequence of ritual gestures and presup-
poses the sometimes tacit, but always vital support of the complex,
fissiparous, highly segmented hierarchical social world we call Hindu.
Staal surely is correct in situating the use of mantras in the broad context
of Indian ritual life.33 Its place in the Hindu ritual cosmos merits reflec-
tion. As Dumont has observed, the Hindu social order seems to require
institutionalized renunciation (samnyäsa) for its "completion." The re-
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nouncer completes the map of Hindu society and provides transcenden-
tal justification for it. Similarly, one might add, institutionalized renun-
ciation seems to require the guru, the most successful of renouncers to
complete and justify samnyäsa. There is substantial ritual continuity be-
tween the sädhanä of the guru and the "older" traditions of yajna and
püjä. Indeed, the guru may be understood to manifest the efficacy of
ritual as such, thus affirming the wholeness of the Hindu world.

The uttering of mantras may well be the most characteristic Hindu
ritual gesture. It accompanies and supplements various ritual acts at
once in Vedic, popular, and Tantric settings. An analogy suggests itself.
Just as the guru completes society by "transcending" it; so, too, mantric
utterance may be understood to complete ordinary language-games by
"transcending" them. If this is so, far from being mystical instruments
of individual isolation, mantras may help define and facilitate the perfor-
mance of the public rituals of püjä and yajna.34 Mantras are highly re-
fined, dialectically complex instruments of personal inner transforma-
tion. For this very reason, they are able to function at the intersection of
the "public" and "private" realms of the Hindu cosmos. Hence, a pre-
liminary conclusion: As a learned action, mantric utterance depends
upon and affirms the order and values of the very society that it is
designed to transcend.

MANTRIC UTTERANCE AS RULE-DEPENDENT
There can be no doubt that, as an activity, successfully putting a

mantra into play is context- and rule-dependent; for the meaningfulness
of any utterance depends upon its being uttered in an appropriate con-
text and its conforming to a web of partially explicit, partially tacit reg-
ulations. (This is the conclusion of both speech-aqt analysis and Wittgen-
stein's exploration of language-games.) The rule-conforming character
of mantric utterance is further evidence of its intrinsically social nature:
"One person alone cannot follow a rule" (PI 199). Hence, if one grants
that mantric utterance is linguistic, then one will be compelled to con-
clude that even the lone adept uttering a monosyllabic mantra repeti-
tiously and in silence will be able to do so only because, in fact, he
presupposes and conforms to the norms of the linguistic community of
which he is a member.35

Can one understand the rules to which mantric utterance is subject?
To a certain extent, one can easily, for they are public. The texts dealing
with sädhanä include many handbooks of Mantrasästra that provide de-
tailed "instructions" for using mantras, often with bewildering and min-
ite specificity.36 The impression that these manuals give is that little is
left to chance. The deity himself has revealed everything that his devo-
tees have to know to use his mantras. All that the Mantravädin has to do
is carry out directions properly; individual imagination or taste could
hardly be relevant.

In spite of their prolixity and abundance, the apodictic regulations
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governing mantric utterance are deceiving. To a great extent the use of
mantras is optional rather than mandatory, and all the more so in a
redemptive context. Hence, the majority of mantric utterances invari-
ably presuppose at least a certain number of individual judgments. Ap-
plying a rule, moreover, is never mechanical; application is interpreta-
tion. Even more significantly, in a Tantric setting, use of a mantra is
almost never "free lance"; it depends upon accepting the guidance of
one's spiritual master.

On this dependence upon the guru, SSü 2.6, with Ksemaräja's intro-
ductory phrase, could not be clearer: "in the matter of getting mantras to
work (manrtraviryasädane) 'it is the guru who is the path' (gurur vpäyah)"
(59). Ksemaräja's commentary on this sütra emphasizes at once the in-
dispensability of the guru in using mantras successfully and that it is the
guru's mantric utterance that accounts for his power:

The guru is he who proclaims (grnati) . . . the truly real (tättvikam
artham); he is the path in that he is the one who indicates how mantras
work.37

In his interpretation, Ksemaräja draws upon the widespread Hindu con-
viction that the guru is the supreme mediator between the ordinary and
the real and that, as such, his words count intrinsically as mantra. This
consensus—if it is that—is artfully expressed in the Guru Gitä, a Puränic
text popular today among the followers of Siddha Yoga, a new religious
movement inspired in part by the traditions of Kasmiri Saivism. Verse
174 of this text aptly characterizes the guru's role as psychopomp:

It is the guru who is the supreme passageway (tirtha), [in
comparison to him] any other passageway is of no use;

And it is the big toe of [the guru's] foot, Goddess, upon
which all [lesser] passageways depend.38

Verse 76 of this same text elaborates the guru's paradigmatic role:

The guru's form (mürti) is the source of trance (dhyäna), the
guru's foot is the source of ritual action (püjä);

The guru's utterance (väkya) is the source of mantra, the
guru's compassion (krpä) is the source of freedom (moksa).39

Thus, it is not surprising that Ksemaräja cites passages from several
authoritative texts to reinforce the point that the guru holds the key to
the efficacy of mantras because of the unique quality of his speech. He
quotes Siva himself as saying in the Mälinivijaya Tantra (MVT): "He who
illumines [i. e., manifests (prakäsaka)] the efficacy of mantras is said to be
a guru equal to me (matsamah)."40 So, too, he cites the SpK, where one is
told to do obeisance to the "eloquence of the guru" (gurubhärati), which
is a vehicle equipped to carry one across the bottomless ocean of
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doubt.41 Finally, he cites two passages, one attributed to the MVT, the
other to the Mantrisirobhairava, that assess a guru's utterance (guru-
vaktra). The guru's utterance, we are told, is the "wheel of power"
(§akticakra); the guru being the divine power that grants release.42 Ac-
cordingly, K$emaräja is able to conclude: "The power [of the guru]
which proceeds from his utterance is greater than the guru himself/ that
power, which provides a favorable opportunity [to attain freedom] is the
path."43

These quotations suffice to illustrate the social role of the spiritual
master in Mantrasästra, as understood in the SSuVirn. The guru, like the
mantra itself, is liminal. Both stand on the threshold between the public
and the private, the threshold between "inner" and "outer" experience.
As such, the guru and his intrisically mantric discourse, by his very
existence in the Hindu social world, helps make belief in the complex
efficacy of mantras plausible for a myriad of individuals who have, as a
practical\natter, little hope of using mantras successfully themselves, at
least in a redemptive context.

MANTRIC UTTERANCE AS A MOVE IN A GAME
Further insight into the social character of mantric utterance, as

K§emaräja implicitly understands it, may be found in his commentaries
on Sütras 1.22 and 2.3, where both the efficacy of mantras (mantravirya)
and their "selection" (mantroddhära) are discussed. SSü 2.3 says: "The
secret of mantra is the body of wisdom (vidyäsarirasattä mantrarahasyam)"
(50). In explicating this sütra, K§emaräja quotes a long, complex, impor-
tant passage from the TSB (cf. Goudriaan & Gupta 1981, 39; Padoux
1963, fl2£f.). The secret ("rahasyam" is glossed "upanisad") of mantras is
unfolded, K$emaräja teils us, in the TSB:

All mantras consist of Transcendental Phonemes (varnas) and
[thus], my dear, they are really sakti

Sakti, however, should be known as the Mother [of the
cosmos] (Mätrkä) and she should be known as really Siva.44

Continuing, the passage, in effect, explains why mantric utterance
seems so obscure in comparison with other language-games:

[Those who have] abandoned action [in conformity with
dharma\, who have [only] mundane goals [and values], who
are satisfied with deceit and fraud

Don't even know that the guru is god and that this is in
agreement with the scriptures (sästra)

For just this reason, goddess, I have concealed (pragopitam)
the efficacy [of mantras]

Because of this concealment (guptena) they are hidden (gupta);
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only the Transcendental Phonemes [which the uninitiated
do not know how to use] remain45

These lines, the beginning of a detailed, exceedingly beautiful Tantric
cosmology, attempt to explain the dialectical duality of mantric utter-
ance: Mantras are at once "open" and "closed," clear and obscure;
speaking socially, they are both public and private. In the preface to this
passage, Ksemaräja homes in on this duality as the clue to understand-
ing the efficacy that alone allows mantras to be used successfully: "In
this passage from the TSB, the efficacy of mantras [ayam artham = man-
travlryam], having been [appropriately] ordered (vitatya), has been clar-
ified (sphuttkrtah) in spite of the fact that it is exceedingly secret (atira-
hasyo 'pi)."46

These lines—indeed, these two sections of the SSüV as a whole—
make it clear that, on the one hand, mantras are simply something
there, something "given"; after all, they are Siva-who-becomes-the-cos-
mos. On the other hand, it is equally plain, they are something one must
go out and "get." They need to be the object of a special intuition
(anubhava, 1.22 [44]), the object of a ritual of "extraction" (mantroddhära,
1.22 [45]); they have to be "entered into" (anu-pra-vis-, 1.22 [45]) or
"accomplished" (sädh-, 2.3 [50]). Without doubt, the SSüV portrays
mantric utterance as both accessible and inaccessible, both simple to use
and tricky to use. This suggests the utility of understanding mantric
utterance as a species of ritual play: Uttering a mantra is making a
particular move in a particular game. Like many of the moves in a game,
it requires peculiar expertise. Yet, it is exceedingly simple once one has
learned how to do it.

In proposing this, I draw upon the work of a number of historians
and social scientists who, following Johan Huizinga's Homo Ludens
(1955), have explored the role of play in human culture. My classification
of mantric utterance as "ludic" is not meant to be disparaging. On the
contrary, with Huizinga (1955, 6), I assess play as potentially a deadly
serious business, a form of expression so serious that it often "wholly
[runs] away with the players" (1955, 8). Ritual play is often of this sort.
As Huizinga had the wit to recognize, every ritual system presupposes a
metaphor, more exactly a set of metaphors:

Behind every abstract expression there [lies] the boldest of metaphors,
and every metaphor is a play on words. Thus in giving expression to
life man creates a second, poetic world alongside the world of nature.
(1955, 4)

This means, Huzinga goes on, that ritual play,

creates order, is order. Into an imperfect world and into the confusion
of life it brings a temporary, a limited perfection. (1955, 10)
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From this perspective, mantric utterance would surely have to be char-
acterized as "make believe." Can one, in that case, still take seriously its
claim to be a method for attaining a real religious transformation, a
fundamental reorientation of one's way of being in the world? I believe
one can—provided one takes care to exegete its playful character. Un-
derstanding mantric utterance as a move in a game helps one under-
stand its character as a particular sort of social action. It is a manner of
speaking indirectly that is dependent upon a precise set of metaphors.
At the same time, it intends to be referential. This description of mantric
utterance as a move in a game prepares the ground for assessing the
truth of a mantra's referential claim precisely because it allows one to
decipher the poetic vision in whose terms a mantra's reference is cast.

Ksemaräja's comments on SSü 1.22 may be understood in this light.
The sütra reads: "[Only] through immersion (anusamdhäna) in the great
lake (mahährada) [which is sakti] may one directly intuit (anubhava) the
efficacy of mantras."47 Ksemaräja elaborates:

Mantric efficacy . . . is the judgment (vimarsa) of the transcendental "I"
(parähantä) who expands into the [transcendental] verbal-mass (sab-
daräsisphärätmaka-) [from which the ordinary verbal world evolves];

Its direct intuition {anubhava) is due to immersion in the great lake,
which is to say, it is due to the internal, uninterrupted judgment of
being united with it (antarmukhtayä anäratam tattädätmyavimarsana);

This direct intuition explodes [into view] as oneself (svätmarüpatayä
sphuranam bhavati);

[This is explained] in the MVT in the passage which begins 'The sakti
of the creator of the cosmos (jagaddhätr) . . ."

[Since it has been] shown [in that passage] that sakti consists of the
entire world which is formed from the mother [of the cosmos] (mätrkä)
and the sequence [of transcendental phonemes] (mälint) which [in turn]
take form as the fifty different . . . powers beginning with volition, the
extraction of mantras has been made clear;

Supreme sakti alone is the great lake, for this reason it has been cor-
rectly said that the direct intuition of the efficacy of mantras which is
really the efficacy of mätrkä and mälini is due to immersion in her.48

In this passage the "extraction" of mantras—a particular, specifiable
social act—is correlated, first, with an epistemological event, a specific
cognition (vimarsa) of the Mantravädin. It is correlated, second, with an
ontological fact, that the world is nothing but the fabric of saktic sounds
and vibrations that in the end, are the body of Siva. Hence, for a mantric
utterance to be successful one (and one's guru) must know both the
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rules (a social reality) and that to which a mantra refers (its ontological
referent). Ksemaräja summarizes:

—It has been shown that the secret of mantras, which are the embod-
ied amalgam of transcendental phonemes (varnasamghattanäsanränäm),
is, as has already been explained, none other than Bhagavati [i. e.,
Sakti], whose being is the 'body of wisdom.' This is why (ayam eva
äsayah) the discussion of the "extraction" of mantras is preceded, in
every scripture (pratyägama), by the "deploying" (prastära)49 of the
Mother [of the cosmos] (mätrkä) or the [transcendental] sequence of
phonemes (mälint).50

Mantrasästra can be understood to make sense if it is understood as a
ritual gesture predicated on the assumption that the Hindu may experi-
ence a saktic universe. Padoux summarizes this presupposition clearly:

Two powers are associated with every Mantra: one power (väcakasakti),
which "expresses" or "signifies", is the Mantra itself. [The other] (väc-
yasakti), which is "to be expressed" or "signified," is the devatä [the god
or "object" of the mantra]. Here as elsewhere the second aspect follows
from the first, for it is the Word which is primal, the fecundator who
precedes her object. (1963, 298)

It follows, too, that the right mantra used in the proper way by the
qualified person is believed to be a key that unlocks the saktic structure
of the cosmos. Under those, and only under those, socially determined
circumstances, it becomes a "signifier" that leads the one who wields it
to that which it "signifies." So it is that mantric utterance at once desig-
nates that for which one ought to strive and asserts that one may attain it
in the very act of designation. As a key move in the very complex game
of "being Hindu," it has the effect of socially fabricating the reality to
which it claims to refer. It is accepted as a form of speaking that effects
one of those ultimate transformations that Hindu society optimally de-
mands, because it is understood to lead one "back" to the very roots of
ordinary discourse. Just as the practice of playing chess turns a piece of
wood into a chessman, the practice of a Tantric discipline in a cosmos
believed to be saktic turns the syllables of a mantra into a subtle, lin-
guistic tool for apprehending that the cosmos is nothing but Siva's
game-encompassing language-game.51

THE EPISTEMOLOGICAL DIMENSION
OF MANTRIC UTTERANCE

AND ITS THEOLOGICAL IMPLICATIONS

ORIENTATION
In order to appraise not only the social ground of mantric utterance

but its intended and actual social function as well, one must assess its
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epistemological character. Mantric utterance, being a religious language-
game, functions as a theodicy, providing reassurance that "it's an OK
world/'52 What differentiates mantric utterance from other Indian re-
ligious language-games is the precise manner in which it provides this
reassurance: It is taken to be a tool of cognition that, under the right
circumstances, leads the person who utters it to cognize the world in
such a way that he "realizes" that the world "really is all right."

That mantric utterance, as described by the SSüV, is more an intellec-
tual than a magical way of speaking is not surprising. As early as the
Upanisads, there has been a Hindu religious elite who conceptualized
"bondage" and "freedom" in fundamentally epistemological terms.
From their point of view, everyday life (vyavähara) was understood to
exhibit a double nature. It inhibited apprehension of the deep structure
of the cosmos, but by this very obscuration, it provided the means that
made it possible for religious virtuosi to perform certain axiomatically
perceptive acts of cognition that were tantamount to knowing reality as
such.

Keeping this historical context in mind, one may understand mantric
utterance as a "mechanism" for thinking a certain privileged class of
thoughts. From Ksemaräja's viewpoint, reaching the right conclusions
about Siva-who-becomes-the-world is that which "saves." Such saving
acts of cognition cannot be appropriated cheaply. (Saying them without
meaning them doesn't count!) One cannot get the point without playing
the game; one can only get the point if one plays the game properly.

Both the real and the traditional etymology of the word mantra focuses
attention on its intellectual nature. According to the former, a mantra is
an instrument (-tra) of reflection (man-); according to the latter a mantra is
a thought (manana) that saves (trä-). In both cases, allusion is made to the
extraordinary intellectual objectivity attributed to mantras. They appear
as "machines" in the "tool-box" of the Tantric adept, machines whose
raison d'etre is to serve as the means for attaining the cognition that can
be reclaimed only because, ultimately, it has never been lost. In this
context, the chief epistemological characteristics of mantric utterance
may be discerned: (1) mantras are tools of cognition; (2) mantras are
elements in a system of discourse that depends upon certain root meta-
phors; (3) mantric utterance is experienced as disclosive.

In a redemptive context, mantric utterance does not appear to be
either empty or ineffable. It has a "message:" It is understood to be a
cognitive instrument that provides ultimate consolation because, in its
very articulation, it dispels the cognitive darkness of nescience.

MANTRIC UTTERANCE AS A TOOL OF COGNITION
Ksemaräja clarifies his epistemological understanding of mantric ut-

terance in SSüV 2.1. The sütra says: "A mantra is [an act of] conscious-
ness (cittam mantrah)" (47). Ksemaräja takes this to be an explication of
the fundamental character of mantric utterance (mantrasvarüpa). His in-
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terpretation emphasizes that the utterance of a redemptive mantra is a
specific act of cognition:

"citta" is [that act of consciousness] by which ultimate reality (param
tattvam) is cognized (cetyate), that is to say, [that act of consciousness by
which] one becomes aware (vimrsyate) [of it]; it is that [self]-awareness
(samvedana) which is formed by the realization (vimarsa) of [mantras]
such as the Pranava and Präsäda which are really the flowering of the
fullness [of Siva-who-becomes-the-cosmos] (pürnasphurattä-).

It is solely thajt act of consciousness which is mantrically cognized in
secret (tad eva mantryate guptam); by this [rnantric cognition] that act of
consciousness is judged (vimrsyate) to take form as god (paramesvara)
who is internally non-dual; this is the "derivation" [of the word]
Mantra.

In other words, mantra is explained as having the character of that
cognition (manana) which is the primal vibration [in the cosmos] and
[thus] as having the character of rescuing one from [träna]—that is
pacifying [prasamana]—samsära which is [the realm] of dualities.53

Any doubt that Ksemaräja takes the epistemic character of mantric utter-
ance seriously ought be dispelled by the summation of his commentary
on this sütra. Ksemaräja understands a mantra, in the proper sense of
the term, to be a tool of redemptive thought. This, he contrasts with
ununderstood "mantras," which may be caricatured as useless strings
of nonesense syllables:

A mantra is not merely an amalgam of different syllables; it is [in
contrast] precisely the act of consciousness of a patient devotee (ärä-
dhakacittatn) who, because [his very utterance of the mantra] is a cogni-
tion of that to which the mantra refers (mantradevatävimarsaparatvena),
attains fusion with that reality.54

The citations with which Ksemaräja concludes this section of his com-
mentary reinforce his assertion that mantric utterance is grounded in
and hence able to lead one back to Siva-who-is-consciousness. One
quotation is attributed to the Srikanthisamhitä:

So long as the person uttering a mantra (mantri) is separate from the
mantra itself, [his utterance] will never be successful (siddhyati);

This whole cosmos (idam sarvam) is founded on consciousness (jnana-
müla), unless that were the case [the uttering of a mantra] could never
succeed (siddhyati).55

A second is attributed to the Sarvajnänottara [Tantra]:
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Mantras which are merely enunciated [verbally] are known not really to
be mantras; the haughty deväs and gandharväs have been deluded
(mohitä) by the erroneous conclusion (mithyäjnäna) [that an unun-
derstood mantra counts as a mantra].56

One may easily imagine an objection to the interpretation of mantras
as epistemological instruments. Mantras, a sceptic might argue, are
tools of meditation (or of ritual) that, far from being intellectual, are
expressly designed to extirpate discursive, objective cognition and to
evade its consequences. This objection carries considerable weight, yet
there is a rejoinder. The central tradition of the PratyabhijM, as befits a
theological response to Tantric sädhanä, shares the widespread Indian
conviction that the root problem in human existence is ignorance, "mis-
cognition." The antidote to this erroneous judgment is knowledge, as
would have to be the case. The antidote does not demand an absence of
cognition, it calls for correct cognition. Mantric utterance can be con-
sistent with this conviction only if it is understood as the "mother" of
correct cognition. This makes practical sense, too. The adept does not
disappear in trance. Realization does not mean the dissolution of the
thinking mind. If they really are redemptive, mantras have to be taken
just as they are taken, as tools that lead the adept to a comprehensive,
but ultimately discursive, vision of a coherent saktic world, a world
ultimately to be experienced as itself mantric, as Siva's playful verbal
self-expression.

MANTRIC UTTERANCE AS METAPHORIC

Root Metaphors of Mantra
Among the passages cited in the Vimarsinä's discussion of Sütra 2.1 is

a verse attributed to the TSB. It places one immediately within the system
of metaphorical discourse that Ksemaräja's Mantrasästra presupposes:

It is imperishable (avyaya) sakti which is recollected to be that which
animates mantras (mantränäm jivabhütä); save for her, goddess, they
would be fruitless like autumn clouds [from which no rains fall].57

Here, as often, the word sakti has a double sense. On the one hand, it
refers directly to one or more deities who may be identified by name and
objectified in ritual or meditation. On the other hand, it refers indirectly
to one or more "capacities," of which the goddess or goddesses in
question are in some sense "personifications." The phrase "mantränäm
jivabhütä" (literally, that which is the life of mantras) refers to that with-
out which mantras would be "dead"; that is, would not work. To de-
scribe this animating factor as sakti is to draw upon a set of symbolic
conventions that provide a vocabulary in whose terms the Mantravädin
may account for, and affirm the ultimate value of, a particular experi-
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ence of the world. As employed in accordance with the oral instruction
of one's preceptor and as exegeted theologically in the SSüV, mantras
assume meaning solely as elements within this mythic system of dis-
course.

That mantric utterance presupposes a set of metaphoric conceits
does not mean that it is poetic, in the ordinary sense of the word. A
metaphor is a trope or figure of speech; that is, an epistemological tool
designed to describe and assess the human situation indirectly. Mythic
discourse is, in turn, a body of religious narratives that make use of a
particular set of metaphors. As a narrative elaboration of metaphor,
mythic discourse assembles a complex of indirect comments concerning
especially salient aspects, or the totality, of the experienced world.

Mantric utterance as "something done" is grounded in the Hindu
social world. So, too, as a tool of cognition, it takes for granted certain
Tantric variants of Savite myth and cosmology. Historically, neither
Saivite spiritual discipline nor Saivite thought has ever been wholly
divorced from the mythic discourse of Saivism. By teaching it how to
view the world, the mythic tradition unconsciously shaped the religious
expectations of the "community" of Saivas. It, thus, set the stage on
which discipline was followed and theological explanations debated.58

Given the widespread assumption of the Hindu religious elite that
nescience is the root cause of human suffering, it makes sense that the
Tantric version of Saivite myth focuses in large measure on exposing
both the limits and the potential of human cognition. Therefore, one
must decipher the system of mythic discourse that the SSüV assumes
and the root metaphors upon which that mythic discourse is built before
one will be able to understand its epistemological portrayal of mantric
utterance. One can "translate" a mantra (that is, explicate its meaning in
direct, nonmetaphorical language) only if one sees the point of the meta-
phors it takes for granted. Only to the extent one has proposed a plausi-
ble nonmetaphoric translation can one assess the truth of the existential
assertions implicit in a mantra.59

By and large, the SSüV offers a nonmantric exposition of mantric
utterance; its exposition is not nonmythic, however. Its mythic dis-
course is built on a root metaphor that is at once organic and person-
alistic: The universe in which and in whom human beings live is under-
stood to be Siva, who transforms himself into the cosmos. As the
cosmos, he is understood to be a constant, complex interaction of poten-
cies, of personalized forces, of saktis. Two especially significant second-
ary metaphors are drawn upon to fill out this essentially animistic vi-
sion. First, Siva is understood as "sprouting," unfolding, exploding; as
that primal pulsation (spanda, etc.) that becomes the living-moving (cal-
ana) world. The other secondary metaphor brought into play is verbal:
Siva is the Word.

In terms of these entirely plausible metaphors, the human world is
pictured and, one may assume, experienced at once as a world in con-
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stant process and as an organic unity, a coherent set of complementary
tendencies. Under the spell of the metaphor of "World as Word" both
the organic unity and the diversity of the world are understood as the
articulation, the expression (väcyä), of Siva-who-is-Transcendental-
Speech (paräväc) (cf. Padoux 1963, 141 ff.). In his capacity to speak tran-
scendentally Siva is the one who articulates, expresses (väcaka), the
world. As Ksemaräja innocently assumes, in a world so constituted, it is
natural to take mantras as peculiarly apt tools for "tricking" the utterer
into a unique and uniquely valuable sort of cognition. Mantric utterance
gets singled out as the one form of discourse that enables a human being
to assert (to re-cognize) his freedom within the cosmic process. To put
this metaphorically, it allows the adept so to identify himself with Siva,
who is at once Transcendental Speech and its mundane expression, that
he, too, places himself verbally at once at the center and at the periph-
eries of the cosmic process. He, thereby, identifies wholly with the God-
who-becomes-the-world, who both is and isn't limited by his limitation.

Myths of Mantra
The fundamentally mythic context of Ksemaraja's understanding of

mantras reveals itself most dramatically in his comments concerning SSü
1.4, 2.3, 2.7, and 3.19. In each of these sections, Ksemaräja draws upon
the well-developed Saivägamic myth of Mätrkä, the cosmic mother of
miscognition. The basic cosmology is laid out in SSüV 1.4. In 2.3 and
3.19, Ksemaräja supplements his account by citing two cosmogonies.
The first, a portion of which was quoted earlier, is from the TSB. The
second is from the Mälinivijaya Tantra (MVT). In his comment on 2.7,
Ksemaräja draws upon a version of the myth of Mätrkä, which he at-
tributes to the Parätrisikä (PT), a text fragment largely devoted to the
my theme of "God as the Word that becomes the World."60

The use of the mythic discourse of the Saivägamas to make a funda-
mentally epistemological point is well illustrated by SSüV I.4., where
Ksemaräja weaves together metaphorical and literal statements. The
sütra reads "Mätrkä is the foundation of cognition (jnänädhisthänäm mä-
trkä)" (16). The reader already knows from Sütra 1.2 that limited "cogni-
tion" (jnäna)—in contrast to "consciousness" (caitanya)—may be equa-
ted with the root problem in human existence, "bondage" (bandha).
Ksemaraja's introductory sentence, using vocabulary introduced in the
previous sütras, thus indicates that the sütra identifies the cause of
bondage: "The fourth sütra answers the question:

'[How] is the threefold "blemish" (mala), that is, "cognition which is
miscognition" (ajnänätmakajnäna), the yonivarga, and the kalasarira,
bondage?'/'61

Ksemaräja begins his answer in a straightforward manner:
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The threefold blemish [which plagues human existence] is said to be
essentially the diversity of cognitions (vividham jnänarüpam). This
amounts to pure and impure [karmic] impressions (väsana), the exten-
sion of differentiated objects of thought (bhinnavedyapratha), and the
feeling of incompleteness (apürmam manyatä) [i. e.r finitude].62

After this perfectly direct epistemic reading of the human condition,
Ksemaräja picks up the sütra's mythical reference to Mätrkä:

The uncognized mother (ajnätä mätä), of this [threefold blemish] is Mä-
trkä, [the "matrix"] who begets the world (visvajanani) and whose form
[is the verbal cosmos extending] from "a" to "ksa" [the first and last
letters of the Sanskrit alphabet].63

This mythic statement is interpreted as attributing human imperfection
to the fact that we are linguistic animals. Its explication, once again, is
direct and literal:

[She is the matrix] who imparts (ädadhänä) forms such as sorrow, as-
tonishment, joy, and passion to cognitions that involve the appearance
of various limited (samkucita) objects of cognition. [These cognitions]
amount to the judgment (pammarsa) that there has been an appearance,
[i. e., that something is the case], irrespective of whether [that ap-
pearance] is "predicative" or not (avikalpakasavikalpaka). [Examples of
such judgments are] "I am a performer of the agnistoma sacrifice," "I
am skinny" or "I am fat," [and] "I am finite." [She, thus, transforms
cognitions] by infusing them with various expressive words (väcakasab-
dän uvedhadvärena) .M

Any suspicion that Ksemaräja takes his direct, epistemic statements
seriously and his mythic ones lightly is dispelled by the remainder of the
commentary, beginning with a verse attributed to the Timirodghäta:

The Mahäghoräs are the deities of the pithas;
They wield (?) the noose of Brahman,
They abide in the Karandhra-consciousness;
They delude (mohayanti) [people] again and again.65

Stimulated by this verse and seemingly undeterred, as those of a differ-
ent psychic temperment would be, by her portrayal here as the mother
of that which is most baneful about the human world, Ksemaräja offers
what is in effect a brief prose paean to Mätrkä:

She shimmers with that sequence of saktis beginning with Brähmi who
are the inner controllers (adhistlmtr) of [the constituent elements of the
cosmos] such as the vargas and the kaläs. She incites the assembling of
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the sequence of letters which is well known from the Sarvavfra and
other agamas. She is graced (-cumbitä) with the circle of powers (sak-
ticakra) whose names are Ambä, Jyesthä, Raudri, and Vämä. She is
Sakti the inner controller.66

From this Saivägamic perspective, the entire cosmos may be experi-
enced through ritual and in meditation exactly as it is envisioned meta-
phorically, as animated by circles upon circles of goddesses. Seen in this
light Ksemaräja's theory of nescience reads like a demonology. No mat-
ter that, in the final analysis, the saktic world is sublated in that single
complex cognition who is Siva. In the meantime, sakti, in her countless
guises, is Ksemaräja's real object of religious fascination. His utilization
of this mythic material is astute: He neither loses himself in the meta-
phoric forest of the Saivägamas nor repudiates it. Like his predecessors
in the PratyabhijM tradition, he wirtes to provide a direct, public, philo-
sophically responsible articulation of what we can today recognize as an
essentially mythic view of the universe. Hence, he can conclude his
commentary of Sütra 1.4 with a direct epistemological assertion supple-
mented by two quotations from the SpK that allow him to return to a
mythic vocabulary:

Because [Mätrkä] alone is the foundation of [ordinary cognition] (tad =
jnäna) and because, as a consequence, [ordinary cognitions] in no way
attend to [their own] inner nonduality (antara 'bhedänusamdhivandhyat-
vät), ordinary cognitions are always externally oriented, not even for a
moment do they attain repose (alabdhavisräntini).67

It seems as if Ksemaräja takes as his point of departure the fact that
"mätrkä" refers at once to a mythic "figure," the mother of the con-
stellation of potencies (saktis) that are understood to be the hidden con-
trollers of the cosmos, and to the linguisticality of the experienced cos-
mos as such. He, thus, makes the simple epistemological point that
human existence is bondage because it is linguistic. The verses he cites
from the SpK make the point metaphorically:

The individual self (sä), his [intrinsic] grandeur having been stolen by
activity (kala), having become the plaything (bhogyatäm) of the array of
powers (saktivarga) that arise from the [transcendental] verbal-mass
(sabdamsi) is known as a bound (pasuh) [creature]. Save for the infusion
of [cognitions] by words (sabdänuvedhena . . . vina) ideas (pratyaya)
could not arise; for this reason [i.e., because ideas do arise, we know
that] the saktis are constantly alert (utthita) to obscure the true nature of
the individual self.68

Space precludes a detailed exegesis of any other passages that might
exhibit the mythical substratum of Ksemaräja's theology of mantras. I
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trust, however, that a sufficient number of passages have been cited to
convey the flavor of Ksemaräja's utilization of Saivägamic myth. I trust,
too, that the main point is established: Ksemaräja accepted mantric ut-
terance as a privileged, specialized linguistic instrument that could be
used to attain ultimate freedom. He was persuaded that mantras were
effective because he was convinced that their very utterance, in the
proper circumstances, was a redemptive cognition. Ksemaräja may be
understood as having an essentially mythic worldview. The system of
mythic discourse he took for granted taught him that each human being
is fundamentally deluded because he is a linguistic creature. It is reason-
able to assume that this mythic viewpoint predisposed Ksemaräja to
understand mantric utterance as the one form of speaking that allowed a
human being to overcome the evils of linguisticality, because in its very
utterance, it disclosed the roots of language itself. It remains to explore
how he understood this disclosive power.

MANTRA AS DISCLOSIVE UTTERANCE

Duality
Our exploration of the epistemological dimension of mantric utter-

ance as understood in the SSüV began with the exegesis of Ksemaräja's
commentary on Sütra 2.1 {"cittam mantrah"). At the end of that commen-
tary, Ksemaräja cites a number of authoritative verses to substantiate his
thesis that a mantra is something more than an inert conjunction of
sounds. His final citation is SpK 2.2. Now that the mythic, and thus
metaphoric, element in Ksemaräja's understanding of mantra has been
indicated, we are able to return to the citiation in which it is taken for
granted that mantras, on the appropriate level of reality, are animate
beings.

It is necessary to read SpK 2.1 and 2 together, as Ksemaräja does in
the Spand Nirnaya [SpN]:

Mantras, possessing the power of omniscience, resorting to the power
[of the primal vibration, spanda], exercise authority just as the senses do
for embodied selves; untainted and at peace, they, along with the con-
sciousness of their patient utterers, melt into that very [reality]; [as
such] they possess the characteristic of being Siva (sivadharmin).69

In his commentary on SSü 2.1, Ksemaräja expresses his conviction that
when a person utters a mantra properly, he attains fusion (sämarasya)
with the object of that mantra (the Mantradevata). He cites SpK. 2.2 in
order to make the point that, frorrtan ultimate perspective, a mantra and
its utterer "become" Siva because they already "are" Siva. This is the
apparent force of the kärikä's "have the characteristic of being Siva."

What can this mean? The kärikä suggests that "being Siva" involves
an intrinsic doubling of role: On the one hand, there is the "exercising of
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appropriate authority" (pravartante 'adhikärä); on the other hand, there is
"being at peace" (säntarüpa). This is an antithesis but, probably, not an
alternative: Ultimately the PratyabhijM authors agree that any being is
able to act "externally," that is, to exercise the authority appropriate to
his place on a particular level of cosmic "evolution," solely because, in
some ultimate sense, he remains "internally" at peace. This intimation
that "being Siva" involves two complementary sorts or modes of exist-
ing is confirmed by SSüV 3.15, where Ksemaräja discusses the character
of the adept who has achieved perfection.

SSü 3.12-14 speaks of an adept who, by means of a certain sort of
yoga, has attained (siddh-) a realization of his own intrinsic "self-depen-
dence" (svatantrabhäva). Sütra 15 implicitly addresses the question,
"How should such a perfected one behave?"

Such a yogi should certainly not be indifferent (udäsina). On the
contrary;

"He [should] attend to the 'seed' (bijävadhänam)" (15). The "seed" is
supreme sakti, the primal pulsation, the cause of the world, as is said in
the reknowned Mrtyujit [Tantra],

"She is the womb of all the gods and of their countless (anekadhä)
powers too

She is the [union] of Agni and Soma, therefore the entire cosmos
comes forth [from her].

Continuously [the yogi] should be attentive to, which is to say,
direct his mind into, the "seed" that is supreme sakti.70

The contrast between udäsina (indifference, sitting on the side) and
avadhäna (attention, placing oneself within) is instructive. One suggests
passivity, the other, attention, which at least leaves open the possibility
of active involvement. I think, it is characteristic of the central soterio-
logical tradition of the Pratyabhijriä that ultimate realization is not por-
trayed merely as an absolute abstraction from the chaos of the world but
as absolute attention to that chaos. Realization amounts to meditative
attention to that chaos that is the world as it proceeds from and is sakti
(this is the double entendre of pra-vrt-).

SSü 3.15 directs the accomplished yogi to be attentive to the bija,71

presumably to the Mrtyujit or Netra mantra OM JUM SAH. In other
words, one is to direct attention to the "alphabetic" form of sakti, her
mantric form conceived of as the womb of cosmic multiplicity. Mantra is
a path of return through the maze of the saktic world. Ksemaräja and
the tradition he follows take mantric utterance as fundamentally trans-
formative, creating a special way of being in the world. When used well,
a redemptive mantra is accepted by this tradition as disclosing a "new"
reality, one to which the utterer of the mantra was previously unable to
direct his attention.

What does such a mantric utterance disclose? In SSü 3.15, the bija is
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portrayed as the womb of the multiplicity (anekadhä) of the saktic uni-
verse. This is critical, for it seems to be a distinctive trait of mantric
utterance as understood as an upäya in the SSüV that it is intrinsically
and appropriately twofold. Just as "being Siva" must, in the final analy-
sis be thought of as intrinsically double,72 so, too, the disclosive force of
mantric utterance must be thought of as intrisically double. For Siva, as
for mantras, this intrinsic duality is the fruit and the "proof of theii
intrinsic unity.

From one point of view, a mantra discloses an apparently "external"
object, the "devatä.'\ This point of view is "lower" but entirely legiti-
mate. Indeed, assuming that it is Siva's "nature" to express himself as
the saktic world, this point of view is necessary. The complementary
point of view is, however, "higher" precisely because it puts the
"lower" point of view in the proper perspective. From this perspective
no distinction may be drawn between the mantra, the object of the
mantra, and the utterer of the mantra. The utterance is directly dis-
closive. It is self-disclosive. One might say that it "saves" in that, for
every properly prepared adept, it is believed to disclose Siva to himself.

Epistemology
A contemporary philosopher of the social sciences, Karl Otto Apel,

has observed that "all linguistic utterances and, moreover, all mean-
ingful human actions and physical expressions (in so far as they can be
verbalized) involve claims . . . and hence can be regarded as potential
arguments" (1973, 259). In reaching this conclusion Apel has appropri-
ately drawn upon Wittgenstein whose Sprachkritik has significantly in-
fluenced his own work. From this perspective even metaphoric state-
ments whose contexts are mythic must be understood implicitly to be
making assertions, variously about some aspect of the human world or
about reality as such. Ricoeur's exploration of metaphor also supports
the conclsuion that nonliteral language is implicitly "fact-stating." If
Apel and Ricoeur are correct, as I am persuaded they are, it follows that
an assertion implicit in a metaphoric (or mythical) utterance earns no
exemption from the ordinary standards of epistemology. Its truth or
falsity may, in principle, be evaluated in a straightforward, conventional
manner.

The instinct of most students of mantra has been to stress its "sym-
bolic" character, while discounting the possibility that mantras make
cognitively judicable claims about matters of fact. If my reconstruction of
the epistemological dimension of mantric utterance, as it is portrayed in
the SSüV, is in some measure correct, this position must be recon-
sidered. If the utterance of a mantra is intended as a privileged act of
cognition and if its coherence presupposes a complex of metaphors and
myths, the truth or falsity of its indirect claims about matters of fact may
be evaluated, provided—and this is a crucial proviso—their implicit
claims can be translated into the language of ordinary, direct discourse.
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Furthermore, if mantric utterance, in a redemptive context, intends itself
as disclosive, then appraising the truth of its claims about reality cannot
be incidental. It is central. The point of the utterance, what gives it
significance in its own terms, is the disclosure. Properly described, in
the context of the SSüV, the utterance of a mantra seems to present itself
as a social act, presupposing a family of Saivite metaphors and myths,
promising to be that unique cognition that discloses an individual's real
identity as Siva. If this is the case, the theological implications cannot
responsibly be evaded. It makes a difference whether Siva is "really
there," whether the. world really is the way mantric utterance seeks to
show the person who uses it that it is.

Self-Disclosivity
The self-disclosivity of the well-uttered mantra and the claims it

makes find clear expression in SSüV 2.7, which contains one of the
mythic cosmogonies mentioned earlier. The preceding sütra {"gurur up-
äya") having asserted the indispensibility of the guru, 2.7 describes what
one obtains through him: "from a guru who is favorably disposed
(prasanna) '[a disciple gains] perfect understanding of the circle [of
powers that emerge from] Mätrkä (mätrkacakrasambodhah)'."

In the first portion of his commentary (60, line 9; 63, line 3), Ksemarä-
ja summarizes, apparently in his own words but on the authority of the
PT and other ägamas, the emergence of the world of complexity envi-
sioned as linguistically structured. He pictures the complexity of the
world analogically with the complexity of language. Just as the limited
number of elements, phonemes (varnas), in (the Sanskrit) language may
be combined in an infinite number of sentences, so too the cognitive
subjects and objects of the world have the capacity to form an infinite
number of combinations. In both language and cognitive interaction, the
chaos of infinite possibility is seen as structured and contained within a
finite number of categories. Both are taken to be vehicles that one may
follow back to god, their common ground. God is their common sub-
stratum because he is accepted as being—we would have to say, meta-
phorically—both Consciousness and the Word.

In the second portion of his commentary (63, line 3; 67, line 8),
Ksemaräja expounds the soterioiogical significance of this Tantric cos-
mology. In doing so, he naturally focuses on the self-disclosive power of
mantric utterance, the utterance that leads one to cognize oneself as
Siva-who-is-the-Word. He begins with the simple observation that one
should cause oneself to recollect, more precisely to re-cognize, the en-
tirety of the very complex verbal cosmogony that has just been summa-
rized (iti pratyabhijnäpitum)73 The remainder of the commentary, in
effect, is an explanation of how mantric utterance facilitates this saving
re-cognition.

Ksemaräja begins with the statement of his thesis: AHAM ("I"), the
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great mantra, encapsulates the cosmos. He supports this thesis by a
quotation from Utpaladeva's Ajadapramätrsiddhi:

Therefore the reality (tattvam) of the judgment "I" (ahamvimarsa), which
accounts for the efficacy of the great mantra (mahämantraviryätmano), is
this: The cosmos (visvam) is simply that which is cocooned (garbhikrtam
etad ätmakam eva) by means of pratyähara, between Siva and sakti, that is
to say, between "that beyond which there is nothing higher" (anuttara)
and "the unstruck sound," [i. e., between a (akära), the first letter of the
Sanskrit alphabet, and ha (hakära), the Last, respectivelyl. As has been
said by our illustrious master (paramesthi) Utpaladeva:

For it is well known that the state of being an "I" (ahambhäva) is the
self-subsistence of illumination (prakäsasyätmavisräntir); moreover,
this state is known as stasis (visränti) because, in it, dependence on
anything else [external to itself] is suppressed (sarväpeksänirodhatah);
similarly [it is known] as self-dependence (svätantryam), agency (ka~
rtrtvatn), and primal lordship (mukhyam Uvaratä).7*

In this sort of Saivite Tantra there is a tendency toward duplication. It is
Siva who becomes the world, but he does so in his feminine mode, as
Sakti. Accordingly Ksemaräja, having explained that Siva, the cosmic
"I," becomes the verbal world, turns to Sakti, to Mätrkä, to identify her
with Siva, the "I," and to portray her as the womb of the verbal cosmos:

The reality (tattvam) of Mätrkä that has thus been delimited is precisely
that which has finally been revealed by the Kütabija, [that is, the letter
ksa, (ksa-kära)], which [is formed] by the essential conjunction of "that
beyond which there is nothing further," [the letter a understood to
pervade the consonants represented by ka], and visarga, [the sign for
aspiration which comes at the very end of the Sanskrit alphabet, under-
stood to represent the sibilants including sa], which is to say, by the
pratyähara of ka-kära and sa-kära; this is a sufficient clarification of that
which is secret.75

Having asserted the parallelism between "aham" and Mätrkä, Ksemaräja
is ready to explain that understanding of the circle of powers that ema-
nate from Mätrkä, which one gains from a well-disposed guru:

[The word sambodha in this sütra means] understanding (bodha) that is
precisely (samyak) attaining (samävesa) one's own self, which is a mass of
consciousness and bliss, [that is, understanding] the collection of
powers beginning with anuttara, änanda, and icchä, which have already
been mentioned, [powers that make up] the circle that is connected to
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Mätrkä, whose glory [prabhäva) has been specified in scriptural verses of
this sort: "There is no science (vidyä) higher than Mätrkä."7b

After reference to Abhinavagupta's PTVivarana and Tanträloka, Ksemarä-
ja concludes his commentary on SSü 2.7 with a long quotation attributed
to the Siddhämrta and a verse from the SpK. These passages reassert the
dialectical reciprocity of Siva and Sakti, or god and world, understood
analogously to the reciprocity of a-kära and visarga, that is to say the
vowel a and the circle of consonents.77

The last lines from the Siddhämrta and the verse from the SpK under-
score the soteric value of the mahämantra AHAM, which encompasses
the universe, and of the guru without whom one could not utilize it
properly:

Mantras that did not begin with a and end with m would be [as useless]
as autumn clouds; the defining characteristic of a guru is, accordingly,
that he can reveal [a mantra] beginning with a and ending with m.

Such a knowledgeable master (Jnänin), being, in effect, the god
Bhairava, merits worship (püjyah) just as I, [Siva, merit worship].

Because he knows that any [utterance], for example, a sloka or a
gätha, is endowed with a as its beginning and m as its ending, [the guru]
sees the cosmos (sarva) as being wholly mantric (mantratvenaiva).78

For Ksemaräja, then, the great mantra is a vital, effective tool of redemp-
tion, the skeleton key to the cosmos. It liberates because it recapitulates
in its inner structure the inner structure of bondage that is believed to be
at once linguistic and cognitive. So SpK 3.16:

It is Siva's sakti, that is, his power to act, who, dwelling
within limited creatures, causes bondage;

When she is known as herself the path, she is the one who
makes perfection (siddhi) possible.79

CONCLUSION

How should we understand the great mantra AHAM? How may we
translate it? Keeping our exegesis of Ksemaräja's understanding in
mind, I propose that it be read as a sentence consisting of a single word.
"I" is the subject of the sentence; its predicate has to be supplied. There
would seem to be two possibilities. If one concludes that the implied
referent is personal, then the great mantra may be translated as "I [am
Siva]!" If one concludes that the implied referent is impersonal, then it
may be translated as "I [am That]!" In the first case, we would have to
classify the sentence as mythological. In the second instance, we can
admit that it is meant literally. If the two sentences are taken, as must
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surely be the case, to have the same referent, then the word That in the
second sentence must refer to that to which the word Siva refers meta-
phorically. What can that be but the cosmos understood comprehen-
sively as the redeeming object of religious fascination. The mantra
AHAM taken to mean "I am Siva!" is thus revealed to be a metaphorical
utterance whose indirect reference is precisely conveyed through the
literal statement "I am That!"

If one were a contemporary Saivite theologian, such a nonmythologi-
cal translation of the mantra AHAM could be of considerable interest.
Without doubt, it is the Hindu tradition's metaphorical density that
gives it emotive appeal. If, however, one wants to defend its claims
about matters of fact as internally coherent and true, as having both
meaning (Sinn) and Reference (Bedeutung), one has to know what it is
really talking about. Otherwise, one has no way of determining whether
it is epistemologically responsible to credit that tradition's claims. (Of
course, it may be psychologically and socially responsible, and for many
people, that will be more than sufficient.)

To be sure, neither Ksemaräja nor the Saivägamic texts for which he
attempts to provide a rational theology have the vocabulary to speak of
religious language in terms of the modern, Western categories of
"myth" and "metaphor." I suspect, however, that Saiva Tantra, as sys-
tematized in the SSüV, makes something like the same point in its own
terms. We have just seen that the mantra AHAM, for the SSüV the
Mahäväkya of Saiva Tantra, may be taken literally. It is interesting that it
is paired with another mantra, which phonemically mirrors it while
being constructed in the same way and making the same point. If the
mantra AHAM means "I am That!" it may be put into Sanskrit as "so
'ham," and this, in fact, is frequently done. The mirror image of "so
'ham" is the mantra HAMSAH. Since the word hamsa refers to the myth-
ological gander long taken to symbolize the Self, this mantra may be
translated, "[I am] the Cosmic Bird." Ksemaräja deals with it in SSüV
3.27, with which we may conclude the exploration of mantric utterance
as intentionally disclosive.

The sütra, speaking of someone who has become "equivalent to
Siva" (Sivatulya, 3.25 [110]), says: "[All of his] discourse is the repetition
[of the Name of God] (kathä japah)" (113). Ksemaräja exegetes this in a
familiar manner:

[The discourse of a master is japa] because he truly has constant inner
realization (bhävanä) of being the supreme "I" (paräham). This is in
accordance with the maxim of the SvT: 'I myself am the supreme Ham-
sa, Siva, the primal cause'."80

As the hamsa is Siva, so, too, the knowledge attained throught the HAM-
SA and AHAM mantras is one:
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Without exception, the conversation of [an adept who] has acquired the
unfabricated cognition "I" (akrtakähamvimarsärüdhasyä), [the cognition]
that is really the great mantra [AHAM,] becomes japa, which is to say,
the incessant repetition of the cognition (vimarsa) of oneself as god
(svätmaäevatä).81

We have come full circle, it would appear. In this passage, the SSüV
offers as the sign of the highest spiritual attainment nothing more than
japa, the endless muttering of scared syllables, one of the most common
social and ritual practices of India. While an examination of japa is be-
yond the scope of this paper, a strategy may be suggested, in keeping
with the dialectical subtlety of Kasmiri Saivite Tantra.

Just as an intrinsic duality is believed to be running through Siva and
the cosmos he becomes; just as language is believed to express itself in
both a supreme form as the Word (Paräväc) and in penulitmate forms;
just as mantric utterance can be socially distinguished into quotidian
and redemptive categories according to context; so, too, japa reveals
itself as a complex phenomenon varying with context. From the per-
spective I have adopted in this paper, this is exactly what one would
expect. A single sentence can be used to convey different meanings
depending p n circumstances and intention. For example, if I were to
utter the mantra AHAM eighteen thousand times, the first utterance in
the sequence ought to be significantly different from the last. The point
of the endless repetition, after all, would not be for me to lose myself in
trance, but for me as sädhaka to get it right. Close as I might eventually
come, the utterance would be "unhappy" unless and until it became
redemptive; that is, unless and until I really, at each stage, had gotten
the "final" point.

This is, I think, what Ksemaräja has in mind when he concludes the
commentary on SSü 3.27 by pointing out that getting the utterance of
the great mantra correct is at once the easiest and the most difficult of
tasks. He cites two verses from the VBT that summarize what he has to
say about the dialectical self-disclosity of mantric utterance:

Japa is the progressive realization of the supreme state (pare
bhäve);

It is precisely this—one's own primeval sound (svayam nädo)
which is a mantra—that is to be repeated (jap-);

With the letter sa [the breath] is expelled, with the letter ha it
reenters;

The individual being (jiva) constantly repeats the mantra,
"hamsa, hamsa"

Day and night, 21,600 [times] this repetition [of the mantra] of
the goddess is enjoined;

It is simple to achieve this, but difficult for dullards.82
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In the modern West, we have often assumed that religion is a funda-
mentally alinguistic phenomenon. The very term religion is commonly
taken to refer, as Rilke put it, to that "experience" (Erlebnis) for which
"the domains of the sayable did not really seem to suffice" (1938, 227).
In this regard, the tradition of radical monotheism and certain strands of
Western philosophy agree. Wittgenstein, too, in both the T and PI was
inclined by training and temperament to see that which could not be
spoken as more valuable than that which could. Many mystical tradi-
tions beyond the West further support this picture of the ultimate as
ineffable.

There is another story, however. The Wittgensteinian method does
not necessitate this faith in the inarticulate. Read the way I have sug-
gested and used the way I have attempted to use it, it might lead to the
opposite conclusion: Anything significant can be articulated, albeit im-
perfectly or in an eccentric manner. This paper attempted to explore one
strand of thought that dissents from the widespread adulation of mystic
silence. The central tradition of Kasmir Saivism figures the ultimate
mythically äs Transcendental Discourse (Paräväc), as the goddess Sakti.
Ontologically, it asserts that the ultimate is transcendentally linguistic,
for it is that which makes possible the mundane conversation of men.
Soteriologically, it teaches that uttering the great mantra is the tool that
puts one in touch with her (or it). In the end, it holds out the hope that,
for those who know, ordinary discourse as a whole will be redemptive.
Wittgenstein's Sprachkritik is meant to be therapeutic. So, too mutatis
mutandis, the utterance of mantras is meant to be therapeutic. If, for a
time, we are able to put aside some of our assumptions and prejudices,
the study of mantra might be similarly salutory. Perhaps, it can help us
overcome the linguistic poverty of Western monotheism. Perhaps, it can
teach us to understand the world through a radically different verbal
frame.

NOTES

1. The phrase Kasmiri Saivism is a recent Western invention and does not
correspond to any term in the indigenous vocabulary. While it would be best if
the term fell into disuse, it is conventional and convenient. For bibliographical
orientation see Alper (1979, 386; 387 n. 1, 403-407 n. 7). An introductory hand-
book, Approaching the Saivism of Kasmir, is currently being prepared. It is sched-
uled to appear in the State University of New York Press Series on the Saiva
Traditions of Kasmir; it will contain a comprehensive annotated bibliography.

On the problem of defining mantra, see the introduction to this volume.
There I propose a rough distinction between the "quotidian" and the "re-
demptive" use of mantras. While the various Saivägamic preceptorial traditions
surely knew of and accepted the quotidian use of mantras, the SSüV focuses on
the redemptive. In this essay, I thus limit myself to those mantric utterances
believed to effect (or to express) freedom as such.
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The first epigraph is taken from // on a Winter's Night a Traveler (New York:
Harcourt Brace Jovanovitch, 1981), p. 193. The second, na tair [=mantrair] vinä
bhavec chabdo närtho näpi euer gatih, is quoted by Abhinavagupta in the IPKV
1.5.14 (KSTS 22:212). The third -is yadi rahasyärtho na buddhyate, tasmät
sadgurusaparyä kärya (55). I would like to acknowledge valuable contributions
made during my work on this essay by my colleagues Lonnie D. Kliever and
Charles M. Wood, by John Taber (Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland),
and by Osbourne P. Wiggins (the New School for Social Research, New York). I
am particularly indebted to Andre Padoux (Centre national de recherche scien-
tifique, Paris), who kindly read the manuscript and suggested a number of
improvements. Needless to say, none of these individuals is responsible for any
errors that remain in my account. I also wish to acknowledge the encouragement
of my friends Marie Pardue and Jocko DiGiacomo.

2. By now, the literature on Wittgenstein is enormous. A brief orientation
may be found in Toulmin (1969) or Cavell (1962); for a more extensive survey,
one might consult the two volumes of Finch (1971, 1977); and a thoughtful guide
to reading Wittgenstein for oneself is Coope and associates (1970). I cite Wittgen-
stein in the standard English translations while providing the German original
as appropriate. I follow the usual conventions in citing paragraph rather than
page whenever possible.

3. It would be accurate to say that there was a single pan-Indian Agamic
tradition, which, in the course of history, became regionally refracted. No one
has yet definitively catalogued the ägamas recognized by the various "regional"
Saivisms, no less the different intersecting Kasmiri perceptorial-soteriological
traditions. The SSüV cites a number of unpublished or problematic Ägamas.
Tracing and collating quotations from these sources is a desideratum. I use a
certain number of Saivägamic technical terms in this essay. In most cases, one
may find reasonably clear English equivalents, but such terms defy simple,
precise translation: ueeära, prakäsa (see Alper 1979), bindu, bija, mantroddhära (see
Padoux 1978a), mälini, varna, saktieakra, sabdaräsi, and spanda. See, in general,
Padoux (1963) and the works of Lilian Silburn (1961; 1980; 1983).

4. All translations from the SSü and SSüV are my own unless otherwise
noted. They are based on the text in KSTS 1 [=J. C. Chatterji 1911] and cited by
chapter (unmesa) and sütra as well as page and, as needed, line. The SSü and the
V have been translated several times: twice into English (Shrinivas Iyengar 1912;
Jaideva Singh 1979), once into French (Silburn 1980); there are also Italian (To-
rella 1979) and Hindi translations, but I had not yet seen them at the time this
essay was written. The most reliable of these translations are by Silburn and
Torella; Jaidev Singh's should be read as an—interesting—English bhäsya. On
the several accounts of the "revelation" of the SSü to Vasugupta see Chatterji
(1916 [1914] 26ff.). Surviving commentaries on the SSü include, in addition to
the SSüV, an anonymous Vrtti, a Värttika by Bhäskara (fl. mid-tenth century)
[both =KSTS 4], and a Värttika by Varadaräja (fl. fifteenth century) [ = KSTS 43].
The exact relationships among these commentaries are not entirely clear. Chat-
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terji (1916 [1914], 29f., 34) is inclined to credit Bhäskara (this is not the commen-
tator of Abhinava's IPKV) with preserving the most authentic interpretation of
the Sütras. The original meaning of the SSü is beyond the scope of this essay.
Cf., n. 22 of this essay.

5. In addition to sivatulya (3.25), for example, the sütras speak of a "getting
together" (samghäna, samghatta), a •''becoming connected" (sambandha), a "being
immersed in" (ni-tnajj), an "entering into" (pra-vis) Siva; Ksemaraja speaks of
"penetration" (samäveäa) and "fusion" (sämarasya), for example. A detailed
study of this vocabulary is a desideratum.

6. In his commentary, Ksemaraja effectively treats the SpK as an elucidative
appendix to the SSü. In general, one may see Jaideva Singh's (1980) translation
of the SpK with Ksemaräja's commentary, the Nirnaya (SpN). In dating the
major Kasmiri Säiva figures, I generally cite Rastogi's (1979) revision of Pandey's
(1954) calculations.

7. Staal is certainly correct in cautioning us not to assume that a "Hindu"
scholastic interpretation of Mantrasästra is necessarily accurate merely because it
is indigenous. In the broadest sense, however, scholarly interpretations of Man-
trasästra cumulatively become one with the phenomenon they purport to eluci-
date; hence, they merit elucidation in their own right. Even if one wished to
deny this to "unfriendly" Western interpretations, it surely holds for traditional
ones.

8. Wittgenstein himself did not set out to construct such a typology. To do so
is not following in Wittgenstein's footsteps; it is not practicing philosophy the
way he did. It is proposing a disciplinary amendment to his philosophical
program.

9. As I discussed in the "Introduction to this volume, whether a mantric
utterance is linguistic is disputed. I believe that one could frame an argument to
demonstrate the linguistic nature of mantra, but I do not attempt to do so here.
Another possibility might be to argue that ostensibly nonlinguistic mantras must
be understood analogically with those that are linguistic, rather than vice versa.
Or, one might argue that the utterance of a mantra is a linguistic act in that it
functions linguistically.

10. On the sociological adaptation of Wittgensteinian thought, see Dallmayr
and McCarthy (1977), part III ("The Wittgensteinian Reformulation"). The the-
ological use of the Wittgensteinian tradition can best be grasped by reviewing
the work of D. Z. Phillips in light of Kai Nielsen's critiques of what he has
labeled Wiltgensteinian fideism (e. g., 1967, 1973). On Wittgenstein and the philos-
ophy of religion, besides Sherry, there are the works and collections of High
(1967, 1969), Hudson (1968, 1975), Trigg (1973), and Keightley (1976); see also
the review article of Whittaker (1978).

11. The status of the aesthetic, the ethical, the logical, and the mystical in the
Tractatus are incisively surveyed in Zemach (1964-65); cf. Lucier (1973).

12. The term language-game is used throughout PI; see in particular 1-38. It is
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important to keep in mind that initially language-game is used analogically, Witt-
genstein compares ways of speaking (languages) to games; only secondarily does
he come to speak of speaking as, in fact, a "game"; see Specht (1969), Chapter II
("The language-game as model concept in Wittgenstein's theory of language"),
and Baker and Hacker (1980) 1.6 (language-games). On the tension between the
"transcendental" and "realistic" interpretations of language in Wittgenstein,
see Harries (1968). Form of life is used only fives times in PI, paragraphs 19, 23,
41, and Pt. II, pp. 174 and 226. On some of the options in interpreting form of life,
see Hunter (1971).

13. Hence, the famous aphorism (PI 43); "For a large class of cases—though
not for all—in which we employ the word meaning it can be defined thus: the
meaning of a word is its use in the language" (Man kann für eine grosse Klasse von
Fällen der Benützung des Wortes "Bedeutung"—wenn auch nicht für alle Fälle seiner
Benützung—dieses Wort so eklären: Die Bedeutung eines Wortes ist sein Gebrauch in der
Sprache). An exploration of this thesis may be found in Hallett (1967).

14. Although speech act is a technical term used especially by John Searle in
his elaboration of Austin's analysis of language, it seems equally appropriate in a
Wittgensteinian setting.

15. Könnte Einer eine Sekunde lang innige Liebe oder Hofnung empfinden,—was
immer dieser Sekunde voranging, oder ihr folgt?—Was jetzt geschieht, hat Bedeutung—
in dieser Umgebung. Die Umgebung gibt ihm die Wichtigkeit.

16. A phenomeonological reading of Wittgenstein is ventured by Gier (1981);
see especially Chapter 6, "The Life-world".

17. Sherry's analysis of the method implicit in Wittgensteinian thought pro-
vides a convenient summary of the main methodological issues. This should not
obscure its artificiality. The questions it separates for the purpose of analysis
must in actuality often be addressed to the material one is interrogating in an
untidy melange.

18. For orientation to the fideism controversy in recent Protestant theology,
see Diamond and Litzenberg (1975); on traditional Western fideism, one might
read Montaigne, in the context of Popkin (1979).

19. The argument is scattered through Sherry (1977), relevant passages can
befound on 21, 40, 48, 59, 172ff., 180ff., 211.

20. The most astute portrayal of "popular" Hinduism from this perspective
remains Carl Gustave Diehl's (1956) Instrument and Purpose. For a complemen-
tary portrait of "folk" Hinduism, see Abbott (1933), The Keys of Power.

21. This theme is explored in PI 240, and Part II, p. 223; and at greater length
in the later works, for example, Z 114-17, OC 167, 204.

22. For the purposes of this inquiry, one may treat the three sections into
which both Ksemaräja and Bhäskara divide the SSü together, for no significant
difference is apparent in their understanding of mantra. A discussion of the
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treatment of upäya in the SSü as a whole cannot be offered here. One should
keep in mind, however, that the sütras were probably subject to diverse precep-
torial interpretation from the start. Ksemaräja, whose text has seventy-seven
sütras, dubs the three chapters (unmesas) of his commentary the Sämbhavopäya-,
the Saktopäya-, and the Anavopäya-, respectively. Bhäskara, whose text has sev-
enty-nine sütras, titles the corresponding three chapters (prakasas) of his com-
mentary the Sämänyacit-, the Sahajavidyodaya-, and the Vibhutispanda-.

Most studies of Kasiri Saivism take Ksemaräja's analysis at face value and
assume that "Kasmir Saivism" teaches three or, if one considers anupäya a path,
four "paths." This is misleading. Even a cursory reading of the relevant, pub-
lished Saivägamic sources reveals that no single scheme for codifying and classi-
fying techniques was recognized to aid in attaining liberation. Minimally, the
tradition of three (or four) upäyas must be differentiated from that of the six
adhavans.

The theory of three upäyas quite properly strikes one as a scholastic construc-
tion, attempting to impose order on a disorderly body of traditional techniques;
it has benefited from its tidiness and from the prestige of Abhinavagupta, who
utilizes it in the TÄ and who presumably invented it. Critical examination sug-
gests that the SSüV itself attempts to reconcile a myriad of soteriologically dis-
tinct, but overlapping, techniques. Thus, it is prudent to take Ksemaräja's classi-
ficatory scheme with caution. Note especially that the Sämbhavopäya is so called,
not (as is sometimes said) because it is a "path of Siva" as opposed to Sakti, but
because according to it the culminating experience of human life is mergence
with Sakti, with Siva's capability; it is called Säbhavopäya because it focuses on
becoming Bhairava. Even as "orthodox" an interpreter as Jaideva Singh recog-
nizes that Ksemaräja's scheme cannot be applied mechanically, cf. his discus-
sion of the "dis-cordant" references to Saktopäya and Sämbhavopäya in the third
unmesa (1979, xliff.). In any case, a definitive sorting out of all this awaits an
elucidation of the sources of the TÄ of the sort being assayed by Alexis Sander-
son (1986).

23. Ätmano bhairavam rüpam bhävayed yas tu purusah / tasya manträh
prasiddhyanti nityayuktasya sundari//(20). This verse does not seem to be
found in the published text of the SvT; the editor of the KSTS text, J. C. Chatterji
(1911, 270) indicates that the quotation is a variant of SvT 2.142 (1.80) (not 2.137!)
to which verse Silburn (1980, 42) also refers.

24. It is explicitly recognized, of course, that there can be "defects" in the
attempted use of a mantra. Elaborate classifications of possible. defects and
methods to rectify them are contained in treatises on Mantrasästra. In allowing
for errors and their rectification, Mantrasästra is showing that self-protective
cunning that usually characterizes expert systems.

25. Cf. the discussion of "Infelicities" in Austin (1962, 14ff.). In a paper read
at the American Oriental Society in 1982,1 sketched a preliminary defense of the
application of speech-act theory to mantric utterance. In that paper, which I
hope to revise for publication, I argued that "the uttering of a mantra is perlocu-
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tionary in its intention, but illocutionary in its actuality"; i. e., its effect. To put
this in terms of Searle's revision of Austin's categories, the sort of redemptive
mantras with which I am here concerned might be considered "declarations"
that "overlap" with the class of "assertives" (cf. Searle 1979a, 19f.).

26. Etad bandhaprasamopäyam upeyavisräntisatattvam ädisati (18).

27. Na samdhänam vinä diksä na siddhinäm na sädhanaml na mantro mantrayuktis
ca na yogäkarsanam tathäll (39). Ksemaräja attributes this to a Laksmlkaulärnava; I
have been unable to ascertain whether a text of that name is extant; the exact
force of "mantrayukti" is unclear to me.

28. Bhävanam hi atra antarmukhodyantrtäpadavimarsanam eva (20). Sil-
burn recognizes the dialectical tension when she treats udyantrta, and related
terms, as indicative of a "ferveur intense," an "elan purement interieurau moment du
retour ä V indifferencie, mais toujours elan interieur propre au premier moment du
Desir (prathamatuti) qui contient virtuellement tout ce qui se developpa par la
suite" [emphasis mine] (12 and see glossary).

29. My translation of the term vimarsa reflects my convictions about the sort
of technical term it is. It is often interpreted as if it were part of a system of ego
psychology. In contrast, I am persuaded that it is part of a system of transcenr
dental metaphysics. If I am correct, it refers to the transcendental capacity of
Siva that allows him to objectify himself as the subject, to make the judgment "I
am Siva." I have argued for this understanding, not with as much clarity and
accuracy as I would like, in a paper to appear in 1987. I expect to return to the

30. The context is established by Sütra 2.1 (cittam mantrah), which I shall
discuss later; yathoktarüpasya mantrasya anusamdhitsäprathamonmes,ävastambha-
prayatanätmä akrtako yah prayatnah sa eva sädhako, mantrayitur mantradevatätädät-
myapradah (49).

31. ämisam tu yathä khasthah sampasyan sakunih priye
ksipram äkarsayed yadvad vegena sahajena tu!7
tadvad eva hi yogindro mano bindum vikarsayet
yathä saw dhanuhsamstho yatnenätädya dhävati
tathä bindur varärohe uccärenaiva dhävati (49).

32. —akrtakanijodyogabalena yogindro manah karma, bindum vikarsayet
paraprakäsätmatäm präpayet itil tathä binduh paraprakäsah
akrtakodyantrtätmanä uccärena dhävati, prasarati ity arthahl (49f.)

Ksemaräja quite appropriately interprets "mano bindum" as a double accusative,
"manas" indicating the direct object, "bindu" indicating the indirect object.

33. See Chapter 2, Staal's contribution to this volume. Obviously, because I
am persuaded that the utilization of mantras can count as an instance of lin-
guistic activity, I cannot follow Staal in seeing mantra as ritual gesture simpliciter.

34. I use the term public as the opposite of private in the sense of individual,
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as in the phrase private language. In these terms, the rituals of the ''householder"
are public while the practices of a hermit are not.

35. Cf. Apel (1973, 258f.) who, drawing upon Wittgenstein, speaks of a
"Gemeinschaft von Denkern" and an "Argumentationsgemeinschaft."

36. See the relevant sections of the Bibliography.

37. Grnati upadisati tättvikam artham iti guruh; so 'tra vyäptipradarsakat-
vena upäyah (59). The exact meaning of vyäpti in this sentence is unclear to me.
My translation follows J. C. Chatterji (59, n. 33) who glosses: vyäptir aim
mudrävirya-mantravirydsvarüpä.

38. Gurubhävah param tirtham anyatirtham nirarthakam
Sarvätirthäsrayam devi pädähgustham ca vartate (54).

39. Dhyänamülam guror mürtih püjämülam guroh padam
Mantramülam guror väkyam moksamülam guroh krpä (28).

40. Sa gurur matsamah prokto mantraviryaprakäsakah (59). This passage is taken
from MVT 2.10.

41. Agädhasamsayämbhodhisamuttaranatäriniml vande . . . gurubhäratim (59).
This passage is taken from SpK 3.20 [=4.1].

42. Gurur vä pärameivarl anugrähikä saktih/ Yathoktam srimälinivijaye "sak-
ticakram tad evoktam guruvaktram tad ucyate" (60).

43. Srimantrisirobhairave 'pi "guror gurutarä saktir guruvaktragatä bhavet" iti.
Saiva avakäsäm dadati upäyah (60).

44. Sarve varnätmakä manträs te ca saktyätmakäh priye
saktis tu mätrkä jneyä sä ca jneyä sivätmikä (51).

This verse and the verses from the same passage cited later presuppose a
number of technical terms whose sitz im leben is the Tantric, meditative cos-
mology that envisions the evolution of the world within god as sonic. No trans-
lation can capture all of the connotations of the original: Succintly, varna is
"transcendental phoneme"; mätrkä, "[sonic] mother [of the cosmos]"; sabdarasi,
"[transcendental] mass of words/sounds [from which the cosmos evolves]";
mälini, "[transcendental] sequence of phonemes [which structures the cosmic
evolution]"; the verbs sphr-, sphar-, sphur- (to pulsate) allude to the theory of
spanda, the evolution of the cosmos structured by pulsating sonic energies.

45. Na jänanti gurum devam sästroktän samayäms tathä
dambhakautilyaniratä laukyärthäh kriyayojjhitäh
asmät tu käranäd devi mayä vlryam pragopitam
tena guptena te guptäh sesä varnäs tu kevaläh (51).

46. Tatraiva ca ayam arthah atirahasyo 'pi vitatya sphutikrtah (51). I translate
vitatya on the assumption that, consciously or not, it is an allusion to the deriva-
tion of the word tantra from tan (to extend).
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47. Mahähradänusamdhänän mantraviryänubhavah (44). The term hrada,
which I translate as lake, in order to reinforce the imagery of soteric immersion
also means "[primal] sound/' The following passage uses technical concepts
that cannot be explicated here.

48. —tasyänusamdhänät, antarmukhatayä anäratam tattädätmyavimarsanät; vak-
syamänasya sabdaräsisphärätmakaparähantävimarsamayasya mantravfryasyänubhavah,
svätmarüpatayä sphuranam bhavatil ata eva srimälinivijaye 'yä sä saktir jagaddhätuh
. . . /' ity upakramya icchädipramukhapancäsadbhedarüpatayä mätrkä-mälinirüpatäm
asesavisvamayim sakteh pradarsya, tata eva mantroddhäro darsitah; Hi paraiva saktir
mahähradah; tatah tadanusamdhänät mätrkä-mälinisatattvamantraviryänubhava iti yuk-
tam uktaml (44-45).

49. That is, the decoding of the elements of the mantra precedes its construc-
tion. I wish to thank Andre Padoux, who some time ago pointed out the rele-
vance of Schoterman's discussion of prastära to this passage.

50. —varnasamghattanäsariränäm mantränäm saiva bhagavati vyäkhyätarüpä vid-
yäsartrasattä rahasyam iti pradarsitaml pratyägamam ca mätrkämäliniprastärapürvakam
mantroddhärakathanasya ayam eva äsayahl (2.3, 55).

51. This analogy was suggested by Canfield (1981, 26), whose exact words I
have borrowed, in part.

52. I use the term theodicy in the extended sociological sense associated with
Weber. The phrase "OK world" is borrowed from Peter Berger (1968).

53. Cetyate vimrsyate anena param tattvam iti cittam, pürnasphurattäsatat-
tvapräsädapranavädivimarsarüpam samvedana; tad eva mantryate guptam, antai ab-
hedena vimrsyate paramesvararüpam anena, iti krtvä mantrahf ata eva ca parasphurat-
tätmakamananadharmätmatä, bhedamayasamsäraprasamanätmakatränadharmatä ca asya
nirucyatel (47); the pranava mantra is OM; the identity of the präsäda mantra
seems to vary from tradition to tradition, here it is SAUH.

54. Atha ca mantradevatävimarsapuratvena präptatatsämarasyam ärädhakacittam
eva mantrah, na tu vicitravarnasamghattanämätrakaml (47f.).

55. Prthahmantrah prthahmantrl na siddhyati kadäcana
jnänamülam idam sarvam anyathä naiva siddhyati (48).

56. Uccäryamänä ye manträ na manträms cäpi tän viduh
mohitä devagandharvä mithyäjnänena garvitäh (48).

57. mantränäm jivabhütä tu yä smrtä saktir avyayä
tayä hinä varärohe nisphaläh saradabhravat (48).

58. I have in mind especially the mytheme of Siva as the God-who-is-the-
world, a root mytheme that enabled the Saiva traditions to make creative use,
first, of the Sämkhyan scheme of psychocosmic evolution and, second, of the
Tantric scheme of the sonic evolution of Sakti. The source of this mythic-the-
ological complex might well be the Vedic cycle of Prajäpati; for an intriguing
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exploration of this, see Deppert (1977). I recognize that my insistence on the
mythic background of Saiva sädhanä requires substantiation that I cannot attempt
to provide in this essay. ;

59. My understanding of metaphor is generally indebted to Paul Ricoeur. I
have borrowed the notion of "root metaphor" from Stephen Pepper, World
Hypotheses (1942). My understanding of myth is dependent on Rudolph Bult-
mann's discussion of "demythologization." I am not, however, following these
three authors systematically.

60. Speaking of the "myth" of Mätrkä and treating Mätrkä as a name as well
as a term is speculative, but I think justified by context. It serves the secondary
purpose of indicating that tantric "verbal cosmogonies" merit study in their own
right.

61. Atha katham asyäjnänätmakajnänayonivargakaläsarirarüpasya triv-
idhasya malasya bandhakatvam ity äha (16). Neither a discussion of the tech-
nical terms used in this statement nor a general evaluation of Ksemaräja's "doc-
trine of evil" is possible here. In SSüV 1.1-2, Ksemaräja interprets (a)jnäna as
änavamala (the blemish of individuality); yonivarga (literally, the class of root
causes) as mäyiyamala (the blemish of rnäyä), and kaläsarira (literally, the body of
activities) as kärmamala (the blemish of karma).

62. Yad etat trividhamalasvarüpam apürnam manyatäbhinnavedyaprathä-sub-
häsubhaväsanätmakam vividham jnänarüpam uktarh (16).

63. Tasya ädiksäntarüpä ajnätä mätä mätrkä visvajananf (16).

64. Tattatsamkucitavedyäbhäsätmano jnänasya "apürno'smi," "ksämah sthülo väs-
mi," "agnistoma yäjyasmi,"* ityäditattadavikalpakasauikalpakävabhäsaparämarsama-
yasya tattadväcakasabdänuvedhadvärena sokasrnayaharsarägädirüpatäm ädadhänä
(16f.). Note that three paradigmatic cognitions illustrate the threefold blemish,
änava-, mäylya-, and kärmamala, respectively. Note, too, that, in striking contrast
with the usage of the Buddhist logicians, according to this scheme both sav-
ikalpaka and nirvikalpaka cognitions are understood, from an ultimate perspec-
tive, to be verbal.

65. Karandhracitimadhyasthä brahmapäsävalambikäh
pithesvaryo mahäghorä mohayanti muhurmuhuh (17).

The technical terms in this verse refer to yogic physiognomy. For explication, see
the various translations.

66. Vargakalädyadhisthätrbrähmyädisaktisrenisobhini srlsarvßvirädyägamaprasid-
dhalipikramasamnivesotthäpikä ambäjyesthäraudrivämäkhyasakticakracumbitä saktir ad-
histhätri (17).

67. Tadadhisthänäd eva hi antara 'bhedänusamdhivandhyatvät ksanam api ala-
bdhavisräntini bahirmukhäny eva jnänäni, ity yuktaiva esäm bandhakatvoktih (17).

68. etac ca
sabdaräsisamutthasya [saktivargasya bhogyatäm
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kaläviluptavibhavo gatah san sa pasuh smrtah]
ity kärikayä,

savrüpävarane cäsya saktayah satatotthitäh
lyatah sabdänuvedhena na vinä pratyayodbhavah]
iti ca kärikayä samgrhitam (17f.).

The first quotation is SpK 3.13 (KSTS 42:65), the second is SpK 3.15 (KSTS 42:70).

69. tadäkramya balam manträh sarvajnäbalasälinah
pravartante 'dhikäräya karanänlva dehinäm
tatraiva sampraliyante säntarüpä niranjanäh
sahärädhakacittena tenaite sivadharminah (KSTS 42.45).

My translation of a-kram- as resort to was suggested by that of Jaidev Singh
(1980, 110). In this passage, mantras are taken to "exist" on several levels of
reality: on the mundane level, they are utterances; on higher levels, they are
deities. In the SpN on these verses, Ksemaräja describes mantras as "illustrious
beings who for the sake of the embodied perform [the five great cosmic acts]
including the emission and withdrawal [of the world] and the obscuring and
unveiling [of ultimate reality], exuberantly, expansively, by virtue of their char-
acteristic powers such as omniscience" (bhagavanto . . . manträh sarvajnabalena
sarvajnatvädisämarthyena släghamänä jrmbhamänä adhikäräya dehinäm pravartante
sr$tisamhäratirodhänänugrahädi kurvanttty arthah (KSTS 42.45). A final assessment
of Ksemaräja's understanding of mantra will have to take into account the SpN
as well as the Saivägamic commentaries.

70. Na caivam api udäsinena anena bhävyam api tu—bijävadhänam (15)
kartavyam iti sesahl bijam visvakäranam sphurattätmä parä saktih/ yad

uktam srimrtyujidbhattärake
sä yonih sarvadevänäm saktinäm cäpy anekdhä
agnisomätmikä yonis tatah sarvam pravartate
ityädil tatra parasaktyätmani blje, avadhänam bhüyo bhüyas

cittanivesanam käryam (94).
Mrtyujit is another name for the Netra Tantra. This passage is found at 7.40 (KSTS
46.170). The dvandva "agnlsoma" is a common figure of speeh in this literature
for "fundamental oppositions." J. C. Chatterji (94, n. 62) glosses samhärasrsti-
pramänaprameya-pränäpäna-süryasomädisabdäbhidheyä.

71. Bija has both a singular and a plural reference, to the womb of the
cosmos and to the constituent elements out of which mantras are constructed,
respectively.

72. If one were writing a contemporary, "liberal Hindu" defense of Man-
trasästra, this could, I think, provide a theological rationale for endorsing, or at
least tolerating, quotidian mantras, as well as a way to account for their reputed
success.

73. The object of this recollection is visvam. It is presumably a sui generis act
of cognition rather than a mere meditative recapitulation of the cosmic order. An
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exact delineation of the meaning of pratyabhijnä for Ksemaraja and the other
writers in his tradition remains a significant desideratum.

74. Ata eva pratyähärayuktyä anuttaränähatäbhyäm eva sivasaktibhyäm
garbhikrtam etad ätmakam eva visvam; iti mahämantraviryätmano
'hamvimarsasya tattvaml yathoktam asmatparamesthi srimadutpaladevapädaih
prakäsasyätmavisräntir ahambhavo hi kirtitah
uktä saiva ca visräntih sarväpeksänirodhatah
svätantryam atha kartrtvam mukhyam isvaratäpi ca/
iti (63).

The quotation is AJPS 22cd-23 (KSTS 34.90- My translation of anahäta as un-
struck was suggested by the comments of Jaidev Singh (1979, 113, n. 17). There
is a double meaning; anahäta may also mean unslain; Silburn (68) translates it
effectively as "le son non-issu de percussion." Pratyahara is a grammatical term and
may be understood in this context as referring to the elision of two sets of varnas
by reference to the beginning of the first set and the end of the second.

75. Tadiyat paryantam yan mätrkäyäs tattvam tad eva kakära-sakära-pratyahärena
anuttaravisargasamghattasärena kütabljena pradarsitam ante; ity alum
rahasyaprakatanenal (63). On ksa-kära and the kutabija see Padoux (1963, 242).

76. Evam vidhäyäh '... na vidyä mätrkäparä' ity ämnäyasücitaprabhäväyä rnä-
trkäyäh sambandhinas cakrasya proktänuttaränandecchädisaktisamühasya cidänan-
daghanasvasvarüpasamävesamayah samyak bodho bhavati (63f.).

77. In this passage akära seems to be equated with bindu and visarga with
hakära, thus portraying aham as a double of Siva and Sakti.

78. Ädimäntyavihinäs.tu manträh syuh saradabhravat
guror laksanam etävad ädimäntyam ca vedayet
püjyah so 'ham iva jnäni bhairavo devatätmakah
slokagäthädi yat kincid ädimäntyayutam yatah
tasmäd vidams tathä sarvam mantratvenaiva pasyati (66f.).

79. Seyam kriyätmikä saktih sivasya pasuvartini
bandhayitri svamärgasthä jnätä siddhyupapädikä (67) [=SpK 3.16].

80. 'Aham eva paro hamsah sivah paramakäranam' iti srisvacchandanirüpitanityä
nityam eva parähambhävanämayatvät (113).

81. Mahämanträtmakäkrtakähamvimarsärüdhasya yad yad äläpädi tat tad asya svät-
madevatävimarsänavaratävartanätmä japo jäyatel (113). My translation of the phrase
svätmadevatävimarsänavaratävartanätmä is intentionally polemical. One might
translate, for example, "the unceasing awareness of the deity who is your Self."
To me, such a translation obscures the point, which, I think, is as radical as it
sounds.

82. Bhüyo bhüyah pare bhäve bhävanä bhävyate hi yä
japah so 'tra svayam nädo manträtmä japya idrsah

sakärena bahiryäti hakärena viset punah
hamsa-hamsety amum mantram jivo japati nityasah
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$atsatäni divärätrau sahasräny ekavimsatih

japo devyä vinirdistah sulabho durlabho jadaih (113f.) [= VB 145, and
155f.].

Cf. Silburn (1961, 164, 170) for a discussion of Ksemaräja's citation of these

verses.



CONCLUSION

Mantras—What Are They?

Andre Padoux*

"When / use a word/' Humpty-Dumpty said in
a rather scornful tone, "it means just what I
choose it to mean—neither more nor less/'

AS HE NEARS THE END of this book, the reader may believe he knows
all there is to know about mantras. But, this would be a great mistake:
The subject of mantras is so vast that much more still could be usefully
written on it—though with the risk of making matters more rather than
less obscure. Much could still be said, for instance, about Indian theories
on the nature of mantras, as they were developed in the Tantric period,
in Kashmir or elsewhere. Or else on certain practices, (ranging from the
recitation of Vedic mantras and their uses as described in the Brähmanas
to later phenomena such as the peculiar and sometimes bizarre practices
of Tantric Mantrasästra, with all its sectarian variants), to which, for lack
of space, the preceding essays make only brief allusion. Not to mention
the fact that mantric practices and speculations are not just things of the
past, and that contemporary practitioners and theoreticians of mantra
might also be studied.1 This volume, finally, is concerned with the
Brahmanic-Hindu tradition and leaves aside both Jainism and Bud-
dhism. Jain Mantrasästra, in fact, does not differ in its essentials from
the Hindu version and is not very developed. But, Buddhism, whether
from Ceylon, India, Tibet, China, or Japan, etc., is a vast area containing
many and various theories and practices concerning mantra. And,
though this area is far from unknown, it has never, I think, been as-
sessed as a whole and so constitutes a possible field for further research.

*/ am grateful to Harvey Alper and to Frits Staal for their comments and criticisms on the draft of
this essay. A special thank is due to Barbara Bray, friend and neighbor, who kindly read it and
corrected the English.
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To say that a number of questions relating to mantras might still be
studied implies no criticism of the contents of this book nor of its au-
thors, far from it. Neither does it mean that I intend to fill the gaps to
which I have drawn attention; I would not presume to do so, even if I
were able, which I am not. What I should like to attempt here, since this
can be useful without being impertinent, is simply to develop some of
the ideas or data put forward in the preceding set of essays and, also, in
conclusion, to mention briefly some relevant fields of research that ei-
ther have recently been the object of study or, in my opinion, might well
be.

There can surely*be no doubt about the "centrality of mantric utter-
ance" not only to Saivägamic (Tantric) soteriology, as Alper well points
out in this book, but more generally to Tantric Hinduism of all sectarian
tendencies. This is true in spite of the fact that, as a religious instrument
or procedure, mantra may be considered as somehow subordinate to
ritual action or yogic practice, if only because it is normally used within
the larger frame of ritual or yoga. (Yoga is taken here to include all the
corporeal-mental and spiritual practices of dhyäna and bhävanä, or those
making use of the control of präna in its general sense of cosmic energy.)

Admittedly, a rite or a spiritual practice may consist only of the
utterance of a mantra. But such an utterance, in any context, has a
meaning, an efficiency, a usefulness, only with a view to the end as-
cribed to that ritual or practice and only insofar as it takes place within
this ritual practice or action. There is no doubt that the role of mantras is
fundamental to Hinduism (not to Vedism, except in a different way).
The oft-quoted words from Principles of Tantra, "From the mother's
womb to the funeral pyre, a Hindu literally lives and dies in mantra"
sound very pompous nowadays. Nevertheless, they express a truth
that, for Tantric Hinduism—(and for a thousand years, most Hinduism
has been either Tantric or Tantricized)—is underlined by the fact that
Mantrasästra is often taken as a name for tantrasästra: The doctrine of the
Tantras is that of the mantras.

The fundamental role of mantras, their great variety, the powers
ascribed to them, and the fact that belief in their efficacy has survived in
India from the Vedas down to our own day does indeed confront us
with a problem: How is one to explain the mantric phenomenon? Some
of the authors here (Staal, Wheelock, Alper) try to solve it or to tackle
some of its aspects, with great penetration. One must indeed try to find
out why mantras exist and why they have survived even into our own
"enlightened" age. What can explain the persistent use of a type of
utterance that, at first sight, looks like nothing but abracadabra, "mean-
ingless jabber" as some Indologists used to say? There is a widespread
tendency now to believe that the existence of mantras can be explained
rationally, even if the phenomenon as such is irrational.

If this is to be done, however, I, for one, have no doubt that mantras
as they exist in actual fact (that is, in the area of Indian civilization) can
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be properly explained and understood only within the Indian tradition,
with its metaphysical and mythical notions about speech.2 This is a
culture where speech—väc, which may perhaps be rendered as "the
Word"3—has always been considered as essential, as of divine origin, as
playing a fundamental role in creation. The brahman, a term which be-
came the name for the absolute, in the Vedas, is the sacred word or
speech. The name (näman) is the essence of a thing. Speech is creative,
"for by speech everything here is done" (Satapatha-Brähmana 8.1.2.9).
But, also, "mind (mati) doubtless is speech, for by means of speech one
thinks everything here" (ibid. 8.1.2.8).

From the earliest period of Indian culture, speech has remained at its
very center. Certain notions concerning the nature and the powers of
speech, especially those of the mantras, have always been present, even
if only in the background, forming the basis and directing the course of
the whole of Indian thought on that subject. In this context, it is worth
noting that, from the outset, the sort of speech or word considered all-
powerful was spoken not written: All speculations and practices always
concerned, and still concern, the oral field only. Mantra is sound (sabda)
or word (väc); it is never, at least in its nature, written.4

To this, one should add that, since the Vedic period, in spite of the
superiority of the spoken word, the highest and most efficacious form of
that word was not the loudest or the most intense but, on the contrary,
the most silent and subtle—the inner utterance, the purely mental one.
This is a fundamental trait of speech "a l'indienne." Indian civilization,
which, it seems, has more than any other cultural area given to speech
or word (väc) a central, basic role and endlessly reflected upon it, studied
it, and considered it all powerful, the divine energy itself; this civiliza-
tion, in fact, has placed at the acme of speech, at the heart of every
utterance, not sound but silence.

It is enough in this connection to remind the reader that the whis-
pered utterance (upämsü) of a mantra was always considered higher than
the audible one, and highest of all was the silent (tüsnfm), that is to say
the mental (mänasa), utterance. Wheelock quotes in this respect from the
LaksmI Tantra. One could easily cite earlier references, such as the Laws
of Manu (2.85). Earlier still, in the Brähmanas, silence or indistinct or
undefined (anirukta) speech represent the innumerable, the unlimited,
"undefined meaning unlimited, he thereby lays complete, unlimited,
vigor into him: therefore he answers here undefinedly" (Satapatha-
Brähmana 5.4.4.13, Eggeling's 1882-1900 translation). Silence, for the
Brähmana, is creative: One speaks in a low voice "since seed (retas) is cast
silently" (ibid. 6.2.2.22). Wheelock, here, while stressing the continuity
of this point from Vedism to Tantrism, also underscores the importance
of the "silent rehearsal of the most precious truths of homology between
microcosm and macrocosm." It is not impossible, in this respect, that
the layers of sound from articulate to inarticulate may reflect, or corre-
spond to, a historical development. But it surely appears that, from the
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Vedic to the Tantric period, the mantras tend to become more and more
repetitive (Wheelock page 119), to have an increasingly poorer linguistic
content and an ever reduced phonetic variety, thus in some way tending
toward silence. An evolution that may well be due, as Wheelock be-
lieves (page 119), to the fact that (to quote him) "while the Vedic liturgy
uses language as a tool of proper action, the Tantric ritual makes action a
subordinate of language in producing proper thought/' However, this
should not lead us to believe that the Vedic rites are purely action,
without any corresponding ideology or doctrine, as Staal seems (to me)
somehow to believe. Wheelock's comments in the last page of his essay
strike me as particularly illuminating.

I should like to stress, however, that, although there certainly was an
evolution from the Vedic to the Tantric attitude concerning the role of
mantras in ritual, as tools of action or as thought-producing or thought-
sustaining devices, nevertheless, the admission of thought or con-
sciousness as identical to the highest and silent level of speech is an
ancient conception.

The quotation from the Satapatha Brähmana shows that the idea of
the inseparability of speech or word and thought appeared very early.
The notion is mentioned here by Coward in his examination of the ideas
of Bhartrhari. For Bhartrhari, however, cognition, idea (pratyaya), is in-
extricably intertwined with word (sabda); that is, language, not exactly
speech (väc) and consciousness: It is more a philosophical notion than a
metaphysical one, though it is linked to the metaphysical ideas and
cosmological conceptions that are more specifically those to which man-
trie theory refers.

For mantras, the idea that the highest level of speech is pure con-
sciousness is surely one of the reasons for the superiority, in mantric
practice, of silence over actual speech, of the unsaid over the said. The
brahman also, in Vedic times, was the silent but necessary witness of the
ritual.5 The ideology of retention, which is present at all levels in so
many domains and particularly in the field of ascetic practice, may have
contributed, accessorily, to the supremacy of silence. This unity on the
highest level of väc and consciousness explains why the Sivasütra de-
scribe the mantra as consciousness (cittam mantrah, SSu. 2.1; cf. Alper
page 268). It also accounts for the way in which the efficacy of mantra is
construed and how it works from the Indian point of view and explains
why the working of the mantra is considered inseparable from the mind
of the user. Indeed, when one looks at how a mantra is put into practice
by an adept, one niay well ask oneself whether the real nature of mantra
is not consciousness rather than speech, the answer perhaps being that
mantra is speech, but that speech, for India, is ultimately consciousness.

Similarly, some important features of the mantric theory of later
times can be properly explained only with reference to the ancient Vedic
conception of speech as efficient sacrificial speech and, especially, as
setting up those explanatory identifications and micro-macrocosmic cor-
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relations, which the Brahmanas first called nidäna or bandhu, and later
upanisad, an enunciation whose verbal content and internal organization
were more important than its discursive meaning. These mantras also
sometimes were made of, or mixed with, syllables without any apparent
meaning. They also could be uttered altering the order of syllables or
words, so that whatever empirical meaning they may have had disap-
peared but without diminishing their supposed efficacy in the least. All
these are features one finds in Tantric mantras. Hence, the value of such
essays as those of Staal or Wheelock, which survey all these ancient
traits and show how they survived into the later periods. For, we must
not forget that the old Vedic-Brahmanic rites never entirely disap-
peared.6 More to the; point, a number of "Vedic" mantras have either
been kept or, more often probably, been leincorporated into the ägamas
or Tantras in the course of time by Tantric groups, who included them in
their ritual. So much so, that most of what concerns Vedic mantras, their
forms, their structure, or the way in which they function, is not only of
historical interest but still apposite down to the present. The Vedic tradi-
tion survives, thus, by coexisting with the Tantric one, or combined with
it, or by forming a sort of substratum inasmuch as Tantrism either inher-
ited the more ancient ideas and practices or adapted them to suit its own
purpose.

In brief, I would say that all that India has said on mantras is to be
explained or justified much less by what language or speech actually is
than by what Indians, or some of them, have considered it to be—by
their notions, that is, as to the nature of speech and language and the
way these are supposed to function. I believe this should always be
borne in mind when studying mantras, to avoid being enticed into ap-
parently brilliant but ultimately arbitrary theories.

To be sure, these Indian notions, concerning as they do linguistic 01
phonetic facts, form a part of linguistic theory. They often include pre-
cise phonetic observations and sometimes penetrating insights into the
nature and working of language. Though they may not be what we
should call scientific, they can certainly be explained in terms of real,
factual, features of language and their possible uses. This aspect of
research into mantra has been touched upon here by all those (for in-
stance, Staal, Taber, Coward, Oberhammer, and Aiper) who have taken
up the question of the nature (as speech acts or otherwise) of mantras
and of their efficacy. Research in this field is certainly to be pursued
further, provided one does not confuse or mix two different approaches
or yield to the seduction of Indian metaphysical or mystical theoreticians
and take their speculation for fact. One should never lose sight, I feel, of
the fact that mantras are a form of speech (or sound) within an Indian
context; that is, that they are a part of a certain type of practice, function-
ing within a definite ideology, that of Hinduism, where mythic elements
play an essential role, and within a particular anthropological (social,
psychological) framework. Theirs is not a case of speech or language in
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general (if there is such a thing), still less of language as we conceive or
use it. Mantras function and have a "meaning" within a certain universe
of discourse, within an articulated and systematized whole, that im-
posed by a particular use of language in the Indian context, outside of
which they can no more exist than a fish out of water, if only because of
the great difficulty of defining what a mantra is outside that context.
Mantras are culturally defined and, therefore, necessarily would differ
very widely in their aspects and functioning from one culture to an-
other. It would be unwise, I fear, to neglect these facts when writing
about mantras and either try to remain simultaneously in two different
universes of discourse or allow the two to intermingle. However, it is
obvious that while keeping to one of them, our own, one can contribute
effectively to an understanding of the other. This book is proof of the
usefulness of pursuing the study of Indian theories and practices from
the standpoint of our own scientific approach to language. We also (cf.
Alper and Oberhammer) can look at mantras from our own philosoph-
ical standpoints, though in such case the danger of syncretism, or the
risk of being seduced by Indian theories, is certainly greater.7

Little has been done in this book to define mantras. The word is not
printed in italics like other Sanskrit words; it is a word in common use.8

We know, or believe we know, what a mantra is. In fact, the term is both
impossible to translate and very difficult to define properly. One may
refer in this connection to Gonda's pioneering study (Gonda 1963b),
"The Indian Mantra," which still makes interesting and useful reading
and where a number of definitions and explanations of the term are
brought together. Also, more than twenty years ago, I (Padoux 1963) put
forward a longish definition9 that has been criticized for not being the-
oretical enough. Though I never considered that attempt at a definition
entirely satisfactory, I would probably use the same words again now,
with only minor alterations, because that earlier attempt, being purely
descriptive, seems to me, all things considered, both serviceable and not
too misleading.

But should one try to define mantras at all? I am not sure. Perhaps,
we could just as well avoid doing so (even if it entails sacrificing some
pet theories) and remain content with what is done in this volume; i.e.,
with noting the uses and forms of mantras, the varieties of mantric
practices and utterances (or some of them), as well as some of the Indian
theories on the subject. Functional (and, thus, perhaps, unfashionable)
as such an approach may be, it still seems to me to be the safest, and
probably the most useful one, giving an overall and generally fair idea of
what mantras may be in theory as well as in practice. The wide variety of
mantras and of their uses, from Vedic times to the present day, is one
more reason for following such a course. Even, if we do not draw a
distinction between Vedic and Tantric mantras, as Renou did twenty-
five years ago (1960a) and as I did more recently (for which Staal here
takes me to task, pages 59-60), the great diversity of mantras in the
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Hindu and Tantric fields, together with their different forms and uses,
are surely enough to make any general definition very difficult and
probably rather useless.

Another aspect of mantras is more important and, in fact, much
more than the question of definition, has engaged the attention of the
authors of these essays, that of their meaning. Are mantras meaningful?
Or, what sort of meaning have they?

The difficulty here is a double one: First, what is one to understand
by "meaning" in the present case? Second, how can we find, on the
question of the (problematic) meaning of mantras, an answer that ap-
plies equally well to all possible cases? Can one apply the same reason-
ing, on the one hand, to a mantra that appears, when one reads or hears
it, to have some more or less obvious meaning and, on the other hand,
to a series of Vedic stobha or to a Tantric mantra made up of a syllable, or
group of syllables, forming neither a sentence nor a word?

If, however, one refers to what some have written here and to what I
said earlier on the Indian conception of speech, one notices (this is
underlined by Staal) that from the Vedic period onward mantras appear
to possess characteristics that differ from those of ordinary language.
Mantras do not abide entirely by its rules: sometimes as to their form,
always as to their use. Of course, since mantras have something to do
with language in that they are uttered (or that they are, theoretically,
utterable), using a mantra, like speaking, is "engaging in a rule-gov-
erned form of behavior" (to use Searle's words). But the rules of mantric
performance and use are of a very particular sort. The inner organization
of mantras and, especially, their phonetic structure are more important
than their obvious meaning, if any. They do not always "say," or mean,
what they seem to be saying. This comes, among other reasons, from
the fact, as Findly and Wheelock point out, that they are part of a ritual
performance outside of which they cannot really be understood. The
"rule-governed form of behavior" of which they are a part is a ritual
one, and they have a "meaning" (by which I mean a use, a usefulness,
or a role), significance, and value only within that ritual activity.

Staal once said that, in India, "language is not something with which
you name something, but in general something with which you do some-
thing" (1979c), a remark that probably refers to the active conception of
language in Indian civilization, where speech (väc) is energy (sakti),
which especially is true where mantras are concerned, their case being
precisely one where you "do things with words" (insofar, naturally, as
mantras are words). In fact, there are cases where mantras may seem to
"name" something, usually a deity. But, in such cases, they are the
deity's väcaka (its sound-form and efficient essence, or svarüpä), so that
uttering the deity's mantra, which may be its name but more often is
not, is not naming the deity but evoking or conjuring its power or,
perhaps, as a means to open oneself to it (cf. Oberhammer, page 218); in
any case, doing something.
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Considering the phonetic aspect of Vedic mantras and the role play-
ed in them by stobhas devoid of all proper "meaning," considering also
the particular way in which they are sometimes recited and the impor-
tance attached to their exact pronunciation, Staal remarks (page 65) that
these mantras have a musical character and that they cannot be under-
stood unless this quality is taken into account. This explains, he says,
"why mantras cannot be explained wholly or perhaps even partly in
terms of language." This musical or, more generally, phonetic or acous-
tic aspect of mantras is undoubtedly important and should be consid-
ered seriously (cf. infra pages 73-74).

This and all that has been said in the ten essays that make up the
book underscores, I believe, two fundamental points: First, that man-
tras, whether in the form of sentences, words, or sounds, have a "mean-
ing" (by which I mean that they help to do something), which very well
may not appear in their verbal or phonetic sequence. Second, that their
function is not one of the usual ones of language (namely, informative,
constative, communicative) but is a direct action, generally a ritual one,
or a psychological or mystical10 one (see here Oberhammer's or Gupta's
point of view, to which I shall return later on). This being so, the efficacy
mantras are supposed to have in all these cases, as constitutive parts of a
ritual or of a mental or spiritual practice, is not linked to a situation of
interpersonal communication nor, usually (but here one must tread
carefully), of inner deliberation or thought, all of which are the "nor-
mal" uses of language.11

Perhaps, one could say that mantras have no meaning in the usual
sense of the word, which is not to say that they do not make sense for
those who use them, but they do have efficiency. They bring about an
effect or, to be more precise, they are deemed, within their own cultural
context, to bring one about. This is the main difference between a man-
tra and a word in a language, even if you believe the meaning of a word
to be what you do with it12 or to result from the use given it in human
life. Evidently, the case with a mantra is not that of a "normal" speech
situation. Mantra has to do with humanly uttered sound, it is even a
linguistic phenomenon since it is uttered in speech or mentally. But, it is
a linguistic phenomenon of a very particular, not to say peculiar, sort.

A mantra has a use rather than a meaning—a use in context. Findly
underlined the fact that, in Vedism, a mantra cannot be understood
outside of its use in the ritual (pages 15-16). This applies equally, in later
times, to all mantric utterances in a ritual context. As Wheelock writes
(page 99): "the language of ritual is decidedly extraordinary"; it does not
communicate information, but serves "to create and allow participation
in a known and repeatable situation." This is true. But, though the
terms known and repeatable are very important here, I would add that, as
a ritual enunciation, a mantra not only brings about a particular situation
but may also, at least in some cases, produce a change (sometimes an
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irreversible one) in the mental state of the person who utters it (cf.
Oberhammer). This change results from its utterance in association with
the concentration of the utterer's attention upon it. Though these effects
may respond to some inherent possibilities of language, or rather of
humanly produced sound, it is quite foreign to the usual communicative
or informative uses of language.

One might be tempted simply to consider mantras as examples of the
magical use of language. But, the explanation by magic alone, though
useful, seems inadequate. First, because the uses of mantras are not
restricted to what may legitimately be called magic, which, even in
Tantrism, is only a limited part of a vast amount of practice and specula-
tion on the holy or sacred, of which magic is but a profane or profanato-
ry handling. Second, and even more important, because the distinction
between magic and religion, always a difficult one, is practically impos-
sible in the case of Tantrism, where one can seldom know where the
domain of the holy ends or what exactly is profane. "Magical" acts
performed with mantras, such as the satkarmäni for instance, the aims of
which are usually purely worldly, are undoubtedly within the realm of
religion. (But, then, what exactly is "religion" in India? Can we use this
Western notion to describe such a system of practices and beliefs as
Hinduism or Buddhism?)

We should try to go deeper: If the use of mantras is of a magical (or of
some other) nature, we must ask ourselves what, in speech or language
itself, makes such a use possible. For, obviously, this peculiar mantric
use of the constituent elements of speech can exist only insofar as, in the
phonic substance of speech or in language, there are some factors, some
possibilities, that permit such use. Undoubtedly, language fulfills more
than only the purposes of ordinary communication, which is the trans-
fer of information from an emitter to a receiver, or that of inner reflection
or introspection. Up to a point, it may also be an end in itself; the
medium can be the message. In such cases, the attention of the user
(and/or receiver) is focussed on the words or sounds emitted or on the
syntactical aspect of the message not on some referent of the phonic or
verbal sequence. In the case of mantras, from this focussing on the
verbal or phonic form, the attention of the user may pass on to another
plane, be it a postulated inner nature or essence of the mantra or some
higher, transcendent reality of which the mantra is the expression (vä-
caka) and which would be intuited nondiscursively by the user through
an intense and concentrated mental effort (dhärana or bhävanä).

Such use of the linguistic or acoustic resources of language or of
sounds may be called magical, especially if we consider that sounds or
words used in this way are deemed to have an innate efficiency. Howev-
er, this is nothing but a particular application of the symbolizing capaci-
ty of language: that is, its capacity to represent something other than
itself; to point towards something, to make one grasp something; to turn
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and focus the attention on something, whether an external referent or
some inner meaning supposed inherent or to be identical with its phonic
substance or to be some higher reality into which this substance eventu-
ally is supposed to dissolve.

Language, being a symbolical system, can symbolize in different
ways, including the use of sounds to which conventional values are
attributed and in which the efficient energy of speech, as well as in
words, is thought to reside. This is true generally, not only within the
Indian theory of speech. The total number of possible sounds is greatly
in excess of those actually in use in any language. Such sounds have
been used always and everywhere. Anthropology and psycholinguistics
(not to mention personal experience) show us that among such sounds
none is entirely "innocent" or meaningless; not only words or interjec-
tions but mere sounds emitted by man are felt to have meaning, an aura
of meaning, or a connotation, be this a product of nature or of culture.
There is, we know, a a pulsional basis of phonation.13 Therefore, we
consider that mantras in some of their forms, the bijas mostly, answer
the deeply ingrained urge to emit sounds that are both arbitrary (i.e.,
not part of language or of ordinary linguistic use) and not innocent (i.e.,
having a "meaning" or evoking something).14

In his essay, Staal underlines this primitive, archaic aspect of man-
tras and refers to mental patients, to the babbling presleep monologues
of babies, and to glossolalia (pages 75-80). He is certainly right also in
underlining the fact that this archaic level of speech is present in all
human beings: "man, he says, cannot become an animal; he always is
one." He quotes me, in this connection, as saying that this archaic level
is "the source of creation itself," which I wrote when attempting to set
forth the Kashmir Saiva conception of mantras, a conception one may
take as a metaphysical, mythical expression of the intuition that such an
archaic level exists.

In the Tanträloka, Abhinavagupta mentions another form of this
deep level. He describes the panting, the "ha-ha" sound, which he calls
kämatattva, or the sitkära, the "sss" sound, uttered by a woman during
coition or at the moment of orgasm. "This imperishable, spontaneous
vibration appearing involuntarily in the throat of the beloved one, is
pure sound (dhvani) produced neither by meditation nor by mental con-
centration. If one applies one's mind to it wholly, one suddenly becomes
master of the universe" (TÄ 3.147-48). In this context, such a sound,
since it issues spontaneously from the depths of the self, goes beyond
the bounds of ordinary human existence. It is felt as going back to the
source of life, hence, the powers acquired by the yogin who immerses
himself in it. True, such sounds as ha-ha or sit are not exactly mantras, if
only because they do not have the formal, socially sanctioned traits of
mantras. But, since, for Abhinavagupta (following Sivasütra 2.1) all
speech on a transcendent plane is mantra (cf. Alper) we still have here
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an instance of what a mantra may be—or of what it may "mean"—in
the Kashmir Saiva context. This nature and "meaning" is very near to
that generally ascribed to bijas by Wheelock as "sonic manifestations of
basic cosmic powers: they are the cosmic elements in essential form".

True, mantras also have ordinary linguistic forms, notably, but not
only, in Vedism. Here, another use of language may be mentioned,
poetic language. In fact, in cases where mantras appear to possess a
"normal" linguistic form, they still do not "function" as ordinary lan-
guage. "Even if a Vedic mantra seems to be a verse", says Staal (page
60), "in its ritual useit is not treated like a verse at all." Such mantras, as
we see in this book,* were the products of the vision of Vedic poets, of
their "insight touching upon the riddles of the world" (Findly, page 20):
"The poetic word, says the Rgveda (2.35.2), comes from the heart of the
poet."

Poetry, in language, is what is, or may be, nearest to the ineffable,
that which best attempts to express the inexpressible, to bestow through
words but somehow beyond them the direct awareness of physical and
spiritual reality that gives man the feeling that he oversteps his limits.
The mantra used in the course of a spiritual exercise, in its own way, can
help the sädhaka to obtain a similar sort of experience.

In poetry, as in mantras, the verbal sequence cannot be altered; like
mantras, poetry rests on contiguities. Moreover, a poem, like a mantra,
cannot be expressed in other words; it means what it says as it says it or
else it ceases to be. Poetry and mantra both act on the user through and
by their own verbal and phonic form. If we add that many Western
poets since the Romantics have tended to believe, rather like Vedic
bards, that poetry may be a path if not to eternal truths at least to a
reality that usually escapes us, it is clear that there are analogies between
poetry and mantra. Or rather—and this is more important for us—that
mantra, like poetry, legitimately calls upon the expressive and revealing
powers of language, powers that exist even if not used in current inter-
personal communication. Naturally, we must be careful not to carry the
analogy too far, if only because Vedic poetry, when it is mantra, is used
in a ritual context, unlike a poem, and because a Tantric bijamantra is not
a poem nor is it psychologically felt and used as one. Still, in all poetic
texts, a catalyzing power is always at work, analogous in many respects
to that which Wheelock notes (page 108) when he says that, in Vedism
as in Tantrism, the mantra is the catalyst "that allows the sacred poten-
tial of the ritual setting to become a reality."

But, whatever role we ascribe to the mantra as such, we must never
forget that all spiritual and mystical experiences obtained with the help
of mantras are experiences of the human mind. They are states of con-
sciousness, for which mantra or ritual are merely instrumental; different
means could bring about the same result. This is only to underline the
fact that the mantric use of the phonetic material and the symbolizing
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powers of language, though peculiar, are a perfectly legitimate variant
of the uses generally made of human speech and of the powers usually,
if not always officially, attributed to it.

As regards the nature of mantra, are we to see them as speech acts
(as Searle understands speech acts) or as illocutionary acts? Staal and
Findly take opposite stands on the subject. I prefer not to adopt a defi-
nite position, if only because the variety of mantric forms and uses
makes it difficult to bring them together under one explanatory or classi-
fying principle.

' However, I should like to remark in passing that the efficiency (if
any) of mantras is not something they actually possess but something
traditionaly ascribed to them, which they are believed to possess. Man-
tras, as I have said, exist only within this traditional context and survive
only through this belief. The so-called illocutionary power of some
speech acts amounts to nothing other than this. Except in the subjective
and psychological fields (and perhaps that of aesthetics), the alleged
power of speech is nothing but that of the speaker, who has no other
power than that bestowed upon him by his social group, which also
decides the conditions in which this power may be used. This holds true
for legal pronouncements as well as for the formulas of everyday
speech, all of which have no other effects than those assigned to them
by social consent when they are used "felicitously/7 that is, at the prop-
er time and in the proper circumstances, as they are socially determined.

In much the same fashion, mantras, the uses of which are strictly
codified,' have, mutatis mutandis, no other efficacy than that ascribed to
them by the. Hindu, Jain, or Buddhist traditions to which they belong
and within the ritual prescribed by these traditions. Or, at least in yoga,
bhävanä, and the like, they are effective elements of a practice, the rules
of which are traditionally established and believed to be efficacious.
Should mantras be represented as part of a language-game, I would
point out that in no game are the rules not fixed by the group among
whom it is played. We therefore may ascribe the so-called efficacy of
mantras to culture—that is, to the ideological aspect of society—in-
asmuch as it conditions individual beliefs and mental attitudes.

That being so, the best approach to this cultural and psychological
phenomenon is probably to make use of the concept of symbolic
efficacy.15 This concept, in my opinion, probably best explains how the
varied ensemble of mantric conducts work with a recognized "efficacy"
within the mythical Brahmanic-Hindu (or Buddhist) world. Mantras have
an efficacy because the people concerned, the users of mantras and the
rest of their group, believe them to be efficacious: Symbolic efficacy has a
subjective social basis. It also has an objective cultural one, since among
these symbolic actions, which are fixed by tradition and are rule-gov-
erned, some are more objectively effective than others. Such an
explanation has the advantage of applying equally well to poetic meta-
phors and to ritual or "magical" practices, to formulas suited to particu-
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lar social circumstances, to any psychical or physiological effects thai
may appear, and to those practices of meditation or mental creation
(bhävanä) by which the reality "expressed" by a mantra may be realized
mystically. A realization made possible, within this symbolic frame-
work, because the practitioner brings the mantra into play by con-
centrating upon it all the forces of his psyche. This psychological, or
consciousness, aspect of mantras, I feel, is fundamental. Hence, also,
the usefulness of the notion of intentionality, which borders upon that
of belief in the understanding of how they are approached by the
practitioner.

The intention or wish to express (vivaks) is for the Mlmämsä (Taber,
page 159) a feature of all language. But, whatever the Mlmämsaka's
views, we may take the notion of intentionality of speech to mean that
any utterance, when one speaks, "wants to say'' (as it is put in colloquial
French)16 something: expresses an intention to communicate, to signify,
or at least to express something, an intention that (within, of course, the
limits of conventional behavior, i.e., of social exchange) often "means"
(wishes or is made to convey) more than is actually said; hence, a greater
richness and larger efficacy of the message. This intentionality I believe
to be a fact one can admit without necessarily belonging to the phe-
nomenological school of philosophy.

Should we not ascribe similar intention to mantric utterances? Staal
thinks not (page 66 ff.). -He may be right where Vedic ritual is con-
cerned.17 But, I cannot bring myself to follow him where later, and
especially Tantric, ritual is concerned. First, I cannot see how a mantra
can be used without some reason. It is not uttered as an involuntary
noise but for a purpose: An intention surely is always there. More spe-
cifically, Tantric texts on Mantrasästra always assign a use (viniyoga),
and thus a purpose, to mantras.18 Clearly, such an intentionality is not
that of the mantra but of its user. It can be attributed only metaphorically
to the mantra itself. An ambiguity as to where the intentionality lies,
however, is kept up in such systems as the Saiva nondualist ones, which
treat consciousness and mantra as identical at their Tiighest levels: This
appears clearly in Ksemaräja's VimarsinI on Sivasütra 2.1 (cf. Alper page
262).

For Oberhammer (page 212), the mantra "by means of the wish to
contemplate, or experience . . . effects in the meditating subject . . . an
intentionality that opens him radically for encountering the reality of
Siva." The mantra thus appears as strengthening this intentionality, as
allowing it to become actual inasmuch as the mantra, according to
Oberhammer, is a means for the contemplation of the godhead. To
quote him again, this is done by the mantra "because in contemplation
only the mantra is a reality which is clearly delimited and set in a certain
point of time and is therefore capable of making this mythic mediation of
transcendence which is immanent to it, an event."

This formulation of the problem would be worth exploring further. It
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refers to a particular approach to religious experience that owes much to
the philosophy of Husserl or Heidegger. It is very illuminating. Ober-
hammer's remarks, which refer to the Päsupatas, are all the more in-
teresting as the same approach also, I feel, could be usefully adopted in
relation to the conception of the Saiva nondualists, such as the Kula,
Pratyabhijriä, or Krama, concerning the nature, uses, and soteric
efficacy of mantras.

But, interesting, fundamental even, as the redemptive aspect of
mantras may be, we should not forget that only a minority of mantras
are redemptive. Mantras first and foremost are words and sounds of
power for ritual use and only secondarily, if centrally, soteric devices.

Perhaps I went too far earlier when I juxtaposed mantra and poetry
(pages 305-306). A mantra is a word of pflflW^T'considerecl self-
efficacious and thus something very different from poetry, whatever
conception one may have of the latter.

With the possible exception of at least some of the Vedic mantras,
which originally were poetic texts later adapted for ritual purposes,
mantras and poetry are things apart; their only common feature is they
are both forms of speech (or uses of phonetic material of language),
which are regarded as more efficient and powerful than ordinary forms
of speech or language.

Whatever its merits and in spite of Rimbaud and a few others, poetry
cannot do much to free mankind from the snares of everyday life. At
most, it may avoid involving him deeper in such toils, unlike ordinary
language (especially that of commerce, politics or ideology). Could man-
tra do more and set man free from deception,? Certain observers believe
it does, at least sometimes (cf. Alper page 263). Hence, the idea that
there might be mantras for the West, which would help us to free our-
selves not only from Western but also from human bondage.

Such mantras are certainly conceivable, and some even actually exist.
Should we wish, however, to import them to the West for our own use,
we should never forget the following two fundamental points: (1) Man-
tras are efficient forms of speech within a particular tradition, where
speech is conceived of within a particular mythico-religious framework.
If we pluck them from this cultural milieu, which is their nourishing soil,
is "the luminous bud of mantra," as A. Avalon used to say, likely to
survive? One may well doubt it. (2) We must remember that mantras,
even in their higher, supposedly redemptive forms, are always part of a
precise and compulsory ritual context, outside which they are useless
and powerless. A mantra may be a liberating word but only in accor-
dance to precise and binding rules.

I stress these two points because of the parallel I allowed myself
earlier between mantra and poetry; because of the notions sometimes
entertained about poetry and its "power"; because, also, of the concep-
tion of mantras as the deepest or highest level of speech, expressive of
the core of reality, among other things, near to the source of language as
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well as to that of our energies or drives. Mantra could then be consid-
ered as spontaneous speech. But, in point of fact, in the Indian context
mantra is never free or liberated speech. It has nothing in common, say,
with surrealist poetry. Neither is mantra babbling or glossolalia, even if
it may be compared with them, with reference to the origins of lan-
guage, and of the man trie form of speech (Staal pages 75 ff.). Nor is a
mantra a spontaneous cry of joy, ecstasy, or trance, whose utterance
may make the ego may feel liberated. Mantra is not nature; it is culture.
That the nature of mantra as a part of ritual (i.e., socially organized
behavior) is abundantly underscored in this book.

Though Sanskrit texts describe mantras as sahaja, this is not to say
that they are spontaneous utterances but that they are forms of vac, the
divine word, innate in man, born of itself without external help, the
word that reveals the highly organized, sophisticated form of poetic
utterance, the Veda. All the letters of the Sanskrit alphabet, supposedly
born in the godhead, may be regarded as mantras. Born of themselves
as spontaneous movements of the divine energy, they appear "freely"
but according to the traditional and very rational order of the var-
nasamämnäya. Even when a mantra is regarded as a form of the deeper
inner level of speech, which one can perceive in oneself, it is nev-
ertheless a word transmitted and organized by tradition not something
one freely discovers by introspection or otherwise. No one finds out or
coins a mantra; he receives it ritually from a master who has it from
tradition. (Not to mention, of course, the larger mass of mantras used in
rituals, which are routinely employed.) Admittedly, there are such cases
as those of the sitkära, previously mentioned, or of the hamsa, or the
ajapäjapa, but these also, are declared by tradition to be mantras and they
are used according to ritual and magisterial prescriptions. These "natu-
ral" sounds are taken up, organized, codified by culture, and never left
at the disposal of people to use them as they wish.

Such a use of mantras, taken from their Indian context and trans-
ferred to our own, is precisely what some Westerners now propose. As I
said earlier, I do not believe this to be entirely legitimate, since we
cannot (or only very exceptionally) really adopt all the Indian cultural
context in which they are grounded together with the mantras. For
mantras to work within our own civilization, we must use them within a
philosophical framework of our own, drawing to a greater or lesser
extent on the fund of Western religious thought and beliefs and on our
traditional notions concerning the powers of speech, which differ from
Indian ones. This framework, even though adapted to the mantras and
probably "orientalized" to some degree, would still inevitably transform
our mantras into something other than the Indian ones. They might still
prove useful, efficacious as means to mental concentration, spiritual
effort, or mystical life or as forms of prayer. Like their Indian models,
they would be endowed with the evocative power of sounds or words
and would exert the influence that such sounds or sound patterns un-
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doubtedly have on the body and on states of consciousness. But, would
they still be mantras properly so-called? Would there even be any point
in calling them mantras?

If we try to look at mantras in a perspective wider than the Indian
one, as among the particular uses of language or of humanly produced
sounds, we also realize that they belong to the vast universal rrjass of
practices and notions that contains not only prayers and religiouf utter-
ances but also spells and incantations; all the "words of power/ all the
abracadabras reflecting the ceaseless, irrational wish to act efficaciously
through words or sounds; all cases where, through words or sound,
wish or will becomes action or produces effects.

Indians have speculated subtly on this archetypal theme and eventu-
ally worked it out in their theories on väc, on the efficacy of mantras
(mantravirya), and on the consciousness aspect of mantras, aspects very
carefully studied here by Alper. Brilliant and ingenious as these theories
may be, they nevertheless rest basically, I believe, on the bedrock of the
ancient belief in the intrinsically "magical" efficacy of speech, a belief as
widespread as it is strong.

With respect to this belief, I should probably refer again here to the
question of supernatural powers and of the "magical" effects of man-
tras. Mantras, in India, are clearly used much more often to gain such
powers or to produce such effects than for redemptive purposes. But
especially interesting is the fact that mantras may very well have (and
are usually held to do so by most Tantric texts on the subject) both
redemptive and magical effects. With mantias, we are at once in the
world of spiritual experience and in that of supernatural powers or of
magical action, if we prefer to call it that. Hence, I presume, the appeal
of mantras to so many people: A mantra, on the magical plane, gives
them what they wish for. On the spiritual (or redemptive) plane, it is an
effective tool for concentration and, thus, can bring about the spiritual
state a person craves and which, once obtained, either confers super-
natural powers upon him or brings him to regard them as despicable,
the satisfaction is the same in either case. The problem of the link be-
tween mantras and the search for (or obtaining of) supernatural powers
is interesting and would be worth investigating systematically from the
Indological point of view,19 as well as that of anthropology or psychol-
ogy. (Not to mention that of psychoanalysis, which would probably
detect in those who believe they have such powers the survival of infan-
tile dreams of omnipotence or traits usually considered typical of
mania.)

Many more aspects of mantras or problems relating to them, even if
already studied, would still be worth further study. We may note, for
instance, that despite their variety, the essays in this book examine only
certain types of mantras and mantric practices. According to the Hindu
tradition, there are seventy million mantras, though the real figure is
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certainly much smaller. But nobody, I think, has ever attempted to
assess or guess their actual number. The task is probably not worth
attempting. But it would be very useful, using modern methods, to
gather together a large number of mantras, with information on their
uses. However repetitive the mantras themselves and however seem-
ingly stereotyped the ways in which they are used, we are still far from
knowing most of them. In addition to Vedic uses (on which not ail has
been said here for lack of space), the essays in this book are more
concerned with the religious and, more specifically, the soteric uses of
mantras, whereas in actual fact (as I pointed out before) the majority of
mantras used in Hinduism are employed for purely ritual purposes,
whether during püjäs or during all the ritual acts in the daily life of a
Hindu. In all such cases, the action is either accompanied by mantras or
consists merely of their utterance. The user feels he is uttering words or
sounds that are efficient, though their effect may not be visible, in the
sense that, uttered together with the proper rites, they accomplish what
they say or what they are supposed to effect: They drive away demons,
transform water into nectar, place spiritual entities on the body or on an
object, etc.20 In all such cases, is what is being done (i.e., the mantra
plus the act) believed to act ex opere operato, by some sort of direct effect,
as soon as the prescribed conditions are observed? Or, does the efficacy
of the rite depend also on the intellectual attitude or spiritual effort of
the actor? The answer is probably twofold: (1) The spiritual factor is a
necessity in mantra-sädhana and in all spiritual practices aimed at libera-
tion or wordly results (mukti or bhukti). But, (2) in the case of all obliga-
tory rites, or those of current practices, that is, in the vast majority of
cases, the only necessary condition for the mantra to be "efficacious" is
to use it while keeping strictly to the prescribed rules.

Concerning the possible effects of mantras upon their users, we may
also note, that in all daily acts except those of worship (bath, meals,
work, etc.), mantras also have (or at any rate appear to us to have) a
psychological function in addition to their ritual role, which is to sancti-
fy, so to speak, the action being done. While the person acts and utters
the mantras, they focus attention on the godhead or on the cosmic or
religious meaning or bearing of the action. This aspect of the practical
function of mantras must not be overlooked. Focussing attention is es-
pecially important in one act, which plays an essential part in the daily
life of Hindus and of Buddhists, although not dealt with in the essays in
the book, I believe: japa, the muttering of a mantra. Is japa a ritual act?
(]apa, performed with a rosary, aksamälä, is highly ritualized, see, for
instance, Chapter 14 of Jayäkhyasamhitä.) Is it an act of spiritual quest or
a prayer? (And, then, does it act by mere repetition or through the
spiritual effort of the devotee?)21

The essays in the book concentrate mainly on mantras for redemp-
tive uses but, except in the case of the Päncarätra studied by Sanjukta
Gupta, they hardly mention the way in which mantras actually are put
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into practice. This is a field still open for research. There is, for instance,
nothing on the Saiva/Säkta sects or schools comparable to Beyer's (1973)
The Cult of Tara. This study, together with those of Alex Way man on
Tantric Buddhism, to mention only two, give facts and interpretations of
the utmost interest on mantrayäna. Consider the variety of Saiva or Säkta
schools or sects in Northern India; their geographical extension, which
includes notably Nepal; the large number of ägamas and tantras, many
still unpublished; and the different traditions, for instance, Kula with its
subvarieties Tripurä, Kubjikä, etc., or Krama and so on. We can see that
there is a vast field still far from catalogued, where mantric practices are
to be found everywhere, all with different mantric patterns. This whole
area deserves to be carefully surveyed and studied.22

There is scope for research in Vaisnavism, too, even after such
important studies as those of S. Gupta and E. C. Dimock. Such works as
the Jayäkhya and the Sesa-Samhitä, to name only two well-known texts
available in print, would be worth systematic study from the mantric
point of view. Of course, so would the actual practices of the Vaisnavas
who use such texts: There is scope here for field work. The same sort of
study also could be carried out on a wealth of other texts: Puränas for
instance, or Upanisads, etc. If we add that Sanskrit texts are only a part
of what has been written on or about mantras (and there are oral tradi-
tions), the possible field of research emerges as very wide. Admittedly,
Tantric literature is very repetitive, and mantras and mantric practices
are very stereotyped. The variety, therefore, is far from infinite. Still, it is
certainly very large and well worth studying.

In addition to this study of various texts, as complete and systematic
an inventory as possible should be drawn up of mantras and mantric
practices. Alphabetic lists of mantras are needed, together with their
textual references, the circumstances of their use, and their meanings. An
inventory of rites where mantras occur, with all that serves to put them in
actual use (nyäsa, mudrä, yantra, mandala, dhyäna, japa, etc.) as well as such
yogic or spiritual practices as smarana, uccära, bhävanä, etc. also should be
made, together with a study of variant practices, both Hindu and Bud-
dhist.23 These, to use Alper's words, are "lived situations where mantras
are used/ ' which ought to be studied and classified.

Such an inventory of mantras and mantric practices was planned by
the Equipe de Recherche N°249 '"Hindouisme: textes, doctrines, prati-
ques" of the French Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique, which
was set up in 1982. It has made little progress however, through lack of
funds and facilities. A card-index such as the one the Equipe de Re-
cherche is trying to make is not adequate: Information should be
gathered on the scale of an international program and should be stored
in computers. Another project of the same Equipe, a glossary of tech-
nical terms of Mantrasästra, has also made very little progress.

There is also the history of Mantrasästra. As always in India, the
difficulty is the lack of precise historical data. Some problems, however,
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may be tackled at least tentatively. That of the origin, Vedic or other-
wise, of Mantrasästra is probably impossible to solve; so, too, is that of
its geographic origin. But origins do not matter very much. More in-
teresting, and perhaps less difficult to solve, is the problem of the transi-
tion from Vedic mantras to Hindu Mantrasästra. To quote Staal (page 65)
'The curious fact that monosyllabic mantras of the stobha type re-
emerged in Tahtrism after apparently lying dormant for more than a
millenium." lam not sure they actually lay dormant so long. But, the
question as to how and why Tantric Mantrasästra appeared and devel-
oped is certainly an interesting, and still unsolved, one.

The relationship between Hindu Mantrasästra and Buddhist Man-
trayäna, the history *and mutual relationships of the different schools
and traditions within Hindu Mantrasästra, or those of the Buddhist-
Tantric sects, with their different mantras; local mantric traditions (in
Kashmir-Nepal, or Bengal-Assam, or also Central and Eastern India, or
Kerala, not forgetting "Greater India") are all fields that are certainly not
unknown but in which further study from a "mantric" point of view
would undoubtedly be rewarding.

All these are fields for Indological research, but mantras should also
be tackled from another angle than the textual or historical. They are
also to be viewed as a living practice, in India and, perhaps, elsewhere.
Other methods than those, mainly historical and philological, of Indo-
logy therefore should be used as well.

Indeed, such different approaches are not entirely foreign to Indolog-
ists. The problem linguists are set by mantras as particular forms of
speech or as particular uses of the phonetic resources of speech have
been taken up in the essays in this book (Staal, Wheelock, Alper, etc.).
But, preciselj^because they show a particular use of Sanskrit or of hu-
manly produced sound, mantras as such should be studied systemat-
ically from the point of view of their phonology, sound pattern (repeti-
tions, alliterations, etc.), and syntax when they consist of sentences. A
semantic study perhaps also may be carried out from a properly lin-
guistic, not religious or philosophical, point of view.

A psycholinguistic approach to mantras also would be interesting.
Sounds as well as words have intrinsic expressiveness, emotive or intu-
itive associations, meanings, or connotations; and these certainly exist in
the case of mantras. This aspect should be studied in relation to the
users of mantras, too. We know there is a phonetical symbolism, certain
sounds elicit certain representations or responses. Even though the
meanings and connotations of mantras are fixed by tradition, they un-
doubtedly have emotive associations or connotations, too, and these are
probably made use of (albeit unconsciously) by the traditions and con-
tribute to their religious or spiritual efficacy. There is no doubt that the
traditionally admitted connotations or symbolic values of mantras are
conventional not natural. For instance, the associations or feelings
evoked in a Hindu by OM do seem to be entirely fixed, organized, and
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oriented by the Hindu tradition, by culture. But there are still probably
areas and a number of cases, where psycholinguistic research should
prove rewarding.

Psychological or psychophysiological research methods could be ap-
plied to mantrayoga, where mantras, visualized as being in the subtle
body whose image is superimposed by bhävanä on that of the physical
body, are usually considered as acting and moving together with kun-
dalini, which itself is a very particular internalized mental construc-
tion.24 Such mental and physical practices result in a particular image of
the body, fashioned with the help of mantras, which abide in it and
animate it. One could try to find, in this respect, how nyäsas act on the
psychological plane. How, we may ask ourselves, does a yogin experi-
ence his body as he "lives" it25 when it is entirely imbued with mantras,
supposedly divinized or cosmicized by them? The experience is sure to
be of an unusual sort, which it would be interesting to know.

Mantras are also used in traditional medicine: Zysk tackles the sub-
ject here. But, in addition to their "magical" use in the preparation of
drugs or in the cure of bodily ills, which are of interest mainly for
ethnology, mantras have an important role also in the treatment of
mental illnesses by mystics, shamans, or tranditional doctors, a field for
psychiatry and psychoanalysis.26

Staal (page 65) draws our attention to the fact that one cannot un-
derstand mantras without refering to their musical aspect. Mantras,
indeed, should be studied from the point of view of acoustics, which
implies recordings of mantras and the study of such recordings. To this
musical, rhythmic, prosodical, approach should be added a physiologi-
cal one, which would be linked to the psycholinguistic study I men-
tioned earlier. Since mantras, among other things, are sounds emitted
by human beings, they must certainly have some effect or influence on
body and mind or, more exactly, on the psychosomatic human struc-
ture, a structure always considered in India as a whole. In kundalini
yoga, phonemes and mantras are associated with the centers (cakra) of
the subtle body. Such connections between sounds and cakras look con-
trived and arbitrary, but we should not reject such notions immediately
as absurd. Even if inaccurate and artificial in their traditional form, they
may still hold a measure of truth. Man, indeed, lives in language and
sound. He never ceases to emit and receive words and sounds. These
act on his body as well as on his mind. Neurophysiology shows this very
clearly. Scientific investigation has shown that certain sounds (as well as
the complete absence of sound) have effects, and the effect produced
when the sound is emitted or received seems to be related to certain
parts of the body. Some sounds may cause the body to vibrate, may
have physiological effects, or may help to awaken certain states of con-
sciousness. (Some psycho-acousticians, for instance, consider shrill
sounds to have an energizing effect.) Traditional music, religious
chants, aim precisely at such results: spiritual results foremost, but also
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probably other effects, therapeutic ones especially. All this is important.
It would therefore be interesting to study some mantras scientifically,
together with the way in which they are uttered, repeated, or chanted,
to find out if they have any real effect on the user and, if so, which ones
and how.

There is also the interesting question of the relation between mantric
practices and the experience of time. A mantra used for redemptive ends
is a means to free oneself from time, to experience the "Great Time"
(mahäkäla), which is the matrix of all temporality. Such, for instance, is
one aspect of the "seed of the Heart/' the mantra SAUH, in northern
Saiva schools. Mantric practices of this sort in Tantric nondualist Saivism
of the Kashmiri brandy or in the Buddhist Kälacakra ("Wheel of Time")
school would be worth investigating. More generally, we may ask our-
selves whether the alteration of the grammatical order of words or of the
normal sequence of syllables in a mantra, sometimes resorted to in Vedic
and in Tantric practice, is not used (among other reasons) as a means by
which to destroy time, since a basic characteristic of the syntagmatic
order is precisely its being produced in the process of time: Speech is an
aspect of the flow of time, a way to experience it or to live in it. By
interfering with the normal sequence of speech, one, thus, also would
interfere, symbolically at least, with the usual experience of time.27

Mantras rank among the courses of action men have devised to
satisfy a deep urge within them to overstep their limits, to be all power-
ful and all knowing, a dream of omnipotence. There also is the wish to
be free from fear, to fill the void men feel surrounds them. Hence, the
magical words. Hence, mantras. Hence, the word (words, rather, for
they are many) of life arid of salvation. Such longings are so ancient and
so widespread as to be respectable. The wide variety of conducts de-
vised to satisfy them make a fascinating study. The force of the libido
invested in such conduct brings about physiological effects as well as
particular states of consciousness. All this deserves the most careful
study—and a very rewarding one it is sure to be. While carrying it out,
however, we must carefully avoid wishful thinking. We must make sure
not to keep "confusing mantras with names, sounds with things, and
silence with wisdom," like the people in a "myth" told by Staal.28 But,
we must certainly go on studying, mantras as well as other things, until
the vast riddle of the world is solved—if it can ever be.

NOTES

1. In this respect, reference might be made to a number of modern spiritual
masters: to Sri Aurobindo, for instance; to the Transcendental Meditation group;
to the Radhasoamis, with their sumiran practice; to the theories of Swami Pra-
tyagätmänanda Saraswati in his japasütram; etc.

2. Or, in traditions that have received and adopted elements of the Indian
tradition, such as some schools of Chinese and Japanese Buddhism.
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3. In French, one would say la parole, written with or without a capital p, a
term that underlines both the spoken, oral, aspect of speech and its possible
metaphysical values as the Word. I believe however that väc should not be
translated "discourse" since though väc may be speech, its essential nature is
nondiscursive. In this, I admittedly differ from Alper, at least in matters of
translation.

4. Written mantras and speculations on how to trace them are to be found in
Chinese and Japanese mantrayäna, with the use of a script derived from brähmi,
called siddham. See van Gulik 1956.

5. See Renou 1949a, 11-18; or H. W. Bodewitz, 'The Fourth Priest (the
Brahman) in Vedic Ritual/7 Selected Studies in the Indian Religious, Essays to D. J.
Hoens (Leiden: Brill, 1983), 33-68.

6. They survive in the sphere of domestic rites and among a few small very
orthodox Brahmin groups. An instance is the agnicayana, the Vedic rite of the
fire-altar, of the Nambudiris, described by Staal. But, most of the public (as
opposed to domestic) Vedic rites performed nowadays in India are quasi-archeo-
logical constructions, trying rather artificially to revive a thing of the past.

7. I believe, for instance, that one simply cannot discuss the truth or falsity of
mantric utterances, if only because we cannot know "whether or not Siva 'is
really here'" (Alper page 277).

8. The Oxford Concise Dictionary, for instance, does not print mantra in
italics. It defines it as "Vedic hymn; Hindu or Buddhist devotional incantation."

9. The definition given was

line formule, ou un son, qui est charge d'efficacite generale ou particuliere eV
qui represente—ou plus exactement qui est—la divinite ou un certain aspect de
la divinite, c'est-a-dire qui est la forme sonore et efficacement utilisable par
l'adepte de tel ou tel aspect de l'energie et qui se situe par la meme ä un certain
niveau de la conscience, (p. 297)

10. Here, I use mystical in a rather vague fashion for the uses of mantras in all
forms of intuitive realization of some postulated transcendent entity or reality.

11. One might quote, here, Robert A. Paul: "These syllables are without
discursive meaning, but they must be so since they are generative elements, not
surface structures: a seed does not display the likeness of a stalk of wheat, nor
does a drop of semen resemble a man." (The Tibetan Symbolic World: Psycho-
analytic Explorations. Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1982, p. 30.)

12. One can, naturally, reduce the meaning of a word to "its use in the
language" (cf. Alper page 253 quoting Wittgenstein). Any abracadabra, in fact,
can be used so as to have some use in some language. Would that, however, still
be language and meaning, in the usual sense? But, this touches upon the prob-
lem of the magical uses of language.
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13. See Istvan Fönagy, La Vive Voix (Paris: Payot, 1983), on "les bases pul-
sionelles de la phonation."

14. This is a point to be kept in mind when saying (with reference to bijas and
the like) that mantras make sense: they certainly do—to those who use them.
But so do their utterances or babblings, to mental patients and babies.

15. See Claude Levi-Strauss, Anthropologie Structurale, vol. I (Paris: Pion,
1958).

16. The colloquial French for What does this mean? is Qu'est-ce que cela vent
dire? which, literally translated, is What does this want to say?

17. Staal, in a seminar on ritual held in Paris/Nanterre in May 1984, gave a
fascinating description of the Vedic ritual as "a cathedral of sounds and actions"
constructed according to preestablished rules, where everything happens as
prescribed, outside of any personal intention on the part of the performers, who
act simply because it is prescribed that they should. This does not seem to me to
apply to Pauranic or Tantric ritual, which is to be performed with more than a
general intention (sahkalpa). It is to be done with a will, with faith and devotion
(bhakti), and therefore the mental attitude, the intention and expectation, of the
performer is of fundamental importance.

18. When a text prescribes the use of a mantra to some purpose, it always
gives the rsi (the name of the sage who has first "seen" the mantra), the meter
(chandas), the devatä "expressed/7 the phonic seed (bija) that is the quintessential
form of the mantra, sometimes also the sakti, kllaka, etc., and finally, always, the
use (viniyoga) of the mantra in question.

19. See Goudriaan (1978), where the satkarmäni (the six magical acts) are
studied, especially, On the more general problem of powers (siddhi) in Hin-
duism, see Pensa (1969).

20. The rule that one cannot separate mantra from ritual is expressed, fcrr
instance, in the Saivägamaparibhäsamanjari (6Q): kriyäsarlram ityuktam mantram
jivam iti smrtam (The [ritual] action is said to be the body; the mantra is the soul).
Or, mantrahinä kriyä nahi (There is, indeed, no [ritual] action without mantra).

21. All these aspects are there in varying degrees. I study them in a third
installment of my "Contributions ä l'etude du mantrasästra" for a forthcoming
issue of the Bulletin of the Ecole Frangaise d'Extreme-Orient. See also my paper "Un
rituel hindou du rosaire: Jayäkhyasamhitä, Chapter 14," to be published in the
journal Asiatique 275, no. 1 (1987).

22. The edition and translation of the Satsähasrasamhitä by J. S. Schoterman
(1982) is a very useful contribution to this field. I also should mention here the
research presently being carried out by T. Goudriaan, in Utrecht, on the Kub-
jikämata and on the Nihsväsasärasamhitä. There is also my own work on the
Yoginihrdaya, with Amrtänanda's Dlpikä, which was recently published. See
A. Padoux, ed., Mantras et diagrammes rituels dans I'hindouisme (Paris: Editions du
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CNRS, 1986). Among the papers is one by T. Goudriaan on "Kubjikä's Samaya-
mantra and Its Manipulation in the Kubjikämata."

23. A study of one particular practice is provided by S. Schoterman (1982), in
the appendix of his edition of the Satsähasrasamhitä on the diagrams, called
prastära or gahvara, used for the uddhära of mantras.

24. On such mantrayoga practices with kundalini, see for instance my paper
"Un japa tantrique: Yoginihrdaya, 3.171-190" in Tantric and Taoist Studies in
Honor of R. A. Stein (Bruxelles, 1981).

25. I refer here to what psychoanalysts of the Daseinsanalyse school, notably
Ludwig Binswanger, call Leib, as opposed to Körper. Körper is the physical body;
whereas the Leib (corps vecu, in French) is the body one experiences or feejs
psychologically. The limits of such Leib do not necessarily coincide with those of
the physical body.

26. The subject is studied in Sudhir Kakar (1982). See also a paper read by A.
Rosu during the panel on "Mantras et diagrammes rituels dans l'hindouisme,"
Paris/ June 1984, on "Mantra et Yantra dans la medecine et l'alchimie indiennes,"
now published in the Journal Asiatique (1986); 203-268.

27. Years ago, Mircea Eliade underlined the role abnormal use of language
(sandhäbhäsä, etc.) in Tantrism may play in introducing the adept to the aware-
ness of a different ontological plane of existence.

28. As an epilogue to his (1975a) study.
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A Working Bibliography for the Study of

Mantras

PRELIMINARY REMARKS

The purpose of this essay is both bibliographical and methodological:
first, to compile, in so far as practical, a list of the most useful sources
that deal directly or indirectly with mantras; second, to indicate by the
organization of the material some of the methodological options and the
research lacunae in mantric studies.

The use of mantras, to be sure, is so general in South Asian culture
that nearly any source dealing with religion, especially with ritual,
might contain interesting material. For this reason, no bibliography
dealing with mantras could be exhaustive; it must be selective. In select-
ing and organizing materials for this essay, I have been guided by the
following considerations.

(1) An effort has been made to include all significant items dealing
exclusively with mantra.

(2) Texts and translations are sometimes included for the conve-
nience of the reader but, in general, the emphasis falls on secondary
sources. This is simply because specialized studies, often scattered
through a wide range of publications, are frequently difficult to identify
and locate, while specialists will have direct access to the texts.

(3) Although many items are relevant to several subjects I have, with
the exception of certain surveys which may function as standard refer-
ences, rarely listed a work more than once. I have included numerous
items which strike me as potentially throwing light on a subject even if
they deal with it only indirectly.

(4) Certain pivotal topics are covered as evenly as feasible, given the
library resources, time, and space at my disposal: the Vedic Samhitäs,*

*I regularly use the abbreviations explained in the List of Abbreviations.
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the Vedic Sutras, classical Hinduism, Vyäkarana and philosophy of lan-
guage, and Tantra.

(5) I have devoted nearly half of the Bibliography to Tantra because
its significance still is often unrecognized and because, unlike the Veda,
at this time, few bibliographic resources deal with it.

(6) The majority of items in the Bibliography are in English. I have,
however, regularly included items in French and German; and selec-
tively included items in Italian, Dutch, Hindi, and a few other lan-
guages. The material in the Indian vernaculars is limited but respresen-
tative, I hope. However, I have not attempted to comb the Indian
periodical literature. Unfortunately, I have not included items in either
Russian or Japanese, two languages of which I am totally ignorant.

(7) I have endeavored to write the Bibliography in a manner that
would maximize its intelligibility to a large variety of readers. In particu-
lar, I hope that it will prove useful to scholars in various disciplines—
e.g., anthropology, history, linguistics, philosophy, and religious stud-
ies—who are concerned with India but who are not trained as classical
Indologists. In the end, I would be most gratified if it served not only the
scholar and the serious student but also the "common reader7' in-
terested in Indian religious life. For this reason, from time to time, I have
indicated some of the items I feel would be most appropriate for the
general reader.

The essay brings together references hitherto scattered through a
number of sources and specialized bibliographies. For further informa-
tion the reader may go to such standard bibliographies as Renou (1931),
Dandekar (1946-73), Potter (1970), and Cardona (1976). I wish to ac-
knowledge my indebtedness to these works, to the multitudinous vol-
umes of Jan Gonda, and to the works of Teun Goudriaan, without which
the compilation of this Bibliography would have been exceedingly
difficult.

In styling this a "working bibliography/' I acknowledge at once its
goals and its deficiencies. Although I have sought to weight equitably
the various subdivisions of the essay, imbalances undoubtedly remain.
Some areas of interest (e.g., the Arthasästra, Ayurveda, the Dharmasütras,
the Puränas, the treatment of language in Nyäya-Vaisesika) are over-
looked or treated cursorily. I trust that this will not detract from the
utility of those sections treated more lavishly, and that the imbalance
will not seem inappropriate in a working bibliography.

Selection obviously involves judgment. I have been guided by what
strikes me as the likely utility of each item to the potential readers of this
volume. Others would doubtless opt for a somewhat different selection.
Unfortunately, I have not been able to see all of the items I have listed. I
have tried whenever possible to verify dates and page numbers, but
assume that some errors remain. For this, I ask the reader's indulgence.
Although I do not know today whether I shall eventually revise this
essay, I solicit the advice of readers in correcting errors, recasting sec-
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tions, and filling lacunae. For now, I shall judge the essay to have served
its purpose if it stimulates and facilitates fresh reflection and exploration
of mantras and other forms of Indian religious language.

Finally, a few technical notes: (1) For logistical reasons, with few
exceptions, I have not listed reviews of the works cited. (2) For the
convenience of the reader the Bibliography brings together items cited
by the essays in this volume even if not discussed here. (3) In most
instances items on any single topic are arranged chronologically rather
than alphabetically, so the reader may grasp at a glance something of the
development of the field. (4) Anyone who has worked with Indian bibli-
ography will understand that absolute consistency in transliterating In-
dian names is difficult to achieve. To those unfamiliar with the problem,
let me offer one suggestion. If one attempts to locate items written by
Indian authors, especially through computerized data bases such as the
OCLC, remember to try alternative spelling of a name and also to try
initials instead of full names.

ON MANTRA AND MANTRASÄSTRA IN GENERAL

Although it appeared over twenty years ago, Jan Gonda's essay 'The
Indian Mantra" ([1963b] 1975b, 4) has no peer. It remains the only well-
documented synthetic survey of Indian Mantrasästra.* It should now be
supplemented with Gonda (1980a, 213-29), which focuses on the do-
mestic ritual as portrayed in the sütra texts. Besides it, and the essays
brought together in this volume, I have uncovered only two thoughtful,
well-focused articles dealing with mantra in general: Dasgupta (1956)
and Wayman (1975). Padoux (1978b) offers some brief, programmatic
suggestions for mantric research. For a popular introduction to Man-
trasästra that attempts to tease out the contemporary spiritual potential
of mantric utterance, see Alper (1983). For contemporary Hindu apolo-
getics dealing with mantra, see the citations under neo-Hinduism pages
441-43. The reader in need of general background may consult Basham
(1954) or, preferably, the standard introductions to Indian religion (Gon-
da 1960-63) and Indian civilization (Renou et al. 1947-53), in German
and French, respectively.

As this volume illustrates, most, but not all, students of mantra
assume that it should be approached as a special sort of religious lan-
guage. There is a large literature concerning religious language written
from the perspectives of Religionswissenschaft and the philosophy of re-
ligion. But, as Gonda ([1963b] 1975b, 4.249) observes, in this literature,
the mantra "is conspicuous by its absence." This fact notwithstanding,
such literature is important in that it establishes an intellectual context in
whose terms mantra can be compared and contrasted with forms of

*I use the term Mantrasästra broadly to refer to the theory and use of mantras.
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verbal and ritual discourse found outside of India. Ironically, by and
large, it establishes this context by default. It takes as its model (or
models) prayer (praise, thanksgiving, petition, and one-on-one dialogue
with a transcendent god) as practiced in the paradigmatic religious tradi-
tions that originated in the Semitic world. In doing this, it demonstrates
well that mantric utterance is not prayer. Perhaps, the more intriguing
question runs the other way, might it be that much of what passes for
prayer in the West functions more or less the way mantric utterance
does in India?

In the past twenty years, considerable work has been done on the
problems of religious language and ritual, and I intended originally to
devote a major section of this essay to surveying the potentially relevant
methodological and theoretical literature, especially dealing with re-
ligious language but also on the study of ritual and on mysticism. The
extent of the Indological material, however, has rendered that imprac-
tical, and the following items will have to suffice.

For the classical approach of the history of religions, Heiler (1923;
and 1961, 236-339, "Das heilige Wort") and van der Leeuw (1963, 113-
51, "Beautiful Words"; 1967, 403-46) are standard works; cf. also Larock
(1930) and Frick (1931). Basic orientation to the vocabulary and bibliogra-
phy of linguistics and the "sciences of language," broadly conceived, is
found in Ducrot and Todorov (1979). The philosophical analysis of re-
ligious language has arisen largely out of the Anglo-American tradition
of "ordinary language" or "analytic" philosophy. For introductions to
this approach, see Alston (1964), Rorty (1967), and Searle (1971b). The
point of departure for the analysis of language in this tradition is Aus-
tin's classic essay, How to Do Things with Words (1962). His ideas have
been most systematically explored in Searle (1969; 1971a; 1979b); see,
too, Cole and Morgan (1975) and Holdcraft (1978). Among the volu-
minous literature on Wittgenstein, I believe the following provide es-
pecially helpful orientation: Cavell (1962), Coope et al. (1970), Finch
(1971; 1977), and Brand (1979). Representative works exploring religious
and theological language include High (1967; 1969), Vesey (1969), Trigg
(1973), Keightley (1976), and Sherry (1977). In evaluating this literature,
one might keep in mind the work done more recently on the nature of
metaphor; for example, Ricoeur (1977), Lakoff and Johnson (1980), and
Johnson (1981), with its valuable annotated bibliography (329-52).

A number of nineteenth and early twentieth century scholars (e.g.,
F. Max Müller, James G. Frazer, Lucien Levy-Bruhl) tended to view
language pathologically, as contributing to the religious and magical
misapprehension of the world. Tambiah ([1968a] in Goody 1985, 32f.)
discusses four more recent figures who speak similarly of the magical
power of words, Ogden and Richards (1923), Cassirer (1953), and Izutsu
(1956). This material should be considered in light of the discussion on
comparative rationality; on which, see Wilson (1970) and Horton and
Finnegan (1973).
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The literature on mysticism and on the study of ritual is as wide
ranging and varied as that on language. That the majority of essays in
this volume focus on mantra as linguistic should not mislead. In the
end, a coherent theory of mantra will presuppose an understanding not
merely of the nature of language but of the nature of ritual and mys-
ticism as well. On mysticism, some idea of the problems and the liter-
ature can be gained from Staal (1975b), Bharati (1976b), and Katz (1978;
1983). For mystical traditions concerning the repetition of the name of
god and for analogies to mantras in the mystical traditions in the West,
see page 442.

In the past, the study of ritual has been carried on predominantly by
Christian liturgicists and ethnographers studying preliterate societies.
Recently, in an effort to work toward an integrated theory of ritual, the
area of ritual studies has emerged within religious studies. Grimes
(1985) discusses this in a "programmatic essay" and provides a bibli-
ography of some sixteen hundred items. This bibliography focuses on
theory and does not systematically collect ethnographic items. Its treat-
ment of South Asian ritual is cursory. Complementing this is Grimes
(1982), which is undoubtedly the best survey so far of ritual studies. It
gives special attention to psychosomatic, anthropological, and theatrical
perspectives on ritual. I here list only a few works that strike me as
either representative or potentially helpful to the student of mantras. I
particularly try to provide sufficient references, so that someone un-
familiar with the field can begin to get a theoretical handle on the knotty
relationship between language and ritual.

For major anthropological treatments of ritual, see Goody (1961),
Turner (1969; 1974), Douglas (1978); for the sociological perspectives on
ritual, Nagendra (1971); for a revised Freudian view of ritual, see Gay
(1979), and, on violence and ritual, Girard (1977); on the perspective of
"performance theory," see Schechner (1977) and Schechner and Schu-
man (1976). As models for the application of anthropological theories of
ritual in the study of texts, there is Burkert (1983) and, more theoretical,
(1979). The interpretation of ritual as a language has been popular and,
for a theoretical statement, see Lawson (1976). It has been applied to
Indian rituals in a number of ways, see, for example, Orenstein (1968)
and Ferro-Luzzi (1977). The immense literature dealing with specific
kinds of ritual cannot be surveyed here. Two items are, however, of
special relevance: Mair (1969), a survey of European and non-European
witchcraft provides background for the study of the use of mantras with
the intent to cause harm; Turner (1979), an anthropological study of
pilgrimage, for the use of mantras in that context.

Deciding whether mantras are in some sense symbolic depends in
large measure on how one decides to use the word symbol. Among
recent approaches to symbolism, see Turner (1967) and R. Firth (1973);
Sperber (1975), which attempts to discard a linguistic model of sym-
bolism, is of special interest, as is Jarvie (1976). Grimes (1985, 6) observes
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that Jarvie's discussion of the "limits of symbolic interpretation" is rele-
vant to the approach to ritual in Staal (1979a); in this regard, see too the
interesting debate on ritual sound and percussion by Needham (1967)
and Jackson (1968); and on glossolalia, cf. May (1956) and Hutch (1980).
For the approach to ritual from the perspective of the biological sciences,
see, for example, Huxley (1966), Birdwhistell (1970), and d'Aquili (1979);
for the related "ecological" approach, see Rappaport (1979) and Lincoln
(1981), a work that will be known already to Indologists. Another rele-
vant work from the sciences is Hesse (1961), which traces the concept of
"action at a distance" in the history of physics.

For anthropological perspectives on religious language in general,
see Malinowski (1923), J. R. Firth (1957), Baumer and Sherzer (1974),
Sanches and Blount (1975), Samarin (1976), Sapir and Crocker (1977),
and Tambiah (1981). Anthropological analysis of religious language in
the context of various "preliterate," "tribal," or non-European societies
include Evans-Pritchard (1929), Pitt-Rivers (1967), Strathern and Strat-
hern (1968), Finnegan (1969), B. Ray (1973), Rosaldo (1975), Ong (1977),
Gill (1977), and Tambiah (1977a), which focuses on Thailand. Attempts
to apply speech act theory to various sorts of religious language include
Tambiah (1968a), Bauman (1973), Ware (1981), and Wheelock (1982). For
an analysis of the performative aspects of the Roman Catholic liturgy,
see Ladriere (1973); and for a computer-assisted analysis, Wheelock
(1984).

The attempt to analyze mantric utterance in a philosophically re-
sponsible manner, as linguistic utterance and as ritual act, has barely
begun. Besides the essays by Alper, Findly, Staal, Taber, and Wheelock
in this volume, see McDermott (1975), Wheelock (1980), and Staal (1982;
1984; 1985).

THE VEDIC WORLD

THE WORLDVIEW AND PRACTICE OF THE VEDA
Mantras are quintessentially Vedic. Their nature, function, and his-

tory can only be understood against the background of Vedic civiliza-
tion. They emerge in a preliterate, pastoral society, among a cattle and
horse-loving folk, who considered themselves "noble" (aryari), who
spoke a family of Indo-European languages we today call Vedic, who
saw the world in which they lived as a good, supportive place only
because they believed themselves to possess the means without which
humanity could not cope with the baleful jokers in the human condition.
What, in the first instance, allowed them to cope—and what, in their
own judgment, set them apart from all other peoples not so equipped—
was the existence among them of inspired poets who apprehended the
truth and made it available in words. Many of the compositions of these
seers were preserved by a sacerdotal class, who created a complex group
of ritual sciences. The oral literature compiled by these priests is the
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Veda. Before tackling the subject of Vedic ritual and Mantrasästra, one
would do well to review some general works on the people who pro-
duced the Veda. See, for example, on the Aryans in India and Iran,
Ghirshman (1977); on the archeological background to the Vedic age,
Thapar (1983, with refs.); on Vedic society and polity, Rau (1957).

In approaching the Veda, the general reader is at something of a
disadvantage. Most of the scholarly literature and many of the best
translations are in French or German. Many works of scholarship that
would otherwise be accessible cite Sanskrit sources without providing a
translation. Nonetheless, there is such a wealth of material that even
someone limited to English, with patience, can enter the Vedic world.
Much of the voluminous scholarly literature on the Veda is relevant to
the study of mantras, but it can hardly be surveyed here. Accordingly,
this portion of the Bibliography focuses on those aspects of Vedic soci-
ety, ritual, and speculation that seem most likely to shed light on the
contribution of the Vedic period to Hindu Mantrasästra in general. Sur-
prisingly, the considerable understanding of the Veda that has been
amassed through a century of scholarship has not yet been presented in
any synthetic work. The exemplary survey of Vedic literature, Gonda
(1975a), is fortunately in English. For less technical introductions, the
general reader might see the individualized surveys of de Nicolas (1976)
and Pannikar (1964). For further references, one should consult the stan-
dard sources surveyed, for example, in Santucci (1976) and Bechert and
von Simson (1979) and the bibliographies mentioned earlier.

The Understanding of Speech and Speaking in the Veda
Mantras became mantras because of their origin as inspired poetic

utterances and their use in power-bestowing rituals. To understand this,
it is necessary to grasp the Vedic understanding of the power of speech,
a subject on which there has been a considerable amount of work. One
can best approach the subject through an examination of the technical
vocabulary of the Veda, particularly the terminology for the valences of
speech and speaking. The most reliable, brief introduction to this sub-
ject, albeit limited to the Rgveda Sam (RV), may well be Renou (1955). For
a general survey of Vedic speculation about language, there is Sivanä-
räyana Sastri's (1972) survey in Hindi. There is no substitute, however,
for Gonda (1963a), an extended study, with a synthetic introduction (pp.
7-67), dealing with the "Vision of the Vedic Poets/7 Although highly
technical, it will repay careful study even by the general reader. For a
brief account of the method followed there, see Gonda (1961a), an
important essay on the study of ancient Indian religious terminology.
Among the technical terms with which Gonda (1963a) deals are rta, rsi,
kavi, kratu, caks-, darsana, drs-, drsti, , dhl-, dhlti, dhlra, dhyäna, mati,
manas, manisä, väc, vipra, and ven-.* In all cases, he provides references

* Since one of Gonda's central points is that terms such as these resist translation by any single non-
Indian equivalent, 1 refrain from providing translations here.
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to earlier secondary literature, which in general I have not duplicated
here. I have grouped the materials on the power and significance of
names in both Vedic and post-Vedic India on pages 359-63.

In the Veda, several figures embody the sounds of the sacrifice:
Brhaspati, Brahmanaspati, Vacaspati, and Vac. In the development of
the tradition, Vac, characterized by W. N. Brown ([1965] 1978, 44) as
y/the apotheosis of the spell, the final exaltation of the magic sound/' is
the most important of these personifications, but in the RV only a few
poems, principally 1.164,10.71, and 10.125, deal extensively with "her."

A graphic intimation of the emotional centrality of speech in the
Brahmanic-Hindu world is Vac's association with the cow. RV 1.164.41
addresses her as the thousand-syllabled buffalo-cow (gauri). In RV
8.101.16 (cited by Gonda 1963a, 91f.), the cow, identifying herself as the
"navel of immortality," refuses to be slaughtered in sacrifice. She de-
scribes herself as coming from the gods, divine (devim), the one who has
found speech, the one who causes speech to come forth, and the one
who approaches with all visionary intuitions (visväbhir dhibhir). Gonda
interprets the cow in this passage as "a mediator between the Invisible
and the world of men in that she transmits speech and Vision/ two
faculties indispensable to those beings who want to rise above the level
of inertia, materiality, or animal existence." With this, one might com-
pare the term dhisanä, variously understood as a goddess of suckling and
a personification of poetic inspiration, on which see Renou (1955),
Johannson (1917), and other references in Gonda (1963a, 116).

For general accounts of Väc, see Essers (1952a; 1952b) in Dutch, and
Heilmann (c. 1944), W. N. Brown (1965; 1968b), and Misra (1967). On RV
10.71, see Patel (1938), and Staal (1977); on 10.109—where Vac, the wife
of Brhaspati is abducted by Soma—see Bhawe (1955). On 1.164, see
pages 430-31. As a goddess and personification of speech, Väc is a
cosmogonic figure. In this regard, see, for example, Scharbau (1932).
Albrecht Weber (1865) compares the Indian Väc and the Greek logos. On
one side, the figure of Väc in the RV has been explored as "the power
behind the throne," the power of poetic inspiration and sacrificial utter-
ance. On the other side, Väc has been discussed as a philosophical
category in the system of Bhartrhari and in Tantra. Very little attention
seems to have been devoted to the mythological treatment of Väc in the
interim, in the Aiharvaveda Sam (AV), the Bmhmanas, and beyond. The
narratives discussed in passing in Deppert (1977, 286ff.) and O'Flaherty
(1980, 134, 276) suggest that Väc-as-woman might have been treated
mythically with the same ambivalence as was Väc-as-language. Where-
as, mythically, she was the procreator who was potentially a destroyer,
epistemologically she was the creator of name and form but thereby
seducer. On the significant development of the figure of Väc in a Tantric
context see pages 430-31.

Philosophically speaking the most significant term associated with
sacred utterance in the Veda is obviously Brahman. In its pre-Vedäntic
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guise, it is a complex, multivalent term, on which one may consult the
representative essays of Charpentier (1931), Renou and Silburn (1948-
49), Gonda (1950), and Thieme (1952), which interprets Brahman as
"(dichterische) Formulierung/' The treatment of Brahman in the later
philosophies is beyond the scope of this Bibliography, but on the con-
cept of sabdabrahman and on OM see pages 354-55.

Poems and Poetic Inspiration
There may at first glance appear to be little connection between the

visionary traditions of the Vedic age and the use of mantras in later
periods. The former inspired the composition of a body of original,
complex poetry, the latter was repetitive and formulaic. The continuity
is, however, far from negligible and understanding the former arguably
can throw light on the latter. Gonda (1963a, 64) goes to the heart of the
matter when he observes that it is poetic intuition (dhi) that "enables the
seer or 'poet' to compose 'texts' which conform to the requirements of
religious hymns and formulas, that is to say, which may be expected to
influence the deities presiding over the powers and phenomena on
which man feels himself dependent." What was held to be the case
when the mantric tradition arose, is still held to be the case three thou-
sand years later: Mantras are used because of the conviction that they
enable one to subdue an unruly cosmos, or enable one to have desirable
religious experiences.* Gonjia appropriately cites J. W. Hauer who, in
1922, indicated the desideratum of studying the connections between
the creation of the Vedic poems, their use in magic and sacrifice, and
ecstatic experience. I hope that this section of the Bibliography will
stimulate and facilitate such inquiry.

According to Gonda's account, the paradigmatic terms for poetic
inspiration are derived from the verb dhi-. Gonda adopts (1963a, 68) the
English term vision as his general translation for dhi-, understanding by
this "the exceptional and supranormal faculty, proper to 'seers,' of
'seeing,' in the mind, things, causes, connections as they really are, the
faculty of acquiring a sudden knowledge of the truth, of the functions
and influence of the divine powers, of man's relation to them etc., etc."
The largest portion of Gonda's monograph (pp. 68-258) thus is devoted
to this family of terms. Derivatives from man- seem to live within the
same semantic field as dhi. Thus, mantu (Gonda 1975a, 255, with refs.)
may be understood as "intentional and efficient thought," while mati,
manman, and, of course, mantra itself are terms denoting the "material"
product of the thought/feeling that inspires poetic composition.

The best known technique used to stimulate poetic inspiration was
the ingestion of a liquid pressed from the soma plant. The discussion of
Soma today generally begins from Wasson (1968), which argues that

* Gonda (1963a, 66) goes further, speaking of the "essential identity" of the Vedic and later doctrines
of mantras, but this is rather incautious, and it is safer to speak of continuity.
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Soma is the hallucinogenic mushroom, fly agaric (Amanita muscaria). The
earlier investigations, which were extensive, are summarized by
O'Flaherty in a chapter she contributed to Wasson (1968, 95-147). The
mythical background is well introduced in OTlaherty (1981,119-38, with
refs.). For the continuing discussion, see Kuiper (1970), Brough (1971),
Ingalls (1971), and Swamy (1976), with responses in Wasson (1970; 1971;
1972; 1979). For translations, see Bhawe (1957-62). There is a large liter-
ature on the use of drugs to attain mystical states in various cultures. It
cannot be surveyed here, but see Nettl (1953) on meaningless peyote
songs.

A few generalizations about the Vedic understanding of intuitive
vision may be helpful in unpacking its role in the formation of a society
in which Mantrasästra came to play a central part. (1) The Vedic world
saw an unbroken continuity between ordinary seeing, poetic seeing,
and the sight of the gods. Thus, "there was in principle no difference
between mental and other qualities attributed to divine and human
persons" (Gonda 1963a, 45). Indeed, the epistemological kinship be-
tween the seers and the gods, just as later the kinship between gurus
and gods, seems stronger than that between ordinary men and seers. (2)
Just as with initiation later in Tantra, poetic inspiration was less an event
in and of itself than the beginning of a process during which the zeal and
activity of the poet helped determine the progress he made (cf. Gonda
1963a, 106). (3) As one would expect, from the start, the value and
nature of intuition was described not only in its own terms, as a sui
generis mental apprehension, but with the aid of metaphors. Three
groups of metaphors seem especially significant in both the Vedic and
later contexts. First, there is frequent recourse to perception and to the
power of sight and the eyes. Second, as Gonda (1975a, 68, n. 31) says, in
the Veda, "there is a constant use of terms denoting 'light, shining,
bright' etc. with regard to the sacral word and the state of bliss." Third,
the dialectic of revelation and concealment is suggested by the image of
the heart and the cave; that is, the secret inner places.

Gonda (1963a, 51, 276-88) is a discussion of the heart. The complex
of sight-eye-light imagery has been discussed by Gonda in several
places: (1963a, 266-75) deals with the notion of a "flash of insight";
(1969) is an important monograph on the "eye and gaze" in the Veda;
(1966) deals with the cosmological and soteriological category of loka
(etymologically, more or less as "place in which the daylight shines"),
with which cf. Malamoud (1976); also, Gonda (1963a, 302-17) deals with
the image of the eye in Buddhism. Perhaps, the imagery of light was so
frequent because it lent itself to use in a great variety of cosmogonic,
epistemological, and meditative contexts, as suggested by the use of
jyotir, bhä- and bhäs- and related terms in Vedänta, or by the Pali term
obhäsa (in Sanskrit, avabhäsa) (cf. Gonda 1963a, 268f.).

In spite of the extensive shifts involved in the transformation of
"Brahmanism" into "Hinduism," a single principle seems to have been
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presupposed continuously: That which comes from, the heart may lead
to the heart, that which comes from vision may lead back to vision.
Hence, mantra is that instrument of ecstasy that, arising in visionary
intuition (dhT), enables one to attain meditative vision (dhyänä). On de-
rivatives from dhyä-, see Gonda (1963a, 289-301) and the shifting under-
standing of the Gäyatri discussed on pages 353-54. This dialectic be-
tween visionary initiation and meditative vision is far from trivial and is
as characteristic of Tantra as of the Veda. In both cases, the initiatory
inspiration begins a process in which the active participation of the poet
is indispensable. On the one side, it is only through the application of
his poetic skill that the raw intuition is shaped—given the significance of
tapas, I am tempted to say cooked—into an instrument sufficient to
influence the gods. On the other side, it is only through the application
of meditative skill that the mantra implanted by initiation flourishes and
bears fruit in the adept's consciousness. Only one who concentrates,
with zeal and steadiness, upon those well-formed visionary instru-
ments, the mantras, may realize the truth they impart (cf. Gonda's sum-
mary 1963a, 300, also 229). This suggests further how the various Indian
traditions tolerated the continuing creation of "new" mantras even after
the canonization of the Sruti: The visionary master, the guru who has
used mantras to achieve his own meditative victories, is qualified to
create new mantras, or one might say, more in the spirit of the tradition,
see other mantras.

There is considerable overlap and continuity between the Vedic un-
derstanding of vision and various later reflections on imagination. Gon-
da (1963a, 327, n. 27) singles out Sreekantaiya (1937), which deals with
"imagination in Indian poetics," for special praise. See, in general, the
discussion of poetics and of pratibhä on pages 380-81. The Vedic concept
of poetic inspiration is also the proper point of departure for inquiry into
later traditions of supernormal perception, yogic cognition (yogipratyak-
sa), and divine or human omniscience (sarvajnätva). The material on this
is treated in many general works on Yoga, Vedänta, and Buddhist
thought and cannot be summarized here. See, for example, Beyer (1977)
on the vision quest in early Mahäyäna, Ramjan Singh (1974) on the Jain
concept of omniscience, and Steinkellner (1978a) on the problem of
Yogic cognition in Buddhism; and, for comparative background, Pet-
tazoni (1956).

A passion for precision characterized Vedic religious utterance, just
as it characterized ritual action and the expression of poetic intuition.
This demand for exactness—in matching words, time, and action, in
pronunciation, stress and rhythm—is central. Precision alone defines an
utterance as ritual and is believed to guarantee its effectiveness. Not
surprisingly, the fixation on the right drill provides one of the major
continuities between the Vedic, Hindu, and Tantric use of mantras.
Bharati (1965, 122) points out that today even Samnyäsis and "other
religious specialists chant verses reminding them about the importance
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of siksa (phonetics), in their daily observances/' Priests and renouncers
have a common fixation on exactitude in form.*

From the point of view of a rationalist, one of the paradoxes of Vedic
ritualism—and of Tantra—is that the mantric texts, upon which the
ritual depends, are systematically deformed in the very effort to pre-
serve and utilize them. Indeed, it is probably not going too far to say
that, from both the Vedic and Tantric points of view, that very deforma-
tion underwrites the mantra's numinous efficacy. In the ritual, un-
natural form is good form. This characteristic of Mantrasästra can be
seen at work in the well-known Vedic traditions of stylized rearrange-
ments of the text and in the little-studied Tantric traditions of manipulat-
ing or ornamenting mantras while they are being repeated in japa. One
is struck by the concomitance in these traditions of earnestness and
playfulness. This is not entirely surprising. Religious life has always
been, in part, recreational: playing games is a passionately rule-oriented
business. A brief overview of the Vedic traditions of "safeguarding" a
text through systematic rearrangement may be found in Gonda (1975a,
17), where he discusses the kramapätha, jatäpätha—the "twisted hair ar-
rangement/' on which, see Thibaut (1870)—and ghanapätha. Among
contemporary scholars, Frits Staal is virtually alone in drawing attention
to these traditions. See his work on the Nambudiri Brahmans (1961;
1983a), as well as his series of studies on ritual published since 1979,
especially (1985a); on the musical implications, cf. Howard (1983).

Before mantras are "deconstructed" they exist. In many instances,
for example in Mlmämsä and various theistic traditions, they are taken
at face value. When they have a plain sense, that plain sense should not
be overlooked. While it would be very misleading to think of mantras as
poetic, in the ordinary sense of the term, it should be kept in mind that,
in the first instance, mantras are fragments of poems. In any case,
whether they have ordinary meaning or not, the interpretation of man-
tras presupposes an understanding of Vedic style in general. (To an
extent, even post-Vedic mantras reflect certain features of Vedic style.)
A few sources may be mentioned for the reader's convenience. Gonda
(1975a, 173-267) provides a detailed overview of Vedic style, with copi-
ous references. Especially important in this regard is the preponderance
of repetition and other formulaic devices in the Veda. In general, see
Gonda (1971) and the references in Gonda (1975a, 213, n. 20). On repeti-
tion, see Bloomfield (1916), Gonda (1959a; 1959b; 1960), and Mainkar
(1956). Related to the Vedic predilection for indirect utterance is the use
of brevity, ellipsis, and ambiguity in style; on these, see Renou (1939;
1954a), Gonda (1960), and Velankar (1969). See, too, the items concern-
ing style and enigma on pages 383-90. Given its poetic and ritual context

*Bharati (1965, 159, n. 69) refers to TaitU 1.2, "siksäm vyakhyasyämah, varnah svarah, mäträ
balam, säma santänah" (Limaye & Vadekar 1958, 50) understood as meaning "may we learn correct
-pronunciations of letter and sounds, the exact volume and force of the syllables."
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Hindu Mantrasästra always presupposed the extensive use of meta-
phors and cognate figures of speech. As an introduction to the use of
metaphor and simile in the Vedic period, see Hirzel (1890), Weiler
(1927), Gonda (1939), and Leidecker (1954); for further references, see
Gonda (1975a, 254, n. 1). On meter, the standard survey remains Arnold
(1905). The meters, like the sämans, were understood in Vedic specula-
tion as concrete forms of Väc, a matter that assumes a central role in
some Upanisads. In connection with this, see Siddheshwar (1953) and
Mylius (1968). On the extensive tradition of classical Sanskrit poetics,
see pages 355-58.

The Social and Ritual Context of Vedic Mantrasästra
The enormous literature on Vedic ritual cannot be surveyed here.

Suffice it to note that from the earliest time the Vedic poets were aware
of and concerned with ritual, but not with the same elaborate, formal
ritual system that eventually developed. Determining to what extent
and at what point particular mantras were meant for particular rites,
thus, remains a matter of conjecture. Gonda (1979) discusses the man-
tras used in the pravargya, an ancillary Soma ritual in which hot milk is
offered to the Asvins (cf. Staal 1983a, 53ff., and van Buitenen 1968). See
the discussion of the RV on pages 342-43. In approaching Vedic sacri-
fice, no introduction in English can be recommended to the general
reader. One valuable point of departure, in French, with references to
the classical studies is Biardeau and Malamoud (1976), with which one
might compare a new synthesis, also in French, by Staal (1985b). For a
recent methodological statement see Malamoud (1983). A good idea of
the employment of mantras in the fully developed Vedic ritual, as un-
derstood in the Brahmanas and Sutras, may be obtained from the classic
reconstructions, such as Hillebrandt (1880), Schwab (1886), Levi (1898),
Caland and Henry (1906), P. E. Dumont (1927; 1939), and Staal (1983a),
which is the most accessible to the contemporary, general reader, well
illustrated, and with an accompaning film and cassette. For good advice
on how to read the secondary literature on and translations of Vedic
sacrificial texts, see the remarks of Ikari and Arnold in Staal (1983a,
2.478f.), and for further references, see Gonda (1977b, 492-93, n. 23).

Three specialized subjects merit preliminary comment: On connec-
tions between ritual and grammar, an influential if somewhat spec-
ulative essay by Renou (1941-42) attempts to situate the origin of the
Päninian system, like that of the Mimämsä, in the context of Vedic
ritual. On the use of mantras in the initiatory and consecratory rituals of
the Vedic age, besides the general works on ritual already mentioned,
see the discussion of diksä on pages 426-27. One way of focusing on the
conceptual difficulties involved in coming to terms with Vedic ritual is to
ask in what ways they might be classified as "science," or "magic," or
both. In this regard, an interesting exercise might be to compare Olden-
berg (1919) on ''vorwissenschaftliche Wissenschaft" with Staal (1982) on the
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"Science of Ritual/' and see the discussion of magic in the context of the
AV and Tantra on pages 401-402.

The agonic context of poetic utterance, and thus of the magic of
articulation and ritual, in the Vedic age should not be overlooked. At-
tempts at general surveys of the "numinous" and "playful" in Vedic
culture have been few; however, see Parab (1952) and von Schroeder
(1908). Considerable work has been done on the well-known Vedic—
nay, Indian—love affair with riddles and enigmatic verses, what Gonda
(1975a, 132) more formally characterizes as "the propensity to elliptic
diction and veiled, indirect or paraphrastic expression." On this, see
Haug (1875), Renou (1949b; 1949c; and, in English, 1960b), and Bhagvat
(1965). The popularity of riddle collections is noted in Sternbach (1974,
73f.), with additional references. On the use of similes and other figures
of speech also see Bergaigne (1934-35; 1935-36), Velankar (1938; 1940;
1963; 1965), P. S. Shastri (1948), and Potdar (1953, 248-68).

The best known social locus for this love of the indirect are the so-
called Vedic symposia or poetry-contests (sabhä, samasyäpürana), the in-
terpretation of which has been widely debated. Of note is the theory,
not universally accepted, according to which these contests were related
to a New Year's festival; on this, see Kuiper (1960). On the brahmodya,
perhaps the most significant of the devices for conveying metaphysical
enigma and on the speculative traditions of which they seem to have
part, see Renou (1953a; 1953c; 1956), Esteller (1962), Heesterman (1968),
and W. Johnson (1980), which is one of the few attempts to read RVedic
poetry in terms of contemporary literary studies. Krick (1982) draws
attention to the agonic elements in the ritual for the installation of a
sacred fire (agneyädheya). For a Tibetan Buddhist parallel to the poetry
contests see Sierksma (1964).

The locus classicus of Vedic enigma is doubtless the much-discussed
RV 1.164 (asya vämasya). Relative to it, see, from varying perspectives,
Thieme (1949), Kunhan Raja (1956), P. S. Shastri (1957), Lommel (1958),
Agrawala (1959; 1963), Brown (1968), Kuiper (1974), W. Johnson (1976),
and other references listed by O'Flaherty (1981, 308). In this context,
note that Ruegg (1959, 15ff.), while discussing Vedic speculation con-
cerning the divisions (i.e., the levels) of Vac, draws attention to a possi-
ble precedent in the Indian game of dice; on this, see Lüders (1907),
Caland (1908b), Keith (1908), Held (1935, 253-77), and de Vreese (1948).
One source of ideas for analyzing these traditions is the analysis of play
and sport in human culture, on which the classic work remains
Huizinga (1955). For surveys of recent trends, see Ehrmann (1971) and
Miller (1973). As one might have anticipated, this vein has been well
mined by theologians seeking to defend the relevance of religion as
"play that really matters." See, for example, Cox (1969), Neale (1969),
Rahner (1972), and Novak (1976); the trend is discussed briefly in Kliever
(1981, 124-52).

The existence of an elite class, or classes, of people accepted as poets
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or seers is the social coefficient of the Vedic understanding of the power
of poetic speech. The semantic field in which the vocabulary for poetic
inspiration falls tends to strike the modern reader as a unity. Perhaps,
for this reason, it is difficult to get a handle on the vocabulary for the
various sorts of poets and seers: principally, rsi, kavi, muni, and vipra. It
seems intuitively obvious that, at one time, there must have been clear
differentiation among types of poets. Many of the sources discussed
earlier, at the beginning of the previous section, including Gonda
(1963a), deal with the poets and attempt such discrimination. But the
many Vedic terms for poet resist exact translation, and to the best of my
knowledge, no one has convincingly demonstrated the character of the
different kinds of poets. For example, Gonda (1963a, 48) summarizes
that the term kavi, as applied to people, ''unmistakably denotes those
who mentally or spiritually enter into contact with divine power, the
transcendent and the world of the unseen/' while a few pages earlier (p.
40), he concludes that a "rsi obviously is the functionary who enters into
contact with divinity/' For a brief attempt to convey the meaning of the
relevant terms, which Gonda admits are "to a certain extent used pro-
miscuously/' see (Gonda 1975a, 71): Vipra is a poet distinguished by the
experience of "fervency/' "enthusiasm," and "spiritual rapture"; karu is
a "spokesman," "performer," and "eulogist"; kavi is "an inspired sage
who possessing esoteric wisdom sees [things hidden from others] with
his mental eye" and also sometimes (Gonda [1963b] 1975b, 4.273)
"shaper of the poem he discovers" (mantrakrt, mantrakarta).

Perhaps the most intriguing technical term for poet is vipra, discussed
by Gonda (1963a, 36-39). In the first instance, he is described (RV
10.97.6) as a physician, slayer of demons, and dispeller of diseases,
perhaps by the wielding of mantras. More suggestive is the derivation of
the term from vip- (to tremble, vibrate, or quiver). Hence Gonda (p. 39)
concludes that the vipra is "the man who experiences the vibration,
energy, rapture of religious and aesthetic inspiration/' See also Zysk
(1985b, 8-9) on the relation of Kavi and vipra to bhisas, "healers." This
cannot fail to remind anyone familiar with Tantra of the metaphysical
notion of spanda, the incessant sonic vibration that underlies the cosmos.
So Gonda is led to entertain the hypothesis that vipra "may originally
have denoted a moved, inspired, ecstatic and 'enthusiast' seer as a
bearer or pronouncer of the emotional and vibrating, metrical sacred
words, a seer who converted his inspirations into powerful 'carmina'."*
In this connection one might reflect upon AV 5.20.8 (cited Gonda 1963a,
227), which may be interpreted as speaking of war-drums being con-
structed with mantras (dhi). Gonda quite properly cites ethnographic
literature on drums, to which one might now add the essays on percus-
sion cited on page 332.

* According to Ernout and Meillet (1959, 100b), "Mot ancien, qui designe une formule~
rythmee, notamment une formule magique."
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On the poets in general, see Regnaud (1905), Patel (1930), and
Kunhan Raja (1963); on the rsi, Rahurkar (1956-57); on the kavi in the
AV, Shende (1967); on "female seers/7 Kumari Devi (c. 1920). For a
comparative perspective on the poets and oral traditions of poetry, see
Bowra (1952) and Chadwick and Kershaw (1932-40). Accounts of the
poets as individuals are speculative rather than historical. One is on far
firmer ground in delineating the poet-families or clans for, as Gonda
(1975a, 77) puts it, 'The weak sense of individuality and the strong
sense of family unity and solidarity prevent us from having more than
hazy and confused notions of 'authorship//' On the family traditions,
see Oldenberg (1888) and Bhargava (1971). On the Vedic schools—Gon-
da (1975a, 30) comments that "the assembly of scholars is a cultural
institution of great antiquity in India"—and their role in the composi-
tion of the Veda, Renou (1947) remains standard. On the evolution of
the Vedic schools in the "age" of the Sutras, see Gonda (1977b, 474-88)
and Parpola (1968). In connection with this social genealogy of the man-
tras, see Brough (1953) and the references provided by Gonda (1975a,
31ff.). On the evolving role of priests and "teachers" in the Brahmanas,
relevant to the emergence of the various sorts of gurus in classical and
Tantric Hinduism, see Hopkins (1908), Shende (1963; 1965), and the
discussion of the guru on pages 412-14.

Finally, it can be observed that the religious life of the Aryan speak-
ers of Vedic India could hardly have been monolithic. The Vedic tribes
also must have had their "folk religion." It is not unlikely that the
evolving tradition of Mantrasästra was influenced by various strata of
the population—might one speculate a "silent majority"—beyond the
Brahman and Ksatriya orders, just as the Little and Great Traditions
later inform each other. One way of exploring this hypothesis might be
to examine the rituals for dealing with relative outsiders, namely the
vrätyastomas. On this, one may see Konow (1926), Hauer (1927b), Biswas
(1955), Heesterman (1962; 1967), C. Sen (1963), and Parpola (1983a). In
this context see the exploration of the concept ärya in Thieme (1938). It
should also be kept in mind that the mantric traditions incorporated in
the Grhyasütras (GrSü) are largely independent of, and at most ancillary
to, the Srauta tradition. On this, see page 348.

VEDIC TEXTS

The Rgveda
At least as early as Satapatha Brähmana (SB) 1.31.28 (Gonda [1963b]

1975b, 4.260), quotations from the Vedic Samhitäs have been referred to
by the term mantra. Following this usage, it has become customary to
define mantras, in the first instance, as the verses of the Veda in general.
The mantras of the Veda, however, were not believed to be efficacious
because they came out of the Veda. On the contrary, it is because the
verses were apprehended as efficacious (that is, as mantras) to start with
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that certain poems—it is somewhat misleading to call them hymns—
were preserved, collected, and recognized as Veda. Moreover, as has
often been pointed out (Gonda 1975a, 88 citing Renou), the RV "oc-
cupies an anomalous position: through chronologically older and the
source of most of the formulas contained in the Yajurveda, it was pe-
ripheral to what became the main tradition of ritualism into which it was
intercalated only at a later date."

Perhaps it is appropriate that the RV as the fount of mantras is
difficult to approach and comprehend. Unfortunately, there is no com-
plete and adequate English translation. To get something of its flavor,
the general reader might turn to O'Flaherty (1981) and Velankar (1972).
For greater breadth and to acquire a feel for the Sanskrit, one could turn
to annotated, partial translations, in particular, Velankar (1963-68),
which covers Books II, III, and VII, and Bhawe (1957-62), which deals
with poems to Soma pavamäna, IX. 1-70. On the place of the RV in the
sacrificial cult, see Renou (1962); and, for a general survey, but with
caution, Potdar (1953). Among the literature ancillary to the RV, the
Rgvidhäna merits special attention in any history of Mantrasästra. It
serves as a practical handbook for the uses of mantras in ordinary life
and, if one prefers, may be considered magical. As Gonda (1975a, 37f.;
cf. 1980a, 223f.) notes, it is a work that illustrates the transformation of
Brahmanism into "Hinduism" and "throws light on the adaptation of
Vedic subject-matter" (1975a, 38) in the post-Vedic age. It has been
translated by Gonda (1951).

The Sämaveda
Generally speaking, the Sämaveda Sam (SV) is the musical digest of

the classical Vedic ritual. Among the texts, translations, and introduc-
tions to the SV are Benfey (1848), Caland (1907a), Raghu Vira (1938), and
Kunhan Raja (1941).* The English translations of the SV are of varying
quality and somewhat difficult to use. The general reader might be
advised to approach the text from the secondary literature. A summary
account of texts and studies may be found in Gonda (1975a, 313-22); a
valuable, extended survey is provided by Parpola (1973). See, addi-
tionally, Caland (1907b—for an English translation of this, see Nila-
kantha Sastri 1935—and 1908c), and Faddegon (1951). Renou (1952) dis-
cusses the mantras in the SV of non-Rgvedic origin.

The character of the SV suggests that, for the Vedic people, certain
melodies were apprehended as having magical efficacy independent of
the ritual action or verbal formulae with which they became associated
at a certain point. Indeed, it is possible that the original meaning of the
term säman was "appeasing" or "propitiatory song" (Santucci 1976, 9).
Gonda (1975a, 315, n. 18) summarizes:

* Benfey is an editor and German translator of the KauthumaSam. Kunhan Raja is an editor of the
same with Sanskrit commentaries. Caland is an editor of the JaiminlyaSam with a valuable German
introduction.
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Part of the oldest sämans were presumably popular melodies, to which
already in prehistoric times religious songs were sung at various cele-
brations; others—especially those that were interspersed with exclama-
tions . . . may have originated in circles which attributed a decidedly
'magical' power to certain tunes and chants, a practice surviving and
systematized in the Sämavidhäna-Brähmana, part II. *

The most significant precedent in the SV for later mantric utterance,
as Staal emphasizes, is the tradition of stobhas. In Gonda's words (1975a,
316), they are "modifications to which a re is subjected when it is sung to
a melody of the Sämaveda," namely, the modification of syllables, "rep-
etitions, breaking up of words, [and] insertions of apparently insignifi-
cant words or syllables such as hoyi, hüva, höi." As Gonda stresses, this
intentional deformation of the verses was undoubtedly felt to enhance
the esoteric force of the chants. He further (1975a, 315, n. 18) cites an
interesting passage, Äpastamba (Äp) DhSü 1.3.10.19, according to which
"the sound of sämans and musical instruments was, like the barking of
dogs and the cries of wolves, jackals, and owls, a reason for discontinu-
ing the study of the Veda." The assumption of the text must have been
that music and the cries of animals have an inherent and disruptive
power. The implication, I think, is that the ritual (that is, the mantras)
unleash a competing but similar potency. If so, this tends to corroborate
Staal's argument that one of the models for mantras was the songs or
sounds of animals. In any case, Mantrasästra in post-Vedic India built
upon both the poetic tradition of the RV and the musical/magical tradi-
tion of the SV. Only to the extent that it takes as its model the cantilla-
tion of the SV, rather than the poetic utterance of the RV, the SV may be
understood to provide evidence for the meaninglessness of mantras.

On the SVedic and other musical traditions, see Howard (1977; 1983);
also, van der Hoogt (1930), Bake (1934; and 1935), Rajagopala Aiyar
(1949), Iyer (1962-63), Raghavan (1962b), Nejenhuis (1974), and Staal
(1968). Staal (1984b) discusses Vedic music in relationship to ritual and
mathematics; in connection with this, see Seidenberg (1983, with refs.),
R. N. Apte (1926), Bag (1971), and Michaels (1978), as well as the discus-
sion of yantras and mandates, relevant to the notion of "sacred geometry"
on pages 405-406. H. C. and Anna Earwicker—not to mention Claude
Levi-Strauss—notwithstanding, our culture does not ordinarily think of
music as a vehicle for theological and literary embellishment. The works
that follow in the wake of the SV show that India does. One of the most
instructive among these is the ]aiminiyaB, the narrative traditions of
which have recently been ingeniously presented in O'FIaherty (1985),
with appended bibliography of texts, translations, and studies. For a
few modern interpretations of the music of mantras, see page 443.

*For the latter text and a German translation, see Konow (1893); also, on ''magical kamya-rites," V.
Ch. Bhattacharyya (1959).
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In connection with the SV, it is well to remember that silent recita-
tion, and silence itself, played a significant role in Vedic ritual se-
quences; on this, see Renou (1949a). There undoubtedly is a direct con-
tinuity between the Tantric conviction that, in the end, the highest
''pronunciation'' of a mantra is a silent, meditative pronunciation and
the well-attested Vedic predilection to envision the highest portion of a
reality as transcendent and beyond speech. Already, Maiträyani Up-
anisad (MaitU) 6.22-23, a passage dealing with the mantra OM, quotes
an earlier verse that pictures as necessary the relationship between artic-
ulation and silence: 'There are two Brahmans to be known, the
Brahman that is Sound and one that is higher; those who are immersed
in the Brahman that is Sound reach the higher Brahman, too."* On the
relevant concept of anirukta, see Renou (1954d). Wayman (1974) is a
thoughtful contrast of the muni tradition of transcendental silence with
the satya tradition of articulable truth. Note especially the remarks con-
cerning Manusmrti 2.83: 'The monosyllable (i.e., OM) is the highest
Brahman. Suppressions of the breath are the best austerity. But nothing
surpasses the Sävitri. Truth is superior to silence." This dialectic be-
tween articulation and silence, finally, might be seen as paralleling the
important dialectic in Vedic ritual and culture between emptiness and
fullness; on this, see Malamoud (1975). For a comparative perspective on
mystical silence, see Mensching (1926).

Other Samhitäs and Brähmanas
The Yajurveda Sam (YV) and the various Brähmanas are concerned

predominantly with ritual action. The secondary literature dealing with
these texts is extensive and, by and large, focuses on the utilization of
mantras during the Vedic period or among groups of Brahmans who
preserve Vedic ritual, more or less, as an anachronism. For orientation
on the YV, see Gonda (1975a, 323-37). An essay that focuses on the use
of the mantras from the YV is Thite (1972); otherwise, see the references
on Vedic ritual on pages 339-40 and on the Sütra literature on pages
347-48.

The Brähmanas once again reinforce the impression that the meaning
of the mantras was a secondary concern for the evolving Vedic ritual
system. As Gonda (1975, 369) says, "the deities to whom they [the
mantras] are devoted or who are mentioned in them, the meters and
certain numerical conditions were generally regarded as more essential
than their contents." For orientation on the Brähmanas in general see
Gonda (1975a, 339-422); on the SB, see Minard (1949-56). Concerning
the social and religious world of the Brähmanas, see, for example,
Schayer (c. 1917; 1925), and dealing with the AV as well, Devasthali
(1965) and J. Basu (1969).

f dve brahmani veditavye sabdabrahma param ca yat
sabdabrahmani nisnätah param brahmädhigacchati (Limaye & Vadekar 1958, 344)
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It is increasingly recognized (cf. Grimes 1985, 8-12) that the distinc-
tions usually made in the West between religion and magic are question-
begging and apologetic rather than descriptive. The term is most often
used to describe what turns out, upon close examination, to be ritual
practices that are at once popular and practical; hence, it is no surprise
that the AV has been considered magical in contrast to the Three Vedas.
Following this dubious convention, it is convenient to consider items
concerning the use of mantras as magical tools in a Vedic context here.
The magical use of mantras in a Tantric context will be considered on
pages 410-12.

Depending on the ideological convictions of an author, the sacrificial
system of the Veda may or may not be classified as "magic." Keeping
this in mind, on Vedic magic in general, besides the obvious chapters in
the standard surveys, there are the still quite serviceable syntheses of
Hillebrandt (1897), Caland (1900; 1908a), and Henry (1909). On the AV
itself there are the surveys of Shende (1949; 1952) and, dealing with
rituals to avert harm and promote well-being, Mälaviya (1967) in San-
skrit.* One important group of Artharvic mantras, one may call them
"charms," is directed against diseases and demons. For a brief descrip-
tion of these medical formulae (bhesaja, bhaisajya), see Gonda (1975a,
278ff.) and Zysk (1985b, passim). On particular topics relevant to the
magical force of mantras, see, for example, Lommel (1932), Velankar
(1954), and Kwella (1973). According to Gonda (1975a, 307ff.), the AV
Parisistas (Par) are an especially rich source for the popular religion of the
"late Vedic and early Hindu period," but no secondary work on them
seems to be reasonably available. For further references on the use of
mantras in healing, see page 391.

MANTRAS IN THE BRAHMANIC TRADITION

Commentaries on the Veda
The composition of commentaries on the Veda and digests of Vedic

Mantrasästra went on well into the post-Vedic age. For example, Gonda
(1975a, 39f.; also 1977b, 657f.) discusses the Brahmanasarvasva (D. Bhat-
tacharyya 1960), a work of Haläyudha, a writer associated with the court
of Laksmanasena of Bengal towards the end of the twelfth century. It
contains an explanation of "all the Vedic mantras (not more than four
hundred in number) prescribed for recitation in the domestic rites as
performed by the followers of the Känva recension of the Väjasaneyi
Yajurveda." Gonda notes that Haläyudha adapts the meanings of the
mantras "to the requirements of even the minor rites," illustrating the
recurring attempt of the Brahmanic tradition to understand the utiliza-
tion of mantras in ritual as intelligible.

*Goudriaan (1978, 425, n. 3) describes this as a "-praiseworthy study . . . which contains more than
is suggested by its title, but has, unfortunately for the non-specialist, been written in Sanskrit."
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Such is the explicit stance of Säyana, the representative Brahmanic
commentator. In the introduction to his RVBh (1972, 4) he states, "the
meaning of [apparently meaningless] mantras such as "amyak sä ia indra
rstih" [1.169.3] has been explained by Yäska in the Nirukta. The failure of
those unfamiliar with that book to understand them suggests no fault of
the mantras. "* Say ana similarly ascribed to the theory that all mantras
had a ritual use. If it was not explicit, it was to be inferred from the
"context/7 as Gonda notes (1975a, 83, n. 4), for Säyana gato viniyogah
amounts to laihgikah; i.e., when the use has been lost, it is to be recon-
structed from the characteristics (lihga) of the mantra. In other words,
Säyana insisted that mantras were ritually meaningful. In this regard,
see Biswas (1959).

The Sütra Literature
The Srauta, Grhya, and Dharma Sutras, very roughly in that order, are

transitional. They are continuous with the Brähmanas, on the one hand,
and the practices of classical Brahmanic society, on the other. In the
Sütra literature, one finds a systematic outline of the utilization of
"Vedic" mantras in the ritual and social setting that one might style
Brahmanic "Hinduism/7 Thus, Räjasekhara (ninth-tenth century, cited
in Gonda 1977b, 467, n. 8) defines kalpa as "[that] sütra [text] which
enjoins the employment of the mantras that belong to the various
'branches7 [traditions: säkhä] of the Veda.77 In spite of the usual tendency
to contrast Veda and Tantra, one should by no means assume that the
world of the Sütras and that of the Tantras are entirely discontinuous. On
the contrary, they share at least one fundamental concern. What Gonda
(1977b, 470) says of the Sütras could be said equally well of the Tantras:
"They are also unique as ritual handbooks and mines of information on
that which has always fascinated the Indian mind to a high degree, viz.
the technique enabling the man who knows to exert influence upon the
Unseen/7

For a brief introduction, with references to texts and translations, to
this literature, see Gonda (1977b). General introductions or orientations,
of different sorts, is provided by Hillebrandt (1897), Caland (1903),
Sehgal (1960), S. Kashikar (1966), and Rolland (1971; 1975). For addi-
tional information, on Dharma in the broadest sense, there is Kane
(1930-62), five volumes in eight parts, an exemplary work of synthesis
and reference; on the Srauta rituals, there is the Srautakosa, with Sanskrit
texts and partial English translations in Kashikar and Dandekar (1958-
70), also the critical studies of C. G. Kashikar (1960a; 1960b; 1961; 1972),
for example. Discussions of the social condition of late Vedic India, their
relevance limited, of course, to those classes that supported Brahmanic
ritual, include B. Ghosh (1941-42), V. M. Apte (1954), Choudhary (c.

* amyagadimantranam artho yaskena niruktagranthe 'vabodhitah
tatparicayarahitänäm anavabodho na mantränäm dosam ävahati
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1953), Gopal (1959), Chattopadhyaya (1967), and, with abroad scope, N.
N. Bhattacharyya (1975).

The degree to which the utilization of the mantras in the ritual can
serve as evidence for their meaningfulness as ritual statements is debat-
able. Gonda (1977b, 503) argues strongly for the ritual intelligibility of
the mantras:

the impression that as a rule the bonds between word and action are
rather loose, that in many cases there is no perceptible connection at all
has proved false. On the contrary, a correspondence between formula
and rite, so much appreciated by the ancient authorities, is often clearly
discernible, albeit sometimes owing to secondary adaptation.

For an overview of the treatment of the mantras in the Sutras, with
references, see Gonda (1977b, 502-508); also V. M. Apte (1939-40; 1940-
41; 1946), Renou (c. 1957; 1962), and Krishna Lai (1967 and, in Hindi
1970). The KausikaSütras (KausSü), a work belonging to the AV, is a text
that illustrates one of the persistent themes running through the history
of Mantrasästra, the impossibility—and I would argue inadvisability—
of separating magical and religious strands. Gonda summarizes its sig-
nificance and provides references (1977b, 611-15); he discusses its man-
tras in (1980c). The most extensive exploration of the use of mantras
according to a particular text is Gonda (1965b), a meticulous translation
and exegesis of a section of the KausSü. In terms of the general inex-
tricability of magic and ritual, see Bloomfield (1890), Caland (1900), Gon-
da (1965b) and Zysk, (1985b); also Weber (1858) and the items cited for
the AV on page 334.

In this connection one should also note the Nidänasütras (Gonda
1977b, 536f., with refs.), traditionally attributed to Patanjali. It assumes a
connection between "religious realities and ritual acts" and explains the
relationship between sacrificial acts and sämans on the basis of a princi-
ple of identification. Allied with the GrSü is a group of texts, some still
unpublished, that might be styled handbooks or compendia of mantra
for use in the domestic ritual. Gonda (1977b, 578-81) mentions the Man-
trabrahmana, associated with the GobhüaGrSü (for refs. see p. 578, n. 94),
the Mantrapätha, associated with the ÄpGrSü, translated by Winternitz
(1897), and the Vaikhänasa Mantrasamhüä, on this, see page 368.

Mantras in Daily Life
The ritual traditions of the GrSü and the literature related to them

have not been studied as extensively as the three early Samhitäs or the
mythological and theistic traditions of classical Hinduism. Therefore, it
is not yet possible to sketch a synthetic social portrait of the use of
mantras in the Brahmanic tradition nor to propose a history of the long
transitional period between Vedism and Hinduism. Gonda has, howev-
er, mapped out the territory for the first time in two recent works (1977b;
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1980a). Used in conjunction with Kane's history of Dharmasästra (1930-
62), it is now possible to get an overview of the rituals and the texts in
which they are discussed, and this greatly assists the student setting out
on detailed study. The latter of Gonda's two volumes, a thematically
arranged guide to the rituals and a monument of patient erudition, is
especially valuable. It provides a brief but thorough, systematic analysis
of the use of mantras in the domestic and other "nonsolemn" ritual. For
summary statements, see Gonda (1977b, 565-81; 1980a, 213-29).

This picture Gonda paints of mantric usage in a domestic context is
one of great flexibility, practicality, and intelligibility. Thus, one should
not be surprised that estimates—there is no exhaustive list—of the
number of Vedic mantras cited in the GrSü vary from a low of 1000 to a
high of 2500 (cf. Gonda [1963b] 1975b, 4.270, n. 4; 1977b, 565)! The
"Vedic schools/7 he reports, "did not regard as unalterable the text of
formulas which were foreign to their own Samhitä. [Hence] not infre-
quently mantras have been rearranged or combined, extended or cur-
tailed" (1977b, 565). Indeed, he notes, "many of [the mantras] are liable
to variation even to the point of showing almost all possible variants that
the words constituting them are capable of," while "even in two edi-
tions of the same text the mantras may vary considerably" (p. 565).
Gonda further (1977b, 568) notes that "contrary to expectation the bonds
between the Grhya contexts and the mantras contained in them are on the
whole closer, their connections less vague than those between Srauta
contexts and their formulas." In the first instance, this literature tends to
serve as evidence that for a significant strand of the Brahmanic tradition
mantras were expected to make sense, be intelligible and convey mean-
ing. But this generalization must be tempered by the recognition that the
texts often stipulate different mantras for identical situations. This varia-
tion suggests an ultimately arbitrary element in Mantrasästra.

On the use of mantras in Hindu samskäras in general, besides Kane,
see V. M. Apte (1954) and R. B. Pandey (1969). On variant configura-
tions of the major samskäras in the DhSü, see Banerji (1962). On the ritual
of marriage, with attention to IE parallels, see Haas (1862), Weber (c.
1855), and Winternitz (1892). Specifically on the saptapadl, the "seven
steps" that, with its accompanying mantras, might be seen as the heart
of the complex marriage ritual, see Jolly (1903), Krishna Lai (c. 1958), and
Patyal (1976). On non-RVedic mantras, some 425 in number, used in the
marriage ceremony, see Narayana Pillai (1958). On the slmantonnayana
("dividing of the hair" during first pregnancy), see Gonda (1956); for a
comparative and psychological perspective on the meaning of hair, see
Leach (1958), Lincoln (1977b), and Obeyesekere (1981), with a bibliogra-
phy. On upanayana ("thread investiture"), besides the relevant chapters
in the general works and materials on diksä discussed on pages 426-27,
see Gonda (1965a, 284-314), a survey of the concept of brahmacarya. On
the mantras used in the Vedic funeral ritual, see Caland (1888; 1893;
1896). On the complex rituals for the ancestors, see Sureshcandra (1940)
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and D. R. Shastri (1963). For a comparative perspective on these rituals,
one might consult Knipe (1977) and Nicholas (1982).

In general, one should be cautious in interpreting the samskäras as
predominantly educational and utilitarian. They are protective or, if one
prefers, sacramental (cf. Gonda 1980a, 365). All of these rituals presup-
pose a theory of personal purity and impurity on which there is a sum-
mary discussion in Gonda (1980a, 280-85); one may also consult Saraf
(1969) or Panse (1968) on rituals of purification, and Scheftelowitz (c.
1914); S. Joshi (1969) deals with gold in the samskäras. There is a large
ethnographic literature on the Indian experience of purity and pollution
and on rites de passage in particular communities. I cannot survey that
here, but see L. Dumont (1980).

Among other specialized studies: Gonda (1980c) deals with the man-
tras used in two sequences of ritual worship, the agnyupasihana and the
sauträmam; on the mantras used in the Vedic rituals of expiation (präya-
scitta), see Gampert (1939); on the daily ritual of the twice-born, see
Bodewitz (1976); and on the rituals involved in building a house, A. Rai
(1960).

The permeation of Hindu daily life with mantric utterance is pro-
fusely attested in the classical texts and also in popular manuals and in
the reports of some ethnographers. This is as one would expect, for the
common acts of daily life always stand in greatest need of ritual valida-
tion. A passage from the earliest Upanisad is emblematic. Brhadäranyaka
(BrhU) 6.4.21 reads: 'Then he spreads her thighs apart, saying: 'Spread
yourself apart, Heaven and Earth/ After having inserted his member in
her and joined mouth with mouth, he strokes her three times as the hair
lies/7 At this point,, the text inserts three mantras taken almost literally
from RV 10.184.If. beginning, "Let Visnu make the womb prepared. Let
Tvastr shape the forms. Let Prajäpati pour in/7 Presumably these are
mantras to be uttered in order to assure successful procreation.*

But the question remains Is the mantric element in these social rituals
really central? For one thing, different GrSü specify different mantras for
the same ritual. Second, the interesting fact is that, as Gonda (1977b,
557, n. 16) puts it, "in the case of a girl these ritual acts [i.e., the jätakar-
man, "birth ceremonies"] may, it is true be performed but—as all
samskäras from birth to cüdäkarma [i.e., first haircut]—without the accom-
panying mantras." This could be interpreted to mean that the mantras,
after all, were epiphenomenal to the physical ritual itself. Alternatively,
it could mean that, from the perspective of the Brahman priests, girls
were not entitled to full samskäras at all. This merits exploration, as does

* athasyä ürü vihäpayati—vijihitham dyävaprthivi iti
tasyäm artham nisthäya mukhena mukham sandhäya trirenäm anulomäm
anumärsti—visnur yonim kalpayatu tvastä rüpäni pimsatu
ä sincatu prajäpatir. (Limaye & Vadekar 1958, 279)

The translation is taken from Gonda ([1963b] 1975b, 263); cf. Viser (1966, 116).
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the even more important question of whether women used and use
"mantralike" verbal formulae in formal or informal rites of passage of
their own. On the role of women in these rituals, see Gonda (1980a, 197-
205), which includes comments on the "so-called women's rites (stnkar-
mäni)."

Mantras and Renunciation
Nothing shows the centrality of Mantrasatra in the Indian religious

imagination as clearly as the renunciatory traditions. On the one hand,
from a Brahmanic perspective renunciation is above all else a retiring
from the performance of the Vedic rites, thus a renunciation of the use of
sacrificial mantras. On the other hand, when renunciation is seen as the
adoption of a specific style of religious life in its own right, then it, too,
emerges as a thoroughly mantricized phenomenon.

Renunciation can be understood to stand at the pivot between the
overlapping sets of Vedic-Brahmanic and Hindu-Tantric mantras. This
dialectic between them is well brought out in the very ritual through
which one formally became a renouncer. Olivelle (1984, 118f.) discusses
the account of this rite in the Baudhäyana and Vaikhänasa (Vaikh) DhSü.
The former speaks of a rite of entrance into the SävitrI (sävitnpravesa). "It
consists of reciting each quarter-verse (päda) . . . followed by the words
T enter Sävitrf (sävitnm pravisämi), and then the whole formula followed
by the same words." By this formula, Olivelle continues, the apprentice
ascetic "ritually expresses his rejection of all ritual formulae (mantra)
except the mystic syllable OM." Even if OM were not granted an excep-
tion, what one seems to have here is a mantric ritual of demantrification.
According to both traditions and to later authorities, the essential ele-
ment in the ritual sequence, what really makes one a renouncer, is the
recitation of a mantra that came to be called the Praisa, namely, "I have
renounced" (samnyastam mayo). The VaikhDhSü inserts a third formula
between the sävitripravesa and the Praisa: "I enter the mendicant äsrama"
(bhiksäsaramam pravisämi). The text then observes, "Thus he enters it" (iti
tarn pravisati) which, Olivelle judges, "can only mean that by reciting
these words the candidate enters the renouncer's äsrama . . . the actual
moment of renunciation is when the candidate utters these words."
Now, in terms of the use of mantras, the differences between the texts
are minor. Any of the three formulae surely count as mantras created to
effect renunciation. Moreover, one has here as clear an example of a
mantra functioning "performatively" as one is likely to find.

The use of mantras in renunciation and by renouncers surely merits
further investigation. Gonda ([1963b] 1975b, 4,262) provides a few exam-
ples of the daily use of mantras among renouncers; see, too, his discus-
sion (1965a, 377-90) of "The Diksä of Ascetics," which focuses some
attention on Buddhist and Jain material. Besides the essay I have already
cited, see Olivelle (1974a; 1975; 1978; 1981). Derrett (1974) illustrates the
continuing practical significance of the portrayal of renunciation in the
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texts. On samnyäsa in the textual tradition, see Sprockhoff (1976), a gen-
eral survey in German, and Olivelle (1976-77), an English translation of
the Yatidharmaprakäsa of Vasudeva, a late seventeenth or eighteenth cen-
tury treatise on renunciation. For theoretical perspectives on renuncia-
tion in Indian society, see, for example, J. M. Masson (1976), Dumont
(1960), and Heesterman (1964). For comparative purposes, one might
see H. Chakraborti (1973), Olivelle (1974b) on Buddhist, or Deo (1956)
and Caillat (1964) on Jain monasticism. The so-called Samnyäsa Upanisads
will be discussed on page 359 in the context of Hindu theism. Materials
on Yoga, including the YSü are discussed on pages 428-30 under Tantra.
Consider, too, the evidence of neo-Hinduism on pages 441-43.

The "Act of Truth"
One of the most important traditions of the magical force of mantric

utterance, broadly construed, is the Act of Truth, evidence for which is
both Hindu and Buddhist. Gonda (1975a, 142-48) outlines the Vedic
background, on which see Parab (1949; 1952). See, principally, Bur-
ligame (1917), Venkatasubbiah (1940), and W. N. Brown (1963; 1968c;
1972a; 1972b). Note Brown's reference to the discussion of rta and satya
in the second volume of Varuna (Lüders 1959, 486-509). Brown's treat-
ment of this theme should be compared with the interpretation of Way-
man ([1968b] 1984, 393f.) who observes, "The verbal form of the Rite of
Truth is not a traditional mantra. It is rather analogous to the Upanisadic
expressions called Vidyäs, which are really upäsanä-s or meditative exer-
cises."

The Act of Truth as a literary motif underscores the fact that mantric
utterance was taken for granted not only in religious (sacrificial and
ascetic) but also in "secular" contexts. It further draws attention to the
fact that it has retained its place in Indian culture in part because of the
conviction that words uttered with the proper intensity could not fail to
be effective. In this regard, one might draw attention to the tradition of
stylized ritual abuse and obscenity. The comparative and ethnographic
literature on this cannot be summarized here. Suffice it to mention one
of the Vedic precedents, the Mahävrata, on which there is an essay, with
attention to IE and Hindu parallels by Gonda (1961b).

The Survival of Exemplary Mantras in the Hindu Period
The passages that assume exemplary status in Brahmanic ritual and

then in the various forms of Hindu theism reinforce the impression
gained from the earlier literature. One might imagine that mantras are
powerful because they are situated within and contain a distillation of
texts that are otherwise considered sacred. As an hypothesis, I would
suggest the opposite: The mantras, especially single syllables such as
OM, are sacred because of their poetic origin and/or ritual use. They are
auspicious formulas (mangalas) that lend their sancitity and effectiveness
to poems (süktas), chapters (anuvakas, hrdayas), and texts.
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From the start, certain süktas and certain mantras were considered
exemplary repositories of power. A community-by-community, tradi-
tion-by-tradition enumeration and study of such texts would be valu-
able. For example, Gonda (1980a, 214) provides a list, with textual refer-
ences, of nearly a dozen quite diverse mantras and formulas that "are so
well known that they are indicated by names": Sävitri, Vimukha, Ekäk-
saryä, Amhomucah, Virüpäksa, Prapada, Prajävat, Jivaputra, Ma-
hänämnis, Säkvaris. Do we find these, or others comparable to them, so
proverbial that they were cited in passing in the Puränas, in drama, in
poetry? The Süktas, which have been similarly singled out for attention,
have usually been treated in their Vedic context or in terms of later
philosophical exegesis. Little work as been done on their ritual applica-
tion or their echo or citation in literary works. Among the most signifi-
cant are the Purusasükta (RV 10.90), on which see W. N. Brown (1931)
and Mus (1962; 1968); Gonda (1980a, 222f.) briefly discusses its ritual
use; the Visnusükta (RV 1.154), which is regularly used in Vaikhänasa
ritual; and the Snsükta{khila 2.6), on which see Scheftelowitz (1906) and
G. Hartmann (1933).

RV 3.62.10 is the most famous Vedic mantra: TAT SAVITUR
VARENYAM BHARGO DEVASYA DHIMAHI/ DHIYÖ YO NAH PRA-
CODAYAT. It is known either as the Gäyatri, after its meter, or as the
Sävitri, after the deva to whom it is dedicated, Savitr, a god identified
with the sun; but it is not merely named, it is personified as a Goddess,
"the mother of the Veda" ([Gonda 1963b] 1975b, 4.290).* Gonda (p. 288)
notes that the noun dhi here means visions; that is, poetic "intuitions
which are to be transformed into mantras." The verse should therefore
be translated, "may be obtained that desirable (excellent) radiance of
god Savitar who is to impel our Visions'." This is in distinction from the
later Hindu interpretations: "may we meditate on the lovely splendor of
the god Sävitr so he may inspire our minds."** Gonda (1963a, 291) notes
that the mis- or rather reinterpretation of the verb (dhlmahi) as if it were a
form of dhyä- (to reflect, to meditate) rather than dhi- (to see, to think)
could arise because of "the extremely high importance attached to
dhyäna and to the firm belief that the identification with the object of
concentration resulted in 'obtaining7 that object by way of identifica-
tion." In any case, it became the "Shema" of Brahmanical religion and
instruction and its utterance is central to the upanayana ceremony of
initiation for "twice-born" men.

The Gäyatri elicited a lively response in Indian civilization and this is
surveyed in Gonda ([1963b] 1975b, 4.288-98, with refs.). For a general
discussion, there is Krishna Lai (1970). As one would anticipate, "sec-
tarian" variants of the Gäyatri are by no means uncommon. Gonda
(1970b, 37, with refs.) discusses the Rudragäyatri— TATPURUSÄYA VID-

* Although dedicated to a god, the meter is feminine.
**I follow Basham (1954, 162) who, like most translators, give a Hindu reading of this mantra.
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MÄHE, MAHÄDEVÄYA DHIMAHE, TAN NO RUDRAH PRA-
CODAYÄT— and other mantras based upon it. Similarly, the Gäyatri
was the subject of Tantric speculation, as in the Gäyatritantra, the second
chapter of which "discusses the meaning of the Vedic vyährtis" (Goud-
riaan & Gupta 1981,103). Its prestige was such that it became exemplary
among mantras as, let us say, the Ganges is exemplary among rivers:
hence, the notion that the HAMSA mantra is an "unmuttered Gäyatri"
(ajapagäyatri) Gonda (1970b, 280). In other words, more then any other
mantra, the Gäyatri was understood by Indian culture in general to
concentrate the power of the Veda. This did not have an ethical dimen-
sion and the Gäyatri was naturally employed in "magical" contexts. For
example, AVPar 34 (Gonda 1980a, 221) discusses the inversion of the
Sävitri for use as a malevolent spell called the pratilomä sävitn. The so-
called Gäyatri Upanisad forms a considerable part of the GopathaB, the
untranslated Bmhmana of the AV, on this, see Bloomfield (1899a; 1899b).
One final example, various kämagäyatns are found among the Vaisnava
Sahajiyäs of Bengal (Dimock 1966, 228ff.). At least some of these are at
once poetic, Tantric, and erotic. Dimock cites one that he describes as a
"near, serious, and almost blasphemous parody" of the Vedic Gäyatri:
KÄMADEVÄYA VIDMAHE PUSPABÄNÄYA DHIMAHE TAN
NO'NANGAH PRACODAYÄT. He translates, "We meditate on the god
of love, whose arrows are flowers, so that the bodiless one may compel
it," and observes that "tat" (it) refers to rasa, which refers to semen.

Without doubt, OM is the single most significant syllable in the
repertory of Indian religious language. Representative of its usage is the
Isvaragitä (P.-E. Dumont 1933), which says (8.9) "The lord of all knowl-
edge, the god of [all] creatures, the Illustrious One whose form is OM, I
am Brahma, [I am] Prajäpati."* Surprisingly, the usage and interpreta-
tion of OM, to the best of my knowledge, has never been summarized
systematically. Perhaps most useful is Boeles (1947); see also Bloomfield
(1889), Mehta (1916), C. C. Chatterji (1935), Laksminarasimhia (c. 1943),
T. S. Raghavan (c. 1956), Agnihotri (1964), and Parpola (1981); on OM in
Oriyan folk usage see N. Das (c. 1958).

On OM as the Vedic bija (see pages 432-37) par excellence Gonda
([1963b] 1975b, 4.285) cites R. V. Joshi (1959); on the migration of OM to
Tibet and Southeast Asia, see Boeles (1947); Govinda (1950-51) dis-
cusses the significance on OM in Tibet and its use as a foundation stone
of Mantrasästra. The treatment of OM as a mystical and meditative

* Isänah sarvavidyänäm, bhütänäm paramesvarah
omkäramürtir bhagavän, aham brahmä prajäpathih

Cf. 11.56f. where the paramam kosam (inner treasury ?) of the lotus is described as omkära-
väcyam and 11.62 where Siva would seem to be described as the eternal reality that is understood as
OM (omkärabodhitam tattvam säsvatam sivam ucyate).
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cynosure in the Puränic and Tantric literature merits study. Gonda
(1977a, 206) notes, for example, the analysis of the "twelve stages of the
production or pronunciation (uccära) of the mantra Om" in the Svacchanda
Tantra (SvT).

Allied with the notion of OM is that of aksara, the designation of the
ultimate as the "Imperishable/7 a designation that was to gain in signifi-
cance because of the use of the term to refer to the letters or syllable of
the Sanskrit language. On aksara, see Modi (1932) and van Buitenen
(1959). In this connection, one should note that the explication of OM, in
Vedäntic circles, has been heavily influenced by the catuspad doctrine
based on the MändükyaU and the Gaudapäda Kärikas. For an introduction
to this material, see Hacker (1972); for further references on Gaudapäda,
see Potter (1981, 607); a study of the four states of consciousness theory
in Advaita psychology is forthcoming from Fort. Relevant to the concept
of turiya (the fourth state) is D. Bhattacharya (1978).

Related to OM are the potent syllables known as vyährtis, "mystical
utterances" (Gonda 1980a, 226). The term and usage is attested at least
as early as Taittiriya Upanisad (TaitU) 1.5.1, which lists the three syllables
BHÜR BHUVAH SVAH, the Mahävyährtis. On these, there is Nazari
(1897). The number and list of syllables vary from text to text, naturally.
They are sometimes understood as the names of the seven worlds: the
Mahävyährtis plus MAHAH, JANAH, TAPAH, and SATYAM (Apte
1957-59, 3.1521a). According to Aitareya Brähmana (AiB) 5.32.5 (cited in
Gonda 1980a, 226), the vyährtis are the internal connections of the Veda
and serve paradigmatically as a universal expiation (sarvapräyascitti), for
with them "one unites whatever in the sacrifice has come apart." As the
"first-fruits" of OM, they might be seen as ritual counterparts of the
mantras that are philosophically central to the Vedänta, the Mahäväkyas.

POST-VEDIC TRADITIONS OTHER THAN TANTRA

READING, WRITING, AND SPEAKING IN TRADITIONAL INDIA
Mantras distill the authority of the Veda. Mantras are ritual acts.

Mantras are meditative instruments. Mantras are articulated. Mantras
are muttered. Mantras are thought. In considering these diverse modes
of mantric "utterance," one should keep in mind the complex rela-
tionship between oral and written composition in traditional India. The
authoritative works of the Indian traditions, in the course of time, have
been written down, but this is adventitious to their authority. Even after
being written down or printed, they remain "oral" in character. As
Coburn (1984b, 437) remarks, they have a "profoundly spoken char-
acter." Staal (1979b, 122), a brief but suggestive note on "the concept of
scripture in the Indian tradition," points out that "Vedic civilization
flourished without literacy" and that writing, once it was introduced.
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has been "held in lower esteem than memory or the sound of recita-
tion/7 Indeed, even written texts were reproduced orally. The typical
manuscript was not copied from another manuscript, it was written
down while it was being recited (cf. Schoterman 1982, 18). To a certain
extent, the Brahmanic and Buddhist traditions differ in the degree to
which they give priority to the oral. The date at which the RV was put
into writing is not known (Gonda 1975a, 18). The Buddhist tradition, in
contrast, tells us that the canon became "scripture" at a council held late
in the first century B.C. (Staal 1979b, 123).* On the whole, the low status
of writing is illustrated by the statement of AiÄr 5.5.3 (cited Staal 1979b,
122f.) that "a pupil should not recite the Veda after he has eaten meat,
seen blood or a dead body, had intercourse or engaged in writing."

Mantrasästra illustrates the priority of the oral. Coburn (1984b, 449f.)
suggests a "subtle and continuous" dialectic between two passions in
traditional India: on the one hand, the desire for "literal preservation";
on the other, the desire for "dynamic re-creation." Both are oral. The
first is exemplified by the meticulous preservation of the Vedasamhitäs,
the second by the Vaisnava "miracle plays," for example, which have
been studied by Hein (1972), Schechner and Hess (1977), and Hawley
(1981). One may or may not be persuaded by Coburn's suggestion
(1984b, 448) that the terms sruti and smrti be used to refer to these "two
different kinds of relationship that can be had with verbal material in the
Hindu tradition." More significant is his observation that a text such as
the Devimähätmya functioned in both ways. Mantra is surely the para-
digm for the utterance that functions in both ways.** Mantras are held to
be eternal, immutable, transhuman (apauruseya), and yet infinitely mal-
leable. The culture takes for granted an ability to create new ones at will.
There is one qualification. This license is unacknowledged and probably
unacknowledgeable: "New" mantras cannot be "made" they must be
"discovered."

With the introduction of writing came a tension between the old
prestige of the oral and the new prestige of the written. One of the ways
in which this worked itself out was in the utilization of writing for
magical purposes. In other words, there was competition between the
magic of the oral word and the magic of writing. This amounted to a

*This difference may well be due to the evolution of Buddhism into a pan-Asian "missionary"
tradition, subjecting the originally oral canon to the contingencies of geographical and cultural
distance. Indeed, it appears that the canon was first written down in Ceylon, far from the äryan
homeland in Northwestern India. It probably is not accidental that the first references to writing in
India are found in the earliest stratum of the Pali Canon (c. fifth century B.C.), some two centuries
before the Asokan inscriptions, rather than in a Brahmanical text (Losty 1982, 5).
**As they stand, the fivefold and twofold typologies that Coburn sketches do not really allow for this
phenomenon.
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contest between two different sorts of imagined permanence/ On the
one hand, mere possession of a Tantric manuscript was considered to be
auspicious (Goudriaan & Gupta 1981, 22). On the other hand, book
learning was no substitute for the real thing. Thus, the Kaulävalinirnaya
comments (Goudriaan & Gupta 1981, 12), 'The fool who, overpowered
by greed, acts after having looked up [the matter] in a written book
without having obtained it from the guru's mouth, he also will certainly
be destroyed/7** Mantras reflect this dialectic between the power of the
oral and written word, they are not exceptions to it. One finds a con-
tinuum of usages. At one extreme, the mantra is "pronounced" in the
heart; that is, without being articulated. This is the exemplary "high"
usage of Tantra. At the other extreme, the mantra is written, for exam-
ple, in an amulet (refs. in Gonda 1975a, 271). This is exemplary "low"
usage of folk religion and magic. In light of this dichotomy, it would
appear, pace the mystics, that the ordinary pronunciation or muttering
of a mantra is normative.

On the character of reading, writing, and speaking in traditional
India, see Gaur (1979) and Losty (1982); on the significance of the spoken
word, see V. M. Apte (1942-43); on the nature of the scholastic tradition,
there is Ghurye (1950), Ingalls (1959), Saraswati (1972), and Pollack
(1985), for example. The literature on "Sanskritization" is obviously rele-
vant to an appraisal of the place of speech and writing in Indian society
but is beyond the scope of this Bibliography. For a brief summary, see
Babb (1975, 23-28). For discussion of the status of the Veda as scripture,
see page 384.

Recently, anthropologists have begun to reflect on the relationship
between orality and literacy, and their work is quite relevant to the
Indian situation. See Goody (1968; 1977) and Tedlock (1983), all three
sources with generous bibliographies; in comparison with Goody (1968),
see especially Gough (1968a; 1968b), which deal with India, and Tam-
biah (1968b), which deals with Thailand. On considering writing (and
reading) as ritual acts, see Lincoln (1977a) and Stahl (1979). Scholars who
work with texts that have been written in largely oral societies can learn

*Iam not aware of any research on this. Some speculation might be interesting: Was there a difference
in the way various classes responded to the introduction of writing? As an hypothesis, one could
propose that the religious elite and the intelligentsia, while becoming literate, generally retained their
belief in the priority of oral recitation; but the peasantry who remained illiterate were more deeply
impressed by the power of writing. To what extent was that true? Was the use of written amulets more
common among the illiterate than the elite? Were written aids to meditation more common among Jains
and Buddhists than in Brahmanic circles? To the extent this is the case, would it be the obverse of the
situation in traditional China? One way of attacking this problem might be to trace the use of metaphors
that refer to writing in Sankrit, Pali, Prakrit, and early vernacular literature.
**A number of my friends are American followers of contemporary Indian gurus and they believe that
the guru's power is conveyed by either reading or having his books, even if they were printed in the
U.S. and distributed through ordinary bookstores. In the tradition, there are numerous accounts of
valid initiations taking place in dreams (cf. O'Flaherty 1984, 142). Are there many—or any—
accounts of valid initiations while reading a book?
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much from students of oral tradition. On the nature of those traditions,
there is Vansina (1965). Kelber (1983, 227-39) provides a bibliography on
the interface between oral traditions and text criticism.

RELIGIOUS TRADITIONS

Hinduism: General Remarks
The nomenclature is disputed: Hinduism, classical Hinduism, the

Great Tradition, on the one side; popular Hinduism, village Hinduism,
folk Hinduism, the Little Tradition, on the other. Taken together, these
terms attempt to name the unity and the diversity of the central tradition
of Indian religious life. All of these terms are useful but problematic
attempts to denote a tradition that did not have a name for itself. It is a
categorical mistake to picture that tradition as either a single organized
religion or as a conglomerate of identifiable units. Any attempt to draw
fixed external or internal boundaries is bound to fail. For at least the past
millenium, all of Hinduism has been Tantricized. Similarly, if to a lesser
extent, all of Hinduism is arguably Vedicized. Yet, the bulk of mantras
were surely uttered in contexts that were not explicitly Vedic or Tantric;
that is, they were uttered without reference to Dharmasästra or to partic-
ular Tantric guruparamparas.

Ironically, this characteristic use of mantras is the most elusive and
difficult to study. In comparison with the wealth of secondary literature
that deals with Vedic and even Tantric Mantrasästra, the bibliography of
ordinary or popular Mantrasästra is relatively scanty. In part, this re-
flects the lack of attention observers have given to this subject. In part, it
reflects the diffusion of possible sources. A careful sifting is needed of all
of the works, primary and secondary, dealing with the great traditions
of Hindu ritual, mythology, and devotion, of anthropological literature,
of works of fiction and folktales, if one is to sort out the place of mantras
in Hindu imagination and practice. In the absence of such a survey, this
section of the Bibliography merely indicates some possible lines of ex-
ploration. It is offered in the hope that it will stimulate further research.

Studied from the point of view of Mantrasästra, the history of Hin-
duism is a story of the proliferation of mantras. This growth was a
seamless process that went on unconsciously on all levels of the society
from the tribal to the Brahmanic. Indeed, the integrity and uniformity of
the process well illustrates how various movements (Jainism, Bud-
dhism, Sikhism) cannot be classified as "religions" in the usual Western
sense. Indian Muslims have not escaped this net of mantras (see page
437) and one wonders whether Indian Christians really have.

One reason for the expansion of the arsenal of mantras was the
restrictions placed on the use of Vedic mantras. They could be employed
neither for Südras nor in the domestic ceremonies of the twice-born,
which were performed for women (cf. Gonda [1963b] 1975b, 4.264). This
surely stimulated the creation of new mantras from scratch as well as the
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acceptance of older religious formulae as really mantras.* This means
that the history of Mantrasästra is potentially one of the main sources
that casts light on the fate of the Veda in the post-Vedic age. Much work
has already been done on the dissemination of the Veda and the trans-
formation of the ways in which it was understood. The classic summary
is the suggestive monograph of Renou (1960a). It should be supple-
mented with the important evidence now available for the continued
survival, if not the vitality, of Vedic textual and sacrificial traditions in
various parts of the subcontinent. On this see Renou (1949d), Kashikar
(1958; 1964), Staal (1961; 1968), Raghavan (1962a), and Sukul (1964); also
Kashikar and Parpola (1983), Somayajipad (1983), Narayanan and Kes-
avan Veluthat (1983), Raghava Varier (1983), the last four works are all in
the second volume of AGNI (Staal 1983a, 199-299). For Vedic texts used
in orthodox Hindu ritual, in general, one may still consult Vasu (1909);
for the use of Vedic mantras in Tantric ritual, generally, see Chakravati
(1952).

One of the continuities between the Vedic and post-Vedic ages is the
genre of the Upanisad, itself not stable. The post-classical Upanisads, the
exact number of which is difficult to determine, are a rich source for
studying the evolution of religious practices in the Brahmanic tradition.
They contain numerous discussions of OM and other mantras. Many of
them have been conveniently edited and translated at Adyar. For pub-
lication they have been classified somewhat arbitrarily into Yoga-,
Vaisnava, Säkta-, Sämänya Vedänta-, Saiva-, and Samnyäsa Upanisads** For
the texts see F. O. Schrader (1912), Mahadeva Sästri (1920; 1921; 1923;
1925a; 1925b), and Chintamani Dikshit (1929). For English translations
see T. R. Srlniväsa Ayyangär (1938; 1941; 1945; 1953), and Krishna War-
rier (1967); also Narayanaswami Aiyar (1914). Woodroffe (1922) has com-
piled a group of "Kaula and other" Upanisads. For other texts see Äcärya
(1948). Many of these texts have been translated into German by Deus-
sen (1921) and the German has now been retranslated into English by
Bedekar and Palsule (1980). There are also standard French translations
of many of these texts in the series Les Upanisads. The only sophisticated
study of this material of which I am aware is Sprockhoff (1976), which
has a valuable bibliography.

The Significance of Names
Although mantras cannot, in general, be taken as the "names" of

"powers," the names and epithets of divine beings are among the most

*These older "mantras" may be considered of extra-Vedic origin, with Gonda ([1963b] 1975b, 264);
that is, not attested in the extant recensions of the Samhitäs. The chance of classifiying them as
ultimately äryan or non-äryan, no less Dravidian, is nil at the present state of knowledge.
**Narayanasvami Aiyar even speaks of "physiological" Upanisads. On the quality of the editions and
on the distinction between "principal" and "minor" Upanisads, which has been common only since the
late nineteenth century, see Sprockhoff (1976, 9-11).
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important elements out of which they are constructed. Moreover, as the
multivalent phenomenon of japa indicates, the power of names and the
power of mantras are cognate. Of course, a considerable ethnographic
literature concerns the power of names among preliterate peoples. I
cannot attempt to deal with that here, but see the methodological sug-
gestions on page 332. On analogous practices in the Western traditions,
see pages 441-43.

The repetition of the names of the gods* is central to mantric utter-
ance, especially in a popular and Bhaktic context. This is not surprising,
for in India the mystery of a deity's names has from early on been
understood as an index of the deity's reality and power. It is not hyper-
bole to assert that for many devotees the name, functionally speaking, is
the deity. So, Tulsi Das is able to assert "that the name is greater than
God himself who is unknowable until revealed by the Name" (Hill 1952,
xxix cited Gonda [1963b] 1975b, 4.257, n. 8). This is not to say that there
is anything like identity between mantras and the names of deities; but,
there is significant overlap. For example, the NarasimhaP reports that the
name Krsna is called a "mantra granting all bliss" (Hacker 1960: 159,
cited Gonda [1963b] 1975b, 4.279). For the Great Tradition, any deity
meriting service, any deity worth worshipping, will be understood to
have a host of names.

Consider a Saivite example (see Gonda 1970b, 38-40). KausltakiB (Ka-
usB) 6.Iff. (to which Gonda compares SB 6.1.3.7ff., etc.) is an example of
early Saiva theism, wherein Prajäpati is described as the great god of
eight names, distributed through the world in eight ways. In spite of the
undoubted significance of the number eight in Saivite cosmology, the
central motif is that the names of the deity, however many and however
enumerated, are coordinated with powers, characteristics, and mantras.
They map the deity's existence in (or as) the world. This Saiva usage
exemplifies a presupposition that may be expressed in a slogan, "the
more names, the more powers." As Gonda (1959a, 32, citing van der
Leeuw) puts it, "For the Name is no mere specificiation, but rather an
actuality expressed in a word."

Once again the standard survey, especially strong on the Vedic back-
ground, has been written by Gonda (1970a), with which one should
compare (1959a) on the closely related matter, "epithets." The philo-
sophical significance of näman as a classificatory category as been stud-
ied most extensively in the compound nämarüpa (ordinary, empirical
existence), which, in Gonda's words (1970a, 45f., with refs.), "plays,
without a breach of continuity in the development of the idea from the
Upanisads up to later philosophers, an important part in Buddhist
thought, but also in Tantrism." See especially Falk (1943); Samkara's use
of the term is discussed in Hacker (1950); see also, from various perspec-

*Here, 1 use the word gods genetically to refer to male and female deities.
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tives, Renou (1958), Vishva Bandhu (1967), van Buitenen (1968), and
Bhise (1969).

Concern with and the manipulation of names is characteristic of
traditional civilizations. India is no exception. For example, many tradi-
tions, irrespective of their degree of Sanskritization, seek to protect an
individual by protecting or obscuring a name. Thus, one of the samskäras
of name giving (nämakarana) is secret "in order to prevent injury through
its use by enemies" (Gonda 1977b, 558). Conversely, the use of the
names of deities as or in apotropaic formulae, amulets, and the like must
be general in Indian "folk medicine" and magic. A typical example, the
Närada päncarätra, explains that the "various names of Rädhä are be-
lieved to protect the parts of the worshipper's body" (Gonda 1977a,
132).

Unfortunately, no one has made this use of names in Hindu texts the
subject of a focused study comparable to Gonda's work on names,
which focuses on the Veda. Nor has anyone synthesized the evidence of
travelers, missionaries, and ethnographers. For the evidence of Indian
ethnography on the signigificance of names, however, there is Masani
(1932; 1966). In general, one should see the literature on magic, cited on
page 330 and on the ritual of nyäsa cited on pages 409-10.

The tradition of praising the innumerable, figuratively the 1000 or
1008, names of the gods became especially prominent in the post-Vedic
age. In literary terms, this yielded the tradition of the Nämastotra; in
ritual terms, the tradition of the nämakirtana that Gonda (1977a, 267)
traces as far back as the Bhagavad Gitä (BhG). For a brief discussion of
these traditions, see Gonda (1970a, 67-76); for a summary of the avail-
able material, Gonda (1977a, 267ff.); for an enumeration of the chief
names of Visnu and Siva, Gönda (1970b, 12-17). The tradition of kirtans
and bhajans has been extensively studied in the context of contemporary
urban Hindu devotionalism. A representative study is Venkateswaran
(1968); for a background to this, see Raghavan (1959) and, on Bhakti in
general, Zelliot (1976).

No one has yet attempted a detailed comparative survey or proposed
a typology of Nämastotras, but cf. Dandekar's remarks concerning the
Anusäsanaparvan of the Mahäbhärata (Mhb), cited by Gonda (1970a, 72).
Determining the exact text and delineating the exact social and ritual
function of various Nämastotras are analogically relevant to determining
the meaningfulness of mantras, at least in a popular and Bhaktic con-
text. Consider the position, taken by Nilakantha in his commentary on
Mhb 13.17.30ff. He draws upon the Mlmämsäka conception of apürva,
according to the tradition, the character of a Vedic ritual act to produce
an effect after the act itself has been completed. It is summarized by
Gonda (1970a, 72f.):

Although in an enumeration of God's 1008 names for eulogistic pur-
poses there may, at first sight, be tautology and repetition with regard
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to the form as well as the meaning of the names, this impression
proves, on second thought, to be incorrect because the so-called apürva,
i.e. the positive force or virtue left or produced by a ritual act by which
the desired object is, in a mysterious manner, achieved, is not the same
in case one pronounces the words visvätman- and sarvätman- [both
meaning self of the world] which at first sight might be regarded as
synonymous. In a ritual formula directed to Agni one cannot indeed
substitute another name of the god, for instance Vahni, if the word
Agni expressing a specific meaning is the traditional and prescribed
mode of address.

The Satarudriya is one of the sources out of which the tradition of
reciting the thousand names of god arose. One of the earliest classical
texts of the Saiva tradition, it is a section of the YV (4.5) meant to
accompany a sequence of 425 oblations (described SB 9.1.1), and it is
understood to avert the wrath of Rudra through the recitation of his
hundred names. A translation with comments on variants in the differ-
ent recensions of the YV is found in Keith (1914, 11.353-62); it is also
translated, along with the ritual it accompanies, by Eggeling (1882-1900,
5.150-69). Gonda (1980b) is a study of its significance in the context of
the history of Saivism. Certain of the items, he notes (p. 77ff.), are of
particular interest: the citation of the Aghoramantra in the Svetäsvatarall
(SvetU); the use of the text in a ritual of nyäsa found in the MänavaSrSü;
the tradition of rudrajapa, which Yäjnavalkya in the Jäbälall says enables
one to attain immortality. In regard to the influence of the Satarudriya,
Gonda (1980b, 81) refers to passages in the Säntiparvan of the Mhb, as
well as the Brahma-, Siva-, Lihga-, Kürma, and Väyu Füränas. He also
(1980b, 82-88) analyzes a Stotra, the Rudrärthasärastava of one Arunädri,
as an example of the creative expansion of a classic text from a Bhaktic
perspective. This text has been published, on the basis of a single manu-
script, in the Stotrasamuccaya (Aithal 1969, 1.222-39), an important col-
lection of Stotras containing a great deal of previously unpublished mate-
rial. Sivaramamurti (1976), which attempts to elucidate the epithets of
Siva contained in the Satarudriya by coordinating them with Saiva ico-
nographic motifs, contains a fresh translation and reveals nicely the
power that this text can still exercise for a contemporary Saiva.

For other Nämastotras and related literature, the Sivasahasranäma itself
is found at Mhb 13.17. On it, see Anantakrishna Sastri (1902). On the
Isvaragitä (identified as a section of the KürmaP), see P. E. Dumont
(1927). For a Sahasranämastotra directed to Ganesa, see Anantakrishna
Sastri (1927). On the Visnusahasranäma, which may be traced back to
Mhb 13, see Raghavan (1953), Parathasarathy (1966), Rama Sastry (1960-
61), and Ramanujacariyan (n.d.). Among similar important texts are the
Kälikäsahasranämstotra and the Lalitäsahasranämastotra, Gonda (1977a,
270) singles it out for special praise; on this, see Anantakrishna Sastri
(1970).
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Almost all of the published and unpublished Stotra literature, includ-
ing a vast number of vernacular poems, is relevant for establishing the
context in which it can be taken for granted that repetition of mantras
and of the divine name is fraught with power and danger. This literature
cannot be summarized here, but a few items may indicate the range of
material available. Ramakrishna Dikshithar and Sarma (1980) is a collec-
tion of Stotras by the sixteenth century Advaitin Appaya Diksita. Per-
haps the most accessible source in English, through which the general
reader can get some sense of the traditions concerning the names of
deities, is Cöburn (1984a), a study and translation of the Devimähätmya, a
collection of poems to Devi, associated with the MärkandeyaP. For the-
ological reflection on the name, see Siauve (1959), a French translation of
a portion of Madhva's commentary on the Brahma Sutras, wherein it is
argued that the true object of the Veda is the names of Visnu.

Eventually, the ancient tradition of the thousand names of god
flowed together with the sonic mysticism of the Tantras. For example,
Isvaradäsa Värahatta of Jaipur, initiated in the tradition of the Siddhas, a
devotee of "the efficacy of using divine names as mystic formulae (näma-
mantra)," wrote a (Rajasthani) poem to Sakti called the Deviyäna. In
Sanjukta Gupta's words (GG 1981:210), in it,

the Goddess is addressed by all possible names in all her aspects. The
poem starts with a profusion of the letter ka . . . which is the first letter
of Kali's seed-mantra, knm. The poet uses this form of alliteration quite
often, thereby hinting at the Goddess's mystic form as the varnamätrkä
(the primal alphabet), the wellspring of all mantras.

As a precedent for this literature in Sanskrit Gupta cites the Kakärädikäli-
sahasranämastava of Pürnänanda. One might also compare the Kädistotra
cited in the Mahänirväna Tantra (7.8-32); text, Woodroffe (1920, 166-69;
Eng. tr., Woodroffe 1971, 164-72). Woodroffe (1913) is a collection of
translated devotional poems to various goddessess, including the Kar-
pürädistotra to Kali.

Finally, many of the items cited in the next section, dealing with
Hindu theism, will contain information concerning the "cult of the di-
vine name" in the various sampradäyas. Special attention should be given
to Vaudeville (1968-69), a study of the "cult of the divine name" in the
thirteenth century Marathi bhakta, Jnänesvara. To the best of my knowl-
edge, no one has collected and catalogued the innumerable contempo-
rary vernacular pamphlets dealing with the names of God. Gonda
(1977a, 104, n. 78) describes one in passing.

Hindu Theism and the Great Sampradäyas
There is nothing like an up-to-date survey of the development of

Hindu theism, no less of the use of mantras in the various "move-
ments." The most useful orientation is provided by Jan Gonda's (1970b)
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monograph on Visnuism and Sivaism. The chapter "Ritual" (1970b, 62-
86) is especially relevant. The general reader may also consult Bhat-
tacharji (1970). Bhandarkar (1913), Carpenter (1921), and Danielou
(1964) should be treated with some caution. Of special significance are
the traditions of the thousand names of Visnu and other deities and the
ritual muttering of a divine name, japa, which is at once a theistic,
Bhaktic, and Tantric phenomenon. On the first of these, see page 360;
on the second, page 430. For the sake of convenience I am dividing the
material on Hindu theism somewhat arbitrarily into four sections, using
literary, chronological, and sociological criteria catch-as-catch-can. First,
I shall deal with generally earlier material irrespective of "sectarian" in-
clination, the evidence of the epics, Puränas r and material contemporary
with them. Second, I shall deal with the Vaisnava and cognate traditions
and third, with the Saiva and cognate traditions, mostly as represented
by their major surviving regional forms. Finally, I shall consider the
evidence of regional ethnography, material largely reflecting the condi-
tions of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries. Obviously this division
is imperfect. It is meant to take into account the fact the earlier evidence
tends to be "pan-Hindu" while the more recent evidence tends to be
communally specific, and the fact that the division of Hinduism into
component traditions is somewhat artificial. Säktism is discussed later
on pages 397-401 in connection with Tantra.

With the exception of Rocher's essay in this volume, few, if any,
studies deal exclusively with the evolving treatment of mantras in the
Mhb, Rämäyana (Räm) and the Puränas. Nonetheless, this is an impor-
tant area to cover if one were to understand the evolution of Indian
Mantrasästra from the Vedic to the Tantric ages. In regard to the treat-
ment of mantras in the Epics and Puränas, a catalogue of which figures
(gods, humans, rsis, asuras, and so forth) in Hindu narratives resort to
mantras and in what circumstances would be most useful, albeit tedious
to compile. For example, Scheuer (1982, 61-64) contains a discussion of
the mantras that Durväsas compels Kunti to use to enable her to become
pregnant by Pandu in a time of distress (äpaddharma) (Mhb 1.113.32ff; cf.
1.104.Iff.). The exact phraseology of such passages has hardly been
scrutinized carefully. Here, the text speaks of an abhicärasamyukta
. . . manträgama. Van Buitenen (1973, 254) translates, "a canon of spells
accompanied by sorcery." Scheuer speaks of a "faisceau de formules"
and remarks that the term abhicärasamyukta undoubtedly has magical
connotations. The Mhb, and the world it reflects, is hardly primitive.
The need for further systematic study, I trust, is obvious.

I am here limited to a few references that indicate some lines of
inquiry. Hopkins (1901) discusses Yoga in the Mhb; Meinhard (1928)
discusses the major Saiva mantras in the Puränas. Hazra (1940) discusses
Puränic evidence for Hindu ritual. P. Kumar (1974) surveys Puränic
evidence for Säktism—on which, see page 399. Gonda (1970b, 42) draws
attention to the modification of certain Saiva mantras, first cited in the
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HiranyakesiGrSü, in the LihgaP. Padoux (1978c) discusses mantras and
mantric practices in the AgniP. Gonda (1980b, 79f.) lists passages in the
Mhb that refer to the Satarudriya. For general reference on the Pur anas,
see L. Rocher (1986). One of the most interesting sources for the trans-
formation of Hindu Mantrasästra in the post-Vedic, preclassical period
is the Mahänäräyanall (MahäU) (TaitÄr 10), around fourth-third century
B.C., which has been edited and translated by Varenne (1960). Among
items of interest in it are a set of mantras to Rudra (MahäU 270-316),
which include (vv. 277-286) the earliest occurrence (cf. Gonda 1970b,
42-44) of the panca suvaktramanträh, the mantras of the five faces of Siva,
and also, I believe, the earliest occurrence (v. 274) of the paradigmatic
Saiva mantra, the pancäksara, SIVÄYA NAMAH.

A sense of the prestige and centrality of mantras in the Krsnaite
.tradition, as it solidified in a Puränic milieu, can be gained from certain
sections of the BrahmavaivartaP (BVP), a North Indian text allied to both
the Vallabha and Caitanya traditions and reflecting the religious atmo-
sphere of the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries. It is discussed in C. M.
Brown (1974; see esp. 79-112). Certain motifs that appear in this text are
probably rather widespread and merit study. Note, in particular, the
definition (p. 79) of a devotee in terms of alleigance to a particular
mantra, manmantropäsakas (worshippers or followers of my mantra):
'Into whose ear, from the mouth of his guru, has entered the mantra of
Visnu, He is a Vaisnava, greatly purified, according to the wise"; the
assumption that the apparently external act of receiving a mantra signals
an inner transformation; the placement of mantra in the midst of a
battery of practices including japa, the recitation of Stotras and stavas,
and kirtana; the specification (p. 86) that samarana, the "rememberance"
of god, has four principal objects: god himself, his name, his feet, and
his mantra. Finally, it is particularly significant that the BVP (111) fre-
quently refers to the true devotee as a jwanmukta. Even after death in
goloka, Krsna's paradise, divine service including japa continues. In this
regard, I am convinced that the BVP is representative: The study of
Mantrasästra has deepened my conviction, previously reached on other
grounds, that the distinction between marga and moksa is functionally
meaningless. Finally, having discussed some evidence from both Saiva
and Vaisnava texts, one might wonder whether the two traditions treat
or use mantras in divergent ways. Gonda ([1963b] 1975b, 4.283) stresses
that Vaisnava mantras are characteristically eight or twelve syllables in
length, while Saiva mantras are five. It is not clear to me how far one can
carry such a generalization. Here, too, discrimination will require fur-
ther study.

Two facets of the use of mantras in classical Hinduism easily are
misunderstood and merit being underscored before we turn to the Saiva
and Vaisnava traditions in their more developed forms. First, the use of
mantra is typically in a context at once Tantric and Bhaktic. Second, it is
often in a context at once Sanskrit and vernacular. In other words, the
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use of mantras is representative of "mainstream" Hinduism. Any facile
distinction between ritualistic and devotional or between Sanskritic and
non-Sanskritic can be misleading. For example, Zvelebil (1978, 181),
speaking of the Kumarätantm, a Saiva Siddhänta Ägama (see pages 417-
420), notes that in spite of the enormous prestige of Sanskrit among
Tamil Brahmans:

The South Indian tradition of the Kaumära sect is ready to accept Tamil
mantras as almost equally potent. Thus, e.g. the popular formula in
Tamil velum mayilum tunnai, "the spear and the peacock are (my) pro-
tection/7 is considered "the great mantra" which should be constantly
repeated by devotees of Subrahmanya-Murugan.

This is by no means deviant. Examples could be found in all of the
languages of the subcontinent. Goudriaan and Gupta (1981, 83) note
that the KäliviläsaT contains a mantra in a form of Bengali and observe
(1981,113) that a mixture of Sanskrit and vernacular mantras is typical of
what he calls "magical Tantras." One further example is instructive. S.
B. Dasgupta (1962, 17) discusses how the rise of Tantric Buddhism in
Bengal involved the creation, or at least the textual recognition, of non-
Sanskritic mantras (Prakrit, Apabhramsa, and so forth), which supple-
mented rather than displaced Sanskrit mantras.

In sum, Mantrasästra is exemplary and this suggests likely strategies
for its study. The evolution of Mantrasästra appears to parallel the evo-
lution of South Asian society, just as synchronically its anatomy mirrors
India's social organization. South Asian society has been organized
organically. It has been traditionally segmented into "communities,"
not organized into "religions." One might hypothesize that mantric
utterance plays a significant role in maintaining this organization, facili-
tating both Sanskritization and the comparable adaptation of popular
practices among the various elites. Its social role merits study, not least
to correct the Western instinct to study mantric utterance as if it were the
self-conscious articulation of an identifiable religion or the expression of
an individual's consciousness.

As the evidence of regional ethnography suggests, the mantras spe-
cific to a particular group define and reinforce the social identity of the
group. Gonda (1970b, 67) expresses this strongly, with a vocabulary
oddly reminiscent of Biblical theism: "Using strange mantras means
following strange gods and dissociating oneself from the traditions of
one's group, and this implies a serious infraction of the dharma." This
suggests that a comparative study, at once ethnographic and textual, of
the use of mantras "on the ground" might yield interesting results. This
and the subsequent section of this essay can only begin to suggest some
of the material available.

The best documentation for the use of mantras among the various
Vaisnava traditions is probably found in the ritual literature of the Pan-
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carätra sampradäya of South India, for as Gonda (1977a, 69) notes, "the
interpretation of mantras is one of the favourite subjects" of the Päncarätra
Samhitäs. The term Päncarätra is itself problematic and has elicited some
discussion, see Raghavan (1965), H. D. Smith (1973), and P. P. Apte
(1974). For surveys of the literature and general introductions there is F.
O. Schrader (1916) and especially, for example, the recent work of H. D.
Smith (1963; 1972; 1975-80; 1978). Gonda (1977a, 67ft.) may serve as a
brief introduction, including references to lists of Vedic mantras surviv-
ing in the Päncarätra liturgies. Among mantras central to the Päncarätra
tradition, Gonda (1977a, 68) cites three: OM NAMO NÄRÄYANÄYA;
OM NAMO BHAGAVATE VÄSUDEVÄYA; and, one of the so-caUed
"sectarian" variants on the Gäyatrl, OM NÄRÄYANÄYA VIDMAHE,
VÄSUDEVÄYA DHlMAHI, TAN NO VISNUH PRACODAYÄT. Repre-
sentative texts are summarized by Gonda (1977a, 87-107). Among the
more accessible of these, see the LaksmTT, edited by Krishnamacharya
(1959) and translated by Gupta (1972); for a study see Kalia (1977), in
Hindi. Another well-known text is the AhirbudhnyaSam, a translation of
which is included in F. O. Schrader (1916), and in which Laksmi is
portrayed as mantramayl kriyäsakti, the manifestation of Sri who is the
"verbal activating power in the cosmos who consists of mantras" (Gonda
1977a, 68).

In dealing with the literature of the Päncarätra—and the same point
holds true for virtually all Indian religious traditions: Vaisnava, Saiva,
Säkta, or even "non-Hindu"—one should not fall into the trap of mak-
ing hard and fast sectarian distinctions. Distinctions are there, but they
are regional, communal, familial, and preceptorial. This is well illus-
trated by R. V. Joshi (1959), which by and large, is the most accessible
introduction to the contemporary Vaisnava ritual. Written in French, it
focuses on the Krsnaite tradition of South India, which is based on the
Päncarätra sammhitäs. Among items of interest, R. V. Joshi (p. 15ff.)
discusses the initiatory use of the Gopälamantra, KLIM KRSNÄYA GO-
VINDÄYA GOPIJANAVALLABHÄYA SVÄHÄ, which invokes Krsna
as protector, the beloved of the Gopis; and the "explication mystique" of
the (p. 22ff.) mantras of Sri Krsna containing eight, twelve, or eighteen
aksaras; i.e., the first two mantras cited in the previous paragraph and
the Gopäla. The chapters (29-43) dealing with purascarana, on this see
page 423, could well serve as an introduction to this ritual tradition, for it
contains brief but clear explications of the use of various sorts of ros-
aries, japa, mandalas, and bijas. On the use of mantras in Päncarätra
expiatory rites {präyascitta), see H. D. Smith (1966). Gonda (1977a, 137ff.)
briefly summarizes Päncarätra speculation on the names of god. See,
finally, Gupta's contribution to this volume.

The Sri Vaisnavas are an important community of South Indian
Brahmans, who are visistädvaita in thought, essentially Päncarätra in
ritual, and related to the Smärta tradition sociologically. The use of
mantras in their daily domestic and temple worship is discussed in
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Rangachari (1931). This is a work of ethnography written by a devotee
and conveys well the flavor of Sri Vaisnava worship. Although it is not
as scrupulous and up to date as Joshi or as Brunner's translation of the
Somasambhupaddhati (see page 418), both of which, in any case, are in
French, it is far more reliable and less misleading than Vidyarnava
(1918), which deals with "the daily practice of the Hindu." I especially
commend it to the general reader. Unfortunately, Vidyarnava has been
reprinted recently and, to the best of my knowledge, Rangachari has
not.

The Vaikhänasas are a small, archaizing, historically interesting Tam-
il and Telugu community of Vaisnavas, whose liturgical traditions paral-
lel those of the Fäncarätrins. Gonda (1977c; also 1977a, 140-52) can serve
as a brief general introduction. The literature is discussed further in
Caland (1928; 1929). On Vaikhänasa daily liturgy, see Goudriaan (1970);
on the use of Vedic mantras in the Vaikhänasa ritual, see Gonda (1972b).
One Vaikhänasa work, the Vaikhänasamantraprasna or Mantrasamhitä,
particularly relevant to the study of the liturgical use of mantras, was
edited in 1926 but has not been translated or widely studied. By far the
most accessible introduction to the use of mantras among the
Vaikhänasas, at least as indicated by the texts, is Goudriaan's (1965)
English translation, with copious helpful notes, of the Käsyapa-Jnänakän-
dah, in spite of its name, a representative ritual handbook probably
dating between 800-1000 A.D. It takes as its point of departure (p. 21) the
sages' question to Käsyapa: "Venerable Sir, which deity has man to
worship, and in what method, with which formulas (mantra-), in order
to reach the highest abode?" Note should be made of the alphabetized
list (pp. 313-27) of mantra pratikas accompanied by translations and
parallel citations in other texts.

Within the family of Vaisnavism, the Bengali tradition that looks to
the fifteenth-sixteenth century figure of Sri Caitanya as its founder was
probably the best-known form of Krsnaite devotionalism in the West,
even before the transplantation of the movement, suitably adjusted, by
Bhaktivedanta Swami and the organization he founded, ISKCON. On
the Caitanya movement, De (1961) provides a respectable survey and
introduction. Of particular importance is De's discussion (pp. 448-519)
of the ritual practices taught in Gopäla Bhatta's Haribhaktiviläsa. Appar-
ently written during the early sixteenth century, De (p. 137) describes it
as "a work of patient and extensive Puränic and Tantric erudition." Its
special significance for the study of mantras lies in its being a work of
scholastic devotionalism, poised as it were between Brahmanic respecta-
bility, Bhakti, and Tantra. In De's terms, it is "a complete guide to the
Vaidhi Bhakti, in which devotional acts proceed from Vidhis or Sästric
injunctions [i.e., from scriptural imperatives]." Illustrative of the text's
synthesis of fervor and ritualism is the treatment of the power of the
divine name (p. 486f.). Note especially the concepts of nämamähätmya
(the Magnification of the Name), that is, its inseparability from Krsna
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himself—thus the slogans nämanäminor abhedhah and bhagavatsvarüpam
eva näma* (cf. p. 289), of nämäparädhas (offences to the Name) (cf. p. 175),
and the long list of the powers of taking refuge in the Name. The list of
quotations from various Puränic and Tantric texts De provides (pp. 519-
29) is especially valuable. One of the subjects not discussed in the
Haribhaktiviläsa is domestic rites of passage. These, however, are treated
in a lesser known work, the Satkriyäsäradipikä, also but questionably
attributed to Gopäla Bhatta. De discusses (pp. 529-41) this work that, as
one would expect, illustrates the thorough intermingling of Vedic and
Tantric mantras in the domestic litury of a late, regional, popular move-
ment such as the Sri Caitanya Sampradäya.

The Tantricizing tendency that gradually becomes more obvious in
the Sri Caitanya Sampradäya becomes even more pronunced in the
overtly Tantric, not wholly respectable, Vaisnava Sahajiyä tradition of
Bengal. This has been discussed by Bose (Basu) (1927; 1930), S. B.
Dasgupta (1962), and Dimock (1966); also, for a folk parallel, Chakravati
(1930). Dimock's study merits special attention because of its patient
attempt to set the Sahajiyä movement in a comparative context. See the
discussion of Sahajiyä sädhanä** (pp. 222-48), in particular, the use of
mantras of the sacred name of Krsna and of the kämabija, KLIM. See also
Dimock's discussion (pp. 234-45) of the use of mantras according to the
Näyikäsädhanatikä, a mid-nineteenth century Bengali text that deals with
the "technique of transmuting käma [pleasure] to prema [love]/' Were
one to pursue further the study of mantras in Bengali culture, one would
be led to examine not merely Säkta, but also Buddhist and Muslim
traditions of ritual and poetic ecstasy. A sense of this material is pro-
vided by S. B. Dasgupta (1962), and see the material on regional eth-
nography, pages 373-75.

The rather complex history, nomenclature, and mutual relationships
of the various sorts of Saivism prominent since the age of the Epic have
never been adequately synthesized. A brief survey of some of the mate-
rial may be found in Lorenzen (1972, 1-12). Pathak (1960) provides a
survey of inscriptional evidence (mostly) from Northern India. In the
posthumously published and incomplete fifth volume of his history of
Indian philosophy, S. N. Dasgupta (1955) surveys some (mostly South-
ern) Saivite systems. The most extensive survey I have come across is K.
C. Pandey (1954, i-ccvi), which was published as an introduction to an
English translation of Abhinavagupta's IPK Vimarsini as understood by
its commentator Bhäskara. These works, in part, can help place the
following comments in historical and systematic context.

The oldest Saiva tradition of which we have evidence is the Päs-

*These slogans assert the "nondistinction of the name and the bearer of the name" and that "the name is
the essence of the deity," respectively.
**The terms sädhana and sädhanä have the same meaning. In general, I follow the usage of most
specialists in using the latter.
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upata. It is clear that in general terms mantric utterance of a certain sort
must have been a central element in the extensive repertory of Päsupata
practices. PäsupataSü 1.17 speaks of the repetition of a Raudric Gäyatri,
raudrim gäyatrüm bahurüpim vä japet, while verse 3.17 (apitadbhäset), as
understood by Kaundinya, recommends speaking in an extraordinary,
even nonsensical manner. Verse 1.8 lists an array of practices:

One should approach [Mahesvara] with an offering [of the following
acts]: laughing, singing, dancing [presumably, laughing, singing and
dancing in imitation of Siva], making the sound dumdum [or huhum or
huduk; i.e., lowing like a bull], making obeisance and the repeating [of a
mantra—according to the commentary, the Sadyojäta mantra]/

The seventh verse of the Ganakärikä, a later text on which the tenth
century Naiyäyika Bhäsarvajna has written a commentary, confirms the
centrality of japa to the Päsupatas:

Impregnating oneself with the doctrine, appropriate conduct, medi-
tatively disciplined repetition [of a mantra] (japadhyäna), constant recol-
lection of Rudra and the favor [of Mahesvara] are considered to be the
five means of attaining the

More interesting, then, the injunctions concerning japa is the systemat-
ically antinomian context in which they are to be carried out. On this,
see the well-known essay of Ingalls (1962). It might also be observed that
the case of the Päsupatas suggests the possible antiquity of a sädhanä in
which simple but meaningful theistic mantras (e.g., SADYOJÄTÄYA
VAI NAMAH, PäsupataSü 1.41) coexist with the other sort of Man-
trasästra, techniques of flamboyant meaninglessness designed to trans-
port the adept beyond the ordinary realm and, not incidentally, scan-
dalize the orthodox.

The PäsupataSü have been edited with the commentary of Kaundinya
by R. A. Shastri (1940), the Ganakärikä, probably by Haradattäcärya, with
Bhäsarvajna's commentary by Dalai (1920). The Sü and their commen-
taries have been translated into English, rather mechanically, in Chakra-
borti (1970). For a brief account, see Lorenzen (1972, 173-92, with fur-
ther refs.). For a survey of Päsupata thought, one may consult Schulz
(1958). Perhaps the most exemplary work on the Päsupatas is Hara
(1958), a careful translation of the Päsupata chapter of Mädhava's Sar-
vadarsanasamgraha. The parallel passages cited in the footnotes are es-

*hasita-gita-nrtta-dumdumkara-namaskära-japyopahä renopatisthet
**väsas carya japadhyänam sadärudrasmrtis tathä

prasädas caiva läbhänäm upäyah panca niscitäh
I have followed Hara (1958, 15, n. 49) in translating väsa.
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pecially valuable but, unfortunately for the general reader, they are not
translated. Note, however, that none of these items deal with Päsupata
practice exclusively. Oberhammer's contribution to this volume is the
only systematic discussion of mantric usage among the Päsupatas; cf.
Oberhammer (1984).

Often associated with the Päsupatas are other, sometimes histor-
ically related movements of which the most important are the Kä-
lämukhas and the Käpälikas. The evidence for these movements is care-
fully synthesized in Lorenzen (1972, with refs.), which is particularly
helpful in juxtaposing literary and inscriptional evidence. See also C.
Chakravati (1932) on the closely related, if not identical, Sauma, Soma, or
Somasiddhänta tradition.

During the second and third quarters of the first millenium A.D.,
Saivism in large measure reformulated itself, or at least systematized its
ritual, in a set of texts that, paralleling the Päncaräträgama, designate
themselves saivägama. The Saivägamas are significant for the study of
daily Saiva domestic and temple ritual, especially as this has been pre-
served in South India. They are also one of the major repositories for
early Saiva Tantra and, accordingly, I treat them in the context of Tantric
texts on page 417.

Two regional concentrations of Sanskritic Saivism arose, partially on
the basis of the Saivägamas, in the last quarter of the first millenium. The
movements to which they gave rise have received considerable atten-
tion. The older, a complex congeries of movements, was centered in
Kashmir. It should be noted, however, that none of the movements
prominent in Kashmir called themselves, nor should they be called,
Kashmir Saivism. Systematic philosophical reflection on the Saivägamas
was highly advanced within the Saiva traditions associated with Kash-
mir, and they offer significant evidence for the evolution of Mantrasästra
in a rich environment, compounded of Tantric, Bhaktic, and scholastic
elements. Because I am preparing a comprehensive bibliography on
these traditions, I exclude them from this essay. The important evidence
of the Parätrimsikä is, however, discussed on pages 432-33.

The second regional Saivagamic tradition flourished in South India,
especially in Tamilnad. Styling itself siddhänta, "the final established
truth," today the Saiva Siddhänta is the best organized surviving form
of regional Saivism. Indeed, it is one of the forms of Hinduism that has
flourished in the West among expatriate Indians, mainly Tamils, and
Western converts. Better known for its devotional and philosophical
writings than for its ritual and meditative life, it might best be described
as the form "orthodox" Agamic Saivism has assumed in the devotional
and cultural milieu of Dravidian India. Sivaraman (1973, 372-404) pro-
vides a clear survey of Saiva Siddhänta sädhanä from a philosophical
perspective, with attention to the nature and function of diksä and the
symbolic significance of the pancäksara mantra. Piet (1952) provides an
annotated translation of Meykantar's (thirteenth century) Tamil treatise
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Sivajnänabodha, the ninth sütra of which (138-143) deals with the pancäk-
sara mantra. The practical significance of this mantra is underscored by a
quotation (143) from the Teväram, the canonical collection of the Tamil
Saiva devotional poets (näyanärs):

He who utters the Namah-siväya mantra with the love of a wife for her
husband and with a mind that is melted to tears is led to heaven, for
this mantra is the essence of all that which is contained in the four
Vedas.

After Meykantar, the most important representative of the Saiva Sid-
dhänta is probably Umäpati Siväcärya (c. early fourteenth century), a
figure associated with the great temple at Cidambaram. His Satarat-
nasamgraha, an Agamic anthology that includes considerable material on
diksä, has been edited and translated in Thirugnanasambandhan (1973).

The most distinctive Saiva group in the South are the Virasaivas
(Lingäyats), an organized, "reformist," devotional community concen-
trated in the Kannada-speaking region around Mysore. Consistent with
their simplifying temper, the Virasaivas revere only OM and the pancak-
sara mantra, which they count as one of the eight emblems or "aids to
faith" (astävarana) and which, in the words of Nandimath (1942, 39),
they glorify as the "king of mantra" (mantrarät). The Virasaivas are an
antiritualistic community who yet have developed their own ritualism.
Therefore, comparing and contrasting their use of the pancäksara mantra
with that of the Tamil Saiva Siddhäntins might be instructive. The gen-
eral reader can get a good feel for the ethos of Virasaivism in Ramanujan
(1973). For a general survey see Nandimath, also McCormack (1957);
and, on Virasaiva monasticism, see Sadasivaiah (1967).

The diverse traditions known collectively as the Näthasampradäya
illustrate well the impossibility of disentangling Tantric, Bhaktic, and
folk elements of Indian religious life. It generally is associated with the
Saiva pole of the Hinduism; however, this is a half-truth. As Gonda
(1977a, 221) observes, "Their Sivaite origin is very uncertain . . . [and]
in the West of India they are nearer to Visnuism, in Nepal to Buddhism,
and their customs and literature evince a tendency to adopt many het-
erodox elements." Whatever the degree to which this characterization is
correct, it can serve as a reminder than any attempt to devise a single
classification of Hindus "sects" will wind up imposing a Semitic sense of
religious order on India. In any case, Näthism is an especially important
source for that "sonic mysticism" central to the Tantric understanding
and use of mantras.

For a summary introduction to some of the texts that claim the au-
thority of Matsyendranäth or Goraksanäth, see Gold and Gold (1984,
114, n. 3). The most popular of these works—the Hathayogapradipikä, the
Gherandasamhüä, and the Goraksasataka—have been published and trans-
lated many times. See, for example, for the Hathayogapradipikä, Walter
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(1893), T. R. Sriniväsa Ayiyangar (1972), and especially Michael (1974);
for the Gherandasamhitä, R. Schmidt (1908); for the Goraksasataka, the
translation in Briggs (1938, 284-304), Kuvalayänanada and Shukla
(1974), S. J. S. Pandey (1978), and especially, for an edition and German
translation, Nowotny (1976). See also, for the Sivasamhita, Vasu (1914-
15), and on the Kaulajnänanirnaya, Bagchi (1934). Among various histo-
ries and collection in Hindi or Bengali, some with English translations,
see Mallik (1950; 1954), H. P. Dvivedi (1957; 1966), Barthwal (1971), and
N. Upadhyaya (1976). For an introduction, one may consult Briggs
(1938), which still provides the best survey for the general reader.
Among the older literature, see S. C. Mitra (1927). Recently, a few West-
ern scholars have begun to devote serious attention to the Nätha tradi-
tion. The most extensive study of Näthism to date is Unbescheid (1980,
with bibliog.), which is in German and focuses on the Kathmandu val-
ley. Gold and Gold (1984) is a sociological analysis of the creative tension
between householder and renouncer in Näthism. As an indication of the
contemporary vitality of Näthism, one may see A. K. Banerjea (1962).

Closely related to the family of Nätha traditions is the so-called
school of the Siddhas. It, too, straddles the historically murky divide
between Hindu and Buddhist Tantra and the even murkier divisions
between various sorts of Hinduism. Pathak (1960, 26f.), for example,
mentions an inscription (Rewah, M. P.) of Malayasimha—I suppose the
vassal of Vijayasimha, the last Kalachuri ruler of Tripuri (twelfth-thir-
teenth century)—which "begins with an invocation to Manjughosa—an
originally Buddhist god of learning/' describes the Siddhas as ascetics
who "go to high heaven, having performed painful austerities/' charac-
terizes Malayasimha himself as a siddhärthayogi, and "extols the worship
of Räma." On the tradition of the Siddhas, see Sämkrtyäyana (1957), T.
Schmidt (1958), and, specifically on Tibet, Grünwedel (1916) and es-
pecially Robinson (1979); also the information on Indian and Tibetan
Buddhism cited on pages 390-91. Finally, in this complex of ascetic,
ambiguously Saiva groups, mention may be made of the Aghorapanth,
on which, see Barrow (1893) and Balfour (1897); and cf. Lorenzen (1972).

Besides functioning as instruments through which individuals
achieve some goal, mantras also function as indices through which dif-
ferent communities rank themselves comparatively. This is the conclu-
sion of Inden (1976), in an influential anthropological and historical
exploration of marriage and rank in pre-modern Bengal. Inden notes
that for traditional Bengali culture the "word" was thought of as sub-
stance rather than idea: "The par excellence 'substances' of worship
. . . consisted of the uttered sounds (sabda), the powerful words (mantra)
of texts such as the Vedas and the Tantras. . . . In fact, it was precisely
the combination of these sounds with human bodily substance that
defined ajäti as dry a or Hindu" (p. 16). Presumably, one could map the
different regional complexes that make up the Hindu tradition by differ-
ent mantras and the way they are used by different groups in the popu-
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lation. For example, speaking of Chhattisgarh, Babb (1975) suggests at
least three types of mantras and levels of mantric utterance: the (pre-
sumably) Vedic mantras of the Brahmans; the predominantly
therapeutic and theistic mantras (p. 207) of the bhaigas (healers and
exorcists); and the mantras of Durgä, which make up the text of the
Devimähätmyam (p. 218). Finally, one might ruefully underscore the fact
that the use of mantras by women and in women's rituals is a subject of
vast importance about which, to my knowledge, no one has yet devoted
any study.

Regional examinations of mantra are few. On the use of mantra in
Tamilnad, we have the remarkable study of Carl Gustav Diehl (1956),
Instrument and Purpose, Studies on Rites and Rituals in South India. Bharati
(1965,110) justly describes this as "the most thoroughgoing enquiry into
the import of mantra, from a modern anthropological angle/' although
not all anthropologists would agree. For most regions, one would have
to sift through a mass of ethnographic reports. For example, on various
aspects of the popular religion of Bengal, Bihar, and Orissa, see the
works of Sarat Chandra Mitra listed in Eliade (1969, 464), and for Bengal,
also C. Chakravati (1930). This might be collated with the evidence of
the various sahjiyä movements. Fresh field work would be helpful.

There is a large literature on the cult of the semipersonal powers,
gods, and goddesses in village Hinduism and, to a certain extent, on
their appearance in iconography and classical Sankrit scriptures. The
literature is beyond the scope of this survey, but three representative
works may be noted: Peri (1917), on the goddess Häriti; Coomaraswamy
(1928-31), on yaksas; and Meyer (1937), on the powers of fertility. Com-
pare the proposed classification of mantric devatäs on page 420. It is
possible, but far from certain, that the patterns established in their wor-
ship has influenced the evolution of Mantrasästra, at least in its Tantric
form. A continuum might be assumed between the Tantric tradition of
using Mantrasästra to effect harm without physical contact or even prox-
imity and folk sorcery and witchcraft; but, to the best of my knowledge,
the possible relationship has not been systematically explored. See Roy
(1927, 28-31), which marshals evidence for witchcraft from Orissa.

One should not neglect the use of mantras by folk healers. On the
occult powers of folk healers in the Panjab for example, see Burne
(1910). On the prophylactic use of amulets in Bengal, see Moberly
(1906). It would be interesting to collate the evidence of ethnography,
medicine, and literature on the use of mantra as written. For example,
Bäna in the Kädambari (cited Lorenzen 1972, 16f.)—a work that satirizes
popular and Tantric practices—speaks of Queen Viläsavati of Ujjayini
who, among other ritual actions, "carried about little caskets of mantras
filled with birch-leaves written over in yellow letters" in order to ensure
the birth of a son. In this regard, a comprehensive study of those man-
tras deemed protective and designated kavacas (coats of mail, amulets)
(Gonda 1977a, 80, n. 211; speaking of the Päncarätra) might yield in-
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teresting results. On the use of "secret messages and symbols" on the
folk level see Crooke (1919) and the discussion of codes on pages 416-
17.

Is the evidence of folk usage relevant to Mantrasästra? A classicist
might demur: These are not really mantras. To which one could re-
spond, if verbal formulae are called mantras or used like mantras or
mixed with textually authentic mantras, well, then they are mantras.

THE PHILOSOPHICAL AND SCIENTIFIC TRADITIONS
The doxographic division of Indian philosophy into six (or more)

"schools/'* while undoubtedly reflecting social reality, has distracted
attention from the scholastic and conceptual unity of Indian thought:
Hindu, Buddhist, and Jain. It is particularly inappropriate in considering
Indian theories about language, since much of the discussion of philoso-
phy of language was stimulated by Vyäkarana, "Grammar," a tradition
propaedeutic to rather than one of the so-called six darsanas. This is not
to say that problems concerning language were equally significant to all
of the Indian philosophical traditions. It received special attention in
Mimämsä, Nyäya, Buddhism, and Vedänta, perhaps in that order. This
section of the Bibliography is accordingly divided into two sections.
First, I provide material on the tradition of the Vaiyäkaranas in general.
It is properly background—indispensable background—to the section
in which reflection about language in the Pürvamimämsä and other
traditions is discussed. I have tried to list items that would allow a
philosopher not trained in Indology to approach this material. However,
I have excluded reference to standard surveys, such as those of Dasgup-
ta, Hiriyana, Radhakrishnan, and Tucci. For guidance on Indian philos-
ophizing in general, Potter (1963) has no peer.

One caution might be helpful. In this area, many items range rather
widely over authors and texts. I have attempted to place each item
where I expect that it will be most helpful to readers, but I have not
resorted to extensive cross referencing. A certain amount of arbitrary
classification seemed unavoidable. It might strike some readers that the
material in this section is rather far removed from Mantrasästra. I in-
clude it for the following reason: On the popular level, as well as among
the intelligentsia, the use and understanding of mantras was colored by
convictions about the nature and significance of human language and
about the Word as an ultimate metaphysical category. While scholars
today are not obligated to accept any of the indigenous views of lan-
guage, a complete account of the intellectual context in which mantric
utterance makes sense must include them.

*Ganganath ]ha, for example, observed 45 years ago, "as late as the fourteenth century the name
'Sad-darshana', 'Six Systems of Philosophy', had not become stereotyped as standing definitely and
specifically for the Six Systems now known" (1942, 2).
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Vyäkarana and Philosophy of Language
Although focused on the figure of Pänini, Cardona (1976), in fact,

provides a comprehensive, readily accessible bibliographical survey of
Indian grammatical and, to a lesser extent, philosophical reflection on
language as such. I have drawn extensively on Cardona's analysis, at-
tempting to select from it works most likely to shed light on the intellec-
tual context in which mantric utterance was given systematic, philo-
sophical explication, as well as works likely to provide guidance for a
beginner. It has also enabled me to be more generous in citing contem-
porary works in Indian languages than in other sections of this Bibli-
ography. I additionally draw attention to some works that have ap-
peared since the mid-1970s.

There are several useful introductions to Indian speculation and re-
flection concerning language, many of them, ranging widely over earlier
and later materials. On the history of the grammatical tradition is the
exhaustive survey, in Hindi, of Yudhisthira Mimämsaka (1973); Renou's
brief, but rather technical, introduction to his edition of the Durghatavrtti
(1940); a lively and informative selection of primary sources in Western
languages edited by Staal (1972); and survey articles by R. Rocher (1975)
and Staal (1976). Among older studies in English, Belvalkar (1915) and P.
C. Chakravarti (1930; 1933) are still useful. More recent and more selec-
tive are the critical essays of Ruegg (1959), on which see the review of
Staal (1960). Philosophically speaking, Biardeau (1964a), which focuses
on Bhartrhari and his predecessors, is doubtless the most valuable intro-
duction to Indian speculation on "la connaissance et philosophie de la pa-
role." Unfortunately, no such intellectually engaged, introductory sur-
vey yet exists in English. See, however, the general works on theory of
meaning (i.e., semantics) and on Bhartrhari listed on page 380.

The general reader will probably be best served by approaching this
subject through the surveys of R. Rocher and Staal just mentioned.
Brough (1951) and Emeneau (1955) provide brief, readable, but not up-
to-date summaries. For brief philosophically oriented surveys, see
Strauss (1927), de Smet (I960), and Murti (1974), and the more technical
essay of Thieme (1956). On more specific topics, but still capable of
serving an introductory function, are Subramania Iyer (1948; and, per-
haps, also 1942 and 1950-51).

As Cardona (1976, 185) observes, "There has not been published to
date in a European language a single work in which Pänini's total sys-
tem is set forth clearly and with insight." Moreover, I fail to see how
anyone who has not studied Pänini in the original with a qualified
teacher can appreciate the foundational role that the Päninian scheme
played in Indian intellectual life. Still, attention might be drawn to some
items of general utility. The standard translations of Pänini's Grammar,
the Astädhyäyi, each with its own strengths and weaknesses (see Car-
dona 1976, 142ff.), are in German (Böhtlingk 1887) and French (Renou
1948-54). The technical terminology is explicated, however darkly, in
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Abhyankar and Shukla (1977), Renou (1942), and also K. C. Chatterji
(1964a); two indispensable reference works, both in Sanskrit, are the
Mitnämsä Kosa (Kevalanandasarasvati 1952-66) and the Nyäya Kosa
(Jhalkikar and Abhyankar 1928), which deal with the technical vocabu-
lary of grammar, logic, and ritual as utilized, respectively, in the
Mfmämsä and Nyäya traditions; on the relationship between Pänini and
the Veda, see Thieme (1935); among works of reference on ancillary
matters, one might mention Sarup (1927) on Yäska's Nirukia, on which,
also see B. Bhattacharya (1958); and Allen (1953) on phonetics. As intro-
ductions for the general reader, one might follow Staal (1972, 432) in
recommending three essays of Louis Renou (1940; 1957, both in French,
and 1969, in English, which places Pänini in the context of the science of
linguistics).

The relevance of the Päninian tradition for the investigation of man-
trie utterance is twofold: In the first instance, it determined to a signifi-
cant extent the intellectual framework in which all educated Indians
thought and spoke about language, including—even especially—"re-
ligious" language. In the second instance, unlike most if not all of the
grammarians and philosophers of language of the West, the Vaiyä-
karanas understood the study of language to have a transcendental goal
and dimension. As Cardona (1976, 242) notes, according to the Ma-
häbhäsya "one of the purposes of grammar is merit (dharma) obtained
through knowledge and use of correct speech." He continues, "Indeed,
Päninlyas consider grammar not only a means whereby correct usage is
taught but also a means of attaining ultimate release (moksa)." To judge
that in traditional Indian culture correct usage was instinctively under-
stood as having something like a magical value does not transform the
grammarians—no less all educated speakers—into mystics. It does help
delineate the mindset in whose terms the soteriological value of mantric
utterance will make perfectly good ritual and linguistic sense.

Unfortunately, the issue of the religious purpose of the Päninian
tradition has generated more heat than light. Cardona's (1976, 243) call
for subtlety should be heeded. In relationship to this issue one might see
Thieme (1931), P. C. Chakravarti (1934), Subramania Iyer (1964), and the
brief Sanskrit essays (cited by Cardona 1976, 346, n. 334) of Per-
ivenkatesvara Sästri (1971) and Rämanäräyana Tripathi (1971). Readers
of this volume should especially note Staal (1963b)—a review of Scharfe
(1961)—where the author with good reason protests against a facile
mystical reading of the Indian grammarians. There is more than a little
continuity between the "no nonsense" approach he adopts there and
his approach to mantra today.

The most famous of the Indian grammarians after Pänini was Pata-
jali, author of the Mahäbhäsya. There is no standard English translation
of this text. Cardona (1976, 245f.) discusses the options. Philosophically
speaking, the most important section of the Mahäbhäsya is the Introduc-
tion (paspasä), of which there is a translation by K. C. Chatterji (1964b)
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that Cardona (p. 246) commends for copious annotation. See also the
Sanskrit essay by Venkatarama Sarma (1966-67). As Staal (1976, 102)
points out, the Mahäbhäsya is "an important work not only for grammar,
but also for logic, methodology and philosophy/' Among essays dealing
with the philosophical aspects of Patajali's grammar one might note—
variously for their quality or influence—Paranjpe (1922), P. C. Chakra-
varti (1926), Strauss (1927b), B. Bhattacharya (1956), Sreekrishna Sarma
(1957), Frauwallner (1960b), and Scharfe (1961), on which, see the pre-
viously mentioned review of Staal (1963b). Cf. Cardona (pp. 256-59); he
singles out for praise the Sanskrit treatise of Rama Prasada Tripathi
(1972), which deals with the treatment of epistemological issues (pra-
mäna) in Patajali and other Päninians.

Patajali is one of the earliest figures for whom grammatical, ex-
egetical (i.e., Vedic), and philosophical/soteriological concerns intersect.
No single work analyzes this, but I know of three interesting essays that
explore Patajali's exegesis of Vedic mantras relevant to the evolution of
the Indian understanding of the nature and force of speech: Thieme
(1967) deals with RV 1.164.5, one of the riddles in the Asya Vämasya;
Thieme (1964) deals with RV 8.69.12 [discounting the Välakhilya süktas,
8.58.12], a verse to Varuna (in a poem to Indra) understood as referring
metaphorically to the origin of speech (?); and Palsule (1969) deals with
RV 10.71.2, a verse from a poem to Vac.

From both a conceptual and religious point of view Bhartrhari (c.
fifth century A.D.) is the single most significant figure in the Indian
tradition of philosophy of language. His position is especially pivotal in
the case of mantric utterance, because his thought marked a conceptual
watershed. On the one hand, he looks back towards the apotheosis of
speech as ultimate in certain strands of the Veda. On the other hand, he
lays the philosophical groundwork for the elaboration of a "science" of
mantras in certain of the Tantric traditions. (To be sure, most Tantras are
interested only in "significant results." They do not elaborate a philo-
sophical defense of their sädhanä. Where, however, as with some of the
Saiva philosophers of Kashmir, philosophical grounding is provided for
the soteriological use of mantra, Bhartrhari is often drawn upon, ex-
plicitly or implicitly.)

The date, text, and authorship of the commentaries on Bhartrhari's
principal work, usually called the Vakyapadlya (VP), has raised a number
of vexing questions. A survey of this material, which is discussed by
Cardona (1976, 295-305), is beyond the scope of this essay. Suffice it to
note that, in the past few decades, the most serious, sustained work on
Bhartrhari has been done by K. A. Subramania Iyer, Wilhelm Rau, and
Ashok Aklujkar. For historiographic and textual orientation, one should
see Rau (1971) and Aklujkar (1972). Philosophically speaking, the most
obviously appealing section of the VP is the Brahmakända, the first of its
three sections. On this, Biardeau (1964b) and Subramania Iyer (1965a)
have written accessible annotated translations. One might also see the
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edition of Varma (1970), which is provided with commentaries in En-
glish, Sanskrit, and Hindi. A competent, comprehensive survey of the
Bhartrharian system is provided by Subramania Iyer (1969); see also the
unpublished dissertation of Aklujkar (1970b) and Varma (1971) in Hindi.
For the general reader, the best introduction to Bhartrhari is Coward and
Sivaraman (1977), which provides a brief overview stressing Bhartrhari's
"yogic psychology/' Coward accepts the identity of Bhartrhari the
grammarian, author of the VP, and Bhartrhari the poet, author of the
Satakatraya. The validity of this traditional identification has been ques-
tioned, of course. Curiously this issue is (diplomatically) left undis-
cussed by Cardona (1976, see 365, n. 514). For Bhartrhari's treatment of
mantra see Coward's essay in this volume. On the discussion of Indian
philosophy of language in the Chinese Buddhist pilgrim I Tsing (634-
713 A.D.), see Brough (1973). A monograph on the survival and develop-
ment of Indian philosophy of language in Tibet would be most helpful,
in this regard see Nakamura (1955).

For Bhartrhari, cognition is intrinsically linguistic; to be human is to
use language. Therefore, nothing can be more important than using
language properly. The soteriological raison d'etre and the metaphysical
stance of this philosophy is concisely articulated by Cardona (1976, 300)
in a passage that merits citation:

Basic to Bhartrhari's general philosophy is the concept of Brahman, the
ultimate being, whose very essence is speech (sabda) and from whom
evolves (vivartate) all that there is. Grammar (vyäkarana), as a means of
discriminating correct (sädhü) from incorrect (asädhu, apabhmmsa . . .)
usage, is a means of attaining ultimate release (apavarga), what we call
salvation. For, through the use of correct forms (sädhupmyoga) one
achieves merit (dharma), and through the knowledge of correct usage
one gains the insight that speech in its essence is not differentiated.
One thus reaches a stage of speech which is not dispersed (avyatikirna),
which is the source (prakrti) of evolved speech (väg-vikära), and which is
called pratibhä or pasyantt ("seeing" . . .). And finally one reaches the
ultimate (para) source (prakrti) of all evolutes, namely brahman. . . .
Grammar is thus the cure for the stains which affect speech (väh-mal-
änäm cikitsitam)—that is, incorrect usages—and the door to salvation
(dväram apavargasya . . .).

In comparison to thinkers of comparable stature, critical examination
of Bhartrhari is still in its infancy. Nonetheless, by now, a considerable
secondary literature has clustered around certain significant issues. I
group the references around three themes: semantics in general, sphota
and pratibhä, and the relationship between "word" and "world." One
caution is in order: Various students of Bhartrhari have been tempted to
overemphasize the religious components in his thought. It is safer to
conclude with Staal (1976, 125, citing Kunjunni Raja) that "Bhartrhari's
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philosophy is best understood as a metaphysical superstructure to a
semantic theory."

Bhartrhari's work served as the point of departure for the discussion
of meaning, not only for the Vaiyäkaranas but for the Indian scholastic
tradition generally. A brief overview of Indian semantic theory may be
found in Aklujkar (1970); an older but still useful account is Brough
(1953). Kunjunni Raja (1969), on Indian Theories of Meaning, is a model of
clear, concise exposition and ably summarizes the main issues. One may
also see B. Bhattacharya (1962) and, focusing on Bhartrhari, Gaurinath
Shastri (1959). R. C. S. Pandey (1963) should be used with caution. On
Pandey and Kunjunni Raja, see the review essay of Staal (1966). One
might also consult the Hindi syntheses of K. D. Dvivedi (1951) and
Rama Suresa Tripathi (1972).

The semantic reflection of the scholastic tradition, of Naiyäyikas and
Mimämsäkas as well as Vaiyäkaranas, eventually focused on a few con-
cepts and issues, chief among them, on the related concepts of sphota
and pratibhä. (The meaning of these two technical terms cannot be read-
ily conveyed by unexplicated translation: roughly, sphota indicates the
eternal and divisible entity of verbal reference, especially of a sentence,
while pratibhä is the spontaneous intuition of verbal meaning.)*

There is a large literature on the concept of sphota. Coward (1980)
provides a recent overview. Besides the relevant sections of the standard
works cited earlier—and keeping in mind that sphota is first and fore-
most a serious, semantic category, not a vague mystical effusion—one
might see Liebich (1923), Ramaswami Sastri (1932-33), G. Bhattacharya
(1937), Heimann (1941), Subramania Iyer (1947), Herman (1962-63),
and, in Sanskrit, Kapil Deva Shastri (1967), Periverikatesvara Sästri
(1971) and Visvanätha Misra (1971). On variants of or opposition to the
classical theory of sphota, see Subrahmania Iyer (1937).

Eventually, the discussion of sphota became something of a scholastic
growth industry. For example, see the Sphotanirnaya, a section of Kaun-
dabhatta's Vaiyäkaranabhüsanasära (seventeenth century) edited and
translated by S. D. Joshi (1967). Among the primary works devoted to
the discussion of sphota, Cardona (1976, 369, n. 542) singles out two as
especially meriting attention. The first is the Sphotasiddhi of the well-
known "academic" philosopher Mandana Misra (seventh-eighth cen-
tury), edited by Rämanätha Sastri (1931) and translated into French by
Biardeau (1958) and into English by Subramania Iyer (1966). The second
is the Sphotßväda of the Päninian Nägesabhatta, edited by Krishnama-
charya (1946). For a technical exposition of these and other post-
Bhartrharians, see Subha Rao (1969). Finally, for an analysis of the treat-

*lt should be kept in mind that Bhartrhari does not use the word pratibhä, nor the term dhvani (for
him, the phonic reality of a word), in the sense of the latter tradition of poetics and aesthetics; on
Bhartrhari''s use of dhvani, see Subramania Iyer (1965b).
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ment of sphotß in Säyana/Mädhava's Sarvadarsanasamgraha, see Abegg
(1914).

Many of the works cited so far deal, to one extent or another, with
pratibhä as well as sphota. More especially, Gopinath Kaviraj, a scholar
who most often wrote in one or another Indian language, provides a
lucid (1924) overview in English. Gonda (1963a, 318-48) provides a valu-
able discussion of the term as a counterpart of the Vedic dhi- and he
surveys its use in Nyäya, Yoga, and Alamkära, as well as in Bhartrhari.
He offers the general definition (p. 319): "Pratibhä is that function of the
mind which, while developing without any special cause, is able to lead
on to real knowledge, to an insight into the transcendental truth and
reality. It is intuition from within, the divine spark which suddenly
illumines darkness into light. It is that which gives the realization of
identity." See also Subramania Iyer (1941) and, in Sanskrit, Raghunätha
Sarmä (1964c).

In evaluating the metaphysical and religious components in the phi-
losophy of Bhartrhari and those who followed him or borrowed from
him, it is important not to misconstrue or overestimate their spiritual
nature. Nonetheless, the Bhartrharian tradition provided a conceptual
impetus, and vocabulary, for the development of more explicitly the-
ological and soteriological traditions, especially those of the various in-
tersecting Vedäntic and Tantric ontologies. For the student of mantra as
it has manifested itself since the middle of the first millenium A.D.,
knowledge of the Vyäkarana is vital but its significance is indirect. It
illumines the partially explicit, partially implicit preunderstanding of the
nature and significance of speech in the communities where mantric
utterance was at once taken for granted and cultivated.

The central concept of Bhartrharian ontology is Sabdabrahman, the
primal Word/Sound that becomes the world. With this term, Bhartrhari
characteristically looks back to the Veda, for the term is known as early
as MaitU 6.22 (Ruegg 1959, 64, n. 1), and looks forward to the developed
sonic ontologies and soteriologies of Tantric systems, such as the spanda
tradition of Kashmir. On Sabdabrahman, see Haränacandra Sastri (1937),
Anjaneya Sarma (1965), and Lienhard (1968); the critique of this concept
by the Naiyäyika Jayanta is discussed in Gaurinath Sastri (1939). Cos-
mogonically and mythologically, the counterpart of the concept of Sab-
dabrahman is srsti, the evolution of the world of complex "sentences"
within the Word that is god. On this, there is a Sanskrit essay by Räma
Präsada Tripathi (1971). One development of this sense of the world as
evolute of the word was the notion of the threefold (among certain
Saivas in Kashmir this will become fourfold) nature of Speech. Justifica-
tion for this notion was found, among other places, in RV 1.164.45, on
Bhartrhari's treatment of this, see Kapila Deva Shastri (1966). Epis-
temologically, the counterpart of the concept of Sabdabrahman is sabdäd-
vaita, the position that anything that might appear to exist as "a second
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over against the primal Word" is ultimately sublatable. On this, there
are Sanskrit essays by Raghunätha Sarmä (1964b) and Haridatta Shastri
(1971).

While, at first blush, the theories of Sabddbrahman, srsti, and sabdäd-
vaita, might strike one as simple enough, evaluating their precise force
in the Bhartrharian scheme turns out to be rather tricky. In large mea-
sure, this has taken the form of a debate that is partially cast in the
vocabulary of Vedäntic polemics, which long postdate Bhartrhari. The
two central questions are In what sense might Bhartrhari be charac-
terized as a monist and/or also as an illusionist? May Bhartrhari's posi-
tion be characterized as either parinämaväda or vivartaväda? The still clas-
sic treatment of these issues, in part because of its lucidity, is Hacker
(1953). See also Ramaswami Sastri (1938), Ruegg (1958), and Gaurinath
Sastri (1968-69). The precise philosophical delineation of the relation
between an ultimate, which in one sense is but in another sense isn't
quite the world, obviously invites certain conceptual gymnastics. Rele-
vant to these logical maneuvers is a series of essays by Kapil Deva
Shastri (1964a; 1964b; 1964c; 1965) on Bartrhari's understanding of com-
parison (upamäna) and coreferentiality (sämänädhikaranyä); see also
Motilal (1973) on the Vaiyäkaranas understanding of substance. The last
word has certainly not been said on these issues, and further work shall
have to take into account Bhartrhari's knowledge of traditions other
than Vedänta, without reopening the question of Bhartrhari's Bud-
dhism. In this context see Ramaswami Sastri (1936-37; 1952) and Dave
(1966). For an attempt to use Hacker's analysis of vivaria to explicate a
theme in Abhinavagupta, an author who was in part indebted to the
Bhartrharian ontology, see Alper (1979).

The mytheme of "the god who becomes the world" can be seen as
one of the root images in the Indian religious traditions (cf. Pensa 1972).
The theologies that attempt to articulate and defend this mytheme drew
variously upon many of the conceptual resources of Indian scholastic
philosophy. Much work remains before Bhartrhari's contribution to this
strand of Indian religious life can be assessed with confidence. Howev-
er, there has been considerable debate concerning the religious identity
of and influences on Bhartrhari, in particular discussion of the ways in
which he might be considered to be a Buddhist or a Vedäntin. Such
doxographic placement, however, is of questionable value. It is more
fruitful to describe and assess Bhartrhari's religious practices and convic-
tions as carefully as possible. Many of the works cited so far attempt this
in passing; more specifically, one may see Filliozat (1954) and, on
Bhartrhari's concept of moksa, Subramania Iyer (1964).

The Bhartrharian understanding of Speech at once looks back to the
RVedic concept of Väc and forward to the elaboration in a Tantric con-
text of Väc as Sakti. For a general interpretation, see P. S. Shastri (c.
1955); on possible Vedic precedents for this development see Madhava
Krishna Sarma (1943), Marulasiddiah (c. 1951), and Sreekrishna Sarma
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(1957); for the treatment of Väc in the Tantric traditions see the survey of
Padoux (1963) and the discussion on page 430; for the South Indian
Saiva Siddhänta, see Sivaraman (1973, 220-34), which focuses on the
concepts of näda, bindu, and the evolution of the sabdaprapaca (the
speech-world).

Pürvamimämsä
Of the so-called systems of philosophy, Mlmämsä is arguably the

one whose significance has been most underestimated. Its importance
lies quite simply in its paradigmatic character. Along with Vyäkarana, it
sets out positions concerning the efficacy of ritual action and the efficacy
of verbal authority that touch the central preoccupations of Indian
culture or at least of Indian "high culture." At the risk of overgeneraliza-
tion, one might observe that India has been fascinated by the ritual and
psychological possibilities for "action at a distance" and by the power of
speech. Staal (1976, 109) remarks, "Indian culture may be characterized
by its emphasis on linguistics in the way Western culture may be charac-
terized by its emphasis on mathematics."* It is the word and not the
number that had been central. To put it more carefully, in spite of the
numerical systems in Indian ritual and in spite of the penchant of Indian
scholasticism for numerical classification—for instance, 273 kinds of rk
mantras (Jha 1942, 166), 1032 distinct sorts of inference (Potter 1963, 91,
citing Stasiak, 1929)—it was the rhetorician rather than the mathemati-
cian who was a culture hero. Hence, the intellectual priority of Vyäk-
arana and Mlmämsä, and hence, too, the social priority of the guru, for
the guru is master of the word (see pages 412-14).

The best general introduction to the Mlmämsä tradition is probably
provided by G. Jha (1942); for briefer but older accounts, see Keith (1921)
and Kane (1924), also P. Shastri (1923). The literature is surveyed in a
seventy-five-page essay by U. Mishra (1942), published as an appendix
in Jha (1942). One must approach the Mlmämsä both from the perspec-
tive of Vedic exegesis and scholastic philosophy. Sabara cites roughly
two thousand passages from the Veda, but none of these are from the
Säma- or Atharvaveda, and only forty-six are mantras from the RV. Most
are from the texts of the Taittirlya tradition (i.e., the YV), and some two
hundred, "being unidentifiable, may be supposed to have been quoted
from texts lost to us" (Gonda 1975a, 50, n. 53, citing Garge; Renou 1960,
#40).** On the treatment of the Veda in the Mlmämsä the works of
Garge (1949; 1952), focusing on the use of the RV, are especially valu-
able. The foundational text of the system is the SabaraBh, a commentary
on Jaimini's MimämsäSü. From it, two interpretative traditions have di-

* Staal makes this remark while speculating, in reference to Allen (1955), that the "linguistic zero" may
well have preceded the "mathematical zero."
**Icite this work by paragraph so that reference can be made equally to its French and English versions.
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verged. One takes its point of departure from the work of Kumärila
Bhatta (seventh century), author of the Slokavärttika, Tantravärttika and
Tuptikä, which together provide a commentary on the SabaraBh, the
other is from the work of Prabhäkara Misra (seventh/eighth centuries)/
author of an alternative commentary on Sahara's Bhäsya, the Brhati.
Available translations (variously reprinted) include, for the SabaraBh, Jha
(1933), with index by U. Mishra published separately (1945), and on
MimämsäSü 1.1.1-5, see Frauwallner (1968); for the Slokavärttika, Jha
(1900-09); for the Tantravärttika, Jha (1903-24); also on Prabhäkara, see
Jha (1911). The Mimämsä Kosa, a standard reference work in Sanskrit,
was referred to earlier on page 377.

Three late, brief treatises, all reflecting the Kumärila tradition, may
also serve as introductions and may well be more accessible to the gener-
al reader. Chief among them is the Mimämsänyäyaprakäsa of Äpadeva
(early seventeenth century), translated by Edgerton (1929); see also the
Arihasamgraha of Laugäksi Bhäskara (late sixteenth century), translated
by Gajendragadkar and Karmarkar (1934), and in German see Oertel
(1930); and the Mänomeyodaya of Näräyana Bhatta (early seventeenth
century), translated by Kunhan Raja and Suryanarayana Sastri (1933).

Among the large secondary literature, a few items of interest may be
mentioned: Edgerton (1928), Garge (1949) on Sahara and the science of
grammar, Zangenburg (1962), G. P. Bhatt (1962) on epistemology,
Schmithausen (1965) on Mandana Misra's Vibrahmaviveka, D'Sa (1974) on
sabdapramänam; Moghe (1971) and Halbfass (1983) both dealing with
Samkara and Mimämsä; on Mandana's Sphotasiddhi see pages 380-81. A
general survey of Mimämsäka theories of language is found in P. K.
Mazumdar (1977). Recently, there have been two ambitious attempts to
reconstruct the significance of Mimämsä "hermeneutics." Both works,
D'Sa (1980) and Gächter (1983), are directly relevant for an assessment of
linguistic speculation in traditional India but should be read with cau-
tion; cf. the reviews of Taber (1983; 1985). See also Pannikar (1964).

The Mimämsä as a system of exegesis is predicated on the existence
of the Veda. In spite of the extraordinary care with which the Vedic
corpus was preserved, far greater care than that bestowed on Jewish or
Christian scriptures, variants of some of the 10,000 Vedic mantras do
occur. These are listed in Bloomfield and Edgerton (1931). There has
been very little systematic work on the nature of the Vedic corpus in
comparison to the scriptures and canons of other traditions. Com-
parative orientation may be found in Lanczkowski (1961), O'Flaherty
(1979), W. C. Smith (1980), and Graham (1984). Specifically for Indian
"scriptures/' Coburn (1984) provides a new point of departure. Among
other relevant works see Singer (1961), Biardeau (1968), Gough (1968),

*The dates and relationship of these two figures has occasioned considerable discussion that cannot be
surveyed here.
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Lancaster (1979), and Coburn (1980). See, too, the discussion of orality
and literacy in traditional India, on pages 355-58.

Recently a few scholars, some associated with what might be called
the Vienna School of Hindu Studies, have begun exploring the character
of religious authority in the various traditions recognizing the Veda.
Unlike most Indological work and unlike most work stemming from
Religionswissenschaft, the work of these scholars is concerned with the-
ological issues and with the shape and integrity of the Hindu tradition
qua tradition. The importance of this work for mantric studies is two-
fold. Besides exploring another strand in the complex religious context
of traditional India, it raises the kind of issues that would have to be
explored if contemporary theologians were to engage the question May
a mantric utterance be assessed as true or false? Oberhammer's (1980)
essay on "Überlieferungsstruktur und Offenbarung/' in the Hindu tradi-
tion, is representative. Oberhammer and Waldenfels (1984) undertake
an extended exploration of the themes of truth and transcendence in
two authors who represent different sorts of theism: Paksilasvämin (Vät-
syäyana), the fifth century author of the Nyäyasütrabhäsya, and Bhäsar-
vaja, the ninth century Naiyäyika and Päsupata. See also three valuable
collection of essays by Oberhammer (1974, on revelation; 1978, on Trans-
zendenzerfahrung; and 1982, on Heilsgegenwart). The theme of revlation is
explored further by Coward and Sivaraman (1977). On the understand-
ing of Vedic authority in the Nyäya and Vaisesika traditions, see Chem-
parathy (1982; 1983, with refs.). For a study of nineteenth-century Hin-
du anti-Christian apologetics, see R. F. Young (1981).

The general purpose of Mimämsä is to provide systematic, rational
grounding for Brahmanic "orthodoxy". Therefore it begins by discuss-
ing the injunctions (vidhi) concerning sacrifice found in the Brähmanas.
It turns secondarily to the (ritual) uses to which particular mantras are
applied. On the ritual and grammatical context in which the Mimämsäka
speculation about language emerged, see Renou (1941-42). The texts of
Mimämsä do not, in general, provide stipulative definitions of mantra.
In the words of Jha (1942, 159), referring to MimämsäSü 2,1.32, "the
more logical writers on Mimämsä have contented themselves with ex-
plaining Mantra as a name applied to 'those Vedic texts that are ex-
pressive of mere Assertion (as distinguished from Injunction)'." Repre-
sentative discussions of the Mimämsä analysis of mantra may be found
in many of the introductions and translations cited earlier. See, for ex-
ample, Jha (1942, 159-86) and the third section ("Mantravibhäga") of
the Arthasamgraha (Gajendragadkar & Karmarkar (1934, 42-46, with ex-
tensive annotation 212-227); and, for a dense but clear summary, Renou
(1960, #40-44).

Among the major issues in philosophy of language debated by the
Pürvamimämsä were the relation of the words in a sentence to each
other and to the sentence as such; whether words denote universals or
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particulars; and the relationship between word and meaning. For a di-
gest of the discussions, see Staal (1976, 112-17). Many of the works
listed above, for example those focusing on Patajali and Bhartrhari, also
deal with Mimämsä. The Mimämsäkas assumed that the Veda is not a
document of human composition (it is apauruseya), therefore, they de-
voted considerable energy to demonstrating the indivisibility of words
and the eternality of the Veda. On the latter doctrine, see Abegg (1923).
Frauwallner (1960a; also 1961) has argued that the Mimämsäka accep-
tance of the eternality of sounds reflects the influence of the Vaiyä-
karanas. In this connection, see U. Mishra (1926) on the "physical theo-
ry of sound" in Indian thought.

On the fate of the Veda in the post-Vedic age, there is a dense and
marvelous monograph by Renou (1960), which is best read in conjunc-
tion with works that explore the cultural continuity between "Brahman-
ism" and "Hinduism" in general; for example, Gonda (1965) and Pensa
(1972). The continuation of the oral tradition of Vedic recitation up to the
present is well documented, but it is less clear to what extent—if at all—
the meaning of the text is understood. Gonda (1975a, 44) observes, the
"neglect of the meaning of the Veda, condemned though it was by
various authorities [Gonda cites Yäska, Samkara, Manu], led many
orthodox Brahmins to indulge in the thought that the meaning of the
sacred corpus cannot be known." The best way to explore this problem
is probably through the work of Staal, in which context it is fair to say
that the trend of the evidence tends to support the position on the
intrinsic meaninglessness of mantras qua mantras that Staal takes in this
volume. See Staal (1958; 1961; 1963a; 1983); as well as Raghavan (1957;
and, for a general survey, 1962); also Bake (1935), Gray (1959), Mencher
(1966), C. G. Kashikar (1958), S. Kashikar (1966), and Renou (1949c).

The main features of the Mimämsä attitude toward mantra is crystal-
lized in the so-called Kautsa controversy, a dispute concerning the al-
leged meaninglessness (änarthakya) of mantras. The earliest evidence for
the discussion is found at Nirukta 1.15-16, and it occupies MimämsäSü
1.2.31-45. The controversy is discussed again by the Vedic commentator
Säyana (fourteenth century), on this, see Oertel (1930). Kautsa, the ad-
vocate of the meaninglessness of Vedic mantras, was no iconoclast. He
clearly accepted the efficacy of Vedic sacrifice. The dispute turns on the
nature of the mantras everyone agrees must be used in it. In Staal's
words (1976, 112), Kautsa argued "so often the mantras appear simply
absurd; they speak of things that simply do not exist (e.g., [a creature]
with four horns, three feet, two heads, and seven hands); they are self-
contradictory and often redundant; there is a tradition for them to be
learnt by heart," but no comparable effort to learn their meanings. Now,
Kautsa is, according to Renou, also considered the author of an Athar-
van Prätisäkhya. This leads both Renou (1960a, 45) and Staal (1967, 24) to
stress that the apparent context for Kautsa's "scepticism" was magical
rather than rationalistic. It is not surprising, Staal (1967, 24) tells us,
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"that those ritualists who treated the mantras as charms, were hardly in
a position to regard them at the same time as linguistically meaningful
utterances."

This merits reflection. In many respects, Kautsa strikes one as a
bedfellow of those Christian theologians who took the absurdity of reve-
lation as a sign of its authenticity. And yet, his views scandalized the
Brahmanic establishment. In other words, the Mlmämsakas seem to
have put themselves in the interesting position of using mantras as if
they were meaningless but thinking about them as if they were mean-
ingful. From that social dichotomy flows many of the differences of
opinion about mantras today. On Kautsa, there are succinct precis in
Staal (1976, 112; 1967, 24f.) and a longer account in Renou (1960a, 45-
50), also Garge (1940). For a further discussion of these issues see the
essay by Taber in this volume.

Other Philosophical Traditions
Uttaramlmämsä or Vedänta is that strand of the Brahmanical tradi-

tion that focuses on the jänakända, the portion of the Veda dealing with
liberating knowledge, knowledge of what is ultimate, rather than with
sacrificial action. The lion's share of attention has gone to one form of
Vedänta, the Advaitism, which reverses without always following the
figure of Samkara. The tradition is multifaceted nonetheless. Even with-
in Advaita, the differences between one philosopher and another are
hardly negligible. I shall not attempt to sketch out the differences here
but instead focus on those aspects of Vedäntic reflection on language
common to the tradition as a whole.

As a soteriology, the goal of Vedänta is to facilitate the direct ap-
prehension of Brahman. As a philosophy, its goal is to articulate the
principal point of the Veda. Obviously, then, assessing the status and
soteriological role of the Vedic utterances that refer to Brahman was a
subject of special importance for all forms of Vedänta. But the Vedäntic
attitude toward language and, hence, toward the Veda is riddled with
ambivalence.

All the forms of the tradition are suspicious of language: It is the
premier tool of human bewilderment, however that is technically
understood.* On the other hand, all are committed to an apparently
verbal document, the Veda, as containing or being the chief means of
awakening to the truth. In the final analysis, only two self-consistent
positions appear possible. One may assert the ineffability of the ulti-
mate, or conversely, one may assert its essential linguisticality. In its

*The general reader should be alerted to the fact that the different Vedäntins, even the different
Advaitins used different vocabulary and strategy to ex-plicate human nescience (avidyä). In particu-
lar, the followers of Samkara diverge from Samkara. Therefore, it is advisable to avoid the word
illusion in explicating their thought unless one specifies exactly what is meant. See the references to
the work of Paul Hacker.
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pure forms, the first position is paradigmatically Advaita and is taken by
Samkara and certain of his followers, notably Suresvara; the second
position is also Advaita but not in the way that term is often understood
in the popular literature. It is taken paradigmatically by Bhartrhari.

In other words, there is an internal debate within Vedänta concern-
ing the status of verbal expressions as instruments of liberation. The
different sorts of Vedänta evaluate differently the key mantras of the
Veda, and by analogy any other mantra. It is not a question of whether
they are effective but of how and why they work. It is important to grasp
that the ambivalence towards words was real and deep. This means
that, for traditional India, the ineffable nature of mystic experience was
by no means self-evident. Bhartrhari (VP 3.3.20) pins the tail on the
donkey with admirable directness, "that which is spoken of as un-
speakable, as soon as it is obtained as spoken of by that unspeakability,
is spoken of."*

Potter (1981, 54) summarizes this by contrasting the attitudes toward
language of Samkara and the Mandana Misra. The former, he tells us,
characterizes language as an instrument of ignorance but "finds the
mechanism of liberation ultimately in an act that requires speech." For
him, even the most significant pronouncements of the Veda "are ulti-
mately false." Nonetheless, "one can be liberated by a falsehood, just as
one can be killed by being frightened by an illusory snake." The latter, in
contrast, endorses the sabdävaita thesis that Brahman is language. For
him, "Brahman is consciousness, . . . consciousness is the power of
speech, . . . Brahman is of the nature of speech; the whole universe is a
manifestation (vivarta) of speech."

The single most important focus of this discussion are the ma-
häväkyas, four or more "Great Utterances" found in the Upanisads.**
Now the mahäväkyas, at least in some regards, are mantras: They are
verses from the Veda; they are objects of repeated meditation; they are
instruments of liberation; they are slogans enunciating the truth. It is
interesting that the divergence in the Vedäntic attitude toward the ma-
häväkyas exactly parallels the divergence in attitude towards mantras in
general that exists in the tradition and in the scholarly debate today. For
those who believe they are really linguistic instruments, aligning them-
selves with Bhartrhari and Mandana, they work because they lead to
understanding, albeit deep, extraordinary understanding. For those
who believe they are nonlinguistic, aligning themselves with the tradi-
tion of mystic ineffability, they work "magically," by occasioning a

* aväcyam iti yad väcyam tad avacyatayä yada
vacyam ity avasiyeta väcyam eva tadä bhavet.

This is cited by Kunnjuni Raja (1969, 254). I cite the translation of Staal (1976, 126).
**The exact number varies. The four sentences most commonly cited are aham brahmäsmi (I am
Brahman), BrhU 1.4.10; tat tvam asi (You are that), ChU 6.8.7ff.; prajänam brahma (Brahman
is wisdom) AiU 3.5.3; and ayam ätmä brahma (This self is Brahman), MändükyaU 4.2.
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'leap/7 an ultimately inexplicable transformation of one's way of being
in the world.

Another crux of interpretation is the term väcärambhana, which occurs
in the sadvidyä (ChU 6.Iff.), the teaching of Uddälaka about the "being"
or "substance" that underlies phenomenal diversity. It has been trans-
lated, for example, as "verbal handle" and "seizing by Speech." Specifi-
cally, on this phrase or chapter, see van Buitenen (1955b; 1958), Kuiper
(1957; 1958), Hamm (1968-69), and Morgenroth (1970).

The hermeneutical ambivalence of Vedänta led it to adopt a number
of strategies, in particular employing the concept of "secondary mean-
ings" and metaphorical interpretaion to explicative Vedic statements
about Brahman. A capsule account of this may be found in Staal (1976,
126f.). This opens out towards an extensive primary and secondary
literature on Indian poetics, which is obviously central to any apprehen-
sion of the place of language in traditional Indian culture. Its relevance
to the study of mantras, however, is limited or, at least, as yet unex-
plored. Suffice it to mention the most accessible general works: De
(I960), Kane (1961), Raghavan (1942), and for a survey of the literature,
Gerow (1977). On the term alamkära, see Gonda (1939b). On possible
connections between grammatical and poetic reflection, see Renou
(1941) dealing with Mamma ta, the late eleventh-early twelfth century
author of the Kävyaprakäsa.

There is an extensive but not entirely reliable literature on Vedänta. I
mention a few items, especially on Samkara, some of which the reader
might otherwise overlook. For a summary of the treatment of philoso-
phy of language in early Advaita see Potter (1981, 46-61). In my judg-
ment the most reliable and accessible brief introduction to Samkara in
English is Mayeda (1979, 3-97). Still unsurpassed, however, is the ex-
tended discussion in de Smet (1953), a dissertation on the theological
method of Samkara that, mysteriously, has never been published. For a
brief digest, see de Smet (1954). Mostly in German, the writings of Paul
Hacker are without peer; see the bibliography in Hacker (1978). For a
general survey of the interpretation of the Veda in the Advaita tradition
of Vedänta one may see the monograph of K. S. Murty (1959), which
gives special attention to the problem of "language and Brahman" (pp.
53-67) and the Mahäväkyas (pp. 68-87); see also G. Misra (1971).

For comparable discussions on Rämänuja, see van Buitenen (1956,
48-69) and Carman (1974), which also deals (pp. 158-66) with Rämänu-
ja's understanding of the names of god. As this suggests, several forms
of Vedänta were allied with Vaisnava devotionalism. Rämänuja himself
is supposed to have written a work on rites on purification, and Vedän-
tadesika "wrote a considerable number of theological works in explana-
tion of the mantras which . . . were considered to be of fundamental
significance"; for instance, the caramasloka, BhG 18.66, "Abandoning all
duties, come to me alone for protection; I shall release you from all evils,
be not grieved" ([Gonda 1963b] 1975b, 4.268). As to the Davita tradition,
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see Siauve (1959), Les Noms vediques de Visnu, a translation of Madhava's
commentary on BSü 1.1. adhikarana 2-12. See, too, the material on
Vaisnava theism on pages 366-69.

Vedänta, like Mimämsä, defines the context in which the use of
mantras makes sense, but in a curiously divergent manner. There is a
direct continuity between the Vedäntic discussions concerning language
and illusion and the popularity of mantras as epistemological tools in
Tantra. Vedänta articulates the underside of India's love affair with
words: A widespread ontological suspicion that ordinary language is a
snare. If verbalization is the most pregnant mark of the common, the
vyavahärika, if verbalization is the problem, then it is poetically just for a
radical form of verbalization, a form that can be considered verbal-yet-
more-than-verbal, to serve as an antidote. If one were surprised by the
use of mantras both for transcendental and mundane, even malicious,
ends, one should remember that the concept of mäyä was employed
with equal enthusiasm in Vedänta and in Indian magical texts. In this
regard, see the important essay of Goudriaan (1978), especially Chapter
5, "Under Indra's Net" (211-250).

The systematic reflection of Buddhism forms a broad counterpart to
the Hindu intellectual traditions and was probably a stimulus for the
systematization of it. Within India, what we call Hinduism and Bud-
dhism were overlapping strands of a single culture. Just as the Brah-
manical tradition defined itself in terms of the authority of the Veda,
Buddhism defined itself in terms of the authority of its scriptures. The
exegetical and philosophical problems that arose from these two enter-
prises, therefore, were comparable. Since it is hardly feasible to survey
this development here, I limit myself to citing a few items that may
provide philosophical background for the treatment of language in Bud-
dhist philosophy. For some references on mantras in Indian and Tibetan
Buddhism, see pages 439-40.

Whatever they shared, the flavor of Buddhism is distinctive. Staal
(1976,118) goes so far as to say that "the entire early Buddhist approach
constitutes the origination of a kind of analysis which reminds us of
British 'ordinary language7 philosophy. Both proceed in an essentially
similar way: specific examples from ordinary language and philosophi-
cally interesting cases are discussed, but no general semantic theory is
evolved." Of course, between the era of the Abhidharma (beginning c.
300 B.C.) and the figure of Dignäga (fifth century), the Buddhist commu-
nity developed not just a formal semantics but an entire philosophical
tradition of great subtlety. The best place to begin examining it is per-
haps with Jayatilleke (1963), which set a new standard in the study of
early Buddhist thought. The last half of the book deals with problems of
authority, reason, logic, meaning, and truth. See especially paragraphs
520-59 on the emergence of Indian linguistic philosophy. On the analy-
sis of words and meanings among the Vaibhäsikas, one of the early
schools, see P. S. Jaini (1959).
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Although the application of Western philosophical categories to the
Indian context is somewhat problematic, it is possible to characterize
Buddhist thought as "nominalistic," over against the "realism," at least,
of the Nyäya tradition. This contrast has been explored a number of
times from different perspectives. The issues are set out clearly, but with
a Naiyäyika bias, by D. N. Shastri (1964). This provides sufficient back-
ground to approach the apoha theory of the Buddhist logicians: The
meaning of a word refers neither to a class (jäti) nor to a discrete particu-
lar (svalaksana), it merely "excludes" everything else to which it does not
refer; on this, see Frauwallner (1930-37). If one traces the development
of the different strands of Buddhism, notably Vijnänaväda and
Madhyamaka, one finds a tension between the need to affirm and the
need to transcend ordinary reality. As in Vedänta, this leads to the
development of a "two truths" epistemology and the complex problems
of illusionism and idealism. For example, see the essays in Sprung
(1973).

Ayurveda and Other Traditions of Indian Science
It seems likely that the Indian scientific traditions did not escape the

pervasion of Indian culture by mantras. One wonders especially to what
extent their use came into conflict with the empirical elements of those
traditions. But the study of the use of mantras in the Indian scientific,
and especially medical, traditions has hardly begun. Much work will
have to be completed before the scientific background, if any, to Man-
trasästra can be sketched. I can do no more here than testify to the need
for such exploration.

Healing is a field in which scientific and folk practitioners have surely
competed. As indicated earlier, a significant portion of the mantras in
the AV can be considered medical. Kakar (1982) in exploring various
forms of counseling and psychotherapy in contemporary India discusses
the use of mantra in two contexts. For his treatment of mantric healing
among tribal shamans see page 436. More interesting is a long, sym-
pathetic exposition (Kakar 1982, 151-90) of Tantric healing, to which, of
course, utterance of the right mantra is central. Kakar's account places
Tantra in a popular, oral setting of fears and fantasies in whose terms
one can begin to see the psychological sense Mantrasästra makes in
India today, something which is by no means self-evident from the
texts. His treatment is further noteworthy in avoiding the extremes of
credulity typical of "devotees," on the one hand, or the conclusion, on
the other, that mantric utterance merely leads, in the words of J. M.
Masson (1980, 130), to a "peculiar loss of rational faculties"; for a discus-
sion of Yoga and psychoanalysis, see Masson (1976).

In light of this, one is tempted to classify the often Tantricized tradi-
tions of exorcism and demonology as a form of traditional Indian "psy-
chiatry" rather than magic. See the significant study and translation of
the Kumäratantra by Filliozat (1937), in connection with which, see
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Goudriaan (1977). This text, which circulated in Tamil, Arabic, Cambo-
dian, and Chinese, should not be confused with a different text of the
same name cited on page 419. The most extended analysis of a healing
tradition that involves mantric utterance I have come across is Stablein
(1976) and, for a briefer account, (1973), which, however, focuses on
"ritual blessings" in the Tantric Buddhism of Tibet. On medicine, be-
sides Zysk's essay in this volume, his larger work (1985b) examines
Vedic healing mantras and their religious and ritual significance and
incorporates philological analysis of the Vedic verses. Also important is
Karambelkar (1961) and, among general works, Filliozat (1943; 1949;
1952). (Jean Filliozat has written numerous essays on the intersecting
fields of Indian medicine, yoga, and psychology. See the bibliography in
Filliozat 1974, xi-xxv.) The literature on South Asian shamanism is too
large to be surveyed here. See, for example, Hitchcock and Jones (1976).
For further references on healing traditions, see the section on regional
ethnography, pages 373-75.

I assume that the use of mantras or analogous formulas can be found
in the Indian alchemical tradition, whether it be classified as chemistry,
psychology, or mysticism. Among standard works, one might see, on
chemistry, P. C. Ray (1902-09) and P. R. Ray (1956). Specifically on the
alchemical (rasäyana) tradition, see P. R. Ray (1967). A certain amount of
work has been done on the figure of Nägärjuna the physician and my-
stic, who is presumably not to be identified with the author of the
Madhyamikakärikäs. See, for example, Filliozat (1940) and Walleser (1923).
Some further bibliography may be found in Eliade (1969) with attention
to Chinese parallels.

TANTRA

ORIENTATION AND GENERAL STUDIES
For the most part, in all of the contexts in which they have been

employed—in the domestic ritual of the householder, the communal
ritual of the temple, the discipline of the solitary renouncer, the sädhanä
of a guru and his disciples—the mantras of the past millenium have
been Tantric. Coversely, it is commonly conceded that the use of man-
tras is, in Bharati's (1965, 101) words, "on the technical side . . . the
chief instrument of Tantrism." Thus, to understand Mantrasästra pre-
supposes reaching at least a preliminary assessment of Tantra as such.

For long, Tantra was a stepchild of Indology, ignored or undervalued
by Western scholars and representatives of the so-called Hindu Renais-
sance. Today, Tantra is in the process of becoming fashionable. Yet, the
meaning of the term resists precise definition and its history remains
unclear. Moreover, as is now generally acknowledged, there is no strict
distinction in usage between the textual terms tantra, ägama, and samhitä.
A careful semantic history of the term tantra remains a desideratum.
Ideally, such an account would connect the Tantric meaning of the term
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with its meaning in the Vedic sacrificial system—loom, thread, frame-
work, "the structure common to sacrifices of a certain sort" (cf. Renou
1954c, 69f.)—as well as its common literary meaning, as in the title of the
famous collection of tales, the Pancatantra, "The Five Books." Pending a
general semantic mapping, the exact force and connotation of the term
must remain somewhat uncertain. Yet, the Vedic and literary meanings
seem relevant. The first usage suggests the liturgical precision that char-
acterizes Tantra as a ritual system. The second usage suggests the noto-
riety, the heady rebelliousness against "establishment" sensibility, that
characterizes Tantra as a social phenomenon.

In the past twenty years and especially in the past decade, the foun-
dation has been laid for a sophisticated scholarly examination of Tantra.
The "renaissance" in Tantric studies began with the publication of
Padoux (1963) and, in the English-speaking world, Bharati (1965). The
former, especially central to the student of Mantrasästra, is to appear
soon in a revised English version. The latter is a work that, whatever
emendations specialists might today wish to propose (Goudriaan [1981,
2] characterizes it as "not a reliable guide"), remains a model for its clear
textual, philosophical, and sociological method. See, however, the ex-
tended review of Saraf (1974). More recently, the three landmarks in
Tantric studies have been the relevant volumes of the HIL and the HO:
Gonda (1977a), Gupta, Hoens, and Goudriaan (1979), and Goudriaan
and Gupta (1981).* Before consulting these volumes, one should see the
review of the second written by Padoux (1981).

Among other general introductions to Tantra one may consult, but
should not rely on uncritically, Bagchi (1939), Chakravarti (1963), Kapali
Sästry (1971), and N. Bhattacharyya (1982). Caution also should be exer-
cised in consulting Evola (1949) and Varenne (1977). For a philosophical-
ly engaged introduction to Tantric thought, there is K. Mishra (1981),
which focuses on the Tantric Saivism of Kashmir as understood by the
late and revered pandit, Rameshwar Jha. For a, more or less, Marxist
analysis that attempts to situate the rise of Tantra within the history of
popular "materialism," see Chattopadhyay's study (1959) of the
Lokäyatas. Perhaps the best way to gain a representative contemporary
Indian (i.e., neo-Hindu) view on Tantra in English is through the rele-
vant, lively, sympathetic essays in the fouth volume of CHI (H. Bhat-
tacharyya, 1956), namely those of Basu, Bagchi, Pratyagatmananda
(Sarasvati), A. B. Ghosh, K. R. Venkataraman, B. Bhattacharyya, Sen, S.
B. Dasgupta, V. V. Ramana Sastri, and C. Chakravarti. Alternatively,
one might see R. K. Rai (1976), L. P. Singh (1976), and the items concern-
ing neo-Hinduism on page 435. For general introductions to Buddhist
Tantra, see pages 438-39.

In spite of the many strictures that can be expressed, it seems to me

* The bulk of the material I cite from this volume comes from part I (1-172); hence, I usually cite it as
Goudriaan and Gupta (1981).
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that one should not in general turn up one's nose at the work of Sir John
Woodroffe (Arthur Avalon) (d. 1936). To be sure, it is "pioneering,"
which is to say methodologically unsophisticated, yet its very naivety
can charm, and it still has its uses.* His introduction to the Kädimata or
TantraräjaT (rep. 1971), which Goudriaan and Gupta (1981, 64) describe
as a "useful, but sometimes whimsical" survey that often fails to dis-
criminate between the Tantra and its commentary, is representative.
The varying evaluations of the MahänirvänaT itself illustrates the swings
in attitude: cf. Woodroffe (1959); Bharati (1965, 321), "the most impor-
tant Hindu Tantra"; Derrett (1977), who classifies the text as a "juridical
fabrication"; and Halbfass (1981), who considers the matter in the con-
text of discussing Rammohan Roy's "hermeneutical situation."

Those able to read Indian languages can consult the studies and
collected essays of the traditionally trained and renowned Gopinath
Kaviraj (1963a), in Bengali, and (1963b; 1963-64), both in Hindi. In eval-
uating Gopinath's contribution to our understanding of Tantra, one may
consult Dviveda (1978). Vraj Vallabha Dviveda, in fact, is the "dean" of
contemporary pandits specializing in Tantra, and there is no more con-
cise digest of traditional Tantrasästra than his introduction to the NSA
(1968), an abridged English translation of which, prepared by Teun
Goudriaan, is to be published in a handbook on the Saiva traditions of
Kashmir edited by Alper (forthcoming). One might see, too, the "Up-
odghäta," which Dviveda has contributed to the fourth volume of the
GOS edition of the SST; the various prefaces in English and Sanskrit he
contributed to Gopinath Kaviraj's edition of the YH and the introduction
to his edition of the MM (1972). Bharati (1965, 332) cites a Mantrasästra-
mätrkägranthänäm Vivaranätmikä Sücikä (Descriptive Index of Mantra
Texts and of Mätrkäs) (Subramanya Sastri n.cL); he praises it as an
"excellent, critical and modern catalogue of Tantric material"; but I have
not seen it nor found reference to it in other secondary literature and
cannot vouch for its utility. For other contemporary works in the Indian
vernaculars, see pages 434-39.

THE IDEOLOGY OF TANTRA
Bharati (1965, 13-40) provides a brief but clear-headed discussion of

the "philosophical content of Tantra." He points out that what is com-
mon to Tantra is an attitude: "the systematic emphasis on the identity of
the absolute (paramärthä) and the phenomenal (vyavahära) world when

*It seems to me, too, that Woodroffe's influence in setting the agenda for Tantric studies and in
disseminating an attitude towards Tantra can easily be underestimated. For example, in his intro-
duction to the Mahänirväna Tantra ([1913] 1973, 66), Woodroffe cites a potent metaphor but
without a clear textual reference: The guru is the root (mülaj of initiation; initiation is the root of
mantra; mantra is the root of devatä; and devatä is the root of siddhi. In effect, this enters the
handbooks as a definitive statement, being cited in Renou et al. (1947-53, 597. #1225) without
attribution, and in Gonda (1963a, 37) with attribution.
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filtered through the experience of sädhanä" (p. 18). In other words, what
defines Tantra is practice {sädhanä) rather than thought. There is really
no such thing as a single Tantric ideology, no less systematic philoso-
phy. Thus, while Buddhist and Hindu praxis is essentially identical, the
vocabulary and conceptual schemes in whose terms they are understood
and articulated differ to the extent of being irreconcilable.

The intellectual schemes implicit or explicit in many Hindu Tantras
reflect several currents of the common Hindu thought-world of the mid-
dle of the first millenium A.D. The one that has received the most atten-
tion is probably Advaita. As a current in the common Indian mentality,
rather than as an organized philosophical system, it seems to have be-
come gradually more prestigious and influential century by century. It
will be discussed on pages 441-43.

Broadly conceived, the Sämkhya tradition was arguably more signifi-
cant in providing an ideology for Tantra, at least in its formative period.
From Sämkhya, Tantra has borrowed and embroidered large elements
of cosmology, including the analysis of reality in terms of three con-
stitutive strands (gunas), the concept of prakrti as a primal and feminine
Urstoff, and the ostensibly cosmogonic scheme of tattva evolution. This
Sämkhyan component of Tantra has directly influenced Tantric Man-
trasästra, but to the best of my knowledge, it has never been made the
subject of focused study. To take an example from the Tantric currents
prominent among the Saiva traditions of Kashmir, the notion of a hier-
archy of types of animate beings, arrayed in terms of an expanded
Sämkhyan cosmology, includes Mantras, Mantresas, and Mantramahesas.
This is discussed at length in the ninth and tenth ähnikas of Abhinava-
gupta's Tanträloka, which well illustrates the soteriological interests that
shaped the use of Sämkhyan material in Tantra. The system of pramätrs
is currently being examined by Chr. Humbrecht.

Another motif that reflects Sämkhyan influence, as well as that of
Bhartrharian thought, and that has received some attention, is that of
the so-called six paths (sadadhvan). These are two triads of sequences,
each sequence consisting of five elements or "levels", must be under-
stood at once as processes of cosmic emanation and of individual "re-
turn." One of the triads corresponds to the realm of the "signifying
agent" (väcakä) and the other to that of the "signified object" (väcya). The
sequences belonging to the former, arranged from most to least subtle,
are designated varna-, mantra-, and padädhvan; that is, the adhavans of
aksaras (primordial letters) of mantras that are intermediate and of the
prototypes of words and sentences (padas). It would be inappropriate to
provide more detail here. Suffice it to say that, in this Sämkhyan con-
text, mantra has been reified as a cosmological category but only so that
it can be presented as the central element in a complex meditative
soteriology. This scheme, and the Sämkhyaizing of Mantrasästra in gen-
eral, certainly merits further study. See the forthcoming revision of
Padoux (1963, 261-91), which will devote a chapter, focusing on the
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eleventh section of the Tanträloka and the fourth section of the Svacchan-
daT, to the sadadhvan. As background, one should see Hacker's study
(1961) of the Sämkhyization of the emanation doctrine in the Puränas. In
general, in a Tantric context the schemata of emanation became more
and more baroque, as did the parallel schemes of meditative stages,
deities, and mantras. Meriting special study is the elaboration of the
four, five, seven, or however many internal constituents of OM (for
example, cf. Goudriaan, in Gupta, Hoens, & Goudriaan 1979, 52f.).

As the section of this Bibliography dealing with Saktism will indicate,
the hypothesis that Tantra is a development of village Hinduism and an
expression of folk consciousness has proved attractive to a number of
researchers. One of the clearest and most outspoken statements of this
theory is Chattopadhyay (1959) who, as mentioned earlier, places Tantra
within the context of an indigenous Indian materialism. It should be
observed that in regard to Mantrasästra this theory complements those
that emphasize its ritual character and especially its magical Sitz und
leben.

Tantric Deities
In considering the deities of Mantrasästra or of Tantra more broadly,

two motifs and two lines of inquiry emerge. On the one hand, one may
consider the deities to whom mantras are addressed or whose existence
they presuppose as prima facie, external to both the mantra and the
person who utters it. In that case, the task is to catalogue the deities.
From another perspective, the mantra, its devatä, and the person who
utters the mantra are held to be or to become in some sense one, al-
though the difference between them is never wholly effaced (or denied).
In this case, the task is to understand the nature of the asserted unity
and to decipher how mantric ritual is understood to effect or manifest it.
Obviously, for a well-rounded comprehension of mantric deities both
lines of inquiry must be followed. The first approach will be most signifi-
cant when considering mantric utterance in a quotidian context, the
second will be most significant in a redemptive context, to the extent
that redemptive Mantrasästra became self-reflective. I limit myself here
to a few remarks concerning the deities considered as external. For the
second line of inquiry, see the sections dealing with Tantra and Advaita,
and with sädhanä (pages 401-402 and 411, respectively).

Goudriaan (Gupta, Hoens, & Goudriaan 1979, 63-66) gives some
sense of the complexity of mantric theism, but care should be taken in
recognizing that, in India, we find neither an organized pantheon nor
even a group of overlapping organized pantheons. A coherent typology
for comparing and contrasting mantric deities has not yet been pro-
posed. A few guidelines may be offered provisionally, however. One
way of making a rough distinction among mantric devatäs would be in
terms of a scale paralleling the one I proposed in the Introduction.
Setting up a continuum with the quotidian and village contexts at one
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pole and Tantric sädhanä practiced for "redemption" on the other, one
might discriminate three sorts of mantric deities.

First are the small-scale deities, usually, but not always, goddesses
who control particular powers. These are originally the objects of folk
ritual, and to use the vocabulary of Religionswissenschaft, they may be
construed as Sondergötter or Daseinsmächte; that is, specialized or loca-
tion-specific "godlings," "power-substances" (cf. Gonda [1961b] 1975,
15). The use of mantras to compel these forces to behave in an acceptable
manner is well illustrated in Diehl's Instrument and Purpose.

In the middle is the vast range of pan-Indian or major regional deities
possessing (more or less) elaborate mythologies and literatures. Consid-
ering the extent of mantra as the characteristic form of Indian religious
language, considering the numinous aura believed to surround the
names of these gods and goddesses, it is probable that in one way or
another every deity who has been "worshipped" has been the recipient,
the devatä, of a mantra. While mantras have never been preeminently
instruments of praise, it is probable that every deity has at one time or
another been glorified mantrically. To cite an example of a deity whose
adoration was once prominent but is no longer, Gonda (1977a, 240f.)
cities the Süryäryadvädasaka, a Stotra to the Sun-god based on RV 1.50.11
to which bijamantras and the "twelve significant names" of the deity are
added. Obviously, the innumerable refractions of Visnu, Siva, Kali,
their families, and their entourages fall in this group. This second broad
category may remind us that the tendency of Westerners to compart-
mentalize Tantra and Bhakti as if they were opposites is misleading. In
fact, there is considerable overlap. For one presentation of the issues,
see Bolle (1965a).

Finally, at the other extreme would be those deities who exist solely
as meditative hypostatizations, deities who are known solely as objects
of meditative sädhanä and not as objects of devotion or supplication or
subjects of sacred narrative. Such figures are best known in the Buddhist
Tantra of Tibet, but their place in the Hindu meditative traditions merits
exploration.

A list of the deities discussed in the various Tantras, and even in the
secondary literature, is beyond the scope of this bibliography. Two il-
lustrations of different sorts of material will have to suffice. On the
deities mentioned in Krsnänanda's Tantrasära, Goudriaan and Gupta
(1981, 1.2) cite Sircar (1972-73). On the "boundary figure" of Tum-
buru—Gonda (1977a, 207) describes him as "a Gandharva [known in
the Mhb and the BhägP (?)] who in the course of time had become a
hypostasis of Siva"—see Goudriaan (1973).

Tantras "Sakta" and "Säktic"
Within a Tantric setting, virtually all mantric utterance is säktic, yet

any discussion of "Säktism" and Mantrasästra is hindered from the start
by the imprecision with which the term Säktism has been used. As An-
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dre Padoux (1981, 347) has put it, 'The difficulty in defining the rela-
tionship between Tantrism and Säktism is in fact due largely to the
imprecision of these two notions which we inherited from a time when
the Tantric texts were as yet little known, and when we had not yet
realized the extent of the Tantric phenomenon/7

On one pole are those scholars who interpret Säktism in terms of the
modern, Western myth of the Great Mother, which has been derived
from the theories of Johann Jakob Bachofen and Carl G. Jung, for exam-
ple. Allowing for individual differences, this position is represented by
Heinrich Zimmer (1938), Erich Neumann (1963), Mircea Eliade (e.g.,
1969, 202ff.), Stella Kramrisch (1975), and Wendell Beane (1977); com-
pare Przyluski (1934; 1938); and on the theme of bipolarity in Indian
religion, see Pensa (1974). Whatever its other merits might be, its Indo-
logical utility has been questioned, for instance by Kinsley (1975, 131),

The weakness of this interpretation, especially as articulated by Neu-
mann, is obvious. In an attempt to exegete Hindu mythology, another
mythology has been offered as a key, the somewhat parochial, West-
ern, male-chauvinist myth of individual assertiveness as expressive of
the redeemed man (or the psychologically healthy man).

On the other pole are all those scholars who focus on sakti as a
precise technical term in particular—Tantric and non-Tantric—texts.
These scholars have found that the term refers to a capacity or capability
that may or may not be personified as a goddess and that functions
variously as epistemological, cosmological, ritual, and meditative (i.e.,
psychological). Somewhere between these two poles are the large
number of scholars who have used the concept of Säktism as a tool in
the reconstruction of Indian religious history. They have tended to focus
especiallyon the interaction between elite and popular or, especially in
the past, Aryan and non-Äryan strata in the culture. Their definitions of
Säktism have varied but focus, in the end, on primordial cult of village
goddesses. For example, N. Bhattacharyya (1974, xi) speaks of the "cult
of the Female Principle/' Kumar (1974, 1) speaks of the "worship of sakti
or the female principle/7 He adds, apparently without sensing a possible
contradiction, that "the term sakti represents female divinity in general
and stands for the energizing power of some [male] divinity/'

To compound the difficulty the terms Säktism and Tantra frequently
have been used as if they were interchangeable, but this is imprecise and
misleading. Taking advantage of the ability to make either a Sanskrit or
an English adjective out of the word sakti, I shall here adopt a conven-
tion I use in my own teaching: by Sakta I refer to those works, move-
ments, or rituals in which ultimate reality is identified as some particular
goddess; by saktic I refer to those works, movements, or rituals that—
however they identify ultimate reality: as a god, a goddess, or imperson-
ally as, e.g., Brahman—presuppose that ultimate reality expresses itself
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in and as the world through a web of capabilities or potencies known as
saktis. This distinction facilitates the following generalization, from
which, I believe, there are few if any exceptions: all Tantra is säktic, but
not necessarily Säkta; the worship of goddesses may be both, neither, or
one but not the other.

On the various strands of Säktism (Säkta and säktic) a number of
general works may provide initial orientation: N. Bhattacharyya (1974)
provides a readable historical survey; Payne (1933) and Thompson and
Spencer (1923) focus on the case of Bengal; von Glasenapp (1936b), in an
essay in German, focuses on Säktism in the Tantric context, on which
one may still consult Woodroffe's classic Shakti and Shakta (1959); see also
P. C. Chakravarti (1940), Sinha (1966), Sircar (1967), a valuable collection
of essays; in Bengali, S. B. Dasgupta (1961) and U. K. Das (1966); in
Hindi, R. Sarmä (1977), and Poddar and Goswami (1934). Many of these
works are now superceded (cf. Coburn 1984a, 3) by the historical survey
of Tiwari (1985), which, however, I have not yet seen.

J. N. Banerjea (1938) discusses the folk goddesses of the ancient and
medieval periods, while P. Kumar (1974) surveys Puränic evidence for
Säktism. Tucci (1929-30) discusses the plausible, but by no means cer-
tain, hypothesis that the cults of the village goddesses contributed to the
rise of Tantra, with which compare Tucci (1930). For Säktism within a
Buddhist context, see the important essay by Wayman (1962), which, by
the way, contains a clear exposition of the sequence of bijas OM ÄH
HUM. His remarks on terminology ([1962] 1973, 165f.) should be noted:

Modern scholars have been somewhat confused on [the subject of
female energy and symbolism in Buddhism] by wholesale use of the
term sakti (power) in reference to Buddhist goddesses. This term, gen-
eral in Hindu Tantras, seldom occurs in the Buddhist Tantras, which
actually employ the following generic words for the goddesses or
females: prajnä (insight), yogini (female yogin), vidyä (occult science or
know-how—wisdom in its historic meaning including all academic
learning), devi ("goddess" or queen), mätr (mother), mätrkä (mother or
letters), däkini (fairy), düti (female messenger), surf (heroine), and mudrä
(seal or gesture).

From a ritual perspective and in a meditative or practical context, the
proliferation of saktis is typical of Tantra, but in order to understand the
theory of Mantrasästra, the figure of Väc, with her refractions, is central.
On this, see the discussion of the Tantric alphabet on pages 431-33; for
background the discussion of Väc in the Veda, see pages 334-35.

It is vital to remember that there is no unanimity as to whether there
is a figure to be known as the Goddess; the goddesses vary in character
as much as the gods. This is brought out clearly in a recent collection of
essays, Hawley and Wulff (1982), which, however, focuses on Rädhä.
There is not as yet any agreed upon typology to assist the general reader
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in sorting out the various goddesses, all of whose history is complex and
some of whom share a number of names and titles. For rapid orienta-
tion, see the clear and helpful glossary in Hawley and Wulff (pp. 369-
81), for a more detailed introduction see the discussion of epithets in
Coburn (1984a, 89-208), which deals with the terms candikä, ambikä, käli,
durgä, mahämäyä, cämundä, sakti, gauri, laksmi, and sri, among others. The
large and scattered ethnographic literature on the cult of the various
goddesses cannot be surveyed here. For further references, see the se-
lected bibliographies in Beane, Coburn, and Hawley and Wulff.

Among the various goddesses who figure prominently in Tantra,
Käli has probably attracted the most attention. But one should hardly
imagine that most, no less all, Tantric goddesses are forms of Käli. At
the very least, in a Tantric context, one should distinguish Tripurasun-
dari "the most important Tantric form of Srl/Laksmr" (Goudriaan &
Gupta 1981, 1.58, 75), styled by Goudriaan patron of the Srikula and
associated with the Srividyä and Sricakra, from Käli, the horrific patron
of the Kälikula. For a sensitive introduction to Käli in general, see
Kinsley (1975), also C. G. Hartman (1969) and Beane (1977). On the
figure of Durgä, see Mazumdar (1906-07). A great deal has been written
about the cult of Käli and Durgä in Bengal; for instance, see Clark (1955),
C. Chakravarti (1957), and Lupsa (1967), which deals with the eigh-
teenth-century Bengali bhakta Rämaprasäd. Kapera (1966) collects mate-
rial on the cult of Käli in contemporary Benares. On the worship of Käli
in Kerala, Menon (1959); on Kämäkhyä, see Kakati (1948), a work that
draws especially on the KälikäP and the YoginTT (Goudriaan & Gupta
1981,1.84). On Lalitä, a figure apparently homologus to Sri and Tripurä,
see Dikshitar (1942).

The KälikäP, major sections of which are concerned with the worship
of the Devi of Kämarüpa (that is, Mahämäyä and Kämäkhyä), is an
important work that illustrates the continuity between Puränic and Tan-
tric currents. On it, see van Kooij (1972) and, from a different but in-
teresting perspective, Zimmer (1956). Van Kooij (pp. 4-5) indicates that
the KälikäP "won a great amount of popularity among several Sanskrit
writers on cults and festivals from the fourteenth century onwards/7

serving especially as a guide for the performance of the Durgäpüjä in
Bengal and Assam. It thus might serve as the starting point of a careful
examination of the continuum between text and context, as well as
between mantric and Bhaktic utterance; that is, between temple ritual
and devotional song in a major festival. It is interesting that as van Kooij
reports,

When A. Tarkatirtha discovered that the actual practice of this festival
was not based on any Sanskrit text known to him and "because a
practice which is not founded upon the ancient Brahmanical texts has
no merit at all, is even harmful" he composed the Kälikäpuräniya-
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durgäpüjäpaddhati in order to bring the ceremonies into harmony with
the rules laid down in the KP. The book was published as late as 1920.

Might this indicate that in recent decades—or centuries—popular man-
trie utterance has been subject to the process of Sanskritization? Has this
tempered or reversed the trend toward the gradual accretion of new, if
anonymous mantras? The same questions could appropriately be asked
concerning any of the major festivals.

Säktism is one of those areas of scholarship where the unconscious
bias of male scholars is especially noticeable. This bias seems to have
operated in two directions. On the one hand, the very conceptualization
of "the Goddess" tends to obscure the diversity of female deities, im-
plicitly dehumanizing the diversity of women. After all, there is no
comparable scholarly literature on the mythology of "the Great God/' On
the other hand, although much is sometimes made of Tantra as an
expression of "the feminine" strand of Indian religious life, little solid
reflection and research has been devoted to exploring the role of women
in Tantric Hinduism. In the context of this essay at least two questions
merit attention: First, how frequently did women become ritual or medi-
tative authorities in Tantric circles? As an example, Goudriaan and Gupta
(1981, 1.156) mentions Pränamanjari, the third wife of the eighteenth-
century Tantric writer Premanidhi. Second, in the course of the thousand
years from 500 to 1500 A.D., were women's rituals Tantricized in a
different fashion than men's rituals? In regard to Mantrasästra, it would
be interesting for a team of anthropologists to compare and contrast the
use of mentras by men and women in a single Tantric communal context,
but to the best of my knowledge, such a field project has never been
undertaken. Indeed, detailed descriptions of goddess rituals by trained
anthropologists are rare in any case. See Freed and Freed (1962).

Tantra and Advaita
The identification of all, most, or some Tantra as Advaita has been

flawed by a failure to clearly distinguish the different meanings of that
term.* If by nondualism one refers to the position that Brahman is the
sole unsublatable reality or to the radical fideism of a Sri Harsa (see
Granoff 1978 and Matilal 1977), then it is likely that few if any Tantras
are nondualistic. But much of Hindu Tantra is nondualistic in that it
envisions ultimate reality as the unity of a single set. In this sense, Tantra
articulates a species of qualified Advaita that stresses the säktic ex-
pressiveness of reality. The tension between the säktic and the Advaitic
in Tantra is reflected in the hagiographic account in the life of Samkara
(the Samkaradigvijaya), according to which the Goddess is supposed to

*For the sake of convenience I use the English expression nondualism in a philosophically loose
sense as a ready translation of Advaita.
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have appeared to the master of nondualism and revealed the ultimacy of
Sakti to him (Bharati 1965, 36, n. 9). On a theoretical level, this tension
expresses itself in two ways: The devatä of a mantra may be understood
as either external to or internal to the person who employs the mantra;
second, the devatä may be understood as either external to or one with
the mantra itself. The underlying consensus of Tantra is that the mantra
is in some sense the deity. Thus, the NetraT conceives of god as man-
traräja, king of mantras, in all of which he is present (Gonda 1977a,
207f.). There is no easy way out: To assert, as is routinely done, that
"Mantra is Consciousness" and thus ultimately redemptive but also that
different mantras serve different mundane purposes raises the same
philosophical puzzle as asserting both that ultimate reality is nondual
and that it is the cause of the world.

The "traditional" classification that distinguishes between dualistic
and nondualistic Tantras, although emphasized in certain secondary
works, can be misleading. While it is true that metaphysical speculation
was a bone of contention among competing Tantric groups, the funda-
mental dividing issues were often ritual or devotional, which is to say, in
both cases, social. As examples of the polemical literature Goudriaan
and Gupta (1981, 1.171) cite several works of Käsmätha Bhatta Bhada
(Sivänandanätha) (seventeenth/eighteenth centuries), for example, the
Kaulagajamardana (Trampling the Kaula Elephant), a polemic against
"left-handed," radical Tantrism; and the Durjanamukhacapetikä (Slap in
the Face of the Wretches), a polemic in favor of devotion to Devi. The
latter has been translated into French by Bournouf, in the preface to his
translation of the BhägP. The treatise "A Refutation of the Position of
Left-handed Path [Tantra]" (Vämäcäramatakhandana) was discussed in
the Journal of the (Royal) Asiatic Society of Bengal in 1939. As Goudriaan
justly recognizes, a study of this sort of tractarian polemics would
doubtless increase our understanding of the social history of Tantra.

No one has sorted out the different sorts of Advaita one finds in
various sorts of Tantra. On the nondualist strands in various Saiva and
Säkta traditions, one may see Kundu (1964). Speaking of the Jnänakhanda
of the Tripurärahasya (Vasavada 1965), a text expressing a position relat-
ed to the Spanda and Pratyabhijnä schools of Saivism, Goudriaan and
Gupta (1981, 1.167) observes that its essential viewpoint, which is char-
acteristically Säkta, is indeed Advaita, but of a particular sort: The world
and the self are understood as nothing but a real manifestation (abhäsa)
of the supreme Sakti itself.

THE SOCIAL AND RITUAL CONTEXT OF MANTRASÄSTRA
Tantric Mantrasästra is never practiced in isolation. Even narrowly

conceived, the concepts and practices of tirtha, püjä, mandala, mandir,
mudrä, yäträ, and yantra all shed light on each other and on the use of
mantras. More broadly conceived, mantric utterance specifically presup-
poses the entire fabric of traditional Indian society and culture. To that
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extent, it is sui generis. In this portion of the Bibliography, I indicate
some of the more obvious sources that illumine its socio-ritual setting.

Given the ubiquity of mantras in traditional India, the study of man-
tras historically would amount to the study of Indian culture historically.
Therefore, it is difficult to single out a few works that shed light on the
historical background against which the mantric tradition has grown.
Somewhat arbitrarily, the following works seem to me to be helpful: on
the especially interesting case of Assam, Gait (1963), Barua (1951), Neog
(1965), and N. K. Basu (1970); on Nepal, Petech (1960) and Regmi (1965-
66); on Bengal, Clark (1955); on the Deccan, Nandi (1973) and Handiqui
(1949); on the emergence of Saivism, Pathak (1960); of a general nature,
N. Bhattacharyya (1975).

A number of Sanskrit literary works, some available in translation,
provide significant insight into the social horizons in which Tantra
emerged. Two of the most significant are Bäna's narrative, Kädamban
(early seventh century), for a translation of which see Käle (1960) or
Ridding (1896), and Bhavabhüti's lyric drama, Mälati-Mädhava (early
eighth century), for a translation of which see Käle (1967) or Devadhar
and Suru (1935); for a summary of the portrayal of the Käpälikas in
works such as this, see Lorenzen (1972, 16-23, 48-63). Finally, the rele-
vance of social scientific analysis and of a broadly Marxist perspective on
the material basis of Indian religious life should not be underestimated.
The point of departure for such reflection should undoubtedly be the too
infrequently utilized six-volume survey of Ruben (1967-73), its Marxist
perspective notwithstanding.

The Spatial Setting of Mantras
In contrast to the Semitic religions, which lay great stress on god's

manifestation in time, that is to say, in history, the religious traditions of
India emphasize god's manifestation in and as space. The cosmos is the
visible manifestation (darsari) of god. In these terms, the metaphors of
"seeing" and "hearing" intermingle freely: Ultimate reality refracts it-
self into a spatial complexity that can be seen and articulated. Mantras
make sense to those who use them only because those individuals live
as embodied beings in precisely the "Hindu" world; that is, in the world
experienced and particularized in a precise way. By means of a variety of
iconic, liturgical, and cosmological conventions and social institutions,
traditional India domesticates space. To employ a nautical metaphor,
mantras are one of the vessels by which men navigate through the
spatial world that is understood theologically and mythically as the com-
plex sea (or body) of god.

In this section of the Bibliography, material shedding light on the
complex spatialization of mantric utterance is drawn together. In part,
the subsections are artificial: These topics form a dense web in which
each element both supports and is supported by all the others. T̂his
portion of the Bibliography opens up some of the most inviting aspects
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of South Asian culture. For preliminary orientation, the general reader
might well begin with two recent texts, Eck (1981) and Waghorne and
Cutler (1985). General orientation may also be provided by V. Das (1977;
1982), who attends directly to the spatial coordinates of Vedic and post-
Vedic ritual.

Beyond the still indispensable Gopinatha Rao (1914-16), reference to
the standard works on Indian art history and iconography is beyond the
scope of this essay, but attention should be drawn to a few representa-
tive works dealing with Tantric art, if only to remind us that, as prac-
ticed, Tantra is neither as disembodied nor as text bound as yogis and
Sanskritists, respectively, might imagine. To begin with, there is the
popularizing but rather valuable works of Philip Rawson (1973a; 1973b).
Both are based on a marvelous exhibition catalogue (Rawson, 1971) from
the Hayward Gallery, London. In addition, Rawson (1966) is valuable in
showing the degree to which Hindu art, like Hindu ritual, as a whole, in
the general sense has been Tantricized. A. Moorkerjee (1967; 1971; 1975)
has written three very well-illustrated "coffee-table" books on Tantra,
which are well worth consulting. Caillat and Kumar (1981) is an equally
lavish illustrated volume, which, moreover, deals with the neglected
subject of the world-picture of the Jain tradition.

According to one strand of Tantric mythology (see pages 431-33) the
universe emerges from and within god as an act of the progressive
articulation of sound, phonemes, words, and sentences. One finds
many diagrams that explicate this and that, thus, situate mantras within
ritual, meditative, or cosmogonic space. To the best of my knowledge,
no gallery or museum has mounted a show exclusively on this theme,
but representative illustrations may be found scattered through the
works just cited.

Evaluating the wealth of images available obviously presupposes
some grasp of the way iconography is integrated symbolically with
dance, theater, mythology, and ritual in traditional India. Here, a few
standard references may provide orientation. From various perspectives
and with differing foci see Kirfel (1920; 1959a; 1959b), Bosch (1960), and
Moeller (1974). On the significance of specifically Tantric symbolism,
there is Lauf (1974). For the general reader, Zimmer (1972) remains an
engaging and sensitive introduction.

No one-to-one relationship exists between Tantric art and erotic art,
but there is significant overlap. For a serious introduction to the Indian
erotic tradition, see, in German, Fischer (1979; with bibliography 260-
76); other studies include Anand (1958a) and (1958b), De (1959), David-
son (I960), Tucci (1969), and Desai (1975). There is a rather large liter-
ature concerning the famous temples of Khajuräho, for which see pages
407-408. There is a similarly large literature on the tradition of mithuna
[or maithuna] (a couple, often embracing) in Indian sculpture and mini-
ature painting, on this, see Ganguli (1925), B. Bhattacharya (1926); also
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Ried (1979), a volume by no means marketed exclusively for Indologists.
I have not come across references to the use of mantra in post-Vedic
kämasästra but assume that, in this aspect of human life, too, they were
pressed into service.

The overwhelming majority of mantras—certainly all of those that
are cultic rather than "private"—have been uttered within an artificial
zone demarcated through what might be called a sacred geometry. This
is as true of Tantric Mantrasästra as it is of the Brähmanas, yet among
recent scholars, only Staal has explored its significance. See Staal (1982)
with further references, and the discussion related to the Sämaveda on
pages 343-45. Also relevant is the traditional Indian sense of geography;
besides the works dealing with cosmology listed earlier, see Dube
(1967). To understand all this, one must consider the canons of tradi-
tional Indian architecture and sculpture, see Gopinatha Rao (1920), P. N.
Bose (1926), Kramrisch (1928), Bagchi (1943), Shukla (1958-60), Boner
(1962), T. Bhattacharya (1963), Liebert (1976), Sivaramamurti (1978), and
Boner, Sarma, and Baümer (1982); also Sivaramamurti (1955; and, on
geographical factors in studying Indian iconography, 1950).

The most common terms for the sacralized space in which mantras
are uttered include cakra, yantra, and mandala. The last two terms have
become well known in the West, but there is considerable confusion in
the popular and secondary literature about their force and meanings.
The remarks of Hoens (Gupta, Hoens, & Goudriaan 1979, 113) indicates
some of the problems:

In the existing literature yantra and mandala are often considered to be
synonyms. This is not correct, because yantra [in] general means an
instrument, an implement. The yantra is often three-dimensional
whereas the mandala always is two-dimensional. Mandala and yantra
often have the same geometrical forms [i.e., squares, circles, triangles,
half-circles], but the yantra may also have different forms. . . . The
yantra is more worshipped than meditated upon. As far as the aims are
concerned one can say that the yantra is more used for worldly pur-
poses than for liberation, whereas the mandala is used for both
purposes.

It is tempting to contrast yantms as "magical" and mandalas as "my-
stical" instruments, but that would be misleading. Both are used in what
I have called quotidian and redemptive contexts. Moreover, they do
have much in common. Both are constructions in space that depict a
world whose inner fabric may be manipulated through meditation and
mantric utterance, because it is understood to be a world woven—the
metaphors vary—of varnas and mantras. Hence, bija and other mantras
are regularly incised within them. Both allow an adept to utilize the
inner forces that govern the cosmos by aligning the person with them.
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Not many texts are devoted exclusively to yantra. Goudriaan and
Gupta (1981, 1.158) mention the Yantracintämani of Dämodara. Bharati
(1965, 318) mentions a Kämyayantroddharä, ascribed to a Bengali Tantric
with the title Mahämahopädhyäya Parivräjikäcärya. The Yoginihrdaya is
a work dealing largely with the Sricakra. A French translation has been
prepared by Padoux. A combing of the manuscript literature would
undoubtedly turn up other references, but not very many. Among sec-
ondary sources, on yantra, the monograph by Pott (1966) retains its
interest in spite of the considerable progress made in our knowledge of
Tantric texts and in Indian archeology in the past four decades. Riviere
(1976), although dicey Indologically, illustrates the "ritual of Tantric
magic" in terms of a French translation of a Yantracintämani, a manual of
yantras to be used as aids in attaining various aims.* Earlier secondary
works dealing with yantras have been superseded by a collection of
essays (Padoux 1986b) that focuses on the interface between the use of
mantras and ritual diagrams. On mandala, Tucci (1961) remains a lively
and readable introduction. One might compare its approach with that of
Kramrisch (1946) and then Meister (1979b); see also L. Chandra (1969).
On the krsnamandala, there is a fine monograph by Spink (1971), which is
at once well illustrated, reliable, and appropriate for the general reader.
For a sympathetic popularization of the mandala, see Arguelles and Ar-
guelles (1972), which is not of Indological value, however. For a similar
treatment of yantra, see Khanna (1979). In interpreting mandalas and
yantras as instruments for sacralizing the human experience of space,
one should consider the critique of the Eliadean analysis of sacred space
in J. Z. Smith (1978).

The yantra and mandala should be studied in light of the symbolism of
the iconic—and, of course, the ritual—significance of the circle, more
specifically the cakra. See, for example, Przlyuski (1920; 1936a), J. O.
Schrader (1929), Masson-Oursel (1932), Coomaraswamy (1933-35), B. R.
Sharma (1956), Horsch (1957), Auboyer (1965), Gowdra (1971), Begley
(1973), and M. Johnson (1981, 102-25). I refrain from citing additional
items on the widely discussed Buddhist wheel of life. On the cognate
figure of the svästika, see Deb (1921), who relates it to the cosmic sym-
bolism of OM, and Freed and Freed (1980). A final motif, that of the "full
pot" (pürnaghata), deserves special attention, in particular as a counter-
part to the conception of the world as a nondual sonic unity; on this see,
for example, Gairola (1954) and Rosu (1961).

Mandalas are one form of Indian ritual symbolism that have caught
the imagination of certain twentieth century Westerners. Surveying the
literature they have produced is well beyond the scope of this essay, but
one may observe that Jung (1955) is at once seminal and representative
of this appropriation of an Indian symbol. In this connection, one might
also see Zimmer (1960).

* Several different texts are circulating under this name.
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Shrines and temples* are erected at tirthas (points of transition)
where power makes itself available. They are living mandalas, mandalas
institutionalized. Besides being a setting for acts of meditation and man-
trie utterance, pilgrimages (yäträ) to them might be conceived of homolo-
gously as acts of meditation and mantric utterance. The study of the use
of mantras in temple ritual and on pilgrimages should be undertaken in
light of traditional Indian concepts of cosmos, architecture, drama, and
geography, orientation to which has been provided earlier.

Today, the largest single subset of mantric utterances surely takes
place in the course of the common pan-Hindu ritual of temple püjä.
There is a large anthropological literature on püjä, but the clearest intro-
duction I have come across is Babb (1975, 31-67). See also Charpentier
(1926), Östör (1978) and, more generally, Saraf (1976). Gupta (Gupta,
Hoens, & Goudriaan 1979, 121-62) provides a sequential description of
püjä in a Tantric setting.

On the Hindu temple, Kramrisch (1946) remains one of the land-
marks in twentieth-century Indology, known especially for its treatment
of the temple in terms of the important concept of the västupurusa, the
prototype of the temple that is at once cosmic and geometric, and its
conception of the temple as microcosm. It also deals in passing with the
use of mantras in the construction and consecration of temples. For
more recent work, see P. Chandra (1975) and Meister (1979a; 1979b); also
Michell (1977); on the concept of divyadesa ("divine ground"), see K. K.
Young (n. a.). On pilgrimages, real and metaphorical, see Bharati (1963;
1970a), and Salomon (1979); also, a special issue of the Hindi periodical
Kalyan (31.1 [1957]) was devoted to the subject of pilgrimage (tirtha).

It is possible that in traditional India the person, the altar, the house,
the temple, and the city were conceived of as organisms analogous to
each other and to the cosmos as a whole. To the extent that this is so,
mantras emerge, not least because of their use as premier instruments of
consecration and purification, as the instruments by which persons may
retain their spatial balance. Such an hypothesis will have to be tested in
terms of our knowledge of Indian urban and domestic design. Recently,
this has gained the attention of a number of scholars. To survey this
important literature here would be quite impossible, but for a represen-
tative sample of the new holistic or "ecological" approach, I recommend
three journals: Beiträge und Studienmaterialien der Fachgruppe Stadt 11
(Gutschow & Sieverts 1977), Art and Archeology Research Papers 16 and 17
(Jones & Michell 1979; Pieper 1980).

Perhaps the most exciting recent work has been done on Nepal, the
Kathmandu valley, and especially Bhaktapur. Besides Tucci (1969) and
Übach (1970), see Slusser (1980) and various works of Niels Gutschow
(Gutschow & Auer 1974; Gutschow & Kölver 1975; Gutschow & Ba-

*This English term does duty for a large number of Sanskrit terms. They are surveyed in Kramrisch
(1946, 1.130-38).
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jräcärya 1977). Two traditions of sacred space are especially relevant to
the study of Tantra. First is the tradition of Säkta pithas, see Sircar (1973),
a carefully written study based on an edition and translation of the
Pithanirnaya. Second, among the most important sacred sites of certain,
primordial strands of Tantra, were cremation grounds; for background,
see the discussion in Pott (1966, 76-101). The social significance of the
cremation grounds as a locus of ritual activity is well brought out in
Sanderson (1986), who comments (n. 110) 'The distinction between
Kula and Kaula traditions . . . is best taken to refer to the clan-struc-
tured tradition of the cremation-grounds . . . on the one hand and on
the other its reformation and domestication through the banning of
mortuary and all sect-identifying signs . . . and generally associated
with Macchanda/Matsyendra/' On the ritual of the "construction of the
eight cremation grounds" in both Hindu Tantra and Tibetan Buddhism,
see Meisezahl (1974).

Beyond this, the literature on the sacred cities and regions of the
subcontinent is by now quite large. A selection of items I believe useful,
arranged geographically, follows: for India as a whole, von Glasenapp
(1900), but cf. Gutschow and Pieper (1978). On Väränasi (Banaras, Käsi),
Eck (1982), with a useful bibliography, including sources in Hindi; on
Gayä, Vidyarthi (1961); on Khajuräho, Anand and Kramrisch (1939),
Anand, Fabri, and Kramrisch (1962), P. Chandra (1955-56), Goetz (1939;
1958), Deva (1959), Auboyer (I960), and cf. Meister (1979a; 1979b); on
Purl, Rösel (1976; 1978); on South India, Mahalingam (1970); on Tam-
ilnad, Clothey (1972) and B. Stein (1978); on Cidambaram, Kulke (1970);
on Käncipuram, Dessigane, Pattabiramin, and Filliozat (1964). Finally,
on Barabudur (Java), the most famous of all mandala-inspired shrines,
there is the classic study of Paul Mus (1935), which now has been sup-
plemented by a collection of essays, Gomez and Woodward (1981), in
which see especially Wayman (1981), who interprets Baradubur as a
mandala. Finally, Tambiah (1977b) employs the concept of "mandala as
cosmological topography" in order to explicate the "design of traditional
Southeast Asian kingdoms," a coded design that he calls "galactic
polity."

The utterance of a mantra is often accompanied by the use of those
stylized ritual hand gestures known as mudm. As Hoens (Gupta, Hoens,
& Goudriaan, 1979, 116) puts it, "mudräs are undoubtedly physical
presentations of mantras." The common Tantric ritual of nyäsa, the
"seating" of a power in one's own body, utilizes mantra and mudm
simultaneously. In general, mudm and nyäsa may be thought of as in-
struments of intended integration with forces that are thereby to be
controlled. In the vocabulary of religious studies, they are understood to
homologize a person to some powerful or, if one prefers, sacred reality
or realities. The use of mudm and nyäsa thus presupposes that powers,
persons, and at times, the cosmos as a whole are related in a regular,
manageable fashion. The person is a key to the cosmos and vice versa.
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Gonda (1977a, 152) mentions a Vaikhänasa text, the Ätmasükta, cited
in the Mantrasamhüä, that "stresses the identity of the worshiper's body
with the cosmos/' Similarly the KubjikämataT (KubjT) (Goudriaan &
Gupta 1981, 1.54) speaks of the "continents'' and sacred sites (pithas) in
the adept's body. The use of personal body metaphors to describe the
cosmos and, conversely, the use of geographic and cosmic terms to
describe the person merits investigation. I have not come across any
study of this motif in Tantric literature, but on the nomenclature for the
body and its parts and their religious significance in the RV and AV, see
D. Srinivasan (1975; 1979), in the Vedic and post-Vedic Upanisads, G. W.
Brown (1921); and cf. Coomaraswamy (1913-14). One place these inter-
secting personal/cosmic metaphors come into play is in the vocabulary
of the subtle body and thus of kundalini yoga, on which see page 429.
See, too, the works on iconography and cosmology listed on pages 404-
406.

Not many texts focus on mudrä. As an example, Goudriaan and
Gupta (1981, 1.158) mention the Mudräprakäsa of Rämakisora (Sarman).
For secondary accounts, one may consult Franke (1892),
Coomaraswamy (1928), Hommel (1931), Przyluski (1936b), Auboyer
(1950-51), Haarh (1958), and Gonda (1972a); cf. Vogel (1919) and
Auboyer (1949). Staal (1983d) discusses Vedic mudrä. Gonda (1980a, 52-
81) discusses "gestures" in the GrhyaSü and related texts. Note also, on
mudrä in Japanese Buddhist iconography, Saunders (1960) with excellent
notes and bibliography is something of a classic and, for a briefer state-
ment by the same author, see Saunders (1957); on the use of mudrä
among the Saivite and Buddhist priesthoods of Bali, see de Kleen (1942).
Presumably, there is some sort of continuity between the use of mudrä in
ritual and in dance, but this is a subject on which I can offer no guidance;
see, however, La Meri (1941), and Ikegami (1971). On Nandikesvara's
Abhinayadarpana, see Michael (1985); also Coomaraswamy and Duggiräla
Gopälakrishnäyya (1917) and M. M. Ghosh (1975); Jones (1983) lists the
mudräs in Kathakali, on which, see Jones and Jones (1970).

There are two important scholarly studies of nyäsa: Bharati (1964), in
German, has something of a sociological focus; Padoux (1980), in
French, based upon a clear, painstaking collation of various texts, sheds
particular light on the character of nyäsa as a tool for the transformation
of consciousness, notably where the adept's goal is identification with
the transcendental structure of the cosmos. As on so many other sub-
jects, the most detailed discussion of nyäsa in English is provided by
Diehl (1956).

The varieties of nyäsa are legion, and it would be difficult to provide
an exhaustive list. Among others, Sircar (1973, 7, n. 1; this is quoted in
Bharati 1965, 98, n. 4, but without citation) discusses anganyäsa, "touch-
ing limbs with the hand accompanied by appropriate mantras") sod-
hänyäsa, "six ways of touching the body with mystical mantras"; and
pithavinyäsa. The last (Bharati 1965, 91, following the Mantramahodadhi) is
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particularly interesting: With it, one employs mudräs and mantras in
order to appropriate the power (sakti) inherent in a sacred site by homol-
ogizing the limbs of one's own body with the limbs of Sati whose body,
according to the well-known legend, had been established at various
places that became centers of pilgrimage (pithas).* Padoux (1980, 81-93)
discusses what he identifies as the three most typical forms of Hindu
nyäsa, those of the "seers" (rsadi-), the "limbs" of the body (ähga or
karähga-), and the phonemes of the Tantric alphabet conceived of as
"mothers" (mätrkä-). Finally, Padoux (1980, 95-99) provides several rep-
resentative lists of nyäsa, in which at least two dozen different sorts are
mentioned.

The "Magical" Context of Tantric Mantrasästra
Meditation is central to the practice of many religious specialists in

India. Yoga is immensely popular. Why? A hermeneutics of suspicion
must lead one to suppose that the sustained popularity with which the
meditative traditions have been supported is due to the continuing con-
viction that meditation gets results. The pieties of apologists notwith-
standing, without difficulty one can imagine that the generality of Indi-
ans have meditated in the hope of manifesting the vibhütis, rather than
in the hope of moksa. So, too, one may suppose, practical (that is, mag-
ical) concerns surely account for the overwhelming popularity of man-
trie utterance in traditional India. In this context, Goudriaan's observa-
tion (Goudriaan & Gupta 1981,1.113) that "the popularity of the magical
rites is reflected by the wide circulation of the magical Tantras even in
regions where 'ordinary Tantras' are comparatively rare" need occasion
no surprise.

Goudriaan's Mäyä Divine and Human (1978) is a landmark in the study
of Tantra as magic. As its subtitle indicates, it is "a study of magic and its
religious foundations in Sanskrit texts, with particular attention to a
fragment on Visnu's Mäyä preserved in Bali." For the purposes of this
essay, let it suffice to indicate that this fragment of twenty-one verses
and prose connectors "describes the supranormal effects of a meditation
upon Visnu's Mäyä, . . . to be understood as that god's ability to change
his appearance at will" (p. ix); that one who practices this meditation is
"released from [the effects] all evil" (sarvapäpät pramueyate), which is to
say, attains the "pacification of all [evil forces]" (sarvapräyascittä); that
the bulk of the fragment is concerned with the performance of the "Six
Acts" (sat karmäni), six paradigmatic acts of "magic" whereby the master
of mantra and meditation controls the cosmos in all of its threatening

* Sircar (1973) makes the intriguing suggestion, which is worth following up, that the ritual conven-
tion may have preceded the (admittedly late) mythic convention: "The association of the limbs of the
sädhaka with certain localities may have given rise to the belief regarding the Pithas arising from
particular limbs of the mother-goddess."
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diversity; that the heart of such "meditation" is the use of a series of
mantras leading up to the Aghoramantra (pp. 136-62).*

Relying on Goudriaan's description, a few generalizations can be
ventured concerning what I prefer to call the quotidian use of mantras.
One cannot draw anything like a hard and fast line between "high" and
"low" Tantra. Ultimate liberation and the "good life"—made possible
by total control of a treacherous and untrustworthy cosmos—are the
fruits of the same process. Thus, to a significant degree, what we wish to
call magical is integral to Tantric sädhanä as such. As one would expect,
mantric utterance is chief among the ritual instruments used in this
"magical sädhanä." For appraising the magical use of mantras, Goud-
riaan (1978, 251-412), a detailed analysis of the "Six Acts" to control the
cosmos, is especially important. Enumerations of the six include, for
example, Attraction (akarsana), Subjugation** (vaslkarana) ("the power to
bewitch [creatures] to get work done by them, or to have desires fulfilled
by them"); Immobilization (stambhana) (the power of stopping others in
their tracks); Eradication (uccätana) ("the power to make enemies flee in
shame and disgrace, also to explode houses and dwellings"); Sowing
Dissension (vidvesana); Pacification (präyascüta or sänti) ("the power to
remove diseases and yield protection from the influence of evil con-
stellations, curses, and bad actions in some previous existence"); and
Liquidation (märana) ("the power of killing and maiming by mantra"). In
evaluating Goudriaan's analysis, one should delve into the admittedly
scattered and somewhat "unscientific" literature on Indian magic: for
example, Gooneratne (1865-66), Hildburgh (1908), Wirz (1941), Dare
(1947); on Indonesia(?), Hoens (1951) and Jacques (1966). Also, see the
literature concerning "village" Hinduism and regional ethnography on
pages 373-75.

Anand and Mookherjee (1977), which are to be used with caution,
offer a general survey of Tantric magic. On sections of the written Tan-
tras dealing with magic, see B. Bhattacharyya (1933); for a collection of
brief magical Tantras on which Goudriaan draws frequently, see the
Indrajälavidyäsamgraha (Vidyasagara 1915). One source that illustrates the
close connection between practical and "spiritual" goals in the Indian
meditative traditions is Narayanaswami Aiyar (1916). Partially informed
by the vocabulary of the Theosophical Society, it deals with a set of

* Aghora is one of the five faces/facets (pancamukha, pancavaktra, pancabrahma) of Siva; one
version of the Aghoramantra (Goudriaan 1978, 155) is AGHOREBHYO 'THA GHOREBHYAH,
GHORAGHORATAREBHYAS CAI SARVATAH SARVASARVEBHYO NAMAS TE RUDRA
RÜPEBHYAH, a mantra that can be translated, with Goudriaan: "To the Reassuring Ones who are
also Awesome, who are even more awesome than the awesome, who are all and complete in all
respects, honor to your manifestations, O Rudra."
**In my definition of the six acts, I draw the phrases within quotation marks from Bharati (1965,
156, n. 36).
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meditations called vidyäs, believed to be Upanisadic in origin and be-
lieved to have both mundane and redemptive effect. Central to these
meditative exercises is an implicitly mantric vidyä on the Gäyatrl. If
possible, this magical infrastructure on which soteric Mantrasästra de-
pends becomes even clearer in the vernacular literature of Tantrism.
Thus, S. Gupta (Goudriaan & Gupta 1981, 205) reports "a vast body of
magic formulae considered to be Tantric. Collectively these are called
the Sämvari Tantra . . . often accompanied by magic diagrams. They are
mainly used . . . to cure various diseases and misfortunes such as pos-
session by evil spirit, or to find lost property or to trace a lost person/7

The Guru as Master of Mantravidyä
As Bharati (1965, 186f.) points out, the most succinct sociological

definition of a guru is a person authentically capable of conferring initia-
tion (diksa). Since initiation, discussed on pages 426-27, invariably
amounts to the imparting of the right mantra to the right person, it
follows that, in this context, a guru, above all else, is a master of mantras.

Gonda (1965a, 229-83; with references) surveys the evolution of the
figure of the guru, giving attention inter alia to the adjectival sense of
guru as "weighty," parallel terms such as äcärya, püjän and purohita,
Indo-European background, Jain and Buddhist conceptions, and the
priestly office among Indian tribal groups. On the magic quality of
"weight," also see Gonda (1947). On the evolution of the figure of the
teacher in the Vedic age, one of the sources for the development of the
Tantric guru, see pages 340-42.

Among numerous texts glorifying the guru are the Gurugüä, associ-
ated with the SkandaP, and the Gurumähätmya of the Kabirpanth (Gonda
1965, 280). Goudriaan (Goudriaan & Gupta 1981, 1.161) mentions a
number of hagiographic works, in particular Umänanda's life of
Bhäskararäya, the Bhäskaravüäsa, that presumably reflect the influence of
the famous life of Samkara, the Samkaradigvijaya. To this, an immense
regional and modern literature extolling the "saints" of Tamilnad, Ma-
harashtra, and, of course, the Sikh gurus might be added. Once again,
there is no doubt that surveys of the use of mantras both by such figures
and in accounts of their lives could be useful in helping us build a
composite picture for India as a whole. Literature on these regional
gurus and saints—the Älvärs, Näyanärs, Sants and so forth—is beyond
the scope of this essay, but see the discussion of Hindu theism on pages
364-66.

The guru is accepted as a figure of authority. But what does that
really mean? The brief summary provided by Hoens (Goudriaan,
Hoens, & Gupta 1979, 74-80) gives some of the ideological and social
texture of a society that reveres the guru as master of the word. What
strikes one above all else is the canny, practical dialectic involved. The
disciple (sisya) must have confidence (sraddha) in the guru and must be
devoted to him. The guru is extolled as a god, nay as the highest god,
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and yet his also being human is taken for granted. Of course, it is
recognized that different gurus have different "specialties" and that it is
normal for an avid pupil to have a succession of gurus. The pupil is
instructed to test the guru and among the guru's attributes; according to
the TantraräjaT (Goudriaan, Hoens, & Gupta 1979, 76f.), he must be one
"who does not give yantra and Tantra for sale" and one "who knows the
difference between capable and incapable people." It is further recog-
nized that there are bad gurus. In the words of the KulärnavaT (KuläT)
(Goudriaan, Hoens, & Gupta 1979, 77), the bad guru—the antiguru, one
might say—is ugly, ungainly (has "extravagance of limbs"), sleepy, and
dull. He gambles, is crooked, deceives others, and improperly reveals
secret matters such as mantras. The emphasis on the appearance of the
guru strikes me as particularly significant: The guru like the sacrificial
animal, like the mantra itself, must be unblemished, which is to say,
flawless in form. After all, as a civilization, India has long had a love
affair with perfection of form (cf. Staal 1985a, 550, citing Renou).

It is important to recognize that the tradition oscillates between treat-
ment of the guru as a real individual and as a type: The hagiography
mediates between the real and the paradigmatic or "mythical" master.
Perhaps, this is one of the reasons that the guru has sometimes fallen
through the cracks in portraits of the Hindu tradition. He has been taken
for granted by Indians, assimilated to types known in our society by
Westerners. This could be either laudatory (the guru as charismatic, as
psychopomp, e.g., in the fiction of Hermann Hesse) or censorious (the
guru as fraud, e.g., according to most journalists), but in neither case
did it encourage a sympathetic but dispassionate appraisal of an indige-
nous social institution that might well be as sui generis as the mantra
itself.

In spite of the fact that Western culture has its own traditions of
authoritative utterance (in religious communities, in the military, in ath-
letic coaching) the guru as spokesman and culture hero has not been
well received by scholars. The tradition of reliance on "verbal authority"
(sabda)* as either a formal epistemological category or an informal social
norm, has sometimes been thought embarrassing. It runs against the
grain of our Enlightenment consensus. Yet, respect for the well-uttered
word is central for traditional Indian culture. The concepts of guru,
mantra, and sabda, the institutions of preceptorial authority, mantric
utterance, and commentarial exegesis inform and support each other.
Contemporary Western prejudices and preoccupations (for example, the
hysteria against movements classified as cults) should not deflect one
from a careful consideration of this nexus. The relationship between
guru and disciple is neither trivial nor authoritarian. It is not for nothing

*To be sure, many of the formal philosophies, notably those of the Buddhist logicians, do not accept
sabda as a formal pramäna. But even these schools share the general respect given by the culture to
the testimony of classical, thus authoritative, precedents.
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that certain of the GrhyaSü (cf. Gonda 1977b, 566) prescribe the same
mantra to establish an intimate relationship between a husband and
wife, on the one hand, and a master and a disciple, on the other. In
India, the word of the guru—par excellence the mantra—has often been
thought the most effective form of "truth-telling." See, in this regard,
the section on Mlmämsä on pages 383-87.

One vocabulary that could be used in rethinking the reality of the
guru is that of performance theory. Seen through that lens, the social
reality of the guru presupposes a triad consisting of the guru (that is, the
performer), the script, including the mantra itself conceived of as the
text of the performance in kernel, and the disciples of the guru (that is,
the audience). The constant social interaction between the guru and his
disciples, mediated and made possible by the mantra, is the perfor-
mance, an endless process in which the guru and the disciples both play
active and passive roles. When the performance is real, when it works—
carrying along master, disciples, and text—it might be thought of as the
social correlate of mantravvrya, as the mantra's social efficacy. This does
not say that Indian thought conceives of the guru in this way; it merely
suggests the sort of experimental rethinking needed to stimulate a fresh
look at a familiar subject. For a preliminary attempt to deal with issues of
this sort, see Alper (1981), an essay that I expect to recast and expand for
republication.

A final suggestion, the respect for the authority of the guru, the
person who is—not merely has—the last word, must be studied in light
of the psychology of authority and the family in Indian culture. Such
work has barely begun in the rather controversial reflections of Spratt
(1966) and J. M. Masson (1980), and in the more sympathetically re-
ceived work of Kakar (1971; 1974; 1978). See, in this connection, Gold-
man (1978; 1982; 1985).

Mantra as Enigma
To a certain extent, Tantra is an esoteric tradition and Mantrasästra is

secret knowledge. For example, the Yonigahvara (Goudriaan & Gupta
1981,1.78) speaks of a vidyä to secret to put into writing, it should be "as
if written on water." Several motivations contributed to this. In the first
place, Tantra exemplifies the well-known convention of setting the sa-
cred apart from the profane. In emphasizing this separation, it was
surely influenced by the Vedic precedent. Additional social factors
doubtless came into play. Spritual masters would be well motivated to
protect their monopoly of a sort of knowledge widely recognized by the
cultures as practically and redemptively powerful. They would be en-
thusiastically abetted in this by their disciples, because they and their
gurus together formed a "mystical elite" whose status was enhanced by
their possession of knowledge not general to the society. Moreover,
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from the first, Tantra was the work of an "avant garde" out to scandalize
and provoke the "respectable" classes. As the KuläT (9.83a, cited by
Goudriaan & Gupta 1981, 1.96) expressed it in a well-known remark,
"one should be a Kaula in one's heart, a Saiva by external behavior and a
Vaisnava among the people." Secrecy protected those who practiced
scandalous rituals. It also heightened the ill repute and, thus, the in-
verse prestige of those rites.

The penchant for mystification should not be overestimated. As with
any esoteric religious tradition, the veiling and the unveiling of a higher
truth went hand in hand, the desire for secrecy and publicity were
always and of necessity in dialectic. One might have imagined that in
India, as in China, the relatively small portion of the population that was
literate would have meant that the very act of writing something down
would serve to protect it from untoward disclosure. Writing something
down, however, was not sufficient, perhaps because it was a question of
obscuring Tantra precisely from the literate Brahmanical elite. The tech-
niques for safeguarding mantras were relatively straightforward. The
most common procedures for indicating a mantra that should not be
expressed directly in writing simply involved writing it in reverse order
{vilomena, vyutkramena), "interchanging the syllables of a line (vyäkulitäk-
sara)" (Schoterman 1982, 181), or paraphrasing it. This illustrates the
tension between concealment and disclosure, for as Bharati (1965, 276,
n. 69) observes, in reference to the exemplary Saundaryalaharl, the secret
is open to anyone in a position to care.

In many instances, more elaborate precautions were taken to guard
mantras. The most extreme involved various forms of encoding that
required possession of a key, and knowledge of a procedure, before
decoding would be possible. The best example of this about which I am
aware are the devices known as prastära and gahvara, which are specific
to the tradition of the Kuläkikä- or Pascimämnäya, represented by the
KubjT and the Satsahasra Sam (SatSam). Schoterman (1982, 181-209) dis-
cusses them in an appendix to his translation of the first five chapters of
the latter text. This involves secreting the mantra through something
like a "substitution cipher." To get the mantra, one must first know how
to construct the diagram in which the Sanskrit aksaras are rearranged
and know the terminology by which they are indicated.

Sometimes one gets the impression that the secrecy of Tantra became
an end in itself, part of the game. For example, SatSam 3.45ff. enumer-
ates "sixteen different ways in which [its teachings are] veiled or handed
down in a disguised form" (Schoterman 1982, 115). In any case, the
subject of the encoding of mantras in such a manner clearly merits
further study. One wonders whether these procedures are derived from
Vedic precedents or were part of a continuous tradition of Indian cryp-
tography. (On such a tradition, a standard history of codes and ciphers,
Kahn (1967, 74), draws attention to the Arihasastra, the Kämasütra, and
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the Lalitavistara*) One wonders further whether the prastäras and
gahvaras were ever used after being drawn either as yantras or as vehicles
for mystical or meditative speculation. Such a use might seem natural
since, for example, the gahvara is (Goudriaan & Gupta 1981, 1.76, citing
the Yonigahvara), "considered the womb of all mantras", In this regard
one is reminded of the magic squares, well known in China and the
Islamic world, which have been studied by Cammann (1969, with fur-
ther refs.). For lexica of Tantric "code language" see Goudriaan and
Gupta (1981, 1.160f.). On possible folk precedents for, or analogues to,
the esoteric aspects of mantrasästra see Crooke (1919).

One of the most characteristic linguistic strategies, at least in Bud-
dhist contexts, devised to protect Tantric sädhanä from use by the uniniti-
ated (and, therefore, unprepared and unqualified) devotee, and con-
versely to protect the novice from tapping a power greater than he can
control, is the use of a specific sort of indirect utterance, known vari-
ously as samdhyä-, samdhä-, or samdhibhäsä. The first of these terms
means twilight language. The latter terms might be translated (with
Eliade and Bharati) intentional language, or alternatively allusive lan-
guage, or code language (Goudriaan & Gupta 1981, 177). Bharati (1965,
182, n. 26) rightly observes that whether the "proper" term is samdhä- or
samdhyä- makes little difference, for either easily could be used to refer to
the linguistic usage in question. Wayman (1968a) presents evidence to
show that several terms were used from the start.

Samdhäbhäsä is the systematically ambiguous use of a word in such a
way that it can be taken literally by the unknowing while being read in
its higher significance by the adept. Bharati (1965, 171) cites a memora-
ble passage, "inserting his organ into his mother's womb, pressing his
sister's breasts, placing his foot upon his guru's head, he will be reborn
no more."** This statement, he adds, can be decoded to read "he prac-
tices mental penetration through the successive centres [cakras], and
when he reaches the uppermost centre, he will not be reborn, as he
thereby attained nirvikalpa samädhi."

Bharati's discussion (1965, 164-84) provides orientation. He points
out (p. 165) that, the assumption of many contemporary pandits notwith-
standing, "sandhäbhäsä has nothing [explicitly] to do with mantra." At
the same time, he recognizes that samdhäbhäsä, because of its enigmatic
character, might be considered as "a specialized extension of mantric
language" (p. 164). Few scholars have attempted to reflect systemat-
ically on samdhäbhäsä from the perspective of philosophy of language or

* A short list of fiction and nonfiction "skoobedoc" may be found in Dilys Winn, Murder Ink, The
Mystery Reader's Companion (NY: Workman Publishing, 1977, 176); some think it contains
mantras to protect one from mayhem.
**Matriyonau Ungarn ksiptvä, bhaginistanamardanam, gurur mürdhni pädam dattvä,
punar janma na vidyate. According to Bharati (1965, 183, n. 35) the verse, attributed to Tar-
kälamkära's commentary on the KT, is cited by Avalon in his introduction to KT (TT IX:10) and also
circulates widely in many variant forms.
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literary criticism. Bharati (1965a, 173ff.) makes what is to my mind a very
useful distinction between "afferent" and "efferent" use of intentional
language. The former is the use of everyday terms to intend the ulti-
mate; the latter is the use of ostensibly technical theological terms to
intend everyday objects or situations. An example of each, taken from
the HevajraT, when the word dombi (an untouchable washerwoman) is
taken to imply vajrakuli (an adept of the vajra-dass), it is being used as an
afferent; when the word bodhicitta (consciousness awakened to the truth)
is taken to imply sukra (semen), it is being used as an efferent. Perhaps,
the common distinction between sign and symbol could help clarify the
various usages. Both samdhabhäsä and mantric utterance presuppose a
rich tradition of religious metaphor. The former uses words invariably as
signs, the latter never uses words as mere signs but in a variety of other
ways.

For discussions, one may see Bannerji (1924), Bagchi (1930b), Das-
gupta (1962, 413-24), Wayman (1968a), Eliade (1969, 149-54), Zbavitel
(1976, 120ff.), Kvaerne (1977, 37-60); more broadly on language in Bud-
dhist Tantra, see Elder (1976). It should be stressed that the use of
"intentional language" in Tantra is a Buddhist convention, hence the
work done on the Dohäs and Caryäpadas of Bengal and Tibet, discussed
on pages 439-40. The use of figurative or ambivalent language in gener-
al does not count as samdhyäbhäsä. An examination of parallel usages, if
any, in Hindu and Jain texts would be useful.

TANTRIC TEXTS DEALING WITH MANTRA
Unfortunately, the critical editing, publication, and translation of

Tantric texts is still in its infancy. There is no doubt that in the long run
serious historical and phenomenological assessment of Tantra will de-
pend upon a cooperative scholarly effort to sift through South Asian
manuscript collections. Even delimiting the titles and contents of the
surviving texts and their commentaries is not as simple as it might seem.
Nonetheless, careful exegesis and reflection on the works already pub-
lished, edited, and translated will go far in solidifying the place of Tan-
tric studies within Indology. For those not limited to Western languages,
Gopinath Kaviraj (1972) is an invaluable guide to the literature. For
guidance in consulting manuscripts, see the list of catalogues in Goud-
riaan and Gupta (1981, 1.216f.). In this introductory survey, by and
large, I limit myself to a selection of the texts that have attracted some
degree of critical scholarly attention in Western languages. For further
bibliography, see the general works listed on pages 392-94. For conve-
nience vernacular works on mantra are discussed on pages 441-43 in
relationship to the subject of neo-Hinduism.

The Ägamas
If a distinction between ägama and tantra makes any sense, it makes

very rough social, or perhaps "geo-religious," sense: What in the North-
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em two thirds of India have come to be called the Tantras, tend in South
India to be known as the Ägamas. Although it suggests an unrealistic
division between North and South India, I shall follow the convention
established in the HIL. Under ägama, I shall refer largely to the Saivä-
gamas and the Päncarätra samhitäs preserved in the South; under Tantra I
shall refer largely to the parallel literature preserved in the North.

On the Ägamas, there is now Gonda (1977a), in which chapters 5-8
deal with the Päncarätra Samhitäs, and chapters 11-12 deal with the
Saivägamas. Appropriate background for assessing Gonda's account may
be found in an important essay by Brunner (1975-76); but it is still useful
to consult Filliozat (1961), who focuses on the South; withit one might
compare Gnoli (1973) which deals with the survival of the Agamic tradi-
tion in the North.

In recent decades, the most sustained and significant work on the
Agamic tradition has been done at the Institut Francais d'Indologie in
Pondichery, particularly by the Head Pandit, N. R. Bhatt, and Helene
Brunner. Brunner's ongoing magnum opus is a lavishly annotated trans-
lation of the Somasambhupaddhati (1963-77, with a fourth volume forth-
coming), a South Indian Saivägamic ritual manual dating perhaps from
the second half of the eleventh century. Each of the volumes is furnished
with a synthetic introduction. Cumulatively, the volumes give a detailed
view of the use of mantras in "le rituel quotidien" of southern Agamic
Saivism; see especially the treatment of diksä in the third volume.

In addition, Brunner has written a number of pioneering studies on
particular Agamic issues or texts. See her study (1965) of the Kiranägama,
her study (1967) of the Suprabhedägama, and her translation (1985) of two
sections of the Mrgendrägama; in this context, one should also see Bhatt
(1977) on the (Pürva-)Kämikägama. Brunner (1964) is a synthetic essay
dealing with the treatment of "Vedic social categories" in southern
Saivism; see, in addition, her analysis (1977) of the mystical tradition of
the Sanskritic (in distinction from the Tamil) Saiva Siddhänta and her
translation and analysis (1969) of an Agamic fragment (dealing with the
disputed propriety of eating the "leftovers" of offerings to Siva), which
appears in tte works of both Nilakantha, the apparently fifteenth-cen-
tury Vlrasaiva author of the Kriyäsära, an Appaya Dlksita, the sixteenths
seventeenth century Smärta scholastic.

Of more general interest, Brunner (1975) is a study of the technical
usage in the Saivägamas of the term sädhaka (disciple or adept, who is
initiated into the siddhis), which contains a detailed discussion of the
ritual process of becoming "someone who has realized the mantra"
(siddha-mantra), "someone who possesses the mantra" (mantrin). Brun-
ner (1974) presents a survey of the contents of the NetraT, a Saivägamic
work on which Ksemaräja, a successor of Abhinavagupta, wrote a com-
mentary, and which focuses on one of the great Saiva mantras, the
Mrtyujit- or Netramantra, (the "Conqueror of Death-" or "Eye-man-
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tra"), OM JUM SAH.* Oberhammer (1977, 57-133) contains a detailed
analysis of the meditative traditions of the Mrgendrägama (or Tantra) in
comparison to the traditions of Sämkhya, as represented by the Yuktid-
vpikä, and the YSü. For comments on Oberhammer's treatment of Yoga,
see page 429. Finally a translation of the KumaraT, a Saivägama recog-
nized by the Saiva Siddhänta of South India and dealing largely with
mantras used in the ritual service of Skanda/Murugan (i.e., Kumära),
and not to be confused with a work of the same name mentioned earlier
on page 391, has been provided in Zvelebil (1978). On the Vaisnava
Päncaräträgmas, which are comparable to the Saivägamas, see the liter-
ature cited on page 371.

As is well known, the Agamas present themselves as "revelation," a
Fifth Veda, sruti for the weak-willed folk of the Kali age. A study com-
paring their sense of revelation with that of the Vedic tradition, perhaps
dealing with the evolving portrayal of the rsis, might be interesting.
After all, each mantra, like each Vedic sükta, is assigned an rsi. A broader
comparison of the fate of the Ägamas with the fate of the Veda might go a
long way toward illumining the function of canons in Indian religious
life.

The "Classical" Tantras
My distinction between "classical" Tantras and "manuals" is a

rough adaptation of Goudriaan's (Goudriaan & Gupta 1981, 1.4) be-
tween "Original Tantras" and "secondary works." His comparison mer-
its attention, if only because it underscores that Tantra has a history:

The "Original Tantras" are anonymous and written in dialogue form;
their Sanskrit is often inferior, their style mediocre, sometimes even
awkward; their method of presentation is repetitive, associative and
nonsystematical. The digests are of known authorship; their language
and style are much better; their set-up is more systematical; they
abound in references to and quotations from older authorities. The
authors were in overwhelming majority Brahmans, but other social
groups are also represented, among them ruling aristocrats.

There is no reason to survey these texts here, for they are extensively
treated by Goudriaan and, in any case, are largely inaccessible to the
general reader. Among works dealing with individual Tantras or por-
tions of Tantras, however, a few items should be noted.

The KuläT is one of the most famous Säkta Tantras of the Kula or
Kaula tradition. (The varying technical senses of the terms kula and

*Bharati's comment (1965, 323) that the text "emphasized eye-cures and other healing magic
centering on vision" should not mislead one into imagining that the Netratantra is a work of esoteric
ophthalmology I
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kaula* have not yet been adequately mapped. Goudriaan (Gupta,
Hoens, & Goudriaan 1979, 45, n. 27) suggests that there are as many as
twenty-four discrete meaning of the word kulal) It has been edited sever-
al times, in particular by Taranatha Vidyäratna with the assistance of Sir
John Woodroffe (1917). There has been surprisingly little work on this
major text, but one may see Carlstedt (1970; 1973-74, for translations of
the "Jlvasthiti-" and "Kulamähätmya-" kathanas, respectively; and 1974,
for a content summary of those chapters). Unfortunately, all three items
are in Swedish, but the last has a four-page English synopsis. It should
be noted that Chakravarti (1931-32) apparently reports a different text of
the same name.

The KubjT (Goudriaan & Gupta 1981, 1.53), a Kula text devoted to
the goddess Kubjikä, the Curved One, a form of Kundalinl, discusses,
among other related subjects, the Samayamantra** and the mythic ori-
gin of the Mälini, discussed here on pages 431-32. On it and the related
SatSam, there is the important work by Schoterman (1982; 1977). It
should be noted that the KubjikäT, especially popular in Bengal and
commented on by Woodroffe, is a completely different text (Schoterman
1982, 7). In connection with the MahänirvänaT, a text probably written in
the second half of the eighteenth century, see S. C. Banerji's survey
(1977) of the Tantric traditions of Bengal; and see the comments on page
369. So, too, on the various texts and traditions that claim the authority
of the legendary Nätha sages, see page 372.

Manuals of Mantrasästra
As Goudriaan (Goudrian & Gupta, 1981, 1.130f.) summarizes, the

greater part of Tantric literature amounts to a basically systematic set of
"digests" that do not claim the status of revelation. A subgroup of this
literature presents a more or less "orderly survey . . . of the origin,
form, application and worship of the mantras of the gods which are
taught in the Tantras." Each digest, Goudriaan continues, typically
deals, in order, with at least five subjects, in my words: (1) the phonic
emanation of the gods who are the cosmos; (2) the general norms con-
cerning the utilization of mantras; (3) rituals of initiation (diksa) enabling
one to utilize mantras; (4) rituals preliminary to the use of a mantra
(purascarana);i and (5) the "extraction" (mantrodhhära) of the purposes
for using particular mantras arranged according to deity (devata).

The most famous of these digests are certainly the Prapancasära
(PrpSä) and the Säradätilaka (SärTlk), which Goudriaan and Gupta (1981,

*Kula is a noun, literally meaning family, and kaula is an adjective derived from it, which can also
serve as a noun.
**It contains thirty-two aksaras: NAMO BHAGAVATI SRlKUBJIKÄYAI HRÄM HRIM HROM
NANANANAME AGORAMUKHI CHAM CHIM KINIKINI VICCE.
t Among the Päncarätrins, this term is used to refer collectively to the repetition of one's mantra in
various rituals (Gonda 1977b, 71). In general, see the discussion on page 423.
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1.131) describe together as "authoritative and intellectualistic." Perhaps
because it is anonymous the PrpSä was traditionally ascribed to Samkar-
äcärya, just as its commentary, the Vivarana was ascribed to Samkara's
follower Padmapäda. Goudriaan judiciously concludes that "it is plausi-
ble that this outstanding and probably highly original description of
Mantrasästra was written at an early date by a member of one of the
monastic communities founded by [Samkara]," in any case, before the
latter part of the eleventh century. The SärTlk is essentially a simplified
replication of the PrpSä. It was written by Laksmanadesika, reputedly a
disciple of the Pratyabhijnä author Utpaladeva. The most significant
commentary on the SärTlk is the Padärthädarsa of Räghavabhatta, a
learned fifteenth-sixteenth resident of Benares. Surprisingly little work
has been done on these two texts. Sir John Woodroffe (1914; 1933) wrote
introductions to his editions of the texts; Goudriaan calls his introduc-
tion to the PrpSä a "detailed but unbalanced survey." There are scat-
tered references in all of the standard surveys of Tantra; on the PrpSä
there is an essay by Ewing (1902) that Goudriaan (Goudriaan & Gupta
1981, 1.134) describes as suffering from prejudice; on Räghavabhatta,
see Pusalker (1960).

Among other digests of Mantrasästra, Goudriaan (1.136-40) men-
tions the Mantramuktävali of Paramahamsa Pürnaprakäsa (no later than
the early fifteenth century); the Mantramahodadhi of Mahidhara with an
autocommentary entitled Naukä (1588-89) that seems to be especially
popular in the Hindi heartland of North India; the Mantradevaprakäsikä of
Visnudeva; the Mantrakamalakara by Kamaläkara Bhatta, which Goud-
riaan (1.138) observes "can almost be characterized as a private collec-
tion of mantra lore probably meant for a restricted circle of people (pre-
sumably a family) whose chief object of worship was Räma"; the
Mantraratnäkara of Yadunätha Cakravartin; the Manträrädhanadipikä of
Yasodhara (1566); the Mantracandrikä of Käsmätha Bhatta (seventeenth-
eighteenth centuries); the Mantrakalpadruma attributed to Rajendra
Vikrama Säha, ruler of Nepal (1816-1847), which Goudriaan reports
devotes special attention to a mantra concerning archery (dhanurveda);
the Mantrarnahärnava of Mädhava Räya Vaidya (early twentieth cen-
tury?), which has been especially popular in the West of India and on
which see the content-summary in Bharati (1965, 123-28); and, finally,
the famous Tantrasära of Krsnänanda (probably seventeenth century),
which has been especially popular in Bengal. Among Tantric lexica
(Goudriaan & Gupta 1981, 1.160f.), one might notice the Uddhärakosa
(Raghu Vira and Shodo Taki 1938) and the Bijanighantu. The latter has
been edited with a number of cognate texts and translated in R. K. Rai
(1978).

The significance of these little noticed works cannot be sufficiently
stressed: If it is ever going to be possible to write a social history of the
use of mantra, to portray and assess the role mantra plays in the life of
the Hindu world today, in different regions and communities, this liter-
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ature must be mastered and digested. It is often repetitious and inel-
egant. It can easily strike one as tiresome and insignificant. Therefore,
the process of studying it has barely begun. Information on Sanskrit
editions of these works is provided in Goudriaan's notes. (Special atten-
tion should be drawn to the fact that a single title often attaches to two or
more entirely separate works.) Unfortunately, most of these works have
not yet been discussed at any length by scholars and, accordingly, can-
not be approached without Sanskrit. One exception is the Mantramaho-
dadhi, which has been translated into Hindi and commented on by S.
Chaturvedi (1981) and also put into English by a "board of scholars/'
See, too, Bharati's (1965, 142-50) very interesting content-summary of a
modern North Indian Vaisnava treatise, the Mantramuktävali, one of at
least three works circulating under that name and not the fifteenth cen-
tury text mentioned earlier.

MANTRASÄSTRA AND SÄDHANÄ
I think it is a safe generalization to say that all Tantric Mantrasästra is

at once ritualistic and meditative. Nonetheless, the balance between
ritual and meditative elements varies according to the context. Two
generalizations may be proposed as hypotheses for testing. The ritu-
alistic component is most noticeable in what I have called a quotidian
context, while the meditative predominates in what I have called a re-
demptive context. Similarly, it appears useful to contrast the practices
that are preliminary to the use of a mantra, with the practices that follow
those preliminaries. It seems to me that in the former the ritualistic
element is central, while in the latter the meditative comes to the fore.
To use an athletic metaphor, "warming up" is inherently more ritualistic
than actually putting a ball into play. The former is more a highly styl-
ized public event, the latter more a question of an inner journey. Reflect-
ing this distinction, I have divided my remarks on mantra and sädhanä
into two sections. First, I consider what I like to call preparatory moves
in the game of playing mantras. The most significant of these is un-
doubtedly initiation. Second, I consider the meditative element in Man-
trasästra, broadly mantra and Yoga, the most significant element of
which is undoubtedly japa. Note, however, that some of the material
that could have been discussed here has been otherwise classified. On
the important preliminary procedure known as nyäsa, see pages 408-10.

One caveat is in order, a single basic Indological imperative must
govern future research on both the ritualistic and meditative sides of
Mantrasästra. To understand mantric utterance as it was meant to be
practiced means deciphering the technical terminology in which is
couched. The process of mapping this terminology has only just begun
and what Goudriaan (Goudriaan & Gupta 1981, 1.26) says about the
vocabulary of Tantra in general applies a fortiori to the vocabulary of
mantra: "Tantric literature offers a jungle growth of specialized termi-
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nology rarely defined or paraphrased; of unexpected hidden meanings;
of mutual intersection of fundamental ideas, categories or prescriptions."

Initiation and Other Preparatory Rites
There is agreement among all those who utilize mantras that mantric

utterance can never be both casual and effective. It is always methodical.
If mantric utterance is improperly launched, it will not work. It will be
invalid, unsuccessful, or just not counting as mantric. Still, to the best of
my knowledge, the Hindu Tantras provide nothing like a single list of
preliminaries that are either necessary or sufficient for the successful use
of a mantra. It would be helpful for someone to fake one or two dozen
representative Tantric texts and collate the terminology for mantric pre-
liminaries. It would be similarly useful to do the same for lists of defects
(dosa) that render mantras inoperative and the procedures used to cor-
rect or nullify those defects. Until that has been done in an historical and
textually scientific manner, any comment on these preliminaries must be
considered suggestive and provisional.

The most general term for the preliminaries to successful mantric
utterance seems to be purascarana, which refers, in Goudriaan's words
(Goudriaan & Gupta 1981, 1.157), to "the preliminary ritual aiming at
the [obtaining] of mastery over a mantra." As with diksä, it was not all
that often made the subject of substantive and independent treatises.
Goudriaan mentions the Purascaranabodhini (c. 1813) of Harakumära
Thäkur, of the famous "Tagore" family of Calcutta, for example. The
term purascarana appears to be used with both broad and narrow mean-
ings. Gupta (Gupta, Hoens, & Goudriaan 1979, 161) indicates its basic
elements. Narrowly construed, purascarana seems to amount to man-
trasädhanä, a term that has been translated as the cult or worship of the
mantra (cf. Padoux 1980, 93f.). What does this really involve? Is it a
matter of etiquette, of psychology, of power? A phenomenological de-
scription of this ritual would be most desirable.

Hoens (Gupta, Hoens, & Goudriaan 1979, 107f.), citing the Prä-
natosini, an early nineteenth-century manual (for a description, see
Goudriaan & Gupta, 1981, 1.147), mentions twelve or thirteen rites in-
troductory to successful utilization of a mantra's power (virya). (These
rites are numbered in parentheses.) The list is interesting at least in that
it shows that the distinction between external and internal acts, between
ritual and meditation, is rather artificial. I would suggest that these
preliminaries fall roughly into five classes.

First is what we might call spiritual/intellectual preparation. It has
two elements: (1) Mantracaitanya (consciousness of the mantra), under-
stood as the realization that the mülamantra is one with citsakti. Notice
that one way of doing this seems to involve ]apa, repeating a certain
formula 108, 1008, or more times, thus making japa a necessary prelimi-
nary of japa, a situation that merits reflection. But it is typical, often a
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necessary condition for the utterance of one mantra is the prior utter-
ance of another. On japa as a preliminary rite, see Padoux (1986a). (2)
Mantmrtha, understanding the meaning (i.e., the object ?) of the mantra.

Second are four rites in which the recitation of a mantra is prepared
for by the recitation of the appropriate bijas. These are called (3) kulluka,
(4) setu (bridge), (5) mahäsetu, and (6) nirvana. Third are two rites that I
would describe as preparing the individual spatially for the utterance of
the mantra: (7) yonimudrävibhävana, exhibiting the gesture known as the
yonimudrä, and (8) ahganyäsa (application of the mantra to the (six)
limbs).

The third set of acts seems to be especially purificatory and include
(9) pränäyäma, breath control; (10) mukha- or jihväsodhana, the purification
of the mouth or tongue; (11) pranayoga, disciplining the central breath;
and sometimes, (12) asaucabhahga (the destruction of impurity). Fourth
and difficult to classify is (13) dipana (or dipanx), the "kindling" or light-
ing of the mantra, which is performed both before and after its utterance,
however.

Closely related, conceptually and practically, to these preliminary
rites are those designed to rectify a mantric process that has gone
wrong. As Hoens (Gupta, Hoens, & Goudriaan 1979, 108f.) summa-
rizes, "The older texts . . . mention a series of ten samskära (ceremonies)
which have to be performed in the case of faults (dosa) in the mantra."
He cites such a list from the SärTlk. These include (1) janana, "produc-
ing" the mantra, which has the technical meaning of "extricating" (ud-
dhära) the mantra out of the mätrkäs (the sequence of primal aksaras); (2)
jivana, "vivifying" the mantra, which interestingly involves deconstruct-
ing its plain sense; (3) tadana, "striking" the written mantra aksara by
aksara with sandal-water and the bija YAM; (4) bodhana, "awakening" the
mantra by striking it with Oleander flowers and the bija YAM; (5) ab-
hisecana, "consecration," a ritual in which the mantra is sprinkled with
Asvattha blossoms and the word NAMAH; (6) vimalikamna, a "purifica-
tion" ritual through which the mantra is protected from evil (or inaus-
piciousness?) by means of the recitation of another mantra; (7) äpyäyana
(causing to swell) and (8) tarpana (refreshing by libation), two rituals that
combine japa and sprinkling; (9) dipana, "kindling" the mantra by the
use of bijas, and (10) gopana, keeping the mantra secret. Conversely, there
are concepts that articulate success in and the power of mantric utter-
ance. The two most common are perhaps mantrasiddhi and mantravirya,
respectively. Both merit more attention than they have received.

In spite of the fragmentary nature of the evidence, certain generaliza-
tions may be offered. First, many of the elements in these mantric pre-
liminaries are "borrowed" from other strata of Hindu ritual life: sprin-
kling with water and flowers from püjä; the fear of impurity and the
complementary confidence in rites of purification from the Vedic ritual
system and, perhaps, also from village Hinduism; concern for the inner
purification of the breaths from Yoga. Second, common to the tradition
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as a whole is the conviction that mantric utterance cannot be haphazard.
Mantras do not count as mantras unless one follows some impersonal
standard, some protocol proper to them. Precision is of the essence,
even when there is no agreement on the content about which one is
being precise. Third, not all of the ritual elements deployed in the pre-
liminary practices strike one as equally central. However, the use of
tnudräs, bijas, and especially nyäsa seem to be indispensable, irrespective
of nomenclature or ideological context. Fourth, there is a consensus that
mantras cannot be recited "cold." Something special must be done to
prime the officiant and to activate the mantras, thus signifying that they
are mantras. In other words, a mantric performance demands a special
decorum. Notice in this regard the proclivity of the tradition to utilize
metaphors—awakening, vivifying, kindling, opening the eyes—to
identify the key act by which a mantra is made efficacious. Fifth, mantric
utterance might be characterized as incestuous. Mantras presuppose
and feed upon other mantras. The drill seems to presuppose this to
worship a god, one must be that god; to use a mantra, one must become
that mantra.*

Standing somewhat outside of these mantric preliminaries are pro-
cedures equally, perhaps even more, important. Chief among these is
undoubtedly mantroddhära, the "selection" or "extraction" of mantras.
These complex procedures employ a verbal mathematics, and accord-
ingly they may be compared with at least three other aspects of Man-
trasästra: First, with the Vedic traditions according to which a mantra
was systematically deformed so that they could be preserved and used,
discussed on page 338; second, with the coding procedures by which
mantras were secreted within "mystic" diagrams, e.g. gahvara, de-
scribed on page 404; third, with the procedures for various sorts of
"ornamented" japa, see page 430. Another exceedingly common prelim-
inary ritual, for both Hindu and Buddhist Tantrics, is bhütasuddhi. De-
scribed by Bharati (1965, 112) as "a step-by-step dissolution of grosser
into subtler elements in the cosmographical hierarchy" through the use
of a set group of mantras and mudräs, in order to achieve a "visualized
merger with whatever supreme being or state the particular tradition
postulates." It is discussed by Wheelock in his essay in this volume.

Considering the significance and complexity of these mantric prelimi-
naries, it is surprising how little scholarly reflection they have elicited.
Standing virtually alone as a model for systematic, scientific reflection
is a two-part study by Padoux, dealing first (1978a) with mantroddhära,
second (1980) with nyäsa. Comparing the two lists cited earlier, Hoens
(Gupta, Hoens, & Goudriaan 1979,109) recognizes that the ten samskäras
"could originally have been a more general series of ceremonies intro-
ducing the practice of mantras. "Perhaps," he adds, "study of more
texts can solve this riddle." Such study is surely necessary for clarifying

*Padoux (1980, S3, n. 2) makes much the same point more fully and more eloquently.
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the nature and function of the mantric preliminaries. One should add that
it will bear the most fruit only if it is informed by a coherent theory of
ritual action.

It is convenient to consider here not only Tantric initiation but some
references to Vedic initiation and to initiation in classical and "sectarian"
Hinduism in general. To begin with, on diksä there is a marvelous mono-
graph by Gonda (1965a, 315-462) with attention given to Indo-European
background, possible central Asian/shamanic influence, practices
among Indian tribal groups, and ethnographic parallels. On initiation
preparatory to the Vedic sacrifice, see Lindner (1878); Heesterman (1957)
provides a clear, well-documented, imaginative account of the Vedic
"royal consecration" (räjasüya); on initiation and the symbolism of re-
birth, see Lornmel (1955). Von Glasenapp (1952-54) presents an account
of Buddhist initiation in medieval Java. This, of course, should be
thought through in the context of the large comparative literature con-
cerning rituals of initiation, which cannot be surveyed here. For the
classic approach of history of religions, see van Gennep (1960), Bleeker
(1965), and Eliade (1965), which are representative. For orientation to
the treatment of initiation among anthropologists, see the general re-
marks on the study of ritual on pages 331-32.

On Tantric diksä, one may well begin with the brief survey by Hoens
(Gupta, Hoens, & Goudriaan 1979, 71-89), with comments on the role of
the guru. Another brief discussion is found in Bharati (1965,185-98). As
Bharati (185f.) stresses, mantric utterance is definitive of Tantric
initiation:

The dictionary [i.e., Monier-Williams] omits the most important aspect
of diksä . . . that its content must be a mantra of some sort, or that a
mantra must be part of its content. A person may be initiated into the
use, say, of a mandala, a yantra, or into the performance of a yajna . . . ,
but along with it a mantra is invariably imparted.

Bharati's assertion is supported by the words of Krsnänanda's Tantrasära
"initiation is the giving of mantra by the guru."* On the other hand,
(analogically?) there are diksäs that do not seem to involve the passing on
of a mantra. Bharati (1965, 190) refers to the yogadlksä of certain religious
orders, such as the Näthas, and to the conception, among the same
groups, oijnänadlksä, where the mantra is Brahman, period. Even more
striking is the widespread conviction that one can receive a valid diksä in

*One might observe that this passage was established as defining diksa in the scholarly literature by
Woodroffe, when he quoted it in his 1913 introduction to the Mahänirväna Tantra (rep. Introduc-
tion to Tantra Sästra 2973, 68). It has subsequently been cited by any number of writers, among
them Gonda (1965a, 441) and Bharati (1965, 193). The latter speaks of this as if it were from
Abhinavagupta's TS, thus falling foul of his own sound caution (p. 320) that the two are not to be
confused.
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a dream. This tradition implicitly undercuts the indispensability of the
guru, but his absence is often rationalized by the convention that the
deity is serving as his or her own guru, something one would think
twice about before criticizing. In this regard, one wonders how often
mantras figure in dreams: For example, a Jain work, the Ristasamuccaya,
proposes a twofold classification of dreams. A dream told by a god is
one in which a mantra is recited; the other sort lacks the mantric recita-
tion (Wayman [1967] 1984, 402). On dreams, see Esnoul (1959) and
O'Flaherty (1984). The interplay between liturgical and "spontaneous"
initiations merits further investigation.

Just as in the case of mantric preliminaries and defects a list of types
of diksä would be useful. Hoens (Gupta, Hoens, Goudriaan 1979, 72-89)
discusses several classifications drawn especially from the SärTlk and
KuläT. To give some sense of the terminology, let me note that he
mentions threefold classifications of dlksäs appropriate to different levels
of existence, in ascending order, pasu, vlra and divya or sthüla, süksma,
and para (72-74); a fourfold classification arranged ritualistically in
terms, it seems to me, of ascending subtlety or ease of performance:
kriyävati-, varnamayl-, kalävati-, and vedhamayldlksä. These terms barely
scratch the surface. In a few pages, Hoens mentions at least ten other
sorts of diksä and, naturally, many subdivisions are possible.

While no scholar has yet written a general synthesis dealing with
Tantric diksä, one comparable to Gonda's synthesis focusing on the ear-
lier material, the third volume of Helene Brunner's Somasambhupaddhati
(1963-77), discussed on page 418 is exemplary. It provides a lavishly
annotated French translation and analysis of the portion of the text that
deals with initiation (pp. 1-538). The introduction contains a theoretical
study of diksä (pp. iii-xxvii), a description of the dlksäs the text describes
(pp. xxx-xliii)—Somasambhu distinguishes between samaya-, visesa-,
nirvana-, tritattva-, and ekatattvadlksä—as well as relevant remarks con-
cerning the master and disciple (pp. xxvii-1) and ritual ablutions (ab-
hiseka) (pp. xliii-xlvii). All in all, Brunner's work may be held up as a
model of the sort of study without which further progress in under-
standing Tantric Mantrasästra cannot be made.

It goes without saying that the right initiation was the one indispens-
able social preliminary to the effective use of a given mantra. Nonethe-
less, while initiation (diksä) was typically discussed in every Tantric
work, it does not seem to have been the subject of many independent
treatises. Goudriaan (Goudriaan & Gupta 1981,1.157) mentions only the
Kalädlksärahasyacarcä and the Kramadlksä of Jagannätha. Hence, the docu-
mentation is especially scattered. Further study is obviously needed
and, in so far as the evidence allows, it should coordinate textual, histor-
ical, and sociological perspectives, so that one can begin to get a picture
of the kinds of initiations which were performed by various sorts of
individuals under different circumstances.
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Mantra and Meditation
A history of the use of mantras in the highly ritualized context of

Tantric meditation would amount to a history of sädhanä, and such could
not be written without clarifying the evolution of the family of medi-
tative traditions that it has been conventional to label generically as
Yoga. The extensive literature on Yoga is largely beyond the scope of this
essay, but a few items may be noted. Obviously, many of the works
cited earlier in the discussions of the ideology and context of Tantra are
relevant to the study of Yoga. The closest we come to a general introduc-
tion to Yoga remains Eliade (1969). It offers less a history or an exegesis
of texts than an imaginative interpretation written from the point of
view of the histoire des religions. While Indologists do not always find it
persuasive, its attempt to establish a broad interpretive context for the
study of Yoga is invaluable. Of particular interest is the juxtaposition of
discussions of Hindu and Buddhist yoga, and of Yoga and shamanism, a
subject on which Eliade has also written extensively. The volume has a
rich bibliography, which, however, should be supplemented with the
bibliography of Schreiner (1979). With Eliade, one might compare a
different but equally accessible interpretation of yoga, Zimmer (I960).

The obvious place to begin the study of mantras and Yoga in the
post-Upanisadic age is the YogaSü and its commentaries. Especially rele-
vant are Sütras 1.27-28, "Isvara is designated by the word OM. [One
should] repeat the word OM and meditate on [Isvara] to whom it
refers";* and Sütra 2.32, "The observances are cleanliness, contentment,
self-denial (tapas), study (svädhyäya), and devotion to god/7 where tapas
is understood by Vyäsa to include vows of silence (äkäramauna) and
inexpressiveness (kästhamauna), and svädhyäya to include pranavajapa.**
The import of these sütras can only be appreciated in context and in light
of the commentaries. Among the numerous English translations, the
general reader might consult Taimni (1961) and Hariharänanda Äranya
Swämi (1983). The standard commentary (bhäsya) on the YSü is at-
tributed to Vyäsa; however, it needs to be read in terms of its own
commentaries. The oldest of these is the Tattvavaisäradi of Vacaspa-
timisra (ninth-tenth centuries), for which, see Woods (1914). Later, but
of greater philosophical interest, is the Yogavärttika of Vijfiänabhiksu
(late sixteenth-early seventeenth centuries). On this, we now have a
(still incomplete) translation by Rukmani (1981-83), which contains
what, all and all, is probably the best English translation of the YSü so
far.

Read in translation, the YSü is a deceptively simple text. A serious
assessment of what it has to say about mantric utterance must take into
account the historical and systematic problems involved in its exegesis.

* tasya väcakah pranavah (27)
tajjapas tadarthabhävanam (28)

** saucasantosatapahsvädhyäyesvarapranidhänäni niyamäh (32)
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The most recent and sophisticated reading is that of Oberhammer (1965;
and especially 1977), which is in German. Oberhammer carefully disen-
tagles what different portions of the text have to say about central terms
for types of meditative experience; e.g., samädhi, nirodha, samäpatti, and
samyama (very roughly: immersion, suppression, absorption, and con-
centration). He further attempts to sort out the complex relationship
between Yoga and theism. It is in this context that one should consider
his discussion (pp. 167-77) of OM, japa, and mantra in the YSü.

Central to the use of Mantrasästra as an internal meditative discipline
are the elaborate traditions of internal physiognomy, which are at least
as old as the Vedic Upanisads. On the pivotal concept of the inner
breaths and related matters, see Ewing (1901), G. W. Brown (1919), Falk
(1939), Narahari (1944), Filliozat (1946), who speculates on the origins of
pränäyäma in the late Vedic age, and Pensa (1969); and compare Wik-
ander (1941) on Indo-Iranian concepts of wind. Compare these with the
discussion of mudm and nyäsa on pages 408-10.

It is abundantly evident that the cultivation of magical powers is a
significant element in the social context that leads large numbers of
people to take seriously both Mantrasästra and Yoga. Therefore, an
assessment of the intersection between Yoga and mantra necessitates
grappling with the tradition of acquiring siddhis (or vibhütis) (perfections,
extraordinary powers) through mantric utterance allied with the disci-
pline of meditation. It should be pointed out that this tradition is by no
means limited to the movement of the Siddhas or the Näthasam-
pradäya. On the contrary, as the Vibhüti- and Kaivalyapädas of the YSü—
sections of the text too often rationalized or dismissed as peripheral by
Western and neo-Hindu apologists—make plain, it is central. Hence,
YSü 4.1, "The perfections (siddhi) arise innately, chemically, from man-
tra, from ascetic exercises (tapas) or from meditative trance (samädhi)/'
Vyäsa explicates forthrightly, 'Through mantra one gains [powers such
as] miniaturization and flying through the air."* On the siddhis, there is
an important study by Lindquist (1935), in German. Bharati (1976a) pre-
sents a set of essays that place this tradition in its social context. See, too,
Garbe (1903), A. Jacoby (1914), Hocart (1923), Hauer (1931), and in as-
sessing this tradition, see Filliozat (1953).

Finally, two topics must be mentioned if only because they have
received unwarranted and mystifying attention in the West, the imagery
of kundalinl, which is connected with the whole notion of the subtle
body and, related to it, hathayoga, a term that does not appear to lend
itself to any single precise definition but which is connected to the tradi-
tion of the Näthas discussed on page 372. A representative text dealing
with the tradition of kundalinlyoga is the Satcakranirüpana of Pürnänanda,
a translation of which appeared in Woodroffe (1918), The Serpent Power.

* janmausadhimantratapahsamädhijäh siddhayah
mantraih äkäsagamanänimädiläbhah.
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Woodroffe's account strikes me as both clearer and sounder than that of
his many imitators. Woodroffe's treatment is discussed in Pandit (1959).
The most recent, up-to-date treatment of kundaliniyoga is by Silburn
(1983), in French. Based largely on texts associated with the Saiva tradi-
tions of Kashmir, it is a psychologically sensitive analysis giving special
attention to the use of the mantra SAUH. See also Roesel (1928), Zimmer
(1931), Risch (1951), and Dekker (1955). For the treatment of these two
themes in Neo-Hinduism as preached in the West see pages 441-43.

At least from the age of the Santa- and Yajurvedas-, it was taken for
granted that to be effective a mantra, as a ritual instrument, must be
uttered with mathematical exactitude. In post-Vedic India, this concern
for precision characteristically expresses itself as a preoccupation with
the frequency with which a mantra is repeated, although, generally
speaking, repetition without counting does not count (Gonda [1963b]
1975b, 4.263). Hence the notion of japa, the repetitive murmuring of a
mantra or of the name of a god. Japa is undoubtedly the central mode of
uttering mantras in both the Tantric and devotional context. As Gonda
(ibid.) notes, already VisnuDhSäs 55.21 teaches that a Brahman attains
perfection through japa alone. Yet japa is an open field to explore with
the multitude of methodological strategies offered, for example, by lin-
guistics, ritual studies, and theater. To the best of my knowledge, there
is no single textually grounded, methodologically imaginative general
essay on this vital subject. Bedekar (1964) deals with the exposition of
japa in the Moksadharmaparvan of the Mhb and in the YSü. On the impor-
tant topic of types of japa, see Padoux (1977, a brief discussion of the
technical term vidarbha; as well as 1986a). On the use of a "rosary" as an
aid in counting mantric repetitions, see Kirfel (1949). For a brilliant,
highly personal neo-Hindu reinterpretation of japa, very broadly con-
ceived see the works of Pratyagätmänanda Sarasvati cited on page 442.

THE WORLD OF SOUND

Väc and Her Permutations
Tantric Mantrasästra envisions ultimate reality as sonic, a primordial,

ineffable trilling of infinite potentiality, comparable perhaps to the faint
humming of bees.* The penultimate quotidian world, in all its messy
complexity, is conceived of as the expression of this primordial sonic
energy, although a variety of metaphors are used. Mantra is the privi-
leged key to this reality. As Sanjukta Gupta (Gupta, Hoens, & Goud-
riaan 1979, 179) puts it, "mantras are the highest forms of manifest

*This metaphor is suggested by Sivasamhitä 5.26-27 (Vasu [1914-15] 1979, 58), which states that
when through gradual practice the primordial sound arises it is first comparable to a sound like that of
intoxicated bees, the flute, and the vina; nädah samjäyate tasya kramenäbhyäsatas ca vai//
mattabhmgavenuvinäsadrsah prathamo dhvanih/.
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sound and are the perfect media for experiencing the supreme Sabda-
brahman."

For a brief introduction to this view of the cosmos, see Hoens (Gup-
ta, Hoens, & Goudriaan 1979, 90-117). For a more thorough survey one
must turn to Padoux (1963), in French, which, for some twenty years,
has been a standard source. See especially Chapter 1, "Les premieres
speculations sur les origines de la parole'7; Chapter 3, "La manifestation
du son/' which includes treatments of näda, bindu, and Sabdabrahman;
and Chapter 4, '''Les niveaux de la parole," dealing with the theory of
fourfold speech: parä-, pasyanti-, madhyamä-, and vaikhari vak. A revised
and enlarged English edition of this work is in preparation. The general
reader limited to English may still consult Woodroffe (1922), the Garland
of Letters, a collection of essays on the theory and practice of Man-
trasästra. It lacks historical and textual discrimination but partially com-
pensates for this by its accessibility. Indeed, a brief essay on "the theory
and practice of the mantra," comparable to Tucci's essay on the mandala,
is a desideratum.

The Tantric "Alphabet"
Paralleling the concept of the four states of Väc is a more complex

scheme focusing on the refraction of Väc in the fifty phonemes of the
Sanskrit language. (For this purpose ks is considered an independent
aksara rather than a conjunct of k and s, yielding fifty rather than forty-
nine varnas.) Although it is conventional to speak in this context of an
"alphabet," this is somewhat misleading. Rather, one has an ordered
cosmogonic procession of phonemes understood to be the eternal, pri-
mordial sounds that are the building blocks of the cosmos in its entirety.
Utilized in cosmogonic, ritual, meditative, and mantric contexts, the
alphabet is conceived of the primal matrix out of which the ordinary
{vyavahärika) world emerges and to which the adept may return.

In some texts, it is thought of both in its usual order as sabdaräsi
(literally, the mass of sound), and as MälinI (Garland), in a special order
from na to pha, hence called nädiphäntarüpä.* Through this doubling of
the fifty permutations of Väc, we can glimpse something of the self-
consciousness of Tantra. For example, the first sections of the KubjT
describes the MälinI as "a particular secret 'female' sequence of the
letters of the alphabet and a 'womb' of mantras, conceived of as a re-
creation of Devi out of Siva's body" (Goudriaan & Gupta 1981, 1.53). In
contrast, Siva is "the usual 'male' arrangement of letters (sabdarasi)."
The "quarrel" between Siva and Kubjikä, which the text reports, is
really between the two arrangement of aksaras. It reveals a characteristic
dialectic: On the one hand is the world of social orthodoxy, the world of
the Veda, masculinity, and ordinary language; over against it is an in-

* (Having a form which begins with na and ends with pha J
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verted realm, if you will, a "counterculture," the world of the Ägamas,
femininity, and mantric utterance.

For a standard account of this material, see Chapter 5, "L'Emanation
phonematique," in Padoux (1963, 183-260), which, among other topics,
deals with näda, bindu, mätrkä, and malinl. In English, there is a useful
discussion in Appendix 2 in Schoterman (1982, 210-21) and a less tech-
nical summary by Hoens (Gupta, Hoens, & Goudriaan 1979, 90-101).
From these accounts, one can get a sense of the elaborate sets of correla-
tions between phonemes, constituents of reality {tattvas), "powers" (sak-
tis, mätrkäs), and parts of the body.

The general reader should keep in mind two caveats. Different texts
present the evolutionary efflorescence of Väc—and of Siva and Sakti—
differently. So, too, their understanding of basic concepts such as näda
and bindu vary. Popular accounts that speak as if there were a single
Tantric system of "sonic mysticism" are grievously misleading. Second,
the conceptual and historical priority can easily be misunderstood. The
elaborate sonic mysticism found in the Tantras, as we saw earlier on
pages 414-15, has Vedic precedents and presupposes the philosophy of
Bhartrhari. It is reasonable to hypothesize that it arose as an attempt to
explain mantric utterance. In other words, it was taken for granted—
experienced empirically—that mantras work. The Tantric speculation
on Väc explains how they work in such a way that more of them can be
"created" and so they can be made to work more effectively. As Hoens
(Gupta, Hoens, & Goudriaan 1979, 93) says, "The theory of sound and
meaning probably originated in the speculation on the sacred syllables,
particularly Om, which . . . originated in the Veda and continues to be
the main focus of Tantric sound symbolism."

Besides the KubjT and related texts, the Srlvidyä/Sricakra tradition
offers a rich source for systematic reflection on the cosmos as an orga-
nism woven of sound. Perhaps the most important speculative work in
this tradition is the Kämakalävüäsa, "a learned exposition in 55 artfully
composed Äryä stanzas of the principles of cosmogonic symbolism
. . . geometrically represented in the Srlcakra" (Goudriaan & Gupta
1981, 1.168f.). An English translation is found in Rawson (1973b). More
thorough and more impressive is the Yoginlhrdaya, a French translation
of which by Padoux is forthcoming.

While I have generally excluded works dealing with the Saiva tradi-
tions of Kashmir from this Bibliography, one cluster of studies are too
significant to overlook. Important evidence concerning the Tantric al-
phabet and the bija mantra SAUH is provided in an Agamic fragment of
approximately thirty-five verses attributed to the RudrayämalaJ'.* Known
as the Parätnsikä (or Parätrimsika), it was commented upon twice by

*In a very Borgesian manner, this appears to be a title—to which some fifty independent and
apparently unrelated texts have attached themselves—rather than a text see Goudriaan & Gupta
1981, 1A7).
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Abhinavagupta, in a Laghuvrtti (also known as the Anuttaratattvavimar-
sini) and a Vivarana (also known as the Tattvaviveka). Both texts are rather
obscure and have attracted considerable attention. The longer text was
published in Volume 18 (M. R. Shastri 1918), the shorter in Volume 68 (J.
Z. Shastri 1947) of the KSTS. The Laghuvrtti has been translated into
Italian by Gnoli (1965) and French, with extensive annotations, by
Padoux (1975); for a critical response to the French translation, see To-
rella (1980). After a number of preliminary essays (1959a; 1959b; and
1960), Gnoli (1985) has also brought out an Italian translation of the
Vivarana. An English translation has been prepared by Jaidev Singh
(forthcoming). For reflection on this literature from the perspective of
religious studies, see Muller-Ortega (forthcoming).

On the function of the aksaras of the Sanskrit alphabet as "mystical
symbols" in non-Indian Buddhist circles, see Scherman (1947). This is a
tradition that traveled with Buddhism to East Asia, where it was influ-
enced by the indigenous importance of calligraphy; on the Siddha alpha-
bet in Japan, see Etasu (1978). For a well-illustrated general account,
Stevens (1981) may be recommended.

Blja and Other Exemplary Mantras
The number of mantras is sometimes reckoned at seventy million.

That means the tradition recognizes it as infinite. But, in fact, the
number of mantras in regular use is finite (cf. Brunner 1963-77, I.xxx-
xxxvi). Is it possible to decide which mantras are the most important or
the most typical? Not with any certainty at this stage in the study of
Mantrasästra, but note the selection of some standard surveys: Hoens
(Gupta, Hoens, & Goudriaan 1979, HOf.) very briefly discusses the
Pädukämantra PÄDUKÄM PÜJAYÄMI, the Hamsa mantra SO HAM,
the Gäyatrl, OM, and the Mäyäblja HRIM. Padoux (1963, 339-62) pro-
vides expositions of OM, AHAM, MAHA, SAUH, and the Pindanätha,
RKSKHEM. Bharati (1965, 132-40) discusses more than a dozen mantras
drawn from Jain and Buddhist as well as Hindu sources.

In the introduction to this volume and in my own essay, I argued
that the function—and in that sense the "meaning"—of a mantra is
radically context-dependent. To the extent that is the case, any list of
exemplary mantras will have to be context or "sub-context" specific. At
the very least, one would have to discriminate among the mantras that
occur in the Srauta ritual, in the Grhya ritual, in a Bhaktic and theistic
setting, in Tantra, not to mention those situations we classify as "folk."
For each identifiable strand of Indian religious life, then, an exemplary
mantra would be one around which one might organize a portrayal of
the ideology, ritual, and social order that together make-up its "support-
structure." Implicitly, the tradition recognizes this. Many texts or move-
ments designate a certain mantras, or group of mantras, as müla man-
tras, "root" mantras. In each case, the term is intended to assert the
metaphysical priority of a mantra. Seen sociologically, it suggests one
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way of identifying those mantras that functioned in a definitive way for
each sampradäya.

The essays in this volume, as well as other sections of this Bibliogra-
phy, will suggest numerous mantras that might be exegeted as exem-
plars. For the purpose of illustration, a few possibilities may be men-
tioned here. One of the distinguishing features of Säkta Tantra is the use
of the Srividyä (mantra) (Goudriaan & Gupta 1981, 1.58ff.). One of the
chief texts devoted to it is the Saundaryalahan, an illustrated edition of
which has been edited and translated by W. N. Brown (1958). (It should
be noted that the first forty-one verses of this text also circulate sepa-
rately as the Änandalahan, on which, see Woodroffe (1961).) Allowing for
certain variants, the Snviydä consists of sixteen syllables, fifteen of them
"public," the sixteenth imparted by the guru to his sisya in secret, name-
ly, HASAKALAHRM HASAKAHALAHRM SAKALAHRM SRiM.* This
mantra is sometimes understood to be "an esoteric form of the Gäyatri
mantra, which is the quintessence of the Vedas and is identified with the
[four Vedäntic] Mahäväkyas of the Upanisads" (Venkataraman 1956,
257). It is sometimes held to have originated from the mantra of RV
5.47.4a: Catvära im bibhrati ksemayantah. Literally, this means "Four sup-
port him (im), desiring (his) rest." Säyana interprets it, "Four priests,
desiring to protect themselves, support God (the Äditya) with offerings
and praises." According to some interpreters of the Srikula the esoteric
reading is, "that which contains the four ims and confers benefit," that
is, the Srlvidyämantra (ibid.)**

Similarly, one might consider the Präsäda- or Paräpräsädamantra—
the bija mantra SAUH—which is central to certain of the Saivägamas
that were widely respected in the Trika, where, however, it is known as
the Hrdayabija not the präsada;f the twenty-two syllable vidyä of Dak-
sinakäH, KRIM KRIM KRIM HUM HUM HRIM HRIM DAKSINE KÄ-
LIKE KRIM KRIM KRIM HUM HUM HRIM HRIM SVÄHÄ, which is
discussed in the KäliT, (Goudriaan & Gupta 1981,1.80); or the ten aksara
Bengali Vaisnava mantra, GOPIJANAVALLABHÄYA NAMAH, dis-
cussed in the first chapter of the GautamiyaT (Goudriaan & Gupta 1981,
1.106).

One phenomenon requires special attention. Central to Tantric man-
trasästra is the use of bijas: adamantine, unbreakable syllables lacking
meaning outside a mantric context. Insofar as I know, no one has cata-

*This is based on verses 32f. of the Saundaryalahari (W. N. Brown 1958, 93).
**CATVÄRAH rtvijah IM enam ädityam KSEMAYANTAH ksemam ätmana icchantah BIBHRATI
dhärayanti havirbhih stutibhis ca (Sontakke and Kashikar reissue 1976, 875), this sort of imaginative
exegesis is facilitated by the fact that the verse is enigmatic to start with and that the pronominal
particle Im is not used in classical Sanskrit.
tFor some refs. see Goudriaan and Gupta (1981, 1.81, 96); in fact the names of mantras vary from
preceptorial tradition to preceptorial tradition; for some the Präsädamantra is HAUH, cf. Brunner
(1963-77, I.xxxii).
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logued the textual descriptions of bijas. But Hoens (Gupta, Hoens, &
Goudriaan 1979, 105) provides a useful definition. A bija is "a mantra
consisting of one syllable with no ordinary meaning and always ending
in the anusvara: m." The problem that is most vexing is that of the
etiology of bijas: Where do they come from? Questions concerning their
history and function will not be solved until the question of their origin,
which should not be understood as a diachronic question, has been
clarified. Bharati (1965, 113-18) outlined the problem over twenty years
ago, but he does not seem to have addressed it in his subsequent work.
The most fruitful approach, I suspect, will emerge from Staal's work in
which mantra is analyzed in light of ethology—the study of animal
behavior. See Staal (1984a; 1984b; 1985a), as well as his essay in this
volume. See, further, on Vedic roots of the bija tradition, the discussion
of stobha on page 344, and C. W. Bolle (1959).

THE DIFFUSION OF MANTRAS

To treat the diffusion of mantras beyond the various modalities of
Brahmanism, classical Hinduism, and Tantra stretches this essay be-
yond its central foci. Accordingly, this section of the Bibliography
should be considered an appendix. It is meant only to suggest lines of
inquiry. It is even more highly selective than the previous sections.

INDO-EUROPEAN BACKGROUND
I do not know whether anyone has systematically researched the

possible existence of Indo-European technical vocabulary shedding light
on the origin of the term mantra. But on the meaning of Indo-European
men-, see, besides the standard etymological dictionaries, Meillet (1897).
Equally important, when considering the structure of Vedic mantras, is
their possible "precursors" in the poetic style of other Indo-European
literature. On this, see, in general, Schmitt (1967), also Wüst (1969a;
1969b) and Benveniste (1968).

Gonda ([1963b] 1975b, 4.259) categorically states, "it may . . . safely
be contended that from the prehistoric period of Indo-Iranian communi-
ty onward the mantra concept—created no doubt by the mystery of
speech as that which expresses thought—played an important role in
the religious life and conceptions of the Aryan peoples." See Thieme
(1957) and, on the Avestan ma ra, see the references in (Gonda [1963b]
1975, 258f.). Gonda (1963a, 259-65, with refs.) discusses Iranian cog-
nates to dhi, on which, see also Mole (1960). On traditions of poet-
ry/prophecy among other Indo-European peoples, see, for example,
Runes (1926).

NON-HINDU AND QUASI-HINDU MANTRIC TRADITIONS
WITHIN INDIA

Although anything like an exhaustive survey of mantras among
strata of South Asian culture not usually considered Hindu is beyond
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the scope of this essay, certain readily available items may be mentioned
for the convenience of the reader.

Just as most mantras are multifunctional, so many—but not all—of
them can easily be made to work in mythologically and philosophically
distinct traditions. Bharati (1965,135) discusses this and notes, for exam-
ple, that Siva, in various guises, is "worshipped in Buddhist Tantric and
partly even in Jaina Tantric discipline." Similarly, he observes (p. 136)
that "the notion of mnya, though be no means identical in philosophical
import with Brahman, is sufficiently close in its numinosity to it to
warrant mantra similarity." (In this regard, one might add that a com-
parative study of the concept of sunya in the Saivägamas, and especially
in the Saiva traditions of Kashmir, and Tantric, Indian and Tibetan,
Buddhism might throw considerable light on the common religious mi-
lieu of South Asia in the second half of the first millenium.)

One of the subsidiary themes of this essay has been that mantra is a
pan-Indian phenomenon and that, from the point of view of Man-
trasästra, the division of South Asian religious life into "religions" is
artificial. The case should not be overstated, however. The significant
overlap in practice between Hindu and Buddhist Tantra must not ob-
scure the contrast between the ontological stance of the former tradition
and the deontological stance of the latter. Much of the available liter-
ature on Buddhist thought stresses the difference. One brief essay that
presents the Buddhist side, relevant to the study of Buddhist Tantric
Mantrasästra, is Guenther (1956).

The Use of Mantras Among "Tribal Groups"
Bharati (1965, 152), discussing the extent of mantric utterance in

Indian initiation rituals, observes that according to Koppers (1948) the
Bhils, the Santals, and the Mundas widely employ "partly intelligible,
partly dyssemantic" sacred formulae. To a certain extent—I would sup-
pose, both predominantly and increasingly—the use of mantras or, as
some writers would have it, "mantralike" utterances in the tribal ver-
naculars reflects that process of acculturation to high-caste, pan-Indian
practices and values, which Srinivas dubbed Sanskritization. Thus
Bharati (1965, 186) reports that "the Todas in South India impart a reg-
ular mantra [in the Toda language] to their sons, in analogy to the up-
anayana (investiture with the sacred thread) ceremony of the twice-born
Hindus."

Kakar (1982, 92-106) discusses an Oraon shaman, a bhagat, who uses
mantras to repel cases of possession involving "lower-order" spirits.
More powerful spirits require more elaborate treatments; e.g., püjä.
Here, too, mantras seem to be a prime vehicle of Sanskritization: When
talking to the patient, the bhagat speaks Oraon, but his "communication
with the divine, either through the mantra or prayer, are invariably in
Hindi, stressing both the formality and the privilege of the bhagat''s posi-
tion vis a vis the divine" (p. 103).
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Examination of the ethnographic literature might reveal interesting
instances of interaction between Hindu mantras and non-Hindu verbal
formulae. However, I have not pursued this line of research and I can-
not vouch for its fruitfulness. The place to begin is probably the survey
of Hermanns (1964-73) and the Encyclopedia Mundarica, Hoffmann and
van Emelen (1930-41); see, in addition, Jungblut (1943) on "magic
songs" among the Bhils, Elwin (1944-54), Stiglmayr and Fodermayr
(1970), Bhagvat (1972), and Mahapatra (1979) on Santal "invocation
songs." In general, exploration of tribal priesthoods, rituals of posses-
sion, and rituals of healing might be most interesting, in regard to
which, see the items on medicine on pages 391-92.

The Use of Mantras Among Muslims, Sikhs, and Jains
The evidence for the use of mantras among Indian Muslims—on the

folk level, at popular shrines, perhaps in devotional poetry—must be
culled from the ethnographic literature. Given the history of Indian
Islam, the role of the Sufi orders in the conversion of large portions of
the Hindu peasantry in certain regions, significant overlap between so-
called Hindu and Muslim practices is not surprising. To give some idea
of the possibilities, Bharati (1965, 186) reports a Dattätreyapltha in My-
sore, where the officiant is a Muslim mahant, installed by a predecessor
who imparts diksä with a lengthy mantra of "garbled Sanskrit and Ara-
bic" including, of course, both OM and BISMILLAHI. Gonda (1975b,
272) cites an instance of Muslims using verses from the Qur'an the way
Hindus use Tantric mantras in amulets.* Sanjukta Gupta discusses Fakir
Lalan Sah (Matilal Das and Mahapatra 1958). Her judgment (Goudriaan
& Gupta 1981, 178) is germane, "The general technique of Tantra Yoga
became so diffused amongst the mystics of India that even Muslim
mystics borrowed it and used its terminology in their mystic lyric
songs." Hence, it is exceedingly difficult to decide what to count as
Tantric and what to exclude.

I assume that the literature, ritual traditions, and folk practices of the
Sikhs would prove another rich source for the study of Mantrasästra in a
North Indian devotional context. It would seem likely that the impor-
tance of the divine name in both the Vaisnava tradition and in Islam
would be reflected in the Adi Granth and later Sikh scriptures and that,
perhaps through the intermediary of the Kabirpanth, the Sikh tradition
inherited much of the sonic mysticism of words and the Word one
associates with Tantra. Gonda ([1963b] 1975b, 4.286), for example, cites
Adi Granth 1.2, "Everything connected with the three worlds is con-
tained in the fifty-two letters." But the scientific study of the Sikh tradi-
tion has hardly begun, and I have come across no secondary literature
devoted to its use of mantras or its theology of the Word. For orienta-
tion, see Juergensmeyer and Barrier (1979).

^Indeed, written with the blood of bats or moles!
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On Jain Mantrasästra, there is Jhavery (1944), which, even more than
Kiehl's Instrument and Purpose, is a remarkable and grievously undercon-
sulted work. Bharati mentions in passing (1965, 121) that the principal
Jain Tantra is the Bhairavlpadmävatikalpa. See also Shah (1947), and
Bagchi (1921).

Mantras in Indian Buddhism
As general introductions to Buddhist Tantra, a variety of older works

are still serviceable: Benoytosh Bhattacharyya (1927; 1932; 1956), S. B.
Dasgupta (1950), Bagchi (1956a), and, in German, von Glasenapp
(1936a; 1936b; 1940). Among popular accounts written by Westerners,
Govinda (1970) strikes me as particularly helpful. For brief orientation,
see R. Ray (1974), a review essay on Wayman (1973). The most thought-
provoking, up-to-date introductions to Buddhist Tantra of which I am
aware are found in various works of Alex Wayman and Herbert
Guenther, both of whom, of necessity, draw upon both Sanskrit and
Tibetan materials. The work of both scholars may conveniently be ap-
proached through collections of essays, Wayman (1973) and Guenther
(1977). From them, one should to on the Lessing and Wayman (1968)
and Wayman (1977), on the one hand, and Guenther (1959; 1963; 1969b),
on the other. Among other editions and translations of Buddhist Tantric
works into English, I would note the Hevajra Tantra, Snellgrove (1959);
the Samvarodaya Tantra, Tsuda (1974); and the SarvadurgatiparisodhanaT,
Skorupski (1983a). See, further, the references specific to Buddhism in
Tibet on pages 439-41.

Bharati (1965, 104) argues that "there is evidence of a well-founded
body of mantric texts in the Pali scriptures77 and cites the occurrence of
parittas (protective mantras) in the Nikäyas. He goes on to note that later
"the Mahäsanghikas had collections of quasi-mantric formulae called
'dhärani' or 'vidyädharapitaka,'" as well as to argue that the udänas (sol-
emn pronouncements) of the Theraväda tradition "could well be called
mantric." I am unaware of any studies that explore the possible evolu-
tion of Mantrasästra in pre-Tantric Buddhism, but see J. Masson (1942)
on early Buddhist popular religion in general. The contribution of non-
Indian sources to the rise of Tantra has been the subject of some specula-
tion, but less thought; for possible foreign elements in Indian Tantras,
see Bagchi (1931).

The most abundant evidence and work has focused on the Tantric
Buddhism of Bengal (and its survival in neighboring Tibet), for general
information on which, see Benoytosh Bhattacharyya (1921), De (1938),
and S. B. Dasgupta (1962). The most important expression of Buddhist
Tantra in Bengal is a group of songs known as dohäs or cäryas. Versions,
presenting knotty textual and historical problems exist in Apabhramsa,
old Bengali, and Tibetan. On the Cäryapadas, one may see for rapid
orientation, Zbavitel 1976, 124-33). See further Shahidullah (1928, in
French; 1940), Bagchi (1938), Mojumdar (1967), Guenther (1969a), which
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is an English translation from the Tibetan, and most recently, Kvaerene
(1977). Among works in Bengali, note Sen (1956), Haraprasäd Sästri
(1916), M. Basu (1968); in Hindi, Sankrtyäyana (1957). To this one
should compare the material on the Vaisnava Sahajiyä cult, as well as
the material on Bengali folk religion listed on page 369. The discussion of
the nature of language in Buddhist philosophical texts has been treated
on page 390.

MANTRAS BEYOND INDIA

Sri Lanka, Indonesia, and Southeast Asia
In an important theoretical essay, Tambiah ([1968] 1985, 19ff.) dis-

cusses the use of mantras among Sinhalese Buddhists. He distinguishes
between mantra (spell), kannalavva, a sequence in prose, and kaviya
(verses). In spite of the fact that mantras are classified as the language of
demons (yaksä bäsäva), he argues against "a prevailing misconception
. . . that Sinhalese mantra are unintelligible or even nonsensical" and he
reports that the mantras make use of a "hierarchy of languages":
Sanskrit, Pali, Bengali, Tamil, Telugu, Malayalam, and Persian. Com-
pare the other essays by Tambiah.

For a general account of the Indian religions in Indonesia, see Gonda
(1975c). We are fortunate in having a detailed set of studies by Hooykaas
(1964; 1966; 1973a; 1973b; 1974) and Goudriaan and Hooykaas (1971),
which cumulatively discuss the context and lavishly document the use
of mantras in the generally Tantric, Hindu, and Buddhist Indie tradi-
tions of Java and Bali. For a review article of recent work on the religion
of Bali, see Goudriaan (1976); also Hooykaas (1983). Much of the prior
work on these traditions has been done in Dutch; among others, Gonda
([1963b] 1975b, 4.298) cites Goris (1926); also de Zoete and Spies (1938),
and the Ganapatitattwa (Singal 1958). On the Jnänasiddhänta, a Balinese
Saiva Tantra, Goudriaan (Goudriaan & Gupta 1981, 1.102) cites the
theses of H. Saebadio (1971). On Buddhist Tantra in Bali and Java, see
Prabodh Chandra (1931) and von Glasenapp (1952-54), which deals
with a thirteenth century Javanese initiation ritual (mantränaya) edited in
Wulff (1935). De Kleen (1942) is a study of the use of mudrä among
Balinese Saivite and Buddhist priests. For a general account of Hinduism
in Cambodia, see K. Bhattacharya (1961); on Tantra in Cambodia see
Bagchi (1928; 1930a).

Tibet
Besides the works on Indian Buddhism mentioned above, I wish to

draw attention to a few items dealing exclusively with Tibet, which are
relevant for the study of mantras (Tib., sngags). Three, in particular,
display something of the range of available material.

First, Nebesky-Wojkowitz (1956), focusing on the Tibetan cult of pro-
tective deities (Skr. dharmapäla, dvärapäla; Tib. chos skyong), provides a
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dense, detailed account of popular Tibetan ritual. The discussion of
oracles, divination, weathermakers, and destructive magic is especially
valuable. Second, Beyer (1973), focusing on the cult of the goddess Tärä,
offers the most extensive sophisticated interpretation of Tibetan Bud-
dhist ritual to date. Of special importance is the discussion of "worship"
in Tibetan Buddhist context and of rituals of initiation. Third, Govinda
(1959), written by a passionate Western advocate of Buddhism, uses the
famous mantra OM MANIPADME HUM as a device around which to
organize the central themes of Tibetan Buddhist mysticism in general.
Whatever its defects might be, it remains—at least for this reader—a
powerful, engaging introduction to its subject. As is well known, OM
MANIPADME HUM, which appears to be associated with the bodhisat-
tva Avalokitesvara, is one of the most widespread of all mantras. As
Bharati (1965, 133) recognized it does not mean "The jewel is in the
lotus." It means "[Homage to thee] O Manipadmä", where manipadme is
the vocative of Manipadmä, the name of a goddess (note the long ä); but
for an alternative, non-Sanskritic, way of reading the mantra, see Way-
man (1977, 76). Among other sources, on the social role of poetry in
Tibetan culture, see Duncan (1955) and R. A. Stein (1959); for an invoca-
tion ritual, Lessing (1951); Skorupski (1983b) on homa (oblation) rites and
the mandalas used for them; also the works by Stablein.

For good reason, the Tantric Buddhism of Tibet sometimes styles
itself mantrayäna. Within its ritual cosmos, a variety of mantric tech-
niques have been created. Besides bl]a, the terms that parallel mantra
include hrdaya, vidyä, and dhärani. The last of these has received the most
attention, and on it, one may see Waddell (1912; 1914), Hauer (1927a),
with a strong comparative, Middle Eastern perspective, and Bernhard
(1967). On Tibetan Tantric art, see Lauf (1976); on charms and amulets,
see Douglas (1978), with which one might compare Tambiah (1984), who
deals with the cult of amulets in Southeast Asia. Finally, it is well worth
mentioning that the "infamous" prayer wheels of Tibet are properly
called, in Sanskrit, mantracakras. They are "machines for japa" not for
personal prayers. How typical that for Westerners, unaware of the meta-
physical theory in whose terms they might make sense, it would be
taken for granted that they were inappropriately mechanical vehicles for
prayer.

China and Japan

Mantrasästra enters China, and through China the entire Far East,
through Buddhism. There it finds itself allied with cognate indigenous
traditions that, for the sake of convenience, may be referred to collec-
tively as Taoist. The literature on the transmission of Buddhism to China
and then Japan, no less the bibliography on Taoism, is quite extensive.
On the former, see, for example, Bagchi (1927-28; 1950). Among stan-
dard sources see Zürcher (1959) and, on Japan, de Visser (1928-35).
After many decades of receiving little attention, Taoist ritual has recently
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been the subject of several penetrating studies. Welch (1957), a model of
generalization, can well serve the general reader as an introduction. For
a few recent studies, see Saso (1972; 1978), Saso and Chappell (1977,
with bibliog. 123-48), and Welch and Seidel (1979). For further bibli-
ographical guidance, see Thompson (1976). Strickmann (1983, with bib-
liog.) deals with the persistence of the Indian homa ritual in the Far East.
Specifically on Chinese Tantra, one might begin with Chou-yi-liang
(1945). On the "mantrayänic aspect of the horse-cult in China and Ja-
pan" is a well-known monograph by van Gulik (1935). Finally, I shall
group together a few items relevant to the study of mudm, mandala,
mantra, or the Siddha alphabet in the Far East: Demieville (1930; 1980)
relevant to the music of mantras, Schubert (1954), van Gulik (1956),
Saunders (I960), Macdonald (1962), Nagao (1971), L. Chandra and S.
Devi (1978), and Rambach (1979); Tajima (1959) and Kiyota (1968) both
deal with mandates in Shingon, which word, by the way, is the Japanese
counterpart to the Sanskrit mantra. Also see the works on mudm and
mandala listed on pages 405-409.

Analogous Practices in Western Religions
While Mantrasästra is arguably unique to the Indie cultural sphere,

several traditions have been identified that are patently analogous to it.
Typically, they focus on the repetition of the name of god in what would
usually be accepted as a mystical context. Eliade (1969, 216-19), for
example, discusses the Muslim mystical technique of dhikr. While the
relevant literature can hardly be surveyed here, a few items may be
mentioned as a convenience to the reader: For the older Religionswissen-
schaftliche literature, see Heiler (1961, 275ff.); for a general survey focus-
ing on the significance of names in classical antiquity, see Hirzel (1916);
for the comparative significance of names among the Indo-European
peoples, Solmsen (1922); on the repetition of the divine name in the
context of Muslim mysticism, see Massignon (1922; 1943-45), Horten
(1927-28), Moreno (1946), Dermenghem (1953), and Gardet (1952-53;
1972). On Christian hesychism, see Hausheer (1927; 1956), Jugie (1931),
Bloom (1948; 1953), Kadloubousky and Palmer (1951; 1954), Gouilliard
(1953), Nolle (1954), Lossky (1957), and von Ivanka (c. 1974). If, by the
way, one doubts the living potential of this tradition in the secularized
postwar United States, one should reread J. D. Salinger's Franny and
Zooey.

MANTRAS IN NEO-HINDUISM IN INDIA AND THE WEST
Anything like a final appraisal of the evolution of Mantrasästra in the

reformulated Hinduism of the last century and a half would be pre-
mature. Some useful and important theoretical work has, been done,
however. Three essays of Hacker (1958; 1970; 1971), to whom we are
indebted for the very concept of neo-Hinduism (Neuhinduismus), are
indispensable. Halbfass (1981), in German but with an expanded ""En̂ --
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glish version (forthcoming), provides a thorough, well-documented,
philosophically lively history of the interaction of Indian and Western
cultures. See also, Ashby (1974a) and, for an important social scientific
perspective on neo-Hinduism, Bharati (1970b; 1971; and 1972).

Many contemporary works in the Indian vernaculars straddle the
lines between traditional scholarship, modern scholarship, and popu-
larization/A complete assessment of the place of Mantrasästra in Indian
civilization would have to examine these works and assess how they fit
Mantrasästra into the modern, in part neo-Hindu, age: how, in other
words they present Mantrasästra as a practical "science." Besides the
works of Gopinath Kaviraj mentioned on page 394, a representative
work of this sort is Awasthi Shastri (1966).

Among writers interpreting mantric utterance, and sacred language
more broadly, to the twentieth-century Indian audience the most in-
triguing and prolific might well be Swämi Pratyagätmänanda Saraswati
(Pramathanätha Mukhopädhyäya), at one time a collaborator of Sir John
Woodroffe. His magnum opus is Japasütram, for an English summary see
(1971). On his work, see Mukhopadhyaya (1963). For other examples,
see Vajpeyi (1979), in English, and B. Sharma (1969) and Sethiyä (1969),
both in Hindi.

Mantra is used in neo-Hinduism predominantly, if not exclusively,
in the context of Yoga. In this regard, see the bibliography dealing with
Yoga among contemporary movements in Schreiner (1979, 78-104), an
annotated list of some three hundred items dealing inter alia with the
following figures: Sri Ramakrishna (1836-1886), Yogi Ramacharaka
(Wm. Walker Atkinson) (1862-1932), Swami Vivekananda (1863-1902),
Swami Abhedananda (1866-1939), Sri Aurobindo (1872-1950), Swami
Sivananda (1887-1963), Sri Ramana Maharshi (1879-1950), Paramaham-
sa Yogananda (1893-1952), Krishnamurti (1895-1986), Srila A. C. Bhak-
tivedanta Swami Prabhupada (1896-1977), Gopi Krishna (1903-), Swami
Narayanandana (1902-), Swami Satyananda (1923-), Rajneesh (1931-),
Swami Kuvalayananda, Maharishi Mahesh Yogi, and Anandamayi Ma.
A complete study of mantra would have to deal with the ways in which
figures such as these modified traditional Mantrasästra to fit the modern
world or vice versa.

A few movements and items may be noted. One well known item is
Vivekananda (1962). On Sri Aurobindo, see K. W. BoUe (1962; 1965b). Of
the neo-Hindu movements that have flourished in the West, mantras
are probably most central to Maharishi Mahesh Yogi's Transcendental
Meditation movement, TM; on this, see White (1976) and Russell (1976).
The use of japa and the repetition of the divine name is probably most
characteristic of Bhaktivedanta Swami Prahbhupada's International So-
ciety of Krishna Consciousness; on ISKCON, see Gelber (1983) with a
well-balanced bibliography. Among the movements relatively less well
known in the West, sonic mysticism is probably most central to the
Radhasoamis; on which, see Fripp (1964) and Ashby (1974b). Some con-
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temporary enthusiasts interpret mantra as music or use mantra as a key
for understanding music. See, for instance, Marcotty (1980) and Keyser-
ling (1972).

Is it correct to describe the practices in these neo-Hindu movements
in the West as Mantrasästra? Perhaps, it is too early to know. To the
extent that they are authentically Hindu, the movements are often in-
spired by Bhakti. The rigor of traditional sädhanä at its best is relaxed,
swallowed up in devotional latitude, as was already the case in the
"neo-Säktism" of the Bengali Ramakrishna (Gupta in Goudriaan & Gup-
ta 1981, 200).

And, then, there is the knotty problem of pronunciation. Americans,
after all, do not get the sound right. This is bound to be troubling. From
the Vedic age to the present day, in mantras the sound is the thing. An
apologist might respond, neither do Indians. The Vedic ideal notwith-
standing, there is no single absolutely correct way to pronounce San-
skrit, as regional variations in pronunciation, not to mention the migra-
tion of mantras from India to Central Asia and East Asia, abundantly
prove.

Hindu devotees may take consolation from the reasoning of the Bud-
dhist convert, Govinda (1959, 27):

If the efficacy of mantras depended on their correct pronunciation, then
all mantras in Tibet would have lost their meaning and power, because
they are not pronounced according to the rules of Sanskrit, but accord-
ing to the phonetic laws of the Tibetan language (for instance not: OM
MANI PADME HUM, but 'OM MANI Peme HUM').

This means that the power and the effect of a mantra depend on the
spiritual attitude, the knowledge and responsiveness of the individual.
The sabda or sound of the mantra is not a physical sound (though it may
be accompanied by such a one) but a spiritual one. It cannot be heard
by the ears but only by the heart, and it cannot be uttered by the mouth
but only by the mind.

Filtered through Brooklynese, uttered as a Bronx cheer, whispered in an
East Texas drawl, OM is always OM—or it isn't.
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28 MANTRA KAVISASTA

taken as the very indication that by using the tool of mantra one begins
to reflect upon something, that content and meaning are integral to the
opening of the channels between men and the gods.

Austin, however, goes on to describe any number of conditions that
qualify the performative utterance and that most appropriately describe
the Rgvedic conception of mäntra: (1) that there be "an accepted conven-
tional procedure having a certain conventional effect, that procedure to
include the uttering of certain words by certain persons in certain cir-
cumstances"; (2) that "the particular persons and circumstances in a
given case must be appropriate for the invocation of the particular pro-
cedure invoked"; and (3) that "the procedure must be executed by all
participants both correctly and completely" (1965, 14-15). There is no
need to describe the details of the classical srauta system here, even as it
might have been known to the Rgveda; it will be sufficient to note that
the rules and conventions of this system, into which mantra fits most
clearly, amply support the conditions for correct procedure formulated
by Austin. The first condition describes the need to have the utterance
heard by someone and understood by him and others in the context
(Austin 1965, 22)—that the mantra must be pronounced {pad, vac, sams)
and that in almost all cases it is to be heard by the gods. (And, I pre-
sume, that following the later ritual, it must also be heard by the other
priests and the patron.) The second condition prescribes a certain per-
son be designated as the invoker of the utterance (Austin 1965, 34-35)—
that the mantra is peculiarly allied with the kavi. And, the third condi-
tion requires that the form of the utterance, particularly its grammar,
meet set requirements and be complete (Austin 1965, 67-93)—that the
mantra must be "ungarbled, well set, and elegant" (7.32.13ab) as well as
"perfect" (1.40.6b).

Following generalized rules such as those just listed, the power of
the word as a performative utterance becomes crystallized in the notion
of mantra. No other term for ritual speech in the Rgveda is seen to
express as clearly the agentive quality of speech as much as mantra,
where the priest's growing sensitivity to the pure power of pronounced
speech, as an instrument for the insight already deemed so central, is
finally put into concrete form. Although the Rgveda knows other agent
nouns for ritual speech—e.g., stoträ (song of praise) (nityastotra, pri-
yästotra, marütstotra) (Wackernagel 1954, 703)—it is in mantra where the
agent suffix comes to be so significant philosophically. Mantra is the
tool, the mechanism, for yoking the reflective powers of the seer into the
machinery of ritual (Tambiah 1968a, 175-76). Although, in later times,
the focus of mantra really becomes that of a key to meditation, a key to
the establishment and maintenance of divine accessibility, the earlier
formulation, at least as bound by the context of the Rgveda, focuses
primarily upon the qualities of its use by the religious functionary: the
power released upon pronunciation.
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THE POWER OF SPEECH

The view of speech captured in the word mantra differs considerably
from the view of speech known to an earlier period. This suggestion is
based upon the rarity in the Rgvedic mantra system of a number of
things apparently central to the understanding of religious conscious-
ness, especially to the formation of religious language. For instance, we
have in the mantra system, especially in the designation mantra ka-
visastä, an indication that the word is preeminent, not the speaker. We
do not get, for instance, the senseless *kavi mantrasastä (the seer pro-
nounced, by/with a mantra39), nor do we get the more plausible *kavi
mantrasas (cf., ukthasas) (the seer pronouncing the mantra); in both of
which cases the speaker could be seen as preeminent over the word. We
do, however, get the hapax mantrakrt in a Soma hymn—"Rsi Kasyapa,
strengthening your songs (gir) through the praises (stoma) of the mantra-
makers'7 (9.114.2ab)—as well as the hapax mantrasrütya in an Indra
hymn—"We neglect nothing, O gods, we conceal nothing, we go forth
mindful of your counsel" (10.134.7ab)—but neither fits neatly into a
system supportive of the centrality of any single religious functionary.

Remembering the importance of the development of thought in the
Rgveda (Chattopadhyaya 1935, 35), and ever mindful of the need to
uncover the religious persuasions of the Rgvedic world (Thieme 1957a,
53-54), we must now turn back to a type of religiosity that, I argue, is
earlier than that of mantra and yet necessary to it; necessary not only
historically, as one thing naturally gives rise to another, but logically as
well, for the mantra system, as emergent in the late Rgveda, makes
much more sense when seen as dependent upon an older, more person-
alized and theistic type of religiosity. One way of getting at this develop-
mental process is to see not only what has changed in the view of speech
but, perhaps more significant here, what might have been left out as
mantra emerged.

In his discussions of brahman, Thieme makes a distinction between
the Formel and the Formulierung:

Die Formel ist ihrem Wesen nach überkommen, ihre Wirkung beruht
darauf, dass sie in bewährter Weise wiederholt wird. . . . Die For-
mulierung wirkt, wenn sie neu ist. . . . Die Formel ist anonym, die
Formulierung gehört dem Individuum. . . . Die Formel ist eine
anerkannte Grosse, aber die Formulierung kann misslingen, sie ist dem
Tadel ausgesetzt.

(The formula {Formel) is traditional in character, its effects depend on
the fact that it is repeated in a time-tested manner. . . . The formulation
(Formulierung) works when it is new. . . . The formula is anonymous,
the formulation belongs to the individual. . . . The formula is a known




